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APPENDIX F 


 
SCOPE OF WORK 


AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTOGRAPHY 
AND PLANIMETRIC FEATURE COLLECTION 


For National Guard Training Sites 
Contractor 


Contract No. XXXX 
 


 
 Leaf Off Sites 
 
1. Description of work 
 


a.  The contractor will supply all of the necessary faclities, equipment and personnel to 
provide GPS ground control,digital aerial imagery supplemented with airborne GPS to produce 
digital orthophotography (DOP) in 24 bit natural color for National Guard training facilities 
located in the below table (Attachment A). All DOP shall be acquired to allow for production at 
a later date of digital photogrammetric products that may include the development of a digital 
terrain model (DTM), topographic mapping (contours) and other real property features. 
 
 b.   Refer to Attachment A for Site Locations, square mileage of site, required ground 
sample distance (GSD), and general timeframe of acquisition. 
 


c.  The Contractor will acquire GPS field control and aerial photography with airborne 
GPS for all sites. Boundary information will be shapefile data from NGB provided for each site, 
plus a buffer beyond the boundary. This buffer is included with each shapefile. All final map 
products are required to be referenced to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection 
zone appropriate for the area and referenced to NAD83/HARN (Horizontal for each respective 
State), NAVD88 for the vertical, both units of measurement will be in meters. The final products 
which will be produced are as follows for all sites:   


-  map scale 1:1,200 digital orthophotography GSD 15 cm per pixel 
-  map scale 1:600 digital orthophotography GSD 7 cm per pixel 
 


2. Information supplied by the Government 
 


a.  Facility boundaries supplied in digital form in ArcView Shapefile format, to be 
transmitted electronically to the contractor. 
 


b.  Points of contact at the facility to coordinate access for GPS field survey activity, and to 
assist in obtaining air space clearance for aerial photography. 
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c.  All final products must be fully compliant with the “Mapping” Horizontal Data Accuracy 
Class of the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, previously 
known as Class 1.  The aerial photography for the installations under this task order will be 
captured according to the timeframe listed in Attachment A, during leaf off conditions at each of 
the project sites. The contractor will coordinate with NGB POC at each site to determine the best 
flight window (timeframe) for each installation. 


 
d.  All final products must be fully compatible with ESRI products, ARC/INFO and ArcView 


platforms.  Specific file formats required for digital orthophotography are: 
 


Untiled .TIF format with: TFW header files  (RGB only) and in MrSID compressed 
formats with  SDW file. The contractor will create a tiling scheme which fits over the 
supplied buffered shapefile for each installation (fully covering the shapefile). The 
acquired imagery shall extend to the limits of the proposed tiling scheme (full imagery 
tiles). There shall be no void pixels within the produced tiles. The projection information 
will be defined in the TFW (TIFF world file) as well as the AUX file for the MrSID 
rendition. Void pixels can occur within the overall mosaic Mr. Sid file. These void pixels 
shall be rendered in the color of white. 


 
3. Work to be performed by the Contractor 
 
The contractor shall provide equipment, supplies, facilities and personnel to accomplish the 
following work: 
  
Digital Orthophotography 
 


a.  The contractor will acquire all of the necessary photo control using GPS.  The distribution 
and number of points will be appropriate to support ASPRS Mapping Class at 1:1,200, or 1:600. 
A digital file showing the flight acquisition plan for the site shall be submitted to the the NGB 
GIS manager and USACE St. Louis POC prior to the start of field operations. The contractor will 
prepare a GPS control report that will include point descriptions and/or photographs for each 
point as well as a digital file of the coordinate values for each point referenced to the appropriate 
UTM zone, NAD83/HARN NAVD88; both units of measurment will be in meters. 


 
b.  The contractor will acquire digital natural color aerial imagery according to the timeframe 


outlined in Attachment A, after deciduous foliage has fallen, during leaf off conditions. The 
imagery will be free of cloud cover, cloud shadows, snow, smoke and visible haze. Aerial 
imagery will be acquired using a large format digital camera equipped with airborne GPS 
(ABGPS). The imagery will be captured at an altitude suitable to support digital photgrammetric 
mapping at a scale of 1:1,200, or 1:600 and digital orthophotography with a 7 or 15 cm per pixel 
ground sample distance (GSD). Refer to Attachment A for the required GSD per installation. The 
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nadir (stereo) imagery will be used for the orthophoto production.   
 


 c.  The aerial photographic acquisition plan must be designed to incorporate sufficient 
stereoscopic coverage so that production of the digital orthophotography will extend beyond the 
facility boundary to the proposed tiling scheme. 


 
d.  The Contractor will produce a digital flight line index showing the flight lines and ortho 


tiles for each installation.  
 
e.  The Contractor will develop a fully analytical aerotriangulation adjustment for the GPS 


control and aerial imagery/airborne GPS. The contractor may use soft copy instrumentation for 
point selection and measurement. The final adjusted control network must reference the 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system appropriate zone, NAD83/HARN, NAVD88, with 
both units of measurement in meters. The contractor will prepare a report and will submit copies 
of the completed report to the National Guard GIS manager and USACE St. Louis POC. 


 
f.  The Contractor will utilize the digital imagery to produce a surface model for rectification 


of  the digital orthophotography. The surface model will be three dimensional and accurate to 
ensure the rectifcation of the corresponding orthoimagery to the required specifications, but will 
not include breaklines nor verification of its vertical accuracy for contour or other 3D modeling 
applications. The surface model created in this process and used for ortho rectification is not a 
required deliverable of this task order.  


 
g.  The Contractor will produce natural color digital orthophotography to the appropriate map 


scale and GSD, referred to in Attachment A. For installations with a GSD of 7 cm, the tile size 
will be 420 X 525 meters. For installations with GSD of 15 cm, the tile size will be 900 X 1,050 
meters. The completed map tiles will reference the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
system in the appropriate zone, NAD83/HARN, NAVD88, both units in meters. The digital 
orthophoto map tiles will be written to an external hard drive in numerical sequence and will be 
identified by an alphanumeric name assigned using the following process: 


 
The tile layout for each installation will originate at the northwest corner of the grid and 
will assign the northwestern most tile the designation of A1. Letter designation will 
increase alphabetically moving south and numerical designation will increase moving 
east. 
 
The completed digital orthophotos will be radiometrically processed to ensure maximum 
tone and contrast balance between adjacent tiles. The final digital orthophoto map tiles 
will be delivered in uncompressed TIF/TFW format.  
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h.  The completed orthophotos will also be delivered in MrSID Generation 3 compressed 
format.  A compressed mosaic will be assembled with a white background. The Contractor will 
prepare a separate .AUX file containing the datum, projection and units of measurement to 
accompany the compressed mosaic. Compression ratio for the Mr. Sid will be 20:1. 


 
i.  Project level FGDC compliant metadata for each installation. 


 
Planimetric Feature Collection 


 
a.  The Contractor will develop high resolution planimetric mapping across the Camp Gruber 
Oklahoma site. Features to be collected are outlined in Attachment B, which is included with 
this task order. Planimetric features will be collected and formatted in accordance with 
SDSFIE standards version 2.6 and all planimetric features will be delivered in the ESRI 
Personal Geodatabase format, version 10.0.  For linear layers, all features should be snapped 
together so a continuous network is maintained.  Point, linear and polygon features (within 
and across feature classes) which share a common boundary/edge, will have coincident 
geometry (e.g. will not overlap or have gaps between features).  The coincident geometry 
will be defined by a cluster tolerance that is appropriate for the scale and accuracy of the 
data. 
 
b.  Planimetric mapping will end at the installation boundary line. The boundary limits for 
Camp Gruber shall be supplied by the Government. 
 
c.  The contractor will supply DRAFT mapping for review by the government and will be 
supplied in an agreed upon format. The Government will have 21 calendar days after receipt 
of the DRAFT mapping to provide comments and/or redline edits back to the Contractor. 
 
d.  Contractor will also perform an ‘in-house’ Quality Control (QC) check of the data by 
having an independent review of the imagery to insure that all required features are collected 
and processed correctly. 


 
4. Delivery Items 
 
All deliverables for the task order are listed below. Two copies of all official deliverables are 
required. 
 


a.  Aerial imagery is not a deliverable and shall be maintained at the contractors facility for a 
period of 2 years at no additional cost to the government. 
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b.  Digital ESRI compatible files for each installation showing the project plan will include 


the flight line locations, flight line start and stop points, digital map tile layout and GPS control 
point locations. 


 
c.  GPS control report including point description forms with sketches and photographs as 


well as an ASCII file containing coordinate values referenced to UTM zone, NAD83/HARN, 
NAVD88 both units in meters. 


 
d.  Analytical aerotriangulation adjument including an ASCII file of the completed 


aerotriangulation adjustment with a report detailing the process used. The adjusted control 
network must reference the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and appropriate zone, 
NAD83/HARN, NAVD88 both units in meters. 


 
e.  Final full resolution orthophotography 24 bit natural color (RGB), will be delivered in 


TIF/TFW format and in MrSID (with .AUX file) compressed format MrSid Generation 3 with 
null pixels rendered in white. The Mr. Sid file will be an overall mosaic of each installation site. 


 
f.  Final digital planimetric mapping in ESRI Personal Geodatabase, version 10.0 depicting   


all features listed in Attachment B. 
 
g.  The contractor shall provide FGDC Compliant project level metadata per installation for 


all digital products created and delivered under this contract.  Project level metatdata is 
sufficient. 
 
5. SCHEDULE AND SUBMITTAL 
 


a.  All final products and deliverables must be delivered on or before Date. 
 


b.  All materials furnished to the Government shall be delivered at the Contractor’s expense 
to:  Contact Names, Shipping Addresses, e-mail, phone # 


 
 
6. UNAUTHORIZED DIRECTION 
 
  Reference Contract Clause 52.243-1 Changes-Fixed Price (August 1987) Alternate III 
(1984):  Only the Contracting Officer has authority to change the contract or issue a task order.  
No price or completion date changes can be made without approval from the Contracting Officer 
in advance of commencing work.  The Contractor shall not accept directions from any 
Government employee or otherwise, other than the Contracting Officer, that would involve a 
change to the contract cost or final completion date. 
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7. TIME EXTENSIONS 


 
a.  Reference Contract Clause Section H Special Contract Requirements Item 2:  If the 


schedules indicated in section 7, Deliveries and Performance, are exceeded due to causes beyond 
the control and without the fault or negligence of the A-E, as determined by the Contracting 
Officer, this task order will be modified in writing and the completion date will be extended one 
calendar day for each calendar day of delay.  The A-E shall notify the Government of such 
delays. 


 
b.  Requests for time extensions for an individual task order should be forwarded to the 


Contracting Officer no later than fourteen (14) days preceding the completion date shown on the 
task order. 


 
c.  Points of contact: 


 
Contact Names, Shipping Addresses, e-mail, phone # 


 
8. GOVERNMENT PRICING ANALYSIS 


 
 Attachment C shows the format for the Government’s pricing analysis for this example 
SOW. The contractor will submit a cost proposal in this format which the Government will 
compare with its independent cost estimate.  Government independent cost estimates, when 
completed, are confidential, for Government use only.   
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ATTACHMENT A 
 


Installation Name State GIS File 
Buffer 


Distance 
(Meters) 


GIS Square 
Miles (w/ 
buffer) 


Ortho GSD Timeframe Notes 


CAMP GRUBER OK Camp_Gruber_Buff_500 500 9.5 3 inch + 
Planimetric Fall 2012   


CAMP JOSEPH T 
ROBINSON AR Camp_Robinson_Buff_1000 1000 75.2 6 inch Spring 2013   
FORT CHAFFEE 
TRAINING CENTER AR Fort_Chaffee_Buff_1000 1000 143 6 inch Spring 2013   
CAMP WILLIAMS UT Camp_williams_Buff_1000 1000 58.3 6 inch Spring 2013   
PELHAM RANGE AL Pelham_Range_Buff_1000 1000 51.8 6 inch Spring 2013   


FORT MCCLELLAN AL McCellan_Cantonment_and_MO
UT_Buff_500 500 2.9 3 inch Spring 2013   


RIVER ROAD 
TRAINING DE River_Road_Training_Site_Buff_


500 500 1.3 3 inch Spring 2013   


NEW CASTLE DE New_Castle_Buff_500 500 0.7 3 inch Spring 2013 Late 
Spring 


TS BBTS DE ts_bbts_Buff_500 500 1 3 inch Spring 2013   
MCENTIRE SC McEntireBoundaryt_Buff_500 500 6.9 3 inch Spring 2013   
CAMP LINCOLN IL Lincoln_Buff_500 500 1.3 3 inch Spring 2013   


CHEYENNE WY WY_Cheyenne_UTM_13_Buff_1
000_Ds 1000 6.3 3 inch Spring 2013   


CAMP GUERNSEY WY 2012_Guernsey_Bndy_6_Inch_
Ds 1000 190 6 inch Spring 2013   


MARSEILLES MTA IL Marseilles_Buff_500 500 7.8 Lidar 1' Spring 2013   
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ATTACHMENT B 


Feature List 


Army National Guard (ARNG) – Planimetric Feature Collection  


     Feature Geometry SDSFIE Entity Type Feature Description Additional Comments 


paved road Poly road_area Designated as traffic routes within the built-up or cantonment areas and training areas. Roads 
include the driveways 
leading from roadways to parking areas. Roads do not include internal vehicular circulation 
associated with another 
facility, such as an organizational vehicle parking area in a maintenance facility.  Paved roads 
are those with surface treatment such as bituminous material, concrete, paving block, 
cobblestone, or gravel/tar. 


Include shoulder area.  Distinguish 
surface type by paved_d attribute 
(paved, unpaved) .   


unimproved 
road 


Poly road_area Definition per paved road.  Unimproved roads are those without surface treatments described in 
the pave road definition.  


Include shoulder area.  Distinguish 
surface type by paved_d attribute 
(paved, unpaved) .   


road 
centerline 


Line road_centerline Road centerlines depict the center of the road area extent (from pavement edge to pavement 
edge).  In cases where a physical barrier separates the directions of travel and restricts turning 
ability, such as concrete barriers or medians, two centerlines will be used to represent the 
directions of travel.  


Populate d_rodtyp.  Capture number of 
lanes within num_lanes.  Continue 
centerlines over bridges and attribute 
tunnel_d, bridge_d, ramp_d as 
approperiate.   


bridge, 
overpass, 
tunnel port 


Poly bridge_area Bridge and overpass, a structure designed to carry vehicular traffic on roads in 
cantonment/built-up areas or training areas.  Bridges are erected over a depression or an 
obstruction (such as water, a highway, or a railway); has a passageway for vehicles; and has an 
opening measured along the center of the roadway of more than 20 feet between undercopings 
of abutments or spring lines of arches, or extreme ends of the openings for multiple boxes. The 
bridge may include multiple pipes where the distance between the pipes is less than half of the 
diameter/width of the smallest pipe opening. If the bridge opening is less than 20 feet or the 
distance between the pipes exceeds half the dimension of the smallest pipe, this structure is 
considered a culvert and is simply part of the roadway length and not accounted for separately. 


 


parking 
(paved) 


Poly vehicle_parking_area An improved area that is paved with bitumen, concrete, paving block, cobblestone, or gravel/tar 
treatment, etc, and is used for parking of civilian, TOE/TDA military and commercial vehicles, 
trailers, and generators. 


Distinguish surface type by paved_d 
attribute (paved, unpaved).  Populate 
num_lanes. 


parking 
(unpaved) 


Poly vehicle_parking_area A semi-improved, unpaved area that is surfaced with sand, clay, gravel, or cinders and is used 
for parking civilian vehicles, TOE/TDA military and commercial vehicles, trailers, and 
generators. 


Distinguish surface type by paved_d 
attribute (paved, unpaved).  Populate 
num_lanes. 


drive (paved) Poly road_area Include within roads (road_area) feature class above. Include within roads (road_area) 
feature class above. 
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drive 
(unpaved) 


Poly road_area Include within roads (road_area) feature class above. Include within roads (road_area) 
feature class above. 


railroad 
signal 


Point railroad_feature_point Signal located at intersections between rail and motor vehicle roads that have high-volume 
traffic. 


 


railroad Line railroad_centerline Rail road tracks.  Depict centerline of each rail line, spur, yard track, etc.  


building Poly structure_existing_area A real property facility constructed on a space of land that is completely enclosed by a roof, 
walls, and usually flooring. It normally serves the purpose of occupancy, such as a 
headquarters, dwelling, office, storehouse, factory, laboratory, or hospital. 


 


building ruin Poly structure_existing_area Same as building.  Include within building 
(structure_existing_area) above.  
Populate structhght. 


shed Poly structure_existing_area Same as building.  Include within building 
(structure_existing_area) above.  
Populate structhght. 


swimming 
pool 


Poly swimming_pool_area A fenced area specifically designed for an outdoor swimming pool that is used for aquatic 
recreation and athletic conditioning. 


 


sidewalk 
(public) 


Poly pedistrian_sidewalk_area Pedestrian sidewalks and walkways either paved with concrete, paving blocks, bituminous 
material, etc, or with other surface materials (such as gravel). 


 


tank 
(unkown) 


Poly undefined_tank_area Aboveground storage tank storing unkown substances.  


tank (water) Poly water_tank_area A tank, either elevated or on-ground used to store potable or non-potable water.  Populate top_elv and elv_u_d.  Use 
feet. 


tank (fuel) Poly aboveground_storage_tan
k_area 


Tanks for bulk or operational storage of liquid fuels or gases. Populate top_elv and elv_u_d.  Use 
feet. 


tank (fuel) Pointe aboveground_storage_tan
k_point 


Tanks for bulk or operational storage of liquid fuels or gases. Use point geometry for tanks below 
miniumum mapping unit for polygon 
capture.   Populate top_elv and 
elv_u_d.  Use feet. 


transmission 
tower 


Point comm_antena_point A metallic aerial, antenna, or communications tower for sending and receiving electromagnetic 
waves (including telephone transmissions). 


Populate elevation, elev_u_d, height 
and height_u_d.  


pipeline Line undefined_utility_line A pipe for which it's use and utility association is not currently known or defined (e.g., location 
identified by aerial photography but not yet verified by follow-up investigation). 


Only above ground pipelines. 


airport 
features 


Poly airfield_surface_area Pavements, such as runways and rotary wing landing pads (facilities that are used for the 
takeoff and landing of fixed and rotary wing aircraft), taxiways (facilities used for the powered 
ground movement of aircraft between runway systems and other airfield facilities), and, aircraft 
aprons (facilities where aircraft are parked or moved about the airfield). 


Populate sur_use_d and pave_typ. 
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obscured 
area, 
unknown 
object 


Poly obscured/unknown Catch all layer for infrastructure objects/entities that cannot be identified through aerial 
imagery. 


 


cemetery Poly cemetary_area A human remains cemetery or burial ground.  
golf course Poly golf_course_area An golf course that is a grassy, turf-covered tract of land with tees, fairways, hazards, and 


greens providing for recreational golf. 
 


area under 
construction 


Poly construction_site Area associated the development/construction/maintenance of a road, building, structure or 
facility.  


 


quarry Poly quarry site Excavation site for the the removal of building stone, gravel, etc.  
sport field Poly athletic_field_area A outdoor area for playing baseball, softball, football, etc.  
fence Line fence_line A protective barrier to define the physical limits of an installation, activity, or area and to 


restrict, channel, or impede access. 
 


gate Line gate_line The frame, gate, or other apparatus that allows or restricts access through the perimeter fences 
or walls of an installation. 


 


substation Point electrical_substation_poi
nt 


A substation to step down the voltage of the electric power supply before it enters the 
distribution network. Normally a substation consists of incoming power lines (higher voltage), 
transformers to step down the incoming voltage, switchgear to distribute the stepped down 
power, and necessary safety and security equipment. 


 


transformer Point electrical_transformer_ba
nk_point 


Pole or pad mounted transformer banks.  Transformers are electrical system components that 
convert the supplied power (incoming) voltage before transmitting it further (outgoing) in the 
electrical distribution network. 


 


transmission 
line 


Line electrical_cable_line Electrical power lines that distribute electrical power by means of an aboveground network.  


utility pole, 
power light 
pole 


Point utility_pole_tower_site Supports for poles for electrical power lines. Populate polehieght and dim_u_d. 


concrete slab Poly slab_area A load-bearing pad, base, apron, or platform upon which various types of equipment are 
positioned. Missile systems, radar, generators, and transformers are equipment frequently 
placed on such pads. These structures are also used for the placement of refuse/garbage 
collection receptacles and other similar items. 


 


culvert Poly culvert_centerline The centerline of a pipe or strucutre, the purpose of which is for the interception and 
conveyance of surface water transported in open drainage lines and ditches. 


 


doc/pier Poly mooring_facility_area A structure extending outward from the shoreline into navigable waters that is used for the 
loading and unloading of ammunition or supplies from boats and ships or the berthing, fueling, 
or repair of boats and ships. These structures may be open or covererd. 
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 Attachment C – Form used for Contractor and Government Cost Estimates 


National Guard Training Sites 
Contractor 
Contract # 


Task Order # 
    DIRECT LABOR  HOURS  HOURLY RATE  LABOR COST 
Project Manager _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Quality Manager _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Supervisory Photogrammetrist _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Photogrammetric Tech (AT) _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial Photography Pilot _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial Photographer _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Airborne GPS Ground Engineer _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Ortho  Technician _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
GIS Technician _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Stereo Technician _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Office Engineer (PLS) _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Supervisor (Party Chief) _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Instrument Technician _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Technician _____ $____.__ $______.__ 
         Subtotal--Direct Labor Use hourly contract rates $______A_.__ 
    Overhead on Direct Labor and General ____% 


 
$______B_.__ 


and Admin. Overhead Combined Use contract OH, G&A 
     OTHER DIRECT COST UNIT UNIT RATE ODC  COST 


Aircraft (twin engine piston) 
w/ABGPS/hour _____ $_____.__ $________.__ 
Aircraft (twin engine turbine) 
w/ABGPS/hour _____ $_____.__  $________.__ 
LIDAR sensor/hour _____ $_____.__  $________.__ 
Large Format Digital sensor/hour _____ $_____.__ $________.__ 
Lodging/Per Diem/day _____ $_____.__  $________.__ 
Vehicle Rental/day _____ $_____.__  $________.__ 
Hard Drive/each _____ $_____.__  $________.__ 


        Subtotal—Other Direct Costs  Use unit contract rates $______C_.__ 


         Subtotal--DL, OH & Other Direct Costs 
 


$A + $B + $C 
    Profit (negotiated for individual task orders)  ___% $______D_.__ 


    (SUBCONTRACT) Flight (if not performed by prime contractor)  $_____E_.__ 
(SUBCONTRACT) Ground Control (if not performed by prime contractor) $_____F_.__ 


    PROJECT GRAND TOTAL 
 


$A + $B + $C + $D + $E + $F 
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Prepared By:     _________________________________________           Date:    __________ 


  Reviewed By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 


  Approved By:    _________________________________________          Date:    __________ 
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GLOSSARY 


 
Section I 


Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 
2D or 2-D…... Two-dimensional 


3D or 3-D…... Three-dimensional 


3DEP………. 3D Elevation Program 


ABGPS…….. Airborne GPS 


ABS………… Acoustic Backscatter 


ACCr………. Horizontal (radial) accuracy at the 95% confidence level 


ACCz……… Vertical linear accuracy at the 95% confidence level 


ACSM ………American Congress on Surveying and Mapping 


AGC………... Army Geospatial Center 


AGL…………Above Ground Level 


AINS……….. Aided Inertial Navigation System 


ALB…………Airborne Lidar Bathymetry 


ALH…………Airborne Lidar Hydrography 


ALS………….Airborne Laser Scanning 


ALTM……….Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper (or Mapping) 


AM…………. Amplitude Modulation 


AMT……….. Above Mean Terrain 


AOI………… Area of Interest 


AOR………...Area of Responsibility 


ASCII………. American Standard Code for Information Interchange 


ASFPM…….. Association of State Floodplain Managers 


ASL………… Above Sea Level 


ASP…………American Society of Photogrammetry 


ASPRS……...American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 
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ATC………...Air Traffic Control 


BATS………. Bathymetric and Topographic Survey 


BFE………… Base Flood Elevation 


BIL…………. Band Interleaved by Line (File Format)  


BIN…………. Binary 


BIP…………. Band Interleaved by Pixel (File Format) 


BMP………...Best Management Practice 


BoB………… Bureau of the Budget 


BSQ………… Band Sequential (File Format) 


C3I………….. Communications, Command, Control, and Intelligence 


C/A………… Coarse/Acquisition 


CAD……….. Computer-Aided Design 


CADD……… Computer-Aided Design and Drafting 


CAES………. Computer-Aided Earthmoving System 


CCCL……… Coastal Construction Control Line 


CCD……….. Charge Coupled Device 


CE…………. Circular Error 


CEP………… Circular Error Probable 


CI……………Contour Interval 


CIR…………. Color Infrared 


CLICK………Center for Lidar Information, Coordination, and Knowledge 


CMAS……….Circular Map Accuracy Standard 


CONUS……. Conterminous United States 


CORPSCON.. Corps Conversion 


CORS………. Continuously Operating Reference Station 


COTS………. Commercial Off-the-Shelf  


CRS………… Coordinate Reference System 


CVA……….. Consolidated Vertical Accuracy 
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DED………... Digital Elevation Data 


DEM……….. Digital Elevation Model 


DFIRM…….. Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map 


DG…………. Direct Georeferencing 


DGN……….. MicroStation Design (File Format) 


DGPS………. Differential GPS 


DoD………… Department of Defense 


DOQ……….. Digital Orthophoto Quadrangle  


DOQQ ……... Digital Orthophoto Quarter-Quadrangle 


DPI………… Dots per Inch 


DRG……….. Digital Raster Graphic 


DSM……….. Digital Surface Model 


DTED……… Digital Terrain Elevation Data 


DTM……….. Digital Terrain Model 


DVD……….. Digital Video Disk 


DWG………. Drawing (AutoCAD File Format) 


DXF…………Drawing Exchange (File Format) 


E00…………. Export (ArcInfo File Format) 


EGM………...Earth Gravitational Model 


ENC………....Electronic Nautical Chart 


EPA………… Environmental Protection Agency 


ERDC………. Engineer Research and Development Center  


ESRI……….. Environmental Systems Research Institute 


FAA………... Federal Aviation Administration 


FAR………… Federal Acquisition Regulation 


FDC………… Frequency-to-Distance Conversion 


FEMA……… Federal Emergency Management Agency 


FGCC………. Federal Geodetic Control Committee 
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FGCS………. Federal Geodetic Control Subcommittee 


FGDC……… Federal Geographic Data Committee 


FIRM………. Flood Insurance Rate Map 


FM…………. Frequency Modulation 


FMS………... Flight Management System 


FOG………... Fiber Optic Gyro 


FOV………... Field of View 


FTP………… File Transfer Protocol 


FVA…………Fundamental Vertical Accuracy 


FWD………. Full Waveform Digitizing 


FWHM…….. Full Width at Half Maximum 


GB…………. Gigabyte 


GDOP……… Geometric Dilution of Position 


GeoTIFF…… Georeferenced Tagged Image File Format 


GHz………… Gigahertz 


GIS…………. Geographic Information System 


GLONASS…. Global Navigation Satellite System 


GMT……….. Greenwich Mean Time 


GNSS………. Global Navigation Satellite System 


GOTS………. Government Off-the-Shelf 


GPRA……… Government Performance and Results Act 


GPS………… Global Positioning System 


GSD…………Ground Sample Distance 


HARN……… High Accuracy Reference Network 


H&H……….. Hydrologic and Hydraulic 


ID…………... Identification 


IFOV………. Instantaneous Field of View 


IFSAR……… Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (also InSAR) 
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IGLD……….. International Great Lakes Datum 


IHO………… International Hydrographic Organization 


IMG…………Image (ERDAS file format) 


IMU………… Inertial Measurement Unit (also IRU) 


INS…………. Inertial Navigation System (also INU) 


InSAR……… Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (also IFSAR) 


INU………… Inertial Navigation Unit (also INS) 


ION………… Institute of Navigation 


IPP…………. Interpulse Period 


IR………….. Infrared 


IRU………… Inertial Reference Unit (also IMU) 


ISO…………. International Standards Organization 


ITRF……….. International Earth Rotation Service Terrestrial Reference Frame 


IV & V………Independent Validation and Verification 


JALBTCX…. Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Technical Center of Expertise 


JPL…………. Jet Propulsion Laboratory 


JPSD-PO…… Joint Precision Strike Demonstration Project Office 


KAR……….. Kinematic Ambiguity Resolution (also see OTF) 


KGPS……… Kinematic GPS 


KHz………… Kilohertz  


KW………… Kilowatts 


L1………….. Level 1 frequency of GPS satellites 


L2………….. Level 2 frequency of GPS satellites 


L3………….. Level 3 frequency of GPS satellites 


L5………….. Level 5 frequency of Block IIF GPS satellites 


LAAS………. Local Area Augmentation System 


LADAR……. LAser Detection And Ranging 


LAG……….. Lowest Adjacent Grade 
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LAS………… LASer (File Format) 


LASER…….. Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation 


LCD…………Liquid Crystal Display 


LFE………….Lowest Floor Elevation 


LiDAR……... Light Detection And Ranging 


LIS…………. Land Information System 


LMSL………. Local Mean Sea Level 


MASER……. Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation 


MB…………. Megabytes 


MHHW……. Mean Higher High Water 


MHW………. Mean High Water 


MHz………... Megahertz 


MIF/MID….. MapInfo File (format) 


MLLW…….. Mean Lower Low Water 


MLW………. Mean Low Water 


MSE………... Mean of the Squared Errors 


MSL……….. Mean Sea Level 


MTL……….. Mean Tide Level 


NAD 27……. North American Datum of 1927 (horizontal datum) 


NAD 83……. North American Datum of 1983 (horizontal datum) 


NADCON…. North American Datum Conversion 


NAVD 88….. North American Vertical Datum of 1988 


NAVSTAR… Navigation Signal Timing and Ranging  


NDEP……… National Digital Elevation Program 


NDGPS……. Nationwide Differential GPS 


NDOP……… National Digital Orthophoto Program 


NED……….. National Elevation Dataset 


NEOS……… National Earth Orientation Service 
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NFIP……….. National Flood Insurance Program 


NGA……….. National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 


NGP…………National Geospatial Program 


NGPS………. Nominal Ground Point Spacing 


NGS…………National Geodetic Survey 


NGVD 29….. National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 


NIR………… Near Infra-red 


NMAS ………National Map Accuracy Standard 


NOAA……… National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


NOS…………National Ocean Service 


NPD………... Nominal Point Density 


NPS………… Nominal Pulse Spacing 


NRCS………. Natural Resources Conservation Service 


NSDI……….. National Spatial Data Infrastructure 


NSGIC………National States Geographic Information Council 


NSRS………. National Spatial Reference System 


NSSDA……. National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy 


NTDE……… National Tidal Datum Epoch 


NTM……….. National Technical Means 


NVA……….. Non-Vegetated Vertical Accuracy 


NWLON…… National Water Level Observation Network 


O&M………. Operations and Maintenance 


OC…………. Order/Class Code 


OCONUS….. Outside the Conterminous United States 


OGC……….. Open Geospatial Consortium 


OIM………… Orthorectified Image Mosaic 


OTF………… On-the-fly (GPS ambiguity resolution) 


OTS………… Off-the-shelf 
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PDOP………. Position Dilution of Position 


POD………... Print on Demand 


POS………… Position and Orientation System 


POS/AV……. Position and Orientation System for Airborne Vehicles 


POS/LV……. Position and Orientation System for Land Vehicles 


POS/MV…… Position and Orientation System for Marine Vessels 


PPM………... Parts Per Million 


PPP………… Precise Point Positioning 


PRF………… Pulse Repetition Frequency 


PRR………… Pulse Repetition Rate 


PSP………… Pseudo Stereo Pair 


QA…………. Quality Assurance 


QA/QC…….. Quality Assurance/Quality Control 


QC…………. Quality Control 


QL1………… Quality Level 1 


QL2………… Quality Level 2 


QL3………… Quality Level 3 


QL4………… Quality Level 4 


QL5………… Quality Level 5 


R&D………... Research & Development 


RMS……….. Root-Mean-Square 


RMSD……… Root-Mean-Square-Difference 


RMSDz……. Root-Mean-Square-Difference in Elevation (z) 


RMSE……… Root-Mean-Square Error 


RMSEr ………Radial RMSE (horizontal, as function of RMSEx and RMSEy) 


RMSEx……. RMSE in the x dimension (Easting or longitude) 


RMSEy……. RMSE in the y dimension (Northing or latitude) 
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RMSEz……. RMSE in the z dimension (Elevation) 


RMSExy…… RMSE in both the x and y dimensions 


RMSExyz…... RMSE in three (x, y, z) dimensions 


RTK………... Real Time Kinematic 


RTKGPS…… Real Time Kinematic Global Positioning System 


SA………….. Selective Availability 


SAR………… Synthetic Aperture Radar 


SDTS………. Spatial Data Transfer Standard 


SFHA……… Special Flood Hazard Area 


SGM………. Semi-Global Matching 


SHOALS…… Scanning Hydrographic Operational Airborne Lidar Survey 


SHP………… Shape (ArcView File Format) 


SONAR……. Sound Navigation and Ranging 


SPCS………. State Plane Coordinate System 


SVA………... Supplemental Vertical Accuracy 


TDOP………. Time Dilution of Position 


TEC…………Topographic Engineering Center (U.S. Army) 


TEC………… Total Electron Count 


TIFF………... Tagged Image File Format 


TIN…………. Triangulated Irregular Network 


TOF………… Time-of-Flight 


TPE………… Total Propagated Error 


UAS………... Unmanned Aerial System 


UAV……….. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 


USACE……. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 


USCG……… U.S. Coast Guard 


USFS………. U.S. Forest Service 
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USGS……… U.S. Geological Survey 


UTC……….. Universal Time, Coordinated, the same as Greenwich Mean Time 


UTM……….. Universal Transverse Mercator 


UV…………. Ultraviolet 


VERTCON… Vertical Conversion 


VHF………... Very High Frequency 


VLBI………. Very Long Baseline Interferometry 


VMAS……… Vertical Map Accuracy Standard 


VPF………… Vector Product Format 


VRS………… Virtual Reference Station 


VVA………... Vegetated Vertical Accuracy 


WAAS……… Wide Area Augmentation System 


WGS 84……. World Geodetic System of 1984 


XML……….. eXtensible Markup Language 


Section II 
Definitions 


 
Accelerometer — A device that measures the total specific force with respect to an inertial 
reference comprising gravity plus acceleration. 
 
Acoustic Wave — See Sound Wave. 
 
Accuracy — The closeness of an estimated value (e.g., measured or computed) to a standard or 
accepted (true) value of a particular quantity.  Not to be confused with precision.  Note: With the 
exception of Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS), assumed to be known with 
zero errors relative to established datums, the true locations of 3-D spatial coordinates of other 
points are not known, but only estimated. Therefore, the accuracy of other coordinate 
information is unknown and can only be estimated. 


̶ Absolute Accuracy — A measure that accounts for all systematic and random errors in a 
data set.  Absolute accuracy is stated with respect to a defined datum or reference system. For 
consistency with the NSSDA, absolute accuracy is normally expressed at the 95 percent 
confidence level.  The absolute vertical accuracy is normally different from the absolute 
horizontal accuracy. 
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̶ Accuracyr — The NSSDA reporting standard in the horizontal component that equals the 


radius of a circle of uncertainty, such that the true or theoretical horizontal location of the point 
falls within that circle 95-percent of the time. Accuracyr = 1.7308 x RMSEr. 


̶ Accuracyz — The NSSDA reporting standard in the vertical component that equals the 
linear uncertainty value, such that the true or theoretical vertical location of the point falls within 
that linear uncertainty value 95-percent of the time. Accuracyz = 1.9600 x RMSEz.  


̶ Horizontal Accuracy — The horizontal (radial) component of the positional accuracy of a 
dataset with respect to a horizontal datum, at a specified confidence level.  The horizontal 
accuracy reporting standard (Accuracyr) is defined above. 


̶ Local Accuracy — A value that represents the uncertainty in the coordinates of points 
with respect to coordinates of other directly connected, adjacent points at the 95% confidence 
level.   


̶ Network Accuracy — A value that represents the uncertainty in the coordinates of a 
control point with respect to the geodetic datum at the 95-percent confidence level.  For National 
Spatial Reference System (NSRS) network accuracy classification in the U.S., the datum is 
considered to be best expressed by the geodetic values at the CORS supported by the National 
Geodetic Survey (NGS).  By this definition, the local and network accuracy values at CORS sites 
are considered to be infinitesimal, i.e., to approach zero. 


̶ Positional Accuracy — The accuracy at the 95% confidence level of the position of 
features, including horizontal and vertical positions, with respect to horizontal and vertical 
datums.  


̶ Relative Accuracy — A measure of variation in point-to-point accuracy in a data set.   


̶ Vertical Accuracy — The measure of the positional accuracy of a dataset with respect to 
a specified vertical datum, at a specified confidence level or percentile.   


 
Adjustment — A process designed to minimize inconsistencies in measured or computed 
quantities by applying derived corrections to compensate for random or accidental errors.  The 
most common interpretation is that the sum of the squares of differences between results 
obtained by measurement and results obtained by calculation shall be a minimum.  With this 
criterion, the method of least squares adjustment is preferred. 
 
Aerial Triangulation (Aerotriangulation) — The process of measuring a number of points on 
overlapping images and/or ground control points to determine the most probable values of 
exterior orientation elements of aerial photographs.  The output of this process includes ground 
space coordinates for all points measured on at least two images.   
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Affine Transformation — Linear transformation plus a translation.  Affine transformation can be 
decomposed into rotational, scale, skew and translation components and for most sensors small 
errors are well modeled by these terms. 
 
Air Base — The line segment, or length of the line segment, joining two adjacent camera stations 
when aerial photographs or images are taken. 


Airborne GPS — A method for collecting Global Positioning System (GPS) data continuously 
for an aerial camera, LiDAR or IFSAR sensor so as to: (1) provide Direct Georeferencing of 
photo centers and/or the origin of individual laser or radar pulses used in mapping, (2) strengthen 
the positioning accuracy while drastically reducing the number of ground control points 
necessary on larger mapping projects, and/or (3) enable accurate execution of pre-planned flight 
lines in automated Flight Management Systems.  For example, a geodetic quality GPS receiver 
records an event marker from the aerial mapping camera, logging the precise time of each 
exposure station or photo center; this time record is then correlated to the location of GPS ground 
stations (at known, surveyed locations) which were also recording during the flight.   


Aliasing — The difference between the values of constants in a mathematical model and the 
value the constants would have if the model were improved by adding more terms or denser data. 
 
Altimetry — The science of measuring height or altitudes of different objects. 
 
Ambiguity Resolution — Combining the phase data from two or more GPS receivers so that, 
after eliminating all other significant errors, the unknown number of integer wavelengths can be 
determined for signals coming from GPS satellites. Redundant L1 and L2 phase observations 
from two or more receivers, each tracking five or more satellites, provide the information for 
rapid unambiguous resolution. Once the ambiguities are resolved, the corrected phases for each 
observed satellite become precise ranges that allow the computation of the baseline vector(s) 
between the receivers with a typical accuracy of 2-10 centimeters. 
 
Analog Photogrammetry — Stereo photogrammetric procedures that utilize direct viewing of 
film imagery in analog stereoplotters that optically and/or mechanically replicate, at reduced 
scale, the physical geometry that existed when stereo photography was acquired.  Analog 
stereoplotters are less accurate than analytical stereoplotters, and they are ill-suited for DEM 
production. 
 
Analytical Photogrammetry — Stereo photogrammetric procedures that utilize direct viewing of 
film imagery in analytical stereoplotters that mathematically replicate, at reduced scale, the 
physical geometry that existed when stereo photography was acquired. Analytical stereoplotters 
can also mathematically apply camera calibration (interior orientation) parameters, and correct 
for atmospheric refraction and earth curvature. 
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Antivignetting Filter — A filter used with wide-angle photography to produce uniform lighting 
over the whole photograph. 
 
Arc Second (Arc-Second or Second of Arc) — In angular measurements, 1/3600th of a degree. 
Commonly used in descriptions of geographic coordinate reference systems, for example, the 
horizontal resolution of the National Elevation Dataset (NED), 1 arc-second, 1/3 arc-second, 1/9 
arc-second. For most of the Contiguous United States, 1 arc-second is approximately 30 meters, 
linear. 
 
Artifacts — An inaccurate observation, effect or result, especially one resulting from the 
technology used in scientific investigation or from experimental error.  In bare-earth elevation 
models, detectable surface remnants of buildings, trees, towers, telephone poles or other elevated 
features; also, detectable artificial anomalies that are introduced to a surface model by way of 
system specific collection or processing techniques, e.g., corn-row effects of profile collection, 
star and ramp effects from multidirectional contour interpolation, or detectable triangular facets 
caused when vegetation canopies are weeded from lidar data. Orthophotos and other geospatial 
datasets also have blemishes referred to as artifacts. 
 
Aspect — The direction which a building or topographic surface faces with respect to points of a 
compass. The slope direction or steepest downslope across a surface, normally measured 
clockwise in degrees from due north.  The value of each location in an aspect dataset indicates 
the direction the surface slope faces.  
 
Asymmetry — In satellite photogrammetry, the angle between the bisector of the convergence 
angle and the projection of the local vertical onto the epipolar plane.  
 
Atmospheric Refraction — The bending of light rays as they pass through the atmosphere. 
 
Attitude — The position of a body defined by the angles between the axes of the coordinate 
system of the body and the axes of an external coordinate system.  In photogrammetry, the 
attitude is the angular orientation of a camera (roll, pitch, yaw), or of the photograph taken with 
that camera, with respect to some external reference system. With lidar and IFSAR, the attitude 
is normally defined as the roll, pitch and heading of the instrument at the instant an active pulse 
is emitted from the sensor. 
 
Azimuth — Horizontal direction reckoned clockwise from the meridian plane. 
 
Bald Earth — Non-preferred term. See Bare Earth. 
 
Bare Earth  — Digital elevation data of the terrain, free from vegetation, buildings and other 
man-made structures.  Elevations of the ground. 
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Base Flood — A flood that has a one-percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given 
year.  Often called the 100-year flood. 
 
Base Flood Elevation (BFE) — An elevation that has a one-percent chance of being equaled or 
exceeded in any given year by a base flood. 
 
Base-Height Ratio (B:H) — The ratio of the air base (the line segment, or length of the line 
segment, joining two adjacent camera stations when aerial or satellite images are taken) and the 
flight height of the stereoscopic pair of images.  
 
Base Map — A map on which information can be placed for comparison or for georeferencing 
and graphical correlation, including digital orthophotos for horizontal georeferencing and DEMs 
for vertical georeferencing.  A map from which other maps are prepared by adding information; 
in particular, a planimetric map used in preparing topographic maps. 
 
Base Station — A survey station with known coordinates from which all unknown differentially 
measured positions are derived. 
 
Basic Control — A survey over the entire extent of a project that establishes monumented points 
of known horizontal position and elevation. 
 
Bathymetric Chart — A topographic chart of the bed of a body of water. Generally, bathymetric 
charts show depths by contour lines and gradient tints. Regional bathymetric surveys are 
conducted to determine the location and orientation of depth contours in water depths and areas 
where safety of surface navigation is not a major concern. This type of surveying might be 
accomplished with an interferometric sonar, a vertical beam echo sounder, or a multibeam sonar. 
Shallow water bathymetry is also determined from airborne lidar bathymetry. Software used for 
bathymetric surveying is attuned to production of a digital elevation model, or bathymetric 
surface, from cleaned or smoothed soundings. 
 
Bathymetric Surface — The underwater terrain model. 
 
Bathymetry — The measurement and study of water depths. Traditionally bathymetry has been 
expressed with contours and hydrography with spot depths. Bathymetry may not meet 
hydrographic standards, as it may not show all of the bottom characteristics important to the 
mariner who is navigating. Bathymetric contours depicted on nautical charts may be displaced 
cartographically to accommodate sounding data which need to be displayed. NOAA’s 
hydrographic depths and bathymetric contours represented on a nautical chart are all related to 
the national chart datum of MLLW. These depths are expressed as positive numbers below the 
chart datum. Minus signs are not depicted on nautical charts unless above MLLW, meaning the 
point is above water when the water level is at MLLW or below. 
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Bench Mark (Benchmark or BM) — A relatively permanent, natural or artificial, material object 
bearing a marked point whose elevation above or below an adopted vertical datum is known.   


̶ Permanent Bench Mark — A bench mark as nearly permanent in character as is 
practicable.  The National Spatial Reference System classifies bench marks in terms of their 
“stability,” with Stability A being the most stable, and Stability D being of questionable stability.   


̶ Temporary Bench Mark — A bench mark established to hold, temporarily, the end of a 
completed section of a line of levels and to serve as a starting point from which the next section 
is run.  Spikes and screws in poles, bolts on bridges, and chiseled marks on masonry are typically 
used as temporary bench marks (TBMs). 


̶ Tidal Bench Mark — A bench mark whose elevation has been determined with respect to 
mean sea level at a nearby tide gauge. The tidal bench mark is used as reference for that tide 
gauge.   
 
Bias — A systematic error inherent in measurements due to some deficiency in the measurement 
process or subsequent processing. 
 
Bisector Elevation (BIE) — In satellite photogrammetry, the elevation of the bisector of the 
convergence angle. 
 
Blunder — An error of major proportion, normally identified and removed during interactive 
editing.  A mistake resulting from carelessness or negligence. 
 
Boresight — Calibration of a sensor system equipped with GPS and an inertial measurement unit 
(IMU) to determine the accurate position and orientation (roll, pitch, heading) of active sensor 
pulses (IFSAR, lidar, sonar) or the optical axis of a film camera or a digital imaging system. 
 
Breakline — A linear feature that describes a change in the smoothness or continuity of a 
surface.  The two most common forms of breaklines are as follows: 


̶ A soft breakline ensures that known z-values along a linear feature are maintained (e.g., 
elevations along a pipeline, road centerline or drainage ditch), and ensures that linear features 
and polygon edges are maintained in a TIN surface model, by enforcing the breaklines as TIN 
edges. They are generally synonymous with 3-D breaklines because they are depicted with series 
of x/y/z coordinates.  Somewhat rounded ridges or the trough of a drain may be collected using 
soft breaklines. 


̶ A hard breakline defines interruptions in surface smoothness, e.g., to define streams, 
shorelines, dams, ridges, building footprints, and other locations with abrupt surface changes. 
Although some hard breaklines are 3-D breaklines, they are often depicted as 2-D breaklines 
because features such as shorelines and building footprints are normally depicted with series of 
x/y coordinates only, often digitized from digital orthophotos that include no elevation data.     
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Bridge — A structure carrying a road, path, railroad, or canal across a river, ravine, road, 
railroad, or other obstacle. In mapping, a bridge is distinguished from a roadway over a culvert in 
that a bridge is a man-made elevated deck with no earth or soil on top. 
 
C-Factor — An empirical measure of the inherent contouring accuracy of a photogrammetric 
plotter and its operator. 
 
Cadastral — Pertaining to extent, value, and ownership of land.  Cadastral maps show property 
corners and property lines.  
 
Calibration — The process of identifying and correcting for systematic errors in hardware, 
software, or procedures. Determining the systematic errors in a measuring device by comparing 
its measurements with the markings or measurements of a device which is considered correct.  
Airborne sensors can be calibrated geometrically and/or radiometrically.   


̶ Camera Calibration — The geometric calibration of a conventional film mapping camera 
includes the determination of the following quantities: (a) the calibrated focal length, (b) the 
location of the principal point with respect to the fiducial marks, (c) the location of the point of 
symmetry, (d) the distortion effective in the focal plane of the camera and referred to the 
particular calibrated focal length, (e) the resolution of the lens system, (f) the degree of flatness 
of the focal plane, (g) the opening and closing cycle of the shutter as a function of time, and (h) 
the locations of fiducial marks ― all of which help to ensure that µm measurements made on 
aerial film will translate correctly into accurate ground coordinates via photogrammetric 
calculations.  Depending on camera design, digital cameras have different forms of geometric 
calibration and also include radiometric calibration, e.g., spectral response of CCD sensors over 
the spectral range of the sensor, and determination of the pixel-to-pixel uniformity.  


̶ Lidar System Calibration ― (1) Instrument Calibration: Factory calibration includes both 
radiometric and geometric calibration unique to each manufacturer’s hardware, and tuned to 
meet the performance specifications for the model being calibrated; instrument calibration can 
only be assessed and corrected by the factory.  (2) Data Calibration: The “lever-arm” calibration 
determines the sensor-to-GPS-antenna offset vector (lever arm) components relative to the 
antenna phase center; the offset vector components are re-determined each time the sensor or 
aircraft GPS antenna is moved or repositioned in any way. Because normal aircraft operations 
can induce slight variations in component mounting, field calibration is normally performed for 
each project, or even daily, to determine corrections to the roll, pitch, and scale calibration 
parameters. 
 
Camera, Metric ― A camera constructed so that its photographic/image characteristics remain 
stable, i.e., camera calibration parameters do not change over time.  Metric cameras must be 
consistently spatially accurate; they are essential for most photogrammetric projects and are 
much more expensive than non-metric cameras. 
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Camera Axis ― A line through the camera lens rear nodal point, perpendicular to the film plane 
of CCD. 
 
Camera Station ― The point in space where the forward node of the camera lens was located at 
the instant the photographic exposure was made. 
 
Cartesian Coordinates — Coordinate values of two types: 


̶ 2-D Cartesian Coordinates — A pair of numbers (x/y coordinates) that locate a point by 
its distance from two intersecting, normally perpendicular lines in the same plane.  Each distance 
is measured along a parallel to the other line.  UTM and State Plane coordinates are examples of 
2-D Cartesian coordinates. 


̶ 3-D Cartesian Coordinates — A triad of numbers (x/y/z coordinates) that locate a point 
by its distance from three fixed planes that intersect one another at right angles.  However, 
except for unique applications, 3-D Cartesian coordinates with z-coordinates are rarely used.  
Instead, z-values are more popularly understood as heights or elevations above a curved surface 
defined by the vertical datum, ellipsoid, or geoid. Thus, when 3-D coordinates are mentioned, the 
term normally pertains to x/y coordinates and z-values. 


 
Cartography — The science and art of making maps and charts.  It is customary to distinguish 
between maps in general and maps used for navigation; the latter are generally called charts.   
 
C-factor and Assumed C-factor — Contouring factor that shows the ratio of the flight height to 
the smallest contour interval that a photogrammetric system, including the photogrammetric 
system operator, can consistently map to specification accuracy.   Used normally with an analog 
film camera with 6-inch focal lens and 9-in by 9-in film format, the C-factor = flight height of 
aerial photography divided by contour interval.  A higher C-factor is often assumed for a more-
experienced photogrammetrist. 
 
Charts — Maps used for nautical or aeronautical navigation. 
 
Check Point (Checkpoint) — One of the surveyed points used to estimate the positional accuracy 
of the data set against an independent source of greater accuracy. 
 
Classification (of lidar) — The classification of lidar point cloud returns in accordance with a 
classification scheme to identify the type of target from which each lidar return is reflected. The 
process allows future differentiations between bare-earth terrain points, water, noise, vegetation, 
buildings, other manmade features and objects of interest. 
 
Cleanness — A subjective term to describe the degree to which artifacts have been removed 
from a DEM or TIN. 
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Collimation — The process of bringing the optical elements of an optical system into proper 
relation with each other. Adjusting the fiducial marks in a camera so that they locate the 
principal point. 
 
Color Separation — The process of preparing a separate drawing, engraving, or negative for each 
color required in the printing production of a map or chart. 
 
Compilation — The production of a new or revised map or chart, or portions thereof, from 
existing maps, aerial photographs, field surveys, new data and other sources.  The process is 
called stereocompilation if stereoscopic plotting instruments (stereo plotters) are used. 
 
Confidence Level — The percentage of points within a data set that are estimated to meet the 
stated accuracy; e.g., accuracy reported at the 95% confidence level means that 95% of the 
positions in the data set are expected to have an error with respect to true ground position that are 
equal to or smaller than the reported accuracy value. 
 
Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) — A term used by the NDEP guidelines for vertical 
accuracy at the 95th percentile in all land cover categories combined.   
Contours — Lines of equal elevation on a surface.  An imaginary line on the ground, all points of 
which are at the same elevation above or below a specified reference surface (vertical datum).   
 
Contour Interval — The difference in elevation (z-values) between two adjacent contours. 
 
Contrast — The difference between the densities of the lightest and darkest areas of a 
photograph. 
 
Control — The coordinates of a control station.  The geometric data associated with a collection 
of control stations, such as coordinates, distances, angles, or directions between control stations.  
The data associated with a set of control stations and used as the basis for detailed surveys.  
Fundamental control is synonymous with geodetic control and is generally not photo-
identifiable on aerial imagery.  Supplemental control for photogrammetric mapping projects 
must be photo-identifiable point features on aerial imagery so that surveyed points on the ground 
can be positively correlated with their images on the aerial photographs. 
 
Control Network — Geodetic control together with the measured or adjusted values of the 
distances, angles, directions, or heights used in determining the coordinates of the control.  
 
Control Point — Stationary point with accurately surveyed horizontal (x/y), vertical (z), or 
horizontal and vertical (x/y/z) coordinates. When used for aerotriangulation, control points are 
either chosen as photo-identifiable points or are “paneled” prior to flying.  
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Control Station — A point on the ground whose horizontal or vertical location is used as a basis 
for obtaining the location of other points.   
 
Control Tide Stations — Primary water level stations, located with open ocean exposure or 
within the mouth of a bay or estuary, that have operated for 19 or more years, are expected to 
continue to operate in the future, and are used to obtain a continuous record of the water levels in 
a locality.  They are sited to provide datum control for national applications. 
 
Convergence — In satellite photogrammetry, the angle in the epipolar plane between the two 
rays from the ground point to the perspective centers. 
 
Coordinates — A set of N numbers designating the location of a point in N-dimensional space.  
Horizontal coordinates are 2-dimensional coordinates, normally expressed as x/y coordinates, 
Eastings and Northings, or Longitude and Latitude (geographic coordinates).  A vertical 
coordinate may be 1-dimensional, i.e., the vertical distance of a point above or below a reference 
surface (vertical datum) such as the elevation of a bench mark without known x/y coordinates.  
However, most vertical coordinates are specified as 3-dimensional coordinates, i.e., x/y 
coordinates and z-values.   
 
Correlation — The extent to which one randomly varying quantity can be expressed as a 
function of another, or to which both quantities can be expressed as function of a third, 
nonrandom quantity.  See also Image Correlation. With IFSAR, interferometric correlation is a 
measure of the similarity of the signal received at the two antennae.  
 
Cover — In mapping, vegetation or other land cover over the terrain. 
 
Crab — The condition caused by failure to orient the camera with respect to the track of the 
airplane, often caused by windy conditions.  In vertical photography, crab is indicated by the 
edges of the images not being parallel to the ground track of the aircraft. 
 
Culture — Features constructed by man under, on, or above the ground that are delineated on a 
map, e.g., airfield runways, railroads, roads, trails, buildings, bridges, towers, canals, culverts 
and sewer systems.   
 
Culvert — A tunnel carrying a stream or open drain under a road or railroad, typically 
constructed of formed concrete or corrugated metal and surrounded on all sides, top and bottom, 
by earth or soil. 
 
Data Format — The specific arrangement of data in a file, including records, data types, and data 
labels. For example, floating point numbers as x/y pairs with one set per record. 
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Data Model — The conceptual view of what information is to be represented. For example, the 
surface of the earth can be represented as a grid of posts of varying heights (i.e., raster data 
model), or as lines of equal elevation (i.e., vector data model). 
 
Data Void — In lidar, a gap in the point cloud coverage, caused by surface non-reflectance of the 
lidar pulse, instrument or processing anomalies or failure, obstruction of the lidar pulse, or 
improper collection flight planning or execution. Any area greater than or equal to 4 times the 
Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) squared, measured using first-returns only, is considered by 
USGS to be a data void.  See holiday. 
 
Datum  (plural Datums) — In surveying, a reference system for computing or correlating the 
results of surveys, to include the origin of coordinates that serves as a zero point in computing x-, 
y- and z-coordinates.   A set of constants that define a geographic coordinate system or height 
system used for mapping/modeling the size and shape of the Earth and/or its gravity field.   


̶ Diurnal Tide Level (DTL) — A tidal datum which is the average of Mean Higher High 
Water and Mean Lower Low Water. 


̶ Geodetic Datum — A set of constants specifying the coordinate system used for geodetic 
control, i.e., for calculating coordinates of points on the Earth.  At least eight constants are 
needed to form a complete datum: three to specify the location of the origin of the coordinate 
system, three to specify the orientation of the coordinate system, and two to specify the 
dimensions of the reference ellipsoid. (Before geocentric geodetic datums became possible, it 
was customary to define a geodetic datum by five quantities: the latitude and longitude of an 
initial datum point, the azimuth of a line from this datum point, and the two parameters of a 
reference ellipsoid.  In addition, specification of the components of the deflection of the vertical 
at the initial point, or the condition that the minor axis of the ellipsoid be parallel to the Earth's 
axis of rotation provided two more quantities.  The datum was still not complete because the 
origin of the coordinate system remained free to shift in one dimension.  This meaning does not 
conform to modern usage.) 


̶ Horizontal Datum — A geodetic datum specifying the coordinate system in which 
horizontal control points are located.  The North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) is the 
official horizontal datum in the U.S. 


̶ Hydrographic Datum — A datum for depths (soundings), depth contours, and elevations 
of foreshore and offshore features.  Also called chart datum. 


̶ Local Datum — A datum defining a coordinate system that is used only over a region of 
very limited extent. 


̶ Low Water Datum — An approximation to mean low water that has been adopted as a 
standard tidal datum for a specific region although it may differ slightly from a later 
determination. 
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̶ Lower Low Water Datum — An approximation to mean lower low water adopted as a 


tidal datum for a limited area and retained for an indefinite period.  It is used primarily for river 
and harbor engineering, e.g., Columbia River lower low water datum. 


̶ Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) — A tidal datum computed as the arithmetic mean of 
the higher high water heights of the tide observed over a specific 19-year Metonic cycle denoted 
as the NTDE. Only the higher high water of each pair of high waters of a tidal day is included in 
the mean. For stations with shorter series, a comparison of simultaneous observations is made 
with a primary control tide station in order to derive the equivalent of the 19-year value. 


̶ Mean High Water (MHW) — A tidal datum computed as the arithmetic mean of the high 
water heights observed over a specific 19-year Metonic cycle. For stations with shorter series, a 
comparison of simultaneous observations is made with a primary control tide station in order to 
derive the equivalent of the 19-year value. 


̶ Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) — A tidal datum computed as the arithmetic mean of 
the lower low water heights of the tide observed over a specific 19-year Metonic cycle. Only the 
lower low water of each pair of low waters of a tidal day is included in the mean. For stations 
with shorter series, a comparison of simultaneous observations is made with a primary control 
tide station in order to derive the equivalent of the 19-year value. MLLW is the chart datum used 
in the U.S. 


̶ Mean Low Water (MLW) — A tidal datum computed as the arithmetic mean of the low 
water heights observed over a specific 19-year Metonic cycle. For stations with shorter series, a 
comparison of simultaneous observations is made with a primary control tide station in order to 
derive the equivalent of the 19-year value. 


̶ Mean Sea Level (MSL) — A tidal datum computed as the arithmetic mean of hourly 
heights observed over a specific 19-year Metonic cycle. Shorter series are specified in the name, 
e.g., monthly mean sea level or yearly mean sea level. 


̶ Mean Tide Level (MTL) — A tidal datum which is the average of Mean High Water and 
Mean Low Water. 


̶ Sea Level Datum — An equipotential surface passing through a specified point at mean 
sea level which is used as a reference for elevations. 


̶ Tidal Datum — A surface with a designed elevation from which heights or depths are 
reckoned, defined by a certain phase of the tide. A tidal datum is local, usually valid only for a 
restricted area about the tide gauge used in defining the datum. 


̶ Vertical Datum — A set of constants defining a height (elevation) system. It is defined by 
a set of constants, a coordinate system, and points that have been consistently determined by 
observations, corrections, and computations.  The North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
(NAVD 88) is the official vertical datum in the U.S. 
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Decorrelation (IFSAR) — A measure of the dissimilarity of the signal received at the two 
antennae caused by geometry, thermal noise and other factors. 
 
Deflection of the Vertical — The angle between the direction of gravity, defining astronomical 
latitude and longitude, and the normal to the reference ellipsoid defining geodetic latitude and 
longitude.  
 
Diapositive — A positive photograph on a transparent medium.  A positive film transparency as 
opposed to a positive paper print which is not transparent. 
 
Differential Leveling — Survey procedures used to measure the elevation differences between 
two or more points, to extend vertical control, and to monitor the stability of water level 
measurement gauges. The quality of leveling is a function of the procedures used, the sensitivity 
of the leveling instruments, the precision and accuracy of the leveling rod, the attention given by 
surveyors, and the refinement of the computations. 
 
Digital Correlation — Image correlation performed automatically through the use of digital 
imagery and digital (softcopy) photogrammetry. DEMs produced through automatic digital 
correlation are normally edited manually, especially when bare-earth DTMs or contours are 
required instead of DSMs. 
 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) — See three different definitions below: 


̶ A popular acronym, as in the title of this book, used as a generic term for digital 
topographic and/or bathymetric data in all its various forms.  Unless specifically referenced as a 
Digital Surface Model (DSM), the generic DEM normally implies x/y coordinates and z-values 
of the bare-earth terrain, void of vegetation and manmade features. 


̶ As used by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), a DEM is the digital cartographic 
representation of the elevation of the land at regularly spaced intervals in x and y directions, 
using z-values referenced to a common vertical datum.  As described in Chapter 4 of this 
manual, there are several different standard USGS DEMs archived in the National Elevation 
Dataset (NED) based on 1-arc-second, 1/3-arc-second, and 1/9-arc-second grid spacing.  


̶ As typically used in the U.S. and elsewhere, a DEM has bare-earth z-values at regularly 
spaced intervals in x and y, where Δx and Δy are normally measured in feet or meters in even 
units; however, grid spacing, datum, coordinate systems, data formats, and other characteristics 
may vary widely.  
 
Digital Line Graph (DLG) — Geospatial data, digitized as node, line and area features, using 
hundreds of different attribute codes to define basic cartographic data categories such as 
hypsography (contours), hydrography, transportation, manmade features, vegetation, boundaries, 
survey control, etc.   
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Digital Orthophoto — A digital photograph prepared from a perspective photograph by digitally 
removing displacements of points caused by tilt, relief, and perspective. A “true digital 
orthophoto” is defined as one in which the sides of vertical features are not visible, as though 
looking straight down on each natural and man-made feature from infinity; this feature is 
especially desired in urban areas with skyscrapers and tall buildings, the sides of which are 
normally photographed with aerial photography. 
 
Digital Photogrammetry — See Softcopy Photogrammetry. 
 
Digital Surface Model (DSM) — Similar to DEMs or DTMs, except that they depict the 
elevations of the top surfaces of buildings, trees, towers, and other features elevated above the 
bare earth.  DSMs are especially relevant for telecommunications management, air safety, forest 
management, and 3-D modeling and simulation. 
 
Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) — A uniform matrix of terrain elevation values produced 
by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA). It provides basic quantitative data for 
military systems that require terrain elevation, slope, and gross surface roughness information. 
Data density depends on the level produced. 


̶ DTED0 post spacing is 30 arc seconds (approximately 1,000 meters), corresponding to 
small-scale hardcopy products. 


̶ DTED1 post spacing is three arc seconds (approximately 100 meters), corresponding to 
medium-scale hardcopy products. 


̶ DTED2 post spacing is one arc second (approximately 30 meters), corresponding to 
large-scale hardcopy products. 


̶ DTED3 post spacing is one-third arc second (approximately 10 meters) 


̶ Specifications for high-resolution DTED levels 4 (3 m) and 5 (1 m) have also been 
developed. 
 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) — See two different definitions below: 


̶ In some countries, DTMs are synonymous with DEMs, representing the bare-earth terrain 
with z-values uniformly spaced in x and y directions. 


̶ As used herein, DTMs may be similar to DEMs, but they may also incorporate the 
elevation of significant topographic features on the land. DTMs are comprised of mass points 
and breaklines that are irregularly spaced to better characterize the true shape of the bare-earth 
terrain. The net result of DTMs is that the distinctive terrain features are more clearly defined 
and precisely located, and contours generated from DTMs more closely approximate the real 
shape of the terrain. Such DTMs are normally more expensive and time consuming to produce 
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than uniformly spaced DEMs because breaklines are less suitable for automated collection, but 
the DTM may be technically superior to standard DEMs for many applications. 
 
Diode — Specialized electronic equipment with two electrodes that conduct one energy (electric) 
and convert to another form (light).  
 
Direct Georeferencing — The direct measurement of Exterior Orientation parameters, i.e., 
position (x/y/z coordinates) and attitude (roll/pitch/heading) at the instant an aerial photograph or 
digital image is taken, to aid or replace aerial triangulation.  The term is also applicable to the 
position and orientation of airborne lidar or IFSAR sensors.   
 
Direction of Gravity — The direction, toward the Earth’s center, indicated by a plumb line. 
Gravity is a force and therefore has both magnitude and direction. The direction of gravity is 
independent of any coordinate system, but its components may be described with respect to two 
mutually perpendicular planes through the local normal, one being that of the local meridian. 
Both components are given in terms of the deflection of the vertical from those planes.  
 
Discrete Return Lidar — Lidar system or data in which the significant peaks in the waveform are 
captured and stored. Each peak represents a return from a different target, discernible in either 
vertical or horizontal domains. Most modern lidar systems are capable of capturing three to five 
discrete returns from each emitted laser pulse.  See full waveform lidar.  
 
Displacement — Any shift in the position of an image on a photograph due to tilt during 
photography or scale changes in the imagery, normally caused by changing elevations (relief) of 
the area photographed.  Relief displacement is an essential characteristic of vertical aerial 
photography that causes high terrain points to appear farther from the center of the photograph 
and low points to appear closer to the center of the photograph, than would the map positions of 
such points if looking straight down on every feature. 
 
Distortion — A lens aberration that causes a difference between the position of any part of the 
image and its theoretically correct position. 
 
Diurnal High Water Inequality (DHQ) — The difference between Mean Higher High Water and 
Mean High Water. 
 
Diurnal Low Water Inequality (DLQ) — The difference between Mean Low Water and Mean 
Lower Low Water. 
 
Dual Frequency — A high performance GPS receiver for precision applications that tracks the 
L1 C/A pseudoranges and carrier phase, and either tracks L2 pseudoranges and carrier phase or 
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computes derived L2 pseudoranges and carrier phase using the known cross correlation between 
the L1 and L2 code modulations. 
 
Drainage-Enforced — See Hydro-Enforced. 
 
Drape — The superimposition of 2-D features over a 3-D surface, normally for viewing of all 
features in 3-D perspective, for 3-D fly-throughs or walk-throughs in virtual reality. Also a 
method for conflating values, typically elevation, from a surface to 2-D features to create 3-D 
features. 
 
Easting — In a plane coordinate system, the coordinate in a general east-west direction, 
increasing to the east.  The grid coordinate of a point eastward (positive) or westward (negative) 
from a reference meridian. The grid coordinate eastward (positive) or westward (negative) from 
the central (zero) meridian (the line of zero eastings or the y-axis) on a gridded map. The central 
meridian is frequently replaced by another called the false meridian, sufficiently far to the west 
of the central meridian so that all eastings on the map are then positive with respect to the false 
meridian. A false easting is the constant value added to all eastings so that only positive values 
of easting are recorded. 
 
Echogram — The graphic record produced by an echo sounder and showing, as a function of 
time, the strength of the echo signal and the time taken for the echo to return.  
 
Echo Sounder — An instrument for determining the depth of water by measuring the time of 
travel of a sound pulse from the surface of a body of water to the bottom and back. An echo 
sounder consist of an oscillator for generating pulses, a hydrophone for detecting the echo, a 
clock for timing the pulses, and a recorder for converting the time of travel to a depth and 
plotting that depth on a continuous chart.  
 
Echo Sounding — Determining the distance from the surface of water to the bottom by 
measuring the time interval required for sound waves to go from a sound generator to the bottom 
and back again. The principal source of error in echo sounding is uncorrected refraction; another 
source is schools of fish that reflect sound back before it reaches the bottom. 
 
Effective Vertical Spacing ― The vertical point spacing minus the vertical footprint diameter.  
 
Electromagnetic Spectrum — The complete range of wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation, 
beginning with the longest radio waves and extending through visible light all the way to the 
extremely short gamma rays.  
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Elevation — The distance measured upward along a plumb line between a point and the geoid.  
The elevation of a point is normally the same as its orthometric height, defined as “H” in the 
equation: H = h – N, where h = ellipsoid height and N = geoid height. 
 
Elevation Certificate — A form on which the lowest floor elevation, lowest adjacent grade, and 
highest adjacent grade of a building are certified relative to the base flood elevation for the 
location of the building. Other descriptive information is also provided to help identify the flood 
risk to the building surveyed. 
 
Elevation Derivatives — Products derived from 3-D source data.  With lidar, the point cloud data 
are the source from which all derivative products are produced, including Digital Surface Models 
(DSMs), Digital Terrain Models (DTMs), gridded Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), contour 
lines, hillshades, slope and aspect maps, height-above-ground maps, intensity imagery, cross 
sections, etc. Elevation derivatives should always begin from the same certified source, if 
possible, to ensure consistent results. 
 
Elevation Post — The vertical component of a DEM lattice mesh point, having height above the 
vertical datum equal to the z-value of its mesh point. 
 
Elevation Post Spacing — The constant sampling interval in x and y directions of a DEM lattice 
or grid.  The horizontal resolution of a DEM. 
 
Ellipsoid — A closed surface whose planar sections are either ellipses or circles.  The Earth’s 
ellipsoid is a biaxial ellipsoid of revolution, defined by an ellipse with major axis “a” and its 
minor axis “b,” obtained by rotating the ellipse about its minor (shorter) axis. 
 
Ellipsoid Height — See Height.  
 
End Lap — See Forward Overlap 
 
Ensonify — See Insonify. 
 
Ephemeris — A tabulation of the locations and related data for a celestial body, including Earth-
orbiting satellites, for given epochs (dates) at uniform intervals of time.   


̶ Broadcast Ephemeris — The ephemeris broadcast from a satellite, from which Earth-
fixed satellite positions can be computed.  


̶ Precise Ephemeris — The ephemeris of a satellite computed by adjustment of 
observations obtained from a worldwide tracking network in order to obtain maximum accuracy. 


 
Epipolar Plane — In satellite photogrammetry, the plane formed by the two rays from the ground 
point to the perspective centers. 
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Epoch — A particular instant of time from which an event or a series of events is calculated. A 
starting point in time to which events are referred.  
 
Equator, Geodetic — The circle of the reference ellipsoid midway between its poles of rotation. 
The geodetic Equator is the line on which geodetic latitude is 0° and from which geodetic 
latitudes are reckoned, north and south, to 90° at either pole. 
 
Equipotential Surface — A surface with the same gravity potential at every point. An 
equipotential surface is also referred to as a level surface. The force of gravity is everywhere 
perpendicular to this surface. The surface of a body of still water is an equipotential surface. 
 
Error — The difference between the observed value of a quantity and the theoretical or defined 
value of that quantity.  In the computation of root-mean-square errors (RMSE), x-, y- and z-
errors are the differences in x- or y-coordinates or z-values between a sample dataset and a 
dataset of higher accuracy for the same sample points. 


̶ Random Error — An error, produced by irregular causes whose effects upon individual 
observations are governed by no known law that connects them with circumstances and so 
cannot be corrected by use of standardized adjustments.  


̶ Mean Error — The average error in a set of values, obtained by adding all errors (in x, y 
or z) together and then dividing by the total number of errors for that dimension.  


̶ Systematic Error — An error whose algebraic sign and, to some extent, magnitude bears 
a fixed relation to some condition or set of conditions. Systematic errors follow some fixed 
pattern and are often introduced by data collection procedures or processing.   
 
Euler Angle — One of a sequence of three angles (rotations) specifying the orientation of one 
(three-dimensional) coordinate system with respect to another, in which the first and third 
rotations are about the same axis, and the second is about a different axis.  For example, let the 
system whose axes are x, y, z be rotated into the system with axis X, Y, Z.  A sequence of Euler 
angles is given by a rotation about z yielding x’, y’, z; then a rotation about x’ yielding x’, y”, Z; 
finally a rotation about Z, yielding X, Y, Z.  Used with inertial measurement units (IMUs). 
 
Exterior Orientation — The position and attitude of an acquisition sensor with respect to a 
ground coordinate system. The six parameters that define the position (x/y/z coordinates) and 
attitude (roll, pitch and heading) of a remote sensing system, relative to a ground coordinate 
reference frame, at the instant that a pulse is emitted from an active sensor (e.g., IFSAR, lidar or 
sonar) or an image is acquired by a passive sensor (e.g., exposure station of an aerial 
photograph).  With digital imaging systems, the exposure station differs with each image line; 
therefore, the exterior orientation elements vary over time and are often modeled as a non-linear 
function requiring some measure of time tied to the image lines, ABGPS and IMU data.  Also 
see Direct Georeferencing. 
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Fathom — A measure of water depth equal to exactly 6 feet. 
 
Feathering — Adjusting the relative weighting of the different data sets over a specified distance 
to smoothly transition from one data set or combination of data sets to another. 
 
Feature Separation — The process of preparing a separate drawing, engraving, or negative for 
selected types of data in the preparation of a map or chart.   When using offset printing for mass 
production of large numbers of multi-color maps or charts, all feature separates to be printed in 
the same color are merged into a single color separate for each color to be printed.  When 
different features are separated in a Geographic Information System (GIS), the separated features 
are normally referred to as “layers.” 
 
Fiducial Marks — Reference marks formed on photography by marks held in a fixed relationship 
to the camera lens.  The intersection of the lines connecting opposite fiducial marks usually 
defines the principal point of the photograph. 
 
Field of View — The angular extent of the portion of object space surveyed by an aerial camera 
or lidar sensor, measured in degrees. To avoid confusion, a typical airborne lidar sensor with a 
field of view of 30 degrees is commonly depicted as ±15 degrees on either side of nadir. 


First Return — The first significant measurable portion of a return lidar pulse. 
 
Flight Altitude — The vertical distance of the aircraft above mean sea level.  
 
Flight Height — The vertical distance from average terrain elevation to the point from which 
aerial photography or other remote sensing data are collected. 
 
Flight Line — The planned path of a single pass of the collection aircraft over the target area, 
designating the path along which the aircraft is to fly when acquiring aerial data.  Often used 
incorrectly to refer to the data resulting from a flight line of collection. 
 
Flight Line Overlap — Percent of redundant coverage in adjoining flight lines to ensure there are 
no data gaps between the usable portions of lidar swaths. Collections in high relief terrain are 
expected to require greater overlap so as to avoid data voids. 
 
Flight Plan — All factors related to aircraft and aerial sensor operation contributing to producing 
suitable data.  A flight plan includes flight altitude, flight lines, and additional information, e.g., 
preplanned camera stations for each frame image to be acquired. 
 
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) — An official map of a community on which FEMA has 
delineated both the special flood hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the 
community.  
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Flood Mitigation — Activities that lessen the potential for future flood damages. 
 
Floodplain — The low lying area along a river, stream, or coast that is subject to flooding. Any 
land area susceptible to being inundated by water from any source.  
 
Floodway — The channel and portion of the adjoining area required to discharge the base flood 
without increasing flood heights more than one foot. 
 
Fly-Through — A terrain visualization technique, used in computer simulations, in which the 3-
D perspective view of the terrain continuously changes relative to the location of the viewer who 
appears to be moving as though flying over the terrain in an aircraft. The terrain models used for 
fly-throughs may be overlaid with digital imagery, simulated clouds or smoke, or added or 
enhanced virtual features to depict landmarks or objects of unique importance to a specific fly-
through.   
 
Focal Length — The distance between the rear node of a lens (or the vertex of a mirror) and the 
point at which the image of an infinitely distant object comes into critical focus. 
 
Footprint ― Different definitions in geospatial community, depending on usage: 


̶ Footprint (General Usage) ― The beam size or surface area measured by a single beam 
from an active sensor such as IFSAR, lidar or sonar. 


̶ Lidar Horizontal Footprint ― The area illuminated by a laser beam on the face of a 
horizontal surface, typically based on the full width at half maximum (FWHM) points of the 
beam, or alternative criteria such as 1/e or 1/e2  of the maximum irradiance or amplitude.  These 
different definitions are used because a lidar beam diverges/spreads, does not have a constant 
spatial energy distribution, and decays similar to a Gaussian distribution away from the center of 
a beam.     


̶ Lidar Vertical Footprint ― The area illuminated by a laser pulse (beam) on the face of a 
vertical surface, based on the FWHM points of the beam.  This term is only used when the lidar 
sensor is tilted into a forward-looking position so that consecutive scan lines “walk up” a vertical 
surface. 


̶ Building Footprint ― The outline of a building, normally as viewed orthogonally from 
above. 
 
Foreshortening — IFSAR relief displacement towards the direction of the radar, opposite to that 
of optical imagery where relief displacement is away from the direction of the camera. 
 
Forward Overlap — Overlap of any two successive photographs in the direction of the flight 
line.  Also called End Lap. 
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Full Waveform Lidar — Lidar system or data in which the entire reflection of the laser pulse is 
fully digitized, captured, and stored. Discrete return point clouds can be extracted from the 
waveform data during post processing.  See discrete return lidar. 
 
Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) — A measure of the extent of a function, given by the 
difference between the two extreme values of the independent variable at which the dependent 
variable is equal to half of its maximum value, commonly used to define the duration of pulse 
waveforms.  For example, the duration of a laser pulse (pulse width) from a lidar sensor is 
usually defined as the time during which the laser output pulse power remains continuously 
above half its maximum value.  
 
Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) — The term used by the NDEP guidelines for vertical 
accuracy at the 95% confidence level in open terrain only where errors should approximate a 
normal error distribution.  It is obtained utilizing standard tests for RMSE, where FVA = 
Accuracyz = RMSEz x 1.9600. 
  
Geocentric — Referred to the center of the Earth. The exact meaning of “center” must usually be 
inferred from the context. The following kinds of center are in common use: (a) the center of an 
ellipsoid representing the Earth’s shape or figure, as in “geocentric longitude”; (b) the Earth’s 
center of mass, as in “geocentric orbit”; (c) the point at which the Earth’s axis of rotation 
intersects the plane of the celestial Equator.  
 
Geodesy — The science that determines the size and shape of the Earth, locates positions on the 
Earth, and determines the Earth’s gravity field.  Geodesy also includes the large-scale extended 
surveys for determining positions and elevations of points, in which the size and shape of the 
Earth must be taken into account. 
 
Geodetic Coordinates — The position of a point described by latitude, longitude, and height 
above the ellipsoid.  
 
Geodetic Survey — A survey that takes into account the size and shape of the Earth, as 
distinguished from a plane survey in which the surface of the Earth is considered a plane. 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) — A system of spatially referenced information, 
including computer programs that acquire, store, manipulate, analyze, and display spatial data.  
 
Geoid — An equipotential surface coinciding with mean sea level for the oceans and extended in 
land areas so the surface is always perpendicular to the direction of gravity.  The geoid undulates 
up and down with local variations in the mass and density of the Earth.     
 
Geoid Height — See Height. 
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Geodetic Height — See Height. 
 
Geomorphology — The study of the physical features of the Earth, the arrangement and form of 
the Earth’s crust and of the relation between the physical features and geological structures 
beneath. 
 
Geop — A geopotential surface that approximates the Earth’s potentials of gravitation. The 
geoid is a specific geop, selected to pass through the average sea surface for the Earth. 
 
Geopotential Number — The geopotential number (C) of a bench mark is the difference in 
potential measured from the reference geopotential surface to the equipotential surface passing 
through the survey mark. It is the amount of work required to raise a unit mass of 1 kg against 
gravity through the orthometric height to the mark. Geopotential differences are differences in 
potential which indicate hydraulic head, i.e., the direction water flows. 
 
Geospatial Data — Information that identifies the geographic location and characteristics of 
natural or constructed features and boundaries of earth.  This information may be derived from, 
among other things, remote sensing, mapping, and surveying technologies. Geospatial data is 
generally considered to be synonymous with spatial data; however, the former is always 
associated with geographic or cartesian coordinates linked to a horizontal or vertical datum, 
whereas the latter (e.g., generic architectural house plans) may include dimensions and other 
spatial data not linked to any physical location.  
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) — A system of satellites combined with receivers on the Earth 
that determine the latitude and longitude of any particular receiver through triangulation.  The 
distance of the receiver to three of the satellites is ascertained by measuring the time-delay of a 
predetermined radio signal.  Errors in timing can be corrected by checking the signals against the 
signal from a fourth satellite.  When used for navigation and general mapping, current systems 
can autonomously locate a GPS receiver with an accuracy of several meters.  When used for 
surveying, differential GPS techniques can locate a GPS receiver with centimeter-level accuracy 
by applying corrections from base station control points surveyed simultaneously with roving 
GPS receivers at unknown locations – both receiving the same GPS signals.   
 
Graticule — A network of parallels and meridians on a map or chart. 
 
Gravity — The force which is the resultant of gravitation, the force exerted by the mass of the 
Earth, and the centrifugal force, caused by the rotation of the Earth.  The acceleration is a 
function of the body’s location but is independent of the mass, shape, size, or other properties of 
the body. The term gravity is used for both the force and the acceleration and for both the vector 
and its magnitude. Thus the word may have any one of several different meanings. At the 
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Equator and close to the surface, the acceleration of gravity (g) is approximately 978.03 cm/s2; at 
the poles, it is approximately 983.22 cm/s2. The quantity “1 cm/s2” is called the gal.  
 
Great Diurnal Range (Gt) — The difference between Mean Higher High Water and Mean Lower 
Low Water.  
 
Grid — For general mapping, a grid is a network of uniformly spaced parallel straight lines 
intersecting at right angles; when superimposed on a map, it usually carries the name of the 
projection used for the map or chart, e.g., State Plane Coordinate System grid or a UTM grid.  
For elevation datasets, however, a grid is a rectangular array of cells, each of which stores an 
elevation value for the centroid of the cell, that forms the basic structure of the most common 
and uniformly-spaced DEMs.  The resolution of the grid (the width and height of the cells) 
determines the precision of the grid representation.   
 
Grid Post — See Elevation Post. 
 
Ground Sample Distance (GSD) — The linear dimension of a sample pixel’s footprint on the 
ground.  GSD is normally used when referring to the collection GSD of the raw image, assuming 
near-vertical imagery.  The actual GSD of each pixel is not uniform throughout the raw image 
and varies significantly with terrain height and other factors.  GSD is normally computed using 
the calibrated camera focal length and camera height above average horizontal terrain.   
 
Ground Truth — Verification of a situation, without errors introduced by sensors or human 
perception and judgment. 
 
Gyro — A device that measures angular rate or angle increments with respect to an inertial 
reference.  
 
Hardcopy Photogrammetry — Stereo photogrammetric procedures that utilize direct viewing of 
film imagery in analog or analytical stereoplotters. 
 
Heading — The azimuth of the longitudinal axis of a vehicle; the “straight-ahead” direction. 
True heading is the vehicle azimuth with respect to true North; magnetic heading is the azimuth 
with respect to the magnetic North pole. 
 
Height — The distance, measured along a perpendicular, between a point and a reference 
surface, e.g., the height of an airplane above the ground surface.  The distance, measured 
upwards along a plumb line (line of force), between a point and a reference surface of constant 
geopotential. Elevation is preferred if the reference surface is the geoid. Height systems are 
called by different names depending on the geopotential number (C) and gravity (G) selected. 
When G is computed using the Helmert height reduction formula, which is what was used in 
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NAVD 88, the heights are called Helmert orthometric heights. When G is computed using the 
International formula for normal gravity, the heights are called normal orthometric heights.  
When G is equal to normal gravity at 45 degrees latitude, the heights are called normal dynamic 
heights, which is what was used in IGLD 85. 


̶ Dynamic Height — The value, assigned to a point, determined by dividing the 
geopotential number for that point by the value of gravity on the reference ellipsoid at 45° 
latitude, as calculated from a standard gravity formula. Dynamic heights are geopotential 
numbers scaled by a constant, using normal gravity at 45 degrees latitude equal to 980.6199 gals. 
Points that have the same geopotential number will have the same dynamic height. The primary 
users of dynamic heights use the heights for measuring water-level heights and/or height 
differences on large bodies of water, i.e., the Great Lakes, because they are interested in knowing 
the hydraulic head. 


̶ Ellipsoid Height — The height above or below the reference ellipsoid, i.e., the distance 
between a point on the Earth’s surface and the ellipsoidal surface, as measured along the normal 
(perpendicular) to the ellipsoid at the point and taken positive upward from the ellipsoid.  
Defined as “h” in the equation: h = H + N.   Same as ellipsoidal height and geodetic height.  


̶ Geoid Height — The difference between an ellipsoid height and an orthometric height.  
Defined as “N” in the equation: N = h — H.  Same as geoidal height. 


̶ Helmert Orthometric Height — An approximate value HN
H found for the elevation of a 


point PN by dividing the geopotential number WN at that point by an approximation (gN
H) to the 


average value of gravity along the vertical between PN and the geoid. The value gN
H is calculated 


from the measured value gN of gravity at PN and two forms of gravity corrections, i.e., the 
Bouguer and free-air gravity corrections. The difference between adjusted Helmert orthometric 
heights is computed using geopotential differences based on observed gravity. 


̶ Orthometric Height (Elevation) — The height above the geoid as measured along the 
plumbline between the geoid and a point on the Earth’s surface, taken positive upward from the 
geoid.  Defined as “H” in the equation: H = h - N.  The difference between adjusted orthometric 
heights is computed using a normal gravity formula. The orthometric height (H) and the 
geopotential number (C) are related through the following equation: C = G x H, where G is the 
gravity value estimated for a particular system. 
 
Hillshade — A function used to create an illuminated representation of the surface, using a 
hypothetical light source, to enhance terrain visualization effects.   
 
Histogram — A graphic representation of a frequency or relative frequency distribution 
consisting of vertical rectangles whose widths correspond to a defined range of frequencies and 
whose heights correspond to the number of frequencies occurring within the range.  
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Holiday — An area of missing coverage, caused by missing or unresolvable data, data edits, or 
incorrectly positioned flightlines, normally identified for further investigation or re-flying.  An 
unintentionally unsurveyed part of a region that was to have been completely surveyed. See Data 
Void. 
 
Horizontal Accuracy — Positional accuracy of a dataset with respect to a horizontal datum.  
According to the NSSDA, horizontal (radial) accuracy at the 95% confidence level is defined as 
“Accuracyr.” 
 
Horizontal Error — Magnitude of the displacement of a feature’s recorded horizontal position in 
a dataset from its true or more accurate position, as measured radially according to the NMAS 
and NSSDA standards, or as measured separately, for x and y, according to NSSDA and ASPRS 
standards.  Horizontal errors comprise the errors that are squared in the computation of 
horizontal root-mean-square errors (RMSEs), whether RMSEx, RMSEy, or RMSEr.  Note: 
RMSEr = square root of [RMSEx


2 + RMSEy
2].  


 
Horizontal Post Spacing — The ground distance interval between grid posts in a uniformly 
gridded data model.  It is important to note that features of a size equal to, or even greater than 
the post spacing, may not be detected or explicitly represented in a gridded model.  For gridded 
elevation data, the horizontal post spacing may be referenced as the cell size, the grid spacing, 
the posting interval, or the ground sample distance.   
 
Hydraulic Modeling — The use of digital elevation data, rainfall runoff data from hydrologic 
models, surface roughness data, and information on hydraulic structures (e.g., bridges, culverts, 
dams, weirs, sewers) to predict flood levels and manage water resources.  Hydraulic models are 
based on computations involving liquids under pressure, and there are many other definitions of 
hydraulic modeling that have nothing to do with terrain elevations, e.g., modeling of hydraulic 
lines in aircraft and automobiles.  
 
Hydrographic Survey — A survey conducted to determine the configuration of the bottom of 
water bodies and to identify and locate all features, natural and man-made, that may affect 
navigation. Hydrographic surveys are conducted for the purpose of safety of navigation and 
require very accurate bathymetry and the detection of all hazards to surface navigation like 
wrecks and obstructions. This type of surveying is most often conducted with a multibeam sonar 
and/or a sweep sonar, which might be augmented with towed side scan sonar to ensure full 
coverage of the seabed. Hydrographic surveys may include the delineation of the submerged 
contours of channels, banks and shoals, and the collection of bottom specimens and samples of 
water. Also included are consideration of tides and currents, and information on temperature and 
salinity of the water and their effects on the accurate measurement of depths by echo sounding. 
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Hydrography — That branch of applied science which deals with the measurement and 
description of the physical features of the navigable portion of the Earth’s surface and adjoining 
coastal areas, with special reference to their use for the purpose of navigation. Hydrography also 
includes the collection of other oceanography, geodesy and geologic data (e.g., bottom 
classification) in conjunction with the depth data, and it may be used for other coastal 
engineering purposes (e.g., maintenance dredging, construction) in addition to nautical charting.  
 
Hydrologic Modeling — The computer modeling of rainfall and the effects of land cover, soil 
conditions, and terrain slope to estimate rainfall runoff in streams and lakes. Digital elevation 
data are used as part of hydrologic modeling. 
 
Hydrologically-Conditioned (Hydro-Conditioned) ― Processing of a DEM or TIN so that the 
flow of water is continuous across the entire terrain surface, including the removal of all spurious 
sinks or pits.  The only sinks that are retained are the real ones on the landscape. Whereas 
“hydrologically-enforced” is relevant to drainage features that are generally mapped, 
“hydrologically-conditioned” is relevant to the entire land surface and is done so that water flow 
is continuous across the surface, whether that flow is in a stream channel or not. The purpose for 
continuous flow is so that relationships/links among basins/catchments can be known for large 
areas.   
 
Hydrologically-Enforced (Hydro-Enforced) — Processing of mapped water bodies so that lakes 
and reservoirs are level and so that streams flow downhill.  For example, a DEM, TIN or 
topographic contour dataset with elevations removed from the tops of selected drainage 
structures (bridges and culverts) so as to depict the terrain under those structures.  Hydro-
enforcement enables hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H) models to depict water flowing under 
these structures, rather than appearing in the computer model to be dammed by them because of 
road deck elevations higher than the water levels.  Hydro-enforced TINs also utilize breaklines 
along shorelines and stream centerlines, for example, where these breaklines form the edges of 
TIN triangles along the alignment of drainage features. Shore breaklines for streams would be 
monotonic 3-D breaklines with elevations that decrease as the stream flows downstream; 
however, shore breaklines for lakes or reservoirs would have the same elevation for the entire 
shoreline if the water surface is known or assumed to be level throughout.  
 
Hydrologically-Flattened (Hydro-Flattened) ─ Processing of a DEM or TIN so that mapped 
water bodies, rivers, reservoirs, and other cartographically polygonal water surfaces are flat and, 
where appropriate, level from bank-to-bank. Additionally, surfaces of rivers and long reservoirs 
demonstrate a gradient change in elevation along their length, consistent with their natural 
behavior and the surrounding topography. In traditional photogrammetrically-compiled mapping, 
this process is accomplished automatically through the inclusion of measured breaklines in the 
DTM. However, because lidar does not inherently include breaklines, a DEM or TIN derived 
solely from lidar points will depict water surfaces with unsightly and unnatural artifacts or 
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triangulation. The process of hydro-flattening typically involves the addition of breaklines along 
the banks of specified water bodies, rivers, ponds, and streams which establish elevations for the 
water surfaces that are consistent with the surrounding topography, and produce aesthetically 
acceptable water surfaces in the final derived DEM of TIN. Unlike hydro-conditioning and 
hydro-enforcement, hydro-flattening is not driven by any hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H) 
modeling requirements, but solely by cartographic mapping needs.  
 
Hydrology — The scientific study of the waters of the Earth, especially with relation to the 
effects of precipitation and evaporation upon the occurrence and character of water in streams, 
lakes, and on or below the land surfaces.  
 
Hypsography — The description of elevations or heights of land surfaces with reference to a 
specified surface (usually the geoid). The configuration of land or underwater surfaces with 
respect to a horizontal and vertical datum.  Hypsography includes topographic and bathymetric 
contours, spot heights, mass points, breaklines, and all forms of generic DEM data, except DSMs 
that depict surfaces above the ground. 
 
Image Correlation — Directly comparing hardcopy or softcopy images, or patches of pixels on 
conjugate digital images, or indirectly comparing information derived from the stereo images, to 
determine that points on stereo images (viewed from different perspectives) represent the same 
points on the imaged surface. Automated image correlation is a computerized technique to match 
the similarities of pixels in one digital image with comparable pixels in its digital stereo image in 
order to automate or semi-automate photogrammetric compilation.  Automated image correlation 
provides an efficient method for generating DEMs photogrammetrically, but automated 
correlation normally results in DSMs instead of DEMs because such correlation generates 
elevations of rooftops, treetops and other surface features as imaged on the stereo photographs. 
 
Image Resolution — The size of the smallest feature that can be resolved or interpreted in an 
image.  Often confused with ground sample distance (GSD).  With digital imagery, the GSD is 
the size of the ground footprint of a pixel and is reported as linear units/pixel, such as 1 
meter/pixel, 1 foot/pixel, etc.  The interpretive image resolution is normally superior to the GSD; 
for example, it is common to interpret highway paint stripes only 4”-6” wide on digital imagery 
with a GSD of 1 meter. 
 
Imagery — Visual representation of objects and/or phenomena as sensed or detected by cameras, 
spectral scanners, radar or photometers.  Recordings may be on film or digital media. 
 
Independent Source of Higher Accuracy — Data acquired independently of procedures to 
generate the dataset that is used to test the positional accuracy of a dataset.  The independent 
source of higher accuracy shall be of the highest accuracy feasible and practicable to evaluate the 
accuracy of a dataset. 
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Infrared — The portion of the invisible spectrum consisting of electromagnetic radiation with 
wavelengths in the range from 750 nanometers to 1 millimeter. 
 
Insonify (Ensonify) — To expose an area, or portion of seabed, to sonar energy. Seabed that has 
been covered by imaging sonar, provided acceptable backscatter and interpretable sonar data, is 
said to have been insonified. Ping rates (numbers of output pulses per second) are often referred 
to as "insonification rates." 
 
Intensity, Lidar — For discrete-return lidar instruments, intensity is the recorded amplitude of 
the reflected lidar pulse at the moment the reflection is captured as a return by the lidar 
instrument.  Lidar intensity values can be influenced by numerous factors such as the 
instantaneous setting of the instrument’s Automatic Gain Control, angle of incidence, etc. and 
cannot be equated to a true measure of “energy.”  In full-waveform systems, the entire reflection 
is sampled and recorded, and true energy measurements can be made for each return or overall 
reflection.  Intensity values for discrete returns derived from a full-waveform system may or may 
not be “calibrated” to represent true energy. Lidar intensity data make it possible to map variable 
textures in the form of a grey-scale image.  Intensity return data enables automatic identification 
and extraction of objects such as buildings and impervious surfaces, and can aid in lidar point 
classification. In spite of their similar appearance, lidar intensity images differ from traditional 
panchromatic images in several important ways: (1) Lidar intensity is a measure of the reflection 
of an active laser energy source, not natural solar energy; (2) lidar intensity images are 
aggregations of values at point samples; the value of a pixel does not represent the composite 
value for the area of that pixel; (3) lidar intensity images depict the surface reflectivity within an 
extremely narrow band of the infra-red spectrum, not the entire visible spectrum as in 
panchromatic images; (4) lidar intensity images are strongly influenced by the angle of incidence 
of the laser to the target and are subject to “unnatural” shadowing artifacts; and (5) the values on 
which lidar intensity images are based may or may not be calibrated to any standard reference. 
Intensity images usually contain wide variation of values within swaths, between swaths, and 
between lifts; for these reasons, interpretation and analysis of lidar intensity images must be 
performed with unusually high care and skill.  
 
Interferometer — An instrument that measures differences between the phases of two different 
electromagnetic signals originating from a common source, but which have traversed different 
paths  The phase differences are measured by combining the two signals. The amplitude of the 
combined signal is a function of the phase difference between the two signals. The phenomenon 
of fluctuations in the amplitude of the combined signals in response to phase changes in the input 
signals if sometimes referred to as interference.  
 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (IFSAR) — An airborne or spaceborne interferometer 
radar system, flown aboard rotary or fixed wing aircraft or space-based platform, that is used to 
acquire 3-dimensional coordinates of terrain and terrain features that are both manmade and 
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naturally occurring. IFSAR systems form synthetic aperture images of terrain surfaces from two 
spatially separated antennae over an imaged swath that may be located to the left, right or both 
sides of the imaging platform. 
 
Interior Orientation — Definition of the elements of the image and how they relate to the optical 
system used to acquire them, e.g., the camera’s focal length, location of the “principal point” on 
the image, and any known distortions induced by the optics and film. 
 
Interpolation — As used in this manual, interpolation is the estimation of z-values at a point with 
x/y coordinates, based on the known z-values of surrounding points.  There are many different 
forms of interpolation: 


̶ ANUDEM — A variation of spline interpolation optimized for the creation of 
hydrologically correct (hydro-enforced) terrain models. 


̶ Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation — A method for interpolating the elevations of 
new points by using a linearly weighted combination of values from nearby points, where the 
weight is a function of inverse distance.  


̶ Kriging — A method for interpolating the elevations of new points by using geostatistical 
techniques that weight the surrounding measured values to derive a prediction for each location.  
However, the weights are based not only on the distance between the measured points and the 
prediction location but also on the strength of the overall correlation among the measured points.  
With kriging, the data are used to define the spatial correlation model to determine the weights 
for neighboring samples that are used to fit a surface to the points.  


̶ Natural Neighbor Interpolation — A method for interpolating the elevations of new 
points by using an area based weighting scheme to interpolate heights.  


̶ Spline — A method for interpolating the elevations of new points by using a 
mathematical formula to create a surface that minimizes the overall surface curvatures, resulting 
in a smooth surface that passes through the input points.  
 
Intervisibility — The identification of all points that are visible from a designated input point.  
Generally synonymous with “viewshed” and “line-of-sight.” 
 
Kalman Filter — A recursive minimum variance estimation technique that uses statistical models 
to weight each new measurement relative to past information and estimate quantities of interest 
having statistical characteristics. It can be thought of as a recursive least squares adjustment.   
 
Kriging — See Interpolation. 
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Kurtosis — The measure of relative “peakedness” or flatness of a distribution compared with a 
normally distributed data set.  Positive kurtosis indicates a relatively peaked distribution near the 
mean while negative kurtosis indicates a flat distribution near the mean. 
 
L1 ― Level 1 frequency of 1575.42 MHz, one of the radio frequencies transmitted by GPS 
satellites. This frequency carries the C/A code, P-code, and the navigation message. 
 
L2 ― Level 2 frequency of 1227.6 MHz, one of the radio frequencies transmitted by GPS 
satellites.  This frequency carries only the P-code. 
 
L3 ― Level 3 frequency of 1381.04 MHz of GPS satellites. 
 
L5 ― Level 5 frequency of 1176.45 MHz, an additional frequency used on new “Block IIF” 
satellites, intended for civilian applications in air traffic control. 
 
LAS File Format — A public file format for the interchange of 3-D point cloud data between 
data users. Although LAS is an abbreviation for LASer, and this file format was developed 
primarily for exchange of lidar point cloud data, this format supports the exchange of any 3-D 
x/y/z tuplet. The LAS file format is a binary file format that maintains information specific to the 
lidar nature of the data while not being overly complex. It is an alternative to proprietary systems 
or a generic ASCII file interchange system used by many companies. The problem with 
proprietary systems is obvious in that data cannot be easily taken from one system to another. 
There are two major problems with the ASCII file interchange. The first problem is performance 
because the reading and interpretation of ASCII elevation data can be very slow and the file size 
can be extremely large, even for small amounts of data. The second problem is that all 
information specific to the lidar data is lost.  
 
Last Return — The last significant measurable portion of a return lidar pulse. 
 
Latitude — The angular distance, in degrees, minutes and seconds, of a point north or south of 
the equator.  
 
Latitude, Geodetic — The angle that the normal to the ellipsoid at a point makes with the 
equatorial plane (the geodetic Equator) of the ellipsoid.  Geodetic latitudes depend on the chosen 
geodetic datum, which determines the orientation and dimensions at the ellipsoid.    
 
Lattice — A 3-D surface representation method created by a rectangular array of points spaced at 
a constant sampling interval in x and y directions relative to a common origin.  A lattice differs 
from a grid in that it represents the value of the surface only at the lattice “mesh points” or 
“elevation posts” of the lattice, rather than the elevation of the cell area surrounding the centroid 
of a grid cell.   
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Layover — A limiting case of foreshortening where points arranged with increasing ground 
coordinates appear reversed in the radar imagery, precluding the determination of elevation in 
layover regions. Geometrically this happens when the slope of the terrain is greater than the 
angle the incident radiation makes with respect to vertical. 
 
Lead Line — A long chain or line with a lead weight attached at one end. The line is used to 
measure water depths (usually up to 10 fathoms) by survey parties not equipped with electronic 
depth-measuring equipment. It also can be used to check such electronic equipment.   
 
Least Squares Adjustment — An adjustment satisfying the condition that the sum of the squares 
of the differences between the given and changed quantities be a minimum.   
 
Leveling — The process of finding differences of elevation. 


̶ Differential Leveling — Determining the difference in elevation between two points by 
the sum of incremental vertical displacements of a graduated leveling rod. 


̶ Spirit Leveling — Leveling with a leveling instrument that depends on a spirit level for 
making its line of sight horizontal. A spirit level uses a closed glass container filled with a fluid 
with free space so that a bubble of air rises to the top to indicate when the instrument is level. 


̶ Trigonometric Leveling — Determining differences of elevation by observing vertical 
angles between points. Either the horizontal distance between the points must be known or the 
straight-line distance must be measured.  
 
Lens Distortion — Lens aberration shifting the position of images off the camera axis causing 
objects at different angular distances from the axis to undergo different magnifications. 
 
Leveling — A surveying operation in which elevations of objects and points are determined 
relative to a specified vertical datum. 
 
Lever Arm — A relative position vector of one sensor with respect to another in a direct 
georeferencing system. For example, with aerial mapping cameras, there are lever arms between 
the inertial center of the IMU and the phase center of the GPS antenna, each with respect to the 
camera perspective center within the lens of the camera.  Lidar sensors also have similar lever 
arm vectors. 
 
Lidar — An instrument that measures distance to a reflecting object by emitting timed pulses of 
light and measuring the time difference between the emission of a laser pulse and the reception 
of the pulse’s reflection(s). The measured time interval for each reflection is converted to 
distance, which when combined with position and attitude information from Global Positioning 
System (GPS), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and the instrument itself, allows the derivation 
of the 3-D coordinates of the reflecting target’s location.    
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Lift — A single take-off/landing cycle of a collection platform (fixed or rotary wing) within an 
aerial data acquisition project. 
 
Line-of-Sight — See Intervisibility. 
 
Local Accuracy — See Accuracy. 
 
Longitude — The angular distance, in degrees, minutes and seconds, of a point east or west of 
the Greenwich meridian. 
 
Longitude, Geodetic — The angle between the plane of the local geodetic meridian and the plane 
of an arbitrarily chosen, geodetic meridian, normally the prime meridian in Greenwich, England.  
A geodetic longitude may be measured by the angle, at one of the poles of the ellipsoid, between 
the local and geodetic meridian, or by the arc of the ellipsoid’s Equator intercepted by these 
meridians.  In recording a geodetic location, it is essential that the geodetic datum on which it is 
based also be stated. 
 
Lunation — The interval of time between two successive conjunctions (new moons) or 
oppositions (full moons) of the Moon.  A lunar month.   
 
Map — A representation, usually on a plane surface and at an established scale, of the physical 
features (natural, artificial, or both) or a part or the whole of the Earth’s surface. Features are 
normally identified by means of signs and symbols, and geographical orientation is indicated. 


̶ Engineering Map — A map showing information that is essential for planning an 
engineering project or development and for estimating its cost.  It usually is a large-scale map of 
a small area or of a route.  It may be entirely the product of an engineering survey, or reliable 
information may be collected from various sources for the purpose, and assembled on a base 
map.  


̶ Flood Control Map — A map designed for studying and planning flood control projects 
in areas subject to flooding. 


̶ Hypsographic Map — A map showing relief with elevations referred to a geodetic 
vertical datum. 


̶ Land Cover Map — A map showing different types of vegetation and manmade 
impermeable surfaces. 


̶ Land Use Map — A map showing the various purposes for which parcels of land are 
being used.  


̶ Line Map — A map composed of lines as distinguished from photographic imagery 
maps. 
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̶ Orthophoto Map — A map produced by assembling orthophotographs at a specified 
uniform scale in a map format. 


̶ Planimetric Map — A map that shows only the horizontal positions of the features 
represented; distinguished from a topographic map by the omission of relief in measurable form.  
The features usually shown on a planimetric map include rivers, lakes, and seas; mountains, 
valleys, and plains; forests and prairies; cities, farms, transportation routes, and public utility 
facilities; and political and private boundary lines.  A planimetric map intended for special use 
may present only those features essential to the purpose to be served.  


̶ Thematic Map — A map designed to provide information on a single topic, e.g., geology, 
rainfall, population.  


̶ Topographic Map — A map showing the horizontal and vertical locations of natural and 
manmade features. It is distinguished from a planimetric map by the presence of numbered 
contour lines or comparable symbols to indicate elevations of mountains, valleys, and plains; in 
the case of hydrographic charts, symbols and numbers are used to show depths in bodies of 
water.  
 
Map Manuscript — The original drawing of a map as compiled or constructed from ground 
surveys, photogrammetry, etc. 
 
Map Projection — A function relating 3-D coordinates of points on a curved surface (usually an 
ellipsoid or sphere) to 2-D coordinates of points on a plane map.  An orderly system of lines 
projected onto a plane surface from a curved or spherical surface, to include the mathematical 
concept of such a system.  For maps of the Earth, a projection consists of a graticule of lines 
representing parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude or a grid.  
 
Map Series — A family of maps conforming generally to the same specifications and designed 
to cover an area or a country in a systematic pattern. 
 
Mark — A dot, the intersection of a pair of crossed lines, or any other physical point 
corresponding to a point in a survey. It is the physical point to which distances, elevations, 
heights or other coordinates refer. 
 
Mass Points — Irregularly spaced points, each with x/y location coordinates and z-value, 
typically (but not always) used to form a TIN.  When generated manually, mass points are 
ideally chosen to depict the most significant variations in the slope or aspect of TIN triangles. 
However, when generated automatically, e.g., by lidar or IFSAR scanners, mass point spacing 
and pattern depend upon the characteristics of the technologies used to acquire the data.  
 
Mean (Arithmetic Mean) — The average of all numbers in a dataset. 
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Mean Range — The difference between Mean High Water and Mean Low Water.  
 
Mean Sea Level — The average location of the interface between ocean and atmosphere, over a 
period of time sufficiently long so that all random and periodic variations of short duration 
average to zero. The U.S. National Ocean Service has set 19 years as the period suitable for 
measurement of mean sea level at tide gauges. 
 
Median — The value in a dataset at which there are as many larger numbers as there are smaller 
numbers. 
 
Meridian — A plane curve on the surface of the Earth passing through the axis of rotation and 
any given point on the Earth’s surface.  All points on a given meridian have the same longitude.  
A north-south line from which differences of longitude and azimuths are reckoned. At the 
International Meridian Conference held in Washington D.C. in 1884, the adoption of the 
Greenwich Meridian as the prime meridian for the Earth was approved by the representatives of 
22 governments, including the U.S. 
 
Mesh Points — The regularly spaced points in a lattice.  Mesh points are located at a constant 
interval in x and y directions relative to a common origin, and contain the z-values for the 
surface at each location.  Often referred to as elevation posts or grid posts in USGS DEMs and 
other regularly spaced elevation data sets. 
 
Metadata —Any information that is descriptive or supportive of a geospatial dataset. This would 
include formally structured and formatted metadata files, for example, eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML)-formatted Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) metadata; collection, 
processing, Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) reports; and other supporting data, e.g., 
survey points, shapefiles.  
 
Metonic Cycle — A period of 6940 days (approximately 19 years) devised by the Athenian 
astronomer Meton (c. 450 B.C.) for obtaining a period in which new and full moon would recur 
on the same day of the year. 
 
Micron — One-millionth of a meter. One micrometer. 
 
Mode — The value at which the greatest number of values is concentrated in a dataset. In a 
histogram, the mode is the value or range of values which has the highest abscissa value at the 
peak of the histogram.   
 
Model — The copy of a physical object such as the Earth, normally at reduced scale. 


̶ Mathematical Model — The mathematical reconstruction of a physical object such as the 
Earth, normally for computer display and analyses. 
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̶ Photogrammetric Model — The visual or optical image produced by optically combining 
light transmitted through a stereoscopic pair of photographs or digital images. A stereoscopic 
model is not a material object but an image or pair of images that give the same visual effect as 
would a material model. 
 
Monotonic ─ A mathematical sequence in which successive numbers consistently increase or 
decrease but do not oscillate in relative value.  DEMs or other models of watercourses are 
monotonic when water surface elevations consistently decrease in the downstream direction. 
 
Monument (Surveying) — A permanent physical structure marking the location of a survey 
point.  Common types of monuments are inscribed metal tablets set in concrete posts, solid rock, 
or parts of buildings; distinctive stone posts; and metal rods driven in the ground.  
 
Morphology — The form and structure of a surface.  In TINs, the morphology of a surface is 
defined by mass points and breaklines used to build the TIN.  Breaklines are very significant in 
defining surface morphology.  In lattices, the morphology of a surface cannot be directly 
represented in the model by linear features (e.g., breaklines) and must be implied from the mesh 
point z-values. 
 
Mosaic — An assembly of vertical aerial images and/or DEMs to form a continuous 
representation of the terrain with a common datum, map projection and data format.  
 
Mosaicking — The process whereby multiple images and/or DEMs are merged into a single, 
continuous image and/or DEM to create a mosaic.  
 
Multipath – Reflected signals that traverse different longer paths than the direct line-of-sight 
signal before arriving at the receiving device.  
 
Multipath Error — Errors in GPS positioning caused by signals reflected off of fixed surfaces or 
refracted by foliage, both causing signals with multiple path lengths to impinge on the GPS 
antenna. 
 
Nadir — The point or line directly beneath the collection platform, corrected for attitude 
variations.   
 
National Elevation Dataset (NED) — A single, nationwide seamless elevation database with 
product areas defined by the customers, available in several product format options. It includes 
the “best available” data that meet a common standard. It is one of the framework data themes 
within The National Map. Standard datasets have 1-arc-second, 1/3-arc-second, and 1/9-arc-
second post spacing and typically comprise the best available, multi-resolution dataset. 
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National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA) — A document published by the U.S. 
Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) that implements a statistical and testing 
methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of points on maps, and in digital geospatial 
data, with respect to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy. It is not truly a 
“standard,” in the sense of the National Map Accuracy Standard or the ASPRS Accuracy 
Standard for Digital Geospatial Data, because the NSSDA does not define threshold accuracy 
values.  
 
National Tidal Datum Epoch (NTDE) — A specific 19-year period (closest full year to the 18.6-
year nodal cycle of the moon) used to average out local meteorological effects on sea level and 
to compute tidal datums. 
 
Natural Neighbor Interpolation — See Interpolation. 
 
Nautical Chart — A chart specifically designed to meet the requirements of marine navigation, 
showing depths of water, nature of bottom, elevations, configuration and characteristics of coast, 
dangers, and aids to navigation.  
 
Neap Tide — A tide that occurs approximately midway between the times of the new and full 
moon.  The neap tidal range is usually 10 to 30 percent less than the mean tidal range. 
 
Network Accuracy — See Accuracy 
 
No Bottom At — Historically, depths apparently deeper than the maximum length of a lead line.  
Now, used to describe areas that have been “cleared” of hazards to an assumed lidar extinction 
depth, or areas that may be surveyed by sonar without fear of danger to the vessel. 
 
Nodal Point — One of two intangible points in a camera lens that have the characteristic that any 
ray of light directed to the front nodal point will exit parallel to itself through the rear nodal 
point. 
 
Nodes — The beginning and ending location of a vector or arc, topologically linked to all 
vectors or arcs that meet at the node.  When specifically applied to elevation data, nodes 
represent the corner points of each triangle in a TIN.  A triangle node is topologically linked to 
all triangles that meet at that node.     
 
Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) — A common measure of the density of a lidar dataset, it is the 
typical or average lateral distance between points in a lidar dataset, most often expressed in 
meters. It is often and most simply calculated as the square root of the average area per point. 
This value is predicted in mission planning and empirically calculated from the collected data.  
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In high-density collections (<1 meter NPS), this may be directly expressed as Points Per Square 
Meter (ppsm). PPSM = 1/NPS2.  
 
Non-Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) — The vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level 
in non-vegetated open terrain, where errors should approximate a normal distribution.  As 
explained in ASPRS 2014, the NVA is determined with well-distributed static checkpoints 
located in both open terrain (bare soil, rock, sand and short grass) and urban terrain (concrete and 
asphalt surfaces).  
 
Normal — A straight line perpendicular to a surface or to another line. Also, the condition of 
being perpendicular to a surface or line. In geodesy, a normal is a straight line perpendicular to 
the surface of a particular ellipsoid. 
 
Northing — In a plane coordinate system, the coordinate in a general north-south direction, 
increasing to the north.  A linear distance, in the coordinate system of a map grid, northwards 
from the east-west line through the origin or false origin. A false northing is a value assigned the 
east-west line through the origin on a map grid to avoid the inconvenience of negative northings 
at some points. 
 
Oblique Photograph — A photograph taken with the camera axis intentionally directed between 
vertical and horizontal. 
 
Orientation — The rotation or set of rotations needed to make the axes of one rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system parallel to the axes of another. 
 
Origin of Coordinates — The point in a system of coordinates that serves as a zero point in 
computing the system’s elements or in prescribing its use.  
 
Orthometric Height — See Height.  
 
Orthophotograph (Orthophoto) — A photograph prepared from a perspective photograph by 
removing scale differences and image displacements caused by tilt, relief, and perspective. 
 
Orthophoto DEMs — Digital Elevation Models used to correct relief displacement in the 
production of digital orthophotos. 
 
Orthophotomap — An orthophotograph to which has been added a grid, contour lines, names, 
and/or other information characteristic of a map but missing on the orthophotography.  
 
Orthophotomosaic — An assembly of orthophotographs forming a uniform-scale photo mosaic. 
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Outlier — An error larger than justified by a dataset of errors having a normal distribution, often 
assumed to be errors larger than three times the standard deviation, i.e., "3-sigma" which is 
equivalent to the 99.75% confidence level for a normal distribution. 
 
Overlap — Any portion of a swath that is also covered by any portion of any other swath.  The 
amount by which one photograph or swath overlaps another, customarily expressed as a 
percentage.  The overlap between aerial photographs in the same flight line is called forward 
overlap or end lap, and the overlap between photographs in adjacent parallel flight lines is called 
side lap.  
 
Panchromatic — Black-and-white imagery that is sensitive to all colors of the visible spectrum.  
 
Panel Points — Ground control points used for aerotriangulation and designed to present clearly 
visible points that can be accurately measured on aerial photographs.  They may be removable 
plastic or wooden panels, for example, or painted over the reference point, normally as “X”, “V” 
or “T” symbols, and surveyed at the center of the intersecting lines of these symbols.  The 
symbols are sized to be accurately measured based on the image scale. 
 
Parallax — Small changes in the direction from sensor to object as the sensor or object moves.  
The apparent displacement of the position of an object with respect to a reference system, 
because of a shift in the location of the observer.  Because photogrammetry is based on the 
imaging of the terrain from two different perspectives, parallax is essential for determining 3-D 
measurements from stereo imagery. 
 
Parallel — A line which has the same latitude at every point. 
 
Pass Point — A point whose horizontal and/or vertical position is determined from 
photographs/images by photogrammetric methods and is intended for use as a control point in 
the relative orientation of adjoining photographs/images in the same flight line.  An image point 
that appears in the overlap area of photos in the same strip of aerial photography are said to 
“pass” control from one photograph to the next in a single flight line.  Pass points often fall 
within the triple-overlap areas when the aerial photography has a forward overlap of at least 
60%, meaning that some points on the ground appear on three consecutive aerial photographs, 
adding strength to the aerotriangulation process. With softcopy photogrammetry, pass points are 
commonly identified through automated image correlation. 
 
P-Code ― Precision Code (or Private Code) in relationship with the usage of GPS for military 
applications.  It has a 10.23 MHz rate, a period of 7 days and is the principal navigation ranging 
code. 
 
Peak — A point around which all slopes are negative. 
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Percentile — A measure used in statistics indicating the value below which a given percentage of 
observations (absolute values of errors) in a group of observations fall.  For example, the 95th 
percentile is the value (or score) below which 95 percent of the observations may be found, with 
5 percent above this value.  Although Microsoft Excel and other software packages use slightly 
different formulas to compute percentiles, most methods yield similar results, particularly with 
large sample sizes. 
 
Photogrammetry — The art, science and technology of obtaining reliable information about 
physical objects and the environment through the process of recording, measuring, and 
interpreting photographic images and patterns of electromagnetic radiant energy and other 
phenomena.  
 
Photography — Photographic film, exposed and processed. 
 
Photo Index — An assembly of photographs in their proper relative positions, generally 
annotated and copied at a reduced scale. 
 
Photomap — A photographic map made by adding marginal information, descriptive data, and a 
reference system to a photograph or assembly of photographs. 
 
Pit — A point around which all slopes are positive. 
 
Pitch — The angular deviation from the horizontal of a craft about the horizontal axis normal to 
its direction of movement. The pitch is positive if it causes the craft’s front end to rise. In 
photogrammetry, the term is applied to a rotation of the camera, or of the coordinate system of 
the photograph, about either the y-axis of the photograph’s coordinate system or about the y-axis 
of the ground coordinate system.  
 
Pixel — A two-dimensional raster cell, normally used for computer display of imagery or coded 
feature data.  
 
Pixel Resolution or Pixel Size — The ground size of a pixel in a digital orthoimagery product, 
after all rectifications and resampling procedures. 
 
Plane Survey — A survey that treats the surface of the Earth as though it were a plane. 
 
Planimetrics — Data about non topographic features on the Earth’s surface that are represented 
only by their horizontal position and having no indication of relief or contours.  
 
Platen — The flat surface of an aerial camera against which the film is pressed while exposure is 
made. 
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Plumb Line — A line perpendicular to all equipotential surfaces of the Earth’s gravity field that 
intersect with it. It is a line of force in the Earth’s gravity field and thus is curved rather than 
straight. 
 
Point Classification — The assignment of a target identity classification to a particular lidar point 
or group of points. 
 
Point Family — The complete set of multiple returns reflected from a single lidar pulse. 
 
Point Cloud — A large set of 3-D points, typically from a lidar collection. As a basic geographic 
information system (GIS) data type, a point cloud is differentiated from a typical point dataset in 
several key ways: (1) Point clouds are almost always 3-D, though some consider them 4-D 
(x/y/z/i) because they typically also include intensity values for each point; (2) Point clouds have 
an order of magnitude more features than point datasets; and (3) Individual point features in 
point clouds do not typically possess individually meaningful attributes; the information value in 
a point cloud is derived from the relations among large numbers of features.  
 
Position — The location of a point on the surface of the Earth, expressed in terms of one of 
several coordinate systems. Examples are geographic position (latitude, longitude and altitude), 
UTM northing, easting and height, or State Plane northing, easting and height. 
 
Positional Dilution of Precision (PDOP) — An indicator of a GPS receiver's positional accuracy 
that can be derived from the geometry of the visible GPS satellites in relation to the GPS 
receiver. The approximate 3-D positional accuracy is approximated by the product of PDOP and 
the statistical pseudorange errors.   
 
Positional Error  — The difference between data set coordinate values and coordinate values 
from an independent source of higher accuracy for identical points. 
 
Postprocessing — In lidar, postprocessing refers to the processing steps applied to lidar data 
point clouds. This includes point classification, feature extraction (for example, building 
footprints, hydrographic features, and others); tiling; and generation of Digital Terrain Models 
(DTMs), Digital Surface Models (DSMs), intensity images, hillshades, slope maps and other 
derivative products.  For comparison, see preprocessing. 
 
Precision (repeatability) — The closeness with which measurements agree with each other, even 
though they may all contain a systematic bias.  With geospatial data, standard deviation (σ) is a 
common measure of precision whereas root-mean-square-error (RMSE) is a common measure of 
accuracy.  Precision is also exemplified by the number of decimal places to which a computation 
is carried and a result stated.  
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Preprocessing — In lidar, preprocessing of data most commonly refers to those steps employed 
in converting the collected Global Positioning System (GPS), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), 
instrument, and ranging information into an interpretable x/y/z point cloud. This includes 
generation of trajectory information, calibration of the dataset, and controlling the dataset to 
known ground references.  
 
Primary Control — Survey stations surrounding a local network used to tie the local network to 
the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS).  
 
Principal Point — The intersection of the optical axis of the camera with the image and origin of 
an image coordinate system.  Film cameras use imprinted “fiducial points” at the corners and 
sides of each image that define the orientation of the image coordinate system and a context for 
locating the principal point.  Lens distortion is generally modeled as being both radial and 
tangential to the principal point. 
 
Profile — The side view of a cross section of a terrain surface.  In USGS DEMs, profiles are the 
basic building blocks of an elevation grid and are defined as one-dimensional arrays, i.e., arrays 
of n columns by 1 row, where n is the length of the profile. 
 
Profilometer — A device to measure the vertical profiles of surfaces on earth.  
 
Projection — A function relating points on one surface to points on another surface so that for 
every point on the first surface corresponds exactly to one point on the second surface. A map 
projection is a special case in requiring that one of the surfaces be a spheroid or ellipsoid and the 
other be a developable surface (normally a plane or a cylinder or cone that can be “cut” and 
flattened into a plane). 
 
Pseudorange — A GPS receiver’s computed pseudorange to each satellite is its estimate of the 
time of signal propagation from the satellite to the GPS antenna multiplied by the speed of light. 
The computed pseudoranges comprise the true ranges between the satellites and the GPS antenna 
plus several pseudorange errors, the most dominant being the receiver clock error.  
 
Puddle — One or more DEM grid cells totally surrounded by cells of higher elevation. 
 
Pulse Duration ― Time, measured in nanoseconds, during which the optical power of a laser 
pulse is at Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). 
 
Pulse Energy ― The total energy content of a laser pulse measured in micro joules (µJ).  
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Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) ― The number of emitted light pulses per second; also known 
as Pulse Repetition Rate.  For example, a 200 kHz lidar system generates 200,000 pulses of laser 
energy in one second. 
 
Quadrangle (Quad) — A map or plat of a nearly rectangular area usually bounded by given 
meridians of longitude and parallels of latitude.  Quad map dimensions are not necessarily the 
same in both directions. 
 
Quality Assurance (QA) ― Steps taken: (1) to ensure the government receives the quality 
products it pays for and/or (2) to ensure an organization’s Quality Program works effectively.  
 
Quality Control (QC) ― Steps taken by data producers to ensure delivery of products that satisfy 
standards, guidelines and specifications identified in the Scope of Work.  These steps typically 
include production flow charts with built-in procedures to ensure quality at each step of the work 
flow, in-process quality reviews, and/or final quality inspections prior to delivery of products to a 
client. 
 
Quality Level (QL) ― Quality of digital elevation data, defined in the National Enhanced 
Elevation Assessment (NEEA) and USGS’s 3D Elevation Program (3DEP), based on RMSEz 
and nominal point density (NPD) parameters for elevation datasets. 
 
Quality Program — Quality control procedures for specific products as well as overall Quality 
Plans that typically mandate an organization’s communication procedures, document and data 
control procedures, quality audit procedures, and training programs necessary for delivery of 
quality products and services. 
 
Radar — An instrument for determining the distance and direction to an object by measuring the 
time needed for radio signals to travel from the instrument to the object and back, and by 
measuring the angle through which the instrument’s antenna has traveled. 
 
Radar, Synthetic-Aperture — A radar containing a moving or scanning antenna; the signals 
received are combined to produce a signal equivalent to that which would have been received by 
a larger, stationary antenna.  
 
Random Error — See Error. 
 
Range (IFSAR) — The distance in a direction perpendicular to the flight path (cross path 
direction) imaging the terrain below. Range or cross track resolution is achieved by finely gating 
the received echo in time. 
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Rangefinder — A device which uses laser energy for determining the distance from the device to 
an object. 
 
Real Time Kinematic (RTK)  — A method of utilizing carrier phase differential GPS with on-
the-fly ambiguity resolution transmitted from a base station with known coordinates to a rover 
receiver via a radio link.  This technique will compute a position in real time, relative to the base 
station within an accuracy of a few centimeters. 
 
Rectification — The process of producing, from a tilted or oblique photograph, a photograph 
from which displacement caused by tilt has been removed. Ortho-rectification, in addition to 
correction of tilt displacement, also corrects for perspective and relief displacement.  
 
Relative Accuracy — See Accuracy. 
Relief — Topography. The deviation of a surface, or portions thereof, from some surface such as 
a reference ellipsoid.  
 
Relief Displacement — The displacement of an image, outward from the center of an aerial 
photograph, caused by the elevation (relief) of features above an established base elevation. 
 
Resolution — The smallest unit a sensor can detect or the smallest unit an orthoimage depicts.  
The degree of fineness to which a measurement can be made.  In the context of gridded elevation 
data, resolution is synonymous with the horizontal post spacing; resolution is sometimes used to 
state the number of points in x and y directions in a gridded DEM, e.g., 1201 x 1201 points in a 
USGS one-degree DEM. 
 
Roll — The angular deviation from the horizontal of a craft about its longitudinal axis, i.e., its 
direction of movement. The roll is positive if it causes the craft’s left wing to rise. In 
photogrammetry, the angular deviation of an aerial camera or coordinate system of a photograph 
about either the photograph's x-axis or about the x-axis of the ground coordinate system.  In 
satellite photogrammetry, the roll is the angle between the epipolar plane and the local vertical. 
 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) — As used in this manual, RMSE is used to quantify the 
horizontal and/or vertical accuracy of geospatial measurements. The square root of the average 
of the set of squared differences between dataset coordinate values and coordinate values from 
an independent source of higher accuracy for identical points.  The vertical RMSE, for example, 


is calculated as 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑧 = �∑ �𝑧𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝐼 – 𝑧𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 𝐼�
2𝑛


𝐼=1
𝑛


 
where: 


𝑧𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝐼 is the elevation (z-coordinate) of the Ith check point in the dataset 


𝑧𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 𝐼 is the elevation (z-coordinate) of the Ith check point in the independent source of 
higher accuracy 
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n is the number of check points tested 


I is an integer ranging from 1 to n 
Scan Angle — See Field of View 
 
Scale — The ratio of the size of the image or representation of an object on a photograph or map 
to its true size.  Scale may be expressed as a representative fraction (e.g., 1/1200) or ratio (e.g., 
1:1200), or it may be expressed as the number of feet to an inch (e.g., 100-scale).  Because 
1/2000th of something is smaller than 1/1200th of something, a 1:2000-scale map is considered to 
be a smaller scale map than a 1:1200-scale map. 
 
Scale Factor —A number by which a distance obtained from a map by computation or 
measurement is multiplied to obtain the actual distance on the ground.  The reciprocal of the 
ratio used to specify scale on a map.  For example, if the scale of a map is given as 1:50:000 or 
1/50,000, the scale factor is 50,000. 
 
Scan Period ― The period of time, measured in nanoseconds, taken by a scanner to complete a 
scan pattern and return to its starting point. 
 
Scan Rate ― The number of times per second a scanning device samples its field of view, 
measured in Hz. 
 
Sea Level — In general, the reference elevation of the surface of the sea from which elevations 
are measured. This term is used as a curtailed form of “mean sea level.” 
 
Secchi Depth — An intuitive water clarity measure that is the depth at which a standard black 
and white disc, deployed over the side of a boat, is no longer visible to the human eye. 
 
Secondary Tide Stations — Water level stations, located within the mouth of a bay or estuary, 
that have operated for more than 1 year but less than 19 years, and have a planned finite lifetime.  
When reduced by comparison with simultaneous observations at a suitable control tide station, 
they provide accurate control in bays and estuaries where localized tidal effects are not realized 
at the nearest control station. They also provide data for the reduction of soundings in connection 
with hydrographic surveys. 
 
Selective Availability (S/A) — An intentional error imposed by the U.S. Department of Defense 
to limit the highest achievable autonomous (non-differential) GPS positioning accuracy to 
authorized military users. This was done by intentionally degrading the quality of the broadcast 
transmitted parameters in the C/A signal that are required to compute each satellite position and 
clock corrections. S/A limited the achievable autonomous positioning accuracy to 100 meters 
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horizontal and 150 meters vertical. S/A was turned off on May 2, 2000 and, as a result, the 
autonomous positioning accuracy improved to 8 meters horizontal and 15 meters vertical. 
 
Semi-Global Matching (SGM) — A stereo photogrammetric method that can be implemented 
efficiently on different computation hardware and uses automated image correlation (pixel 
matching) to support various applications to include production of gridded DSMs.  
 
Shadow — A dark area in a radar image where the radar beam cannot reach a portion of the 
terrain being imaged because it is occulted by other parts of the terrain or other objects in the 
scene. Shadowed regions have no useful interferometric signal and consequently no elevation 
values can be determined. 
 
Shoreface — The narrow zone, seaward or lakeward from the shoreline at low water, that is 
permanently covered by water and over which the sands and gravel actively move with the 
action of the waves. 
 
Shoreline — The boundary line between a body of water and the land, in particular, the boundary 
line between the water and the line marking the extent of high water or mean high water. 
 
Sidelap — The overlap between adjoining swaths of lidar data or adjoining strips of aerial 
photography.  
 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio — The quantitative ratio between the part of an event that is considered 
signal to the part that is considered noise.  
 
Single Frequency — A GPS receiver that tracks only the C/A pseudoranges and carrier phases 
on the L1 carrier from each satellite. 
 
Skew — A measure of symmetry or asymmetry within a data set.  Symmetric data will have 
skewness towards zero. 
 
Slope — The measure of change in elevation over distance, expressed either in degrees or as a 
percent. For example, a rise of 4 meters over a distance of 100 meters describes a 2.3° or 4% 
slope. The maximum rate of change in elevation, either from cell to cell in a gridded surface or 
of a triangle in a TIN.  Every triangle in a TIN has a slope value; the lower the slope value, the 
flatter the terrain; the higher the slope value, the steeper the terrain.  
 
Softcopy Photogrammetry — Stereo photogrammetric procedures that utilize digital imagery in 
digital stereo photogrammetric workstations (DSPWs) — also called softcopy workstations — 
that have significant advantages compared with analytical stereoplotters.  These advantages 
include: automatic digital image correlation, efficient production of DEMs and digital 
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orthophotos, and superimposition of all types of geospatial data over digital imagery.  For DEM 
generation, superimposition means that all elevation mass points, breaklines and contours can be 
reviewed in stereo against the actual ground form, and old 3-D data can be superimposed on new 
stereo models to see where DEMs, breaklines or contours need to be revised. 
 
Sonar — An apparatus that detects the presence of, or determines the distance or direction of, an 
object underwater by receiving and interpreting sound from the object. The term is applied 
principally to an apparatus that itself generates the sound; the object then reflects or scatters the 
sound back to the apparatus.  
 
Sounding — A measurement of depth in water — usually a measurement of the distance of the 
bottom below the boat or ship from which the measurement is taken. The usual method is to 
transmit a sonic pulse downwards and to measure the time required for the pulse to travel to the 
bottom and back. Since the path of the pulse is considerably bent by refraction and the pulse 
itself also penetrates some distance into the bottom, both factors must be accounted for in depth 
calculations. In shallow water, alternative techniques are used, to include airborne lidar 
bathymetry or weighted graduated plumb lines.  
 
Sound Wave — Normally used interchangeably with “acoustic wave” for frequencies within the 
range of human hearing (sound) plus ultrasonic and sub-sonic frequencies that are respectively 
above and below the range of human hearing. Acoustic waves are based on vibrations of the 
actual material of the medium and are manifested as periodic variations of pressure in the 
medium. 
 
Spatial Distribution — In lidar, the regularity or consistency of the point density within the 
collection. The theoretical ideal spatial distribution for a lidar collection is a perfect regular 
lattice of points with equal spacing on X and Y axes. Various factors prevent this ideal from 
being achieved, including the following: (1) instrument design (e.g., oscillating mirrors); (2) 
difference between along-track and cross-track point spacing; (3) in-flight attitude variations 
(roll, pitch, and yaw); and (4) variations in topography.  
 
Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) — The land area in the floodplain within a community 
subject to a 1 percent or greater change of flooding in any given year. 
 
Spot Elevations — Elevation points collected at identifiable points, to leave behind a record of 
points that can be checked, or at local maxima or minima not represented by contour lines.  Spot 
elevations are most typically collected for hill tops, dam spillway elevations, tops of selected 
bridge decks and road intersections, and bottoms of volcano craters and local sink holes.  Also 
called spot heights. 
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Spring Tide — A tide that occurs at the time of the new and full moon when tides have their 
greatest amplitude.  The times when highest and lowest waters are recorded. 
 
Standard (1) — An agreed-upon procedure within a particular industry or profession, that is to be 
followed in producing a particular product or result. 
 
Standard (2) — A number, or set of numbers, established within an industry, a science, or a 
technology, setting limits on precision or accuracy with which operations, measurements, or 
products are to be made. 
 
Standard Deviation — A measure of spread or dispersion of a sample of errors around the 
sample mean error.  It is a measure of precision, rather than accuracy; the standard deviation 
does not account for uncorrected systematic errors.   
 
State Plane Coordinate System — One of the plane rectangular coordinate systems, one for each 
State in the U.S., established by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1933 for use in defining 
locations of geodetic stations in terms of plane-rectangular Cartesian coordinates.  Each State is 
mapped by a conformal map projection in one or more zones, over each of which is placed a 
rectangular grid.  Zones of limited east-west extent and indefinite north-south extent are mapped 
by a Transverse Mercator map projection; zones of limited north-south extent and indefinite 
east-west extent are mapped by the Lambert Conformal Conic map projection with two standard 
parallels.  Zone One of Alaska is on the Oblique Mercator map projection.  The use of the 
projections assures that, for zones having a width of 250km, the greatest departure from exact 
scale (scale error) is 1 part in 10,000.  
 
Stereo Comparator — A photogrammetric instrument that permits stereoscopic viewing of two 
photographs and measurement of the coordinates of corresponding points, the coordinates of one 
point and the stereoscopic parallax of its conjugate point on the other image. 
 
Stereo Compilation — Drafting of a map or chart manuscript from stereo aerial photographs and 
geodetic control data by means of photogrammetric procedures. 
 
Stereo Model — The surface area of elevation and feature models visible in 3-D by viewing the 
overlapping areas of stereo imagery in an analog, analytical or softcopy stereoplotter.   
 
Stereoscopic — Pertaining to the use of binocular vision for observation of a pair of overlapping 
photographs or other perspective views, giving the impression of depth. 
 
Stereoscopic Image — A three-dimensional impression given by viewing one of a pair of 
overlapping pictures of an object with the left eye and the other with the right eye, either 
simultaneously or in rapid succession.  
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Strip — A set of overlapping photographs that can be arranged in sequence so that, except for the 
last photograph, part of the object space shown in one photograph is also shown in the 
succeeding photograph. A set of overlapping photographs obtained sequentially from a moving 
aircraft or satellite.  
 
Striping — A DEM anomaly caused by photogrammetric profiling where the floating mark is 
allowed to pass either above the ground or below the ground on a profiling pass. 
 
Subsidence — The loss of land surface elevation due to removal of subsurface support. 
 
Superimposition — See Softcopy Photogrammetry. 
 
Supplemental Control — Surveys between primary control points to establish additional points 
necessary to control detailed mapping in a local network. 
 
Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) — The term used by the NDEP guidelines for vertical 
accuracy at the 95th percentile in each separate land cover category where vertical errors may not 
follow a normal error distribution, as in vegetated/forested terrain.   
 
Surface — A 3-D geographic feature represented by computer models built from uniformly- or 
irregularly-spaced points with x/y coordinates and z-values. 
Swath — The data resulting from a single flightline of lidar collection. 
 
Systematic Error — See Error 
 
Target — A contrasting pattern placed around a surveyed point on the ground to facilitate 
locating and measuring the image of the point in a photograph or image. 
 
Target Value — A desired value as opposed to a mandatory value. For example, the specified 
Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) of lidar data is typically a target value for each 
individual land cover category; the SVA target value does not need to be satisfied for every 
individual land cover category so long as the specified Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) is 
satisfied for all land cover categories combined. 
 
Tenderloin — The central portion of a lidar swath that, when combined with adjacent swath 
tenderloins, forms a complete, single, non-overlapping, gap-free coverage. 
 
Terrain — An ESRI terrain is a multi-resolution, TIN-based surface that must reside in an ESRI 
Geodatabase feature dataset and is built from feature classes stored within the same feature 
dataset.  It is a dataset that creates a continuous surface by connecting a set a vertices or xyz 
points which become the nodes of the underlying triangles.  The edges between nodes are 
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interpolated and build the triangular faces which create the continuous surface.  Because terrains 
are TIN-based, terrains identify and build the same topological data structure between adjoining 
triangles as TINs. Terrain pyramid levels are defined for each terrain dataset, and each pyramid 
level is a different resolution associated with specified map scale ranges and relative accuracy 
that shows a different amount of surface detail. Once a terrain is built, these pyramid levels can 
be viewed on-the-fly in order to quickly visualize data at multiple resolutions. Terrains are 
different from TINs in that they are capable of storing much greater amounts of information. 
Terrain datasets can be used to produce TINs and gridded DEMs.  While ESRI terrain datasets 
have become more common and prevalent within the geospatial industry, other software may 
have their own versions of terrain surfaces. Often these surfaces are created through a TIN-based 
structure, but will not have associated multi-resolution pyramid levels and may not be 
compatible with geodatabase storage.    
 
Terrain Visualization — Viewing the terrain in 3-dimensions, normally from differing 
perspectives.   
 
The National Map — A seamless, continuously maintained set of public domain geographic base 
information, in digital form, that replaces the USGS (hardcopy) topographic map program.  It 
includes orthoimagery, elevation, geographic names, hydrography, boundaries, transportation, 
structures, and land cover framework data themes. It is accessible via the Web, as products and 
services, and as downloadable data. It serves as a foundation for integrating, sharing, and using 
other geospatial data easily and consistently. It is part of the National Geospatial Program 
(NGP). 
 
Three Dimensional (3-D) — Having horizontal (x/y) coordinates plus elevations (z-values) 
 
Tidal Day — The time of rotation of the Earth with respect to the moon.  Its mean value is 
approximately equal to 24.84 hours. 
 
Tide — The alternating rise and fall of the oceans with respect to the land, produced by 
differential variations in the gravitational attraction of the moon and sun.  There are three types 
of tides: diurnal, semidiurnal, and mixed. A diurnal tide has one high tide and one low tide per 
tidal day.  A semidiurnal tide has two high tides and two low tides each tidal day.  A mixed tide 
is similar to a semidiurnal tide except that the two high tides and two low tides of each tidal day 
have marked differences in their heights.  
 
Tie Points — Image points that appear in the sidelap area of photos in overlapping strips of aerial 
photography, used to “tie” adjoining strips together.  When the aerial photography is flown with 
60% forward overlap, and when tie points are measured at the top and bottom corners of each 
image with adjoining strips, tie point images will appear on 4-6 images, adding extra strength to 
the aerotriangulation process. 
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Tide Gauge — A device for measuring the rise and fall and the current height of the tide. The 
simplest form is a graduated staff placed vertically in the water; the height of the water is read 
visually from markings on the staff. A more common version has a float with pointer attached to 
the staff; the float is free to move up and down the staff with the tide. Readings may be made 
visually, or may be recorded on paper or electronically. 
 
Tilt — For vertical aerial photographs or images, the angular deviation of the camera axis from a 
vertical line. 
 
Tilt Displacement — The displacement of features in an image caused by the roll and pitch of 
the aircraft at the instant a photograph is taken. 
 
Topography — The 3-D shape of the terrain surface and the identification of specific landforms.  
Topography is displayed graphically by contour lines, elevation tints and/or shaded relief.  
Topography is displayed digitally by mass points, breaklines, triangulated irregular networks 
(TINs), digital elevation models (DEMs), digital terrain models (DTMs) and/or hillshades.  Also 
called relief.   Topography is normally mapped in terms of elevations above a geodetic datum, 
whereas bathymetry, the underwater equivalent to topography, is normally mapped in terms of 
depths below a tidal datum.   
 
Topology — The spatial relationships which exist between adjacent digital objects. The 
digitization of node, point, line and area features so that computers are able to determine 
relationships that humans recognize logically when they determine what feature is connected to, 
adjacent to, or in close proximity to a point, line, area or surface; what feature intersects a line, 
area or surface; or what features are contained within an area or surface.  
 
Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) — A vector data structure that partitions geographic space 
into contiguous, non-overlapping triangles.  The TIN data structure is based on irregularly-
spaced point, line, and polygon data interpreted as mass points and breaklines and stores the 
topological relationship between triangles and their adjacent neighbors. In most geographic 
applications, TINs are based on Delaunay triangulation algorithms in which no point in any 
given triangle lies within the circumcircle of any other triangle. The TIN model may be 
preferable to a DEM when it is critical to preserve the precise location of narrow or small surface 
features, such as levees, ditch or stream centerlines, isolated peaks or pits in the data model.  
 
Triangulation — A method of extending horizontal position of the surface of the Earth by 
measuring the angles of triangles and the included sides of selected triangles. 
 
Trilateration — A method of surveying wherein the lengths of the triangle sides are measured, 
usually by electronic methods, and the angles are computed from the measured lengths. 
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Two Dimensional (2-D) — Having horizontal (x/y) coordinates only, without elevations (z-
values) 
 
Uncertainty (of measurement) — A parameter that characterizes the dispersion of measured 
values, or the range in which the “true” value most likely lies.  It can also be defined as an 
estimate of the limits of the error in a measurement (where “error” is defined as the difference 
between the theoretically-unknowable “true” value of a parameter and its measured value).  
Standard uncertainty refers to uncertainty expressed as a standard deviation.   
 
Undulation — A rise and fall with time, e.g., the undulation of the ocean’s surface. A rise and 
fall with distance, e.g., the undulating hills of Oklahoma. 
 
Undulation of the Geoid — The rise and fall of the geoid, sometimes used synonymously with 
geoid height. Used with the geoid separation. 
 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Coordinate System — A 2-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinate system used to identify horizontal locations on the Earth independently of vertical 
positions.  The system divides the Earth into 60 zones, each a six-degree band of longitude, that 
uses a secant transverse Mercator projection in each zone. 
 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Grid — A military grid system based on the UTM 
coordinate system, applied to maps of the Earth’s surface extending from the equator to 84-
degree north and south latitudes. 
 
Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) — An estimate of the vertical accuracy, based on the 95th 
percentile, in vegetated terrain where errors do not necessarily approximate a normal 
distribution.  As explained in ASPRS 2014, the VVA is determined with well-distributed static 
checkpoints located in all vegetated land cover categories combined, including tall weeds and 
crops, scrub forests, and fully forested areas, as well as other localized vegetation categories such 
as mangrove or sawgrass.   
 
Vegetation Removal — Classification of reflective surface elevations on vegetation so as to 
depict the elevation of the bare-earth terrain beneath the vegetation. Lidar mass points on 
vegetation are not actually removed but classified to a category other than bare earth. 
 
Veronoi (Thiessen) Polygon — A polygon that contains areas which are nearer to the point 
around which it is constructed than to any other point. 
 
Vertical — The direction in which the force of gravity acts. Whereas the vertical is the 
perpendicular to an equipotential surface of gravity (e.g., the geoid), a normal is the 
perpendicular to a given ellipsoid.  
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Vertical Accuracy — See Accuracy 
 
Vertical Datum — See Datum 
 
Vertical Error — The displacement of a feature’s recorded elevation in a dataset from its true or 
more accurate elevation. 
 
Vertical Photograph — A photograph (or image) taken with the camera axis directed downward 
along (or nearly along) a vertical line. 
 
Vertical Point Spacing ― The vertical distance between laser points from consecutive scan lines 
when the lidar sensor is tilted into a forward-looking position and laser points “walk up” the face 
of vertical objects. 
 
Viewshed — See Intervisibility 
 
Void — Portions of a digital elevation dataset where no elevation data are available.  In USGS 
DEMs, each elevation post located within a void area is assigned a discrete false value 
representing the void. Treatment of void areas should be documented in the metadata file. 
 
Von Gruber Points — Points on aerial photographs located to facilitate relative orientation 
between overlapping photos in analog and analytical photogrammetry.  With 60% forward 
overlap, nine Von Gruber points per photo (see Figure 4-21) enables tie points and pass points in 
triple-overlap areas to strengthen the aerial triangulation solution.  
 
Voxel — A three-dimensional "cube" that serves as a counterpart to a traditional pixel, used for 
three-dimensional visualization of elevation data. A 3-D pixel.  
 
Water — A synonym for tide, in the sense of the elevation of the surface of the hydrosphere at a 
particular longitude and latitude. 


̶ High Water — The greatest elevation reached by a rising tide 


̶ Higher High Water — The higher of the two high waters occurring on a particular tidal 
day 


̶ Higher Low Water — The higher of the two low waters occurring on a particular tidal 
day. 


̶ Low Water — The least elevation reached by a falling tide. 


̶ Lower Low Water — The lower of two low waters of any tidal day. 


̶ Lower High Water — The lower of two high waters of any tidal day. 
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̶ Mean High Water (MHW) — The average elevation of all high waters recorded at a 
particular point or station over a considerable period of time, usually 19 years. 


̶ Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) — The arithmetic average of the elevations of the 
higher high waters of a mixed tide over a specific 19-year period 


̶ Mean Low Water (MLW) — The average elevation of all low waters recorded at a 
particular point or station over a considerable period of time, usually 19 years.  


̶ Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) — The average elevation of all the lower low waters 
recorded over a 19-year period. 


̶ Mean Water Level — The elevation determined by averaging the elevations of the 
surface of water at equal intervals of time (usually hourly) over a considerable period of time. 
 
Waveform Lidar — See Full Waveform Lidar. 
 
Weight — A factor by which a quantity is multiplied to increase or decrease the effect of that 
quantity on the results of an adjustment. 
 
Well-Defined Point — (1) A photo-identifiable point, used in horizontal accuracy testing, that 
represents a feature for which the horizontal position is known to a high degree of accuracy and 
position with respect to the geodetic datum. (2) As defined in the National Map Accuracy 
Standard, well-defined points are those that are easily visible or recoverable on the ground and 
plottable on the scale of a map within 1/100th inch.  
 
Wellhead Protection Area — The surface and subsurface area surrounding a water well, or well 
field, supplying a public water system, through which contaminants are reasonably likely to 
move toward and reach such water well or well field. 
 
Withheld — Within the LAS file specification, a single bit flag indicating that the associated 
lidar point is geometrically anomalous or unreliable and should be ignored for all normal 
processes. Withheld points are retained because of their value in specialized analysis. Withheld 
points typically are identified and tagged during preprocessing or through the use of automatic 
classification routines. Examples of points typically tagged as withheld include: (1) spatial 
outliers in either the horizontal or vertical domains, and (2) geometrically unreliable points near 
the edge of a swath. 
 
World Geodetic System (WGS) — A set of quantities, developed by the U.S. Department of 
Defense, for determining geometric and physical geodetic relationships on a global scale, based 
on a geocentric origin and a reference ellipsoid.   
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X-coordinate — The distance along the x-axis from the origin of a 2-D or 3-D Cartesian 
coordinate system.  An x-coordinate is the first half (the easting) of UTM coordinates or the 
Easting of State Plane coordinates. 
 
Yaw — The variation, or amount of variation, of the longitudinal axis of a craft from the 
direction in which the craft is moving, i.e., the difference between the direction in which a craft 
is pointed and the direction in which it is moving (when typically altered by winds). 
Y-coordinate — The distance along the y-axis from the origin of a 2-D or 3-D Cartesian 
coordinate system.  A y-coordinate is the second half (the northing) of UTM coordinates or the 
Northing of State Plane coordinates. 
 
Z-coordinate — The distance along the z-axis from the origin of a 3-D Cartesian coordinate 
system. Note, this is not the same as the elevation or height above the vertical datum. 
 
Z-units — The units of measure used for the z-values in a geographic dataset. 
 
Z-values — The elevations of the 3-D surface above the vertical datum at designated x/y 
locations. 
 


Section III 
Formula Notations 


 


a……………. Semi-major axis of the Earth’s ellipsoid 


b…………… Semi-minor axis of the Earth’s ellipsoid 


B…………… Air base between consecutive exposure stations in a strip of aerial photographs or 


digital images 


f……………. Camera focal length 


f……………. Flattening of the Earth’s ellipsoid where f = (a – b)/a 


h…………… Ellipsoid height, the height above or below the reference ellipsoid, as measured 


along the normal (perpendicular) to the ellipsoid at the point and taken positive 


upward from the ellipsoid 


i……………. Integer value 


H…………… Orthometric height, the height above the geoid as measured along the plumbline 


between the geoid and a point on the Earth’s surface, taken positive upward from 


the geoid; commonly called the “elevation” 
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N…………… Geoid height, the difference between an ellipsoid height and an orthometric height 


(N = h – H) of a point on the Earth’s surface. 


n…………… Number of integers in a series, often used in formulas where i varies from 1 to n. 


o……………. Focal point of camera lens 


r……………. Radial component of a measurement, such as the radial distance from the 


principal point to an image point, the radial component of an RMSE calculation 


(RMSEr), or NSSDA radial accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Accuracyr). 


S…………… Photo or map scale 


S…………… Sample standard deviation 


W………….. The ground distance between adjacent flight lines 


�̅� ……………… Sample mean error for x-coordinates 


x,y…………. Photocoordinates 


x0,y0………… Principal point photocoordinates 


xp,yp……….. Photocoordinates of point p on an image (point P on the ground) 


XP,YP………. Ground coordinates of point P 


x/y/z……….. 3-D coordinates in the air, obtained directly from airborne GPS or indirectly from 


aerial triangulation, normally used to identify the 3-D position of the focal point 


of a camera at the instant an aerial photo or image is taken, or the instant when a 


LiDAR or IFSAR pulse is emitted; these coordinates provide half of the six 


exterior orientation parameters used for mapping by photogrammetry, 


lidargrammetry or radargrammetry.  See also ω,φ,κ. 


X…………… The distance along the X-axis from the origin of a 2-D or 3-D Cartesian 


coordinate system.  An X-coordinate is the first half (the Easting) of UTM or 


State Plane Coordinates 


Y…………… The distance along the Y-axis from the origin of a 2-D or 3-D Cartesian 


coordinate system.  A Y-coordinate is the second half (the Northing) of UTM or 


State Plane Coordinates 


𝑦� ……………… Sample mean error for y-coordinates 
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Z…………… The distance along the Z-axis from the origin of a 3-D Cartesian coordinate 


system.  Note, this is not the same as the elevation or height above the vertical 


datum. 


𝑧̅ ……………… Sample mean error for z-coordinates 


Z-values……. The elevations of the 3-D surface above the vertical datum at designated X/Y 


locations  


σ…………… Standard deviation 


µ…………… Mean error or bias 


ω,φ,κ………. System defining angular orientation in space, also called the roll, pitch and yaw of 


an aircraft or sensor, in which ω (roll) is the rotation about the x-axis (the 


direction of flight), φ (pitch) is the rotation about the y-axis, and κ (yaw) is the 


rotation about the vertical z-axis.  These three angles are obtained directly from 


Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) measurements or indirectly from aerial 


triangulation to identify the angular orientation of a sensor at the instant an aerial 


photo or image is taken, or the instant when a LiDAR or IFSAR pulse is emitted; 


these angles provide half of the six exterior orientation parameters used for 


mapping by photogrammetry, lidargrammetry or radargrammetry.  See also x,y,z. 


γ1………………. Sample skewness 


γ2………………. Sample kurtosis 
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		Accelerometer — A device that measures the total specific force with respect to an inertial reference comprising gravity plus acceleration.

		Diode — Specialized electronic equipment with two electrodes that conduct one energy (electric) and convert to another form (light).

		Direct Georeferencing — The direct measurement of Exterior Orientation parameters, i.e., position (x/y/z coordinates) and attitude (roll/pitch/heading) at the instant an aerial photograph or digital image is taken, to aid or replace aerial triangulati...

		Local Accuracy — See Accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1 
 


Introduction 
 


1-1.  Purpose.  This manual provides procedural guidance, accuracy standards, technical 
specifications, and quality control (QC) criteria for performing photogrammetric and Light 
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) mapping.  It distinguishes aerial and satellite based 
photogrammetry and LiDAR from their terrestrial and mobile counterparts; qualifies the use of 
these terms to be solely applicable to aerial and satellite based methods; and references the 
appropriate manuals in which additional relevant information can be found.  Rapid changes in 
technology and methodologies will cause some language in this document to become outdated; 
therefore, this manual provides guidelines to be followed, where applicable, instead of an 
absolute set of requirements requiring a waiver from HQ USACE to do something outside the 
language contained herein.  
 
1-2.  Applicability.  This manual applies to all major subordinate commands, districts, 
laboratories and centers performing and/or contracting for aerial and satellite data acquisition, 
digital orthophotography, photogrammetric and/or LiDAR mapping services in support of 
planning, engineering and design, construction, operations and maintenance, and/or regulation of 
civil works or military construction projects.  This manual is also applicable to US Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE) functional areas having responsibility for environmental investigations 
and studies, archeological investigations, historical preservation studies, hazardous and toxic 
waste site restoration, structural deformation monitoring investigations, regulatory enforcement 
activities, and support to Army installation maintenance and repair programs and installation 
master planning functions.  Waivers from applicability should be requested by written 
memorandum to Headquarters, USACE (ATTN: CECW-CE). 
 


1-3.  Distribution.  Approved for public release, distribution is unlimited. 
 
1-4.  References.  Required and related publications are listed in Appendix A. 
 
1-5.  Mandatory Requirements.  The purpose of mandatory requirements is to assure that 
geospatial data developed from photogrammetric and LiDAR methods meet spatial data 
standards and corporate direction for geospatial data collection.  The verbs “must” and “shall” 
are used herein to express mandatory requirements that must be complied with unless a valid 
waiver is obtained.  The verb “should” expresses recommended actions for which some 
flexibility is authorized. 
 
1-6.  Scope.  This manual provides standard procedures, minimum accuracy requirements, 
product delivery requirements and QC criteria for digital orthophotography, photogrammetric 
and LiDAR mapping. This includes aerial and satellite photography, topographic and 
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bathymetric LiDAR, topographic and planimetric mapping, including digital geospatial data for 
use in computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).  
  


a. Intended Use.  This manual is intended to be the primary reference for contracted 
photogrammetric and LiDAR mapping services in support of USACE requirements.  It shall be 
used as a guide in developing contract specifications and deliverables, preparing cost estimates, 
evaluating contractor proposals, and QA/QC of aerial data acquisition and photogrammetric and 
LiDAR mapping deliverables.  It may also be used as a tutorial on geospatial technologies and 
accuracy standards, and as general guidance in executing some phases of geospatial data 
development with USACE hired-labor forces.  


 
b. Map Scales.  Although map scales are not relevant to digital orthophotos and digital 


elevation datasets, scale is still relevant to many planimetric and topographic maps.  This manual 
is primarily intended to cover those large-scale [i.e., 1:4,800 (1 inch = 400 feet) or better] 
mapping products that support typical USACE construction projects to include detailed site plan 
feature mapping or topographic mapping; however, this manual also supports smaller-scale 
mapping up to 1:24,000-scale (1 inch = 2,000 feet) that support master planning of installations, 
cantonment areas, firing ranges, golf courses; forest management; environmental mapping and 
assessments; land cover maps; or floodplain mapping, for example, over larger areas. 


 
c. CADD vs. GIS.  The decision regarding final formats (CADD vs. GIS) of spatial data is 


not always clear cut.  Organization, storage, manipulation and updating data in a CADD system 
is efficient and appropriate for many engineering and mapping purposes.  Many engineering, 
planning, and environmental projects can make use of and may require GIS capability in spatial 
data analyses.  CADD deliverables provide the primary benefit of having spatial content readily 
available and compatible with engineering design applications used throughout the Corps.  The 
decision to move from CADD to GIS is the requirement or desire to spatially analyze the data 
with respect to other geospatial data of various formats, units, or types. Consistent with the 
SDSFIE 3.1 Gold standard, collection of the spatial data in both CADD and GIS will provide the 
most utility of the spatial data sets and should be the first recommendation, albeit at increased 
costs.  


 


1-7.  Standards.  Geospatial standards promote good government by:  (1) enhancing data sharing 
and interoperability among Federal, State and local agencies, the private sector and academia, 
which in turn (2) minimizes redundant data production for similar but slightly different 
geospatial datasets; (3) promotes cost-sharing among multiple agencies; (4) minimizes costs and 
maximizes benefits for geospatial data that satisfies multiple requirements; (5) promotes public 
access to geospatial data of benefit to all; (6) simplifies metadata and training while minimizing 
software variations otherwise required to support data produced to different standards; and (7) 
promotes consistent decision-making by everyone using the same data produced to the same 
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standards and acceptance criteria. Although many additional standards are listed in Appendix A, 
the following four standards are especially relevant to photogrammetric and LiDAR mapping.   
 


a. Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure and Environment (SDSFIE).  The 
latest approved version of the SDSFIE (see http://www.sdsfieonline.org/) is the USACE data 
content standard and USACE geodatabases shall be developed using this standard.  Data content 
standards define and organize the data captured in a geodatabase, providing a list of “real-world” 
objects (e.g., roads, buildings, trees) for a given area of interest, their semantic definitions, and a 
logical data model to organize and encode “instances” of geospatial phenomena in a geospatial 
database (geodatabase).  Mapping features that USACE traditionally collects to the SDSFIE are 
included in Appendix B. 


 
b. ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS 2014).  


These ASPRS standards (see Appendix C) have replaced the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for 
Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990) and the ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for 
Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004).  Whereas ASPRS, 1990 and ASPRS, 2014 both utilize Class 1 as 
standard high accuracy products, ASPRS, 2014 provides flexible standards based totally on Root 
Mean Square Error (RMSE) criteria for digital orthoimagery, digital planimetric data, and digital 
elevation data.      


  
c. FGDC Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards, Part 4: Standards for Architecture, 


Engineering, Construction (A/E/C) and Facility Management.  Published by the Federal 
Geographic Data Committee (FGDC), these standards shall also be considered USACE accuracy 
standards, especially for geospatial data produced from ground surveys and for determination of 
recommended geospatial data accuracies and tolerances for a large variety of engineering, 
construction and facility management projects.  


 
d. Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM).  Geospatial metadata 


provides descriptive information in a standard format about geospatial datasets.  Metadata 
describes the content, quality, fitness for use, access instructions, and other characteristics about 
the geospatial data.  Geospatial metadata increases the longevity of geospatial data by 
maximizing its use.  All USACE photogrammetric and LiDAR mapping projects shall include 
metadata fully compliant with FGDC-endorsed metadata standards.  


 


1-8.  Specifications.  Geospatial specifications normally pertain to data intended for a specific 
application, whereas standards pertain to all applications.  Specifications clearly document 
requirements for standard geospatial deliverables and are the basis for determining whether the 
contractor has met the requirements of a contract or task order.  Well-developed specifications 
based on project requirements are key factors for ensuring that the received deliverables will be 
useful for their intended purposes. 
 



http://www.sdsfieonline.org/
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1-9.  Due Diligence.  Prior to contracting for photogrammetric or LiDAR services, USACE shall 
ensure that existing data (to include aerial photography and elevation data) do not already exist 
that would meet project requirements.  The following resources for geospatial data must be 
checked prior to contracting for new photogrammetric or LiDAR services: 
 


a. USGS National Map Viewer.  At http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/, the U.S. 
Geological Survey’s National Geospatial Program has a National Map Viewer and download 
interface for up-to-date geospatial base data.  Base data layers include:  US Topo availability, 
Geographic Names Information System (GNIS), Structures, Transportation, Governmental Unit 
Boundaries, Map Indices, National Hydrography Dataset (NHD), Land Cover, National 
Elevation Dataset (NED), Elevation Contours, Imagery, and Reference Polygons.  Natural 
hazards and other datasets are available including USGS Ecosystems, USGS Protected Area 
Owner, USGS Protected Area Conservation Status, USGS GAP Land Cover, FWS Wetlands, 
BLM Public Land Survey System (PLSS), National Park Service Boundaries, and NGA U.S. 
National Grid.  


 
b. USGS Earth Explorer.  At http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/, Earth Explorer, provided by the 


U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), is a platform for downloading aerial and satellite imagery 
as well as other geospatial datasets available for download: Aerial Imagery, Advanced Very 
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Calibration/Validation (Cal/Val) Reference Sites, 
Commercial, Declassified Data, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), Digital Line Graphs (DLGs), 
Digital Raster Graphics (DRGs), Forest Carbon Sites, Earth Observing-1 (EO-1), Global 
Fiducials, Global Land Survey, Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM), Joint Experiment of 
Crop Assessment and Monitoring (JECAM), Land Cover, Landsat Archive, Landsat Calibrated 
Data Record (CDR), Landsat Legacy, Landsat Multi-Resolution Land Cover (MRLC), LiDAR, 
NASA Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LPDAAC) Collections (including 
AirMOSS, ASTER and MODIS), Orbview-3, Radar (SIR-C), and Vegetation Monitoring. 


 
c. National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP).  At http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/, the 


geospatial data gateway, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), provides a source for environmental and natural 
resource data for the U.S.  Imagery is mostly at statewide extent, acquired yearly and at 
resolutions of 1-2 meter natural color and color infrared.  The following datasets are available for 
download: Cadastral, Census, Climate Precipitation, Climate Prism Raster, Climate Temperature, 
Common Land Units, Disaster Events, Easements, Elevation, Elevation Derivatives (Slope, 
Aspect and Hillshades), Geographic Names, Geology, Government Units, Hydrography, 
Landmarks, Land Use Land Cover, Map Indexes, Ortho Imagery, Soils, Topographic Images, 
and Transportation. 


 
d. Geo Community.  At http://data.geocomm.com, the GIS Data Depot is an online resource 


for GIS and geospatial data.  Statewide and County data can be downloaded including the 



http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/
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following datasets: National Elevation Dataset (NED), National Wetland Inventory (NWI), 
Digital Line Graph (DLG), Digital Raster Graphic (DRG), Land Use/Land Cover (LU/LC), 
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD), Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quads (DOQQ), FEMA Q3 
Flood Data, Census/TIGER files, Geographic Names Information System (GNIS), Place Name 
Gazetteer, etc. 


 
e. FGDC Geospatial Platform.  At http://www.geoplatform.gov/, the Geospatial Platform 


collects data from various government and private sources.  Its sole purpose is to expand access 
to high quality data for anyone to use.  Currently, there are over 63,000 datasets available 
including imagery, depending on the location and the date requested. 


 
f. Digital Coast.  At https://www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast, the NOAA Coastal Services 


Center (CSC) provides coastal intelligence needed to conserve natural resources and make 
coastal communities more resilient.  Coastal LiDAR, Coastal Change Analysis Program (C-
CAP), National Ocean Watch, Electronic Navigation Charts (ENCs) and emergency response 
imagery, for example, are vital for addressing coastal issues such as sea level rise, coastal storms, 
natural resources, natural disasters, and long range planning. 


 
g. U.S. Interagency Elevation Inventory.  At http://www.csc.noaa.gov/inventory/, the 


inventory displays high-accuracy topographic and bathymetric data for the United States and its 
territories.  The project is a collaborative effort between NOAA and USGS, with contributions 
from FEMA.  This resource is a comprehensive, nationwide listing of known high-accuracy 
topographic data, including LiDAR and IFSAR, and bathymetric data, including NOAA 
hydrographic surveys, multibeam data, and bathymetric LiDAR.  This inventory is updated 
annually.  The information provided for each elevation dataset includes many attributes such as 
vertical accuracy, point spacing, and date of collection.  A direct link to access the data, or 
information about the contact organization, is also available through the inventory. 


  
h. Open Topography.  At http://www.opentopography.org/, the National Science 


Foundation’s Open Topography portal offers publicly available high resolution topography data.  
The topography data are acquired by LiDAR sensors and downloadable in many forms.  Data 
types include: Point Cloud and Custom DEMs, Raster, Google Earth Files, and Metadata.  Open 
topography also has a registry of downloadable tools specifically designed for high resolution 
topography data. 


 
i. Geodata.gov.  At http://geo.data.gov, the GeoData.gov portal provides the largest web-


based access at a single point for maps, government data, and geospatial services. 
 


j. GRiD.  At https://rsgis.crrel.usace.army.mil/gridace, the Geospatial Repository and Data 
Management System (GRiD) is designed to make LiDAR, imagery and other types of geospatial 
data more accessible to the end user.  GRiD’s principal features are 1) the use of geospatial 
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database technology at the lowest level of data storage, 2) web access to the database for both 
human end-users and automated systems, 3) server-side processing to derive new geospatial 
products, and 4) flexibility with respect to data formats.  Instead of flat-file storage, GRiD saves 
in its database both the data and metadata together at the level of the individual data point.  This 
allows for efficient retrieval of specific data from a user-defined are of interest (AOI). The 
database also enables simple location-aware filtering of the sometimes multiple datasets found 
within an AOI.  In addition, GRiD has integrated data compression into the production flow and 
enabled use of compressed files to efficiently store LiDAR data on a local workstation.  For 
more information about GRiD use across USACE please contact:  David C. Finnegan, Cold 
Regions Research & Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, NH 03755, (603) 646-4106, 
david.finnegan@usace.army.mil. 
 
1-10.  Metrics.  Both metric (System International or simply SI) and English systems of 
measurement are used in this manual due to the common use of both systems throughout 
USACE.  Whereas the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 
(ASPRS 2014) in Appendix C are in metric units, Chapter 3 provides the primary ASPRS tables 
in both metric and English units. 
 


a. Metric Scale Ratios.  Metric scale ratios are generally required for civil works or military 
construction.  Both English and metric scales are expressed.  English scales are generally 
expressed as “1 in. = x ft” notation, or more commonly, “x ft/in.” Unit ratio (i.e., 1:x) scale 
measures may also be used for English units and are used throughout this manual for metric 
units.  For example, a 100-scale map represents a 100-ft/in.-scale map, or 1 in. = 100 ft, or 
1:1,200.  However, when creating a map in metric units the map scales are generally in multiples 
of 1, 2 or 5 (e.g., 1:500, 1:1,000 or 1:20,000).  Direct conversion from English units to metric 
units (e.g., 1’ = 100’ to 1:1,200) should not be a common map scale for a mapping project 
intended to be metric in scale.  The map scale should be the nearest common metric map scale 
(e.g., converting to metric for an English map scale of 1”=100’ should be 1:1,000 rather than 
1:1,200).  Exceptions can be made when a different map scale is required, e.g., 1:25,000. 


 
b. English Scale Ratios.  English scales follow similar rules whereby 1” = x’ normally 


expresses “x” in multiples of 1, 2 or 5 feet (e.g., 1”=50’, 1”=200’ and 1”=1000’) for which these 
examples are the same as 1:600, 1:2,400 and 1:12,000 – inappropriate for metric scales.  Again, 
an exception can be made when a different map scale is required, e.g., 1”=75’, rather than either 
1”=50’ or 1”=100’.   


 
c. Metric Conversions.  In all cases, metric conversions are based exclusively on the US 


Survey Foot which equals exactly 12/39.37 meters. 


1-11.  Using this Manual.  Photogrammetry and LiDAR are professional specialties closely 
linked to digital technologies that are rapidly changing and for which accuracy and quality 
standards are also rapidly changing.  Gone are the days when specified map scales or contour 
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intervals dictated image scales and flying heights; continuous improvements in optics and 
LiDAR pulse repetition rates cause flying heights appropriate for a digital sensor to be obsolete 
when older sensors are upgraded.  The capabilities of digital cameras, LiDAR sensors and 
production software are improving so rapidly that prior criteria are meaningless.  Many mapping 
tasks, previously performed manually, are now performed automatically or semi-automatically.  
Whereas this is intended to reduce the cost and duration of mapping projects, this may signal the 
need for increased quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) to ensure that the government 
receives the quality products expected.  Although there are four chapters devoted to technical 
procedures, it is not the intent of this manual to educate the reader to the proficiency level of a 
photogrammetric or LiDAR technician.  Instead, this manual is intended to present procedural 
guidance, technical specifications, accuracy standards and quality control (QC) criteria for 
performing photogrammetric and LiDAR mapping. 
 


a. Chapter 2, Photogrammetry and Metric Remote Sensing.  This chapter provides an 
introduction to aerial and satellite photogrammetry and other metric remote sensing technologies, 
including LiDAR and IFSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar), which USACE might 
use for creation of geospatial information.  This chapter primarily serves to compare the products 
from various technologies and to summarize their respective advantages and disadvantages. 


 
b. Chapter 3, Applications and Accuracy Standards.  This chapter explains and supplements 


Appendix C, the new ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 
(ASPRS, 2014) adopted by USACE.  Chapter 3 provides key tables in English units that are 
depicted only in metric units by ASPRS; and it includes an updated table of recommended 
surveying and mapping specifications for various USACE applications.  The primary goal of this 
chapter is to define accuracy standards specific to the Corps’ needs for geospatial products and 
services. This requires a modern review, as accuracy criteria are not static, of the Corps’ use of 
geospatial content and a determination of minimum accuracy requirements for each uniquely 
identified use or product.  Once determined, any Corps-specific product and associated accuracy 
standard(s) could be related, if necessary, to the latest ASPRS industry-wide accuracy standards. 


  
c. Chapter 4, Aerial Photogrammetry.  This chapter summarizes definitions and applications 


of digital photogrammetry; provides project specifications for digital orthophotos, planimetric 
mapping and topographic mapping; and provides guidance for planning of photogrammetric 
projects to include aircraft, sensors, aerial data acquisition, ground control, aerial triangulation, 
orthophoto production, photogrammetric mapping, quality control, and factors impacting costs.  


 
d. Chapter 5, Satellite Photogrammetry.  This chapter provides an overview of satellite 


photogrammetry and compares high- and medium-resolution commercial imaging satellites for 
use in orthophoto mapping, planimetric mapping, classification mapping, and topographic 
mapping.  It explains geo-positioning of satellite images and creation of satellite imagery stereo 
pairs.  It concludes with “Ten Things to Consider in Buying Optical Satellite Imagery” to include 
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spatial resolution, spatial accuracy, off-nadir angle/elevation angle, sun elevation, spectral 
information, projection, resampling method, collection capacity, cloud cover, and delivery 
method.  


 
e. Chapter 6, Airborne Topographic LiDAR.  This chapter provides a technology overview 


of airborne topographic LiDAR systems and enabling technologies; considerations in 
development of LiDAR project specifications; LiDAR project planning to include survey control 
and quality control checkpoints; LiDAR data processing, LAS classification, hydro flattening; 
development of LiDAR products including breaklines and metadata; LiDAR deliverables; and 
quality assurance. 


 
f. Chapter 7, Airborne Bathymetric LiDAR.  This chapter provides a technology overview 


of airborne bathymetric LiDAR systems and current sensor technologies; USACE’s JALBTCX 
program and CZMIL sensor; project specifications; comparison of LiDAR with other 
technologies (imagery and acoustic surveys); acquisition requirements; processing requirements; 
and project planning considerations. 


 
g. Chapter 8, Project Planning.  This chapter contains general guidance for USACE project 


engineers, project managers, or project engineering technicians who are required to plan for 
photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping projects to be executed under negotiated qualification-
based Architect-Engineer (A-E) contracts. 


 
h. Chapter 9, Contracting and Cost Estimating.  This chapter is designed to equip 


government personnel to better estimate “relative” (not absolute) costs associated with procuring 
professional mapping services.  Chapter 9 will help Contracting Officers (COs), Contracting 
Officer Representatives (CORs) and technical personnel associated with contracting to better 
estimate how the scope, schedule, and technical merits of a project can affect the relative cost of 
professional mapping services.  This chapter will not help determine the actual costs associated 
with procurement of professional mapping services; but it will help readers understand which 
factors should be considered when drafting a solicitation and how those factors affect the 
associated cost, schedule, and complexity of the procurement. 


 
i. Appendix A, References.  This Appendix includes a listing of all referenced publications 


and other publications relevant to EM 1110-1-1000.  
 
j. Appendix B, Planimetric and Topographic Feature Depiction Specifications.  This 


Appendix provides USACE specifications for the capture and/or depiction of planimetric and 
topographic features. 


 
k. Appendix C, ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data.  This 


Appendix lists, verbatim, the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 
(ASPRS, 2014).  It includes four ASPRS annexes [A – Background; B – Data Accuracy and 
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Quality Examples; C – Accuracy Testing and Reporting Guidelines; and D – Accuracy Statistics 
and Examples.] 


 
l. Appendix D, Guide Specification for Photogrammetric Mapping and Aerial Photography 


Services. 
 
m. Appendix E, USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.1 (Heidemann, 2014). 
 
n. Appendix F, Example Scope of Work for Digital Orthophotography and Planimetric 


Feature Collection, and Cost Estimate Form. 
 
o. Appendix G, Example Scope of Work for Aerial LiDAR and Digital Orthophotography 


Data Collection, and Cost Estimate Form. 
 
p. Appendix H, Example Scope of Work for Hyperspectral Image Acquisition for 


Delineating Permafrost and Ground State Conditions, and Cost Estimate Form.  
 
q. Appendix I, Example Scope of Work for JALBTCX Project, and Cost Estimate Form. 


1-12.  Trade Names.  The citation in this manual of trade names of commercial firms, 
commercially available mapping products, hardware or software, does not constitute their 
official endorsement or approval.  
 
1-13.  Manual Development and Proponency.  The proponent for this manual is HQUSACE 
Directorate of Civil Works Engineering and Construction Division (CECW-CE). Technical 
development and compilation of the manual was coordinated by the USACE Photogrammetric 
Mapping Center of Expertise at St. Louis District.  Comments or recommended changes to this 
manual should be forwarded to HQUSACE (ATTN: CECW-CE). 
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CHAPTER 6 


 
Airborne Topographic LiDAR 


 
6-1.  Technology Overview.  Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) System, 
sometimes referred to as Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS), is a remote sensing technique used to 
measure the distance to an object by determining the time of flight for an emitted laser beam.  A 
scanning mechanism (such as an oscillating mirror) is normally employed to steer a series of 
laser pulses (typically over 100 KHz) over a wide area from an airborne platform.  All airborne 
LiDAR systems use enabling 
technologies such as Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU) to determine 
the location and orientation of the 
remote sensor located on the airborne 
platform (see Figure 6-1).  The 
resulting data are typically used to 
measure topography of the land 
surface, including bare earth 
topography that excludes buildings 
and vegetation.   
 


a. Operating Principles.  
Although most commercially-available 
Airborne LiDAR Systems use a pulsed 
laser source, there are other operating 
modes of laser-based remote sensing 
systems.  For example, a laser system 
can be characterized as a continuous 
wave (CW) laser system that transmits 
a continuous signal, and ranging is 
determined by modulating the 
intensity of the laser light. In such a 
system, a sinusoidal signal is received 
with a time delay.  The travel time is 
directly proportional to the phase 
difference between the received and 
transmitted signal.  Pulsed laser systems, on the other hand, transmit a series of laser pulses and 
measure the round-trip time of each laser pulse that scattered back to the optical receiver.  The 
distance (or range) to the target is determined by the one-way time of flight of the laser pulse 
multiplied by the speed of light. 


 


Figure 6-1. Airborne LiDAR technology is used to measure 
topography using a laser beam directed towards the ground 
with GPS and IMU systems providing the location and 
orientation of the airborne platform. 
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(1)  Laser.  The laser ranging unit in airborne laser scanning will include the actual laser; the 
transmitting and receiving optics; and the receiver with its detector, time counter and digitizing 
unit.  
 


(2)  Laser Wavelength.  For topographic mapping using airborne laser scanning, where high 
energy pulses are required to perform distance measurements over long ranges, only certain 
types of solid-state, semiconductor, and fiber lasers have the specific characteristics – ability to 
produce high intensity collimated beams – that are necessary to carry out these operations.  
Nearly all airborne topographic LiDAR systems that use solid-state crystalline material such a 
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) lasers operate in the near-infrared 
wavelength range (typically 1064 nm).  Fiber lasers (sometimes referred to as glass lasers) 
operating at or near 1550 nm have also been routinely used, though these systems operate at 
lower power levels and cannot reach the same operating altitudes as the 1064 nm laser sensors. 
Lasers have also been developed to operate at 905 nm, but are not very popular for airborne 
LiDAR applications due to their low-intensity returns over saturated sediments.  Another class of 
lasers operates at the frequency-doubled blue-green wavelength of 532 nm.  These sensors are 
typically used in bathymetric and topobathymetric applications because the green-wavelength 
laser is able to penetrate through the water column under certain conditions; see Chapter 7 for 
more details.  


 
(3)  Pulse Energy, Pulse Width, and Beam Divergence.  The pulse energy, measured in micro 


Joules (µJ), is simply the total energy of the laser pulse.  Pulse duration, measured in 
nanoseconds (ns), is typically defined as the time during which the laser output pulse power 
remains continuously above half its maximum value. Beam divergence, measured in milliradians 
(mrad), refers to the increase in beam diameter that occurs as the distance between the laser 
instrument and a plane that intersects the beam axis increases.  The pulse energy of topographic 
LiDAR systems are typically low (10-100 µJ) to allow for a tightly focused beam with low beam 
divergence that is also eye safe. Bathymetric LiDAR systems have pulse energies up to 7 mJ, 
which are typically much higher than the near-infrared lasers used in topographic applications.  
The higher power is needed for the laser pulse to penetrate through the water column to map the 
bottom. The bathymetric sensors with very high laser pulse power also have a large footprint so 
that the energy is spread across a larger area for eye-safety reasons.  The pulse width determines 
the range resolution of the pulse in multiple return systems (explained below), or the minimum 
distance between consecutive returns from a pulse. Traditionally, pulse widths for topographic 
systems have been in range of about 10 ns.  This means that there is a “blind spot” of about 1 
meter along the laser path behind each received LiDAR return.  Newer laser technology has 
enabled the use of much shorter pulse widths (1-2 ns) for topographic and topobathymetric 
applications.  For topobathymetric applications, a short pulse width laser enables the separation 
of a return from the water surface and bottom in very shallow water depths.  This limits the 
effective measurement depth to >0.5m for threshold detect topobathy LiDAR systems. 
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(4)  Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF). The PRF, measured in kHz, is the number of pulses 


emitted by the laser instrument in 1 second.  Older instruments emitted a few thousand pulses per 
second.  Modern systems can support frequencies of 400 kHz and newer technologies are now 
enabling 2 lasers channels to be used in conjunction with the same scanning mirror, thereby 
producing effective PRF of 800 kHz.  Many systems allow different settings for the PRF.  This is 
usually done to allow the systems to fly at different flight altitudes.  The PRF is directly related 
to the point density on the target.  For example, a system operating at 167 kHz from the same 
flying altitude will have higher number of returns than when operating at 100 kHz.  Equivalently, 
a high PRF system can generate desired return densities by operating on an aircraft that flies 
higher and faster than an aircraft carrying a lower PRF system, thereby reducing flying time and 
acquisition costs when weather conditions allow for higher flying altitudes. 
 


b. Scanner.  The primary goal of the scanning technique is to create a wide swath with 
consistent along- and across-track point spacing, and reliable and accurate elevations for the 
entire swath. Several scanning techniques have been used in airborne LiDAR systems. In theory 
there are no special reasons why one scanning technique is preferable to another, although scan 
patterns that facilitate constant incident angle on the terrain can reduce data voids related to 
dynamic range of the receiving optics.  The most common scanning techniques are the 
Oscillating Mirror and Rotating Mirror.   


 
(1)  Oscillating Mirrors.  In systems using an oscillating mirror, the mirror rotates back and 


forth between limited extents, producing a zigzag (i.e. sinusoidal pattern) line on the surface of 
the target area (Figure 6-2).  The mirror is always pointing downwards towards the ground so 
data collection can be continuous and theoretically all pulses of the laser can be used. The field 
of view and scan rate can be set by the operator prior to acquisition.  Changing the field of view 
provides additional flexibility as it allows laser pulses to be collected over a shorter span (denser 
data ) or a wider span (sparser data).  Although the oscillating mirror is the most widely used 
scanning mechanism for airborne LiDAR 
systems, there are inherent disadvantages of 
using the oscillating mirror principle.  The 
changing velocity and acceleration of the 
mirror as it oscillates from one end to the 
other causes unequal spacing of the laser 
pulses on the target.  The point density 
increases along the edges of the scan where 
the mirror slows down, and decreases along 
the center in the along-scan direction. The 
forward motion of the aircraft causes the 
zig-zag pattern with varying point spacing 
along the edges of the scan in the cross-scan 
direction.  Manufacturers have solved these 
problems by essentially ignoring the outlier 


Figure 6-2.  Sample scanning pattern produced by an 
oscillating mirror.  The forward look angle of the 
scanner is for illustrative purposes only.  Most scanners 
operate near nadir-looking scanners when using 
oscillating mirrors. 
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points on a scan and modeling the distortions caused by changing speed using a computer 
algorithm. 


 
(2)  Rotating Mirrors.  The rotating mirror is another commonly used scanning mechanism 


for airborne LiDAR systems.  In this approach, the mirror is rotated continuously at a constant 
velocity in one direction producing a parallel line scan (Figure 6-3).  The constant velocity 
ensures that there are no acceleration type errors encountered in the oscillating mirror scanner.  
The point spacing is also more regular both along and across the scan.  However, the biggest 
disadvantage is that observations cannot be taken during a significant time during each mirror 
rotation when the mirror is pointing away from the target.  Typically, 30-40% of the emitted 
laser pulses are not aimed at the target area and are essentially lost to the scanning mechanism.   


 
(3)  Other Scanning Patterns.  Other 


scanning mechanisms less commonly used 
include the push broom (fiber scanning) 
pattern where the laser pulsed energy is 
transmitted into one of the fibers arranged in a 
circle producing a nutating scan pattern 
(Figure 6-4) and the Palmer scanner that 
produces an elliptical scanning pattern with 
redundant data that can be used for calibration or 
to get a forward and aft view of the same target 
(Figure 6-5). 
  


  
Figure 6-4.  Sample scanning pattern produced by  
a push broom fiber scanning pattern 


Figure 6-5.  Sample scanning pattern produced by a 
Palmer or elliptical scanning pattern 
 


c. Geopositioning.  Calibrating LiDAR data begins with the proper installation/mounting of 
the LiDAR unit, GPS antenna, and IMU sensor on the aircraft, and the precise measurement of 
offsets in the x, y, and z directions between each of these sensors.  The IMU usually serves as the 
point of reference and the precise distance between all units are measured with respect to the 
IMU.  The precise location of the GPS base station, the antenna height, and the phase center 
information are required to process the differential GPS-IMU trajectory.  The GPS-IMU 
trajectory is the precise aircraft trajectory that contains the 6 positioning and orientation 


Figure 6-3.  Sample scanning pattern produced by 
a rotating mirror 
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parameters: x, y, z, pitch, roll, heading; along with a unique timestamp.  The position 
information is derived from post-processing the aircraft GPS receiver data along with the GPS 
base station data using specialized differential GPS (DGPS) software.  The LiDAR positions are 
calculated at 0.5 second steps. In a second step, an integrated position and orientation solution is 
calculated with the DGPS-position data and the IMU data by another software module, yielding 
position and orientation (roll, pitch, yaw) angles to better than one-hundredth of a degree.  The 
IMU measurement rate is typically 200 Hz; the trajectory values are usually maintained at the 
same rate as the IMU, i.e. 200 records per second.  Once the GPS and IMU data are processed 
and passes all QC checks, the data are combined with the laser range data.  This processing step 
is performed in the LiDAR manufacturer’s developed software.  Calibration is done at this stage 
of the processing.  Although the methods of performing calibration are software-dependent (and 
hence manufacturer-dependent), the LiDAR vendor should test the calibrated data independently.  
This is usually done by interrogating data from four overlapping flight lines flown in opposite 
and perpendicular directions along building rooftops and flat surfaces such as airport runways.  
Any misalignment between the IMU and the LiDAR scanner can be determined using this 
approach.  This information can be fed back into the calibration software to improve the overall 
calibration of the data.  Calibration testing is recommended prior to each mission and is 
necessary when any of the LiDAR system components are remounted on the aircraft.  Several 
different types of airborne LiDAR systems were developed in the research and scientific field 
since the late 1970s through the 1980s. These systems typically involved the use of laser 
profilers to generate a single line profile of the ground beneath an aircraft.  The development of 
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) technologies in the 
1990s for civilian applications eventually led to the use of airborne LiDAR systems for accurate 
topographic mapping.  The development of laser scanners (explained in Section 6-1.b above) 
during the same decade also enabled the use of these systems for wide-area topographic 
mapping.  Airborne LiDAR systems can be broadly classified based on the following 
specifications: (1) Laser wavelength (2) Pulse energy, pulse width, and beam divergence; (3) 
Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF); (4) Operating Altitude; and (5) Return type. 


 
d.  Operational Considerations 
 
(1)  Reflectance.  Reflectance is an important property that affects LiDAR performance.  The 


amount of energy that arrives back at the LIDAR receiver is directly proportional to the 
percentage of energy that reflects off the object, or in other words the object’s reflectance.  The 
reflectance of the object is wavelength-dependent, and because LiDAR systems are 
monochromatic, the reflectance at that particular wavelength determines how detectable an 
object is given the laser power.  Figure 6-6 shows the relative spectral reflectance of various 
common landscape materials.     
 


(2)  Operating Altitude.  The operating altitude for an airborne LiDAR system is largely 
dependent on the required point density of data and the ability of the laser to reliably detect 
returned energy and determine the elevation of a target at varying reflectivities.  Some LiDAR 
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systems are specifically designed 
as low-altitude sensors with 
relatively low pulse energy.  These 
systems have typically high PRFs 
that enable the acquisition of 20-50 
points per square meter at 
operating altitude of 500-3000 ft. 
Other systems are designed to be 
used at much higher operating 
altitudes (3000-8000 ft).  These 
systems are designed for wide-area 
mapping with swath widths that 
can extend to 1500 meters.  Until 
early 2006, high-altitude sensors 
were limited by the inability to 
track multiple pulses in air 
(MPiA).  For these sensors 
without MPiA capability, an 
emitted laser pulse had to bounce 
off the target and be received by 
the sensor before the next pulse could be emitted.  As a result, the PRF and operating altitude had 
to be limited in order to have only 1 pulse in the air at any instant of time.  Recent developments 
in firmware now allow the tracking of MPiA, also known as Multiple Time Around (MTA), and 
some sensors can track up to 8 pulses in the air.  MPiA technology has enabled LiDAR sensors 
to use 2 laser sources simultaneously (dual-channel lasers), thereby producing 800 KHz PRF and 
the ability to operate at altitudes of over 7000 ft. 


 
(3)  Return Type.  Early versions of airborne LiDAR systems were capable of recording only 


one pulse at low pulse repetition rates.  However, more advanced LiDAR systems can record 
simultaneously multiple returns for each transmitted pulse, and the reflected intensity for each 
return. Multiple return LiDAR systems are very useful in forestry applications or even to derive 
bare Earth topography under vegetation.  When the laser beam from a multi-return system 
interacts with a tree canopy, then the first return is usually assumed to arrive from the top of the 
tree (or where the transmitted laser beam first interacts with the tree canopy).  The last return 
may interact with the ground underneath the tree, although the ability to map the ground is 
largely dependent on the density of the vegetated canopy.  Intermediate returns, perhaps 2nd, 3rd, 
and 4th, are expected to be caused by tree branches and understory vegetation between the top of 
the canopy and the ground.  


 
6-2.  Project Specifications.  Numerous sensor parameters affect the desired quality and 
specifications of the LiDAR data.  The USGS LiDAR Base Specification Version 1.2, at 
Appendix F, provides three of the most common LiDAR Quality Level (QL) specifications 


Figure 6-6.  Spectral reflectance of various common landscape 
materials. The common wavelengths used by lidar sensors is also 
shown. Image courtesy Riegl, GmbH. 
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relevant to USACE.  QL1 LiDAR (with 1-foot contour accuracy and 8 points/m2), and QL2 
LiDAR (also with 1-foot contour accuracy but with 2 points/m2) both ensure that the point cloud 
and derived data products are suitable for the inter-Agency National 3D Elevation Program 
(3DEP); whereas QL3 LiDAR (with 2-foot contour accuracy and 0.5 point/m2) ensures that the 
bare-earth DEMs derived from LiDAR data are suitable for ingestion into the National Elevation 
Dataset (NED).  Using the USGS Lidar Base Specification at any of these three Quality Levels 
will ensure that USACE is consistent with the goals of the National Digital Elevation Program 
(NDEP) for which USACE is a key member and participant.  Also see the ASPRS Positional 
Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, at Appendix D, from which the Elevation Data 
Vertical Accuracy Standards were extracted in Chapter 3, Table 3-6.  LiDAR point density and 
vertical accuracy are the two main cost drivers of an airborne LiDAR survey.  LiDAR data can 
be collected with a wide variety of point densities depending on the needs of the project.  The 
selection of point density is a big driver of the overall cost of a LiDAR project and should be 
selected with consideration to the end uses for the LiDAR.  A LiDAR product with 1 point per 
square meter (ppsm) is sufficient for many applications such as flood mapping in many areas.  
Higher point densities (4-8 ppsm) allow for greater utilization of the data for mapping 
planimetric features such as roads and structures as well as for vegetation analysis such as 
biomass and canopy studies.  Additionally, specialized LiDAR at very high densities > 20 ppsm 
are often used for mapping infrastructure in greater detail such as power lines, pipelines, and for 
significant features such as mile posts and signs.  The ground conditions should be considered 
when selecting a point density as well.  If the area is covered with dense vegetations such as a 
coniferous forest a higher density and more overlap would be required to penetrate to the ground 
than an area where leaf-off conditions exist.  Vertical accuracy requirements are defined by 
Table 3-21 Recommended Survey and Mapping Specifications for USACE Applications.  Other 
specifications to consider include: 
 


a. Geographic area to be mapped (normally based on government-provided shapefiles);  
 
b. Returns per pulse (typically is 3 or more including, first, last, and intermediate returns);  
 
c. Collection conditions (e.g., ground is snow free, vegetation is leaf-off);  
 
d. Ground control and/or direct georeferencing requirements (airborne GPS and IMU 


positioning and orientation), if any;  
 
e. GPS base station limitations, if any;  
 
f. Data void guidance, if any (void areas are allowed over open water and typically wet or 


very new asphalt);  
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g. Vertical accuracy (using current ASPRS and NDEP methods where NVA is tested as 
Accuracyz (RMSEz x 1.9600) and VVA is tested using the 95th percentile); NVA and VVA 
definitions are provided in Chapter 3 of this manual; 


 
h. Horizontal accuracy (normally compiled to meet a specified value rather than tested to 


meet a specified accuracy value); 
 
i. Relative accuracy (threshold, typically stated in terms of RMSE, of vertical offset 


between adjacent flight lines); 
 
j. GPS-IMU trajectory solutions should be delivered and assessed for combined vertical 


separation between the forward and reverse trajectory solutions;  
 
k. Tiling schema including size of final tiles and naming convention (e.g., 1,000 meter grid 


with no over-edge named according to the U.S. National Grid);  
 
l. Horizontal datum (e.g., North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83)/2011 adjustment); 
 
m. Vertical datum (e.g., North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88), using the most 


recent National Geodetic Survey (NGS)-approved GEOID model for conversions from ellipsoid 
heights to orthometric heights, currently GEOID12A; 


 
n. Coordinate system (e.g., UTM or State Plane Coordinate System);  
 
o. Vertical and horizontal units (e.g., meters, or U.S. Survey Feet) – note, never specify 


“feet” but instead specify U.S. Survey Feet or International Feet; 
 
p. What classes are required (e.g. 1-unclassified, 2-ground, 7-noise, 8-model key points, 9-


water, 12-overlap, etc) (See section 6-4.c. for a description of classifications); 
 
q. Processing requirements (e.g., percentage of elevated features allowed to remain in the 


ground classification, guidelines for over-smoothing/inconsistent editing, thresholds for 
artifacts/spikes/divots/cornrows, uniformity of point distribution);  


 
r. File format (industry standard is LAS format following ASPRS formatting guidelines and 


specifications);  
 
s. Compression (e.g., are compressed files allowed, if they are to be delivered in addition to 


or in replacement of non-compressed files, and what format should be used for the compressed 
files); 


 
t. Ff intensity imagery is required, specify the resolution or pixel size; 
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u. If breaklines are to be collected, specify types of breaklines, minimum size for collection, 


monotonicity/connectivity requirements or topology rules that must be followed, and desired 
final format of the breaklines (e.g. ESRI shapefile, ESRI geodatabase, DXF, DGN, etc.); 


 
v. If DEMs (such as bare-earth DEMs or first return DSMs) are to be created, specify the 


pixel resolution, hydro-flattening or hydro-enforcement requirements, and final format (ESRI 
Grid, IMG, GeoTIFF, etc.); 


 
w. If contours are to be created, specify the interval, coding (intermediate, index, etc),  level 


of smoothing to be applied (e.g. engineering grade, moderately smooth, cartographic grade), and 
the desired final format (e.g. ESRI shapefile, ESRI geodatabase, tiled, non-tiled); 


 
x. Metadata requirements such as those defined in the IAW geospatial manual; 
 
y. QA/QC procedures; 
 
z. Reports to be submitted (e.g., survey report with field work procedures, data acquisition 


report, calibration procedures, production report, QA/QC report); and 
 
aa. Deliverables and due dates. 
 


Please note, however, that USACE managers should make every effort to utilize existing ASPRS 
standards and specifications listed above to ensure that the data will be interoperable, usable and 
available to others. 
 
6-3.   Project Planning.  There are numerous requirements to assess when planning a LiDAR 
project as shown in the specifications section of this chapter.  However, regardless of the specific 
requirements project planning always starts with the basic questions: Why is this dataset needed?  
What are the specific deliverables that are needed?  When are the deliverables needed? 
 


a. Review of Project Specifications.  Planning is performed after careful review of the 
project specifications and answering a series of questions: Should maps be compiled to NAD83 
(HARN) for the horizontal datum and NAVD88 for the vertical datum?  Should elevation data 
(orthometric heights) be produced by converting from ellipsoid heights using the GEOID12A 
model?  Should the coordinate reference system use the relevant State Plane Coordinate System 
or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates?  (Note: State Plane coordinates are more 
accurate for typical USACE requirements).  Should the units be feet or meters?  If feet, should 
U.S. Survey Feet or International Feet be used?  What should be the nominal point density?  
What classifications should be included i.e., ground, water, buildings, vegetation, etc?  Are 
planimetric features such as roads or buildings needed to be extracted from the LiDAR data?  
Are there limits on environmental factors such as shadows, clouds, topography, climate, snow 
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cover, standing water, tidal and river levels?  Will DEMs, DSM, Contours, or other derivative 
products be produced?  What are the metadata requirements?  How are accuracies to be reported 
in the metadata; will the accuracy be reported using the accuracy at the 95% confidence level for 
the NVA?  Are waveform data needed?  If yes, what is the data format? 


 
(1)  LiDAR Point Density.  LiDAR data can be collected with a wide variety of point 


densities depending on the needs of the project.  The selection of point density is a big driver of 
the overall cost of a LiDAR project and should be selected with consideration to the end uses for 
the LiDAR.  Modern LiDAR sensors are capable of acquiring LiDAR data with a higher density 
than previously available and can do so at higher altitudes and with less overlap.  A LiDAR 
product with 1 point per square meter (ppsm) is sufficient for many applications such as flood 
mapping in many areas.  Higher point densities (4-8 ppsm) allow for greater utilization of the 
data for mapping planimetric features such as roads and structures as well as for vegetation 
analysis such as biomass and canopy studies.  Additionally, specialized LiDAR at very high 
densities > 20 ppsm are often used for mapping infrastructure in greater detail such as power 
lines, pipelines, and for Department of Transportation (DOT) significant features such as mile 
posts and signs.  The ground conditions should be considered when selecting a point density as 
well.  If the area is covered with dense vegetations such as a coniferous forest a higher density 
and more overlap would be required to penetrate to the ground than an area where leaf-off 
conditions exist.  


 
(2)  Swath Overlap. Planning for swath overlap should also be included in the overall 


planning of the point density.  A higher percentage of overlap may be beneficial in an area with 
dense vegetation as there will be more look angles from the sensor to the ground at any given 
points.  The result would mean that there could be a lower point density requirement in an 
individual swath with the overlap accounting for an overall higher point density on the project. 
Depending on the scanning pattern, data from the extreme edges of the swath may be unusable 
due to geometric nature of the scan pattern. Typically, 10% overlap between swaths is the 
minimum requirement for an airborne LIDAR collect.  However, most LiDAR flights are 
conducted with 30% overlap, and those that require higher pulse density in vegetated areas are 
often flown with 55% overlap. 


  
b. Flight Planning.  Flight planning is always the responsibility of the acquisition contractor.  


Flight planning for LiDAR will vary greatly depending on the sensor utilized for the acquisition.  
Parameters such as flying height, ground speed, scan rate, scan angle, etc will be different for 
each sensor.  The contractor’s flight plan should be evaluated to ensure there is sufficient swath 
overlap given the sensor’s scanning mechanism and project accuracy specifications. Typically, 
10% overlap between swaths is the minimum requirement for an airborne LIDAR collect.  
However, most LiDAR flights are conducted with 30% overlap, and those that require higher 
pulse density in vegetated areas are often flown with 55% overlap. A higher percentage of 
overlap may be beneficial in an area with dense vegetation as there will be more look angles 
from the sensor to the ground at any given points.  The result would be a lower point density 
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requirement in an individual swath with the overlap accounting for an overall higher point 
density on the project. Depending on the scanning pattern, data from the extreme edges of the 
swath may be unusable due to geometric nature of the scan pattern.  Table 6-1 below shows the 
operational parameters for a sample LiDAR project for an Optech ALTM 3100 system. The 
LiDAR flight planning process is mostly automated after entering basic information such as 
point density, overlap requirements, and scan angles.  Trajectories are planned for each flight 
line.  Furthermore, modern Flight Management Systems (FMS) enable the pilot to fly these 
trajectories with close tolerance.  LiDAR sensors are actively acquiring data throughout the 
entire flight which requires the aircraft to be consistently ‘on-line’ to ensure full coverage.  
Additionally, sensor operators are often able to view the acquisition in real time and assess areas 
where voids or sensor anomalies may be present during the flight.  While LiDAR sensors also 
have some forms of stabilization, the roll, pitch and yaw of the aircraft still depends upon wind 
conditions.  Regardless of sensor to be used, flight planning also includes the assessment of 
military and other controlled air space where special permits may be required.  Aviation 
Sectional Charts are often used to determine flight restrictions and controlled airspace when 
planning flight lines.    


 
Table 6-1.  Table showing relevant operational parameters for LiDAR data collection. 


Item Parameter 
System Optech ALTM 3100 EA 100 KHz system 
Laser Firing Rate 70,000 
Altitude (m. AGL) 1,050 
Swath Overlap (%) 55 
Approximate Ground Speed (knots) 140 
Scan Rate (Hz) 37.2 
Scan Angle (o ±) 21.5 
Computed Along Track Spacing (m) 1.0 
Computed Cross Track Spacing (m) 1.0 
Average Raw Point Spacing (m) 0.7 
Computed Swath Width (m) 827 
Number of Flight Lines 379 
Line Spacing (m) 372 
Maximum Flight Line Length (mi) 64  
Laser Beam Divergence Narrow 
Nominal Raw Point Density (pts/m2) 4 
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c. Acquisition Planning.  With LiDAR sensors it is not necessary to specify standard flying 


heights as the different sensors each have variable requirements for flying height in order to meet 
project specifications. The principal flight planning parameters then are the point density and 
overlap required for the project.  With LiDAR sensors, storage is handled via ruggedized mass 
storage usually in the form of removable hard disk drives or flash drives depending on the sensor 
in use.  Figure 6-7 shows a flight diagram with planned flight lines and cross flight lines that are 
used for calibration. 


 
d. Aircraft considerations.  USACE shall not specify aircraft to be used for a mapping 


mission. Twin engine aircraft are used most often for airborne LiDAR remote sensing.  Twin 
engine aircraft provide efficient operations for sensors up to 20,000 feet above sea level; they are 
equipped with power sources to handle a suite of modern sensors; they offer workspace and 
comfort to the pilot and camera operator; and the twin engines provide additional safety in the 
event a single engine should stall.  Maintenance, operation, ferry and collection costs can be 
quite variable among different twin engine aircraft.  For altitudes above 20,000 feet, performance 
(cost) is improved when using turboprop or jet aircraft instead of piston aircraft.   


 
e. Survey Control.  Three forms of mapping control support airborne LiDAR mapping: 


airborne GPS control, ground control, and quality control checkpoints. Contract specifications 
should reference the following standards and guidelines: FGDC-STD-007.4-2002, Geospatial 
Positioning Accuracy Standards PART 4: Standards for Architecture, Engineering, Construction 
(A/E/C) and Facility Management, as well as CHAPTER 3 of this manual, Applications and 
Accuracy Standards, specifically Table 3-6, Elevation Data Vertical Accuracy Standards.  Other 


Figure 6-7.  LiDAR flight map showing pre-planned flight lines. 
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references relevant to mapping control include EM 1110-1-1002, Survey Markers and 
Monumentation; EM 1110-1-1003, Navstar Global Positioning System Surveying; and NOAA 
Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-58, Guidelines for Establishing GPS-Derived Ellipsoid 
Heights (Standards: 2 cm and 5 cm), version 4.3.   


 
(1)  Airborne GPS Control.  Airborne LiDAR is acquired with the use of ABGPS for 


recording the 3D (X/Y/Z) coordinates of each pulse, plus an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for 
recording the roll, pitch and yaw of the sensor, when each pulse is transmitted and received (see 
Figure 6-8).  When six exterior orientation parameters of each pulse (X/Y/Z and roll/pitch/yaw) 
are known, requirements for surveyed ground control are greatly reduced.  ABGPS receivers 
must be capable of tracking both coarse acquisition (C/A) and pseudorange (P-code) data.  They 
must provide dual frequency (L1 and L2) and multi-channel capability with on-the-fly ambiguity 
resolution and be able to log GPS data at 1-second epochs or better.  GLONASS receivers 
capable of receiving satellite information from GPS and GLONASS constellation are preferred 
over GPS-only receivers.  


 
(2)  Ground Control. These are the well-established points that GPS ground base stations will 


be placed on to facilitate accurate positioning of the aircraft In the U.S., this typically involves 
the use of a Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) or the identification and recovery 
of well-documented permanent control monuments or benchmarks from the National Geodetic 
Survey’s National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) − (go to http://www.ngs.noaa.gov, then 
click on Survey Mark Datasheets and/or CORS).  If a control network of horizontal control 
monuments and/or vertical control benchmarks does not exist, a control network will first need 
to be established per references cited above.  Figure 6-9 shows an example NGS Data Sheet with 
the red arrow point at the horizontal and vertical network accuracy at the 95% confidence level.  
In addition to data shown here, Data Sheets typically also include additional information such as: 
State Plane and UTM coordinates; U.S. National Grid spatial address; explanations of how 
horizontal coordinates, ellipsoid heights and orthometric heights were determined; station 
description and instructions for finding the monument; station recovery history, etc.  
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Figure 6-8.  Airborne GPS provides x/y/z 
position of the antenna prior to “lever arm” 
offset to sensor; IMU provides the roll, pitch 
and yaw orientation of the LiDAR sensor. 


Figure 6-9. Sample NGS Data Sheet that shows horizontal 
and vertical network accuracy at the 95% confidence level. 
Much additional data is also included beyond what is 
shown. 


 
(3)  Quality Control Check Points.  The quality control checkpoints are typically collected by 


a survey team independent of the LiDAR vendor so that these checkpoints remain “blind” during 
the LiDAR acquisition and calibration processing.  This can be another contracted party or 
district personnel.  The ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, at 
Appendix C, provides detailed guidelines on the number and location of check points.  Google 
Earth or other open source imagery can be used for point selection unless alternative 
orthophotography is available.   
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 Figure 6-10 - Dispersed Survey, recommended. This 
shows only a small portion of the county, but the 
surveyor succeeded in testing many different flight 
lines.  This is most desirable. 


Figure 6-11 - Cluster Survey.  For 5 land cover 
categories, the surveyor attempted to survey one 
checkpoint in each land cover category from 20 
different clusters within the county.  Access was 
originally denied for surveys within the Air Force 
Base. 


  
(4) Check Point Distribution.  When possible, dispersed surveys (Figure 6-10), which 


provide a more legitimate assessment of data accuracy throughout the project area for different 
flight lines, are recommended.  For dispersed surveys, no two survey checkpoints should be 
closer than 5,000 feet from the next closest point.  If cost and accessibility are an issue, then 
cluster surveys can be performed (Figure 6-11).  Cluster surveys are typically five points when 
five land cover categories are being tested, one per category, with a minimum spacing of about 
1000 feet between points. Clusters should be dispersed following the ASPRS guideline that at 
least 20% of the points must be in each quadrant.  These types of surveys work best with real-
time kinematic (RTK) surveys where a base station can be established and five points (all at least 
1000 feet apart from each other) can be surveyed. RTK is also ideal for establishing inter-visible 
pairs for conventional surveys to establish forest points.  Please note inter-visible pairs cannot 
“count” as check points as they typically do not conform to the minimum distance rule. 
Furthermore, no two checkpoints in a single cluster should be for the same land cover class, and 
it is often difficult to identify all five land cover classes within the area of a single cluster.  


 
(5)  Check Point Location.  In addition to land cover classes, location and distribution, the 


surveyor also needs to avoid known pitfalls in selection of checkpoint locations.  It is important 
for the surveyor to understand that the horizontal coordinates of QA/QC checkpoints do not 
normally match the horizontal coordinates of individual LiDAR pulses.  Instead, LiDAR 
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elevations are interpolated from surrounding points to determine the most probable elevation of 
the LiDAR data at the horizontal coordinates of each QA/QC checkpoint.  Interpolation 
assumptions are reasonably valid only when the following guidelines are followed with 
checkpoint selection: 


 
(a)  Each checkpoint should be on terrain that is flat or uniformly sloping within 5 meters in 


all directions from the checkpoint coordinates.  Interpolation procedures can fail if the terrain 
undulates up and down surrounding the checkpoint, or if the slope is curved (concave or 
convex).  Steep slopes should also be avoided for location of checkpoints. 


 
(b)  There should be no breakline within 5 meters of a checkpoint.  Breaklines define the 


edge between two intersecting surfaces with different slopes.  This rule can best be explained by 
using a breakline on a bridge abutment as an example of where checkpoints should not be 
located. Interpolation of LiDAR elevations around a bridge abutment would normally include a 
point on top of the bridge deck and another point over the side of the bridge, perhaps near water 
level 10 feet lower; interpolating between these two elevations (even if both LiDAR elevations 
were perfect) would erroneously show that the LiDAR data had an elevation error of 5 feet.  


 
(c)  Similarly, checkpoints, even on flat terrain, should avoid logs, tree stumps, rock piles, or 


other elevated features that could be mapped by LiDAR pulses within 5 meter of a QA/QC 
checkpoint. 


 
(d)  For survey of checkpoints to be used for horizontal accuracy assessments, surveyors 


should avoid selecting checkpoints with a high probability of being obscured when mapped with 
LiDAR (or imagery).  Because clearly defined point features are required, horizontal checkpoints 
are commonly surveyed on corners of paint stripes on asphalt.  Such points should not be located 
under trees (in parking lots) for example, because the black/white intensity variations will not be 
visible.  Similarly, such points should not be selected in actual parking spaces where vehicles are 
liable to be parked at the time the LiDAR data are acquired. 


 
(e)  For these reasons, in spite of check point pre-selection, final checkpoint locations cannot 


be determined in the office but must be left up to the field surveyor. Flexibility must be given to 
the surveyor as field conditions, including accessibility, are unknown. The surveyor must use the 
guidance above to plan where checkpoints are likely to be located, but then must make the final 
decisions in the field, ensuring points are well spaced, have the correct number of land cover 
categories, and avoid the pitfalls identified above. 
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6-4.  LiDAR Data Processing and Deliverable Development. The range data from the LiDAR 
sensor are integrated with the aircraft georeferencing (GPS) and orientation (IMU) data to 
produce a processed laser file, yielding the 3D position and intensity for each laser return.  The 
following sections outline the general steps that are used to process the LiDAR data into some 
common final deliverables. 
 


a. Data Formatting.  After LiDAR acquisition and calibration, LiDAR data are typically 
processed in order to deliver bare earth classified, LAS files in version 1.2 (formatted to Point 
Record Format 1) adhering to a specific tiling schema (e.g. US National Tiling Grid) at a 
specified interval (usually 1,000 m x 1,000 m).  Tiles which are fully within the project boundary 
contain data to the full extent of each tile. Tiles which lie on the project boundary are not filled to 
the full extent of the tile, unless specified in the scope of work.  No over edge data are required 
but gaps in the data at the project boundary are considered unacceptable.  Each LiDAR LAS file 
(per tile) produced should contain the following elements, as a minimum, for each return: 


 
(1)  The return number for each signal  
 
(2)  Horizontal and Vertical Position (x,y,z) in the specified horizontal and vertical datum 
 
(3)  Intensity return values for each return signal 
 
(4)  GPS Timestamp of capture for each point (the timestamp should be unique for each laser 


pulse) 
 
(5)  Georeference information included in the LAS header  
 
b. LiDAR Data Classification.  Classification is the process whereby the acquired LiDAR 


points are filtered, and those representing ground and above ground features (such as trees and 
buildings) are assigned to separate classes.  LiDAR data can be classified into various categories 
including ground, vegetation, water body, and buildings.  Typically, each LAS file is classified 
as bare-ground or not bare-ground according to the American Society for Photogrammetry and 
Remote Sensing (ASPRS) LAS format classification table (at a minimum): 
 


(1)  Class 1 – Unclassified (non-ground)  
 
(2)  Class 2 – Bare-earth Ground  
 
(3)  Class 7 – Noise (low, high or manually identified) 
 
(4)  Class 9 – Water (shots from water surface of oceans, lakes, rivers, or streams derived 


from the breaklines generated from the intensity images) 
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(5)  Class 12 – Overlap  
 


An automated filtering process is first applied where various classes of points are separated.  
General parameters are set for terrain type (i.e. flat, rolling, hilly) and terrain cover (i.e. open/ 
non-vegetated, light vegetation, medium vegetation, heavy vegetation), along with other 
parameters that help fine-tune the automated classification.  Vegetation and any other structures 
are initially separated using an automated process.  While the automated classification process 
often classifies 80% or more of the undesirable above ground features, it also erroneously 
classifies objects such as natural terrain (hills, rock cuts), or man-made features that should be 
moved out of the ground Class 2.  Therefore, a manual analysis using independent checks is 
performed to produce the final LiDAR point files. Supplementing automated terrain filtering, 
LiDAR technicians perform interactive processing to achieve reliable bare earth conditions.  The 
resulting elevation accurately depicts the bare earth surface (Class 2).  Class 12 (overlap) is used 
to classify overlap points that are not used in any other classes.  These points are typically along 
the edge of the scan and are deemed to be unreliable or having poor accuracy and hence not to be 
used in the ground model.  Breakline data are utilized to perform LiDAR classification for class 
9 – water (see Section 6.4e).  The manual classification is the most time-consuming and often the 
most expensive component of LiDAR processing.  If application of the LiDAR data requires 
only bare-earth data, there is no need to request for additional classification of buildings, bridges, 
vegetation, etc.  These data will be available in the “Unclassified” class (Class 1) and can be 
classified in the future if the need for these additional classes arises. 
 


c. LiDAR Data Quality.  QA/QC procedures are continued through all iterations of the data 
processing cycle.  Data are typically passed through an automated set of macros for initial 
cleaning, a first edit by a trained technician, and a second review and edit by an advanced 
processor, and finally exported to a final product.  All final products are reviewed for 
completeness and correctness before delivery.  The goal of LiDAR processing is to achieve the 
following minimum requirements (or as laid out in the Scope of Work): 
 


(1)  LiDAR data from different flight lines will be consistent across flight lines with a 
maximum 7-10 cm vertical offset between adjacent flight lines.  This is referred to as the relative 
accuracy. 


 
(2)  No data voids due to system malfunctions or lack of overlap.  
 
(3)  Dense vegetation data voids minimized by automatic removal process.  
 
(4)  The lineage (metadata), positional, content (completeness), attribution, and logical 


consistency accuracies of all digital elevation data produced will conform to the specifications.  
 
(5)  Product Accuracy Information Reporting: Product accuracy information will be reported 


according to NSSDA guidelines.  At a minimum, statements concerning source materials and 
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production processes used will be provided in the metadata sufficient to meet the requirement of 
the ASPRS Elevation Data Vertical Accuracy Standards (see Chapter 3). 


 
(6)  LiDAR data will be classified correctly with limited artifacts or misclassifications 


remaining in the dataset. 
 
(7)  All LiDAR processing and editing will be consistent.   
 
(8)  Statistics run on 100% of the data will verify file formatting, projection information, 


classes used, scan angles, returns per pulse, and nominal point density.   
 
d. LiDAR Data Accuracy. LiDAR data are typically compiled to meet a Horizontal 


Accuracy of 1 meter RMSE.  Bare earth topographic LiDAR data are tested to satisfy Non-
vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA), depending on the 
Quality Level (QL) chosen.  Table 6-2 provides these values as a function of the QL selected 
when using the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (see Appendix F).  VVA will be 
tested using the 95th percentile for all vegetated land cover categories.  LiDAR data are usually 
tested against a TIN created from the final bare-earth points. Vertical accuracy testing is 
performed against a TIN as it is unlikely a discrete LiDAR point will be located at the same X/Y 
location as the survey checkpoints.  Note that the NVA and VVA accuracy statistics are affected 
by bare earth processing, and not necessarily the system calibration.  
 
Table 6.2.  Accuracy and Point Spacing for Three Common USGS LiDAR Quality Levels (QL) 


Quality 
Level 


RMSEz in Non-
vegetated 
Terrain 


Non-vegetated 
Vertical 


Accuracy (NVA) 


Vegetated 
Vertical 


Accuracy 
(VVA) 


Nominal 
Pulse 


Spacing 
(NPS) 


Nominal Pulse 
Density (NPD) 


QL1 10 cm 19.6 cm 30 cm 0.35 m 8 points/m2 
QL2 10 cm 19.6 cm 30 cm 0.71 m 2 points/m2 
QL3 20 cm 39.2 cm 60 cm 1.41 m 0.5 points/m2 


 
e. Breaklines.  Breaklines assist in the development of hydro-flattened DEMs, if they are 


required for a project.  LiDAR intensity images in combination with the elevation data can be 
used to create a pseudo stereo pair which then allows a photogrammetric system operator to 
“see” in 3D and use this technique to better determine the location of ground features.  This 
technique is often defined as lidargrammetry, and is used extensively in the creation of 
breaklines.  The first step is to create synthetic LiDAR stereo-pairs using a software such as the 
GeoCue LiDAR Pak software.  These synthetic LiDAR stereo pairs can then be stereoscopically 
compiled to create breakline features. SOCET for ArcGIS is often used for this compilation.  
SOCET for ArcGIS embeds the photogrammetrically-compiled features into an ESRI 10.x 
geodatabase. This ultimately means there is no CAD to GIS file translation required and that the 
resultant photo interpreted data is topologically correct and GIS ready upon completion.  
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Although this requirement is project specific, breaklines are commonly collected for the 
following features: 


 
(1)  Streams and Rivers.  The banks or land/water interface shall be depicted for all linear 


hydrographic features of a certain width and length (e.g. at least 50 feet in width and ½ mile in 
length).  Islands greater than a certain size (e.g. ½ acre) will be excluded as “holes” in the 
Streams and Rivers features.  Each vertex placed needs to maintain vertical integrity, including 
monotonicity and connectivity.  Exemptions to monotonicity may occur due to complex branch 
networks.  All elevations are at or slightly below the surrounding terrain. 


 
(2)  Ponds and Lakes.  The land/water interface is depicted for all water bodies, such as 


lakes, ponds, and reservoirs, at a constant elevation that are usually 1 acre in size or greater.  
Every vertex on each feature must be placed at the same elevation and all elevation is set at or 
slightly below the surrounding terrain.  Islands greater than ½ acre in size are usually excluded as 
“holes” in the Ponds and Lakes features.    


 
f. Hydro Flattened DEM Production. The processed and classified LiDAR point cloud may 


be used to create Digital Elevation Models. For most applications, bare-earth DEMs with 1-
meter pixel resolution are created for the project area.  These DEMs may be hydro-flattened, 
using the breaklines collected as described above.  The DEMs are tiled according to the project 
tile grid and are in ESRI GRID format.   


 
g. FGDC Metadata.  Project level metadata for each deliverable product must be created.  


Metadata must be delivered that fully comply with FGDC metadata format standard in 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format. Metadata must contain the following information: 


 
(1)  Collection Report detailing mission planning and flight logs 
 
(2)  Survey Report detailing the collection of ground control and reference points used for 


both data calibration and QA/QC accuracy assessments. 
 
(3)  Processing Report detailing LiDAR calibration, LiDAR classification, and product 


generation procedures including methodology used for breakline collection and hydro-flattening. 
 
(4)  QA/QC Reports detailing the analysis, accuracy assessment and validation of the point 


data (absolute, within swath, and between swath); the bare-earth surface (absolute); and other 
optional deliverables as appropriate 


 
(5)  Control and Calibration points:  All control and reference points used to calibrate, 


control, process and validate the LiDAR point data or any derivative products will be delivered. 
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(6)  Geo-referenced, digital spatial representation of the precise extents of each delivered 


dataset.  This should reflect the extents of the actual LiDAR source or derived product data, 
exclusive of Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) artifacts or raster NODATA areas.  A union of 
tile boundaries or minimum bounding rectangle is not acceptable.  ESRI Polygon shapefile is 
usually preferred.  


 
(7)  All metadata files must contain sufficient content to fully detail all procedures used for 


data processing, QAQC, and finalization. 
 
h. Deliverables.  Although users are mostly interested in the final bare-earth DEM from a 


LiDAR data set, it is important to define a list of deliverables that the vendor will provide from 
the onset of the survey.  A kickoff meeting should be held prior to data acquisition to ensure that 
all project requirements and schedule are understood.  Project partners should be invited to the 
kickoff meeting.  Any concerns from the vendor or the project partners should be discussed 
during this meeting.  Minutes from the meeting should be the first delivery of any LiDAR 
project. Following mobilization, the vendor must submit daily acquisition and field condition 
reports that provide an overview of the environment conditions during the time of survey.  These 
reports are usually delivered via email during acquisition, but should be included as a summary 
in the acquisition report.  Following acquisition and upon demobilization, the vendor should 
prepare an acquisition and calibration report that contains details on the acquisition, tidal 
considerations (if any), control points used, preliminary vertical accuracy assessment, and all 
GPS/IMU processing reports for each mission. Figure 6-12 shows a Table of Contents for a 
sample acquisition report. 


 
Table of Contents 
Overview……………………………………………………………………………………….3 
     Project Area…………………………………………………………………………………3 
     Acquisition Dates…………………………………………………………………………...4 
     Datum Reference……………………………………………………………………………4 
LiDAR Acquisition Details…………………………………………………………………….4 
     Acquisition Equipment……………………………………………………………………...5 
     LiDAR System parameters………………………………………………………………….6 
     Acquisition Status Report and Flight Lines………..………………………………………..6 
     LiDAR Control……………………………………………………………………………...8 
     Tidal Considerations………………………………………………………………………...8 
     Airborne GPS Kinematic……………………………………………………………………9 
     Generation and Calibration of Laser Points (raw data)……………………………………..9 
     Boresight and Relative accuracy…………………………………………………………...10 
     Preliminary Vertical Accuracy Assessment………………………………………………..11 
Appendix A: GPS Processing Reports for Each Mission……………………………………...13 


Figure 6-12.  Table of contents for a sample LiDAR acquisition report 
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A LiDAR project report must be delivered at the end of the processing along with the final 
delivered products.  The project report serves as the master report for the entire project and 
includes detailed explanation on the processing and qualitative assessment performed on the 
data.  The quantitative analysis and the accuracy results (NVA and VVA) must be clearly 
demonstrated and information on all survey points used for the accuracy analysis must be 
included.  Breakline production procedures should be well defined including the production 
methodology, qualitative assessment and topology rules used for the project.  A data dictionary 
defining the horizontal and vertical datum, coordinate system and projection used for this project 
and all breakline feature definitions for streams and rivers, and inland lakes and ponds should be 
clearly defined.  The DEM production methodology and QA/QC assessment on the DEMs must 
be clearly explained.  Often, the LiDAR acquisition report is included in this final project report 
so that one document provides the complete information on the entire life cycle of the project.  
Figure 6-13 illustrates a Table of Contents of a sample project report. 
 


 
 
 
The list of deliverables must also include the LiDAR data and derivative products as required by 
the statement of work.  Given the very large volume of data, these deliverables are typically 
requested on external hard drives.  The following list of deliverables is usually requested during 
final delivery: 
 


Figure 6-13.  Table of contents for a sample LiDAR project report 
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(1)  One set of classified LAS files in accordance with the tiling schema noted in the 


statement of work.   
 
(2)  One set of raster DEM’s (hydro flattened bare earth) delivered in the specified grid 


format (for e.g., GeoTIFF or ESRI Raster Grid).  The DEM’s must also be delivered in the 
project tiling and required naming schema.  


  
(3)  One set of 1-meter intensity imagery in GeoTIFF file format. 
 
(4)  One set of FGDC Metadata for each data deliverable. 
 
(5)  One ESRI file geodatabase containing the breakline data, if specified. 
 
(6)  Project report 
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		6-4.  LiDAR Data Processing and Deliverable Development. The range data from the LiDAR sensor are integrated with the aircraft georeferencing (GPS) and orientation (IMU) data to produce a processed laser file, yielding the 3D position and intensity fo...

		d. LiDAR Data Accuracy. LiDAR data are typically compiled to meet a Horizontal Accuracy of 1 meter RMSE.  Bare earth topographic LiDAR data are tested to satisfy Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA), depending on...



		Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS)

		Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA)

		Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA)

		RMSEz in Non-vegetated Terrain

		Nominal Pulse Density (NPD)

		Quality Level

		8 points/m2

		0.35 m

		30 cm

		19.6 cm

		10 cm

		QL1

		2 points/m2

		0.71 m

		30 cm

		19.6 cm

		10 cm

		QL2

		0.5 points/m2

		1.41 m

		60 cm

		39.2 cm

		20 cm

		QL3
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APPENDIX I  


SCOPE OF WORK 
Sample JALBTCX Project 


Contractor 
Contract # 


Name of Project 


1 General 
1.1 Purpose: This survey is to collect lidar elevation and imagery data [describe the area, 


e.g. for a portion of the Puget Sound shoreline] in support of [describe the application 
of the data if desired, e.g. coastal shoreline erosion studies].  The data collected will 
include Bathymetric Lidar, Topographic Lidar, RGB Imagery, and Hyperspectral 
Imagery as specified below.  The polygon delineated in Figure 1 indicates the area 
where JALBTCX shall collect data.  The goal of this survey is to provide topographic 
elevations and bathymetric soundings that tie seamlessly, within the accuracy 
tolerances specified in this Scope of Work.  Quality of the imagery [is/is not] a key 
focus of this survey. 


1.2 Compliance:  Surveying and Mapping shall be in strict compliance with USACE EM-
1110-1-1000 for Photogrammetric and LiDAR Mapping, USACE EM -1110-1-1002 
Survey Markers and Monumentation, USACE EM -1110-1-1003 NAVSTAR Global 
Positioning System Surveying, USACE EM -1110-1-1004 Deformation Monitoring and 
Control Surveying, USACE EM -1110-1-1005 Topographic Surveying, USACE EM -
1110-2-1003 Hydrographic Surveying, USACE EM -1110-1-2909 Geospatial Data and 
System, Tri-Services A/E/C CADD Standards, Tri-Services Spatial Data Standards, and 
Related Spatial Data Products.  Engineering Manuals (EM) can be obtained on the 
internet at: http://www.usace.army.mil/inet/usace-docs/eng-manuals/em.htm.   


1.3 Safety:  Operations shall be in full compliance with appropriate federal, state, county, 
and city safety rules and regulations.   


 


Figure 1: Locality map showing extents of required data collection.  The polygon delineates 
the requested area. 


2 Bathymetric Survey Requirements 
2.1 Bathymetric lidar data are required within the polygon shown in Figure 1, or to laser 


extinction, which is determined by water clarity.  


2.2 Nominal lidar density shall be <=2 meters.   


2.3 Vertical positions shall be accurate to 15 cm (one standard deviation). 


2.4 Horizontal positions shall be accurate to 1.5m (RMSE). 
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2.5 For QA/QC purposes, one cross line is required every 25 miles alongshore.  


2.6 If airspace restrictions are anticipated or known, JALBTCX will work to obtain the 
necessary clearance(s).  If clearance cannot be obtained, survey requirements within 
these areas shall be eliminated and the scope shall be reduced or modified accordingly. 


3 Topographic Survey Requirements 
3.1 Data is required for the polygon delineated in Figure 1. 


3.2 Spot spacing will be nominal 1 meter or less. 


3.3 Vertical elevations will be accurate to 9.25 cm RMSE. 


3.4 Horizontal positions will be accurate to 0.5 m (RMSE). For QA/QC purposes, one cross 
line is required every 25 miles alongshore. 


4 RGB Imagery Requirements 
4.1 RGB images will be collected concurrently with the lidar data.  The resolution will be 


30 cm Ground Sample Distance (GSD) or less.  During the collection the minimum 
solar elevation shall be 20°. 


5 Hyperspectral Requirements 
5.1 Hyperspectral imagery will be collected concurrent with the lidar data.  Resolution will 


be 1 m GSD or less.  Spectral data will be obtained in 48 evenly spaced spectral bands 
providing continuous spectral coverage from 375-1050 nm.   


5.2 Preferred data collection times are with the sun angle no lower than 20°.   


5.3 Collection of the lidar data should not be precluded by meeting the hyperspectral 
collection parameters above.  The hyperspectral data may be collected at a different 
time than the topographic lidar and at a higher altitude that still allows 1 m resolution. 


6 Horizontal Control Datum 
6.1 Control monuments used will be NGS published monuments that are horizontal Order B 


or better.  The monuments chosen for use should be included in the NGS 2011 re-
adjustment.  Monuments not included in NGS 2011 re-adjustment effort must be tied to 
NGS 2011 re-adjustment network through a control survey and all notes provided in a 
control report or as a portion of the Report of Survey.  If Order B or better is not 
available in the area needed then a monument will be established and coordinates 
generated by Precise Point Processing or with NGS Opus Projects. 


6.2 All data will be referenced to NAD83 (NSRS2011) geographic coordinate system. 


7 Vertical Control Datum 
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7.1 Control monuments used will be either NGS published monuments with vertical 


position quality of First Order Class 1 or better or tied through control surveys to the 
latest NGS network.  If new monuments are established, they shall be tied to the NGS 
network through control surveys.  Full documentation of all control used, existing or 
established, shall be provided in the Report of Survey 


7.2 All data will be referenced to NAVD88, in meters, using the latest geoid model.   


8 Quality Control 
8.1 The following quality control measure items will be calculated, documented and 


provided within the Report of Survey. 


8.1.1 Lidar Data 


8.1.1.1 Bathymetric lidar calibration against ground truth will be performed in 
the current aircraft configuration. 


8.1.1.2 Bathymetric lidar data viewed in profile will exhibit thickness < 30 
cm.  Alternately, a grid of standard deviation generated from 
bathymetric lidar data will not exceed 15 cm in flat areas for > 5% of 
the grid cells.   


8.1.1.3 Topographic lidar calibration against ground truth will be performed in 
the current aircraft installation. 


8.1.1.4 Topographic lidar data viewed in profile will exhibit thickness < 18.5 
cm.  Alternately, a grid of standard deviation generated from 
topographic lidar data will not exceed 9.25 cm in flat areas for > 5% of 
the grid cells. 


8.1.2 RGB Imagery Data 


8.1.2.1 A comparison of known positions of at least 4 well distributed check 
points per ground truth area shall be performed.   The 4 positions may 
be points surveyed on the ground or derived from the lidar data.  The 
center of the RGB imagery pixels compared must be located within 
3m (RMSE) relative to the location of the comparison point. 


8.1.3 Hyperspectral Imagery Data 


8.1.3.1 A comparison of known positions of at least 4 well distributed check 
points per ground truth area shall be performed.  The 4 positions may 
be points surveyed on the ground or derived from the lidar data.  The 
center of the hyperspectral imagery pixels compared must be located 
within 3m (RMSE) relative to the location of the comparison point. 


8.2 Ground Truth 
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8.2.1 Spot elevations will be collected along the survey area such that no lidar survey 
point is more than 50 miles from a spot elevation check point. 


8.2.2 Spot elevations to determine the accuracy of the overall dataset should be 
selected on flat terrain, or on uniformly sloping terrain for 5 meters in all 
directions from each checkpoint.  Whereas flat terrain is preferable, this is not 
always possible. Whenever possible, terrain slope should not be steeper than a 
20 percent grade because horizontal errors will unduly influence the vertical 
RMSE calculations. 


8.2.3 The RMSE shall be computed in accordance with the ASPRS Positional 
Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, 2014.  A copy of this 
specification may be found at Appendix D of this manual.     


9 Deliverables 
9.1 Final products shall include point cloud, ortho-mosaicked RGB imagery (TIFF), 


hyperspectral imagery, and a Report of Survey.  Complete FGDC-endorsed metadata 
shall be provided for each of the preceding products except the Report of Survey. 


9.2 All valid data collected during the production flight lines shall be processed and used to 
generate the products including data collected outside of the survey boundary.   


9.3 Additional information for each of the following products is found in Attachment A, 
below, except for the ground truth. 


• Data Coverage 


• Point Data 


• RGB Ortho-mosaic imagery  


• Hyperspectral Imagery 


• Report of Survey 


• Ground truth data 


• Complete metadata will be provided for each of these products.  The metadata will be 
provided in xml format and will adhere to an FDGC-endorsed metadata standard (ie. 
ISO 19115-2).  As a minimum, the core elements of the FGDC-endorsed metadata 
standard will be completed.  In addition to the core metadata elements, process steps, 
including software packages and version numbers, will be provided with sufficient 
detail to allow reproduction of the product file.     


10 Schedule 
10.1 Data acquisition is scheduled during the months of April-June 2014.   


10.2 A pdf map showing survey coverage will be delivered at the completion of the survey.   
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10.3 The lidar-based data deliverables, excluding the coverage files, will be delivered to 


POC no later than 60 days from the end of the survey.  Imagery based products shall be 
provided no later than 90 days from the end of the survey. 


10.4 The POC will review the final versions of the delivered data for accuracy and 
completeness and provide comments to JALBTCX.  Corrections to these issues shall be 
made and revised files resubmitted within 30 days. 


11 Government Pricing Analysis 


Attachment B shows the format for the Government’s pricing analysis for this example SOW.  
The contractor will submit a cost proposal in this format which the Government will compare 
with its independent cost estimate.  Government independent cost estimates, when completed, 
are confidential, for Government use only. 


Points of Contact 
 
 For USGS: 


 
For JALBTCX: 
 


Attachment A 
 
Point Data 
The lidar data for each flight line will be provided in LAS 1.2 format.  These files shall contain 
all data that has been collected.  The positions in this file shall be provided in the horizontal 
reference frames and vertical datums specified in sections 6.2 and 7.2, respectively.  The GPS 
times are to be recorded in adjusted GPS time (instead of the GPS week time) and to contain 
sufficient precision to allow for unique timestamps for each return.  If the resulting LAS files 
contain classification values, it shall be reported in the metadata and survey report  Classification 
values for topographic lidar adhere to the ASPRS classification standard.  For bathymetric lidar, 
a custom classification scheme is utilized, and is outlined below. 
 
 1 – unclassified, valid topographic data 


2 – ground-classified, valid topographic data 
7 – low point-classified, invalid topographic data 
21 – land-classified, valid bathymetric data  
27 – land- and water-classified, invalid bathymetric data 
29 – water-classified, valid bathymetric data 


The metadata will be provided in xml format and will adhere to an FDGC-endorsed metadata 
standard (ie. ISO 19115-2).  One metadata file is required for documenting the series of flight 
line LAS files delivered.  
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RGB Ortho-mosaic Imagery 
One ortho-mosaic is required for each tile and will contain all images collected within the tile 
that show land mass or fixed features in the water, such as jetties, breakwaters, etc.  Areas 
containing no imagery will have a background RGB values of 0, 0, and 0, respectively.  These 
files shall be provided in GeoTIFF format and referenced to the horizontal reference frame 
specified in section 6.2.. 


 
The metadata will be provided in xml format and will adhere to an FDGC-endorsed metadata 
standard (ie. ISO 19115-2).  One FGDC-endorsed metadata file is required per image tile. 


Hyperspectral Imagery 
The processed images will be radiometrically, geometrically and atmospherically corrected.  The 
flight line images will be mosaicked into tiles and referenced to the NAD83 (NSRS2011) 
reference frame in UTM coordinates.  If the concurrent lidar data is not available for 
orthorectification then another elevation source (USGS National Elevation Datasets (NED), 
Shuttle Radar Topo Mission (SRTM) data, etc.) may be used.    
 
The metadata will be provided in xml format and will adhere to an FDGC-endorsed metadata 
standard (ie. ISO 19115-2).  One FGDC-endorsed metadata file, in xml format, is required per 
data tile.  


Report of Survey 
Report will include, as a minimum, airborne collection logs, calibration reports, accuracy check 
reports, daily reports, gps logs, ngs control sheets, photos of control points, processing logs, list 
of delivered files, description of survey, dates of collection, and a list of problems encountered. 
  
The report will be delivered in pdf format. 


Tiling Scheme 
The tiling scheme utilized for the delivery of imagery products will be provided by Jalbtcx as an 
ESRI feature class.  In general, the tiles, which Jalbtcx refers to as ‘NCMP boxes’, are 5 km in 
width and extend alongshore.  The center of each tile is coincident with the shoreline.  Where 
acquired data exists outside these tile boundaries, the USGS quarter-quad tiles will be utilized for 
delivery of data products.  
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Attachment B – Form used for Contractor and Government Cost Estimates 


Totals ___ Square Miles, Project Name, LiDAR, Orthos and Hyperspectral Imagery 
Contractor Contract # 


Task Order # 
DIRECT LABOR HOURS HOURLY RATE LABOR COST 
Project Manager ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Quality Manager ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Supervisory Photogrammetrist ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Photogrammetric Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial Photography Pilot ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial / Sensor Operator ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
GPS Engineer ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Orthophoto  Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
GIS Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
LiDAR Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Office Engineer (PLS) ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Supervisor (Party Chief) ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Instrument Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
     Subtotal--Direct Labor  Use hourly contract rates $_____A_.__ 


    Overhead on Direct Labor and General ___% 
 


$_____B_.__ 
and Admin. (G&A) Overhead Combined Use contract OH, G&A 


     OTHER DIRECT COSTS UNIT UNIT RATE  ODC COST 
Aircraft (twin engine piston) w/ABGPS/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
LIDAR sensor/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Large format digital sensor/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
USB External hard drives/each ___ $_____.__ $______.__ 
Travel/Lodging/Per Diem/day ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Rental / Survey Vehicle/day ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
     Subtotal—Other Direct Costs  Use unit contract rates $______C_.__ 


         Subtotal--DL, OH & Other Direct Costs 
  


$A + $B + $C 


    Profit (negotiated for individual task orders) ___% $______D_.__ 
    (SUBCONTRACT) Flight (if not performed by prime contractor) $______E_.__ 
(SUBCONTRACT) Ground Control (if not performed by prime contractor) $______F_.__ 
    PROJECT GRAND TOTAL 


 
$A + $B + $C + $D + $E + $F 
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Prepared By:     _________________________________________           Date:    ___________ 


  Reviewed By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 


  Approved By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Washington, DC 20314-1000 


EM 1110-1-1000 


Manual 
No. 1110-1-1000 30 April 2015 


Engineering and Design 
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC AND LID AR MAPPING 


1. Purpose. This manual provides procedural guidance, accuracy standards, technical 
specifications, and quality control (QC) criteria for performing photogrammetric and Light 
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) mapping. It distinguishes aerial and satellite based 
photogrammetry and LiDAR from their terrestrial and mobile counterparts; qualifies the use of 
these terms to be solely applicable to aerial and satellite based methods; and references the 
appropriate manuals in which additional relevant information can be found. Rapid changes in 
technology and methodologies will cause some language in this document to become outdated; 
therefore, this manual provides guidelines to be followed, where applicable, instead of an 
absolute set of requirements requiring a waiver from HQ USACE to do something outside the 
language contained herein. 


2. Applicability. This manual applies to all major subordinate commands, districts, laboratories 
and centers performing and/or contracting for aerial and satellite data acquisition, digital 
orthophotography, photogrammetric and/or LiDAR mapping services in support of planning, 
engineering and design, construction, operations and maintenance, and/or regulation of civil 
works or military construction projects 


3. Distribution Statement. This publication is approved for public release; distribution is 
unlimited. 


FOR THE COMMANDER: 


~£).~ 

10 Appendices MICHAEL D. PELOQUIN 
(See Table of Contents) COL, EN 


Chief of Staff 


This manual supersedes EM 1110-1-1000, dated 1 July 2002. 
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APPENDIX H 


 
SCOPE OF WORK 


February 5, 2014 
Contractor 
Contract # 


Hyperspectral Image Acquisition for Delineating Permafrost and Ground State Conditions 
 


 
1. INTRODUCTION: In Arctic environments, infrastructure design, operation and 
maintenance requires an ability to detect the presence (or absence) of ground ice. Currently, there 
is no cost effective means of accurately surveying the subsurface for the presence of ground ice. 
The mean annual temperature in the interior of Alaska (Fairbanks) has increased by 2°C over the 
past 20 years and is expected to increase by an additional 5°C or more by the year 2100. 
Numerous locations within interior Alaska have already experienced thawing and permafrost 
degradation. This phenomenon, permafrost degradation, presents challenges in the planning of 
future DoD operations, specifically as they relate to transportation and building infrastructure. 
Permafrost degradation will also affect the interests of the nation in regards to major oil and gas 
developments, both near term exploration efforts and future long term transportation needs.  
The overarching goal of this research project, comprised of three major tasks, is to use air and land 
based geophysical, spectral, and other to delineate permafrost geomorphology. The ultimate goal 
is to determine whether the variety of measurements and methods can be synthesized into a tool 
that identifies surface patterns indicative of subsurface permafrost conditions. 
 
Hyperspectral imagery has proven to be an excellent data source for accurately mapping terrain 
characteristics including: vegetation species distribution, foliar chemistry, plant stress indices and 
soil properties. Specifically, high spatial resolution hyperspectral imagery covering the Visible to 
Short Wave InfraRed will be leveraged to assess changes in vegetation and soil states at the 
landscape scale. US Army ERDC will use multiple field and image analysis techniques to 
accurately map the vegetation and soil characteristics within the collected imagery. 
    
2. OBJECTIVE and PROJECT AREA:  The objective is to provide very high quality 
full-range airborne hyperspectral image acquisition and post-processing services over study areas 
around Fairbanks, Alaska. The project area consists of approximately Six (6) square mile split over 
two separate polygon areas plus a single swath width flightline approximately 16.8 miles long. 
Graphic of collection areas is in Attachment A. 
 
3. MAJOR REQUIREMENTS:  In order to accomplish work under this purchase order, it 
shall be necessary for the Contractor to complete the following tasks: 
 


a. Task 1 - Flight Plan Development: Develop a flight mission plan to cover the study sites as 
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shown in Attachment A. All imagery shall be acquired using a suitable airborne full-range 
hyperspectral imaging system. Specific instrument and mission parameters include: 


 
(1) Spatial resolution = 1.0 meters GSD, 


(2) Spectral resolution = 10 nanometer band spacing, full-range hyperspectral imaging to 
include the continuous wavelength region of approximately 400 to 2500 nanometers, 


(3) Radiometric resolution = shall be determined by the hyperspectral imaging device(s), 
and 


(4) Data acquisition temporal window = 14 July to 25 July 2014.  


The selected contractor shall provide specifications of the proposed hyperspectral imaging system 
in accordance with the parameters list above. The detailed flight mission plan shall include a target 
flight line map and an estimate of the total time required to successfully image the study site. 
 


b. Task 2 - Flight Plan Implementation: Implement the flight plan to successfully acquire the 
hyperspectral imagery during cloud free conditions over the study sites. 


   
ESRI shape file of acquisition limits provided by the Government.    


   
Units and Projections:  Horizontal WGS 84, UTM Zone 6N 
 and Vertical NAVD88, Geoid 09, Units are Meters 


 
Specific image quality standards are defined as: 
 


(1) All images will be in focus using a vertical (i.e., nadir) nominal view angle, 
 


(2) All images will be acquired using sensor settings to maximize the dynamic range of the 
digital numbers and minimize pixel saturation, 
 


(3) The flightline-to-flightline sidelap shall be adequate to ensure no holidays, or gaps, in 
the data, with minimum overlaps between flight lines.   
 


(4) All images will be as free from clouds and cloud-shadows as possible.  The contractor 
shall not collect images with > = 5% cloud cover. 


 
c. Task 3 - Post-Processing:  The contractor shall perform the following post-processing 


steps. 
 


(1) Orthorectify the image pixel using digital terrain model data created from the USACE 
LIDAR collection. USACE will provide the digital terrain model data to the 
Contractor. 
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(2) Radiometric calibration to include both radiance images and reflectance calibration 


data. 
 


(3) Develop high-quality hyperspectral reflectance flightlines of the study site.  
 


d. Task 4 - Data and Report Delivery:  The contractor shall provide all digital hyperspectral 
imagery, as individual flightlines within 30 days of successful image acquisition. These data shall 
be in an ENVI 5.0-compatible image format. A comprehensive collection report containing a 
project overview, technical specification parameters, flight planning criteria, data processing 
methods, and metadata report shall accompany the final hyperspectral images.  A section 
containing geo-referencing accuracies shall be included that details the positioning and horizontal 
accuracy obtained.   
 
4. POINTS OF CONTACT (POCs): 
 
Contact Names, Shipping Addresses, e-mail, phone # 
 
No Government personnel, other than the Contracting Officer, will have the authority to do other 
than clarify technical points or supply relevant information.  Specifically, no requirement in these 
specifications may be altered as a sole result of such verbal clarification. 
 
5. MEETINGS/REVIEWS:  None. 
 
6. TRAVEL:  It is anticipated that multiple trips for one (1) flight crew for image 
acquisition is required of the Contractor.  The Contractor is responsible for all travel and 
accommodations, including aircraft mobilization fees  
 
7. REPORTS/DELIVERABLES:  The contractor shall deliver a copy of all data and 
reports to the ERDC-CRREL POC, ERDC-TEC POC and the St. Louis District POC: 
 


a. Digital hyperspectal imagery shall be due no later than 30 days upon completion of data 
collection and all required post-processing steps. The imagery shall be transferred on an external 
hard drive. Specifically the delivered information shall include: 


 
(1) A complete set of reflectance calibrated flightlines in an ENVI 5.0 -compatible file 


format, 
 
(2) One (1) digital, Microsoft Word (.doc) or adobe PDF (.pdf) format, document 


containing all associated metafiles acquired by the aircraft at the time of data 
acquisition.    
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b. One (1) digital index or schematic (ESRI shapefile (.shp) format) that documents the 
location and organization of individual flightlines. 


 
c. One (1) digital, Microsoft Word (.doc) or adobe PDF (.pdf) format file containing a 


comprehensive list of the delivered digital files and a description of the naming convention. 
 
d. One (1) digital copy of a brief, but detailed, acquisition report, including: Nominal aircraft 


parameters (altitude, heading, airspeed, general flying conditions), description of atmospheric 
conditions during data acquisition, imaging system parameters, number of flightlines, and a 
description/evaluation of the post-processing. Report shall be provided in a Microsoft Word (.doc) 
or a PDF file (.pdf). 


 
8. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE:  All work to be accomplished under this purchase 
order shall be completed by 25 August 2014.    
 
9. Reference Contract Clause:  52.243-1 Changes-Fixed Price (August 1987) Alternate III 
(1984):  Only the Contracting Officer has authority to change the contract or issue a task order.  
No price or completion date changes can be made without approval from the Contracting Officer 
in advance of commencing work.  The Contractor shall not accept directions from any 
Government employee or otherwise, other than the Contracting Officer, that would involve a 
change to the contract cost or final completion date. 
 
10. Time Extension 
In the event these schedules are exceeded due to causes beyond the control and without fault or 
negligence of the contractor, as determined by the Contracting Officer, this delivery order 
completion date will be extended one (1) calendar day for each day of delay. 
Requests for time extensions for an individual task order should be forwarded to the Contracting 
Officer no later than fourteen (14) days preceding the completion date shown on the task order. 


11. Shipment 
Shipments shall be made to: 


 
Contact Names, Shipping Addresses, e-mail, phone # 


 
12. Inspection 
Inspection of the data deliverables including accuracy and quality assurance will be performed by 
ERDC-CRREL and USACE St. Louis. If the inspection reveals deficiencies or defects the data or 
issues will be required to be resolved at no additional cost to the USACE. Initial inspections do not 
relieve the A-E from the responsibility to correct defective work with no further cost to USACE.  
If the finished items are found to be in full compliance with the specifications, they will be 
accepted.  The acceptance of any item by an inspector shall not preclude subsequent rejection if 
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such an item is later found to be defective.  Inspection of the finished items to determine their 
conformance to the specifications will be made by a representative of the Contracting Officer upon 
delivery to the destination.  If the inspection reveals any defect or deviation in the manufacture of 
the items which would make them unfit for the purpose intended, the Contractor will be required to 
satisfactorily remedy such conditions at no additional cost to the St. Louis District, USACE. 


 
13. Government Pricing Analysis 
 
Attachment B shows the format for the Government’s pricing analysis for this SOW. The 
contractor will submit a cost proposal in this format which the Government will compare with its 
independent cost estimate.  Government independent cost estimates, when completed, are 
confidential, for Government use only.  
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ATTACHMENT “A” 
 
 


 
HSI Collection Areas: Farmer’s Loop/ Creamers Field, Tunnel/Glen Creek and Tanana Flats 


Flightlines 
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Attachment B – Form used for Contractor and Government Cost Estimates 


CRREL-NH Alaska Sites (6 square miles, 16.8 linear miles area) 
Contractor 
Contract # 


Task Order # 
DIRECT LABOR  HOURS  HOURLY RATE  LABORCOST 
Project Manager ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Quality Manager ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Supervisory Photogrammetrist ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Photogrammetric Technician (AT Tech) ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial Photography Pilot ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial Photographer ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Airborne GPS Ground Engineer ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Orthophoto  Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
GIS Supervisor ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
     Subtotal--Direct Labor Use hourly contract rates $_____A_.__ 


    Overhead on Direct Labor and General ___% 
 


$_____B_.__ 
and Admin. (G&A) Overhead Combined Use contract OH, G&A 


 
    OTHER DIRECT COST UNIT UNIT RATE  ODC COST 
Aircraft (twin engine turbine) w/Analog Camera and 
GPS/hr ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
SpecTir Hyperspectral Sensor/day ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
USB External Hard Drives/each ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Shipping Equipment/each ___ $_____.__ $______.__ 
Airfare / Operator/each ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Travel/Per Diem/day, Vehicle Mileage Fairbanks ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Rental Car/ Survey Vehicle/day ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
     Subtotal--Direct Costs  Use unit contract rates $_____C__.__ 


         Subtotal--DL, OH & Direct Costs 
  


$A + $B + $C 


    Profit (negotiated for individual task orders) ___% $_____D__.__ 


    (SUBCONTRACT) Aerial Acquisition (if not performed by prime contractor) $_____E__.__ 
(SUBCONTRACT) Ground Control (if not performed by prime contractor) $_____F__.__ 


    PROJECT GRAND TOTAL 
 


$A + $B + $C + $D + $E + $F 


    Prepared By:     _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 


  
Reviewed By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 


  Approved By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 
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CECW-CE 31 March 2016 


Errata Sheet 


No. 1 


Engineering And Design 


Photogrammetric and LiDAR Mapping 


EM 1110-1-1000 


30 April 2015 


Chapter 3, page 3-12, table 3-11: Units of measure are shown incorrectly in columns 2 and 3. 
Revise units of measurement of (cm) in columns 2 and 3, change to units of measurement of 
(inch) in columns 2 & 3 for Table 3-11 (English Units). 
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Table 3-10 Examples for Vertical Accuracy and Recommended Lidar Point Density (Metric Units) 


Vertical 


Accuracy 


Class 


Absolute Accuracy 
Recommended 


Minimum NPD 


(pts/m2) 


Recommended 


Maximum NPS 


(m) 


RMSEz 


Non-Vegetated 


(cm) 


NVA 


at 95% Confidence 


Level (cm) 


1-cm 1 2.0 ≥20 ≤0.22 


2.5-cm 2.5 4.9 16 0.25 


5-cm 5 9.8 8 0.35 


10-cm 10 19.6 2 0.71 


15-cm 15 29.4 1 1.0 


20-cm 20 39.2 0.5 1.4 


33.3-cm 33.3 65.3 0.25 2.0 


66.7-cm 66.7 130.7 0.1 3.2 


100-cm 100 196.0 0.05 4.5 


333.3-cm 333.3 653.3 0.01 10.0 


Table 3-11 Examples for Vertical Accuracy and Recommended Lidar Point Density (English Units) 


Vertical 


Accuracy 
Class 


Absolute Accuracy 
Recommended 


Minimum NPD 
(pts/m2) 


Recommended 


Maximum NPS 
(m) 


RMSEz 


Non-Vegetated 


(inch) 


NVA 


at 95% Confidence 


Level (inch) 


1-inch 1 2.0 ≥16 ≤0.25 


2-inch 2 3.9 8 0.35 


3-inch 3 5.9 4 0.50 


4-inch 4 7.8 2 0.71 


6-inch 6 11.8 1 1.00 


9-inch 9 17.6 0.5 1.41 


12-inch 12 23.5 0.25 2.00 


24-inch 24 47.0 0.1 3.16 


36-inch 36 70.6 0.05 4.47 


60-inch 60 117.6 0.025 6.33 
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APPENDIX A 
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Engineer Federal Acquisition Regulation, Supplement 15 (EFARS) 
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CHAPTER 9 


 
Contracting and Cost Estimating 


 
9-1.  Contracting Considerations.  This chapter is designed to equip government personnel to 
better estimate “relative” (not absolute) costs associated with procuring professional mapping 
services.  This chapter will help Contracting Officers and technical personnel associated with 
contracting to better estimate how the scope, schedule, and technical merits of a project can 
affect the relative cost of professional services.  This chapter will not help determine the actual 
costs associated with procuring professional mapping services.  Instead, it will help readers 
understand which factors should be considered when drafting a solicitation and how those factors 
affect the associated cost, schedule, and complexity of the procurement.  
 


a. Project Scope.  Before writing a Request for Proposal (RFP), performing market 
research, or initiating a solicitation for professional mapping services or data, it is important that 
one understands the scope of the needs, the stakeholders, and what type of solicitation is 
required.  How best to procure and the eventual cost of the needed services is highly dependent 
on the scope of the project.  Important questions to consider include the following: 
 


(1)  Identification of Stakeholders.  Have the stakeholders (the individuals, organizations or 
groups that will bear the cost, use or benefit by the procured mapping services) been identified? 


 
(2)  Stakeholder Needs.  Have the needs of the stakeholders been systematically identified 


and addressed?  How will their needs affect scope, schedule, and costs? 
 
(3)  Downstream Users.  Have potential users (or benefactors) of the mapping data been 


identified?  Do their needs or use of the data affect the project scope? 
 
(4)  Team Size.  Will the solicitation require a single contractor or a large team of contractors 


and/or subcontractors?  The project can be an order of magnitude more complex to administer if 
multiple firms (or teams) are needed. 


 
(5)  Capacity of Service Providers.  Is the capacity of the profession sufficient to meet the 


needs in the required timeframe?  Some projects’ scope, timeframe, or specifications may be 
unachievable using available providers.  Consider changing the scope or timeframe of the 
project. 


 
(6)  Technology.  Have the stakeholders been identified and do they understand the relevant 


technology and options needed for the required professional mapping services and data?  Do they 
have the computer capacity to handle the very large volumes of digital data from modern digital 
geospatial data sets? 
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(7)  Costs.  Do stakeholders understand the relative effect on costs for each specification 
described?  Have alternative solutions been discussed that meet their objectives? 


 
b.  Solicitation Type.  How professional mapping services or data are solicited is often 


mandated by law.  When a specific method is not mandated, there are several methods available. 
The method used can have a significant bearing on the outcome of the project and quality or 
timeliness of the services and data rendered.  Common sense, good judgment, and verification of 
qualifications are prerequisites to a successful procurement. 


 
(1)  Request For Proposals (RFP).  An RFP is an invitation for offerors, often through a 


bidding process, to submit a proposal on a specific commodity or service.  RFPs often dictate the 
structure and format of the offeror’s response.  They are a price-based solicitation meaning that 
the offerors bidding on the project must include pricing information with the proposal. 


 
(a)  An RFP can very clearly describe the specifications of a project: budget, benchmarks, 


expected outcomes, standards, etc.  Offeror proposals provide a basis for choosing among 
seeming equals.  But are they equals?  Are they equally qualified to perform the services and 
deliver the data as requested and when requested?  Is one offeror’s proposed methods superior or 
more likely to produce the required deliverables than another’s very different methods?  When 
procuring professional services, using RFPs may not always be the appropriate tool. 


 
(b)  Professional services are not commodities.  They are designed and prescribed to fit the 


specific needs of the stakeholders.  They are often unique and tailored to a specific scenario. 
They cannot be purchased at a hardware store or off-the-shelf.  Additionally, the taxpayer and 
other stakeholders need some measure of confidence that the mapping services or data were 
produced and delivered by qualified professionals not just by anyone that won a bidding contest. 


 
(c)  The major drawback to this approach when procuring professional services is that the 


stakeholders have been unable to leverage the expertise of the professionals in the firms so the 
project design is optimal and designed to deliver maximal value to the stakeholders using the 
wisest mix of technology and methodology.  Instead, the RFP may dictate exactly what 
deliverables were needed and when.  The bidders often propose very different methods to meet 
those specifications.  This then leaves the review board (often populated with few members 
qualified to assess the technical or practical merits of a proposal) in the position of deciding 
which method has maximal value and makes the most sense except by comparing price which is 
often an unreliable indication of competence or quality. 


 
(d)  Using price bidding procedures, the low bidder wins regardless of their “fitness” or 


qualifications for delivering the professional services.  The entity procuring professional services 
often does not have the expertise required to adequately define the scope and operational 
methods to accomplish project objectives.  This can lead to misunderstandings and 
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misinformation about the project scope and expectations and ultimately to deliverables that may 
not meet the needs of the stakeholders.  


 
(2)  Qualification-Based Selection (QBS).  Selecting qualified geospatial professionals is a 


key ingredient to a successful project.  The project design will determine the costs, financial and 
functional feasibility and the operation and maintenance costs during the life of the project.  QBS 
is an objective, flexible, and fair process to select professional engineers, land surveyors, and 
geospatial practitioners based on the professionals’ experience and credentials.  Only after 
qualified firms have been identified and selected is “pricing” negotiated.  The pricing is often 
negotiated after consultation with the firm about the application of best practices to meet the 
needs of the stakeholders.  The cost of services plays no role in the initial selection of qualified 
firms. 


 
(a)  All fifty states impose strict education and registration or licensing requirements for 


surveying professionals, and many include mapping in such licensing laws.  The high standards 
established by organizations for their members exemplify the professional nature of their work. 
These standards are designed to protect the public health and safety during and after contract 
performance.  Some states even prohibit licensed professionals from engaging in competitive 
bidding.  


 
(b)  The Brooks Act (Public Law 92-582), passed in 1972, rejected the idea of price 


competition for architectural and engineering services and enacted the federal Brooks A-E Act. 
Surveying and mapping activities are included in the definition of A-E services defined by the 
Brooks Act.  The FAR Act [(FAR) 48 CFR 36.601-4(a)(4)] specifically includes surveying and 
mapping activities as services subject to section 36.601 of this act and must be procured using 
QBS.  Since that time, many states have implemented similar legislation commonly referred to as 
“mini-Brooks Acts.” 


 
(c)  QBS protects those procuring professional services by ensuring that only the most 


qualified firms can be awarded the project.  It minimizes the probability (although does not 
guarantee) that unqualified or poor performing professionals perform the contracted services.  
All bidders’ qualifications are assessed independent of price, and unqualified or under-qualified 
firms are discovered and eliminated before contract award. 


 
(d)  For a more thorough explanation of the QBS process, see section 8-3 below, and the 


Council on Federal Procurement of Architectural and Engineering Services (COFPAES) site at   
http://www.cofpaes.org/QBS_Resources.php.  


 
(3)  Procurements Using A Mix of Price and Qualifications.  When QBS is not the legislated 


procedure for procuring professional services, solicitation procedures can be used that balance 
the tension between price and quality.  Often this process may use an RFP but request that 
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pricing be submitted in a separate sealed envelope.  Then the RFP review board selects one or 
more proposals based on their references, experience, and quality of the proposal, and the 
aptness of the methods.  Only after this decision on the firms most qualified to perform the 
services are the price quotations of the qualified firms reviewed and a selection made.  The major 
drawback to this approach is similar to that of the RFP process.  When the insight and skill of 
geospatial professionals are not used to design an approach to the problem that best matches the 
need of the stakeholders, the qualifications of the firm, and the merits of existing technology, the 
safety of the public and value to the taxpayer can be compromised.  Because public safety and 
taxpayer value are generally important considerations, the best procurement process is one that 
maximizes the probability that the most qualified firms are selected and that the best quality 
services are rendered.  


 
c. Licensing Data.  Licensed data are data not wholly owned or controlled by the licensee. 


All or part of the ownership and control of how the data are used resides with the licensor.  The 
licensor grants the licensee certain rights and privileges for using the data.  Frequently, the data 
may not be resold or used by entities other than those listed on the license. 


 
(1)  License terms are many and varied.  Some of the more common or most discussed 


include the Creative Commons license, the Open StreetMap license, and Open Data Commons 
(ODC) Open Database License (ODbL).  There are a number of legitimate reasons why data 
procured using public monies should or should not be available without cost to the public which 
are fascinating but beyond the scope of this discussion. 


 
(2)  Once the data for a geospatial project are procured, will the data be licensed or wholly 


owned by you?  If owned by you, how will you control its distribution?  Will you require some 
type of payment for costs associated with requests for the duplication of the data?  Will you 
allow others to make derivatives from the data?  Can others obtain copies and resell it? 


 
(3)  If licensed, the data can often be procured at less expense because the licensor is able to 


sell or lease the data to multiple parties.  Conversely, there are added costs associated with 
managing the license that should be carefully considered.  Licensed data often includes flexible 
terms such that any government agency (and related agencies and contract personnel) is allowed 
unrestricted internal use of the data.  If licensed, how will access to the data be guaranteed if the 
licensor is purchased, sold, or goes out of business?  Who will need access to this data?  How 
will the data need to be used: streamed, downloaded, processed?  What uses of the licensed data 
are allowed?  Can the data be resold by me or others?  Are other agents for our organization 
(e.g., subcontractors or associates) allowed to use the licensed data?  These and many other 
questions should be answered before agreeing to purchase licensed data. 


 
d. Bid Bond.  A bid bond (or surety bond) is a financial guarantee (“insurance” issued as 


part of a bidding process) to the project owner, to guarantee that the winning bidder will 
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undertake the contract under the terms at which they bid.  The bid bond protects the purchaser 
against financial loss if the bidder withdraws its bid or does not, within the time required, enter 
into a formal contract.  Bid bonds are an unnecessary expense if the professional services are 
procured using QBS and other methods that ensure only firms with demonstrated qualifications 
and performance are contracted.  If QBS or similar contracting procedures are not used, then bid 
bonds may bring a measure of confidence that the services will be rendered but not without 
added cost.  A bid bond does nothing to ensure that the services procured will be from quality 
professionals. 


 
e. Paper or Digital Submissions.  Will the project proposal and qualifications materials be 


required as bound paper or digital submissions?  Procurements are often released that require 
multiple bound paper copies even when digital copies would be less expensive and facilitate 
more rapid dissemination among contracting officers and other staff.  Requiring hard copy 
submittals may be convenient for some, but is often more costly and cumbersome. 
 
9-2.  Cost Estimation Considerations.  Most of the common technical cost estimation factors 
associated with geospatial procurements are described in this section.  Associated with each one 
is a rating system that is designed to inform the reader as to how important each factor is to 
relative cost, schedule, and the complexity of the procurement being considered.  Contracting 
and technical factors in Table 9-1 are all relative ratings and are meant as a general guide to help 
the reader focus on those factors that could have the most impact on a project.  That said, any 
single factor could have the opposite effect on the cost, schedule or complexity for a particular 
project than what is described here if the context of the procurement is unusual.  It is important 
that each factor be considered as part of a whole procurement and that the ratings are meant only 
as a general guide, not an absolute estimate of importance.    
 


a. Deliverables.  When procuring professional mapping services, it is important to enlist the 
technical expertise of those professionals most knowledgeable about those services.  These are 
usually experts working with the firms that will be competing for the procurement.  It behooves 
the contracting officer to engage these experts to the maximum extent possible to help define 
deliverables using the best technology and best practices so the value and utility of the procured 
services are maximized. 


 
(1)  Technology changes rapidly.  Recent advances in technology may make one type of 


deliverable or method of delivery more expensive or less important than one in common use 
previously.  Some qualified firms may have procured new equipment or discovered superior 
methodologies that the contracting officer could not be aware of.  Therefore, it is important that 
contracting officers consult with qualified firms and discuss the fundamental needs of the end 
users and exploit the professionals’ expertise to define the deliverables and methodology used to 
create and deliver them. 
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Table 9-1.  Contracting & Technical Factors that Impact Cost, Schedule and Complexity of Mapping Projects 
Contracting Factors Cost Schedule Complexity Importance 
Project Scope █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ 15 of 15 
Solicitation Type █     █ █ █   █ █ █   7 of 15 
Licensing Data █ █    █     █ █    5 of 15 
Bid Bond █ █ █   █     █ █    6 of 15 
Paper / Digital Submissions █ █    █     █     4 of 15 
Technical Factors Cost Schedule Complexity Importance 
Accuracy Requirements █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █  █ █ █   12 of 15 
Map Scale █ █    █     █     4 of 15 
Satellite Image Acquisition █ █ █ █  █ █ █   █ █ █ █  11 of 15 
Aerial Image Acquisition █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ 15 of 15 
Aircraft █ █ █   █ █ █   █ █    8 of 15 
Mobilization / Timeframe █ █ █ █  █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █  13 of 15 
Image Resolution █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █   █ █ █   11 of 15 
Image Bands / Bit Depth █ █ █   █     █ █ █   7 of 15 
Camera System Type █ █ █ █  █ █    █ █ █   9 of 15 
Topography / Climate █ █ █ █  █ █ █   █ █ █   10 of 15 
Topographic Mapping █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █  █ █ █ █  13 of 15 
Topographic Deliverables █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █   █ █ █   11 of 15 
LiDAR █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █  █ █ █ █  13 of 15 
Planimetric Mapping █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ █ 15 of 15 
Ground Control █ █ █   █ █ █   █ █ █   9 of 15 
QA/QC █ █ █   █ █ █   █ █ █   9 of 15 
Deliverable Methods █ █    █     █     4 of 15 
 


(2)  If deliverables are defined in the solicitation without this expertise, it may likely create 
unwelcome tension with “best value.”  If professional services are procured as “lowest price,” 
this can often deflate the utility of the final product to the end user, at best, and at worst create 
public hazards. 


 
(3)  At times, it can be advantageous to allow contractors to propose additional deliverables 


(or different formats) if that would improve the final product or enhance production efficiencies. 
Contracting officers should also be cognizant of the fact that deliverables cost money, and if 
unnecessary reports or other deliverables are required, it takes funds away from the actual intent 
of the project.  This cautionary note does not pertain to good metadata which is always 
important. 


 
(4)  The discussion below lists many of the most important factors that should be considered 


with a specific type of deliverable in a mapping project.  The importance of each to the scope, 
cost, schedule and complexity of the project is also indicated.  Because end-user needs and 
technology are in constant flux, this cannot be an exhaustive list.  But given the state of 
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technology and business today, the factors listed below, if understood and carefully considered 
with geospatial professionals, should contribute to a more successful procurement.  


 
b. Map Accuracy Standards.  Map accuracy is generally the primary driver of costs in 


geospatial projects.  Few other factors affect the cost and complexity of geospatial solicitations 
more than positional accuracy specifications.  Buyers often inadequately define these important 
measures, especially since transition from standards defined for printed maps (with specified 
scale and contour interval) to digital geospatial products (with scales and contour intervals that 
can be changed by the click of a mouse without ever changing the positional accuracy of the 
digital data).  Chapter 3 of this manual is devoted to explaining the transition from the traditional 
National Map Accuracy Standards (published in 1947) and the ASPRS Standards for Large-
Scale Maps (published in 1990), both defined for printed maps with specified scale and contour 
interval, to the latest ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 
explained in Tables 3-2 and 3-3 (Orthoimagery Horizontal Accuracy Standards), Tables 3-4 and 
3-5 (Planimetric Data Horizontal Accuracy Standards), and Table 3-6 (Elevation Data Vertical 
Accuracy Standards).  


 
(1)  Map users often use geospatial data without understanding its accuracy specifications or 


intended use.  When map accuracy standards are not clearly specified for procurement, it may be 
difficult or impossible to compare approaches and costs between contractors.  As mentioned in 
the discussion of Ground Sample Distances (GSD) below, accuracy can be achieved (or not 
achieved) using a wide array of equipment configurations, flight parameters, and post-processing 
techniques.  Any lack of specificity for map accuracy standards may result in sub-standard 
services and will make it virtually impossible to compare different proposals and project 
approaches. 


 
(2)  It is important that the solicitation state that a Certified Photogrammetrist on staff is a 


requirement for all firms.  These professionals receive national certification from the American 
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) every five years.  This professional 
credential increases the likelihood that the professional has a thorough understanding of 
positional accuracy specifications, photogrammetric principles and techniques, and mapping 
project design.  


 
(3)  Spatial accuracy is expensive.  Therefore, it is important to identify the potential users’ 


positional accuracy “needs” not “wants.”  There will normally be tension between the “needed” 
accuracy and the budget.  By balancing spatial accuracy needs with budget realities, the best 
value can be provided to the geospatial users.  A professional geospatial service provider can 
help users identify the best value using current geospatial technology.  As a rule of thumb, higher 
costs are justified for higher horizontal accuracy when mapping small features like fire hydrants 
and other utility features including pipelines, but lower accuracy products are much less 
expensive and are well suited for land use planning, orthophotography, and environmental 
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modeling, for example.  Higher costs are justified for higher vertical accuracy under many 
scenarios, but especially when it is important to know which direction the water will flow over 
land areas that are essentially flat.  Sponsored by the National Digital Elevation Program 
(NDEP), a major study was completed in 2012 that included the most comprehensive 
benefit/cost analysis ever performed for any layer of The National Map.  The final report of the 
National Enhanced Elevation Assessment (NEEA) is available on-line 
(http://www.dewberry.com/Consultants/GeospatialMapping/FinalReport-
NationalEnhancedElevationAssessment) to review the hundreds of Business Use requirements 
for elevation data of different quality levels from LiDAR, photogrammetry and IFSAR.  


 
(4)  The solicitation should also address how map accuracy is assessed, whether “tested” or 


“produced to meet” a specified accuracy threshold.     
 
(a)  A geospatial product can be “tested” by the professional that creates it or independently 


tested by a third party.  Additional testing, however, is more expensive with costs largely 
dependent on the number and distribution of what are known as QA/QC check points that can be 
expensive to survey, even if surveying the minimum of 20 broadly-distributed check points 
recommended by the NSSDA or ASPRS, with each check point costing hundreds of dollars.  For 
vertical accuracy testing of LiDAR data, for example, it is common to survey a minimum of 20 
QA/QC check points in each of three or more major land cover categories, as specified by 
USGS, FEMA and ASPRS, for example.  Table 3-7 in Chapter 3 provides the recommended 
number of check points based on area.  In all cases, however, common economic sense must 
prevail, and the number of check points is normally reduced for smaller mapping projects so that 
the cost of positional accuracy testing does not exceed 15-20% of the total project costs.  


 
(b)  Organizations procuring geospatial services are often not qualified to measure and 


certify positional accuracy.  However, they may be able to withhold sufficient ground control 
from the contractor and use it to verify that their accuracy assessment is reliable.  Qualified 
independent contractors are often used to provide unbiased accuracy assessments.  Although this 
is generally the more costly alternative, it will provide the highest level of certainty about the 
“tested” accuracy.  With horizontal positional accuracy testing consistent with the USACE 
standards in Chapter 3, the metadata should report accuracy at the 95% confidence level as: 
“Tested __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level.” With vertical positional 
accuracy testing consistent with the USACE standards in Chapter 3, the metadata should report: 
(1) “Tested __ (meters, feet) Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) at 95% confidence level” 
and (2) “Tested __ (meters, feet) Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at 95th percentile.” 


 
(c)  Also documented in the metadata, the ASPRS specifies that the “produced to meet” 


statement below should be reported when the guidelines for testing by an independent source of 
higher accuracy cannot be followed and an alternative means is used to evaluate accuracy. 
Report accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data produced according to procedures that have 
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been demonstrated to produce data with particular horizontal and vertical accuracy values as: 
“Produced to meet __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level” and/or 
“Produced to meet __ (meters, feet) vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level.”  This less 
expensive method for reporting positional accuracy is most appropriate for topographic mapping 
data produced from traditional photogrammetric procedures, including aerial triangulation, that 
have been used for decades and least appropriate for LiDAR mapping data where the vertical 
accuracy is largely dependent on the density of the vegetation above the bare-earth terrain. 


 
c. Map Scale.  Today, in the digital age where map scale can be changed simply by hitting a 


zoom button, a geospatial deliverable’s positional accuracy is no longer directly related to the 
scale of a map as it was when all mapping was based on analog techniques.  Modern digital 
mapping techniques minimize the loss of accuracy throughout the entire map production cycle. 
For this reason, map scale is of much less importance than ground sample distance (GSD) or 
pixel resolution.  
 


(1)  Every deliverable mapping product has some level of accuracy (at any scale) for which 
the horizontal and/or vertical accuracy should be documented in the metadata as described in 
section 8-2b (4) above.  


 
(2)  Mapping is usually classified as either “large-scale” or “small-scale.”  These terms are 


frequently confused but easily remembered if one knows that the “largest” possible scale is 1:1 
(actual scale).  Therefore, when map scale is expressed as a unit-less fraction like 1/2400 (where 
1 unit on the map equals 2400 units on the ground) or 1/500, the fraction closest to 1.0 is a 
“larger” scale.  In this case, 1/500th of something is larger than 1/2400th of something.  “Large-
scale” mapping (generally agreed to be 1/2400 and larger fractions) shows more detail and 
requires flying at lower altitudes.  “Small scale” mapping (generally agreed to be 1/4800 and 
smaller fractions) is acquired at higher altitudes and show less detail.  Note that different 
terminologies may be used to denote map scales, e.g., 1/2400 is the same as 1:2400 and both are 
the same as 1” = 200’, commonly called “200-scale mapping.” 


 
(3)  Large-scale mapping is generally possible when flying close to the earth.  Small-scale 


mapping is achieved by flying further above the earth.  Measurements of the earth are more 
accurate as the distance between it and the remote sensing equipment is shortened.  With 
modern, digital sensors, solicitation materials should rarely, if ever, dictate to the service 
provider the altitude from which remote sensing operations should be performed.  Instead, the 
solicitation should define the required positional accuracy and deliverables; then the professional 
service provider can prescribe the methods needed to produce those deliverables to a defined 
quality standard.  


 
d. Image Acquisition.  Whether imagery is acquired from satellites, fixed or rotary-wing 


aircraft, there are many different factors that impact the cost, schedule and complexity of image 
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acquisition.  Satellite imagery may or may not be more cost effectively or timely than airborne 
imagery for a given project.  It is important to understand the capabilities and limitations inherent 
in both satellite and airborne imagery for a given project and choose the image source that will 
provide the best value to the project and not compromise technical specifications or schedule.  


 
(1)  Satellite Image Acquisition.  Satellite imagery is available with a dizzying array of 


technical specifications. They can be an important component of a project or, if used 
inappropriately, could produce undesirable results.  How to determine whether satellite imagery 
is optimal for use as a base map or supplemental imagery source for a project involves a number 
of considerations explained in Chapter 5, to include the various satellites and acquisition/delivery 
options, including: image resolution, spatial accuracy, off-nadir angle / elevation angle, sun 
elevation, cloud cover, spectral information, projection, re-sampling method, collection capacity, 
and delivery method. 


 
(a)  Today, most satellite data are licensed and restrictions on use are common.  They may or 


may not be less expensive than acquiring imagery using airborne platforms or purchasing 
imagery from other sources.  Satellites have resolutions that vary from 40 cm to dozens of 
meters.  The imaging satellites listed in Chapter 6 only include high- to medium-resolution 
satellites most commonly applicable to requirements of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 


 
(b)  Satellite imagery typically has a panchromatic band and multispectral bands (typically 


red, green and blue bands in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, plus near-
infrared in the invisible portion) or many (dozens to hundreds) hyperspectral bands from the 
ultraviolet to the thermal infrared portions of the spectrum.  All meet some defined positional 
accuracy standards but these can vary depending on the number and quality of ground control 
points used.  Satellite image positional accuracies are generally much poorer than accuracies 
from aerial imagery, and satellite imagery is often expressed in terms of relative accuracy rather 
than absolute accuracy; for example, if using satellite imagery to determine the number of acres 
of water or forested areas, the acreage is the important statistic – not the absolute positional 
accuracy of those acres. 


 
(c)  Most satellite constellations are configured to photograph sections of the earth every few 


days.  Some satellite sensors can be “tasked,” that is, the satellite operator can send commands to 
the sensor and tell it to “look there and image the earth.”  This is expensive but can at times be 
extremely beneficial to a project especially if airborne collection is not an option due to time 
constraints or geographic location.  To image a section of the earth at a specific time in the 
growing season or immediately after a natural disaster, or on a clear day, can be quite beneficial. 
It is important to determine if satellite imagery can be used to meet project specifications and 
understand the cost implications associated with the acquisition and production of deliverables 
from the imagery.  Normally, imagery in archives can be acquired less expensively than imagery 
yet to be acquired.  
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(d)  Some satellite imagery is available in both stereo and as orthophotos, using combinations 


of panchromatic, color, multispectral and hyperspectral bands.  Any 3D feature extraction of X, 
Y and Z coordinates must be done from stereo satellite imagery which is normally more 
expensive than satellite orthophotography. 


 
(2)  Airborne Image Acquisition.  Although best practices, when writing performance based 


Statements of Work, generally do not include dictating how the data are obtained, and instead 
allow the contractors to describe those practices “best” suited to the specifications, it is useful to 
have a general understanding of how different technical specifications can affect costs.  
Equipped with this information, the Contracting Officer can better understand what is possible 
within the budget and schedule realities.  Aerial acquisition is a major cost driver for many 
geospatial projects.  The execution of this task is often confined to very narrow windows of 
opportunity by weather and vegetative conditions.  They are often further impacted by equipment 
failures and other acquisition projects the contractor must complete in the same window.  There 
is always a risk of the acquisition not being completed because of these factors.  How can this 
risk be mitigated?  How much of this risk should the contractor assume versus the buyer?  The 
contractor has high incentives to complete the acquisition because payments are often tied to its 
completion, and further mapping derivatives are seldom possible without it.  There are strategies 
that Contracting Officers can employ to mitigate the risk that the acquisition will not be 
completed:  


 
(a)  First, the contract could allow for imagery collected to lower specifications (later in the 


season, with more cloud cover, with more standing water, etc.) at a lower cost.  
 
(b)  Second, when the specifications are written, ensure the maximum possible time is 


allowed for acquisition.  If spring leaf-off acquisition is required, don’t unnecessarily constrain 
the acquisition period by insisting that grass turn green before acquisition can occur unless this is 
absolutely necessary.  Sometimes specifications require “no snow cover” and photography 
cannot be acquired even if there are a few piles of snow in parking lots.  If these piles will not 
degrade the usability of the imagery for its intended uses, then these specifications are too 
restrictive. 


 
(c)  Third, ensure the contract negotiations are completed well before acquisition is possible. 


This will ensure all the stakeholders have sufficient time to prepare for the project, e.g., order 
materials, schedule aircraft maintenance, and deliberately re-prioritize their acquisition schedule 
to accomplish the project.  Contractors are seldom able to organizationally accommodate a 
project until it has changed from a possible contract to a signed contract. 


 
(d)  Fourth, incentives can be paid to the contractor so they give the project priority over 


other acquisition projects on their schedules. 
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(e)  Fifth, large projects that may require a great portion of the contractor’s acquisition 


resources will tolerate fewer interruptions due to weather, equipment malfunctions, or the like. 
Therefore, consider breaking the acquisition into smaller projects and require more resources 
from that contractor or additional subcontractors with more equipment committed to the project. 
This will increase the likelihood that the acquisition will be completed successfully. 


 
(3)  Airborne Aircraft.  Many factors impact the cost of aerial data acquisition. 
 
(a)  All aircraft manufactured have a service ceiling (maximum altitude above which the 


aircraft is not rated to fly).  Flying above 18,000’ requires more specialized equipment and 
approvals from government regulators.  Airspace above 18,000’ is called “Class A” airspace and 
is controlled by the FAA Air Traffic Control (ATC) and requires approved flight plans before 
these areas can be entered.  Aircraft flying over 29,000’ must be equipped with reduced vertical 
separation minimum (RVSM) equipment.  Projects that require remote sensing above 18,000’ 
may cost significantly more or be prone to higher costs associated with more complicated access 
to airspace.  If there are ways to accommodate project objectives without requiring acquisition at 
these altitudes, the project may be less costly and less complex.  Aircraft are rated to operate 
only within certain altitude ranges.  Aircraft rated for operation above 27,500’ above ground 
level can normally operate at lower altitude but at higher costs than other aircraft.  Aircraft rated 
for operation below 27,500’ cannot be used above this altitude without special modifications. 
Even if modified, they would often be more costly to operate than others rated for high altitudes. 


 
(b)  High speed aircraft can be advantageous to enable acquisition over shorter periods of 


time or in narrow windows of opportunity.  Aircraft designed to fly lower often fly at lower 
speeds but are less costly to operate at those altitudes than high speed aircraft rated for higher 
altitudes. 


 
(c)  Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are now in 


common use by the military, government agencies and educational institutions with special 
authorizations.  UASs are currently not allowed for commercial use in the U.S.  Many 
government agencies like the Forest Service and Department of Homeland Security now 
regularly use UASs for aerial data acquisition.  UASs will be increasingly used for commercial 
applications in the near future.  New applications for this technology will become important to 
future geospatial procurements.  Many professional services delivered today using manned 
vehicles may be better served using commercial UASs when this is permitted by the FAA. 


 
(d)  Military Operating Areas (MOS) refer to airspace over sensitive military areas.  These 


are often the most tightly controlled areas of airspace and can cause considerable delays, and 
therefore increased costs, of acquisition.  These are generally the most problematic areas to 
operate commercial aircraft.   
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(e)  Mapping of national parks and wildlife refuges can be delayed if there is need to 


establish ground survey control or acquire imagery from low altitudes that disturb wildlife or 
nesting birds, for example.  It is common to require several months to obtain the necessary 
permits. Similarly, other acquisition authorizations in unrestricted airspace can be difficult to 
receive because of temporary flight restrictions like Presidential visits in the area, or elevated 
terror alerts.  Sometimes considerable delays are caused by the inexperience or personality of the 
FAA personnel working the airspace a particular day.  These complications are often unplanned 
and unknowable and may incur considerable costs and delays to a project.  In some sensitive 
areas, FBI agents or park service rangers must physically accompany the pilot and sensor 
operator performing the aerial data acquisition. 


 
(f)  A “true orthophoto” is an orthophoto with geometric corrections applied to position the 


buildings and other features in their exact geographic locations.  Often, buildings and other 
objects appear to “lean” when they are not directly under the camera.  The two adverse effects of 
this are that the roof of the building is portrayed in an erroneous location, and ground-level 
imagery (usually on two sides of a building) is blocked by the feature.  The true orthophoto 
process corrects these effects by moving the pixels corresponding to the feature surfaces to their 
proper position and filling any voids with pixels from other images.  Projects that require “true 
orthophotos,” or otherwise limit building lean, will cost more to meet project specifications.  To 
minimize building lean, it is common to fly higher using a narrow-angle lens, and to acquire 
imagery with higher forward overlap between images (e.g., 80% instead of 60%) and higher 
sidelap between flightlines (e.g., 60% instead of 30%) so that orthophotos can be produced from 
the “sweet spots” of images when the views are nearly straight down.  Obviously, increasing the 
forward overlap and sidelap increases the number of flight lines flown and images acquired 
which in turn increases the cost of an orthophoto project. 


 
(4)  Mobilization / Timeframe.  Many factors impact the acquisition firm’s ability to  


mobilize and acquire the aerial data in the allowable timeframe: 
 
(a)  The calendar days and daylight hours that remote-sensed data can be acquired is 


dependent on a number of factors.  The size of this acquisition window of opportunity can have a 
major impact on acquisition costs.  If the time the imagery can be acquired is limited to one week 
in the spring or to only a few hours each morning for a period of two months, then acquisition 
costs will be much higher than with more flexible acquisition windows.  Understanding the 
remote sensing equipment, the project scope, the intended use of the deliverables, and what 
factors may limit when an area can be remotely sensed, is critical. 


 
(b)  The major factors to consider include “leaf on” or “leaf off, i.e., whether vegetation has 


foliage or not and how much shading of the ground or features on the ground is permissible.  
How the imagery will be used will determine which factors are most important.  If used for 
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mapping the surface of the earth (e.g., feature extraction or DEM/DTM collection), then a clear 
view of the earth’s surface may be imperative and “leaf off” will be a requirement.  However, if 
the project is for vegetative classification, for example, then it may be important that acquisition 
be performed during a predetermined period of the growing season with foliage fully expressed. 
“Leaf on” or “leaf off” is chiefly a consideration only in temperate parts of the world where 
deciduous trees can lose their leaves.  In these regions, there are generally two seasons – spring 
and fall – when vegetation is leafless or has minimal foliage.  Otherwise, in applications that 
require foliage, then it is important to acquire imagery when the growth state of the target 
vegetative species is most advantageous.  


 
(c)  Shading of the ground or important features on the ground is impossible to avoid except 


in areas devoid of all vegetation.  Even during seasons of leaf-less canopies, those parts of the 
vegetative canopy (grass, trees, shrubs) that are erect obscure incident light and cause shadows 
and darkening of anything under them.  Areas of high relief are often perpetually shaded.  The 
impact of these shadows to the project depends again on the project scope and the needed 
deliverables.  If the surface of the earth or features under vegetative canopies must be accurately 
mapped, then less shadow will be required.  It is not uncommon for project specifications to 
allow that the earth’s surface under forest canopies be modeled with less accuracy than other 
non-forested areas.  In these cases, heavy foliage may not be a deterrent to the project. 


 
(d)  Shadows are also caused by clouds.  Most acquisition specifications include some 


requirement similar to “acquisition must happen with less than 10% cloud cover.”  Again, 
because of newer digital sensors, the effect of shadows caused by clouds obscuring features is 
less important for many applications, and more shadows caused by foliage, solar radiation, or 
clouds can be tolerated.  A higher tolerance for shadows means a larger acquisition window.  A 
project with a larger acquisition window may be considerably less expensive and have a 
significantly higher chance of being completed.  Unnecessary restrictive acquisition windows are 
budget busters and make projects more difficult to complete.  


 
(e)  Other factors that may constrain the acquisition window are environmental or climatic 


factors that obscure the ground, e.g., tidal levels, river levels, snow cover and standing water. 
Normally, no snow cover is allowed.  However, will snow cover in ditches or remnants of snow 
piles in parking lots be allowed?  If a heavy rain occurs during the acquisition window and there 
is standing water in agricultural or urban areas, will this negatively impact image quality or the 
accuracy of project deliverables?  Is so, then they should not be allowed.  But waiting until the 
last snow crystal melts and every puddle dries up from the project area may cause project costs, 
schedule and complexity to increase dramatically.  Seriously consider how these environmental 
factors affect the project and do not overly constrain the acquisition window.  


 
(5)  Image Resolution.  Sometimes a pretty picture is all that users are after; but at other 


times, these images must also be positionally accurate or specific features on the ground must be 
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clearly visible and interpreted.  A key quality component of digital camera systems is spatial 
resolution.  The pixel size limits the spatial resolution attainable.  In practice, the nominal 
resolution of a sensor system is seldom achieved due to blur and noise caused by a variety of 
factors like optical path quality, electronics, the CCD (charge-coupled device), forward motion 
compensation, camera mount, camera port glass (if any), flight altitude, flight velocity, exposure, 
sun angle, air turbulence, visibility, and post-processing of the data.  Some cameras allow higher-
resolution panchromatic images to “pan-sharpen” lower-resolution multi-spectral images.  All of 
these factors can have important effects on the quality of imagery acquired for a project.  For 
these reasons it is important that each camera system used on a mapping project have a recent 
field and factory calibration to ensure the system is operating optimally. 


 
(a)  One of the key considerations for any imagery acquisition project is ground sample 


distance (GSD).  This statistic describes the size of one raw image pixel on the ground in meters 
or feet. Three primary factors affect this: distance from earth (flight height), focal length of the 
lens assembly, and CCD size.  In simple terms, the further away from a target the camera is 
positioned, the larger the GSD (lower resolution).  A CCD with 9 micron pixel size will produce 
imagery with a larger GSD than a CCD manufactured with 6.5 micron pixels (assuming the same 
lens is used).  Focal length also affects GSD by changing how much ground area is projected 
onto the CCD surface.  


 
(b)  Whereas the GSD is the same as the raw image pixel size, the GSD is different from the 


pixel size of final digital orthophotos produced from such imagery.  Normally the GSD is ≤ the 
pixel size of the final digital orthophotos.  However, when imagery is acquired with heavy 
forward overlap (e.g., 80%) and heavy sidelap (e.g., 60%), all camera manufacturers agree that 
“super resolution” enables the GSD to be slightly larger than the orthophoto pixel size, e.g., as 
when each 3” orthophoto pixel is produced from six to ten different images, each with 4” GSD. 


 
(c)  In practice, the GSD for a given camera and lens is determined by flight height.  Some 


camera systems allow lenses to be changed so focal length can be adjusted and change GSD at a 
given altitude.  Large-format digital cameras today can produce 1m GSD imagery at flight 
heights above ground of approximately 10,000 feet.  


 
(d)  Higher resolution (small GSD) imagery is more expensive and generally most preferred 


in many applications.  But as GSD gets smaller the costs of acquisition get larger.  Project 
planners must determine the GSD (resolution) needed to meet project objectives.  However, as 
desirable as high resolution is to a project, image interpretation (or the resolving power) can be 
adversely affected.  “Resolving power” is described as a measure of lines per millimeter that can 
be distinguished.  The more lines per mm that can be discerned, the better the resolving power.  
Imagine a camera capable of imaging the earth’s surface from 10,000’ above ground and 
producing 1m GSD imagery using a 10 micron pixel CCD array.  If this camera was put into 
space and the CCD was upgraded to an amazing 1 micron pixel, the imagery could have the 
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same GSD (1m) as if flying at 10,000’.  However, the image from space with identical GSD 
using a higher resolution CCD is much further away from the fire hydrant and it cannot be 
discerned.  So the GSD of each image is identical but the resolving power (the ability to discern 
features) of each is quite different.  For many projects where photo interpretation is important 
and positional accuracy requirements are high, the resolving power of the camera system must be 
considered. 


 
(e)  In this age of digital camera systems, there is no longer any reliable correlation between 


flight altitude and positional accuracy.  Pixel sizes of a CCD, focal lengths of lenses, and flight 
height can all be changed to produce similar GSDs.  A high-resolution orthophoto does not have 
an implicit positional accuracy simply because of its high resolution (small GSD).  Additionally, 
high resolution does not guarantee that small features can be discerned.  To ensure that remote 
sensed data will be dependable and consistent and that positional accuracy, GSD, and resolving 
power can be defined reliably, it is generally recommended that only “metric” cameras be used. 


 
(f)  The importance of accuracy will vary based on the intended use of the deliverables.  


Specific accuracy requirements should be defined.  In many cases actual accuracy should be 
tested after the deliverables are received.  Increased accuracy generally means increased cost. 
Therefore, it is important to not over-engineer the project requiring excessive accuracy and waste 
project budget dollars for higher accuracy that is not needed.  In summary, the positional 
accuracy of remote sensed data is dependent on a large number of interrelated factors, and 
professionals that understand photogrammetry, equipment, and production procedures should be 
consulted when designing a project.  This is ultimately the reason why Tables 3-2 and 3-3 in 
Chapter 3 show multiple accuracy classes for orthophotos with the same pixel sizes.  


 
(6)  Image Bands / Bit Depth.  Digital cameras sense and record electro-magnetic energy. 


Satellite and aerial cameras typically image in the visible light and infrared parts of the electro-
magnetic spectrum.  Other sensors can image well beyond this slim slice of the electro-magnetic 
spectrum.  Sensors that record red, green and blue (full color) plus infrared are referred to as 
multi-spectral.  These are commonly used on projects that require land classification.  The 
infrared bands are used to differentiate vegetation and even paved areas.  Sensors that record 
more than four bands are generally referred to as hyper-spectral and are used for a variety of 
specialized needs. 


 
(a)  Most remote sensing projects today require only full color imagery (red, green, blue). 


However, many digital camera systems are designed to capture both full color, panchromatic 
(black and white) and near infrared (NIR) bands.  It costs virtually nothing extra to collect these 
additional bands.  However, requiring additional bands of imagery as deliverables may incur 
higher fees because additional image processing is required. 
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(b)  Bit depth quantifies how many unique colors are available in an image (or image sensor) 


color palette in terms of the number of 0’s and 1’s, or “bits,” which are used to specify each 
color.  This does not mean that the image necessarily uses all of these colors, but that it can 
instead specify colors with that level of precision.  For a grayscale image, the bit depth quantifies 
how many unique shades of gray are available.  Images with higher bit depths can encode more 
shades or colors because there are more combinations of 0’s and 1’s available.  Equipment 
manufacturers often use the term “bit depth” in confusing ways.  The bit depth for each primary 
color is termed the “bits per channel.”  The “bits per pixel” (bpp) refers to the sum of the bits in 
all three color channels and represents the total colors available at each pixel.  Confusion arises 
frequently with color images because it may be unclear whether a posted number refers to the 
bits per pixel or bits per channel.  Using “bpp” as a suffix helps distinguish these two terms.  For 
image processing, bits per pixel is the important consideration, and today’s digital camera 
systems routinely acquire imagery with 10 to 12 bit depth and store it in 16-bit files. 
 


(c)  Printers and computer monitors are unable to display more than 8 bits per pixel so we are 
unable to perceive the extra 2-4 bits of color captured with today’s digital camera systems. 
However, these extra bits are important for a number of reasons because they can be “seen” by 
algorithms that read and process the imagery.  One application that benefits tremendously from 
the higher bit-depth of this imagery is “image correlation.”  This is the computer process that 
matches a small patch of pixels in one image with the same area in other images.  In an 8-bit 
image, for example, shaded areas are black, i.e., the pixel value is 0 and no detail can be 
discerned in these areas.  However, in a 12-bit image, there are many more shades of gray in the 
shadow areas, meaning features are much more likely to be discerned in these areas.  This 
enables much more accurate correlation of DEMs produced from such imagery, and more 
accurate automated generation of pass points and tie points used in the aerial triangulation, when 
using automated image correlation.  


 
(7)  Camera System Type.  Cameras rarely acquire imagery today independent of an array of 


associated equipment.  Today, the quality of remote sensed data is determined by the camera or 
LiDAR “system.”  Each component of a camera system (e.g., aircraft, airborne GPS, inertial 
measurement unit, cables, computer system, antenna, forward motion compensation, operational 
personnel training), can have a major impact on the quality of information produced.  It is 
important to access the entire camera system and not only the camera. 


 
(a)  Camera systems are further defined as “metric” (calibrated) or “non-metric” (not 


calibrated).  Metric cameras enable geometrically accurate reconstruction of the scene.  They 
will deliver accurate, stable, and repeatable results when operated appropriately.  The stability, 
accuracy and repeatability of a non-metric camera by definition is unknown.  Most geospatial 
projects are best served using metric camera systems operated by qualified personnel.  Film 
camera systems were, for the most part, very uniform and could be calibrated by a single USGS 
lab dedicated to this task.  These systems were generally calibrated once every three years.  
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(b)  Today’s digital camera systems are comprised of many components and there are many 
different unique camera systems generally characterized as “frame-based” or “pushbroom” 
sensors.  Frame-based cameras take a series of “frames” of photography that resemble a digital 
aerial photograph from a traditional aerial film camera; for example, a frame-based camera may 
acquire individual image “frames” that are each 11,500 by 7,500 pixels.  Pushbroom sensors are 
similar to scanners and take single continuous exposures over a long distance and produce 
“strips” of imagery instead of frames; for example, each scan line in the strip may be 1-pixel 
along-track and 12,000 pixels cross-track. 


  
(c)  There are significant pros and cons with each camera type that the stakeholders should 


understand.  Because there are many diverse digital camera systems today (and the number and 
diversity continues to increase) the USGS no longer performs digital camera calibrations. 
Instead, calibrations are performed periodically by the operator and camera manufacturer.  The 
general expectation is that a digital camera system be calibrated once each 1-2 years by the 
manufacturer.  Field calibrations may be performed by the operator as often as each project. 


 
(d)  Project specifications should request that camera calibrations be current.  These should 


be reviewed carefully.  The old adage that beauty is only skin deep aptly applies to remote 
sensed imagery.  Making pretty pictures is the easiest part of remote sensing and the easiest thing 
to sell. Making pictures accurate and useful for the intended purposes is by far much more 
challenging. 


 
(e)  Film camera systems are still in use today and provide very good imagery.  Many project 


specifications can easily be met using film systems.  Projects should not exclude film cameras 
just because they use older technology.  Some projects may be more affordable hiring a 
contractor using film cameras than others using digital cameras.  This will become increasingly 
more difficult as the film cameras and photogrammetric scanners age and film is more difficult 
to obtain. 


 
(f)  Digital camera systems are generally cheaper to operate than film and produce imagery 


with greater bit depth and superior image quality.  This can accentuate color and positional 
accuracy.  But digital camera systems are generally much more complex, extremely expensive, 
and require a higher level or expertise to operate.  One is not assured of superior imagery simply 
because it was acquired with a digital sensor.  The operation of the sensor and post-processing of 
the imagery is probably more important to the final quality and accuracy of the imagery than 
whether it was acquired with a film or digital sensor. 


 
(g)  Forward motion compensation is a feature of many camera systems that reduces image 


blur caused by rapid movement.  Satellites and aircraft move across the earth at high speeds.  
The closer an object is to the sensor at a given speed the more pronounced will be image blur. A 
camera system equipped with forward motion compensation will dramatically reduce this blur 
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and allow greater accuracy and resolving power.  Forward motion compensation used to be a 
common requirement for photogrammetric projects.  However, because of superior optics and 
electronics of modern digital systems, forward motion compensation is not as important and is 
no longer a required necessity to ensure imagery that will meet project specifications.  
(Pushbroom sensors require no forward motion compensation, for example.)  Image blur 
increases at a given speed with increased exposure time.  Better optics and electronics in digital 
camera systems enable shorter exposure times and less image blur.  


 
e. Effects of Topography and Climate.  The topography of geographic features can impact 


remote sensing costs and complexity.  Mountainous terrain is more difficult and expensive to 
sense with LiDAR or photography than flat terrain.  It requires more planning, more flight lines, 
may require more sophisticated and powerful aircraft, and may have far more limiting weather 
than other types of geography.  Very flat areas may be easy to acquire, but mapping them 
accurately is often much more difficult because of the lack of elevation change.  Flat areas in the 
tropics may be easy to fly across, but atmospheric conditions (clouds, rain) are often severely 
limiting to remote sensing operations.  Heavy urban areas may be difficult to image because of 
heavy smog that peaks during the optimal acquisition times.  These factors and their effects on 
costs must carefully be considered when planning project specifications. 


 
f. Topographic Mapping (3-D).  Topographic mapping is an important component of many 


mapping projects.  Some type of elevation data or 3-D surface model is needed for production of 
digital orthophotos, for example.  Will the best available model be used or will a new model be 
created from the stereo imagery or from LiDAR?  If “best available” is used, will this be 
supplied by the client or obtained from a public or other source?  If newly created, will it be 
auto-correlated from stereo imagery, manually digitized, or collected using LiDAR?  These are 
all important considerations and have significant impact on cost, schedule and complexity of the 
project. 


 
(1)  Public sources of elevation models make excellent choices for some projects because 


they are inexpensive and help reduce the overall cost of the project.  The quality and positional 
accuracy, though often well-described, may not be sufficient for the project.  It is important to 
verify whether they are of sufficient quality and accuracy to meet project specifications or 
require the contractor to verify their quality and accuracy. 


  
(2)  Client-supplied elevation models may be another option.  If the solicitation will require 


the contractor to use an existing elevation model previously compiled on a prior project, was the 
positional accuracy of that data tested?  How old (or current) are the data?  What proportion of 
the data will need revisions?  Can areas needing updating be described for the contractor?  If the 
contractor finds the data less accurate than assumed, how will he/she be compensated to bring 
that data up to specification?  If the project specifications require a defined positional accuracy, 
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then answers to these questions are important to the contractor and have direct bearing on the 
cost and, perhaps, the schedule of the project. 


 
(3)  Creating an elevation model can be one of the most expensive components of mapping. 


Therefore, if an elevation model from a previous project is available it may reduce the costs 
significantly.  However, if the provided elevation model is of unknown or untested positional 
accuracy, and the project requires the contractor to meet positional map accuracy specifications, 
then the elevation model has less value to the contractor because he/she is unable to assume it 
meets the accuracy specifications of this project and will have to carefully test and document the 
elevation model’s accuracy.  This adds to the cost of the project.  If the elevation model is 
accurate but dated, which areas and how much area will need to be updated to meet the accuracy 
requirements? 


 
(4)  Sometimes an existing elevation model is not available and a new model must be created 


from stereo imagery acquired for the project.  Will this new model be derived from the stereo 
models using auto-correlation?  Will it be breakline-enhanced?  Will LiDAR be used to collect 
the elevation model? 


 
(5)  An auto-correlated elevation model is one where elevation measurements are made 


automatically from stereo imagery on a grid with pre-defined grid spacing.  Most computer 
systems today perform these operations very rapidly.  However, many points are inaccurately 
positioned on undesirable objects because of poor automated correlation.  Therefore, it is 
important to determine whether auto-correlated elevation models (or products derived from 
them, like contours) are edited or systematically tested to ensure they meet positional accuracy 
specifications. Semi-Global Matching (SGM) is the modern term for auto-correlated DEMs. 


 
(6)  Sometimes an auto-correlated digital elevation model (DEM) cannot support required 


positional accuracy requirements and will need to be enhanced with breaklines.  Highly accurate 
breaklines can only be photogrammetrically compiled from imagery acquired as stereo models. 
In these cases, it may be more economical to procure LiDAR services. 


 
(7)  What is the required point spacing needed to achieve accurate flood plain mapping?  Are 


breaklines needed with the DEM to achieve the accuracy specifications?  Will “soft” or “hard” 
breaklines be needed?  Will contours be aesthetically pleasing or topographically accurate?  Will 
contours be labeled?  How does the user know if LiDAR, IFSAR or stereo imagery is needed to 
create a surface model sufficient to meet user needs?  These are all important questions that must 
be addressed in the procurement process and can have a major impact on the project cost. 
Consultation with a professional services provider before the solicitation is drafted is highly 
advised so these questions are answered responsibly and the stakeholders understand their impact 
on price and schedule. 
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g. Topographic Mapping Deliverables.  For much of the 20th century, topographic mapping 


was equated with contour mapping of the bare-earth terrain, free of trees and man-made 
structures above the ground.  Many contour lines were mapped in forested areas even though the 
photogrammetric compiler could not see the bare-earth terrain in stereo beneath the forest 
canopy.  Although such contour lines were supposed to be depicted as dashed contours, many 
contours were depicted with solid lines and gave the false impression that contours were more 
accurate than they were.  Today, digital elevation data are provided in many forms, to include 
individual elevation mass points, 2-D or 3-D breaklines, bare-earth Digital Terrain Models 
(DTMs) consisting of irregularly-spaced mass points and breaklines, bare-earth Digital Elevation 
Models (DEMs) that are regularly-spaced, Digital Surface Models (DSMs) of top reflective 
surfaces (e.g., tree tops and roof tops), contours produced from DTMs, LiDAR point clouds that 
include multiple return elevations from each laser pulse, and derivative products produced from 
these products, such as hillshades, slope, aspect and/or curvature maps.  All of these topographic 
products are explained in detail in the latest edition of “Digital Elevation Model Technologies 
and Applications: The DEM Users Manual,” published by the American Society for 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS 2001 and ASPRS 2007). 


 
(1)  Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) / Digital Elevation Models (DEMs).  The vertical 


accuracy of a DTM is correlated with the density of measurements made of the bare-earth when 
penetrating through vegetation or when mapping the ground in non-vegetated areas.  With 
LiDAR, for example, the nominal pulse spacing may be very small so that the average point 
density is 8 points per square meter.  In extremely dense vegetation, however, it is possible that 
none of the 8 pulses for some 1 m2 areas actually reach the ground.  The density of vegetation to 
be penetrated is the primary reason why Table 3-6 in Chapter 3 suggests different accuracy 
classes for different LiDAR point densities.  The vertical accuracy of a gridded DEM may be 
poorer than the vertical accuracy of a DTM with irregularly-spaced mass points and breaklines 
because the DEM tends to smooth over the small undulations in the surrounding mass points and 
breaklines.  With DEMs of larger post spacing (5 meters, for example), the DEM may not detect 
an abrupt change in elevation, e.g., a creek bank or ditch, that will not be modeled.  This is the 
primary reason why breaklines may be needed.  


 
(2)  Breaklines.  Breaklines are linear features, or the boundaries of areal features, which 


represent important natural or artificial discontinuities in slope contained in the landscape.  A 
“soft breakline” ensures that known z-values along a linear feature are maintained (e.g., 
elevations along a pipeline, road centerline or drainage ditch), and ensures that linear features 
and polygon edges are maintain in a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) surface model, by 
enforcing the breaklines as TIN edges.  They are generally synonymous with 3-D breaklines 
because they are depicted with series of x/y/z coordinates.  A “hard breakline” defines 
interruptions in surface smoothness, e.g., to define streams, shorelines, dams, ridges, building 
footprints, and other locations with abrupt surface changes.  Although some hard breaklines are 
3-D breaklines, they are often depicted as 2-D breaklines because features such as shorelines and 
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building footprints are normally depicted with series of x/y coordinates only, often digitized from 
digital orthophotos that include no elevation data.  The accuracy of a DTM is greatly enhanced 
using breaklines.  Although the cost of modeling a surface using a DTM is often higher, a DTM 
with breaklines can be a much more useful model of the terrain surface.  The nominal pulse 
spacing of a LiDAR dataset can be significantly larger with the addition of breaklines and still 
meet the same positional accuracies, or, alternatively, the higher densification of LiDAR point 
cloud data may reduce the need for expensive breaklines.   


 
(3)  Digital Surface Models (DSMs).  A DSM maps the top reflective surface of trees, 


bushes, buildings, towers and other man-made features, as well as the top surface of grass fields, 
paved surfaces, and ice-capped mountaintops, for example.  DSMs are produced from 
photogrammetric auto-correlation, or from LiDAR first returns or IFSAR.  DSMs are much less 
expensive to produce than DTMs.  The report of the National Enhanced Elevation Assessment 
(USGS, 2012) documents many business uses for DSMs in addition to the traditional bare-earth 
DTMs or DEMs. 


 
(4)  Contours.  Whereas DTMs and DSMs are used for computer depiction of hillshades, 


slope or aspect maps for example are for computer analyses such as hydrologic and hydraulic 
modeling or inter-visibility analyses, and contours are for human interpretation of the 
topography. Contours today are normally generated from DTMs and are rarely photo-
grammetrically compiled from stereo imagery or lidargrammetry.  Depending on the DTM (with 
or without breaklines), the generated contours may be quite accurate but commonly do not look 
cartographically pleasing.  Decisions must be made based upon how the information will be used 
on whether the contours are smoothed and labeled to produce cartographically pleasing contours 
or whether to leave the contours unsmoothed and irregular.  This is especially true as pertains to 
contours that cross roads or streams where users have an expectation of how contours should be 
depicted. 


 
(5)  LiDAR Deliverables.  Chapter 6 explains many factors that impact the cost, schedule and 


complexity of LiDAR projects.  In addition to the factors listed in sections 3-2d and 3-2e above 
that impact the cost of aerial image acquisition, LiDAR costs are also directly related to four 
other factors: (1) nominal pulse spacing (NPS) or point density (points per m2), (2) vertical 
accuracy, (3) the level of LAS classification required, and (4) post processing needed to produce 
various deliverables, including whether or not the DTM is hydro-flattened (as required by 
USGS), hydro-enforced (as required by those performing hydrologic and hydraulic modeling), or 
hydro-conditioned (as required by those who model the flow of water across land areas).  Some 
projects also require other derivative products such as hillshades, slope or aspect maps, for 
example.  Furthermore, so many organizations have developed their own computer algorithms 
for generating specialized products (e.g., NRCS’ LiDAR Enhanced Soil Surveys) that LiDAR 
raw point cloud data (all returns, all collected points, fully calibrated and adjusted to ground, by 
swath) and/or classified point cloud data (fully compliant with LAS v1.2, v1.3 or v1.4) are a 
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standard deliverable for all projects that comply with USGS’ Lidar Base Specifications, Version 
1.0  (Heidemann, 2012), or Version 1.1 (Heidemann, 2014) – see Appendix F.  


 
h. Planimetric Mapping (2-D).  Planimetric mapping is the 2-dimensional mapping of 


natural and man-made features like roads, buildings, fence lines, manholes, etc.  Planimetric 
features are mapped with points, lines, polygons or symbols.  The majority of planimetric 
mapping is still performed manually and is therefore quite labor intensive.  Understanding the 
true needs of the potential user base for project deliverables is important so unneeded features 
are not specified and the project budget is not exceeded.  


 
(1)  There are many technical factors that contribute to the quality and costs of planimetric 


mapping.  These may be important to define in the project specifications.  For example, streams 
may be consistently digitized upstream or downstream, and features that form “networks” (like 
roads and streams) must be physically connected to other features in the network.  If not, further 
analyses of the data may not be possible or severely limited.  Project costs can be reduced 
considerably if planimetric features are delivered with dangling endpoints and crossing features. 
However, the value of these datasets for many GIS and CAD applications are severely impacted. 
Topological data structure (which costs more) is important for many planimetric mapping 
projects.  Topology is the spatial relationships which exist between adjacent digital objects -- the 
digitization of node, point, line and area features so that computers are able to determine 
relationships that humans recognize logically when they determine what feature is connected to, 
adjacent to, or in close proximity to a point, line, area or surface; what feature intersects a line, 
area or surface; or what features are contained within an area or surface.  


 
(2)  Some planimetric features are digitized in 2-D, such as the shoreline of lakes that can be 


digitized directly from digital orthophotos and, if also part of a DTM, assigned one elevation 
value for the entire shoreline so that the lake’s surface will be flat.  With photogrammetry or 
lidargrammetry, some features are digitized in 3-D so that the 2-D (x/y) coordinates are usable in 
a planimetric map while the 3-D (x/y/z) coordinates are usable in a topographic map or 
DTM/DEM.  


 
(3)  Because planimetric mapping can be very labor intensive to digitize, it may make sense 


to use existing planimetric data to augment deliverables for the current project.  This can save 
considerable expense if the mapping meets similar quality and positional accuracies of the 
current solicitation.  However, if too dissimilar, they may actually increase the project costs 
because they introduce too many errors and inaccuracies.  If existing planimetric data are used, 
project specifications concerning positional accuracy of the plan data should be defined. 
Additionally, will the planimetric data need to be updated?  If so, allow costs for this and decide 
if information can be provided to the professional that identifies the areas that need updating.  If 
this is not available, then expect costs to increase because all planimetric data will have to be 
verified to be consistent with the photography or LiDAR.  In many cases the existing planimetric 
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data will not have been collected by the same professionals that are updating it.  They may 
discover quality problems with the data.  If so, how will discrepancies be handled?  If the 
positional accuracy of the planimetric data was not field tested, then who will be responsible to 
fix and pay for inaccuracies discovered? 


 
(4)  The number and density of planimetric features specified have a significant impact on 


cost and schedule.  Digitizing all roads in a rural area will take a fraction of the time than those 
in an urban area.  Buildings in an older part of a community may have roof lines that are closer 
together and more difficult to discern from imagery than ranch style homes in the suburbs.  
When collecting buildings, is it important that decks be included as part of the “house” feature or 
as a separate “deck” feature, or not at all?  Are sidewalks required?  If so, what about sidewalks 
on private property?  Should different types of road surfaces (concrete, gravel, blacktop) be 
attributed for the roads as they are collected?  Should the shoulders of paved roads be 
symbolized?  Should unpaved road shoulders be digitized?  Should fire hydrants, manhole 
covers, utility poles be digitized?  All of these questions and many more need to be carefully 
considered before a solicitation is released.  It is important to include geospatial professionals in 
these discussions so the needs (not wants) of the user community are closely aligned with the 
procured services and are possible within the project budget. 


 
i. Ground Control.  Ground control forms the basis for any mapping or geospatial project 


and shows the true relationship of features or objects to each other in terms of distance, angle, 
area, etc.  Ground control is the anchor point, the determining factor in stating the positional 
accuracy with which a given geospatial dataset matches the location at which the dataset occurs 
in the world.  Ground control allows the establishment of absolute accuracy of geospatial data 
referenced to horizontal and vertical datums (normally NAD83 and NAVD88).  QA/QC 
checkpoints, surveyed relative to ground control, are necessary for USACE accuracy testing and 
reporting described in Chapter 3 of this manual. 


 
(1)  Ground control for photogrammetric mapping projects is either paneled as an aerial 


target or collected as a photo-identifiable point.  Paneling a point allows aerial mapping 
contractors to put control exactly where they want it, but it requires leaving a target, usually 
painted or identified with plastic strips, to identify where the control point is located and to make 
it visible to aerial sensors.  This has both pros and cons.  With plastic, it can be disturbed or 
destroyed by a farmer’s cow or by high winds.  So panel maintenance becomes necessary to 
ensure the panels are in place and visible when the aerial photography occurs.  This can become 
expensive and require coordination between the ground survey and aerial survey crews.  If a 
single critical control point is obscured or destroyed and cannot be seen in the aerial 
photography, re-flights may have to occur.  Further, the control targets cannot be removed until 
after the acquired data has been verified as usable.  Removing the targets requires a revisit to the 
property. This adds another cost to the project.  
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(2)  Photo-identifiable points offer the benefit of being permanent or semi-permanent 


features in the area of interest clearly visible to the remote sensing equipment, without requiring 
a panel. Quality, photo-identifiable control is easy in urban areas, but in more remote areas it can 
become more difficult to find a suitable point feature that has enough contrast, permanency and 
visibility to act as a stable control point over time. 


 
(3)  The source of ground control is important and has direct bearing on the confidence one 


can place in the accuracy of the base mapping.  The value of the very expensive topographic and 
planimetric mapping and orthoimagery acquired can be significantly compromised without good 
ground control.  Extreme care and expert advice is needed to ensure adequate control is used for 
the project.  Whatever the source, the ground control must have a “defined, measured” accuracy, 
collected to a defined set of standards.  Geospatial professionals know the required number and 
placement of ground control points and the survey procedures necessary to achieve the required 
horizontal and/or vertical accuracy of geospatial products. 


 
(4)  The costs of surveyed ground control can be impacted by a number of factors that need 


to be considered in the solicitation.  Is access to the property possible with or without permission 
of the land owner?  Are the locations of the points accessible or remote?  Can they be surveyed 
safely or will they require special precautions to protect the surveyors?  Can the points be 
accessed using ground vehicles or will they require other modes of transport? 


 
(5)  Ground control should be obtained using trained GPS technicians and professional 


surveyors.  Many states require professional surveyors to perform this work.  For most projects, 
an ASPRS Certified Photogrammetrist is qualified to design a project using photo-identifiable 
control.  Professional surveyors are generally needed to measure ground control after the 
mapping professionals have determined the number and placement of the control points needed 
to meet the mapping accuracy specifications.  Because manual labor is involved, costs can be 
quite high.  However, they often comprise only a small proportion of the overall project costs 
and are foundational to the validity and usefulness of all the information built on top of it and 
used by design engineers or GIS analysts for multiple applications.  


 
(6)  National Geodetic Survey (NGS) datasheets, available free on the web, document 2-D 


and 3-D control points in the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS).  The coordinates and 
“to-reach” instructions are available for many thousands of previously-surveyed horizontal 
control points and vertical benchmarks throughout the U.S., but these points are rarely photo-
identifiable and would need to be paneled in order to be visible from aerial photography.  For 
LiDAR projects, however, NGS control points do not necessarily need to be photo-identifiable. 
Lastly, existing commercial control may be available and can be licensed.  Some agencies balk at 
the idea of non-ownership, but when viewed as a commodity, licensed control data (in effect 
“pre-used”) can be more cost-effective than acquiring new survey control needed for the project.   
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j. Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC).  Quality control (QC) is a process 
employed to ensure a certain level of quality in a product.  Quality assurance (QA) is the process 
of verifying or determining whether products meet or exceed customer expectations.  Every 
contractor performs some level of QC for a mapping project.  It is prudent to understand what 
QC measures the contractor will employ to ensure deliverables meet quality expectations.  QA is 
generally performed by the buyer and can be done in-house or contracted to a 3rd party.  What is 
checked and what QC methods are employed by geospatial contractors to ensure consistent 
quality and repeatability?   How much and what methods of QC are needed by contractors and 
what degree of QA is required by the government?  How much QA/QC can be afforded?  Should 
independent contractors be used to certify the quality of deliverables?  What measures of quality 
are important?  When choosing a 3rd party QA/QC contractor, those with intimate knowledge of 
and experience with ASPRS accuracy standards are best qualified to ensure that government 
requirements are satisfied. 


 
(1)  Normally, government contracts include a Scope of Work (SOW) that specifies required 


criteria for data collection, data processing, data accuracy and deliverables.  In some cases, the 
SOW requirements refer to specifications from the Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(FGDC), USGS, or ASPRS for example.  Geospatial contractors routinely have in-house QC 
procedures that verify that all such SOW requirements are satisfied, to include such common 
criteria as media, media label, file organization, file names, file formats, pixel definition, 
georeferencing, projection, horizontal and vertical datums, units, tiling scheme, tile coverage, 
and metadata.  


 
(2)  The qualitative assessment of orthoimagery tends to be more subjective than the 


quantitative accuracy assessment which is objective.  Many organizations provide detailed 
Acceptance/Rejection criteria for image qualitative factors such as color consistency, image 
appearance, image artifacts, smears, wavy features, mosaic seamlines, building lean, and 
shadows, for example, but qualitative assessments still tend to be subjective.  For this reason, 
sample orthophotos or pilot projects are recommended to establish “up front” what is acceptable 
and unacceptable to the client. 


 
(3)  Acceptance/Rejection criteria are especially important for planimetric data.  Each of the 


numerous types of features to be collected (e.g., various water features, water structures, 
vegetation features, paved and unpaved surfaces, road features, street hardware, utilities, airport 
and railroad features, buildings and other structures, barriers, landmarks, construction sites, 
quarries, mines, etc.) require Acceptance/Rejection criteria agreed to by the government and the 
contractor performing the planimetric mapping. 


 
(4)  Acceptance/Rejection criteria are also recommended for elevation datasets, especially 


breaklines and contours for which aesthetics may be important.  
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(5)  In all cases, the geospatial contractor is responsible for in-house QA to ensure that SOW 


requirements are fully satisfied.  When portions of the work are subcontracted, the prime 
contractor is responsible for QA/QC to ensure the subcontractor delivers acceptable data to the 
prime contractor.  


 
(6)  The government is responsible for quality assurance (QA) to ensure that it receives what 


it paid for, that SOW requirements are satisfied, and that the data will be usable for its intended 
purpose.  When the government has sufficient qualified in-house staff available to perform its 
own QA, the government normally performs the necessary steps and then notifies the contractor 
of any rework if necessary.  Some government agencies hire a specialty firm to perform 
independent 3rd party QA/QC of geospatial data produced by others to both ensure that 
government reviews are completed professionally and in a timely manner, and to ensure that 
intense cost competition, rushed schedules and automated procedures do not lead to geospatial 
products being untested and unseen by human eyes prior to delivery.  Independent QA/QC 
includes thorough and systematic reviews, to detailed Acceptance/Rejection Criteria, of data 
produced by other firms with no contractual relationship to the QA/QC firm; such reviews 
typically take many minutes per tile to open and review visually.  Independent QA/QC does not 
include in-house QC checks by data producers or a prime contractor’s automated review of data 
produced by their subcontractors, taking mere seconds per tile, that often fail to detect the kinds 
of errors detectable by visual reviews.  Visual reviews almost always detect errors that are 
undetectable by automated reviews. 


 
(7)  It is very important that QA/QC procedures and costs be considered while the 


solicitation is drafted so the project budget accurately reflects these associated costs.  The costs 
of QA typically range from 15% to 20% of the project budget.  


   
k. Deliverable Methods.  Geospatial projects continue to grow in size.  The total area being 


mapped or modeled, and the volume of data produced and delivered, continues to grow to 
unprecedented levels.  Delivery of this information is an important consideration for many 
projects. Several factors should be considered: 


 
(1)  Is a physical digital copy of the deliverables needed?  Should the data be delivered on a 


DVD, external hard drive, or tape (used by some organizations for archival purposes)?  If hard 
drives are used, will they be USB 2.0 or SATA interfaces? 


 
(2)  Can the data be delivered to the government via file transfer protocol (FTP)?  This can 


save shipping costs, but it can entail a lengthy process to download the data if file sizes are very 
large. 


 
(3)  It may be advantageous to have data delivered as a cloud web service.  The advantages 


to this include avoiding the high cost of infrastructure and personnel to maintain infrastructure 
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that is needed to host large volumes of geospatial data internally.  Once outsourced, the users 
may work as usual but the high costs of infrastructure have been outsourced and become a low 
fixed cost to the organizations.  If “cloud services” are procured for delivery of project data, 
project specifications should be clearly established.  How will each type of data be provided?  
Are these services portable to other cloud providers?  Are these services scalable?  Are the web 
services compatible with the browsers and desktop GIS software that will be used by the user 
community?  Are potential data ownership and licensing issues clarified?  Where are the data 
physically located?  Are the on-boarding (loading data into the web service) and off-boarding 
(pulling data off the web service) processes and deliverable types clearly defined?  Are the data 
from the cloud provider secure?  Who is responsible for what if the service fails?  Are the billing 
methods for using the service compatible with your organization’s needs? 


 
l. Collaboration with Others.  Both the National Digital Orthophoto Program (NDOP) and 


the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP) have goals to: enhance data sharing among 
Federal, State and local agencies, the private sector, and academia; minimize redundant data 
production; leverage resources to satisfy multiple requirements; develop flexible standards 
common to all users; and assure availability and accuracy of “best available” data.  As a member 
of NDOP and NDEP, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers supports these goals for numerous 
reasons: (1) By pooling resources of Federal, State and local agencies to develop data needed by 
multiple users, limited agency funding will be maximized.  In addition, establishing common 
standards and guidelines will maximize the utility of the data and promote the sharing of data 
among agencies and organizations.  It is also in the general public’s interest to make the most 
accurate, up-to-date data readily accessible to all who need it.  Moreover, sharing these data and 
eliminating redundancy in data collection and development by government agencies will save tax 
dollars.  The establishment of common, yet flexible standards is a critical factor in supporting the 
remote sensing industry.  Whenever geospatial data produced for USACE can also satisfy 
requirements of USGS and FEMA, for example, everybody benefits from such collaboration. 


 
m. Cost Estimation Templates.  A cost estimation template for an example task order for 


aerial photography, digital orthophotography and planimetric feature collection is in Appendix 
G; a cost estimation template used for an example task order for LiDAR and digital 
orthophotography is in Appendix H; and a cost estimation template used for an example task 
order for a hyperspectral image acquisition and feature delineation is in Appendix I. 


 
9-3.  Qualifications-Based Selection (QBS) for Professional Mapping Services.  
  


a. Background.  Traditionally, government procurement procedures properly have 
emphasized awarding contracts to the lowest bidder, or using price as a dominant factor.  For 
many goods which governments purchase, e.g., paper, office equipment, desks, even 
construction services, this process serves the government and the taxpayer well.  Specifications 
can be written, products can be inspected and tested, and safeguards can be built in to assure 
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saving money.  Sometimes, however, agencies mistakenly assume professional mapping services 
fall into this category.  Unfortunately, the assumption ignores the increase in costs to administer 
the preparation of detailed scopes of work and bid specifications, evaluation of numerous bids, 
and to remedy serious consequences of unprofessional surveying and mapping.  Quality, 
therefore, should always be the primary focus in the competition for surveying and mapping 
procurements.  Only after high quality performance is ensured should the focus turn to the 
contract price.   


  
(1)  All states have standards for licensing of surveying and mapping professionals.  State 


licensing standards and government procurement regulations for professional services should be 
designed to protect the public health and safety during and after contract performance.  For these 
reasons, some state licensing boards prohibit licensed professionals under their jurisdiction from 
engaging in competitive bidding to secure work.  


 
(2)  If inaccurate, a map could cloud land titles or jeopardize subsequent construction 


designs, planning activities or program management that must rely on accurate mapping data.  
Just as a poorly designed dam can burst, subjecting the government to huge claims, so too can a 
poorly planned or executed map unleash a flood of problems, creating an impediment to the 
expeditious completion of a government project, causing substantial loss of time and money, and 
jeopardizing the public safety.  Like a well-made dam, a high quality map will stand the test of 
time and ensure that the government can proceed with its design, construction or resource 
planning project based on complete and precise groundwork. 


 
(3)  In addition to the direct cost of the contract, the government must be concerned about 


such consequent indirect costs as physical destruction of property or clouded claims that could 
result from poor quality workmanship.  


 
b. Negotiated Contracts.  The government should negotiate contracts for professional 


mapping services independent of other professional design or construction services to ensure that 
specialized mapping skills and technologies are evaluated properly and not overlooked.  In this 
manner, the government will benefit from direct control of both the quality of the services and 
the map’s development.  The use of negotiated procedures directs the focus of procurement 
activity where it should be – on the quality of the mapping services specifically suited to a given 
contract.  All competitors must submit their qualifications to the procuring agency; the agency 
assesses the relative expertise of the competing firms; and the one most qualified firm is selected 
for the particular procurement.  Such procedures produce a more cost effective survey or 
mapping produce than can be achieved under price bidding or best value procedures.  Several 
reasons for this are as follows: 


 
(1)  Negotiated procedures afford built-in protection, because either the selection process 


eliminates unqualified firms, or the negotiations reveal a firm’s comparative lack of expertise.  In 
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either case, the problem is discovered before the contract is awarded, not after the job is done. 
Under price bidding procedures, however, the low bidder wins, regardless of the marginal 
capabilities it may have demonstrated previously. 


 
(2)  The extreme difficulty of defining adequately, in advance of negotiations, the quantity 


and quality of the mapping and photogrammetric services to be secured is likely to lead to 
misunderstanding as to the scope of the services to be rendered and the expectations of the 
government concerning the services and the desired project.  The negotiating process allows the 
government to work as a team with qualified professionals to refine the government’s contract 
requirements and develop more tailored, economical mapping.  Thus, in the pre-contract stage, 
the agency benefits from the professional’s years of experience and demonstrated competence. 


 
(3)  The government saves substantial administrative costs of preparing detailed 


specifications that would be required under price bidding procedures to avoid widely varying 
interpretations by competing bidders. The government also saves significant personnel costs if it 
can employ a few specialists to review qualifications, negotiate contracts and specialists to 
review qualifications, negotiate contracts and monitor or inspect performance – rather than 
maintain the large staff needed to process numerous bids received on each procurement and 
evaluate the qualifications of each of those bidders, as well as execute and monitor contract 
performance. 


 
(4)  Negotiated procedures ultimately result in more efficient, economical procurements for 


the competing professional firms as well as the government, because of the very nature of 
surveying and mapping.  Because only the top ranked firms need to prepare boundary analyses 
and detailed estimates on the work, other competitors are free to pursue other contract 
opportunities without wasting money on a contract they will not be awarded. 


 
c. Government Benefits.  The government benefits from the professional 


photogrammetrists’ fiduciary obligation to their client in the following ways: 
 
(1)  Emphasis on the quality of the work establishes a relationship of cooperation and trust, 


whereas price competition pits honest professionals against competitors who are willing to cut 
corners or deliver substandard services to bid low.  When the low bid is the primary selection 
criterion, the interests of unscrupulous or inexperienced contractors are advanced over the 
interests of the public.  The low bid map often is inaccurate or incomplete because the 
government will pay far more, or contract with another to complete the project begun by the low 
bidder who went bankrupt trying to meet an unreasonably low contract price.  Rather than an 
adversarial relationship, which is promoted in competitive bidding procedures, the mapping 
professional should negotiate their fees and work as a team. 
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(2)  The government must be mindful of the indirect or hidden costs, such as legal fees, court 


expenses and insurance claims that it can incur when boundary, trespass and other property 
disputes are caused by outdated or erroneous maps.  By negotiating contracts with private 
mapping professionals, the government can save in-house costs and increase mapping outputs 
significantly.  


 
(3)  Historically, more firms compete, and thus the government gets a better service as a 


fairer price, when QBS is used.  Government inspection or quality control of a mapping project 
to monitor contract compliance is much more difficult than inspection of manufactured products 
or other professional services.  The map’s geographic scope is often immense, and the only 
effective way the government can check for accuracy is to retrace the entire map.  Even a trained 
eye cannot find a map’s critical flaws that could threaten the public’s safety and its pocketbook 
in future years.  Unlike materials, a map cannot be adequately sampled before and thoroughly 
tested after production.  The client or owner is totally dependent upon the integrity of the 
mapping professional – even at his/her mercy – for even a bad map can look good.  It often takes 
months or years before errors and problems are discovered. 


 
d. Technical Considerations.  There are many technical considerations that impact the cost 


of a surveying and mapping project and the care taken to “do things right”: 
 
(1)  Maps are tied to existing control points on the ground, the location and condition of 


which are uncertain until a survey is performed.  Legal descriptions of boundaries may or may 
not indicate physical monuments.  These physical monuments may or may not still exist on the 
ground.  If they do exist, they may or may not be the original monuments, and they may or may 
not fit other physical evidence in the area.  One cannot price the unknown.  


 
(2)  Mapping is usually dependent on other existing surveys and recorded documents.  The 


evaluation of such surveys or documents is a matter of judgment which cannot be made until the 
professional has researched the project, both in the field and in the repository of deeds.  The 
professional surveyor may find that as the result of his/her new work, the existing survey may 
have to be rerun to achieve the accuracy required by the client, even though the records of the 
existing survey indicated otherwise beforehand.  The surveyor may find deeds or other 
documents that will affect the interpretation of the client’s land description.  These conditions 
may not be known, nor even suspected, until the survey is substantially started. 


 
(3)  Mapping is weather dependent.  Cloud cover, storms, excessive hot or cold weather, 


floods, rain, snow, wind and other inclement conditions can delay or prolong an aerial 
photography and mapping project for indefinite periods of time.  Precise leveling is extremely 
sensitive to the vagaries of weather.  For ground surveys, fog affects sighting lengths, and wind 
affects instrumentation and measurements.  For aerial surveys, clouds and fog prevent the 
acquisition of aerial imagery and LiDAR, and excessive winds affect the ability to maintain 
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acceptable aircraft roll and crab needed to get the correct sidelap between adjoining flight lines.  
Delays cost money. The decision to stop or delay the operation should be based on a 
determination that the quality of the result will suffer, rather than on a profit-loss motive.  


 
(4)  The accuracy of a map depends upon the manner and the conditions under which the 


work is performed and by methods which have been demonstrated to meet certain accuracy 
specifications.  A map or survey could close within specified tolerances, but the work could be 
unacceptable because of the methods used. 


 
e. Low Bid Contracts. By requesting bids, a client assumes the responsibility for defining 


the scope of the services required and, thus, does not take advantage of the knowledge and 
background of qualified professionals engaged in providing such services: 


 
(1)  All too few administrators and even engineers are knowledgeable in mapping, and their 


inadequacy in this regard is apparent in their requests for bids.  The knowledgeable person is 
aware of the indeterminate nature of mapping.  The reputable professional, if he (or she) is to 
bid, must either attempt to anticipate the many possible problems, determine which problems he 
feels will occur, and bid accordingly, or bid so high that he can include every possible condition 
(in which case he undoubtedly will not be the successful bidder).  If an honest attempt is made 
and unforeseen conditions occur, the mapper faces the decision to adhere to the specifications, 
thereby producing an inferior product (which he cannot ethically do) or perform the work to the 
best of his ability, thereby operating at a loss.  Either way, the client/taxpayer is the ultimate 
loser. 


 
(2)  Numerous cases can be cited to prove that the lowest bid does not necessarily result in 


the lowest overall cost.  The old cry, “Bid as low as you dare, but make your money on the 
extras,” is inevitable and the resulting relationship between the government client and the 
surveyor or mapper, caused by change orders, assumes an arms-length status which is not 
conducive to the completion of professional assignments and effectively eliminates any exercise 
of professional judgment on the part of the surveyor or mapper.  


 
f. Summary.  A broad coalition of design-related organizations support qualifications-based 


selection procedures for surveying and mapping services: 
 
(1)  The Federal competence and qualifications-based selection law was codified in 1972 to 


protect the interest of taxpayers.  It is Federal law because over the life of a project, the 
engineering and related design services account for less than one-half of one percent of total 
costs.  Yet these important services play a major role in determine the other 99.5 percent of the 
project’s “life cycle costs,” such as construction, operations and maintenance.  In addition to 
surveying and mapping, the same is true of the associated geographic information system (GIS) 
projects.  
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(2)  The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) requires that Architect-Engineer (A-E) 


contractor performance information be collected (FAR Part 42) and used in source selection 
evaluations (FAR Part 15). In October 2004, the Department of Defense (DoD) Business 
Transformation Agency (BTA) was established to manage DoD’s e-business enterprise 
solutions, including the Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System (CPARS). On 
October 1, 2009, management of CPARS transitioned from BTA to the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA).  The Architect-Engineer Contract Administration Support System (ACASS), a 
sub-module of CPARS, establishes procedures for the collection and use of Past Performance 
Information (PPI) for A-E contracts.  ACASS-generated PPI is one of the tools used to 
communicate contractor strengths and weaknesses to source selection officials and Contracting 
Officers.  ACASS collects contractor performance information and passes it to the Federal Past 
Performance Information Retrieval System (PPIRS) where it can be retrieved by Federal 
Government Agencies including the DoD.  


 
(3)  The QBS process has been so successful at the Federal level that it is recommended by 


the American Bar Association in its model procurement code for State and local governments. 
The ABA model code specifically includes surveying and mapping.  More than half the States 
have enacted their own competence and qualifications-based selection laws for architecture, 
engineering, surveying and mapping services.  Others use it as a standard procedure.  No state 
has a specific law requiring bidding of these services. 
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APPENDIX B 


Planimetric and Topographic Feature Depiction Specifications 
 
This appendix contains guidance for depicting planimetric and topographic features based on the 
specified target scale. It is intended to consistently define the amount of feature density and detail 
required for a given scale, given the digitizing capabilities of a geospatial analyst operating at that 
scale. Unique project-specific features not normally or routinely encoded (usually due to the extra 
cost thereof) must be independently identified and scheduled in a contract as a "special mapping 
requirement." These specifications have been developed for the nominal target scales shown in 
each section. They may be approximately expanded to cover the scale ranges shown.  Should 
variations exist between these specifications and EM 1110-1-1807, EM 1110-1-1807 will govern. 
(These specifications were developed by Atlantic Group, Huntsville, AL, a member of the Man-
agement Association for Private Photogrammetric Surveyors.) 
 


Section I 
Feature Depiction Specifications 
Nominal Scale:  50 Feet per Inch 


Target Scale Range:  20 to 60 Feet per Inch 


B-1.  Transportation 
 
Paved Road - Polygon 
Defined by edge of pavement, excluding paved shoulder or gutter.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Unpaved Road - Polygon 
Dirt or gravel road maintained as a thoroughfare. Unpaved roads are frequently found in rural 
areas or in suburban areas. Unpaved alleys are depicted as unpaved roads.  Define by edge of 
graded surface or edge of tire wear lines, whichever is appropriate. Also use unpaved road for 
unpaved runways.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all rails in use. Show all sidings and spurs (tracks for storage, etc.). 
*Topology: Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be classified as Hidden Railroad.) 
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Abandoned Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all abandoned railroads with tracks still intact and visible. Do not delineate 
old railroad grades with no tracks intact. 
*Topology: Abandoned Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the 
linear network. Abandoned Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be 
overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be 
classified as Hidden Abandoned Railroad.) 
 
Bridge - Polygon 
Structure erected over obstacle or depression. "Bridge" includes automotive bridges, railroad 
bridges, footbridges, and viaducts.   
*Topology: Continue all depictions across bridge, including edge of paved road, railroad and 
guardrail, if the item continues on the bridge.  Contours do not become generated over bridges as 
these are not bare earth features. 
 
Runway - Polygon 
Airport pavement used for takeoff, landing, or taxiing of airplanes. "Runway" also includes 
helipads. Unpaved runways shall be shown with unpaved road features. 
*Topology: Runway features cannot overlap other transportation features. Runway features may 
overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and 
elevated walkways.  
 
Retaining Wall - PolyLine
Fixed structure retaining earth located along thoroughfares. Digitize center line and for 
cartographic purposes, symbolize using tick patterns on high side of wall. 
*Topology: Retaining Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Trail (Vehicular) - Polygon 
Dirt passageway that is permanent in nature and wider than 6 ft. Trails are not maintained as well 
as dirt roads; field roads shall be shown with the collection of the edge the trail.   
*Topology: Trails should not overlap and should snap to all transportation features, structures 
and slabs. Trail features can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Curb - PolyLine 
Raised edge defining edge of pavement, parking lot islands, etc.   
*Topology: Curbs can overlap with other transportation features. Contours should run unbroken 
along curbs as these are not true bare earth features (do not snap to each side). 
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Concrete Barrier - PolyLine 
Short wall erected between traffic lanes. Digitize center line of barrier. 
*Topology: Concrete Barrier lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Paved Shoulder - Polygon 
Pavement between edge of paved road and edge of total paved surface. Do not show unpaved 
shoulders. 
*Topology: Curb and guardrail lines can overlap paved shoulder features. Paved shoulder should 
not overlap sidewalk or slab features, and should snap to paved drives and parking lots. Can be 
overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Paved Drive - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of pavement.   
Topology: Paved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, nor slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap paved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Unpaved Drive - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of gravel or dirt.   
Topology: Unpaved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, nor slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap unpaved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Sidewalk - Polygon 
Show edges of all sidewalks, public or private. Sidewalk should not continue across paved drives 
unless it does so visibly on photography. Show steps (if requested) as miscellaneous structures. 
Topology: Unpaved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, structures, 
nor slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap sidewalks. Can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Path - PolyLine 
Visible, permanent dirt trail less than 6 ft wide, used commonly for bikes or pedestrian traffic.  
Digitize center line of path. 
*Topology: Path lines should snap to all transportation features that are polygonal in structure. 
Paths can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines 
can be classified as Hidden Path.) Paths should maintain connectivity through the length of the 
linear network. 
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Guardrail - PolyLine 
Single- or double-sided box beam, corrugated steel, wooden, or cable guide rail. Guardrails are 
usually located in medians of roads or along road edges near hazards. Digitize center line of rail. 
*Topology: Guardrail lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
Paved Parking - Polygon 
Digitize edge of pavement of parking lot and parking lot islands.   
Topology: Paved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, nor slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap paved parking. 
Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Unpaved Parking - Polygon 
Digitize edge of gravel or dirt edge. Do not show islands in unpaved parking lots.   
Topology: Unpaved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, nor slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap unpaved parking. 
Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Parking Bumper (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Temporary structure, usually concrete, used to delineate parking. Digitize edge of bumper. 
*Topology: Can overlap any transportation feature. 
 
Paint Stripe (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of stripes. Digitize outlines of very wide stripes and arrows, etc. 
*Topology: Can overlap any transportation feature. 
 
B-2.  Structures 
 
Building - Polygon 
"Building" includes residential or commercial trailers. Include covered porches, permanent 
overhangs, carport roofs, covered sidewalks, etc., as part of the building. Do not show common 
roof lines (e.g., between townhomes) or interior roof lines (e.g., dormers). Temporary structures 
are delineated as miscellaneous structures. Smokestacks are shown as buildings if freestanding. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
building features. 
 
Ruin or Under Construction Building - Polygon 
Delineate all visible building outlines, including foundation slabs or basement remains. Ruins 
other than buildings should be outlined. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
ruins or under construction building features. 
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Dam - Polygon 
Barrier across river, creek, or swamp to regulate or obstruct water flow. Visible beaver dams large 
enough to affect water flow shall be outlined also. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
dam features. 
 
Cemetery - Polygon 
Delineate cemetery boundary. Do not show headstones or sidewalks. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap cemetery features. 
 
Tank - Polygon 
Outline public utility tanks and industrial storage tanks. Show small propane tanks only if used for 
a business.   
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
tank features. 
 
Silo - Polygon 
Cylindrical receptacle for farm product storage.  
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
silo features. 
 
Fence - PolyLine 
Digitize center lines of all visible fences. Do not differentiate between fence and gate. If gate 
closes across road, pull fence across road. Do not show individual fence posts. 
*Topology: Fences should not overlap any structures. Fences can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Fence lines should maintain connectivity through 
the length of the linear network. 
 
Ornamental Wall - PolyLine 
Fixed structure of concrete or brick not used for retention of earth (if constructed of wood, 
delineate as fence). Digitize center line of wall. 
*Topology: Ornamental Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. Ornamental walls should not overlap any structures. 
 
Slab - Polygon 
Any miscellaneous concrete slab, such as a flagpole base or concrete around swimming pool.  
Also use slab for patio.   
*Topology: Slab features should not overlap transportation features, sidewalks or structures. 
Bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways may overlap slabs. 
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Pool – Polygon 
Digitize interior edge of concrete around in ground pools, and center line of walls in above ground 
pools. Also collect aeration pools in industrial areas. Pool has precedence over slab and sidewalk 
symbology. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
pool features. 
 
Miscellaneous Post - Point 
Pole greater than 6 ft in height, including basketball goals and unidentifiable poles. Digitize center 
of post. 
*Topology: Miscellaneous Post features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Flagpole - Point 
Digitize center of pole. Look for slab at base. 
*Topology: Flagpole features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Mail Box - Point 
Digitize center of mail box. Do not differentiate between collection boxes and delivery boxes. 
*Topology: Mail Box features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Telephone Booth - Point 
Digitize center of booth or pedestal. 
*Topology: Telephone Booth features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Broadcast Antenna - Point 
Radio or television tower. Digitize center of tower. 
*Topology: Broadcast Antenna features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Satellite Dish 
Digitize center of commercial and private satellite dishes. Do not show satellite dishes on top of 
buildings.   
*Topology: Satellite Dish features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Miscellaneous Structure - Polygon 
Minor buildings (air conditioner, tool storage shed, loading dock, deck, structures within 
substations, etc.) 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
miscellaneous structure features. 
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Miscellaneous Feature - PolyLine 
Items not classified as minor buildings, such as conveyors or crane tracks. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
miscellaneous features. 
 
Miscellaneous Circle - Point 
Unidentifiable circular item, such as gas filler cap. Digitize center of item. 
*Topology: Miscellaneous Circle features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Miscellaneous Square - Point 
Unidentifiable square item, such as a corrugated metal valve cover. Digitize center of item. 
*Topology: Miscellaneous Square features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Field Line (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
A change between plowed fields indicating a property line. Often apparent by a difference in crop 
or type of furrow. Digitize center line of rural field lines only. 
*Topology: Field Line features should not overlap any structures. Field Lines should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
Golf Course - Polygon 
Show outline of golf course. Do not digitize tees, greens, sand traps, or flags except upon special 
request. Show all paved and unpaved drives (cart paths) that are permanent in nature within the 
golf course. Show all hydrology and natural features within the golf course. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap golf course. 
 
Athletic Field - Polygon 
Show the outline of the athletic field. Show permanent basketball goals, football goal posts, etc., as 
miscellaneous posts. Do not show tennis court nets or posts for tennis court nets.   
Topology: Athletic Field features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, nor slabs. Show paved or unpaved tracks as paved or unpaved drives. 
 
Debris - Polygon 
Scattered and unsorted material covering ground. Digitize outline of area. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Storage - Polygon 
Stacked material or piles of dirt, sand, gravel, salt, etc. Digitize outline of area. Outline junkyards 
as storage. 
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*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Quarry - Polygon 
Mining area. No distinction is made between rock (consolidated) material mines and loose 
(unconsolidated) material mines. Show natural features present within quarry. Digitize quarry 
outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap 
quarry area. 
 
Area Under Construction - Polygon 
Digitize outline of entire area under construction. Show any roads under construction as unpaved 
roads. Digitize buildings under construction, and any feature that has been completed (e.g., curb or 
completed building). Do not show debris or storage within the area outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap area 
under construction. 
 
Pipeline - PolyLine 
Cross-country aboveground pipeline used for transportation of liquid, gas, or matter, usually found 
near industrial areas or public utilities plants. Digitize edge. Do not show supporting structures.  
Do not show pipes that do not touch the ground, such as between buildings. 
*Topology: Pipelines should not overlap any structures. Pipelines can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the 
length of the linear network. 
 
Underground Pipeline (Special Request Only)  
Digitize center line of apparent underground utility pipes. 
*Topology: Underground Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Levee - Polygon 
Earth wall for fluid retention, usually found along rivers or canals. Digitize outline of levee. 
*Topology: Transportation features, fences and walls can overlap levees. Levees should not 
overlap structures. 
 
Pier - Polygon 
Deck supported by posts extended over water. Digitize edge of pier. 
*Topology: Pier features can overlap hydro features. Pier features should not overlap piers. 
 
Riprap - Polygon 
Rocks placed along slopes to lessen erosion. Outline riprap area.   
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*Topology: Riprap should not overlap hydro features. Riprap may overlap culverts and ditches. 
 
Jetty - Polygon 
Structure, usually earth or concrete, extended from shore to lessen erosion.  Delineate any other 
features such as retaining walls or slabs. 
*Topology: Jetty features should not overlap hydro features, nor structures. 
 
B-3.  Natural Features 
 
River - Polygon 
Navigable stream. Digitize shorelines. 
*Topology: Rivers should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges, and overpasses may overlap 
River features. Other hydro features should not overlap River features. 
 
Lake - Polygon 
A large inland body of water. Show man-made reservoirs as lakes. Digitize shoreline.  
*Topology: Lakes should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges, and overpasses may overlap 
Lake features. Other hydro features should not overlap Lake features. 
 
Pond - Polygon 
A body of standing water much smaller than a lake, often man-made. Digitize shoreline.   
*Topology: Ponds should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges, and overpasses may overlap 
Pond features. Other hydro features should not overlap Pond features. 
 
Swamp - Polygon 
Area of spongy, wet ground, usually harboring vegetation. Digitize any river, lake, pond, or creek 
outline within the swamp. Digitize outline of swamp. No distinction is made between a swamp, 
marsh, or inundated area.   
*Topology: Swamps should overlap vegetation, piers and boat houses. Bridges, and overpasses 
may overlap Swamp features. Other hydro features that are polygonal should not overlap Swamp 
features. Linear hydro features should overlap Swamp features. 
 
Creek – Polygon/Polyline 
Non-navigable stream. Digitize shorelines of streams wider than 5 ft, and digitize center lines of 
streams narrower than 5 ft. 
*Topology: Creeks should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges, and overpasses may overlap 
Creeks. Other hydro features and vegetation should not overlap Creeks. Creeks should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the network. 
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Tree Mass - Polygon 
Group of trees too close together to allow individual collection. Digitize edge of tree mass by 
following outline along the outer edge of the tree trunks.   
*Topology: Tree mass should not overlap any “double-wide” linear feature (e.g., vehicular trail, 
creek over 5 ft wide) or any railroad line, regardless of canopy spread.  Tree mass may overlap 
structures, single creeks, and fences. 
 
Tree - Point 
Single tree over 8 ft tall (except upon special request). Digitize center of base of tree trunk.  No 
distinction is made between deciduous and coniferous trees. 
*Topology: Tree points should not overlap any features, but may be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Bush - PolyLine 
Single bush less than 8 ft tall. Digitize center of bush. Do not show single bushes within a brush 
line. Do not show groups of flowers that may be interspersed with decorative bushes. 
*Topology: Bush features should not overlap any features, but may be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Brush - Polygon 
Trees under 8 ft tall, shrubs, and tall weeds thickly massed, usually found near forested areas, in 
unpopulated meadows or lots, or near rivers or creeks. Brush may also be used for bushes that are 
too densely grouped to digitize individually. Do not outline decorative bushes or bush rows with 
brush. Instead, use hedge row and collect lone bushes.  
*Topology: Brush features should not overlap any features, but may be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
B-4.  Drainage Structures 
 
Concrete Headwall - PolyLine 
Concrete on the end of a transverse drain or pipe culvert. Digitize the center line of thin headwalls, 
such as those on ditches or under driveways. Digitize outer edge of thicker and larger headwalls. 
*Topology: Concrete Headwall lines may overlap riprap features, but should snap to culvert lines. 
 
Culvert - PolyLine 
Pipe drain, usually located under roads or driveways. Digitize length of pipe from center of each 
end.  Do not show culverts if cement headwalls are present. 
*Topology: Culvert lines may overlap riprap features, but snap to concrete headwall lines. 
 
Paved Ditch - Polygon 
Digitize outer edge of paved ditch. Do not show water line inside ditch.   
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*Topology: Paved Ditch features should not overlap any features, however bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways may overlap Paved Ditches. Cap ends or join cleanly with headwalls. 
 
Unpaved Ditch - PolyLine
Man-made channel for drainage. Digitize the center line of all apparent ditches even if it contains 
water. 
*Topology: Unpaved Ditch lines may overlap riprap features, but snap to concrete headwall 
lines, culverts and paved ditches. Unpaved Ditches should maintain connectivity through the 
length of the linear network. 
 
Circular Catch Basin - Point 
Round drainage grating. Digitize center of catch basin. 
*Topology: Circular Catch Basin features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk 
and slabs. 
 
Square Catch Basin - Point 
Small rectangular or square drainage grate. Digitize center of catch basin. 
*Topology: Square Catch Basin features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Curb Inlet - Point 
Drainage opening beneath a curb and interrupting the gutter. Frequently curb inlets have a 
manhole directly above them. Digitize center of curb inlet. 
*Topology: Curb Inlet features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
B-5.  Signs and Traffic Control 
 
Single Leg Sign - Point 
Digitize center of signpost. 
*Topology: Single Leg Sign features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Double Leg Sign 
Includes multileg signs and overhead signs. Digitize center of each leg. Cartographically label 
overhead signs "O/H." 
*Topology: Double Leg Sign features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Traffic Signal Pole - Point 
Digitize center of post. Do not show signals suspended over roads. 
*Topology: Traffic Signal Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
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Billboard - PolyLine 
Digitize across length of billboard at the base. Cartographically label "BB." 
*Topology: Billboard features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
Railroad Signal Pole - Point 
Lights along rural tracks to guide trains or warning lights near track intersections with roads.  
Digitize center of post. 
*Topology: Railroad Signal Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
B-6.  Utilities 
 
Power Pole - Point 
Utility pole from which power, telephone, or cable television lines are suspended. Digitize center 
of pole. Power pole has precedence over light pole if the pole has a dual purpose. Traffic signal 
pole has precedence over power pole.   
*Topology: Power Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, hydro feature, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Light Pole - Point 
Pole supporting a street light. If the pole has power lines also, digitize as a power pole. Digitize the 
center of the light pole. Do not differentiate between street lights and parking lot lights.   
*Topology: Light Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, sidewalk and 
slab. 
 
Yard Light - Point 
Very short lights, usually located around sidewalks at businesses or residences. Digitize center of 
light. 
*Topology: Yard Light features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slab. 
 
Transmission Tower - Polygon 
Large structure for supporting power lines across long distances. Digitize base of tower. 
*Topology: Transmission Tower features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Substation - Polygon
High-voltage units grouped together, usually within a fence. Digitize outline if not enclosed by 
fence. Show large structures within substations as miscellaneous structures.   
*Topology: Substations may overlap slabs, unpaved drives, and trails.  All other transportation 
features should not overlap Substation features. Do not show individual poles, pipes, or 
transformers within substation boundary. 
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Runway Light - Point 
Digitize center of visible runway and taxiway lights. Do not show reflectors. 
*Topology: Runway Light features can overlap any transportation feature, airfield feature, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Electric Box - Point 
Digitize center of structure. 
*Topology: Electric Box features can overlap any transportation feature, airfield feature, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Fire Hydrant - Point 
Digitize center of element. 
*Topology: Fire Hydrant features can overlap any transportation feature, airfield feature, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Manhole - Point 
A hole through which one can enter a sewer, conduit, etc. Digitize center of manhole. 
*Topology: Manhole features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slab. 
 
B-7.  Contours - PolyLine 
 


a. Rules for contours (general).  
 


(1)  Man-made structures that do not conform to the ground (e.g., buildings, retaining walls, 
bridges, etc.), should not be used during contour generation. Contour lines should pull cleanly 
across areas where there are a lack of points due to the presence of these man-made features. 
 


(2)  Active quarries, areas under construction, debris piles, and storage piles, should be 
encompassed with an area feature to indicate an area of “low confidence”. These are areas of 
constant change and the depiction of the contours may not be accurate to meet the required 
accuracy specifications. 
 


(3)  Contours should turn back on single-line streams and should cross double-wide streams as 
a straight line from shore to shore. 
 


b. Rules for depression contours. A depression is a contour that closes within the mapping 
limits such that the area enclosed by the contour is lower than the contour elevation. Depressions 
often occur around catch basins. If the contour turns back on a stream or ditch into a culvert or 
headwall, it is not a depression unless it closes on the other side of the culvert or headwall or under 
the road. 
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Index Contour 
Every fifth contour shall be annotated and shall be clearly distinguished from intermediate 
contours. If the contours are absolutely too close to pull indexes through, such as on a cliff or in a 
quarry, every fifth index is to be pulled through and the others are to drop cleanly. 
 
Hidden Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Indexes that are obstructed by dense vegetation shall be delineated as hidden index contours.  The 
guidelines for index contours apply to hidden index contours also. 
 
Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above. Follow the same guidelines as for index contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depression index obstructed by dense vegetation. Follow the same guidelines as for index 
contours. 
 
Index Contour Label (Special Request Only) - Annotation 
Label shall be placed on line of index contour in such a manner that the bottom of the number 
corresponds to the ground that is lower than the index elevation. 
 
Intermediate Contour 
Four intermediates exist between two index contours. Do not show any more or any less than four. 
Do not drop intermediate contours unless the indexes are less than 1/4 in. apart at map scale. 
 
Hidden Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Intermediate contour that is obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depressed intermediate contour obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours.   
 
*Topology: Contours should not overlap each other and should not dangle unless on the end of the 
mapping area. 
 
Spot Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Supplemental elevation used in conjunction with contour information. Spot elevations should be 
placed at the following points: 
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(1)  All road and/or railroad intersections. 
 


(2)  At each end of bridges on center line of road. 
 


(3)  At center line of roads above culverts. 
 


(4)  At the highest point of closed contour tops. 
 


(5)  At the lowest point of closed depressions, significant saddles, and quarries. 
 


(6)  At points visible through dense vegetation in obscured areas. 
 


(7)  Any necessary place such that in no place is there more than 2 in. (at map scale) between 
contours and/or spot elevations. 
 
Water Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Elevation of surface of water. Place at or near the center of the water body itself or the water body 
shown on the model. Do not show water elevations on single-wide creeks or ditches. 
 
B-8.  Manuscript Data 
 
Project Limit - Polygon 
Show the extents of the mapping area. Planimetric features and contours should end exactly upon 
this extent.  
 
Horizontal Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
 
Vertical Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
 
Control Point - Point 
Point used for both horizontal and vertical control. Place at coordinates and label if 
cartographically necessary. 
 
Control Point Annotation - Annotation 
List point number. North and east coordinate values are to be shown on horizontal points; 
elevations are to be shown on vertical points. Use commas. 
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Grid Tick - Point 
Place grid tick at grid line intersections (every 5 in. at map scale). Label outside of graphic detail 
such that each grid is labeled once. 
 
Grid Lines (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Place lines every 5 in. at map scale at even grid coordinates. End cleanly at match lines or neat 
lines. 
 
Grid Annotation - Annotation 
Place as appropriate. Use commas. 
 
Standard Border – Polygon/PolyLine 
Center border about graphic detail. Annotate if cartographically necessary the project, client name, 
scale, contour interval, map type, sheet number and index of all sheets, month of photography, and 
grid north. 
 


Section II 
Feature Depiction Specifications 


Nominal Scale:  100 Feet per Inch 
Target Scale Range:  80 to 160 Feet per Inch 


 
B-9.  Transportation 
 
Paved Road - Polygon 
Defined by edge of pavement, excluding paved shoulder or gutter.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Unpaved Road - Polygon 
Dirt or gravel road maintained as a thoroughfare. Unpaved roads are frequently found in rural 
areas or in suburban areas. Unpaved alleys are depicted as unpaved roads. Define by edge of 
graded surface or edge of tire wear lines, whichever is appropriate.  Also use unpaved road for un-
paved runways.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all rails in use. Show all sidings and spurs (tracks for storage, etc.). 
*Topology: Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
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Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be classified as Hidden Railroad.) 
 
Abandoned Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all abandoned railroads with tracks still intact and visible. Do not delineate 
old railroad grades with no tracks intact. 
*Topology: Abandoned Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the 
linear network. Abandoned Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be 
overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be 
classified as Hidden Abandoned Railroad.) 
 
Bridge - Polygon 
Structure erected over obstacle or depression. "Bridge" includes automotive bridges, railroad 
bridges, footbridges, and viaducts.   
*Topology: Continue all depictions across bridge, including edge of paved road, railroad and 
guardrail, if the item continues on the bridge.  Contours do not become generated over bridges as 
these are not bare earth features. 
 
Runway - Polygon 
Airport pavement used for takeoff, landing, or taxiing of airplanes. "Runway" also includes 
helipads. Unpaved runways shall be shown with unpaved road features. 
*Topology: Runway features cannot overlap other transportation features. Runway features may 
overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and 
elevated walkways.  
 
Retaining Wall - PolyLine
Fixed structure retaining earth located along thoroughfares. Digitize center line and for 
cartographic purposes, symbolize using tick patterns on high side of wall. 
*Topology: Retaining Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Trail (Vehicular) - Polygon 
Dirt passageway that is permanent in nature and wider than 6 ft. Trails are not maintained as well 
as dirt roads; field roads shall be shown with the collection of the edge the trail.   
*Topology: Trails should not overlap and should snap to all transportation features, structures 
and slabs. Trail features can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Concrete Barrier - PolyLine 
Short wall erected between traffic lanes. Digitize center line of barrier. 
*Topology: Concrete Barrier lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
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Paved Drive - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of pavement.   
Topology: paved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap paved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Unpaved Drive - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of gravel or dirt.   
Topology: Unpaved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap unpaved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Sidewalk - Polygon 
Show edges of all sidewalks, public or private. Sidewalk should not continue across paved drives 
unless it does so visibly on photography. Show steps (if requested) as miscellaneous structures. 
Topology: Unpaved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, structures, or 
slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap sidewalks. Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways. 
 
Path - PolyLine 
Visible, permanent dirt trail less than 6 ft wide, used commonly for bikes or pedestrian traffic.  
Digitize center line of path. 
*Topology: Path lines should snap to all transportation features that are polygonal in structure. 
Paths can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines 
can be classified as Hidden Path.) Paths should maintain connectivity through the length of the 
linear network. 
 
Guardrail - PolyLine 
Single- or double-sided box beam, corrugated steel, wooden, or cable guide rail. Guardrails are 
usually located in medians of roads or along road edges near hazards. Digitize center line of rail. 
*Topology: Guardrail lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
Paved Parking - Polygon 
Digitize edge of pavement of parking lot and parking lot islands.   
Topology: Paved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap paved parking. Can 
be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Unpaved Parking - Polygon 
Digitize edge of gravel or dirt edge. Do not show islands in unpaved parking lots.   
Topology: Unpaved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
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structures, or slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap unpaved parking. 
Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
B-10.  Structures 
 
 Building - Polygon 
"Building" includes residential or commercial trailers. Include covered porches, permanent 
overhangs, carport roofs, covered sidewalks, etc., as part of the building. Do not show common 
roof lines (e.g., between townhomes) or interior roof lines (e.g., dormers). Temporary structures 
are delineated as miscellaneous structures. Smokestacks are shown as buildings if freestanding. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
building features. 
 
Ruin or Under Construction Building - Polygon 
Delineate all visible building outlines, including foundation slabs or basement remains. Ruins 
other than buildings should be outlined. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
ruins or under construction building features. 
 
Dam - Polygon 
Barrier across river, creek, or swamp to regulate or obstruct water flow. Visible beaver dams large 
enough to affect water flow shall be outlined also. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
dam features. 
 
Cemetery - Polygon 
Delineate cemetery boundary. Do not show headstones or sidewalks. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap cemetery features. 
 
Tank - Polygon 
Outline public utility tanks and industrial storage tanks. Show small propane tanks only if used for 
a business.   
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
tank features. 
 
Silo - Polygon 
Cylindrical receptacle for farm product storage.  
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
silo features. 
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Fence - PolyLine 
Digitize center lines of all visible fences. Do not differentiate between fence and gate. If gate 
closes across road, pull fence across road. Do not show individual fence posts. 
*Topology: Fences should not overlap any structures. Fences can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Fence lines should maintain connectivity through 
the length of the linear network. 
 
Ornamental Wall - PolyLine 
Fixed structure of concrete or brick not used for retention of earth (if constructed of wood, 
delineate as fence). Digitize center line of wall. 
*Topology: Ornamental Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. Ornamental walls should not overlap any structures. 
 
Slab (Greater Than 8 ft × 8 ft) - Polygon 
Any miscellaneous concrete slab, such as a flagpole base or concrete around swimming pool.  
Also use slab for patio.   
*Topology: Slab features should not overlap transportation features, sidewalks or structures. 
Bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways may overlap slabs. 
 
Pool - Polygon
Digitize interior edge of concrete around in ground pools, and center line of walls in above ground 
pools. Also collect aeration pools in industrial areas. Pool has precedence over slab and sidewalk 
symbology. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
pool features. 
 
Flagpole - Point 
Digitize center of pole. Look for slab at base. 
*Topology: Flagpole features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
Broadcast Antenna - Point 
Radio or television tower. Digitize center of tower. 
*Topology: Broadcast Antenna features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Commercial Satellite Dish - Point 
Digitize center of commercial and private satellite dishes. Do not show satellite dishes on top of 
buildings.   
*Topology: Satellite Dish features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
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Miscellaneous Structure - Polygon 
Minor buildings (air conditioner, tool storage shed, loading dock, deck, structures within 
substations, etc.) 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
miscellaneous structure features. 
 
Miscellaneous Feature - PolyLine 
Items not classified as minor buildings, such as conveyors or crane tracks. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
miscellaneous features. 
 
Miscellaneous Circle - Point 
Unidentifiable circular item, such as gas filler cap. Digitize center of item. 
*Topology: Miscellaneous Circle features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Miscellaneous Square - Point 
Unidentifiable square item, such as a corrugated metal valve cover. Digitize center of item. 
*Topology: Miscellaneous Square features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Field Line (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
A change between plowed fields indicating a property line. Often apparent by a difference in crop 
or type of furrow. Digitize center line of rural field lines only. 
*Topology: Field Line features should not overlap any structures. Field Lines should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
Golf Course - Polygon 
Show outline of golf course. Do not digitize tees, greens, sand traps, or flags except upon special 
request. Show all paved and unpaved drives (cart paths) that are permanent in nature within the 
golf course. Show all hydrology and natural features within the golf course. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap golf course. 
 
Athletic Field - Polygon 
Show the outline of the athletic field. Show permanent basketball goals, football goal posts, etc., as 
miscellaneous posts. Do not show tennis court nets or posts for tennis court nets.   
Topology: Athletic Field features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Show paved or unpaved tracks as paved or unpaved drives. 
 
Debris (Greater Than 10 ft × 10 ft) - Polygon 
Scattered and unsorted material covering ground. Digitize outline of area. 
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*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Storage (Greater Than 10 ft × 10 ft) - Polygon 
Stacked material or piles of dirt, sand, gravel, salt, etc. Digitize outline of area. Outline junkyards 
as storage. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Quarry - Polygon 
Mining area.  No distinction is made between rock (consolidated) material mines and loose 
(unconsolidated) material mines.  Show natural features present within quarry.  Digitize quarry 
outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap 
quarry area. 
 
Area Under Construction - Polygon 
Digitize outline of entire area under construction. Show any roads under construction as unpaved 
roads. Digitize buildings under construction, and any feature that has been completed (e.g., curb or 
completed building). Do not show debris or storage within the area outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap area 
under construction. 
 
Pipeline - PolyLine 
Cross-country aboveground pipeline used for transportation of liquid, gas, or matter, usually found 
near industrial areas or public utilities plants. Digitize edge. Do not show supporting structures. Do 
not show pipes that do not touch the ground, such as between buildings. 
*Topology: Pipelines should not overlap any structures. Pipelines can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the 
length of the linear network. 
 
Underground Pipeline (Special Request Only)  
Digitize center line of apparent underground utility pipes. 
*Topology: Underground Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Levee - Polygon 
Earth wall for fluid retention, usually found along rivers or canals.  Digitize outline of levee. 
*Topology: Transportation features, fences and walls can overlap levees. Levees should not 
overlap structures. 
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Pier - Polygon 
Deck supported by posts extended over water. Digitize edge of pier. 
*Topology: Pier features can overlap hydro features. Pier features should not overlap piers. 
 
Riprap - Polygon 
Rocks placed along slopes to lessen erosion. Outline riprap area.   
*Topology: Riprap should not overlap hydro features. Riprap may overlap culverts and ditches. 
 
Jetty - Polygon 
Structure, usually earth or concrete, extended from shore to lessen erosion. Delineate any other 
features such as retaining walls or slabs. 
*Topology: Jetty features should not overlap hydro features, or structures. 
 
B-11.  Natural Features 
 
River - Polygon 
Navigable stream. Digitize shorelines. 
*Topology: Rivers should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
River features. Other hydro features should not overlap River features. 
 
Lake - Polygon 
A large inland body of water. Show man-made reservoirs as lakes. Digitize shoreline.  
*Topology: Lakes should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Lake features. Other hydro features should not overlap Lake features. 
 
Pond - Polygon 
A body of standing water much smaller than a lake, often man-made. Digitize shoreline.   
*Topology: Ponds should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Pond features. Other hydro features should not overlap Pond features. 
 
Swamp - Polygon 
Area of spongy, wet ground, usually harboring vegetation. Digitize any river, lake, pond, or creek 
outline within the swamp. Digitize outline of swamp. No distinction is made between a swamp, 
marsh, or inundated area.   
*Topology: Swamps should overlap vegetation, piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses 
may overlap Swamp features. Other hydro features that are polygonal should not overlap Swamp 
features. Linear hydro features should overlap Swamp features. 
 
Creek – Polygon/Polyline 
Non-navigable stream. Digitize shorelines of streams wider than 5 ft, and digitize center lines of 
streams narrower than 5 ft. 
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*Topology: Creeks should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Creeks. Other hydro features and vegetation should not overlap Creeks. Creeks should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the network. 
 
Tree Mass - Polygon 
Group of trees too close together to allow individual collection. Digitize edge of tree mass by 
following outline along the outer edge of the tree trunks.   
*Topology: Tree mass should not overlap any “double-wide” linear feature (e.g., vehicular trail, 
creek over 10 ft wide) or any railroad line, regardless of canopy spread.  Tree mass may overlap 
structures, single creeks, and fences. 
 
Tree – Point
Single tree over 10 ft tall. Digitize center of base of tree trunk. No distinction is made between 
deciduous and coniferous trees. 
*Topology: Tree points should not overlap any features, but may be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Brush 
Trees under 10 ft tall, tall weeds, or other vegetation usually found in unpopulated meadows, near 
forested areas, or near rivers or creeks. Outline brush only if it is dense enough to obscure ground.   
*Topology: Brush features should not overlap any features, but may be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
B-12.  Drainage Structures 


Culvert (Over 5 ft Wide) - PolyLine 
Pipe drain, usually located under roads or driveways. Digitize length of pipe from center of each 
end. Do not show culverts if cement headwalls are present. 
*Topology: Culvert lines may overlap riprap features, but snap to concrete headwall lines. 
 
Concrete Headwall - PolyLine 
Concrete on the end of a transverse drain or pipe culvert. Digitize the center lines of headwalls less 
than 10 ft long. Digitize outer edge of thicker and larger headwalls.   
*Topology: Concrete Headwall lines may overlap riprap features, but should snap to culvert lines. 
 
Paved Side Ditch - Polygon 
Digitize outer edge of paved ditch. Do not show water line inside ditch.   
*Topology: Paved Ditch features should not overlap any features, however bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways may overlap Paved Ditches. Cap ends or join cleanly with headwalls. 
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Catch Basin - Point 
Small rectangular or square drainage grate. Digitize center of catch basin. 
*Topology: Square Catch Basin features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
B-13.  Signs and Traffic Control 
 
Billboard - Point 
Digitize the center of each post of billboard. Cartographically label "BB." 
*Topology: Billboard features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and slabs. 
 
B-14.  Utilities 
 
Power Pole - Point 
Utility pole from which power, telephone, or cable television lines are suspended. Digitize center 
of pole. Power pole has precedence over light pole if the pole has a dual purpose. Traffic signal 
pole has precedence over power pole.   
*Topology: Power Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, hydro feature, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Transmission Tower - Polygon 
Large structure for supporting power lines across long distances. Digitize base of tower. 
*Topology: Transmission Tower features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Substation - Polygon
High-voltage units grouped together, usually within a fence. Digitize outline if not enclosed by 
fence. Show large structures within substations as miscellaneous structures.   
*Topology: Substations may overlap slabs, unpaved drives, and trails.  All other transportation 
features should not overlap Substation features. Do not show individual poles, pipes, or 
transformers within substation boundary. 
 
Light Pole - Point 
Digitize center of street lights along roads. Do not show lights in parking lots or yard lights.  
Show lone, large light poles also (such as stadium lights or large lights at ballfields).  
*Topology: Light Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, sidewalk and 
slab. 
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B-15.  Contours - PolyLine 
 
Index Contour 
Every fifth contour shall be annotated and shall be clearly distinguished from intermediate 
contours. If the contours are absolutely too close to pull indexes through, such as on a cliff or in a 
quarry, every fifth index is to be pulled through and the others are to drop cleanly. 
 
Hidden Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Indexes that are obstructed by dense vegetation shall be delineated as hidden index contours.  The 
guidelines for index contours apply to hidden index contours also. 
 
Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above. Follow the same guidelines as for index contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depression index obstructed by dense vegetation. Follow the same guidelines as for index 
contours. 
 
Index Contour Label (Special Request Only) - Annotation 
Label shall be placed on line of index contour in such a manner that the bottom of the number 
corresponds to the ground that is lower than the index elevation. 
 
Intermediate Contour 
Four intermediates exist between two index contours. Do not show any more or any less than four. 
Do not drop intermediate contours unless the indexes are less than 1/4 in. apart at map scale. 
 
Hidden Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Intermediate contour that is obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depressed intermediate contour obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours.    
*Topology: Contours should not overlap each other and should not dangle unless on the end of the 
mapping area. 
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Spot Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Supplemental elevation used in conjunction with contour information. Spot elevations should be 
placed at the following points: 


(1)  All road and/or railroad intersections. 


(2)  At each end of bridges on center line of road. 


(3)  At center line of roads above culverts. 


(4)  At the highest point of closed contour tops. 


(5)  At the lowest point of closed depressions, significant saddles, and quarries. 


(6)  At points visible through dense vegetation in obscured areas. 


(7)  Any necessary place such that in no place is there more than 2 in. (at map scale) between 
contours and/or spot elevations. 
 
Water Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Elevation of surface of water. Place at or near the center of the water body itself or the water body 
shown on the model. Do not show water elevations on single-wide creeks or ditches. 
 
B-16.  Manuscript Data 
 
Project Limit - Polygon 
Show the extents of the mapping area. Planimetric features and contours should end exactly upon 
this extent.  
 
Horizontal Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
 
Vertical Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
 
Control Point - Point 
Point used for both horizontal and vertical control. Place at coordinates and label if 
cartographically necessary. 
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Control Point Annotation - Annotation 
List point number. North and east coordinate values are to be shown on horizontal points; 
elevations are to be shown on vertical points. Use commas. 
 
Grid Tick - Point 
Place grid tick at grid line intersections (every 5 in. at map scale). Label outside of graphic detail 
such that each grid is labeled once. 
 
Grid Lines (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Place lines every 5 in. at map scale at even grid coordinates. End cleanly at match lines or neat 
lines. 
 
Grid Annotation - Annotation 
Place as appropriate. Use commas. 
 
Standard Border – Polygon/PolyLine 
Center border about graphic detail. Annotate if cartographically necessary the project, client name, 
scale, contour interval, map type, sheet number and index of all sheets, month of photography, and 
grid north. 
 


Section III 
Feature Depiction Specifications 


Nominal Scale:  200 Feet per Inch 
Target Scale Range:  180 to 320 Feet per Inch 


 
B-17.  TRANSPORTATION 
 
Paved Road - Polygon 
Defined by edge of pavement, excluding paved shoulder or gutter.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Unpaved Road - Polygon 
Dirt or gravel road maintained as a thoroughfare. Unpaved roads are frequently found in rural 
areas or in suburban areas. Unpaved alleys are depicted as unpaved roads. Define by edge of 
graded surface or edge of tire wear lines, whichever is appropriate. Also use unpaved road for 
unpaved runways.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
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Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all rails in use. Show all sidings and spurs (tracks for storage, etc.). 
*Topology: Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be classified as Hidden Railroad.) 
 
Abandoned Railroad – PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all abandoned railroads with tracks still intact and visible. Do not delineate 
old railroad grades with no tracks intact. 
*Topology: Abandoned Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the 
linear network. Abandoned Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be 
overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be 
classified as Hidden Abandoned Railroad.) 
 
Bridge - Polygon 
Structure erected over obstacle or depression. "Bridge" includes automotive bridges, railroad 
bridges, footbridges, and viaducts.   
*Topology: Continue all depictions across bridge, including edge of paved road, railroad and 
guardrail, if the item continues on the bridge.  Contours do not become generated over bridges as 
these are not bare earth features. 
 
Runway - Polygon 
Airport pavement used for takeoff, landing, or taxiing of airplanes. "Runway" also includes 
helipads. Unpaved runways shall be shown with unpaved road features. 
*Topology: Runway features cannot overlap other transportation features. Runway features may 
overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and 
elevated walkways.  
 
Retaining Wall - PolyLine
Fixed structure retaining earth located along thoroughfares. Digitize center line and for 
cartographic purposes, symbolize using tick patterns on high side of wall. 
*Topology: Retaining Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Trail - PolyLine 
Visible, permanent dirt passageway greater than 200 ft long. Digitize center line of trail. 
*Topology: Trails should not overlap and should snap to all transportation features, structures 
and slabs. Trail features can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Paved Drive Over 200 ft Long - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of pavement.   
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Topology: Paved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap paved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Unpaved Drive Over 200 ft Long - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of gravel or dirt.   
Topology: Unpaved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap unpaved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Commercial Paved Parking Over 200 ft Long - Polygon 
Digitize edge of parking lot; do not show parking lot islands.   
Topology: Commercial Paved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, 
sidewalks, structures, or slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap 
commercial paved parking. Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Commercial Unpaved Parking Over 200 ft Long - Polygon
Digitize edge of gravel or dirt edge. Do not show islands in unpaved parking lots.   
Topology: Commercial unpaved parking features should not overlap other transportation 
features, sidewalks, structures, or slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap 
commercial unpaved parking. Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Guardrail Over 200 ft Long - PolyLine 
Single- or double-sided box beam, corrugated steel, wooden, or cable guide rail. Guardrails are 
usually located in medians of roads or along road edges near hazards. Digitize center line of rail. 
*Topology: Guardrail lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
B-18.  Structures 
 
Building - Polygon 
"Building" includes residential or commercial trailers.  Include covered porches, permanent 
overhangs, carport roofs, covered sidewalks, etc., as part of the building.  Do not show common 
roof lines (e.g., between townhomes) or interior roof lines (e.g., dormers). Temporary structures 
are delineated as miscellaneous structures.  Smokestacks are shown as buildings if freestanding. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
building features. 
 
Trailer Park - Polygon 
Digitize edge of trailer park as apparent from lot location, property lines, and other clues. Show 
drives over 200 ft long.   
*Topology: Trailer Parks may overlap slabs, unpaved drives, and trails.  All other transportation 
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features should not overlap Trailer Parks. Do not show trailers within trailer parks; do show 
buildings within parks if present.   
 
Ruin or Under Construction Building - Polygon 
Delineate all visible building outlines, including foundation slabs or basement remains. Ruins 
other than buildings should be outlined. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
ruins or under construction building features. 
 
Tank - Polygon 
Public utility storage tank. Digitize edge of tank.  
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
tank features. 
 
Silo - Polygon 
Cylindrical receptacle for farm product storage.  
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
silo features. 
 
Dam - Polygon 
Barrier across river, creek, or swamp to regulate or obstruct water flow. Visible beaver dams large 
enough to affect water flow shall be outlined also. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
dam features. 
 
Cemetery - Polygon 
Delineate cemetery boundary. Do not show headstones or sidewalks. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap cemetery features. 
 
Fence - PolyLine 
Digitize center lines of visible back property line and cross-country fences. 
*Topology: Fences should not overlap any structures. Fences can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Fence lines should maintain connectivity through 
the length of the linear network. 
 
Ornamental Wall - PolyLine 
Fixed structure of concrete or brick not used for retention of earth. Digitize center line of walls 
over 20 ft long. Ornamental wall has precedence over fence or cemetery.   
*Topology: Ornamental Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. Ornamental walls should not overlap any structures. 
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Public Pool - Polygon 
Digitize interior edge of concrete around in-ground pools. Also use pool for aeration pools in 
industrial areas.   
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
pool features. 
 
Broadcast Antenna - Point 
Radio or television tower. Digitize center of tower. 
*Topology: Broadcast Antenna features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Miscellaneous Feature - PolyLine 
Items not classified as minor buildings, such as conveyors or crane tracks. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
miscellaneous features. 
 
Field Line (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
A change between plowed fields indicating a property line. Often apparent by a difference in crop 
or type of furrow. Digitize center line of rural field lines only. 
*Topology: Field Line features should not overlap any structures. Field Lines should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
Golf Course - Polygon 
Show outline of golf course only if not bounded by a fence. Do not digitize tees, greens, or sand 
traps except upon special request. Show all paved drives (cart paths) that are permanent in nature. 
Show all hydrology and natural features.  
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap golf course. 
 
Athletic Field - Polygon 
Outline field only if not depicted by fence. 
Topology: Athletic Field features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Show paved or unpaved tracks as paved or unpaved drives. 
 
Debris (Greater Than 20 ft × 20 ft) - Polygon 
Scattered and unsorted material covering ground. Digitize outline of area. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Storage - Polygon 
Stacked material or piles of dirt, sand, gravel, salt, etc. Digitize outline of area. Outline junkyards 
as storage. 
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*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Quarry - Polygon 
Mining area. No distinction is made between rock (consolidated) material mines and loose 
(unconsolidated) material mines. Show natural features present within quarry. Digitize quarry 
outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap 
quarry area. 
 
Area Under Construction - Polygon 
Digitize outline of entire area under construction. Show any roads under construction as unpaved 
roads. Digitize buildings under construction, and any feature that has been completed (e.g., curb or 
completed building). Do not show debris or storage within the area outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap area 
under construction. 
 
Pipeline - PolyLine 
Cross-country aboveground pipeline used for transportation of liquid, gas, or matter, usually found 
near industrial areas or public utilities plants. Digitize center line and do not show supporting 
structures. 
*Topology: Pipelines should not overlap any structures. Pipelines can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the 
length of the linear network. 
 
Underground Pipeline (Special Request Only) - Polyline 
Digitize center line of apparent underground utility pipes. 
*Topology: Underground Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Levee - Polygon 
Earth wall for fluid retention, usually found along rivers or canals. Digitize outline of levee. 
*Topology: Transportation features, fences and walls can overlap levees. Levees should not 
overlap structures. 
 
Commercial Pier - Polygon 
Deck supported by posts extended over water. Digitize edge of pier. Do not show private piers.   
*Topology: Pier features can overlap hydro features. Pier features should not overlap piers. 
 
Riprap (Over 20 ft x 20 ft) - Polygon
Rocks placed along slopes to lessen erosion. Outline riprap area.   
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*Topology: Riprap should not overlap hydro features. Riprap may overlap culverts and ditches. 
 
Jetty - Polygon 
Structure, usually earth or concrete, extended from shore to lessen erosion. Delineate any other 
features such as retaining walls or slabs. 
*Topology: Jetty features should not overlap hydro features, or structures. 
B-19.  Natural Features 
 
River - Polygon 
Navigable stream. Digitize shorelines. 
*Topology: Rivers should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
River features. Other hydro features should not overlap River features. 
 
Lake - Polygon 
A large inland body of water. Show man-made reservoirs as lakes. Digitize shoreline.  
*Topology: Lakes should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Lake features. Other hydro features should not overlap Lake features. 
 
Pond - Polygon 
A body of standing water much smaller than a lake, often man-made. Digitize shoreline.   
*Topology: Ponds should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Pond features. Other hydro features should not overlap Pond features. 
 
Swamp - Polygon 
Area of spongy, wet ground, usually harboring vegetation. Digitize any river, lake, pond, or creek 
outline within the swamp. Digitize outline of swamp. No distinction is made between a swamp, 
marsh, or inundated area.   
*Topology: Swamps should overlap vegetation, piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses 
may overlap Swamp features. Other hydro features that are polygonal should not overlap Swamp 
features. Linear hydro features should overlap Swamp features. 
 
Creek – Polygon/PolyLine 
Non-navigable stream.  Digitize shorelines of streams wider than 15 ft, and digitize center lines of 
streams narrower than 15 ft.   
*Topology: Creeks should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges, and overpasses may overlap 
Creeks. Other hydro features and vegetation should not overlap Creeks. Creeks should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the network. 
 
Tree Mass - Polygon 
Group of trees too close together to allow individual collection. Digitize edge of tree mass by 
following outline along the outer edge of the tree trunks.   
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*Topology: Tree mass should not overlap any “double-wide” linear feature (e.g., vehicular trail, 
creek over 15 ft wide) or any railroad line, regardless of canopy spread.  Tree mass may overlap 
structures, single creeks, and fences. 
 
B-20.  Drainage Structures 
Concrete Headwall - PolyLine 
Concrete on the end of a transverse drain or pipe culvert. Digitize the center of headwalls less than 
20 ft long. Digitize outer edge of thicker and larger headwalls.   
*Topology: Concrete Headwall lines may overlap riprap features, but should snap to culvert lines. 
 
Paved Ditch - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of paved ditch. Do not show water line inside ditch.   
*Topology: Paved Ditch features should not overlap any features, however bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways may overlap Paved Ditches. Cap ends or join cleanly with headwalls. 
 
B-21.  Utilities 
 
Power Pole - Point 
Utility pole from which power, telephone, or cable television lines are suspended. Digitize center 
of pole.   
*Topology: Power Pole features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, hydro feature, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Transmission Tower - Polygon 
Large structure for supporting power lines across long distances. Digitize base of tower. 
*Topology: Transmission Tower features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Substation Greater Than 20 ft × 20 ft - Polygon 
High-voltage units grouped together, usually within a fence. Digitize outline if not enclosed by 
fence.  Show large structures within substations as miscellaneous structures.   
*Topology: Substations may overlap slabs, unpaved drives, and trails. All other transportation 
features should not overlap Substation features. Do not show individual poles, pipes, or 
transformers within substation boundary. 
 
B-22.  Contours 
 
Index Contour 
Every fifth contour shall be annotated and shall be clearly distinguished from intermediate 
contours. If the contours are absolutely too close to pull indexes through, such as on a cliff or in a 
quarry, every fifth index is to be pulled through and the others are to drop cleanly. 
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Hidden Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Indexes that are obstructed by dense vegetation shall be delineated as hidden index contours.  The 
guidelines for index contours apply to hidden index contours also. 
 
Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above.  Follow the same guidelines as for index contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depression index obstructed by dense vegetation. Follow the same guidelines as for index 
contours. 
 
Index Contour Label (Special Request Only) - Annotation 
Label shall be placed on line of index contour in such a manner that the bottom of the number 
corresponds to the ground that is lower than the index elevation. 
 
Intermediate Contour 
Four intermediates exist between two index contours. Do not show any more or any less than four. 
Do not drop intermediate contours unless the indexes are less than 1/4 in. apart at map scale. 
 
Hidden Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Intermediate contour that is obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depressed intermediate contour obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours.   
*Topology: Contours should not overlap each other and should not dangle unless on the end of the 
mapping area.   
 
Spot Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Supplemental elevation used in conjunction with contour information. Spot elevations should be 
placed at the following points: 
 


(1)  All road and/or railroad intersections. 
 


(2)  At each end of bridges on center line of road. 
 


(3)  At center line of roads above culverts. 
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(4)  At the highest point of closed contour tops. 
 


(5)  At the lowest point of closed depressions, significant saddles, and quarries. 
 


(6)  At points visible through dense vegetation in obscured areas. 
 


(7)  Any necessary place such that in no place is there more than 2 in. (at map scale) between 
contours and/or spot elevations. 
 
Water Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Elevation of surface of water. Place at or near the center of the water body itself or the water body 
shown on the model. Do not show water elevations on single-wide creeks or ditches. 
 
B-23.  Manuscript Data 
 
Project Limit - Polygon 
Show the extents of the mapping area. Planimetric features and contours should end exactly upon 
this extent.  
 
Horizontal Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
 
Vertical Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
 
Control Point - Point 
Point used for both horizontal and vertical control. Place at coordinates and label if 
cartographically necessary. 
 
Control Point Annotation - Annotation 
List point number. North and east coordinate values are to be shown on horizontal points; 
elevations are to be shown on vertical points. Use commas. 
 
Grid Tick - Point 
Place grid tick at grid line intersections (every 5 in. at map scale). Label outside of graphic detail 
such that each grid is labeled once. 
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Grid Lines (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Place lines every 5 in. at map scale at even grid coordinates. End cleanly at match lines or neat 
lines. 
 
Grid Annotation - Annotation 
Place as appropriate. Use commas. 
 
Standard Border – Polygon/PolyLine 
Center border about graphic detail. Annotate if cartographically necessary the project, client name, 
scale, contour interval, map type, sheet number and index of all sheets, month of photography, and 
grid north. 
 


Section IV 
Feature Depiction Specifications 


Nominal Scale:  400 Feet per Inch 
Target Scale Range:  340 to 500 Feet per Inch 


 
B-24.  Transportation 
 
Paved Road - Polygon 
Defined by edge of pavement, excluding paved shoulder or gutter.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Unpaved Road - Polygon 
Dirt or gravel road maintained as a thoroughfare. Unpaved roads are frequently found in rural 
areas or in suburban areas. Unpaved alleys are depicted as unpaved roads. Define by edge of 
graded surface or edge of tire wear lines, whichever is appropriate. Also use unpaved road for 
unpaved runways.   
*Topology: Paved road features cannot overlap other transportation features. Paved road 
features may overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, 
overpasses and elevated walkways.  
 
Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of visible rails in use. Do not show sidings and spurs (tracks for storage, etc.). 
*Topology: Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be classified as Hidden Railroad.) 
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Abandoned Railroad - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of all abandoned railroads with tracks still intact and visible. Do not delineate 
old railroad grades with no tracks intact. 
*Topology: Abandoned Railroad lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the 
linear network. Abandoned Railroad lines can overlap transportation features and can be 
overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. (In some cases these lines can be 
classified as Hidden Abandoned Railroad.) 
 
Bridge - Polygon 
Structure erected over obstacle or depression. Digitize general shape of bridge. 
*Topology: Continue all depictions across bridge, including edge of paved road, railroad and 
guardrail, if the item continues on the bridge.  Contours do not become generated over bridges as 
these are not bare earth features. 
 
Runway - Polygon 
Airport pavement used for takeoff, landing, or taxiing of airplanes. "Runway" also includes 
helipads. Unpaved runways shall be shown with unpaved road features. 
*Topology: Runway features cannot overlap other transportation features. Runway features may 
overlap existing hydrographic features, and can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and 
elevated walkways.  
 
Retaining Wall - PolyLine
Fixed structure retaining earth located along thoroughfares. Digitize center line and for 
cartographic purposes, symbolize using tick patterns on high side of wall. 
*Topology: Retaining Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Paved Drive Over 400 ft Long - Polygon 
Defined by the edge of pavement.   
Topology: Paved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap paved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Unpaved Drive Over 400 ft Long - Polygon 
Edge of pavement of any kind has precedence over unpaved drive.  
Topology: Unpaved drive features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall features can overlap unpaved drive. Can be overlapped by 
bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Commercial Paved Parking Over 400 ft Long - Polygon 
Digitize edge of pavement of parking lot and parking lot islands.   
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Topology: Paved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap paved parking. Can 
be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
Commercial Unpaved Parking Over 400 ft Long - Polygon 
Digitize edge of gravel or dirt edge. Do not show islands in unpaved parking lots.   
Topology: Unpaved parking features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Retaining wall feature, curbs, and guardrails can overlap unpaved parking. 
Can be overlapped by bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways. 
 
B-25.  Structures 
 
Building - Polygon 
Digitize general shape of buildings over 40 ft x 40 ft. Do not show trailers at all. Visible 
smokestacks are shown as buildings if freestanding. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
building features. 
 
Ruin or Under Construction Building - Polygon 
Delineate all visible building outlines, including foundation slabs or basement remains. Ruins 
other than buildings should be outlined. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
ruins or under construction building features. 
 
Trailer Park - Polygon 
Digitize edge of trailer park as apparent from lot location, property lines, etc. Do not show trailers 
within trailer parks. Show drives over 400 ft long.   
*Topology: Trailer Parks may overlap slabs, unpaved drives, and trails.  All other transportation 
features should not overlap Trailer Parks. Do not show trailers within trailer parks; do show 
buildings within parks if present.   
 
Dam - Polygon 
Barrier across river, creek, or swamp to regulate or obstruct water flow. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
dam features. 
 
Tank - Polygon 
Public utility storage tank. Digitize edge of tank. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
tank features. 
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Silo - Polygon 
Large cylindrical receptacle for farm product storage.  
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
silo features. 
 
Cemetery - Polygon 
Delineate cemetery boundary only if not bounded by a fence line. Show paved drives over 400 ft 
long.   
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap cemetery features. 
 
Fence - PolyLine 
Digitize center lines of all visible cross-country fences.    
*Topology: Fences should not overlap any structures. Fences can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Fence lines should maintain connectivity through 
the length of the linear network. 
 
Ornamental Wall - PolyLine 
Fixed structure of concrete or brick not used for retention of earth. Digitize center line of walls 
over 40 ft long.   
*Topology: Ornamental Wall lines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. Ornamental walls should not overlap any structures. 
 
Broadcast Antenna - Point 
Radio or television tower. Digitize center of tower. 
*Topology: Broadcast Antenna features can overlap any transportation feature, sidewalk and 
slabs. 
 
Miscellaneous Feature - PolyLine 
Items not classified as minor buildings, such as conveyors or crane tracks. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
miscellaneous features. 
 
Field Line (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
A change between plowed fields indicating a property line. Often apparent by a difference in crop 
or type of furrow. Digitize center line of rural field lines only. 
*Topology: Field Line features should not overlap any structures. Field Lines should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the linear network. 
 
Golf Course - Polygon 
Show outline of golf course only if not bounded by a fence. Do not digitize tees, greens, or sand 
traps except upon special request. Show all paved drives (cart paths) that are permanent in nature 
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and over 400 ft long. Show all hydrology and natural features.  
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, and buildings can overlap golf course. 
 
Athletic Field - Polygon 
Outline field only if not depicted by fence. Show paved or unpaved tracks as paved or unpaved 
drives. 
Topology: Athletic Field features should not overlap other transportation features, sidewalks, 
structures, or slabs. Show paved or unpaved tracks as paved or unpaved drives. 
 
Debris - Polygon 
Scattered and unsorted material covering ground. Digitize outline of area. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features. 
 
Storage - Polygon 
Stacked material or piles of dirt, sand, gravel, salt, etc. Digitize outline of area. Outline junkyards 
as storage. 
*Topology: All features except for bridges, overpasses and elevated walkways should not overlap 
debris features.  
 
Quarry - Polygon 
Mining area. No distinction is made between rock (consolidated) material mines and loose 
(unconsolidated) material mines. Show natural features present within quarry. Digitize quarry 
outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap 
quarry area. 
 
Area Under Construction - Polygon 
Digitize outline of entire area under construction. Show any roads under construction as unpaved 
roads. Digitize buildings under construction, and any feature that has been completed (e.g., curb or 
completed building). Do not show debris or storage within the area outline. 
*Topology: Paved drives, unpaved drives, fences, buildings, and hydro features can overlap area 
under construction. 
 
Pipeline - PolyLine 
Cross-country aboveground pipeline used for transportation of liquid, gas, or matter, usually found 
near industrial areas or public utilities plants. Digitize center line and do not show supporting 
structures. 
*Topology: Pipelines should not overlap any structures. Pipelines can overlap all transportation 
features, cemeteries, bridges, and overpasses. Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the 
length of the linear network. 
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Underground Pipeline (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Digitize center line of apparent underground utility pipes. 
*Topology: Underground Pipelines should maintain connectivity through the length of the linear 
network. 
 
Levee - Polygon 
Earth wall for fluid retention, usually found along rivers or canals.  Digitize outline of levee. 
*Topology: Transportation features, fences and walls can overlap levees. Levees should not 
overlap structures. 
 
Riprap (Over 40 ft x 40 ft) - Polygon 
Rocks placed along slopes to lessen erosion. Outline riprap area.   
*Topology: Riprap should not overlap hydro features. Riprap may overlap culverts and ditches. 
 
Commercial Pier - Polygon 
Deck supported by posts extended over water. Digitize edge of pier. Do not show private piers.   
*Topology: Pier features can overlap hydro features. Pier features should not overlap piers. 
 
Jetty - Polygon 
Structure, usually earth or concrete, extended from shore to lessen erosion. Delineate any other 
features such as retaining walls or slabs. 
*Topology: Jetty features should not overlap hydro features, or structures. 
 
B-26.  Natural Features 
 
River - Polygon 
Navigable stream. Digitize shorelines. 
*Topology: Rivers should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
River features. Other hydro features should not overlap River features. 
 
Lake - Polygon 
A large inland body of water. Show man-made reservoirs as lakes. Digitize shoreline.  
*Topology: Lakes should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Lake features. Other hydro features should not overlap Lake features. 
 
Pond - Polygon 
A body of standing water much smaller than a lake, often man-made. Digitize shoreline.   
*Topology: Ponds should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Pond features. Other hydro features should not overlap Pond features. 
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Swamp - Polygon 
Area of spongy, wet ground, usually harboring vegetation. Digitize any river, lake, pond, or creek 
outline within the swamp. Digitize outline of swamp. No distinction is made between a swamp, 
marsh, or inundated area.   
*Topology: Swamps should overlap vegetation, piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses 
may overlap Swamp features. Other hydro features that are polygonal should not overlap Swamp 
features. Linear hydro features should overlap Swamp features. 
 
Creek - PolyLine 
Non-navigable stream. Digitize center lines of streams.  
*Topology: Creeks should overlap piers and boat houses. Bridges and overpasses may overlap 
Creeks. Other hydro features and vegetation should not overlap Creeks. Creeks should maintain 
connectivity through the length of the network. 
 
Tree Mass - Polygon 
Group of trees. Digitize edge of tree mass by following outline along the outer edge of the tree 
trunks. Tree mass lines cannot cross over  
*Topology: Tree Mass should not overlap any double-wide linear feature or any railroad line, 
regardless of canopy spread.   
 
B-27.  Drainage Structures 
 
Concrete Headwall - PolyLine 
Concrete on the end of a transverse drain or pipe culvert. Digitize the center line of visible 
headwalls. 
*Topology: Concrete Headwall lines may overlap riprap features, but should snap to culvert lines. 
 
Paved Ditch Over 40 ft Long - Polygon 
Digitize outer edge of paved ditch. Do not show water line inside ditch.   
*Topology: Paved Ditch features should not overlap any features; however bridges, overpasses 
and elevated walkways may overlap Paved Ditches. Cap ends or join cleanly with headwalls. 
 
B-28.  Utilities 
 
Transmission Tower - Polygon 
Large structure for supporting power lines across long distances. Digitize base of tower. 
*Topology: Transmission Tower features can overlap any transportation feature, structure, 
sidewalk and slab. 
 
Substation Greater Than 40 ft × 40 ft - Polygon 
High-voltage units grouped together, usually within a fence. Digitize outline if not enclosed by 
fence. Show large structures within substations as miscellaneous structures.   
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*Topology: Substations may overlap slabs, unpaved drives, and trails.  All other transportation 
features should not overlap Substation features. Do not show individual poles, pipes, or 
transformers within substation boundary. 
 
B-29.  Contours 
 
Index Contour 
Every fifth contour shall be annotated and shall be clearly distinguished from intermediate 
contours. If the contours are absolutely too close to pull indexes through, such as on a cliff or in a 
quarry, every fifth index is to be pulled through and the others are to drop cleanly. 
 
Hidden Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Indexes that are obstructed by dense vegetation shall be delineated as hidden index contours.  The 
guidelines for index contours apply to hidden index contours also. 
 
Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above.  Follow the same guidelines as for index contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Index Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depression index obstructed by dense vegetation. Follow the same guidelines as for index 
contours. 
 
Index Contour Label (Special Request Only) - Annotation 
Label shall be placed on line of index contour in such a manner that the bottom of the number 
corresponds to the ground that is lower than the index elevation. 
 
Intermediate Contour 
Four intermediates exist between two index contours. Do not show any more or any less than four. 
Do not drop intermediate contours unless the indexes are less than 1/4 in. apart at map scale. 
 
Hidden Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Intermediate contour that is obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
See C-7b above. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours. 
 
Hidden Depressed Intermediate Contour (Special Request Only) 
Depressed intermediate contour obstructed by dense vegetation, bridges, overpasses and elevated 
walkways. Follow the same guidelines as for intermediate contours.   
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*Topology: Contours should not overlap each other and should not dangle unless on the end of the 
mapping area. 
 
Spot Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Supplemental elevation used in conjunction with contour information. Spot elevations should be 
placed at the following points: 
 


(1)  All road and/or railroad intersections. 
 


(2)  At each end of bridges on center line of road. 
 


(3)  At center line of roads above culverts. 
 


(4)  At the highest point of closed contour tops. 
 


(5)  At the lowest point of closed depressions, significant saddles, and quarries. 
 


(6)  At points visible through dense vegetation in obscured areas. 
 


(7)  Any necessary place such that in no place is there more than 2 in. (at map scale) between 
contours and/or spot elevations. 


 
Water Elevation (Special Request Only) - Point 
Elevation of surface of water. Place at or near the center of the water body itself or the water body 
shown on the model. Do not show water elevations on single-wide creeks or ditches. 
 
B-30.  Manuscript Data 
 
Project Limit - Polygon 
Show the extents of the mapping area. Planimetric features and contours should end exactly upon 
this extent.  
 
Horizontal Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
Vertical Control Point - Point 
Place at coordinates and label if cartographically necessary. Show only if horizontal control is 
separate from vertical control. 
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Control Point - Point 
Point used for both horizontal and vertical control. Place at coordinates and label if 
cartographically necessary. 
 
Control Point Annotation - Annotation 
List point number. North and east coordinate values are to be shown on horizontal points; 
elevations are to be shown on vertical points. Use commas. 
 
Grid Tick - Point 
Place grid tick at grid line intersections (every 5 in. at map scale). Label outside of graphic detail 
such that each grid is labeled once. 
 
Grid Lines (Special Request Only) - PolyLine 
Place lines every 5 in. at map scale at even grid coordinates. End cleanly at match lines or neat 
lines. 
 
Grid Annotation - Annotation 
Place as appropriate. Use commas. 
 
Standard Border – Polygon/PolyLine 
Center border about graphic detail. Annotate if cartographically necessary the project, client name, 
scale, contour interval, map type, sheet number and index of all sheets, month of photography, and 
grid north. 
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CHAPTER 3 


Applications and Accuracy Standards 


3-1. Purpose. The purpose of this chapter is to align USACE mapping accuracy standards with 
the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) Positional Accuracy 
Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014), and to identify potential user positional 
accuracy “needs” (not “wants”) for common USACE applications. Traditionally within USACE, 
aerial mapping data have been acquired and developed according to either National Map 
Accuracy Standards (NMAS, Bureau of the Budget, 1947) or ASPRS Accuracy Standards for 
Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990).  Both of these standards pertain to graphic maps with a 
published scale and contour interval and are generally considered to be obsolete for modern 
mapping with digital cameras and LiDAR sensors. 


a. Map Standards Evolution. With digital maps, where map scales and contour intervals 
can easily be altered by hitting a zoom button but without improving accuracy, new accuracy 
standards were devised.  The National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA), published 
by the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC, 1998), ties accuracy to a defined value at 
ground scale, assuming all errors follow a normal error distribution; but the NSSDA does not 
specify threshold accuracy values as did the NMAS. Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data, 
published by the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP, 2004), and the ASPRS Guidelines, 
Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data, published by ASPRS (ASPRS, 2004), both use the 
NSSDA guidelines as their basis, again without accuracy thresholds, but they also provide 
alternative methods for accuracy testing for LiDAR data where errors do not necessarily follow a 
normal error distribution, as in vegetated terrain. In 2010, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
published its draft Lidar Guidelines and Base Specifications, V.13, embraced by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Procedure Memorandum No. 61 – Standards for 
Lidar and Other High Quality Digital Topography (FEMA, 2010), but FEMA also established 
multiple vertical accuracy thresholds of lower accuracies than the USGS minimum thresholds. 
In 2012 USGS published its Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012), and in 
2014, USGS tightened these standards with Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014). In 2014, ASPRS 
also published its Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) 
which provided horizontal and vertical accuracy thresholds for digital orthophotos, 
photogrammetric mapping, and LiDAR, including new LiDAR standards for Non-vegetated 
Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA). This chapter compares each 
of these accuracy standards, guidelines and/or specifications and summarizes procedures for 
testing and reporting according to these standards. 
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b. USACE Mapping Standards. Except for the addition of tables with English units, the 
USACE Accuracy Standards for Photogrammetry and LiDAR Mapping are identical to the 
ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) and replace 
the obsolete ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990). Tables are also 
provided for comparing the various accuracy thresholds with specific USACE applications. 


3-2. USACE Accuracy Standards for Photogrammetry and LiDAR Mapping. USACE has 
previously utilized the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990), but 
ASPRS and USACE recognize that those standards are essentially obsolete because they pertain 
only to maps with published map scale and contour interval.  Almost all mapping today is 
performed with digital cameras or LiDAR for which map scale and contour interval can be 
manipulated by clicking on a zoom button, but without any improvement in accuracy.  Since 
ASPRS published its Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps in 1990, the NSSDA (1998), 
NDEP (2004), and ASPRS (2004) standards and guidelines were developed for digital geospatial 
data, but without accuracy thresholds preferred by many.  FEMA (2010) established vertical 
accuracy thresholds, unique to floodplain mapping, using all technologies; and USGS 
(Heidemann, 2012, and Heidemann, 2014) both established standard vertical accuracy thresholds 
for LiDAR data only.  Until recently, little has been done to address accuracy standards for 
planimetric mapping and digital orthoimagery produced from digital metric cameras.  To address 
this need, the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 
2014), at Appendix C, were developed and have been endorsed by USACE for this Engineering 
Manual.  Aligned with ASPRS, 2014, the new USACE horizontal map accuracy standards for 
digital orthoimages, regardless of pixel size, include three standard levels: (1) for highest 
accuracy work, (2) for standard mapping and GIS work, and (3) for visualization and less 
accurate work. Whether digital geospatial data are orthophotos, planimetric data, or elevation 
data, the horizontal accuracy class is based on RMSEx, RMSEy and/or RMSEr (Table 3-1) and 
the vertical accuracy class is based on RMSEz (Table 3-2). Although ASPRS tables are totally 
metric, English units are equally applicable. Expanded tables are also provided below. 


Table 3-1 Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 


Horizontal 
Accuracy 


Class 


X-cm 


RMSEx and 
RMSEy 


cm) 


≤X 


Absolute Accuracy 


RMSEr 
(cm) 


Horizontal Accuracy at 
95% Confidence Level 


(cm) 


≤1.41*X ≤2.45*X 


Relative Accuracy 
Measures 


Orthoimagery Mosaic 
Seamline Mismatch 


(cm) 


≤ 2*X 
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Table 3-2 Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data 


Vertical 
Accuracy 


Class 


Absolute Accuracy Relative Accuracy (where applicable) 


RMSEz 
Non-


Vegetated 
(cm) 


NVA1 at 
95% 


Confidence 
Level 
(cm) 


VVA2 at 
95th 


Percentile 
(cm) 


Within-Swath 
Hard Surface 
Repeatability 


(Max Diff) 
(cm) 


Swath-to-Swath 
Non-Vegetated 


Terrain 
(RMSDz) 


(cm) 


Swath-to-Swath 
Non-Vegetated 


Terrain 
(Max Diff) 


(cm) 


X-cm ≤X ≤1.96*X ≤3.00*X ≤0.60*X ≤0.80*X ≤1.60*X 


a. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Orthoimagery. These standards do not 
associate product accuracy with the ground sample distance (GSD) of the source imagery. The 
relationship between the recommended RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class and the orthoimagery 
pixel size varies depending on the imaging sensor characteristics and the specific mapping 
processes used. The appropriate horizontal accuracy class must be negotiated and agreed upon 
between the end user and the data provider, based on specific project needs and design criteria.  
This section provides some general guidance to assist in making that decision.  Example tables 
are provided to show the following: (1) the general application of the horizontal accuracy 
standard and associated quality criteria in Table 3-1 as related to orthoimagery (see Table 3-3); 
(2) typical values associated with different levels of horizontal accuracy in metric units (see 
Table 3-4); and (3) typical values associated with different levels of horizontal accuracy in 
English units (see Table 3-5). 


1 Statistically, in non-vegetated terrain and elsewhere when elevation errors follow a normal distribution, 68.27% of errors are within 
one standard deviation (s) of the mean error, 95.45% of errors are within (2 * s) of the mean error, and 99.73% of errors are within 
(3 * s) of the mean error. The equation (1.9600 * s) is used to approximate the maximum error either side of the mean that applies 
to 95% of the values. Standard deviations do not account for systematic errors in the data set that remain in the mean error. 
Because the mean error rarely equals zero, this must be accounted for.  Based on empirical results, if the mean error is small, the 
sample size sufficiently large and the data is normally distributed, 1.9600 * RMSEz is often used as a simplified approximation to 
compute the NVA at a 95% confidence level. ASPRS encourages standard deviation, mean error, skew, kurtosis and RMSE to all 
be computed in error analyses in order to more fully evaluate the magnitude and distribution of the estimated error. 
2VVA standards do not apply to areas previously defined as low confidence areas and delineated with a low confidence polygon. If 
VVA accuracy is required for the full data set, supplemental field survey data may be required within low confidence areas where 
VVA accuracies cannot be achieved by the remote sensing method being used for the primary data set. 
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Table 3-3 Common Horizontal Accuracy Classes 


Horizontal Accuracy Class 
RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 


RMSEr 
(cm) 


Orthoimage Mosaic Seamline 
Maximum Mismatch (cm) 


Horizontal Accuracy at the 
95% Confidence Level (cm) 


0.625 0.9 1.25 1.5 
1.25 1.8 2.5 3.1 
2.5 3.5 5 6.1 
5 7.1 10 12.2 


7.5 10.6 15 18.4 
10 14.1 20 24.5 


12.5 17.7 25 30.6 
15 21.2 30 36.7 


17.5 24.7 35 42.8 
20 28.3 40 49.0 


22.5 31.8 45 55.1 
25 35.4 50 61.2 


27.5 38.9 55 67.3 
30 42.4 60 73.4 
45 63.6 90 110.1 
60 84.9 120 146.9 
75 106.1 150 183.6 


100 141.4 200 244.8 
150 212.1 300 367.2 
200 282.8 400 489.5 
250 353.6 500 611.9 
300 424.3 600 734.3 
500 707.1 1,000 1,223.9 


1,000 1,414.2 2,000 2,447.7 


(1) Non-Standard Highest Accuracy. Given current sensor and processing technologies for 
large and medium format metric cameras, an orthoimagery accuracy of 1-pixel RMSEx and 
RMSEy is considered achievable, assuming proper project design and best practices 
implementation.  This level of accuracy is more stringent by a factor of two than orthoimagery 
accuracies typically associated with the ASPRS 1990 Class 1 accuracies. Achieving the highest 
level of accuracy requires specialized consideration related to sensor type, ground control 
density, ground control accuracies and overall project design.  In many cases, this results in 
higher cost.  As such, the highest achievable accuracies may not be appropriate for all projects.  
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Many geospatial mapping projects require high resolution and high quality imagery, but do not 
require the highest level of positional accuracy.  This is particularly true for update or similar 
projects where the intent is to upgrade the image resolution, but still leverage existing DTM and 
ground control data that may originally have been developed to a lower accuracy standard. 


(2) Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples. Table 3-4 (metric units) and Table 3-5 (English 
units) provide general guidelines to determine the appropriate orthoimagery accuracy class for 
three different levels of geospatial accuracy.  Values listed as “Highest accuracy” specify an 
RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class of 1-pixel (or better) and are considered to reflect the highest 
tier accuracy for the specified resolution given current technologies; this accuracy class is 
appropriate when geospatial accuracies are of higher importance and when the higher accuracies 
are supported by sufficient sensor, ground control and DTM accuracies. Values listed as 
“Standard high accuracy” specify a 2-pixel RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class; this accuracy is 
appropriate for a standard level of high quality and high accuracy geospatial mapping 
applications and is equivalent to ASPRS 1990 Class 1 accuracies of the past. This level accuracy 
is typical of a large majority of existing USACE projects designed to legacy standards.  RMSEx 


and RMSEy accuracies of 3 or more pixels would be considered appropriate for “Lower accuracy 
- visualization” when higher accuracies are not needed. Users should be aware that the use of the 
symbol ≥ in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 is intended to infer that users can specify larger threshold values 
for RMSEx and RMSEy. The symbol ≤ in these tables indicate that users can specify lower 
thresholds at such time as they may be supported by current or future technologies. 
The orthoimagery pixel sizes and associated RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy classes presented in 
Tables 3-4 and 3-5 are largely based on experience with current sensor technologies and 
primarily apply to large and medium format metric cameras.  These tables are only provided as a 
guideline for users during the transition period to the new standard.  These associations may 
change in the future as mapping technologies continue to advance and evolve.  The final choice 
of both image resolution and final product accuracy class depends on specific project needs and 
is the sole responsibility of the end user; this should be negotiated with the data provider and 
agreed upon in advance. 
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Table 3-4 Digital Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples for Current Metric Large and Medium Format 
Cameras (Metric Units) 


Common 
Orthoimagery 


Pixel Sizes3 


Recommended 
Horizontal Accuracy 


Class  
RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 


Orthoimage 
RMSEx & RMSEy 
in terms of pixels 


Recommended use 


1.25 cm 
≤1.25 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 


2.5 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 
≥3.75 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


2.5 cm 
≤2.5 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 


5 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 
≥7.5 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


5 cm 
≤5 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
10 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥15 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


7.5 cm 
≤7.5 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
15 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥22.5 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


15 cm 
≤15 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
30 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥45 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


30 cm 
≤30 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
60 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥90 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


60 cm 
≤60 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
120 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥180 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


1 meter 
≤100 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
200 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥300 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


2 meter 
≤200 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
400 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥600 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


3 It should be noted that in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the 
horizontal accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD 
as acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel 
size.  In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying areas in 
order to ensure that the variation in GSD across the entire image does not significantly exceed the target pixel size. In all cases, the 
orthoimage mosaic seamline maximum mismatch is 2 x the value for RMSEx and RMSEy, and horizontal accuracy at the 95% 
confidence level is 2.4477 x the value for RMSEx and RMSEy. 
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Table 3-5 Digital Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples for Current Metric Large and Medium Format 
Cameras (English Units) 


Common 
Orthoimagery 


Pixel Sizes4 


Recommended 
Horizontal Accuracy 


Class  
RMSEx & RMSEy (inch) 


Orthoimage RMSEx 
& RMSEy in terms 


of pixels 
Recommended use 


1 inch 
≤1 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
2 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥3 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


2 inch 
≤2 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
4 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥6 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


3 inch 
≤3 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
6 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥9 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


4 inch 
≤4 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
8 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥12 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


6 inch 
≤6 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
12 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥18 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


9 inch 
≤9 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
18 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥27 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


12 inch 
≤12 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
24 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥36 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


24 inch 
≤24 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
48 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥72 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


36 inch 
≤36 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
72 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥108 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


4 It should be noted that in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the 
horizontal accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD 
as acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel 
size.  In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying areas in 
order to ensure that the variation in GSD across the entire image does not significantly exceed the target pixel size. In all cases, the 
orthoimage mosaic seamline maximum mismatch is 2 x the value for RMSEx and RMSEy, and horizontal accuracy at the 95% 
confidence level is 2.4477 x the value for RMSEx and RMSEy. 
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b. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Data. Table 3-6 (metric units) 
and Table 3-7 (English units) present 10 common horizontal accuracy classes for digital 
planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy planimetric data, and 
equivalent map scales per legacy National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS) and ASPRS 1990 
accuracy standards. In these tables, the values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only 
apply to imagery derived from common large and medium format metric cameras. The range of 
the approximate GSD of source imagery is only provided as a recommendation, based on the 
current state of sensor technologies and mapping practices. Different ranges may be considered 
in the future depending on future advances of such technologies and mapping practices. 


Table 3-6 Horizontal Accuracy/Quality Examples for High Accuracy Digital Planimetric Data (Metric Units) 


ASPRS 2014 Equivalent to map 
scale in 


Equivalent to 
map scale in 


NMAS 


Horizontal 
Accuracy 


Class RMSEx 
& RMSEy 


(cm) 


RMSEr 
(cm) 


Horizontal 
Accuracy at 


the 95% 
Confidence 
Level (cm) 


Approximate 
GSD of Source 
Imagery (cm) 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 1 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 2 


2.5 3.5 6.1 1.25 to 2.5 1:100 1:50 1:63 
5 7.1 12.2 2.5 to 5 1:200 1:100 1:127 


7.5 10.6 18.4 3.75 to 7.5 1:300 1:150 1:190 
10 14.1 24.5 5 to 10 1:400 1:200 1:253 
15 21.2 36.7 7.5 to 15 1:600 1:300 1:380 
20 28.3 49.0 10 to 20 1:800 1:400 1:507 
30 42.4 73.4 15 to 30 1:1,200 1:600 1:760 
60 84.9 146.9 30 to 60 1:2,400 1:1,200 1:1,521 


100 141.4 244.8 50 to 100 1:4,000 1:2,000 1:2,535 
200 282.8 489.5 100 to 200 1:8,000 1:4000 1:5,069 
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Table 3-7 Horizontal Accuracy/Quality Examples for High Accuracy Digital Planimetric Data (English Units) 


ASPRS 2014 Equivalent to map 
scale in 


Equivalent to 
map scale in 


NMAS 


Horizontal 
Accuracy 


Class RMSEx 
& RMSEy 


(inch) 


RMSEr 
(inch) 


Horizontal 
Accuracy at 


the 95% 
Confidence 
Level (inch) 


Approximate 
GSD of Source 
Imagery (inch) 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 1 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 2 


1 1.4 2.4 0.5 to 1.0 1:100 1:50 1:63 


2 2.8 4.9 1 to 2 1:200 1:100 1:127 


3 4.2 7.3 1.5 to 3 1:300 1:150 1:190 
4 5.7 9.8 2 to 4 1:400 1:200 1:253 
6 8.5 14.7 3 to 6 1:600 1:300 1:380 
9 12.7 22.0 4.5 to 9 1:900 1:450 1:570 
12 17.0 29.4 6 to 12 1:1,200 1:600 1:760 
24 33.9 58.7 12 to 24 1:2,400 1:1,200 1:1,521 
36 50.9 88.1 18 to 36 1:3,600 1:1,800 1:2,280 
60 84.9 146.9 30 to 60 1:6,000 1:3,000 1:3,800 


c. USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data. The USACE Vertical 
Accuracy Standards are identical to Vertical Data Classes from the ASPRS Positional Accuracy 
Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) at Appendix C which defines Non-
vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at the 95% 
confidence level and 95th percentile, respectively. High-density, irregularly-spaced elevation 
mass points in Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) are routinely produced from LiDAR point clouds.  
Uniformly-gridded (raster) Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are either interpolated from 
LiDAR mass points or compiled from stereo imagery.  Breaklines can be produced from either 
photogrammetry or lidargrammetry (explained in Chapter 6). Users should not assume that 
accuracy statistics will be the same whether testing a LiDAR point cloud, a LiDAR DTM with 
mass points and breaklines, or a raster DEM interpolated from the DTM; but the same accuracy 
standards may be applicable to each, depending upon which deliverable is to be tested. 
Table 3-8 (metric units) and Table 3-9 (English units) provide vertical accuracy examples and 
other quality criteria for ten common vertical accuracy classes; the “appropriate contour interval” 
is equivalent to ASPRS 1990 Class 1 contours where the contour interval is three times RMSEz. 
Table 3-10 (metric units) and Table 3-11 (English units) provide the same vertical accuracy 
classes with the recommended lidar Nominal Point Density (NPD) and Nominal Point Spacing 
(NPS) suitable for each of them. Contours other than “appropriate” for the tested RMSEz can be 
mapped or displayed so long as the distinction is clearly presented in the metadata. 
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(1) Accuracy Testing in Vegetated and Non-Vegetated Terrain.  Tables 3-8 and 3-9 list ten 
vertical accuracy classes for elevation data compiled from LiDAR, stereo photogrammetry or 
IFSAR, with different accuracy values for NVA and VVA.  The last two columns of these tables 
are relevant to LiDAR only, but the remaining columns are relevant to LiDAR, photogrammetry 
and IFSAR.  There is no mathematical link between LiDAR point density and LiDAR vertical 
accuracy although denser data tends to be more accurate because more points penetrate through 
vegetation to the ground, requiring less need for interpolation.  


(2) LiDAR Relative Accuracy Swath-to-Swath.  Performed prior to LiDAR point 
classification, relative accuracy swath-to-swath (rightmost column in Tables 3-8 and 3-9) is 
normally tested by preparing elevation difference maps (called Δz orthos or DZ orthos) produced 
by subtracting (single-return) elevations from one swath from (single-return) elevations from 
each overlapping swath and displaying the absolute value of elevation differences in colored 
elevation bands.  Single-returns are most likely ground points in open, non-vegetated terrain 
(ASPRS LAS Class 2). For the 5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class in Table 3-8, for example, the 
maximum difference is 8 cm. A DZ ortho might display all elevation differences (absolute 
values) of 4-cm or less in green, all absolute differences between 4-cm and 8-cm in amber, and 
all absolute differences greater than 8-cm in red. There should be no red, but if there is some red, 
the DZ ortho would highlight problem areas for reprocessing of data, with airborne GPS data 
being the primary cause for failure. DZ orthos can also be used to determine at what scan angle, 
less-accurate points from high scan angles should be classified as LAS Class 12 (overlap points) 
rather than LAS Class 2 (ground points). 


(3) LiDAR NPD and NPS. In Tables 3-10 and 3-11, NPD and NPS are geometrically 
inverse methods to measure the pulse density or spacing of a LiDAR collection. NPD is a ratio of 
the number of points to the area in which they are contained, and is typically expressed as pulses 
per square meter (ppsm or pts/m2). NPS is a linear measure of the typical distance between 
points and is most often expressed in meters. Although either expression can be used for any 
dataset, NPD is usually used for LiDAR collections with NPS <1, and NPS is used for those with 
NPS ≥1.  Both measures are based on all 1st (or last)-return LiDAR point data as these return 
types each reflect the number of pulses. Conversion between NPD and NPS is accomplished 
using the formulas: NPS = 1/√𝑁𝑃𝐷, and NPD = 1/NPS2. Although typical point densities are 
listed in these tables for specified vertical accuracies, users can select higher or lower point 
densities to best fit project requirements and complexity of surfaces to be modeled. For example, 
the National Enhanced Elevation Assessment (NEEA) specified Quality Level 1 (QL1) LiDAR 
as having the same vertical accuracy as QL2 LiDAR, but with higher point density of 8 pts/m2. 
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Table 3-8 Vertical Accuracy/Quality Examples for Digital Elevation Data (Metric Units) 


Vertical 
Accuracy 


Absolute Accuracy (cm) Relative Accuracy Max Diff (cm) 
(where applicable) 


RMSEz 
NVA VVA Appropriate Within-Swath Swath-to-Swath 


Class 


1-cm 


2.5-cm 


5-cm 


10-cm 


15-cm 


20-cm 


33.3-cm 


66.7-cm 


100-cm 


333.3-cm 


Non-
Vegetated 


1 


2.5 


5 


10 


15 


20 


33.3 


66.7 


100 


333.3 


at 95% 
Confidence 


Level 
2 


4.9 


9.8 


19.6 


29.4 


39.2 


65.3 


130.7 


196.0 


653.3 


at 95th 


Percentile 


3 


7.5 


15 


30 


45 


60 


100 


200 


300 


1,000 


Contour 
Interval 


3 


7.5 


15 


30 


45 


60 


100 


200 


300 


1,000 


Hard Surface 
Repeatability 


0.6 


1.5 


3 


6 


9 


12 


20 


40 


60 


200 


Non-Veg
 
Terrain
 


1.6 


4 


8 


16 


24 


32 


53.3 


106.7 


160 


533.3 


Table 3-9 Vertical Accuracy/Quality Examples for Digital Elevation Data (English Units) 


Vertical 
Accuracy 


Absolute Accuracy (inch) Relative Accuracy Max Diff (inch) 
(where applicable) 


RMSEz 
NVA VVA Appropriate Within-Swath Swath-to-Swath 


Class 


1-inch 


2-inch 


3-inch 


4-inch 


6-inch 


9-inch 


12-inch 


24-inch 


36-inch 


60-inch 


Non-
Vegetated 


1 


2 


3 


4 


6 


9 


12 


24 


36 


60 


at 95% 
Confidence 


Level 
2 


3.9 


5.9 


7.8 


11.8 


17.6 


23.5 


47.0 


70.6 


117.6 


at 95th 


Percentile 


3 


6 


9 


12 


18 


27 


36 


72 


108 


180 


Contour 
Interval 


3 


6 


9 


12 


18 


27 


36 


72 


108 


180 


Hard Surface 
Repeatability 


0.6 


1.2 


1.8 


2.4 


3.6 


5.4 


7.2 


14.4 


21.6 


36.0 


Non-Veg
 
Terrain
 


1.6 


3.2 


4.8 


6.4 


9.6 


14.4 


19.2 


38.4 


57.6 


96.0 
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Table 3-10 Examples for Vertical Accuracy and Recommended Lidar Point Density (Metric Units) 


Vertical 


Accuracy 


Class 


Absolute Accuracy 
Recommended 


Minimum NPD 


(pts/m2) 


Recommended 


Maximum NPS 


(m) 


RMSEz 


Non-Vegetated 


(cm) 


NVA 


at 95% Confidence 


Level (cm) 


1-cm 1 2.0 ≥20 ≤0.22 


2.5-cm 2.5 4.9 16 0.25 


5-cm 5 9.8 8 0.35 


10-cm 10 19.6 2 0.71 


15-cm 15 29.4 1 1.0 


20-cm 20 39.2 0.5 1.4 


33.3-cm 33.3 65.3 0.25 2.0 


66.7-cm 66.7 130.7 0.1 3.2 


100-cm 100 196.0 0.05 4.5 


333.3-cm 333.3 653.3 0.01 10.0 


Table 3-11 Examples for Vertical Accuracy and Recommended Lidar Point Density (English Units) 


Vertical 


Accuracy 
Class 


Absolute Accuracy 
Recommended 


Minimum NPD 
(pts/m2) 


Recommended 


Maximum NPS 
(m) 


RMSEz 


Non-Vegetated 


(inch) 


NVA 


at 95% Confidence 


Level (inch) 


1-inch 1 2.0 ≥16 ≤0.25 


2-inch 2 3.9 8 0.35 


3-inch 3 5.9 4 0.50 


4-inch 4 7.8 2 0.71 


6-inch 6 11.8 1 1.00 


9-inch 9 17.6 0.5 1.41 


12-inch 12 23.5 0.25 2.00 


24-inch 24 47.0 0.1 3.16 


36-inch 36 70.6 0.05 4.47 


60-inch 60 117.6 0.025 6.33 
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d. USACE Accuracy Testing/Reporting. Table 3-12 summarizes the recommended number 
of check points, based on project areas up to 2,500 km2 (approximately 965 mi2), for horizontal 
accuracy testing of orthoimagery and planimetrics, and for vertical and horizontal accuracy 
testing of elevation datasets.  For horizontal testing of areas >2500 km2, users should determine 
the number of additional horizontal check points, if any, based on criteria such as resolution of 
imagery and extent of urbanization.  For vertical testing of areas >2500 km2, add 5 additional 
vertical check points for each additional 500 km2 area. Each additional set of 5 vertical check 
points would include 3 check points for NVA testing and 2 for VVA testing.  The recommended 
number and distribution of NVA and VVA check points may vary depending on the importance 
of different land cover categories and user requirements. 


Table 3-12 Recommended Number of Check Points Based on Area 


Project Area 
(Square 


Kilometers) 


Horizontal Accuracy 
Testing of Orthoimagery 


and Planimetrics 


Vertical and Horizontal Accuracy Testing of Elevation Data 
sets 


Total Number of Static 
2D/3D Check Points 


(clearly-defined points) 


Number of Static 
3D Check Points 


in NVA5 


Number of Static 
3D Check Points 


in VVA 


Total Number of 
Static 3D Check 


Points 
≤500 20 20 5 25 


501-750 25 20 10 30 
751-1000 30 25 15 40 


1001-1250 35 30 20 50 
1251-1500 40 35 25 60 
1501-1750 45 40 30 70 
1751-2000 50 45 35 80 
2001-2250 55 50 40 90 
2251-2500 60 55 45 100 


(1) Horizontal Accuracy Testing/Reporting. The USACE performs horizontal accuracy 
testing and reporting of either digital orthophotos or planimetric data in accordance with the 
NSSDA described in section 3-3.c(3) and the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital 
Geospatial Data described in section 3-3.i(1).  Horizontal accuracy is tested by comparing the 
planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of the same points 
from an independent source of higher accuracy. A well-defined point represents a feature for 
which the horizontal position is known to a high degree of accuracy and position with respect to 
the geodetic datum.  For testing the horizontal accuracy of digital orthophotos, these well


5 Although vertical check points are normally not well defined, where feasible, the horizontal accuracy of lidar data sets should be 
tested by surveying approximately half of all NVA check points at the ends of paint stripes or other point features that are visible and 
can be measured on lidar intensity returns. 
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defined points must also be clearly photo-identifiable on the image, and it is highly desirable that 
well-defined point features have 90° corners oriented in a north-south and east-west direction so 
as to minimize the effects of saw-toothed pixelization that occurs when edges are at a 45° angle, 
for example. The check points that will be used for accuracy testing must be collected separately 
from the data to be tested and must not be used as control or as any part of the production 
procedures. A minimum of 20 check points shall normally be tested, distributed to reflect the 
geographic area of interest and the distribution of error in the dataset. When 20 points are tested, 
the 95% confidence level allows one point to fail the threshold given in product specifications. 
Check points may be distributed more densely in the vicinity of important features and more 
sparsely in areas that are of little or no interest. For a dataset covering a rectangular area that is 
believed to have uniform positional accuracy, check points may be distributed so that points are 
spaced at intervals of at least 10 percent of the diagonal distance across the dataset and at least 
20 percent of the points are located in each quadrant of the dataset. For small project areas, 
fewer than 20 check points may be used if the survey cost for the check points exceeds 20% of 
the cost of the dataset being tested. Compute RMSEx and RMSEy separately; then RMSEr = the 
square root of (RMSEx


2 + RMSEy
2) and Accuracyr = RMSEr * 1.7308. Report horizontal 


accuracy as: 


Tested __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level 


(a) Example of Horizontal Accuracy Testing Spreadsheet.  Table 3-13 is an example of a 
spreadsheet used to compute the horizontal accuracy statistics for digital orthophotos with 3-inch 
pixels to determine if they satisfy (ASPRS, 2014) standard high accuracy (see Table 3-5). The 
terms in Table 3-13 are defined as follows: 


x and y = horizontal coordinates in Easting and Northing, respectively, of clearly defined 
points that are photo-identifiable on the orthoimagery and also surveyed relative to 
Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) for independent QA/QC check points 


Δx = discrepancy in Easting = x coordinate on orthophoto minus x coordinate of check point 


Δy = discrepancy in Northing = y coordinate on orthophoto minus y coordinate of check point 


Δx2 and Δy2 = discrepancies squared 


MSE = the mean of the sum of the discrepancies squared 


RMSEx, RMSEy, RMSEr = root mean square error in x, y and radially (both x and y) 


Accuracyr = horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level per NSSDA procedures 
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Table 3-13. Spreadsheet for Horizontal Accuracy Testing of 3” Standard High Accuracy Orthophotos 


(b) Explanation of Example Horizontal Accuracy Test Data. The numbers in violet at the 
bottom of Table 3-13 list the RMSExy, RMSEr and Accuracyr (horizontal accuracy at 95% 
confidence levels) standards for standard high accuracy orthophotos with 3-inch pixels (see 
Table 3-5). The numbers in orange are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of 20 surveyed 
QA/QC check points. The numbers in blue are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of these 
photo-identifiable check points as measured on the digital orthophotos. The numbers in pink 
show the discrepancies between the orthophoto coordinates and the check point coordinates, and 
the numbers in yellow show those discrepancies squared. Beneath the yellow columns are the 
sums of the 20 squared discrepancies in x and y coordinates and the mean square errors (MSE) in 
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x and y coordinates, i.e., the MSE in RMSE prior to taking the square root. The numbers in 
green show the final RMSEx and RMSEy values as well as the RMSEr = 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥2 + 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑦2. 
Lastly, also in green, the horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Accuracyr per the 
NSSDA) is computed as 1.7308 * RMSEr. For this example project, because all of the values 
highlighted in green are better than the standard high accuracy thresholds for those values 
(shown in violet), this project passes the required standard.  The horizontal accuracy of these 
digital orthophotos should thus be reported in the metadata as follows: 


Tested 0.744 feet horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Testing/Reporting. Because of minimal additional effort to do so, the 
USACE performs vertical accuracy testing and reporting of LiDAR point clouds, DTMs and/or 
DEMs from LiDAR, IFSAR or photogrammetry consistent with both common methodologies: 
(1) to compute Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy 
(VVA) consistent with the ASPRS, 2014 Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial 
Data; and (2) to compute Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA), Consolidated Vertical 
Accuracy (CVA) and Supplemental Vertical Accuracies (SVA) consistent with USGS and 
FEMA procedures explained in Section 3-3 d (2) below. The spreadsheet for vertical accuracy 
testing of digital elevation data initially looks similar to that in Table 3-13, with three exceptions: 
(1) there are no double columns for x and y coordinates, Δx, Δy, Δx2 and Δy2 values, but only 
single columns for z coordinates, Δz and Δz2 values; (2) rather than testing 20 horizontal check 
points, elevation data are tested with (normally not photo-identifiable) check points in each of 
the major land cover categories being tested, i.e., a total of 100 vertical check point when five 
land cover categories are tested for an area of 965 square miles, for example; and (3) an 
additional column is added for the absolute values of the Δz values for computing CVA, SVA, 
and VVA values which are based on the 95th percentile statistics that require absolute values. 
Pass/fail parameters should include NVA and VVA when ASPRS, 2014 vertical accuracy classes 
are specified, and/or pass/fail parameters should include FVA and CVA when USGS or FEMA 
specifications are used.  Either one or the other approach should be specified in the Scope of 
Work, but there are benefits to documenting all forms of vertical accuracy statistics in the 
metadata as will be demonstrated in the example below. 


(a) Example of Vertical Accuracy Testing Statistics. The actual elevation dataset tested in 
this section was produced by Dewberry to the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 
(Heidemann, 2012) requiring FVA of 24.5-cm (RMSEz of 12.5-cm in open terrain); CVA of 
36.3-cm, and SVA target values of 36.3-cm in each of five land cover categories.  Figure 3-1 
plus Tables 3-14 and 3-15 refer to this elevation dataset with 100 vertical check points, 20 each 
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in five major land cover categories: (1) open terrain (dirt, sand, rock, short grass); (2) urban 
terrain (concrete and asphalt surfaces); (3) weeds and crops; (4) brush lands; and (5) fully 
forested.  Figure 3-1 shows the error histogram resulting from these 100 check points; this 
histogram shows an outlier of 49-cm in weeds and crops and a larger outlier of 70-cm in the fully 
forested land cover category.  The remaining 98 elevation error values appear to approximate a 
normal error distribution with a mean error close to zero.  Table 3-14 lists all the traditional 
accuracy statistics for this example dataset.  Per NDEP guidelines, and to comply with USGS 
V1.0 specifications (Heidemann, 2012), Table 3-15 computes the FVA, SVA and CVA statistics 
for elevation datasets where errors do not all follow a normal distribution, as in this example, and 
compares 95th percentile statistics with Accuracyz, the NSSDA’s method for estimating vertical 
accuracy at the 95% confidence level based on RMSEz * 1.9600 (when assuming errors follow a 
normal distribution).  Table 3-16 consolidates these same statistics from Table 3-14 to compute 
NVA and VVA values to comply with ASPRS, 2014 standards. 


Figure 3-1.  Error histogram of the example elevation dataset, showing two outliers in vegetated areas. 
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Table 3-14. Traditional Accuracy Statistics for the Example Elevation Dataset 


Land 
Cover 
Category 
Open 
Terrain 
Urban 
Terrain 
Weeds & 
Crops 
Brush 
Lands 
Fully 
Forested 
Consoli
dated 


# of 
Check 
Points 


20 


20 


20 


20 


20 


100 


Min. 
(m) 


-0.10 


-0.15 


-0.13 


-0.10 


-0.13 


-0.15 


Max. 
(m) 


0.08 


0.11 


0.49 


0.17 


0.70 


0.70 


Mean 
(m) 


-0.02 


0.01 


0.02 


0.04 


0.03 


0.02 


Mean 
Absolute 


(m) 


0.04 


0.06 


0.08 


0.06 


0.10 


0.07 


Median 
(m) 


0.00 


0.02 


-0.01 


0.04 


0.00 


0.01 


Skew 


-0.19 


-0.84 


2.68 


-0.18 


3.08 


3.18 


Kurtosis 


-0.64 


0.22 


9.43 


-0.31 


11.46 


17.12 


Std Dev 
(m) 


0.05 


0.07 


0.13 


0.07 


0.18 


0.11 


RMSEz 
(m) 


0.05 


0.07 


0.13 


0.08 


0.17 


0.11 


Table 3-15.  Comparison of NSSDA and NDEP Accuracy Statistics with USGS V1.0 Requirements 


Open Terrain 


Land Cover 
Category 


0.10m 


NSSDA’s Accuracyz at 
95% confidence level 


based on RMSEz x 1.96 
0.10m 


NDEP’s FVA, plus 
SVAs and CVA based 
on the 95th Percentile 


FVA 


NDEP/USGS 
Accuracy 


Term 
0.245m 


USGS Lidar Base 
Specification V1.0 


Requirements 


Urban Terrain 0.14m 0.13m SVA 0.363m 
Weeds & Crops 0.25m 0.15m SVA 0.363m 
Brush Lands 0.16m 0.14m SVA 0.363m 
Fully Forested 0.33m 0.21m SVA 0.363m 
Consolidated 0.22m 0.13m CVA 0.363m 


Table 3-16.  Further Comparison of FVA, SVA and CVA with ASPRS NVA and VVA Statistics 


Land Cover 
Category 


Open Terrain 
Urban Terrain 
Weeds & Crops 
Brush Lands 
Fully Forested 
Consolidated 


NSSDA’s Accuracyz at 
95% confidence level 


based on RMSEz x 1.96 
0.10m 
0.14m 
0.25m 
0.16m 
0.33m 
0.22m 


NDEP’s FVA, plus 
SVAs and CVA based 
on the 95th Percentile 


0.10m 
0.13m 
0.15m 
0.14m 
0.21m 
0.13m 


NDEP/USGS 
Accuracy 


Term 


ASPRS 
Vertical 


Accuracy 
FVA 


0.12m 
SVA 
SVA 


0.167m SVA 
SVA 
CVA N/A 


ASPRS 
Accuracy 


Term 


NVA 


VVA 


N/A 
(b) Explanation of Example Vertical Accuracy Test Data. The two outliers shown in Figure 


3-1, typical for LiDAR datasets, are the very reason why the NDEP initially developed SVA and 
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CVA procedures based on 95th percentile values as opposed to the NSSDA procedure which 
assumes all errors follow a normal error distribution and computes vertical accuracy at the 95% 
confidence level (Accuracyz) as RMSEz * 1.9600.  ASPRS (2014) also uses the 95th percentile to 
compute VVA for the very same reason.  The rightmost column of Table 3-14 shows how these 
two outliers would unfairly skew the RMSEz values for weeds & crops and fully forested if these 
RMSEz values were multiplied by 1.9600 to estimate vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence 
level per NSSDA procedures. If the RMSEz of 25-cm for weeds & crops was multiplied by 1.96 
to estimate vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level in weeds and crops, the result would be 
49-cm, exceeding the 36.3-cm standard; and if the RMSEz of 33-cm for fully forested was 
multiplied by 1.96, the result would be 65-cm, again exceeding the 36.3-cm standard.  The same 
is true if multiplying the consolidated RMSEz of 22-cm by 1.96; the entire dataset would have 
unfairly failed because of a few outliers that often occur in dense vegetation, normally beyond 
the control of the data provider.  However, because the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 
1.0 correctly specified FVA (based on 1.9600 * RMSEz in open terrain only), plus SVA and 
CVA based on 95th percentile values, the dataset passed – as it should.  The ASPRS, 2014 
standards provide additional guidance on (1) the selection and distribution of QA/QC check 
points, (2) on the treatment of “low confidence areas,” and (3) on analysis of vertical accuracy 
statistics. The vertical accuracy of this example LiDAR dataset would be reported in the 
metadata by one or both of the following methods: 


When the SOW was based on USGS or FEMA specifications or standards: 


Tested 0.10 meter Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) at 95 percent confidence level in 
open terrain using RMSEz * 1.9600 


Tested 0.13 meter Consolidated Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in all land cover
 
categories combined
 


Tested 0.13 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in urban terrain 
areas 


Tested 0.15 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in weeds and 
crops 


Tested 0.14 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in brush land 
areas 


Tested 0.21 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in fully forested 
areas 
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When the SOW was based on ASPRS, 2014 standards: 


Tested 0.12 meter Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) at 95 percent confidence level 
using RMSEz * 1.9600 


Tested 0.167 meter Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at 95th percentile 


(c) Low Confidence Areas. For stereo-compiled elevation data sets, photogrammetrists 
should capture two-dimensional closed polygons for Low Confidence Areas where the bare-earth 
DTM may not meet the overall data accuracy requirements. Because photogrammetrists cannot 
see the ground in stereo beneath dense vegetation, in deep shadows or where the imagery is 
otherwise obscured, reliable data cannot be collected in those areas. Traditionally, contours 
within these obscured areas would be published as dashed contour lines. A compiler should 
make the determination as to whether the data being digitized is within NVA and VVA 
accuracies or not; areas not delineated by an obscure area polygon are presumed to meet 
accuracy standards. The extent of photogrammetrically derived obscure area polygons and any 
assumptions regarding how NVA and VVA accuracies apply to the photogrammetric data set 
must be clearly documented in the metadata. Low Confidence Areas also occur with lidar and 
IFSAR where heavy vegetation causes poor penetration of the lidar pulse or radar signal. ASPRS 
recommends that Low Confidence Areas for lidar be required and delivered as two-dimensional 
(2D) polygons based on the following four criteria: (1) nominal ground point density (NGPD); 
(2) cell size for the raster analysis; (3) search radius to determine average ground point densities; 
and (4) minimum size area appropriate to aggregate ground point densities and show a 
generalized Low Confidence Area (minimum mapping unit). Specific details on Low Confidence 
Areas are provided in Appendix C of these USACE standards, specifically Annex C, Section C.8 
of the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data. 


e. Comparison with Prior Standards. Table 3-17 presents common horizontal accuracy 
classes for digital planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy 
planimetric data, and equivalent map scales per legacy NMAS and ASPRS 1990 accuracy 
standards. The values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only apply to imagery derived 
from common large and medium format metric cameras. The range of the approximate GSD of 
source imagery is only provided as a recommendation, based on the current state of sensor 
technologies and mapping practices. Different ranges may be considered in the future depending 
on future advances of such technologies and mapping practices. 
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Table 3-17 Comparison of ASPRS 2014 horizontal accuracy standards with legacy standards 


ASPRS 2014 Equivalent to map 
scale in 


Equivalent to 
map scale in 


NMAS 


Horizontal 
Accuracy 


Class RMSEx 
and RMSEy 


(cm) 


RMSEr 


(cm) 


Horizontal 
Accuracy at 


the 95% 
Confidence 
Level (cm) 


Approximate 
GSD of Source 
Imagery (cm) 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 1 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 2 


1.25 1.8 3.1 0.625 to 1.25 1:50 1:25 1:32 


2.5 3.5 6.1 1.25 to 2.5 1:100 1:50 1:63 


5 7.1 12.2 2.5 to 5 1:200 1:100 1:127 
10 14.1 24.5 5 to 10 1:400 1:200 1:253 
20 28.3 49.0 10 to 20 1:800 1:400 1:507 
30 42.4 73.4 15 to 30 1:1,200 1:600 1:760 
60 84.9 146.9 30 to 60 1:2,400 1:1,200 1:1,521 


100 141.4 244.8 50 to 100 1:4,000 1:2,000 1:2,535 
200 282.8 489.5 100 to 200 1:8,000 1:4,000 1:5,069 
500 707.1 1,223.9 250 to 500 1:20,000 1:10,000 1:21,122 


1,000 1414.2 2,447.7 500 to 1,000 1:40,000 1:20,000 1:42,244 


Tables 3-4 through 3-11 of these USACE standards provide threshold values for assessing the 
horizontal and vertical accuracy of digital geospatial data at the 95% confidence levels as a 
function of pixel size for digital orthophotos; map scale and ground sample distance (GSD) of 
source imagery for planimetric mapping; and RMSEz and point density for LiDAR data.  
Contrary to film camera technology discussed in Chapter 4, USACE does not specify “best 
practice” parameters for digital technology because modern digital sensors all provide greater 
flexibility and options for achieving required results.  USACE policy is to specify required 
deliverables and acceptance criteria without specifying how those deliverables are to be 
produced. 


3-3. Lineage of Map Accuracy Standards. The lineage and evolution of map accuracy standards 
is described in the sections below. Map accuracy standards that are discussed due to their impact 
on photogrammetry and LiDAR include: 


a. National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS, 1947). The NMAS was published by the 
Bureau of the Budget in 1947 and for a half century provided simple criteria for assessing the 
horizontal and vertical accuracy of maps published with a defined map scale and contour 
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interval. The NMAS pertained to relative accuracy because absolute accuracy was virtually 
undeterminable prior to the advent of GPS technology and a geocentric datum. 


(1) Horizontal Accuracy. The NMAS defines the horizontal Circular Map Accuracy 
Standard (CMAS), as follows: “For maps on publication scales larger than 1:20,000, not more 
than 10 percent of the points tested shall be in error by more than 1/30 inch, measured on the 
publication scale; for maps on publication scales of 1:20,000 or smaller, the error shall not 
exceed 1/50 inch.  These limits of accuracy shall apply in all cases to positions of well-defined 
points only.  Well-defined points are those that are easily visible or recoverable on the ground, 
such as the following: monuments or markers, such as bench marks, property boundary 
monuments; intersections of roads, railroads, etc.; corners of large buildings or structures (or 
center points of small buildings), etc. In general, what is well defined will be determined by 
what is plottable on the scale of the map within 1/100 inch.” Table 3-18 provides horizontal 
Circular Map Accuracy Standards for common published map scales where CE90 equals circular 
error at the 90% confidence level. Circular error is the same as radial error. 


(2) Vertical Accuracy. The NMAS defines the Vertical Map Accuracy Standard (VMAS), 
as follows:  “Vertical accuracy, as applied to contour maps on all publication scales, shall be 
such that not more than 10 percent of the elevations tested shall be in error more than one-half 
the contour interval.  In checking elevations taken from the map, the apparent vertical error may 
be decreased by assuming a horizontal displacement within the permissible horizontal error for a 
map of that scale.”  Table 3-19 provides Vertical Map Accuracy Standards for common contour 
intervals where LE90 equals linear error at the 90% confidence level. 


Table 3-18. NMAS Horizontal Accuracy Standards Table 3-19. NMAS Vertical Accuracy
 
for Common Map Scales Standards for Common Contour Intervals
 


Map Scale 


1” = 50’ 
1” = 100’ 
1” = 200’ 
1” = 400’ 


Scale Ratio 


1:600 
1:1,200 
1:2,400 
1:4,800 


CMAS CE90 
(Feet) 
1.67 
3.33 
6.67 
13.33 


1 


Contour Interval 
(Feet) 


0.5 


VMAS LE90 (Feet) 


2 1.0 
4 2.0 
5 2.5 


(3) Accuracy Testing/Reporting. The NMAS states “The accuracy of any map may be 
tested by comparing the positions of points whose locations or elevations are shown upon it with 
corresponding positions as determined by surveys of a higher accuracy.  Tests shall be made by 
the producing agency, which shall also determine which of its maps are to be tested, and the 
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extent of the testing.”  Maps that meet NMAS accuracy requirements note this in their legend 
with the statement: “This map complies with National Map Accuracy Standards.” If a published 
map does not meet NMAS standards, then all mention of accuracy is omitted from the map 
legend.  Additionally, since NMAS is tied to the scales of published maps, the legend must 
specify if the map is an enlargement of another published map with a statement such as “This 
map is an enlargement of a 1:24,000-scale published map.” 


(4) NMAS Points to Remember. The NMAS remains relevant only for testing and reporting 
the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour 
interval.  For large-scale maps used by USACE, NMAS horizontal accuracy reports circular 
(radial) error at the 90% confidence level (CE90), based on 1/30th inch at publication scale. 
NMAS vertical accuracy reports linear error at the 90% confidence level (LE90), based on one-
half the contour interval. The NMAS makes no assumptions regarding a normal error 
distribution. 


b. ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS 1990). These standards 
define accuracy at ground scale, whereas NMAS defines accuracy at map scale. Although 
thresholds are defined for Class 1 maps, these standards also allow for maps with lower spatial 
accuracies. “Maps compiled within limiting rms errors of twice or three times those allowed for 
Class 1 maps shall be designated Class 2 or Class 3 maps respectively.” The rms error is the 
square root of the average of the squared discrepancies between coordinate values derived from 
the map and coordinate values determined by an independent survey of higher accuracy.  A map 
may be compiled that complies with one class of accuracy in elevation and another in plan.  
Multiple accuracies on the same map are allowed provided a diagram is included which clearly 
relates segments of the map with the appropriate map accuracy class. These standards use “well
defined points” to indicate features that can be “sharply identified as discrete points.”  


(1) Horizontal Accuracy Standard. ASPRS 1990 defines horizontal accuracy as follows: 
“Horizontal map accuracy is defined as the root mean square (rms) error in terms of the project’s 
planimetric survey coordinates (X,Y) for checked points as determined at full (ground) scale of 
the map. The rms error is the cumulative result of all errors including those introduced by the 
processes of ground control surveys, map compilation and final extraction of ground dimensions 
from the map.  The limiting rms errors are the maximum permissible rms errors established by 
this standard.” The limiting rms errors in X and Y are listed in Table 3-20 for ASPRS Class 1, 
Class 2 and Class 3 maps at common map scales. 
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Table 3-20. ASPRS 1990 Horizontal Accuracy Standards 


Map Scale Scale Ratio 
ASPRS 1990 


Class 1 Limiting 
RMSExy (Feet) 


ASPRS 1990 
Class 2 Limiting 
RMSExy (Feet) 


ASPRS 1990 Class 
3 Limiting 


RMSExy (Feet) 
1” = 50’ 1:600 0.5 1.0 1.5 


1” = 100’ 1:1,200 1.0 2.0 3.0 
1” = 200’ 1:2,400 2.0 4.0 6.0 
1” = 400’ 1:4,800 4.0 8.0 12.0 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Standard. ASPRS 1990 defines vertical accuracy as follows: 
“Vertical map accuracy is defined as the rms error in evaluation in terms of the project’s 
evaluation datum for well-defined points only. For Class 1 maps the limiting rms error in 
evaluation is set by the standard at one-third the indicated contour interval for well-defined 
points only.  Spot heights shall be shown on the map within a limiting rms error of one-sixth of 
the contour interval.” The limiting rms errors in Z are listed in Table 3-21 for ASPRS Class 1, 
Class 2 and Class 3 maps at common contour intervals. 


Table 3-21.  ASPRS 1990 Vertical Accuracy Standards 


Contour Interval (Feet) ASPRS 1990 Class 1 ASPRS 1990 Class 2 ASPRS 1990 Class 3 
Limiting RMSEz (Feet) Limiting RMSEz (Feet) Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 


1 0.333 0.667 1.0 
2 0.667 1.333 2.0 
4 1.333 2.667 4.0 
5 1.667 3.333 5.0 


(3) Accuracy Testing/Reporting. “Testing for horizontal accuracy compliance is done by 
comparing the planimetric (X and Y) coordinates of well-defined ground points to the 
coordinates of the same points as determined by a horizontal check survey of higher accuracy.  
Testing for vertical accuracy compliance shall be accomplished by comparing the elevations of 
well-defined points as determined from the map to corresponding elevations determined by a 
survey of higher accuracy. For purposes of checking elevations, the map position of the ground 
point may be shifted in any direction by an amount equal to twice the limiting rms error in 
position.”  These standards also state that “discrepancies between the X, Y, or Z coordinates of 
the ground point, as determined from the map and by the check survey, that exceed three times 
the limiting rms error shall be interpreted as blunders and will be corrected before the map is 
considered to meet this standard.” “A minimum of 20 checkpoints shall be established 
throughout the area covered by the map and shall be distributed in a manner agreed upon by the 
contracting parties.”  Check points can be concentrated more heavily in areas of interest.  If the 
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map is not tested for accuracy, but collected in such a manner to ensure compliance with stated 
class accuracies, then the following statement would appear in the title block:  “THIS MAP 
WAS COMPILED TO MEET THE ASPRS STANDARD FOR CLASS 1 MAP ACCURACY.” 
Maps checked for compliance and found to conform to stated class accuracies would have the 
following statement in the title block:  THIS MAP WAS CHECKED AND FOUND TO 
CONFORM TO THE ASPRS STANDARD FOR CLASS 1 MAP ACCURACY.” 


(4) ASPRS 1990 Points to Remember.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards 
remain relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic 
maps with a published map scale and contour interval. The major difference is that the ASPRS 
1990 standards indicate accuracy at ground scale so that digital geospatial data of known ground-
scale accuracy can be related to the appropriate map scale for graphic presentation. As with the 
NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards are considered obsolete for modern mapping with digital 
cameras and LiDAR sensors. Table 3-22 compares the horizontal accuracy standards between 
NMAS and ASPRS 1990 for common map scales. The NMAS uses circular (radial) error 
whereas ASPRS 1990 uses linear error in x and y directions in terms of RMSExy. The radial 
RMSE (RMSEr) = RMSExy * 1.4142. Table 3-23 compares the vertical accuracy standards 
between NMAS and ASPRS 1990 for common contour intervals. 


Table 3-22. Comparison of Horizontal Accuracy Standards: NMAS and ASPRS 1990 


Map Scale 


1” = 50’ 
1” = 100’ 
1” = 200’ 
1” = 400’ 


Scale Ratio 


1:600 
1:1,200 
1:2,400 
1:4,800 


NMAS 


0.777 
1.553 
3.107 
6.213 


Horizontal RMSExy (Feet) 
ASPRS 1990 


Class 1 
ASPRS 1990 


Class 2 
0.5 1.0 
1.0 2.0 
2.0 4.0 
4.0 8.0 


ASPRS 1990 
Class 3 


1.5 
3.0 
6.0 


12.0 


Table 3-23. Comparison of Vertical Accuracy Standards: NMAS and ASPRS 1990 


Vertical RMSEz (Feet) Contour Interval 
(Feet) NMAS ASPRS 1990 ASPRS 1990 ASPRS 1990 


Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
1 0.304 0.333 0.667 1.000 
2 0.608 0.667 1.333 2.000 
4 1.216 1.333 2.667 4.000 
5 1.520 1.667 3.333 5.000 
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c. National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA, 1998). The NSSDA implements 
a statistical and testing methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of points on maps and 
in digital geospatial data, with respect to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy. 
The NSSDA applies to fully georeferenced maps and digital geospatial data, in raster, point, or 
vector format, derived from sources such as aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and ground 
surveys.  It provides a common language for reporting accuracy to facilitate the identification of 
spatial data for geographic applications. The NSSDA does not define threshold accuracy values. 
Ultimately, users identify acceptable accuracies for their applications – as USACE does in 
Section 3-2 above. The NSSDA comprises Part 3 of the FGDC Geospatial Positioning Accuracy 
Standards. Part 4, Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Facilities Management of the 
FGDC Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards, is largely based on the ASPRS Accuracy 
Standards for Large-Scale Maps of 1990.  While the FGDC recognizes that standards other than 
the NSSDA may be used if they are truly appropriate for the project, the FGDC states “the 
NSSDA may be used for fully georeferenced maps for A/E/C and Facility Management 
applications such as preliminary site planning and reconnaissance mapping.” The applicability 
of NSSDA is stated as: “Use the NSSDA to evaluate and report the positional accuracy of maps 
and geospatial data produced, revised, or disseminated by or for the Federal Government.  
According to Executive Order 12906, Coordinating Geographic Data Acquisition and Access: 
the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (Clinton, 1994, Sec. 4. Data Standards Activities, item 
d), ‘Federal agencies collecting or producing geospatial data, either directly or indirectly (e.g. 
through grants, partnerships, or contracts with other entities), shall ensure, prior to obligating 
funds for such activities, that data will be collected in a manner that meets all relevant standards 
adopted through the FGDC process.’  Accuracy of new or revised spatial data will be reported 
according to the NSSDA.  Accuracy of existing or legacy data and maps may be reported, as 
specified, according to the NSSDA or the accuracy standard by which they were evaluated.” As 
such, the majority of newly collected or acquired geospatial data should be tested and reported 
according to NSSDA standards and not tested or reported according to previous methods, such as 
NMAS or ASPRS Accuracy Standard for Large-Scale Maps. 


(1) Horizontal Accuracy Standard. Although the NSSDA specifies no specific threshold 
values, Appendix 3-D of the NSSDA provides statistical relationships between NSSDA and 
NMAS horizontal and vertical accuracy standards when assuming that horizontal and vertical 
errors follow a normal error distribution. Table 3-24 provides direct comparisons between 
NMAS and NSSDA horizontal accuracy standards for common map scales. CMAS (NMAS 
horizontal radial accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEr * 1.5175 whereas Accuracyr 


(NSSDA horizontal radial accuracy at 95% confidence level) = RMSEr * 1.7308. 
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Table 3-24. Comparison of Horizontal Accuracy Standards: NMAS and NSSDA 


Map Scale Scale Ratio 
NMAS CMAS 


90% confidence level 
(Feet) 


RMSEr 
(Feet) 


NSSDA Accuracyr 
95% confidence level 


(Feet) 
1”=50’ 1:600 1.67 1.10 1.90 


1”=100’ 1:1,200 3.33 2.20 3.80 
1”=200’ 1:2,400 6.67 4.39 7.60 
1”=400’ 1:4,800 13.33 8.79 15.21 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Standard.  Similarly, Table 3-25 provides direct comparisons between 
NMAS and NSSDA vertical accuracy standards for equivalent contour intervals; VMAS (NMAS 
vertical accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.6449 whereas Accuracyz (NSSDA 
vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.9600. 


Table 3-25. Comparison of Vertical Accuracy Standards: NMAS and NSSDA 


Equivalent Contour NMAS VMAS 90% RMSEz NSSDA Accuracyz 95% 
Interval (Feet) confidence level (Feet) confidence level (Feet) 


1 0.50 0.30 0.60 
2 1.00 0.61 1.19 
4 2.00 1.22 2.38 
5 2.50 1.52 2.98 


(Feet) 


(3) Accuracy Testing/Reporting. According to NSSDA standards, spatial accuracy is 
determined by using root-mean-square error (RMSE) to estimate positional accuracy. “RMSE is 
the square root of the average of the set of squared differences between dataset coordinate values 
and coordinate values from an independent source of higher accuracy for identical points. 
Accuracy is reported in ground distances at the 95% confidence level. Accuracy reported at the 
95% confidence level means that 95% of the positions in the dataset will have an error with 
respect to true ground position that is equal to or smaller than the reported accuracy value. The 
reported accuracy value reflects all uncertainties, including those introduced by geodetic control 
coordinates, compilation, and final computation of ground coordinate values in the product.” 


(a) NSSDA Accuracy Testing. The NSSDA presents guidelines for accuracy testing by an 
independent source of higher accuracy. “The independent source of higher accuracy shall be the 
highest accuracy feasible and practicable to evaluate the accuracy of the dataset.  The data 
producer shall determine the geographic extent of testing.  Horizontal accuracy shall be tested by 
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comparing the planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of 
the same points from an independent source of higher accuracy.  Vertical accuracy shall be tested 
by comparing the elevations in the dataset with elevations of the same points as determined from 
an independent source of higher accuracy.  A well-defined point represents a feature for which 
the horizontal position is known to a high degree of accuracy and position with respect to the 
geodetic datum.  For the purpose of accuracy testing, well-defined points must be easily visible 
or recoverable on the ground, on the independent source of higher accuracy, and on the product 
itself.  Graphic contour data and digital hypsographic data may not contain well-defined points.  
Errors in recording or processing data, such as reversing signs or inconsistencies between the 
dataset and independent source of higher accuracy in coordinate reference system definition, 
must be corrected before computing the accuracy value.” Because NSSDA states that digital 
hypsographic data (topographic data above sea level) may not contain well-defined points, well-
defined points are only used for horizontal accuracy testing and not required for vertical accuracy 
testing. The check points that will be used for accuracy testing must be collected separately from 
the data to be tested and must not be used as control or as any part of the production procedures.  
“A minimum of 20 check points shall be tested, distributed to reflect the geographic area of 
interest and the distribution of error in the dataset. When 20 points are tested, the 95% 
confidence level allows one point to fail the threshold given in product specifications.” The 
NSSDA only provides guidelines for the spatial distribution of check points, and leaves the final 
placement to the data producers. “Check points may be distributed more densely in the vicinity 
of important features and more sparsely in areas that are of little or no interest. When data exist 
for only a portion of the dataset, confine test points to that area. When the distribution of error is 
likely to be nonrandom, it may be desirable to locate check points to correspond to the error 
distribution. For a dataset covering a rectangular area that is believed to have uniform positional 
accuracy, check points may be distributed so that points are spaced at intervals of at least 10 
percent of the diagonal distance across the dataset and at least 20 percent of the points are 
located in each quadrant of the dataset.”  


(b) NSSDA Accuracy Reporting. “Spatial data may be compiled to comply with one 
accuracy value for the vertical component and another for the horizontal component.  If a dataset 
does not contain elevation data, label for horizontal accuracy only. Conversely, when a dataset, 
e.g. a gridded digital elevation dataset or elevation contour dataset, does not contain well-defined 
points, label for vertical accuracy only.  Positional accuracy values shall be reported in ground 
distances.  Metric units shall be used when the dataset coordinates are in meters.  Feet shall be 
used when the dataset coordinates are in feet.  The number of significant places for the accuracy 
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value shall be equal to the number of significant places for the dataset point coordinates.  Report 
accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data tested for both horizontal and vertical accuracy as: 


Tested __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level 
Tested __ (meters, feet) vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level 


“Use the ‘compiled to meet’ statement below when the above guidelines for testing by an 
independent source of higher accuracy cannot be followed and an alternative means is used to 
evaluate accuracy.  Report accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data produced according to 
procedures that have been demonstrated to produce data with particular horizontal and vertical 
accuracy values as: 


Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level 
Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level 


“For digital geospatial data, report the accuracy value in digital geospatial metadata.  Regardless 
of whether the data was tested by an independent source of higher accuracy or evaluated for 
accuracy by alternative means, provide a complete description on how the values were 
determined in metadata (Federal Geographic Data Committee, 1998, Section 2).” 


(4) NSSDA Points to Remember. The NSSDA implements a statistical and testing 
methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of maps and digital geospatial data at the 
95% confidence level relative to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy. It omits 
specific accuracy thresholds but can be cross-referenced to map scale and contour interval as 
with the NMAS and ASPRS 1990 standards. The NSSDA assumes all errors follow a normal 
error distribution. Accuracy of new or revised spatial data should be reported at the 95% 
confidence level according to the NSSDA. NSSDA accuracy and testing procedures are 
applicable to data produced to USACE Accuracy Standards for Photogrammetry and LiDAR 
Mapping, defined in 3-2 above. 


d. NDEP Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data (NDEP, 2004). The NDEP guidelines were 
published in May, 2004 by the Technical Committee of the National Digital Elevation Program 
(NDEP), established to promote the exchange of accurate digital land elevation data among 
government, private, and non-profit sectors and the academic community and to establish 
standards and guidance that will benefit all users. The NDEP guidelines are not meant to replace 
the NSSDA guidelines, but rather to supplement them. As with the NSSDA, NDEP accuracy 
requirements also use RMSE in terms of feet or meters at ground scale instead of NMAS’ 
published map scale; however, RMSE is only relevant when errors follow a normal error 
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distribution. When errors do not necessarily follow a normal error distribution, as with Digital 
Elevation Models (DEMs) in vegetated/forested terrain, the NDEP guidelines use the 95th 


percentile errors instead of RMSE. To specifically address the challenges and opportunities from 
LiDAR, the NDEP guidelines were the first to introduce three new terms: Fundamental Vertical 
Accuracy (FVA), Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) and Consolidated Vertical Accuracy 
(CVA); however, these terms are equally relevant to photogrammetrically-compiled DEMs 
which normally also have poorer accuracy in vegetated/forested terrain. 


(1) Horizontal Accuracy Standard. Although primarily focused on the vertical accuracy of 
elevation data, the NDEP guidelines state: “Horizontal accuracy is another important 
characteristic of elevation data; however, it is largely controlled by the vertical accuracy 
requirement. If a very high vertical accuracy is required then it will be essential for the data 
producer to maintain a very high horizontal accuracy. This is because horizontal errors in 
elevation data normally (but not always) contribute significantly to the error detected in vertical 
accuracy tests.”  The NDEP guidelines further state that “horizontal error is more difficult than 
vertical error to assess in the final elevation product.  This is because the land surface often lacks 
distinct (well defined) topographic features necessary for such tests or because the resolution of 
the elevation data is too coarse for precisely locating distinct surface features.  For these reason, 
the NDEP does not require horizontal accuracy testing of elevation products.  Instead, the NDEP 
requires data producers to report the expected horizontal accuracy of elevation products as 
determined from system studies or other methods.” 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Standard. Whereas the NSSDA computes one vertical accuracy 
statistic (Accuracyz = RMSEz * 1.9600) for the entire project, the NDEP recognizes that land 
cover types can affect elevation error. “Because vegetation can limit ground detection, tall dense 
forests and even tall grass tend to cause greater elevation errors than unobstructed (short grass or 
barren) terrain. Errors measured in areas of different ground cover also tend to be distributed 
differently from errors in unobstructed terrain. For these reason, the NDEP requires open terrain 
to be tested separately from other ground cover types. Testing over any other ground cover 
category is required only if that category constitutes a significant portion of the project area 
deemed critical to the customer.” The NDEP introduces Fundamental Vertical Accuracy, 
Supplemental Vertical Accuracy, and Consolidated Vertical Accuracy: 


(a) Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA). The FVA reports the vertical accuracy of bare-
earth elevation data in open terrain (short grass, dirt, rocks, sand) where errors should follow a 
normal error distribution. The FVA is determined using standard NSSDA tests for RMSEz, 
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where FVA = Accuracyz = RMSEz * 1.9600. The FVA is determined from checkpoints located 
only in open terrain where there is a high probability that the sensor will have detected the 
ground surface. Initially developed for LiDAR, the FVA indicates how well the sensor 
performed, whereas the SVA and CVA indicate how well LiDAR returns in vegetation were 
filtered to determine ground elevations in a gridded DEM or a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) 
consisting of irregularly-spaced mass points and breaklines. However, the FVA concept pertains 
equally well to other technologies such as photogrammetry and IFSAR where elevations in open 
terrain are more accurate than in other land cover categories. Except for rare, specific instances, 
FVA must always be calculated whereas SVA and CVA may be optional. 


(b) Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA). The SVA reports the vertical accuracy of 
elevation data in land cover categories other than open terrain, to include vegetation (where 
elevations are sometimes higher than true values) and built-up areas (where elevations are 
sometimes lower than true values). Because these elevations do not necessarily follow a normal 
error distribution assumed by the NSSDA, SVA values are computed using the 95th percentile 
errors for each land cover category rather than relying on the RMSEz * 1.9600. Computed by a 
simple spreadsheet command, a “percentile” is the interpolated absolute value in a dataset of 
errors dividing the distribution of the individual errors in the dataset into one hundred groups of 
equal frequency.  The 95th percentile indicates that 95 percent of the errors in the dataset will 
have absolute values of equal or lesser value and 5 percent of the errors will be of larger value.  
With this method, accuracy is directly related to the 95th percentile, where 95 percent of the 
errors have absolute values that are equal to or smaller than the specified amount. Individual 
SVA values are determined for each separate land cover category that represents a significant 
portion of the area being mapped. A separate SVA is reported for each of the individual land 
cover categories tested. It is normally optional to satisfy individual SVA standards so long as the 
overall FVA and CVA standards are met.  SVA standards are considered to be target values that 
are relaxed in difficult land cover categories such as mangrove or sawgrass. 


(c) Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA). The CVA reports the vertical accuracy of bare-
earth elevation data in all land cover categories combined, using the 95th percentile. Only one 
CVA is reported for the entire dataset.  CVA and SVA values often approximate the same values 
that would have been obtained using RMSEz * 1.9600; when this occurs, this indicates that the 
errors in other land cover categories also approximate a normal distribution. It is normally 
mandatory to satisfy CVA standards. 
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(3) Accuracy Testing and Reporting. Just as with the NSSDA, the NDEP guidelines specify 
that accuracy testing should be accomplished by testing data against an independent source of 
higher accuracy.  The NDEP recommends specifying the final desired vertical accuracy for all 
final deliverables as some deliverables may have different accuracies. “For example, when 
contours or gridded DEMs are specified as deliverables from photogrammetric or LiDAR
generated mass points, a TIN may first be produced from which a DEM or contours are derived.  
If done properly, error introduced during the TIN to contour/DEM process should be minimal; 
however, some degree of error will be introduced.  Accuracy should not be specified and tested 
for the TIN with the expectation that derivatives will meet the same accuracy.  Derivatives may 
exhibit greater error, especially when generalization or surface smoothing has been applied to the 
final product.  Specifying accuracy of the final product(s) requires the data producer to ensure 
that error is kept within necessary limits during all production steps.” 


(a) Check Points. The NDEP guidelines specify that the independent source of higher 
accuracy (check points) must be at least three times more accurate than the dataset being tested. 
NDEP recommends following NSSDA guidance for choosing the spatial distribution of check 
point locations, described in Section 3-3.c (3) (a), but the NDEP gives additional guidance for 
terrain and slope parameters in proximity to check point locations. The NDEP guidelines state 
that check points should be located on flat terrain, so that horizontal errors due to slope or 
interpolation do not affect the vertical accuracy calculations. Furthermore, check points should 
never be selected near severe breaks in slope (such as bridge abutments, retaining walls, or edges 
of roads/ditches) where subsequent interpolation might be performed with inappropriate TIN or 
DEM points on the wrong sides of the breaklines. While NSSDA recommends a minimum of 20 
checkpoints for each project area, NDEP “recommends following the current industry standard 
of utilizing a minimum of 20 checkpoints (30 is preferred) in each of the major land cover 
categories representative of the area for which digital elevation modeling is to be performed; this 
helps to identify potential systematic errors in an elevation dataset.  Thus, if five major land 
cover categories are determined to be applicable, then a minimum of 100 total check points are 
required.”  This method became standard industry practice with FEMA’s Guidance for Aerial 
Mapping and Surveying, Appendix A, published in 2003 (FEMA, 2003) and remained 
unchallenged until ASPRS published its recommended number of check points based on project 
area (ASPRS, 2014) as shown above in Table 3-7. 


(b) Horizontal Accuracy Reporting. While the NDEP does not require horizontal accuracy 
testing, the NDEP requires data producers to report the expected horizontal accuracy of elevation 
products as determined from system studies or other methods.”  Horizontal accuracy that is not 
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independently tested would be defined with the “Compiled to Meet” statement outlined in 
Section 3-3.c (3) (b). Horizontal accuracy that is independently tested would use the “Tested to 
Meet” statement also outlined in Section 3-3.c (3) (b). 


(c) Vertical Accuracy Reporting.  The NDEP statements reporting vertical accuracy differ 
from the NSSDA statements because the NDEP requires the methodology (RMSEz or 95th 


percentile) and the land cover categories tested to be identified.  FVA should be reported with 
the following statement: 


Tested __ (meters, feet) Fundamental Vertical Accuracy at 95 percent confidence level in 
open terrain using RMSEz x 1.9600. 


SVA and CVA accuracy statements must be accompanied by a FVA accuracy statement.  When 
specific land cover categories, other than open terrain, are tested, SVA should be reported with 
the following statement: 


Tested __ (meters, feet) Supplemental Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in (specify 
land cover category or categories). 


When 40 or more check points are consolidated for two or more of the major land cover 
categories, representing both the open terrain and other land cover categories (for example, 
forested), a Consolidated Vertical Accuracy assessment should be reported as follows: 


Tested __ (meters, feet) Consolidated Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in open terrain 
and … (specify all other land cover categories tested). 


For SVA and CVA, the 5% outliers should be documented in the metadata. For a small number 
of errors above the 95th percentile, report x/y coordinates and z-error for each QC check point 
error larger than the 95th percentile. For a large number of errors above the 95th percentile, report 
only the quantity and range of values. 


When testing by an independent source of higher accuracy cannot be completed, report accuracy 
at the 95% confidence level for data produced according to procedures that have been 
demonstrated to produce data with particular vertical accuracy values as: 


Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) Fundamental Vertical Accuracy at 95 percent 
confidence level in open terrain,” or “Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) Supplemental 
Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in (specific land cover category or categories), or 
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Complied to meet __ (meters, feet) Consolidated Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in 
open terrain and … (list all other relevant land cover categories). 


LiDAR data are generally always tested for vertical accuracy and will be reported with the 
“tested” accuracy statements.  However, the relationship between flying height, analog film 
camera characteristics, and final map accuracy are well established; for these reasons, the 
“compiled to meet” statements can be used for elevation data collected with photogrammetric 
procedures from analog film. 


(4) NDEP Points to Remember. The NDEP guidelines supplement the NSSDA and are 
applicable for all USACE LiDAR mapping projects and photogrammetric mapping projects that 
use digital cameras to stereo-compile elevation data. 


e. ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004).  These 
guidelines were published in May 2004 by the ASPRS Lidar Committee, providing official 
ASPRS endorsement of the NDEP, 2004 guidelines.  While the ASPRS guidelines specifically 
target LiDAR data and the NDEP guidelines more broadly refer to digital elevation data that 
could be collected from numerous types of different sensors and technologies, the NDEP and 
ASPRS LiDAR guidelines are nearly identical in their accuracy standards and accuracy 
reporting, with no significant differences. These ASPRS 2004 guidelines were superseded by 
the new ASPRS, 2014 standards. 


f. FEMA Standards for Lidar and Other High Quality Digital Topography, Procedure 
Memorandum No. 61 (FEMA, 2010). New elevation data purchased by FEMA must comply 
with the USGS Lidar Base Specification, summarized below, except where specifically noted in 
PM 61.  Because FEMA’s needs for elevation data are specific to National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP) floodplain mapping, FEMA has several unique requirements that differ from the 
USGS specifications, e.g., specific requirements for surveys of cross sections, bridges and 
culverts. FEMA maintains a national dataset that estimates flood risk. The data are calculated at 
the Census Block Group level and are aggregated to the county, watershed and sub-watershed 
levels. These data assign a risk value and a risk rank to each area. The areas are grouped into 10 
classes with an equal number of members based on risk rank. These 10 classes are called risk 
deciles. Depending on flood risk, FEMA’s flood studies may be performed with elevation data 
from airborne LiDAR, stereo photogrammetry, or IFSAR. “Careful consideration and balance 
among cost, need, risk, and vertical accuracy is important.” FEMA’s requirements are only 
similar to the USGS requirements in the highest specification level, but otherwise differ for 
lower specification levels. 
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(1) Horizontal Accuracy Standard. As with USGS, FEMA has no horizontal accuracy 
standard but relies on calibrated systems and best practices to ensure the horizontal accuracy of 
its elevation data. 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Standard. FEMA’s vertical accuracy requirements from LiDAR, 
photogrammetry and/or IFSAR are a function of flood risk and terrain slope within the 
floodplain being mapped, as shown in Table 3-26. 


Table 3-26. FEMA Vertical Accuracy Requirements as Function of Flood Risk and Slope 


Level of Flood Risk 


High (Deciles 1,2,3) 
High (Deciles 1,2,3) 


High (Deciles 2,3,4,5) 
Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 
Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 
Medium (Deciles 4,5,6,7) 


Low (Deciles 7,8,9,10) 


Typical Slopes 


Flattest 
Rolling or Hilly 


Hilly 
Flattest 
Rolling 
Hilly 
All 


Specification 
Level 


Highest 
High 


Medium 
High 


Medium 
Low 
Low 


Vertical Accuracy, 
95% Confidence 
Level, FVA/CVA 
24.5 cm / 36.3 cm 
49.0 cm / 72.6 cm 
98.0 cm / 145 cm 
49.0 cm / 72.6 cm 
98.0 cm / 145 cm 
147 cm / 218 cm 
147 cm / 218 cm 


Nominal 
Point Spacing 


≤1 meter 
≤2 meters 


≤3.5 meters 
≤2 meters 


≤3.5 meters 
≤5 meters 
≤5 meters 


(3) Accuracy Testing/Reporting. FEMA requires a Post-Flight Aerial Acquisition and 
Calibration Report. FEMA also requires quality reviews and reporting performed by 
independent QA/QC, i.e., other than the firm performing the aerial data acquisition. Reporting 
of positional accuracy is in accordance with ASPRS/NDEP standards for FVA and CVA. SVA 
is tested in up to three land cover categories in addition to open terrain; land cover categories 
making up 10% or more of the project area (floodplain) should be included in the SVA testing. 
For smaller projects less than 1,000 square miles, fewer check points for SVA testing are 
acceptable; the number of check points shall be reduced to control the QA cost to about 10% of 
the acquisition and processing costs. Processing areas greater than 2,000 square miles must be 
divided into smaller blocks of 2,000 square miles or less and tested as individual areas; other 
rules are applied for testing large areas mapped by multiple vendors. Each block of 2,000 square 
miles or less shall be tested for FVA, SVA, and CFA. 


(4) FEMA Points to Remember. FEMA was the first to recognize the need to separately test 
the accuracy of LiDAR bare-earth elevation data in different land cover categories. FEMA’s 
procedures are focused on needs for floodplain mapping, interested primarily in bare-earth 
DEMs and less interested in LiDAR point cloud data of interest to others. Nevertheless, FEMA 
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also recognizes the importance of USGS efforts to promote consistency across LiDAR 
collections, to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and handling, and to 
populate the National Elevation Dataset (NED) with nationally consistent data that meet 
minimum specifications. FEMA contracts for much of its LiDAR data through USGS, using the 
USGS Lidar Base Specification with minimal modifications. 


g. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012). Based on an earlier 
draft Version 13, the first official USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 was published in 
2012 to: (1) establish some degree of consistency across LiDAR collections, mostly with regards 
to the LiDAR point cloud; (2) to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and 
handling so that Quality Assurance steps do not have to change with every Scope of Work, to get 
consistent point cloud deliverables to viably exploit the other benefits of LiDAR data, and to 
simplify the acquisition and delivery of data that are interoperable and usable by a broad array of 
federal, state and local users at minimal costs, and (3) to improve the National Elevation Dataset 
(NED) with nationally consistent data that meet minimum specifications. In addition to accuracy 
standards, this Lidar Base Specification provides minimum specifications for: (a) Data 
Collection (multiple discrete returns or full waveform, intensity values, nominal pulse spacing 
(NPS), data voids, spatial distribution, scan angle, flightline overlap, collection area, collection 
conditions); (b) Data Processing and Handling (LAS classification, classification accuracy and 
consistency, GPS times, horizontal and vertical datums, coordinate reference system, units, file 
size, swath file source ID, point families, raw data deliverable, withheld points, and tiled 
deliverables); (c) Hydro-Flattening of inland ponds and lakes, inland streams and rivers, non-
tidal boundary waters, tidal waters; (d) Deliverables (metadata, raw point cloud, classified point 
cloud, bare-earth surface – raster DEM, and breaklines); and (e) Common Data Upgrades. 


(1) Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Because it is very difficult to identify clearly-defined 
point features from LiDAR point cloud data and intensity returns, USGS specifies no specific 
horizontal accuracy standard but relies on LiDAR system manufacturer calibration and field 
bore-sighting to ensure that laser pulses record the approximate same horizontal coordinates of 
field calibration site point features when flying north, south, east or west over a field calibration 
site.  Best practices are under consideration by the ASPRS LiDAR Subcommittee. 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Standard. For absolute vertical accuracy, USGS specifies 
Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) of 24.5 cm = Accuracyz, based on RMSEz of 12.5 cm; 
Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile; and Supplemental 
Vertical Accuracy (SVA) target values of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile for all land cover 
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types representing 10% or more of the total project area. For relative vertical accuracy, USGS 
specifies a root mean square difference (RMSDz) of 7 cm or less within individual swaths, and 
an RMSDz of 10 cm or less within swath overlap of adjoining swaths. Whereas RMSEz is used 
to compute absolute accuracy, RMSDz is used to compute relative accuracy between comparable 
datasets. 


(3) Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Vertical accuracy of LiDAR data will be assessed and 
reported in accordance with the guidelines developed by the NDEP and subsequently adopted by 
ASPRS.  The absolute and relative accuracy of the data, relative to known control, shall be 
verified prior to classification and subsequent product development; this validation is limited to 
LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath as well as the Fundamental Vertical Accuracy 
measured in clear, open areas.  Supplemental Vertical Accuracy values and the Consolidated 
Vertical Accuracy are verified after LAS classification of ground points. 


(4) USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 Points to Remember. The USGS Lidar Base 
Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012) provides minimal specifications for LiDAR point 
cloud data and for LiDAR-derived DEMs to be placed in the National Elevation Dataset (NED); 
however, it must be noted that Heidemann, 2012 has since been updated by the USGS Lidar Base 
Specification Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014) to bring it in conformance with Quality Level 2 
(QL2) LiDAR requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) for new LiDAR acquired 
for 49 states (all except Alaska) and U.S. territories.  


h. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014). The USGS Lidar Base 
Specification Version 1.2 is nearly identical to Version 1.0, except for higher vertical accuracy 
and narrower Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) for Quality Level 2 (QL2) LiDAR produced in 
conformance with requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program (3DEP).  The Fundamental 
Vertical Accuracy (FVA) is tightened from 24.5-cm to 19.6-cm; the Consolidated Vertical 
Accuracy (CVA) and Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) are tightened from 36.3-cm to 
29.4-cm; and the NPS is tightened from 2 meters to 0.707-meters in order to achieve a point 
density of 2 points per square meter. It is in USACE’s best interest to support the USGS efforts 
to promote consistency across LiDAR collections, to get data that are uniform in structure, 
formatting, content and handling, and to populate the NED with nationally consistent data that 
meet minimum specifications. Because of the importance of the USGS Lidar Base Specification 
Version 1.2, this specification is provided in Appendix E of this manual. NOTE: Version 1.1, 
also released in 2014, had a typographical error and was quickly replaced by Version 1.2 
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i. ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014). This 
new ASPRS accuracy standard (see Appendix C) replaces the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for 
Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990) and the ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for 
Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004) with new accuracy standards that better address digital orthophotos 
and digital elevation data that may include high-accuracy, high-density data from mobile 
mapping systems or Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) of the future.  The new ASPRS standard 
includes accuracy thresholds for digital orthophotos and digital elevation data, independent of 
published map scale or contour interval, whereas the new standard for planimetric data, while 
still linked to map scale factor, tightens the planimetric mapping standard published in ASPRS, 
1990, such that the old Class 1 remains equal to the new Class 1 standards, but with still higher-
accuracy Class 0 standards.  


(1) Horizontal Accuracy Standards.  Class 0 products refer to highest-accuracy survey-grade 
geospatial data for demanding engineering applications; Class 1 products refer to standard, high-
accuracy mapping-grade geospatial data; Class 2 products refer to less-accurate products used for 
general planning; and Class N products refer to lower-accuracy visualization-grade geospatial 
data suitable for less-demanding user applications.  Whereas Class 1 remains the default standard 
for high-accuracy mapping-grade geospatial data, it is less accurate than the new ASPRS Class 0 
products that are twice as accurate as Class 1 products. 


(a) Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Orthophotos. The pixel size of the digital 
orthophotos to be evaluated controls the horizontal accuracy standards for orthophotos.  The 
following formulas are applicable for both English and metric units: 
− For Class 0 digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * 1 and the orthophoto 


mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = pixel size * 2 
− For Class 1 digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * 2 and the orthophoto 


mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = pixel size * 4 
− For Class 2 digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * 3 and the orthophoto 


mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = pixel size * 6 … 
− For Class N digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * (N+1) and the 


orthophoto mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = 2 * (N+1) 


(b) Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Maps. The compilation map scale, or 
more precisely the map’s Scale Factor, controls the horizontal accuracy standards (RMSEx and 
RMSEy).  The Scale Factor is the reciprocal of the ratio used to specify the map scale. For 
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example, if a map was compiled for use or analysis at a scale of 1:1,200 or 1/1,200, the Scale 
Factor is 1,200; at that scale, RMSEx and RMSEy would be 15-cm (1,200 * 0.0125) for a Class 0 
map using the formulas below: 
− For Class 0 planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = Map Scale Factor * 


0.0125 
− For Class 1 planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = 2 * Class 0 = Map 


Scale Factor * 0.025 
− For Class 2 planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = 3 * Class 0 = Map 


Scale Factor * 0.0375 … 
− For Class N planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = (N+1) * Class 0 


(2) Vertical Accuracy Standards. The ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital 
Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) continues to specify RMSEz as one-third the appropriate 
contour interval supported.  It establishes recommended minimum Nominal Pulse Density and 
maximum Nominal Pulse Spacing for LiDAR data; it establishes LiDAR relative accuracy 
swath-to-swath in non-vegetated terrain in terms of vertical RMS differences (RMSDz) and 
maximum elevation differences; and it establishes Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and 
Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at the 95% confidence levels for ten (10) Vertical Accuracy 
Classes, chosen for the following reasons: 


(a) The 1-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 3-cm contours, is most appropriate 
for local accuracy determinations and tested relative to a local coordinate system, rather than 
network accuracy relative to a national geodetic network. 


(b) The 2.5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 7.5-cm (~3”) contours, could 
pertain to either local accuracy or network accuracy. 


(c) The 5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 15-cm (~6”) contours, approximates 
the accuracy class most commonly used for high accuracy engineering applications of rotary 
wing airborne remote sensing data and unmanned aerial systems (UASs). 


(d) The 10-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1-foot contours, approximates 
Quality Level 2 (QL2) from the National Enhanced Elevation Assessment (NEEA) when using 
airborne LiDAR point density of 2 points per square meter, and the 10 cm Class also serves as 
the basis for USGS’s nationwide 3D Elevation Program (3DEP).  Such elevation data are 
equivalent to that specified for QL2 LiDAR in the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 
(Heidemann, 2014). 
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(e) The 15-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1.5-foot contours, includes elevation 
data produced to the prior USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012). 


(f) The 20-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 2-foot contours, approximates 
Quality Level 3 (QL3) from the NEEA and covers the majority of legacy LiDAR data previously 
acquired for federal, state and local clients prior to publication of Heidemann, 2012. 


(g) The 33.3-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1-meter contours, approximates 
Quality Level 4 (QL4) from the NEEA. 


(h) The 66.7-cm Vertical Accuracy Class is appropriate for 2-meter contours. 


(i) The 100-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 3-meter contours, approximates 
Quality Level 5 (QL5) from the NEEA and represents the approximate accuracy of airborne 
IFSAR. 


(j) The 333.3-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 10-meter contours, represents the 
approximate accuracy of elevation datasets produced from some satellite-based sensors. 


3-4. Accuracy Classifications for USACE Functional Applications. Table 3-27 outlines general 
types of USACE projects and the corresponding data accuracy class of digital geospatial data 
that is necessary to achieve the required level of mapping for each type of project. The table is 
intended to be a general guide only, requiring additional engineering judgment. The table does 
not apply exclusively to airborne photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping activities; some of the 
required surveying and mapping accuracies identified exceed those obtainable from aerial 
surveys and must be performed by land surveys. Selection of an appropriate contour interval 
(CI), for example, is extremely site-dependent and will directly impact the mapping costs. See 
additional guidance in subsequent chapters dealing with project planning and cost estimating. 
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Table 3-27:  Recommended Surveying and Mapping Specifications for USACE Applications 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (MCA, MCAF, OMA, OMAF): 


Typical Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal. 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


Design and Construction of New Facilities:  Site Plan Data for 
Direct Input into CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 


- General Construction Site Plan Feature and Topographic Detail 1:400 / 
33 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd-I 15 cm / 


0.5 ft. 
5 cm / 


0.167 ft. 3rd 


- Surface/Subsurface Utility Detail 1:400 / 
33 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd-I N/A 5 cm / 


0.167 ft. 3rd 


- Building or Structure Design 1:200 / 
16.7 ft. 


2.5 cm / 
0.083 ft. 3rd-I 7.5 cm / 


0.25 ft. 
2.5 cm / 
0.083 ft. 3rd 


- Airfield Pavement Design Detail 1:200 / 
16.7 ft. 


2.5 cm / 
0.083 ft. 3rd-I 7.5 cm / 


0.25 ft. 
2.5 cm / 
0.083 ft. 2nd 


- Grading and Excavation Plans (Roads, Drainage, etc.) 1:600 / 
50 ft. 


15 cm / 
0.5 ft. 3rd-I/II 30 cm / 


1 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd 


Maintenance and Repair (M&R), or Renovation of Existing 
Structures, Roadways, Utilities, etc., for Design/Construction/Plans 
and Specifications (P&S) 


1:400 / 
33.3 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd-I 30 cm / 


1 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd 


Recreational Site P&S (Golf Courses, Athletic Fields, etc.) 1:2400 / 
200 ft. 


60 cm / 
2 ft. 3rd-I/II 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 


Typical Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


Training Sites, Ranges, Cantonment Areas, etc. 1:2400 / 
200 ft. 


60 cm / 
2 ft. 3rd-I/II 120 cm / 


4 ft. 
40 cm / 
1.33 ft. 3rd 


Installation Master Planning and Facilities Management 
Activities (Including AM/FM and GIS Feature Applications) 


- General Location Maps for Master Planning Purposes 1:4800 / 
400 ft. 


120 cm / 
4 ft. 3rd-II 300 cm/ 


10 ft. 
100 cm/ 
3.3 ft. 3rd 


- Space Management (Interior Design/Layout) 1:200 / 
16.7 ft. 


5 cm / 
0.167 ft. 


Relative to 
Structure N/A N/A N/A 


- Installation Surface/Subsurface Utility Maps (As-Builts; 
Fuel, Gas, Electricity, Communications, Cable, Storm Water, 
Sanitary, Water Supply, Treatment Facilities, Meters, etc.) 


1:400 / 
33.3 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 


3rd-I 


3rd-I 


30 cm / 
1 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd 


Architectural Drawings:     N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 


- Site Plans:                1 in = 20 '  (Landscape Planting Plans) 1:240 / 20 ft. 


- Floor Plans:          1/4 in = 1' - 0" 1:50 / 4 ft. 
1/8 in = 1' - 0" 1:100 / 8 ft. 
1/16 in = 1' - 0" 1:200 / 16 ft. 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 


Typical  Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


- Roof Plan:            (no smaller than)  1/16" = 1' - 0" 1:200 / 16 ft. 


- Exterior Elevations:  1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 1:10 / 0.8 ft. 
1/8" = 1' - 0" 1:100 / 8 ft. 
1/16" = 1' - 0" 1:200 / 16 ft. 


- Interior Elevations:  1/4" = 1' - 0" 1:50 / 4 ft. 
1/8" = 1' - 0" 1:100 / 8 ft. 


- Cross Sections:           1/4" = 1' - 0" 1:50 / 4 ft. 
1/8" = 1' - 0" 1:100 / 8 ft. 
1/16" = 1' - 0" 1:200 / 16 ft. 


- Wall Sections:  1/2" or 3/4" = 1' - 0" 1:20 / 2 ft. 


- Stair Details:  1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 1:10 / 1 ft. 


- Detail Plans:               3" = 1' - 0" 1:5 / 0.33 ft. 
1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 1:10 / 1 ft. 


Area-/Installation-/Base-Wide Mapping Control Network to 
Support Overall GIS and AM/FM Development6 N/A varies N/A7 


3rd-I or 2nd-II 
7.5 cm / 
0.25 ft. 


2.5 cm / 
0.083 ft. 


N/A7 


2nd or 3rd 


Housing Management (Family housing, Schools, Boundaries, and 
Other Installation Community Services) 


1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


360 cm / 
12 ft. IIIB / 4th N/A N/A 4th 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 


Typical Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


Environmental Mapping and Assessments 1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


360 cm / 
12 ft. IIIB / 4th N/A N/A 4th 


Emergency Services (Military Police, Crime/Accident Locations, 
Emergency Transport Routes, Post Security Zoning, etc.) 


1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


360 cm / 
12 ft. IIIB / 4th N/A N/A 4th 


Cultural, Social, Historical (Other Natural Resources) 1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. IIIB / 4th N/A N/A 4th 


Runway Approach and Transition Zones; General Plans/Section8 1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


240 cm / 
8 ft. 3rd-II 150 cm / 


5 ft. 
50 cm / 
1.67 ft. 3rd 


CIVIL WORKS DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 


Site Plan for Design Memoranda, Contract Plans and Specifications, etc. for Input to CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 


- Locks, Dams, Flood Control Structures; Detail Design Plans 1:100 / 
8.3 ft. 


2.5 cm/ 
0.083 ft. 2nd-II 30 cm / 


1 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 2nd 


- Grading/Excavation Plans 1:1200 / 
100 ft. 


30 cm / 
1 ft. 3rd-I 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 


- Spillways, Concrete Channels, Upland Disposal Areas 1:400 / 
33.3 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 2nd-II 120 cm / 


4 ft. 
40 cm / 
1.33 ft. 3rd 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 


Typical  Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


- Construction In-place Volume Measurement 1:1200 / 
100 ft. 


30 cm / 
1 ft. 3rd-I N/A 20 cm / 


0.67 ft. 3rd 


River and Harbor Navigation Projects:  Site Plans, Design, 
Operation, or Maintenance of Flood Control Structures, Canals, 
Channels, etc. for Contract Plans or Reports. 


- Levees and Groins (New Work or Maintenance Design 
Drawings) 


1:1200 / 
100 ft. 


30 cm / 
1 ft. 3rd-II 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 


- Canals and Waterway Dredging (New Work Base Mapping)
9 


1:2400 / 
200 ft. 


60 cm / 
2 ft. 3rd-II 30 cm / 


1 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd 


- Canals and Waterway Dredging (Maintenance Drawings) 1:2400 / 
200 ft. 


60 cm / 
2 ft. 3rd-II 30 cm / 


1 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd 


1.64 ft. 


- Beach Renourishment/Hurricane Protection Projects 1:2400 / 
200 ft. 


60 cm / 
2 ft. 3rd-II 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 


- Project Condition Reports (Base Mapping for Plotting 
Hydrographic Surveys:  line maps or air photo plans) 


1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


240 cm/ 
8 ft. 3rd-II 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 


- Revetment Clearing, Grading, and As-built Protection 1:4800 / 
400 ft. 


180 cm/ 
6 ft. 3rd-II 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED) 


Typical Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


Geotechnical and Hydrographic Site Investigation Surveying Accuracies for Project Construction 


- Hydrographic Contract Payment and P&S Surveys 1:4800 / 
400 ft. 


120 cm / 
4 ft. N/A10 30 cm / 


1 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. N/A10 


- Hydrographic Project Condition Surveys 1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


240 cm / 
8 ft. N/A10 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. N/A10 


- Hydrographic Reconnaissance Surveys - 0.10 km / 
350 ft. N/A10 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. N/A10 


- Geotechnical Investigative Core Borings/Probings/etc. 1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 


N/A10 / 
4th N/A 5 cm / 


0.167 ft. 
N/A10 / 
3rd or 4th 


General Planning and Feasibility Studies, Reconnaissance 
Reports, Permit Applications, etc. 


1:4800 / 
400 ft. 


120 cm/ 
4 ft. 3rd-II 150 cm / 


5 ft. 
50 cm / 
1.67 ft. 3rd 


GIS Feature Mapping 
- Area/Project-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support 


Overall GIS Development N/A Varies N/A7 / 
2nd-I/II 


150 cm/ 
5 ft. 


50 cm / 
1.67 ft. 


N/A7 


2nd 


- Soil and Geologic Classification Maps, Well Points 1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 4th N/A N/A 4th 


- Cultural and Economic Resources, Historic Preservation 1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 4th N/A N/A 4th 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 


Typical  Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


- Land Utilization GIS Classifications; Regulatory Permit 
General Locations 


1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 4th N/A N/A 4th 


- Socio-economic GIS classifications 1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 4th N/A N/A 4th 


- Land Cover Classification Maps 1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 4th N/A N/A 4th 


Archeological or Structure Site Plans & Details (Including Non-
topographic, Close Range, Photogrammetric Mapping) 


1:25 / 
2 ft. 


0.625 cm / 
0.02 ft. 2nd I/II 7.5 cm / 


0.25 ft. 
2.5 cm / 
0.083 ft. 2nd 


Structural Deformation Monitoring Studies/Surveys11 


- Reinforced Concrete Structures (Locks, Dams, Gates, Intake 
Structures, Tunnels, Penstocks, Spillways, Bridges, etc.) 


Large-scale 
vector 


movement 
diagrams or 
tabulations 


1 cm / 
0.03 ft. 


(long term) 
N/A12 N/A 1 cm / 


0.033 ft. N/A12 


- Earth/Rock Fill Structures (Dams, Floodwalls, Levees, etc.) 
(slope/crest stability & alignment) 


Large-scale 
vector 


movement 
diagrams or 
tabulations 


3 cm / 
0.1 ft. 


(long term) 
N/A12 N/A 1 cm / 


0.033 ft. N/A12 


- Crack/joint & deflection measurements (precision micrometer) tabulations 0.2 mm / 
0.01 inch N/A12 N/A N/A N/A12 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 


Typical  Target 
(Plot) Map 


Scale1 / Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Horizontal 
Control3 


Typical 
Contour 
Interval 
cm/ft. 


Feature 
Vertical 


Accuracy4 


RMSEz 
cm/ft. 


Ground 
Vertical 
Control5 


Flood Control and Multipurpose Project Planning, Floodplain 
Mapping, Water Quality Analysis, and Flood Control Studies 


1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


240 cm / 
8 ft. 3rd-I 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 2nd or 3rd 


Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Studies 1:9600 / 
800 ft. 


240 cm / 
8 ft. 3rd-I 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 


REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (ACQUISITION, DISPOSAL, MANAGEMENT,  AUDIT)13 


Tract Maps, Individual, Detailing Installation or Reservation 
Boundaries, Lots, Parcels, Record Plats, Utilities, etc. 


1:1200/ 
100 ft14 


2.5 cm/ 
0.083 ft. 3rd-I/II 60 cm / 


2 ft. 
20 cm / 
0.67 ft. 3rd 


Condemnation Exhibit Maps 1:1200/ 
100 ft. 


2.5 cm/ 
0.083 ft. 3rd-I/II 120 cm / 


4 ft. 
40 cm / 
1.33 ft. 3rd 


Guide Taking Lines (for Fee and Easement Acquisition), 
Boundary Encroachment Maps 


1:200/ 
16.7 ft. 


5 cm/ 
0.167 ft. 3rd-I/II 30 cm/ 


1 ft. 
10 cm/ 
0.33 ft. 3rd 


Real Estate GIS or LIS General Feature Mapping: Land Utilization 
and Management; Forestry Management; Mineral Acquisition 


1:12000 / 
1000 ft. 


450 cm / 
15 ft. 4th N/A N/A N/A13 


4th 


General Location or Planning Maps (DOQs)15 1:12000 / 
1,000 ft. 


450 cm/ 
15 ft. N/A Varies 


(NED)16 Varies 3rd 


Easement Areas and Easement Delineation Lines 1:200 / 
16.7 ft. 


5 cm / 
0.167 ft. 3rd-I/II 30 cm / 


1.0 ft. 
10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 3rd 
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Table 3-27 (Continued) 


Project or Activity Horizontal Accuracy Criteria Vertical Accuracy Criteria 


REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 


Typical  
Target (Plot) 
Map Scale1 / 
Scale Ratio 
1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


REAL ESTATE 
ACTIVITIES 
(CONTINUED): 


Typical  
Target 


(Plot) Map 
Scale1 / 
Scale 
Ratio 


1 in = x ft. 


Feature 
Horizontal 
Accuracy2 


RMSExy 
cm/ft. 


REAL ESTATE 
ACTIVITIES 
(CONTINUED): 


HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, & RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
(HTRW) SITE INVESTIGATION, MODELING, AND 
CLEANUP 


General Detailed Site Plans (HTRW Sites, Asbestos, etc.) 1:400 / 
33.3 ft. 


10 cm / 
0.33 ft. 2nd-II 15 cm / 


0.5 ft. 
5 cm / 


0.167 ft. 2nd or 3rd 


Subsurface Geotoxic Data Mapping (Modeling) 1:4800 / 
400 ft. 


120 cm / 
4 ft. 3rd-II 120 cm / 


4 ft. 
40 cm / 
1.33 ft. 3rd 


Contaminated Ground Water Plume Mapping (Modeling) 1:4800 / 
400 ft. 


120 cm / 
4 ft. 3rd-II 120 cm / 


4 ft. 
40 cm/ 
1.33 ft. 3rd 


General HTRW Site Plans, Reconnaissance Mapping 1:2400 / 
200 ft. 


60 cm / 
2 ft. 3rd-II 150 cm / 


5 ft. 
50 cm / 
1.67 ft. 3rd 


EMERGENCY OPERATION MANAGEMENT 
ACTIVITIES 


(Use basic GIS data base requirements defined above) 
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Table 3-27 Explanations: 
1	 Approximate target map scale appropriate for CADD, GIS, and/or AM/FM paper plots, 


recognizing that digital geospatial data can be inappropriately displayed at larger scales by 
zooming in while not actually improving the horizontal accuracy of the data. Target scales 
are appropriate based on the absolute horizontal accuracy (RMSEx and RMSEy) of clearly 
defined features relative to the horizontal datum and the National Spatial Reference System 
(NSRS) in the U.S. In many instances, design or real property features are located to a far 
greater relative accuracy than that which can be scaled at the target (plot) scale, such as 
property corners, utility alignments, first-floor or invert elevations, etc. Coordinates and 
elevations for such items are usually directly input into a CADD or AM/FM data base. 


2	 RMSEx and RMSEy pertain to the absolute horizontal accuracy of digital geospatial data 
produced from aerial mapping technologies such as stereo-photogrammetric mapping or 
digital orthophotography. Determined from horizontal control surveys (e.g., total-station 
surveys), the relative horizontal accuracy of mapped features may be more demanding than 
the absolute horizontal accuracy of those features. The relative accuracy of a planimetric 
feature is defined relative to two adjacent points within the confines of a structure or map, 
not to the overall project or installation boundaries. Relative accuracies are determined 
between two points that must functionally maintain a given accuracy tolerance between 
themselves, such as adjacent property corners; adjacent utility lines; adjoining buildings, 
bridge piers, approaches, or abutments; overall building or structure site construction limits; 
runway ends; catch basins; levee baseline sections; etc. The relative accuracy between two 
points is determined from the end functional requirements of the project/structure (e.g., field 
construction fabrication, field stakeout or layout, alignment, locationing, etc.) 


3	 The ground accuracy class pertains to the order and class of horizontal control surveys 
performed in accordance with standards published by the Federal Geodetic Control 
Committee (FGCC). Horizontal control survey accuracy refers to the procedural and closure 
specifications needed to obtain/maintain the relative accuracy tolerances needed between two 
functionally adjacent points on the map or structure, for design, stakeout, or construction.  
Usually 1:5,000 Third-Order control procedures will provide sufficient accuracy for most 
engineering work, and in many instances of small-scale mapping or GIS mapping. Third-
Order, Class II methods and Fourth-Order topographic/construction control methods may be 
used. Base- or area-wide mapping control procedures shall be specified to meet functional 
accuracy tolerances within the limits of the structure, building, or utility distance involved for 
design or construction surveys.  Higher order control surveys shall not be specified for area
wide mapping or GIS definition unless a definitive functional requirement exists (e.g., 
military operational targeting or some low-gradient flood control projects). 
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4	 RMSEz pertains to the absolute vertical accuracy of digital geospatial data produced from 
LiDAR or photogrammetry.  Determined from traditional ground surveys (e.g., differential 
leveling or trigonometric leveling), the relative vertical accuracy of mapped features may be 
more demanding than the absolute vertical accuracy of those features. 


5	 The ground accuracy class pertains to the order and class of vertical control surveys 
performed in accordance with standards published by the Federal Geodetic Control 
Committee (FGCC).  Vertical control survey accuracy refers to the procedural and closure 
specifications needed to obtain/maintain the relative accuracy tolerances needed between two 
functionally adjacent points on the map or structure, for design, stakeout, or construction.  
Usually Third-Order vertical control procedures will provide sufficient accuracy for most 
engineering work, and in many instances of small-scale mapping or GIS mapping.  


6	 For installation or base mapping, GIS raster or vector features generally can be scaled or 
digitized from existing maps or digital orthophotos of the installation. 


7	 The control network for any installation should not be determined from aerial surveys but by 
GPS surveys with dual-frequency GPS receivers. Reference EM 1110-1-1005 (Control and 
Topographic Surveying). 


8	 See FAA No. 405, Standards for Aeronautical Surveys and Related Products, for detailed 
requirements. 


9	 Table refers to base maps upon which subsurface hydrographic surveys are plotted, not to 
hydrographic survey control. 


10	 Aerial and ground survey accuracy classes are not applicable to hydrographic survey control. 
11	 Long-term structural movements measured from points external to the structure may be 


tabulated or plotted in either X-Y-Z or by single vector movement normal to a potential 
failure plane. Reference EM 1110-2-4300 (Instrumentation for Concrete Structures), EM 
1110-2-1908 (Instrumentation of Embankment Dams and Levees), and EM 1110-1-1005 
(Control and Topographic Surveying) for stress-strain, pressure, seismic, and other precise 
structural deflection measurement methods within/between structural members, monoliths, 
cells, embankments, etc. 


12	 Horizontal and vertical deformation monitoring survey procedures are performed relative to a 
control network established for the structure. Ties to the National Spatial Reference System 
(NSRS) or the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) are not necessary other 
than for general reference, and then need only USACE Third-Order connection. 


13	 Real property surveys shall conform to local/state minimum technical standards and/or 
recognized practices, and where prescribed by law or code. 
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14	 A 1:1,200 (1 in = 100 ft.) scale is recommended by ER 405-1-112 (Real Estate Handbook). 
Smaller scales should be on even 30m (100-ft) increments, e.g., 1:2,400 (1 in = 200 ft.); 
1:3,600 (1 in = 300 ft.); or 1:4,800 (1 in = 400 ft.) as shown in Table 3-27. 


15	 Go to http://seamless.usgs.gov/website/seamless/viewer.htm and click on Orthoimagery to 
download digital orthophoto quarter-quads (DOQs). 


16	 Go to http://seamless.usgs.gov/website/seamless/viewer.htm and click on Elevation to 
download digital elevation models (DEMs). 
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		3-1. Purpose.  The purpose of this chapter is to align USACE mapping accuracy standards with the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014), and to identify potential user positional accuracy “needs” (not “wants”) for common USACE applications.  Traditionally within USACE, aerial mapping data have been acquired and developed according to either National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS, Bureau of the Budget, 1947) or ASP

		  

		a. Map Standards Evolution.  With digital maps, where map scales and contour intervals can easily be altered by hitting a zoom button but without improving accuracy, new accuracy standards were devised.  The National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA), published by the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC, 1998), ties accuracy to a defined value at ground scale, assuming all errors follow a normal error distribution; but the NSSDA does not specify threshold accuracy values as did the NMAS.  Guide
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		b. USACE Mapping Standards.  Except for the addition of tables with English units, the USACE Accuracy Standards for Photogrammetry and LiDAR Mapping are identical to the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) and replace the obsolete ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990).  Tables are also provided for comparing the various accuracy thresholds with specific USACE applications. 
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		3-2. USACE Accuracy Standards for Photogrammetry and LiDAR Mapping.  USACE has previously utilized the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990), but ASPRS and USACE recognize that those standards are essentially obsolete because they pertain only to maps with published map scale and contour interval.  Almost all mapping today is performed with digital cameras or LiDAR for which map scale and contour interval can be manipulated by clicking on a zoom button, but without any improvement in a

		Table 3-1 Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class 



		Absolute Accuracy 

		Absolute Accuracy 



		Relative Accuracy Measures 

		Relative Accuracy Measures 





		TR

		RMSEx and RMSEy 

		RMSEx and RMSEy 

		cm) 



		RMSEr 

		RMSEr 

		(cm) 



		Horizontal Accuracy at 95% Confidence Level 

		Horizontal Accuracy at 95% Confidence Level 

		(cm) 



		Orthoimagery Mosaic Seamline Mismatch  

		Orthoimagery Mosaic Seamline Mismatch  

		(cm) 





		X-cm 

		X-cm 

		X-cm 



		≤X 

		≤X 



		≤1.41*X 

		≤1.41*X 



		≤2.45*X 

		≤2.45*X 



		≤ 2*X 

		≤ 2*X 







		 

		Table 3-2 Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Vertical Accuracy Class 

		 



		Absolute Accuracy 

		Absolute Accuracy 



		Relative Accuracy (where applicable) 

		Relative Accuracy (where applicable) 





		TR

		RMSEz 

		RMSEz 

		Non-Vegetated 

		(cm) 



		NVA at 95% Confidence Level 

		NVA at 95% Confidence Level 

		1



		(cm) 



		VVA at 95th Percentile 

		VVA at 95th Percentile 

		2



		(cm) 



		Within-Swath 

		Within-Swath 

		Hard Surface Repeatability 

		(Max Diff)  

		(cm) 



		Swath-to-Swath 

		Swath-to-Swath 

		Non-Vegetated Terrain 

		(RMSDz)  

		(cm) 



		Swath-to-Swath 

		Swath-to-Swath 

		Non-Vegetated Terrain 

		(Max Diff)  

		(cm) 





		X-cm 

		X-cm 

		X-cm 



		≤X 

		≤X 



		≤1.96*X 

		≤1.96*X 



		≤3.00*X 

		≤3.00*X 



		≤0.60*X 

		≤0.60*X 



		≤0.80*X 

		≤0.80*X 



		≤1.60*X 

		≤1.60*X 







		1 Statistically, in non-vegetated terrain and elsewhere when elevation errors follow a normal distribution, 68.27% of errors are within one standard deviation (s) of the mean error, 95.45% of errors are within (2 * s) of the mean error, and 99.73% of errors are within  (3 * s) of the mean error.  The equation (1.9600 * s) is used to approximate the maximum error either side of the mean that applies to 95% of the values.  Standard deviations do not account for systematic errors in the data set that remain in

		1 Statistically, in non-vegetated terrain and elsewhere when elevation errors follow a normal distribution, 68.27% of errors are within one standard deviation (s) of the mean error, 95.45% of errors are within (2 * s) of the mean error, and 99.73% of errors are within  (3 * s) of the mean error.  The equation (1.9600 * s) is used to approximate the maximum error either side of the mean that applies to 95% of the values.  Standard deviations do not account for systematic errors in the data set that remain in

		2VVA standards do not apply to areas previously defined as low confidence areas and delineated with a low confidence polygon.  If VVA accuracy is required for the full data set, supplemental field survey data may be required within low confidence areas where VVA accuracies cannot be achieved by the remote sensing method being used for the primary data set. 

		 



		 

		a. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Orthoimagery.  These standards do not associate product accuracy with the ground sample distance (GSD) of the source imagery. The relationship between the recommended RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class and the orthoimagery pixel size varies depending on the imaging sensor characteristics and the specific mapping processes used. The appropriate horizontal accuracy class must be negotiated and agreed upon between the end user and the data provider, based on specific proj

		a. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Orthoimagery.  These standards do not associate product accuracy with the ground sample distance (GSD) of the source imagery. The relationship between the recommended RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class and the orthoimagery pixel size varies depending on the imaging sensor characteristics and the specific mapping processes used. The appropriate horizontal accuracy class must be negotiated and agreed upon between the end user and the data provider, based on specific proj

		a. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Orthoimagery.  These standards do not associate product accuracy with the ground sample distance (GSD) of the source imagery. The relationship between the recommended RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class and the orthoimagery pixel size varies depending on the imaging sensor characteristics and the specific mapping processes used. The appropriate horizontal accuracy class must be negotiated and agreed upon between the end user and the data provider, based on specific proj





		 

		  

		  

		  





		Table 3-3 Common Horizontal Accuracy Classes 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class  RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class  RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class  RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class  RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 



		RMSEr (cm) 

		RMSEr (cm) 



		Orthoimage Mosaic Seamline Maximum Mismatch (cm) 

		Orthoimage Mosaic Seamline Maximum Mismatch (cm) 



		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (cm) 





		0.625 

		0.625 

		0.625 



		0.9 

		0.9 



		1.25 

		1.25 



		1.5 

		1.5 





		1.25 

		1.25 

		1.25 



		1.8 

		1.8 



		2.5 

		2.5 



		3.1 

		3.1 





		2.5 

		2.5 

		2.5 



		3.5 

		3.5 



		5 

		5 



		6.1 

		6.1 





		5 

		5 

		5 



		7.1 

		7.1 



		10 

		10 



		12.2 

		12.2 





		7.5 

		7.5 

		7.5 



		10.6 

		10.6 



		15 

		15 



		18.4 

		18.4 





		10 

		10 

		10 



		14.1 

		14.1 



		20 

		20 



		24.5 

		24.5 





		12.5 

		12.5 

		12.5 



		17.7 

		17.7 



		25 

		25 



		30.6 

		30.6 





		15 

		15 

		15 



		21.2 

		21.2 



		30 

		30 



		36.7 

		36.7 





		17.5 

		17.5 

		17.5 



		24.7 

		24.7 



		35 

		35 



		42.8 

		42.8 





		20 

		20 

		20 



		28.3 

		28.3 



		40 

		40 



		49.0 

		49.0 





		22.5 

		22.5 

		22.5 



		31.8 

		31.8 



		45 

		45 



		55.1 

		55.1 





		25 

		25 

		25 



		35.4 

		35.4 



		50 

		50 



		61.2 

		61.2 





		27.5 

		27.5 

		27.5 



		38.9 

		38.9 



		55 

		55 



		67.3 

		67.3 





		30 

		30 

		30 



		42.4 

		42.4 



		60 

		60 



		73.4 

		73.4 





		45 

		45 

		45 



		63.6 

		63.6 



		90 

		90 



		110.1 

		110.1 





		60 

		60 

		60 



		84.9 

		84.9 



		120 

		120 



		146.9 

		146.9 





		75 

		75 

		75 



		106.1 

		106.1 



		150 

		150 



		183.6 

		183.6 





		100 

		100 

		100 



		141.4 

		141.4 



		200 

		200 



		244.8 

		244.8 





		150 

		150 

		150 



		212.1 

		212.1 



		300 

		300 



		367.2 

		367.2 





		200 

		200 

		200 



		282.8 

		282.8 



		400 

		400 



		489.5 

		489.5 





		250 

		250 

		250 



		353.6 

		353.6 



		500 

		500 



		611.9 

		611.9 





		300 

		300 

		300 



		424.3 

		424.3 



		600 

		600 



		734.3 

		734.3 





		500 

		500 

		500 



		707.1 

		707.1 



		1,000 

		1,000 



		1,223.9 

		1,223.9 





		1,000 

		1,000 

		1,000 



		1,414.2 

		1,414.2 



		2,000 

		2,000 



		2,447.7 

		2,447.7 







		 

		(1) Non-Standard Highest Accuracy. Given current sensor and processing technologies for large and medium format metric cameras, an orthoimagery accuracy of 1-pixel RMSEx and RMSEy is considered achievable, assuming proper project design and best practices implementation.  This level of accuracy is more stringent by a factor of two than orthoimagery accuracies typically associated with the ASPRS 1990 Class 1 accuracies. Achieving the highest level of accuracy requires specialized consideration related to sen

		(1) Non-Standard Highest Accuracy. Given current sensor and processing technologies for large and medium format metric cameras, an orthoimagery accuracy of 1-pixel RMSEx and RMSEy is considered achievable, assuming proper project design and best practices implementation.  This level of accuracy is more stringent by a factor of two than orthoimagery accuracies typically associated with the ASPRS 1990 Class 1 accuracies. Achieving the highest level of accuracy requires specialized consideration related to sen

		(1) Non-Standard Highest Accuracy. Given current sensor and processing technologies for large and medium format metric cameras, an orthoimagery accuracy of 1-pixel RMSEx and RMSEy is considered achievable, assuming proper project design and best practices implementation.  This level of accuracy is more stringent by a factor of two than orthoimagery accuracies typically associated with the ASPRS 1990 Class 1 accuracies. Achieving the highest level of accuracy requires specialized consideration related to sen



		Many geospatial mapping projects require high resolution and high quality imagery, but do not require the highest level of positional accuracy.  This is particularly true for update or similar projects where the intent is to upgrade the image resolution, but still leverage existing DTM and ground control data that may originally have been developed to a lower accuracy standard. 

		Many geospatial mapping projects require high resolution and high quality imagery, but do not require the highest level of positional accuracy.  This is particularly true for update or similar projects where the intent is to upgrade the image resolution, but still leverage existing DTM and ground control data that may originally have been developed to a lower accuracy standard. 





		  

		(2) Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples.  Table 3-4 (metric units) and Table 3-5 (English units) provide general guidelines to determine the appropriate orthoimagery accuracy class for three different levels of geospatial accuracy.  Values listed as “Highest accuracy” specify an RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class of 1-pixel (or better) and are considered to reflect the highest tier accuracy for the specified resolution given current technologies; this accuracy class is appropriate when geospatial accuracies are of h

		(2) Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples.  Table 3-4 (metric units) and Table 3-5 (English units) provide general guidelines to determine the appropriate orthoimagery accuracy class for three different levels of geospatial accuracy.  Values listed as “Highest accuracy” specify an RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class of 1-pixel (or better) and are considered to reflect the highest tier accuracy for the specified resolution given current technologies; this accuracy class is appropriate when geospatial accuracies are of h

		(2) Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples.  Table 3-4 (metric units) and Table 3-5 (English units) provide general guidelines to determine the appropriate orthoimagery accuracy class for three different levels of geospatial accuracy.  Values listed as “Highest accuracy” specify an RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy class of 1-pixel (or better) and are considered to reflect the highest tier accuracy for the specified resolution given current technologies; this accuracy class is appropriate when geospatial accuracies are of h





		The orthoimagery pixel sizes and associated RMSEx and RMSEy accuracy classes presented in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 are largely based on experience with current sensor technologies and primarily apply to large and medium format metric cameras.  These tables are only provided as a guideline for users during the transition period to the new standard.  These associations may change in the future as mapping technologies continue to advance and evolve.  The final choice of both image resolution and final product accura

		  

		  

		  





		Table 3-4 Digital Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples for Current Metric Large and Medium Format Cameras (Metric Units) 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		3





		Recommended Horizontal Accuracy Class                       RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 

		Recommended Horizontal Accuracy Class                       RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 



		Orthoimage RMSEx & RMSEy in terms of pixels 

		Orthoimage RMSEx & RMSEy in terms of pixels 



		Recommended use 

		Recommended use 





		1.25 cm 

		1.25 cm 

		1.25 cm 



		≤1.25 

		≤1.25 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		2.5 

		2.5 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥3.75 

		≥3.75 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		2.5 cm 

		2.5 cm 

		2.5 cm 



		≤2.5 

		≤2.5 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		5 

		5 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥7.5 

		≥7.5 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		5 cm 

		5 cm 

		5 cm 



		≤5 

		≤5 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		10 

		10 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥15 

		≥15 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		7.5 cm 

		7.5 cm 

		7.5 cm 



		≤7.5 

		≤7.5 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		15 

		15 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥22.5 

		≥22.5 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		15 cm 

		15 cm 

		15 cm 



		≤15 

		≤15 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		30 

		30 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥45 

		≥45 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		30 cm 

		30 cm 

		30 cm 



		≤30 

		≤30 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		60 

		60 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥90 

		≥90 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		60 cm 

		60 cm 

		60 cm 



		≤60 

		≤60 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		120 

		120 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥180 

		≥180 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		1 meter 

		1 meter 

		1 meter 



		≤100 

		≤100 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		200 

		200 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥300 

		≥300 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		2 meter 

		2 meter 

		2 meter 



		≤200 

		≤200 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		400 

		400 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥600 

		≥600 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  







		3 It should be noted that in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the horizontal accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD as acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel size.  In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying

		3 It should be noted that in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the horizontal accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD as acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel size.  In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying

		 



		Table 3-5 Digital Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples for Current Metric Large and Medium Format Cameras (English Units) 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		Common Orthoimagery Pixel Sizes 

		4





		Recommended Horizontal Accuracy Class                     RMSEx & RMSEy (inch) 

		Recommended Horizontal Accuracy Class                     RMSEx & RMSEy (inch) 



		Orthoimage RMSEx & RMSEy in terms of pixels 

		Orthoimage RMSEx & RMSEy in terms of pixels 



		Recommended use 

		Recommended use 





		1 inch 

		1 inch 

		1 inch 



		≤1 

		≤1 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		2 

		2 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥3 

		≥3 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		2 inch 

		2 inch 

		2 inch 



		≤2 

		≤2 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		4 

		4 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥6 

		≥6 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		3 inch 

		3 inch 

		3 inch 



		≤3 

		≤3 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		6 

		6 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥9 

		≥9 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		4 inch 

		4 inch 

		4 inch 



		≤4 

		≤4 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		8 

		8 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥12 

		≥12 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		6 inch 

		6 inch 

		6 inch 



		≤6 

		≤6 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		12 

		12 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥18 

		≥18 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		9 inch 

		9 inch 

		9 inch 



		≤9 

		≤9 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		18 

		18 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥27 

		≥27 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		12 inch 

		12 inch 

		12 inch 



		≤12 

		≤12 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		24 

		24 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥36 

		≥36 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  





		24 inch 

		24 inch 

		24 inch 



		≤24 

		≤24 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy 

		Highest accuracy 





		TR

		48 

		48 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥72 

		≥72 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization 

		Lower accuracy - visualization 





		36 inch 

		36 inch 

		36 inch 



		≤36 

		≤36 



		≤1-pixel 

		≤1-pixel 



		Highest accuracy  

		Highest accuracy  





		TR

		72 

		72 



		2-pixels 

		2-pixels 



		Standard high accuracy 

		Standard high accuracy 





		TR

		≥108 

		≥108 



		≥3-pixels 

		≥3-pixels 



		Lower accuracy - visualization  

		Lower accuracy - visualization  







		4 It should be noted that in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the horizontal accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD as acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel size.  In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying

		4 It should be noted that in Tables 3-4 and 3-5, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the horizontal accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD as acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel size.  In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying



		 

		b. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Data.  Table 3-6 (metric units) and Table 3-7 (English units) present 10 common horizontal accuracy classes for digital planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy planimetric data, and equivalent map scales per legacy National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS) and ASPRS 1990 accuracy standards. In these tables, the values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only apply to imagery derived from common large and medium format me

		b. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Data.  Table 3-6 (metric units) and Table 3-7 (English units) present 10 common horizontal accuracy classes for digital planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy planimetric data, and equivalent map scales per legacy National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS) and ASPRS 1990 accuracy standards. In these tables, the values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only apply to imagery derived from common large and medium format me

		b. USACE Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Data.  Table 3-6 (metric units) and Table 3-7 (English units) present 10 common horizontal accuracy classes for digital planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy planimetric data, and equivalent map scales per legacy National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS) and ASPRS 1990 accuracy standards. In these tables, the values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only apply to imagery derived from common large and medium format me





		 

		Table 3-6 Horizontal Accuracy/Quality Examples for High Accuracy Digital Planimetric Data (Metric Units) 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 



		Equivalent to map scale in  

		Equivalent to map scale in  



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Equivalent to map scale in NMAS 





		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 



		RMSEr (cm) 

		RMSEr (cm) 



		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (cm) 



		Approximate GSD of Source Imagery (cm) 

		Approximate GSD of Source Imagery (cm) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 





		2.5 

		2.5 

		2.5 



		3.5 

		3.5 



		6.1 

		6.1 



		1.25 to 2.5  

		1.25 to 2.5  



		1:100 

		1:100 



		1:50 

		1:50 



		1:63 

		1:63 





		5 

		5 

		5 



		7.1 

		7.1 



		12.2 

		12.2 



		2.5 to 5  

		2.5 to 5  



		1:200 

		1:200 



		1:100 

		1:100 



		1:127 

		1:127 





		7.5 

		7.5 

		7.5 



		10.6 

		10.6 



		18.4 

		18.4 



		3.75 to 7.5  

		3.75 to 7.5  



		1:300 

		1:300 



		1:150 

		1:150 



		1:190 

		1:190 





		10 

		10 

		10 



		14.1 

		14.1 



		24.5 

		24.5 



		5 to 10  

		5 to 10  



		1:400 

		1:400 



		1:200 

		1:200 



		1:253 

		1:253 





		15 

		15 

		15 



		21.2 

		21.2 



		36.7 

		36.7 



		7.5 to 15 

		7.5 to 15 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1:300 

		1:300 



		1:380 

		1:380 





		20 

		20 

		20 



		28.3 

		28.3 



		49.0 

		49.0 



		10 to 20  

		10 to 20  



		1:800 

		1:800 



		1:400 

		1:400 



		1:507 

		1:507 





		30 

		30 

		30 



		42.4 

		42.4 



		73.4 

		73.4 



		15 to 30 

		15 to 30 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1:760 

		1:760 





		60 

		60 

		60 



		84.9 

		84.9 



		146.9 

		146.9 



		30 to 60 

		30 to 60 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1:1,521 

		1:1,521 





		100 

		100 

		100 



		141.4 

		141.4 



		244.8 

		244.8 



		50 to 100 

		50 to 100 



		1:4,000 

		1:4,000 



		1:2,000 

		1:2,000 



		1:2,535 

		1:2,535 





		200 

		200 

		200 



		282.8 

		282.8 



		489.5 

		489.5 



		100 to 200 

		100 to 200 



		1:8,000 

		1:8,000 



		1:4000 

		1:4000 



		1:5,069 

		1:5,069 







		 

		  

		Table 3-7 Horizontal Accuracy/Quality Examples for High Accuracy Digital Planimetric Data (English Units) 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 



		Equivalent to map scale in  

		Equivalent to map scale in  



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Equivalent to map scale in NMAS 





		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx & RMSEy (inch) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx & RMSEy (inch) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx & RMSEy (inch) 



		RMSEr (inch) 

		RMSEr (inch) 



		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (inch) 

		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (inch) 



		Approximate GSD of Source Imagery (inch) 

		Approximate GSD of Source Imagery (inch) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 





		1 

		1 

		1 



		1.4 

		1.4 



		2.4 

		2.4 



		0.5 to 1.0 

		0.5 to 1.0 



		1:100 

		1:100 



		1:50 

		1:50 



		1:63 

		1:63 





		2 

		2 

		2 



		2.8 

		2.8 



		4.9 

		4.9 



		1 to 2 

		1 to 2 



		1:200 

		1:200 



		1:100 

		1:100 



		1:127 

		1:127 





		3 

		3 

		3 



		4.2 

		4.2 



		7.3 

		7.3 



		1.5 to 3 

		1.5 to 3 



		1:300 

		1:300 



		1:150 

		1:150 



		1:190 

		1:190 





		4 

		4 

		4 



		5.7 

		5.7 



		9.8 

		9.8 



		2 to 4 

		2 to 4 



		1:400 

		1:400 



		1:200 

		1:200 



		1:253 

		1:253 





		6 

		6 

		6 



		8.5 

		8.5 



		14.7 

		14.7 



		3 to 6 

		3 to 6 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1:300 

		1:300 



		1:380 

		1:380 





		9 

		9 

		9 



		12.7 

		12.7 



		22.0 

		22.0 



		4.5 to 9 

		4.5 to 9 



		1:900 

		1:900 



		1:450 

		1:450 



		1:570 

		1:570 





		12 

		12 

		12 



		17.0 

		17.0 



		29.4 

		29.4 



		6 to 12 

		6 to 12 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1:760 

		1:760 





		24 

		24 

		24 



		33.9 

		33.9 



		58.7 

		58.7 



		12 to 24 

		12 to 24 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1:1,521 

		1:1,521 





		36 

		36 

		36 



		50.9 

		50.9 



		88.1 

		88.1 



		18 to 36 

		18 to 36 



		1:3,600 

		1:3,600 



		1:1,800 

		1:1,800 



		1:2,280 

		1:2,280 





		60 

		60 

		60 



		84.9 

		84.9 



		146.9 

		146.9 



		30 to 60 

		30 to 60 



		1:6,000 

		1:6,000 



		1:3,000 

		1:3,000 



		1:3,800 

		1:3,800 







		c. USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data. The USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards are identical to Vertical Data Classes from the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) at Appendix C which defines Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at the 95% confidence level and 95th percentile, respectively.  High-density, irregularly-spaced elevation mass points in Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) are routinely produced from

		c. USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data. The USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards are identical to Vertical Data Classes from the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) at Appendix C which defines Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at the 95% confidence level and 95th percentile, respectively.  High-density, irregularly-spaced elevation mass points in Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) are routinely produced from

		c. USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data. The USACE Vertical Accuracy Standards are identical to Vertical Data Classes from the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) at Appendix C which defines Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at the 95% confidence level and 95th percentile, respectively.  High-density, irregularly-spaced elevation mass points in Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) are routinely produced from





		Table 3-8 (metric units) and Table 3-9 (English units) provide vertical accuracy examples and other quality criteria for ten common vertical accuracy classes; the “appropriate contour interval” is equivalent to ASPRS 1990 Class 1 contours where the contour interval is three times RMSEz. Table 3-10 (metric units) and Table 3-11 (English units) provide the same vertical accuracy classes with the recommended lidar Nominal Point Density (NPD) and Nominal Point Spacing (NPS) suitable for each of them. Contours o

		(1) Accuracy Testing in Vegetated and Non-Vegetated Terrain.  Tables 3-8 and 3-9 list ten vertical accuracy classes for elevation data compiled from LiDAR, stereo photogrammetry or IFSAR, with different accuracy values for NVA and VVA.  The last two columns of these tables are relevant to LiDAR only, but the remaining columns are relevant to LiDAR, photogrammetry and IFSAR.  There is no mathematical link between LiDAR point density and LiDAR vertical accuracy although denser data tends to be more accurate b

		(1) Accuracy Testing in Vegetated and Non-Vegetated Terrain.  Tables 3-8 and 3-9 list ten vertical accuracy classes for elevation data compiled from LiDAR, stereo photogrammetry or IFSAR, with different accuracy values for NVA and VVA.  The last two columns of these tables are relevant to LiDAR only, but the remaining columns are relevant to LiDAR, photogrammetry and IFSAR.  There is no mathematical link between LiDAR point density and LiDAR vertical accuracy although denser data tends to be more accurate b

		(1) Accuracy Testing in Vegetated and Non-Vegetated Terrain.  Tables 3-8 and 3-9 list ten vertical accuracy classes for elevation data compiled from LiDAR, stereo photogrammetry or IFSAR, with different accuracy values for NVA and VVA.  The last two columns of these tables are relevant to LiDAR only, but the remaining columns are relevant to LiDAR, photogrammetry and IFSAR.  There is no mathematical link between LiDAR point density and LiDAR vertical accuracy although denser data tends to be more accurate b



		(2) LiDAR Relative Accuracy Swath-to-Swath.  Performed prior to LiDAR point classification, relative accuracy swath-to-swath (rightmost column in Tables 3-8 and 3-9) is normally tested by preparing elevation difference maps (called Δz orthos or DZ orthos) produced by subtracting (single-return) elevations from one swath from (single-return) elevations from each overlapping swath and displaying the absolute value of elevation differences in colored elevation bands.  Single-returns are most likely ground poin

		(2) LiDAR Relative Accuracy Swath-to-Swath.  Performed prior to LiDAR point classification, relative accuracy swath-to-swath (rightmost column in Tables 3-8 and 3-9) is normally tested by preparing elevation difference maps (called Δz orthos or DZ orthos) produced by subtracting (single-return) elevations from one swath from (single-return) elevations from each overlapping swath and displaying the absolute value of elevation differences in colored elevation bands.  Single-returns are most likely ground poin





		 

		(3) LiDAR NPD and NPS.  In Tables 3-10 and 3-11, NPD and NPS are geometrically inverse methods to measure the pulse density or spacing of a LiDAR collection. NPD is a ratio of the number of points to the area in which they are contained, and is typically expressed as pulses per square meter (ppsm or pts/m2). NPS is a linear measure of the typical distance between points and is most often expressed in meters. Although either expression can be used for any dataset, NPD is usually used for LiDAR collections wi

		(3) LiDAR NPD and NPS.  In Tables 3-10 and 3-11, NPD and NPS are geometrically inverse methods to measure the pulse density or spacing of a LiDAR collection. NPD is a ratio of the number of points to the area in which they are contained, and is typically expressed as pulses per square meter (ppsm or pts/m2). NPS is a linear measure of the typical distance between points and is most often expressed in meters. Although either expression can be used for any dataset, NPD is usually used for LiDAR collections wi

		(3) LiDAR NPD and NPS.  In Tables 3-10 and 3-11, NPD and NPS are geometrically inverse methods to measure the pulse density or spacing of a LiDAR collection. NPD is a ratio of the number of points to the area in which they are contained, and is typically expressed as pulses per square meter (ppsm or pts/m2). NPS is a linear measure of the typical distance between points and is most often expressed in meters. Although either expression can be used for any dataset, NPD is usually used for LiDAR collections wi





		Table 3-8 Vertical Accuracy/Quality Examples for Digital Elevation Data (Metric Units) 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Vertical Accuracy Class 

		 



		Absolute Accuracy (cm) 

		Absolute Accuracy (cm) 



		Relative Accuracy Max Diff (cm)                 (where applicable) 

		Relative Accuracy Max Diff (cm)                 (where applicable) 





		TR

		RMSEz 

		RMSEz 

		Non-Vegetated 



		NVA 

		NVA 

		at 95% 

		Confidence Level 



		VVA 

		VVA 

		at 95th Percentile 



		Appropriate Contour Interval 

		Appropriate Contour Interval 



		Within-Swath 

		Within-Swath 

		Hard Surface Repeatability 



		Swath-to-Swath 

		Swath-to-Swath 

		Non-Veg Terrain 





		1-cm 

		1-cm 

		1-cm 



		1 

		1 



		2 

		2 



		3 

		3 



		3 

		3 



		0.6 

		0.6 



		1.6 

		1.6 





		2.5-cm 

		2.5-cm 

		2.5-cm 



		2.5 

		2.5 



		4.9 

		4.9 



		7.5 

		7.5 



		7.5 

		7.5 



		1.5 

		1.5 



		4 

		4 





		5-cm 

		5-cm 

		5-cm 



		5 

		5 



		9.8 

		9.8 



		15 

		15 



		15 

		15 



		3 

		3 



		8 

		8 





		10-cm 

		10-cm 

		10-cm 



		10 

		10 



		19.6 

		19.6 



		30 

		30 



		30 

		30 



		6 

		6 



		16 

		16 





		15-cm 

		15-cm 

		15-cm 



		15 

		15 



		29.4 

		29.4 



		45 

		45 



		45 

		45 



		9 

		9 



		24 

		24 





		20-cm 

		20-cm 

		20-cm 



		20 

		20 



		39.2 

		39.2 



		60 

		60 



		60 

		60 



		12 

		12 



		32 

		32 





		33.3-cm 

		33.3-cm 

		33.3-cm 



		33.3 

		33.3 



		65.3 

		65.3 



		100 

		100 



		100 

		100 



		20 

		20 



		53.3 

		53.3 





		66.7-cm 

		66.7-cm 

		66.7-cm 



		66.7 

		66.7 



		130.7 

		130.7 



		200 

		200 



		200 

		200 



		40 

		40 



		106.7 

		106.7 





		100-cm 

		100-cm 

		100-cm 



		100 

		100 



		196.0 

		196.0 



		300 

		300 



		300 

		300 



		60 

		60 



		160 

		160 





		333.3-cm 

		333.3-cm 

		333.3-cm 



		333.3 

		333.3 



		653.3 

		653.3 



		1,000 

		1,000 



		1,000 

		1,000 



		200 

		200 



		533.3 

		533.3 







		 

		Table 3-9 Vertical Accuracy/Quality Examples for Digital Elevation Data (English Units) 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Vertical Accuracy Class 

		 



		Absolute Accuracy (inch) 

		Absolute Accuracy (inch) 



		Relative Accuracy Max Diff (inch)                 (where applicable) 

		Relative Accuracy Max Diff (inch)                 (where applicable) 





		TR

		RMSEz 

		RMSEz 

		Non-Vegetated 



		NVA 

		NVA 

		at 95% 

		Confidence Level 



		VVA 

		VVA 

		at 95th Percentile 



		Appropriate Contour Interval 

		Appropriate Contour Interval 



		Within-Swath 

		Within-Swath 

		Hard Surface Repeatability 



		Swath-to-Swath 

		Swath-to-Swath 

		Non-Veg Terrain 





		1-inch 

		1-inch 

		1-inch 



		1 

		1 



		2 

		2 



		3 

		3 



		3 

		3 



		0.6 

		0.6 



		1.6 

		1.6 





		2-inch 

		2-inch 

		2-inch 



		2 

		2 



		3.9 

		3.9 



		6 

		6 



		6 

		6 



		1.2 

		1.2 



		3.2 

		3.2 





		3-inch 

		3-inch 

		3-inch 



		3 

		3 



		5.9 

		5.9 



		9 

		9 



		9 

		9 



		1.8 

		1.8 



		4.8 

		4.8 





		4-inch 

		4-inch 

		4-inch 



		4 

		4 



		7.8 

		7.8 



		12 

		12 



		12 

		12 



		2.4 

		2.4 



		6.4 

		6.4 





		6-inch 

		6-inch 

		6-inch 



		6 

		6 



		11.8 

		11.8 



		18 

		18 



		18 

		18 



		3.6 

		3.6 



		9.6 

		9.6 





		9-inch 

		9-inch 

		9-inch 



		9 

		9 



		17.6 

		17.6 



		27 

		27 



		27 

		27 



		5.4 

		5.4 



		14.4 

		14.4 





		12-inch 

		12-inch 

		12-inch 



		12 

		12 



		23.5 

		23.5 



		36 

		36 



		36 

		36 



		7.2 

		7.2 



		19.2 

		19.2 





		24-inch 

		24-inch 

		24-inch 



		24 

		24 



		47.0 

		47.0 



		72 

		72 



		72 

		72 



		14.4 

		14.4 



		38.4 

		38.4 





		36-inch 

		36-inch 

		36-inch 



		36 

		36 



		70.6 

		70.6 



		108 

		108 



		108 

		108 



		21.6 

		21.6 



		57.6 

		57.6 





		60-inch 

		60-inch 

		60-inch 



		60 

		60 



		117.6 

		117.6 



		180 

		180 



		180 

		180 



		36.0 

		36.0 



		96.0 

		96.0 







		Table 3-10 Examples for Vertical Accuracy and Recommended Lidar Point Density (Metric Units) 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Vertical Accuracy Class 

		 



		Absolute Accuracy 

		Absolute Accuracy 



		Recommended 

		Recommended 

		Minimum NPD 

		(pts/m2) 



		Recommended Maximum NPS (m) 

		Recommended Maximum NPS (m) 





		TR

		RMSEz 

		RMSEz 

		Non-Vegetated 

		(cm) 



		NVA 

		NVA 

		at 95% Confidence  

		Level (cm) 





		1-cm 

		1-cm 

		1-cm 



		1 

		1 



		2.0 

		2.0 



		≥20  

		≥20  



		≤0.22 

		≤0.22 





		2.5-cm 

		2.5-cm 

		2.5-cm 



		2.5 

		2.5 



		4.9 

		4.9 



		16  

		16  



		0.25 

		0.25 





		5-cm 

		5-cm 

		5-cm 



		5 

		5 



		9.8 

		9.8 



		8  

		8  



		0.35 

		0.35 





		10-cm 

		10-cm 

		10-cm 



		10 

		10 



		19.6 

		19.6 



		2  

		2  



		0.71 

		0.71 





		15-cm 

		15-cm 

		15-cm 



		15 

		15 



		29.4 

		29.4 



		1  

		1  



		1.0 

		1.0 





		20-cm 

		20-cm 

		20-cm 



		20 

		20 



		39.2 

		39.2 



		0.5  

		0.5  



		1.4 

		1.4 





		33.3-cm 

		33.3-cm 

		33.3-cm 



		33.3 

		33.3 



		65.3 

		65.3 



		0.25  

		0.25  



		2.0 

		2.0 





		66.7-cm 

		66.7-cm 

		66.7-cm 



		66.7 

		66.7 



		130.7 

		130.7 



		0.1  

		0.1  



		3.2 

		3.2 





		100-cm 

		100-cm 

		100-cm 



		100 

		100 



		196.0 

		196.0 



		0.05  

		0.05  



		4.5 

		4.5 





		333.3-cm 

		333.3-cm 

		333.3-cm 



		333.3 

		333.3 



		653.3 

		653.3 



		0.01  

		0.01  



		10.0 

		10.0 







		 

		Table 3-11 Examples for Vertical Accuracy and Recommended Lidar Point Density (English Units) 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Vertical Accuracy Class 

		 



		Absolute Accuracy 

		Absolute Accuracy 



		Recommended 

		Recommended 

		Minimum NPD 

		(pts/m2) 



		Recommended Maximum NPS (m) 

		Recommended Maximum NPS (m) 





		TR

		RMSEz 

		RMSEz 

		Non-Vegetated 

		(cm) 



		NVA 

		NVA 

		at 95% Confidence  

		Level (cm) 





		1-inch 

		1-inch 

		1-inch 



		1 

		1 



		2.0 

		2.0 



		≥16  

		≥16  



		≤0.25 

		≤0.25 





		2-inch 

		2-inch 

		2-inch 



		2 

		2 



		3.9 

		3.9 



		8 

		8 



		0.35 

		0.35 





		3-inch 

		3-inch 

		3-inch 



		3 

		3 



		5.9 

		5.9 



		4 

		4 



		0.50 

		0.50 





		4-inch 

		4-inch 

		4-inch 



		4 

		4 



		7.8 

		7.8 



		2 

		2 



		0.71 

		0.71 





		6-inch 

		6-inch 

		6-inch 



		6 

		6 



		11.8 

		11.8 



		1 

		1 



		1.00 

		1.00 





		9-inch 

		9-inch 

		9-inch 



		9 

		9 



		17.6 

		17.6 



		0.5 

		0.5 



		1.41 

		1.41 





		12-inch 

		12-inch 

		12-inch 



		12 

		12 



		23.5 

		23.5 



		0.25 

		0.25 



		2.00 

		2.00 





		24-inch 

		24-inch 

		24-inch 



		24 

		24 



		47.0 

		47.0 



		0.1 

		0.1 



		3.16 

		3.16 





		36-inch 

		36-inch 

		36-inch 



		36 

		36 



		70.6 

		70.6 



		0.05 

		0.05 



		4.47 

		4.47 





		60-inch 

		60-inch 

		60-inch 



		60 

		60 



		117.6 

		117.6 



		0.025 

		0.025 



		6.33 

		6.33 







		 

		 

		d. USACE Accuracy Testing/Reporting. Table 3-12 summarizes the recommended number of check points, based on project areas up to 2,500 km2 (approximately 965 mi2), for horizontal accuracy testing of orthoimagery and planimetrics, and for vertical and horizontal accuracy testing of elevation datasets.  For horizontal testing of areas >2500 km2, users should determine the number of additional horizontal check points, if any, based on criteria such as resolution of imagery and extent of urbanization.  For verti

		d. USACE Accuracy Testing/Reporting. Table 3-12 summarizes the recommended number of check points, based on project areas up to 2,500 km2 (approximately 965 mi2), for horizontal accuracy testing of orthoimagery and planimetrics, and for vertical and horizontal accuracy testing of elevation datasets.  For horizontal testing of areas >2500 km2, users should determine the number of additional horizontal check points, if any, based on criteria such as resolution of imagery and extent of urbanization.  For verti

		d. USACE Accuracy Testing/Reporting. Table 3-12 summarizes the recommended number of check points, based on project areas up to 2,500 km2 (approximately 965 mi2), for horizontal accuracy testing of orthoimagery and planimetrics, and for vertical and horizontal accuracy testing of elevation datasets.  For horizontal testing of areas >2500 km2, users should determine the number of additional horizontal check points, if any, based on criteria such as resolution of imagery and extent of urbanization.  For verti





		Table 3-12 Recommended Number of Check Points Based on Area 

		Project Area (Square Kilometers) 

		Project Area (Square Kilometers) 

		Project Area (Square Kilometers) 

		Project Area (Square Kilometers) 



		Horizontal Accuracy Testing of Orthoimagery and Planimetrics 

		Horizontal Accuracy Testing of Orthoimagery and Planimetrics 



		Vertical and Horizontal Accuracy Testing of Elevation Data sets 

		Vertical and Horizontal Accuracy Testing of Elevation Data sets 





		TR

		Total Number of Static 2D/3D Check Points (clearly-defined points) 

		Total Number of Static 2D/3D Check Points (clearly-defined points) 



		Number of Static 3D Check Points in NVA 

		Number of Static 3D Check Points in NVA 

		5





		Number of Static 3D Check Points in VVA 

		Number of Static 3D Check Points in VVA 



		Total Number of Static 3D Check Points 

		Total Number of Static 3D Check Points 





		≤500 

		≤500 

		≤500 



		20 

		20 



		20 

		20 



		5 

		5 



		25 

		25 





		501-750 

		501-750 

		501-750 



		25 

		25 



		20 

		20 



		10 

		10 



		30 

		30 





		751-1000 

		751-1000 

		751-1000 



		30 

		30 



		25 

		25 



		15 

		15 



		40 

		40 





		1001-1250 

		1001-1250 

		1001-1250 



		35 

		35 



		30 

		30 



		20 

		20 



		50 

		50 





		1251-1500 

		1251-1500 

		1251-1500 



		40 

		40 



		35 

		35 



		25 

		25 



		60 

		60 





		1501-1750 

		1501-1750 

		1501-1750 



		45 

		45 



		40 

		40 



		30 

		30 



		70 

		70 





		1751-2000 

		1751-2000 

		1751-2000 



		50 

		50 



		45 

		45 



		35 

		35 



		80 

		80 





		2001-2250 

		2001-2250 

		2001-2250 



		55 

		55 



		50 

		50 



		40 

		40 



		90 

		90 





		2251-2500 

		2251-2500 

		2251-2500 



		60 

		60 



		55 

		55 



		45 

		45 



		100 

		100 







		5 Although vertical check points are normally not well defined, where feasible, the horizontal accuracy of lidar data sets should be tested by surveying approximately half of all NVA check points at the ends of paint stripes or other point features that are visible and can be measured on lidar intensity returns. 

		5 Although vertical check points are normally not well defined, where feasible, the horizontal accuracy of lidar data sets should be tested by surveying approximately half of all NVA check points at the ends of paint stripes or other point features that are visible and can be measured on lidar intensity returns. 



		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  The USACE performs horizontal accuracy testing and reporting of either digital orthophotos or planimetric data in accordance with the NSSDA described in section 3-3.c(3) and the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data described in section 3-3.i(1).  Horizontal accuracy is tested by comparing the planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of the same points from an independent source of higher accuracy.  

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  The USACE performs horizontal accuracy testing and reporting of either digital orthophotos or planimetric data in accordance with the NSSDA described in section 3-3.c(3) and the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data described in section 3-3.i(1).  Horizontal accuracy is tested by comparing the planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of the same points from an independent source of higher accuracy.  

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  The USACE performs horizontal accuracy testing and reporting of either digital orthophotos or planimetric data in accordance with the NSSDA described in section 3-3.c(3) and the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data described in section 3-3.i(1).  Horizontal accuracy is tested by comparing the planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of the same points from an independent source of higher accuracy.  



		defined points must also be clearly photo-identifiable on the image, and it is highly desirable that well-defined point features have 90° corners oriented in a north-south and east-west direction so as to minimize the effects of saw-toothed pixelization that occurs when edges are at a 45° angle, for example. The check points that will be used for accuracy testing must be collected separately from the data to be tested and must not be used as control or as any part of the production procedures. A minimum of 

		defined points must also be clearly photo-identifiable on the image, and it is highly desirable that well-defined point features have 90° corners oriented in a north-south and east-west direction so as to minimize the effects of saw-toothed pixelization that occurs when edges are at a 45° angle, for example. The check points that will be used for accuracy testing must be collected separately from the data to be tested and must not be used as control or as any part of the production procedures. A minimum of 





		Tested __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level 

		 

		(a)  Example of Horizontal Accuracy Testing Spreadsheet.  Table 3-13 is an example of a spreadsheet used to compute the horizontal accuracy statistics for digital orthophotos with 3-inch pixels to determine if they satisfy (ASPRS, 2014) standard high accuracy (see Table 3-5).  The terms in Table 3-13 are defined as follows: 

		(a)  Example of Horizontal Accuracy Testing Spreadsheet.  Table 3-13 is an example of a spreadsheet used to compute the horizontal accuracy statistics for digital orthophotos with 3-inch pixels to determine if they satisfy (ASPRS, 2014) standard high accuracy (see Table 3-5).  The terms in Table 3-13 are defined as follows: 

		(a)  Example of Horizontal Accuracy Testing Spreadsheet.  Table 3-13 is an example of a spreadsheet used to compute the horizontal accuracy statistics for digital orthophotos with 3-inch pixels to determine if they satisfy (ASPRS, 2014) standard high accuracy (see Table 3-5).  The terms in Table 3-13 are defined as follows: 





		x and y = horizontal coordinates in Easting and Northing, respectively, of clearly defined points that are photo-identifiable on the orthoimagery and also surveyed relative to Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) for independent QA/QC check points  

		Δx = discrepancy in Easting = x coordinate on orthophoto minus x coordinate of check point 

		Δy = discrepancy in Northing = y coordinate on orthophoto minus y coordinate of check point 

		Δx2 and Δy2 = discrepancies squared  

		MSE = the mean of the sum of the discrepancies squared 

		RMSEx, RMSEy, RMSEr = root mean square error in x, y and radially (both x and y)  

		Accuracyr = horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level per NSSDA procedures 

		Table 3-13. Spreadsheet for Horizontal Accuracy Testing of 3” Standard High Accuracy Orthophotos 

		 

		(b)  Explanation of Example Horizontal Accuracy Test Data. The numbers in violet at the bottom of Table 3-13 list the RMSExy, RMSEr and Accuracyr (horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence levels) standards for standard high accuracy orthophotos with 3-inch pixels (see Table 3-5). The numbers in orange are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of 20 surveyed QA/QC check points. The numbers in blue are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of these photo-identifiable check points as measured on the digital ort

		(b)  Explanation of Example Horizontal Accuracy Test Data. The numbers in violet at the bottom of Table 3-13 list the RMSExy, RMSEr and Accuracyr (horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence levels) standards for standard high accuracy orthophotos with 3-inch pixels (see Table 3-5). The numbers in orange are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of 20 surveyed QA/QC check points. The numbers in blue are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of these photo-identifiable check points as measured on the digital ort

		(b)  Explanation of Example Horizontal Accuracy Test Data. The numbers in violet at the bottom of Table 3-13 list the RMSExy, RMSEr and Accuracyr (horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence levels) standards for standard high accuracy orthophotos with 3-inch pixels (see Table 3-5). The numbers in orange are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of 20 surveyed QA/QC check points. The numbers in blue are the horizontal State Plane coordinates of these photo-identifiable check points as measured on the digital ort



		x and y coordinates, i.e., the MSE in RMSE prior to taking the square root.  The numbers in green show the final RMSEx and RMSEy values as well as the RMSEr = �𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥2+𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑦2.  Lastly, also in green, the horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Accuracyr per the NSSDA) is computed as 1.7308 * RMSEr.  For this example project, because all of the values highlighted in green are better than the standard high accuracy thresholds for those values (shown in violet), this project passes the requir

		x and y coordinates, i.e., the MSE in RMSE prior to taking the square root.  The numbers in green show the final RMSEx and RMSEy values as well as the RMSEr = �𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥2+𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑦2.  Lastly, also in green, the horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Accuracyr per the NSSDA) is computed as 1.7308 * RMSEr.  For this example project, because all of the values highlighted in green are better than the standard high accuracy thresholds for those values (shown in violet), this project passes the requir





		Tested 0.744 feet horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level 

		 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Because of minimal additional effort to do so, the USACE performs vertical accuracy testing and reporting of LiDAR point clouds, DTMs and/or DEMs from LiDAR, IFSAR or photogrammetry consistent with both common methodologies: (1) to compute Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) consistent with the ASPRS, 2014 Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data; and (2) to compute Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA), Consol

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Because of minimal additional effort to do so, the USACE performs vertical accuracy testing and reporting of LiDAR point clouds, DTMs and/or DEMs from LiDAR, IFSAR or photogrammetry consistent with both common methodologies: (1) to compute Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) consistent with the ASPRS, 2014 Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data; and (2) to compute Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA), Consol

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Because of minimal additional effort to do so, the USACE performs vertical accuracy testing and reporting of LiDAR point clouds, DTMs and/or DEMs from LiDAR, IFSAR or photogrammetry consistent with both common methodologies: (1) to compute Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) consistent with the ASPRS, 2014 Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data; and (2) to compute Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA), Consol



		(a)  Example of Vertical Accuracy Testing Statistics.  The actual elevation dataset tested in this section was produced by Dewberry to the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012) requiring FVA of 24.5-cm (RMSEz of 12.5-cm in open terrain); CVA of 36.3-cm, and SVA target values of 36.3-cm in each of five land cover categories.  Figure 3-1 plus Tables 3-14 and 3-15 refer to this elevation dataset with 100 vertical check points, 20 each 

		(a)  Example of Vertical Accuracy Testing Statistics.  The actual elevation dataset tested in this section was produced by Dewberry to the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012) requiring FVA of 24.5-cm (RMSEz of 12.5-cm in open terrain); CVA of 36.3-cm, and SVA target values of 36.3-cm in each of five land cover categories.  Figure 3-1 plus Tables 3-14 and 3-15 refer to this elevation dataset with 100 vertical check points, 20 each 



		in five major land cover categories: (1) open terrain (dirt, sand, rock, short grass); (2) urban terrain (concrete and asphalt surfaces); (3) weeds and crops; (4) brush lands; and (5) fully forested.  Figure 3-1 shows the error histogram resulting from these 100 check points; this histogram shows an outlier of 49-cm in weeds and crops and a larger outlier of 70-cm in the fully forested land cover category.  The remaining 98 elevation error values appear to approximate a normal error distribution with a mean

		in five major land cover categories: (1) open terrain (dirt, sand, rock, short grass); (2) urban terrain (concrete and asphalt surfaces); (3) weeds and crops; (4) brush lands; and (5) fully forested.  Figure 3-1 shows the error histogram resulting from these 100 check points; this histogram shows an outlier of 49-cm in weeds and crops and a larger outlier of 70-cm in the fully forested land cover category.  The remaining 98 elevation error values appear to approximate a normal error distribution with a mean





		 

		Figure 3-1.  Error histogram of the example elevation dataset, showing two outliers in vegetated areas. 

		Table 3-14. Traditional Accuracy Statistics for the Example Elevation Dataset 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 



		# of Check Points 

		# of Check Points 



		Min.  

		Min.  

		(m) 



		Max.  

		Max.  

		(m) 



		Mean (m) 

		Mean (m) 



		Mean Absolute (m) 

		Mean Absolute (m) 



		Median (m) 

		Median (m) 



		Skew 

		Skew 



		Kurtosis 

		Kurtosis 



		Std Dev (m) 

		Std Dev (m) 



		RMSEz (m) 

		RMSEz (m) 





		Open Terrain 

		Open Terrain 

		Open Terrain 



		20 

		20 



		-0.10 

		-0.10 



		0.08 

		0.08 



		-0.02 

		-0.02 



		0.04 

		0.04 



		0.00 

		0.00 



		-0.19 

		-0.19 



		-0.64 

		-0.64 



		0.05 

		0.05 



		0.05 

		0.05 





		Urban Terrain 

		Urban Terrain 

		Urban Terrain 



		20 

		20 



		-0.15 

		-0.15 



		0.11 

		0.11 



		0.01 

		0.01 



		0.06 

		0.06 



		0.02 

		0.02 



		-0.84 

		-0.84 



		0.22 

		0.22 



		0.07 

		0.07 



		0.07 

		0.07 





		Weeds & Crops 

		Weeds & Crops 

		Weeds & Crops 



		20 

		20 



		-0.13 

		-0.13 



		0.49 

		0.49 



		0.02 

		0.02 



		0.08 

		0.08 



		-0.01 

		-0.01 



		2.68 

		2.68 



		9.43 

		9.43 



		0.13 

		0.13 



		0.13 

		0.13 





		Brush Lands 

		Brush Lands 

		Brush Lands 



		20 

		20 



		-0.10 

		-0.10 



		0.17 

		0.17 



		0.04 

		0.04 



		0.06 

		0.06 



		0.04 

		0.04 



		-0.18 

		-0.18 



		-0.31 

		-0.31 



		0.07 

		0.07 



		0.08 

		0.08 





		Fully Forested 

		Fully Forested 

		Fully Forested 



		20 

		20 



		-0.13 

		-0.13 



		0.70 

		0.70 



		0.03 

		0.03 



		0.10 

		0.10 



		0.00 

		0.00 



		3.08 

		3.08 



		11.46 

		11.46 



		0.18 

		0.18 



		0.17 

		0.17 





		Consoli-dated 

		Consoli-dated 

		Consoli-dated 



		100 

		100 



		-0.15 

		-0.15 



		0.70 

		0.70 



		0.02 

		0.02 



		0.07 

		0.07 



		0.01 

		0.01 



		3.18 

		3.18 



		17.12 

		17.12 



		0.11 

		0.11 



		0.11 

		0.11 







		 

		Table 3-15.  Comparison of NSSDA and NDEP Accuracy Statistics with USGS V1.0 Requirements 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 



		NSSDA’s Accuracyz at 95% confidence level based on RMSEz x 1.96 

		NSSDA’s Accuracyz at 95% confidence level based on RMSEz x 1.96 



		NDEP’s FVA, plus SVAs and CVA based on the 95th Percentile 

		NDEP’s FVA, plus SVAs and CVA based on the 95th Percentile 



		NDEP/USGS Accuracy Term 

		NDEP/USGS Accuracy Term 



		USGS Lidar Base Specification V1.0 Requirements 

		USGS Lidar Base Specification V1.0 Requirements 





		Open Terrain 

		Open Terrain 

		Open Terrain 



		0.10m 

		0.10m 



		0.10m 

		0.10m 



		FVA 

		FVA 



		0.245m 

		0.245m 





		Urban Terrain 

		Urban Terrain 

		Urban Terrain 



		0.14m 

		0.14m 



		0.13m 

		0.13m 



		SVA 

		SVA 



		0.363m 

		0.363m 





		Weeds & Crops 

		Weeds & Crops 

		Weeds & Crops 



		0.25m 

		0.25m 



		0.15m 

		0.15m 



		SVA 

		SVA 



		0.363m 

		0.363m 





		Brush Lands 

		Brush Lands 

		Brush Lands 



		0.16m 

		0.16m 



		0.14m 

		0.14m 



		SVA 

		SVA 



		0.363m 

		0.363m 





		Fully Forested 

		Fully Forested 

		Fully Forested 



		0.33m 

		0.33m 



		0.21m 

		0.21m 



		SVA 

		SVA 



		0.363m 

		0.363m 





		Consolidated 

		Consolidated 

		Consolidated 



		0.22m 

		0.22m 



		0.13m 

		0.13m 



		CVA 

		CVA 



		0.363m 

		0.363m 







		 

		Table 3-16.  Further Comparison of FVA, SVA and CVA with ASPRS NVA and VVA Statistics 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 

		Land Cover Category 



		NSSDA’s Accuracyz at 95% confidence level based on RMSEz x 1.96 

		NSSDA’s Accuracyz at 95% confidence level based on RMSEz x 1.96 



		NDEP’s FVA, plus SVAs and CVA based on the 95th Percentile 

		NDEP’s FVA, plus SVAs and CVA based on the 95th Percentile 



		NDEP/USGS Accuracy Term 

		NDEP/USGS Accuracy Term 



		ASPRS Vertical Accuracy 

		ASPRS Vertical Accuracy 



		ASPRS Accuracy Term 

		ASPRS Accuracy Term 





		Open Terrain 

		Open Terrain 

		Open Terrain 



		0.10m 

		0.10m 



		0.10m 

		0.10m 



		FVA 

		FVA 



		0.12m 

		0.12m 



		NVA 

		NVA 





		Urban Terrain 

		Urban Terrain 

		Urban Terrain 



		0.14m 

		0.14m 



		0.13m 

		0.13m 



		SVA 

		SVA 





		Weeds & Crops 

		Weeds & Crops 

		Weeds & Crops 



		0.25m 

		0.25m 



		0.15m 

		0.15m 



		SVA 

		SVA 



		0.167m 

		0.167m 



		VVA 

		VVA 





		Brush Lands 

		Brush Lands 

		Brush Lands 



		0.16m 

		0.16m 



		0.14m 

		0.14m 



		SVA 

		SVA 





		Fully Forested 

		Fully Forested 

		Fully Forested 



		0.33m 

		0.33m 



		0.21m 

		0.21m 



		SVA 

		SVA 





		Consolidated 

		Consolidated 

		Consolidated 



		0.22m 

		0.22m 



		0.13m 

		0.13m 



		CVA 

		CVA 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 







		(b)  Explanation of Example Vertical Accuracy Test Data.   The two outliers shown in Figure 3-1, typical for LiDAR datasets, are the very reason why the NDEP initially developed SVA and 

		(b)  Explanation of Example Vertical Accuracy Test Data.   The two outliers shown in Figure 3-1, typical for LiDAR datasets, are the very reason why the NDEP initially developed SVA and 

		(b)  Explanation of Example Vertical Accuracy Test Data.   The two outliers shown in Figure 3-1, typical for LiDAR datasets, are the very reason why the NDEP initially developed SVA and 



		CVA procedures based on 95th percentile values as opposed to the NSSDA procedure which assumes all errors follow a normal error distribution and computes vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Accuracyz) as RMSEz * 1.9600.  ASPRS (2014) also uses the 95th percentile to compute VVA for the very same reason.  The rightmost column of Table 3-14 shows how these two outliers would unfairly skew the RMSEz values for weeds & crops and fully forested if these RMSEz values were multiplied by 1.9600 to estima

		CVA procedures based on 95th percentile values as opposed to the NSSDA procedure which assumes all errors follow a normal error distribution and computes vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level (Accuracyz) as RMSEz * 1.9600.  ASPRS (2014) also uses the 95th percentile to compute VVA for the very same reason.  The rightmost column of Table 3-14 shows how these two outliers would unfairly skew the RMSEz values for weeds & crops and fully forested if these RMSEz values were multiplied by 1.9600 to estima





		 

		When the SOW was based on USGS or FEMA specifications or standards: 

		Tested 0.10 meter Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) at 95 percent confidence level in open terrain using RMSEz * 1.9600 

		Tested 0.13 meter Consolidated Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in all land cover categories combined 

		Tested 0.13 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in urban terrain areas 

		Tested 0.15 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in weeds and crops 

		Tested 0.14 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in brush land areas 

		Tested 0.21 meter Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) at 95th percentile in fully forested areas 

		When the SOW was based on ASPRS, 2014 standards: 

		Tested 0.12 meter Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) at 95 percent confidence level using RMSEz * 1.9600 

		Tested 0.167 meter Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at 95th percentile 

		 

		(c) Low Confidence Areas. For stereo-compiled elevation data sets, photogrammetrists should capture two-dimensional closed polygons for Low Confidence Areas where the bare-earth DTM may not meet the overall data accuracy requirements. Because photogrammetrists cannot see the ground in stereo beneath dense vegetation, in deep shadows or where the imagery is otherwise obscured, reliable data cannot be collected in those areas. Traditionally, contours within these obscured areas would be published as dashed co

		(c) Low Confidence Areas. For stereo-compiled elevation data sets, photogrammetrists should capture two-dimensional closed polygons for Low Confidence Areas where the bare-earth DTM may not meet the overall data accuracy requirements. Because photogrammetrists cannot see the ground in stereo beneath dense vegetation, in deep shadows or where the imagery is otherwise obscured, reliable data cannot be collected in those areas. Traditionally, contours within these obscured areas would be published as dashed co

		(c) Low Confidence Areas. For stereo-compiled elevation data sets, photogrammetrists should capture two-dimensional closed polygons for Low Confidence Areas where the bare-earth DTM may not meet the overall data accuracy requirements. Because photogrammetrists cannot see the ground in stereo beneath dense vegetation, in deep shadows or where the imagery is otherwise obscured, reliable data cannot be collected in those areas. Traditionally, contours within these obscured areas would be published as dashed co



		e. Comparison with Prior Standards.  Table 3-17 presents common horizontal accuracy classes for digital planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy planimetric data, and equivalent map scales per legacy NMAS and ASPRS 1990 accuracy standards. The values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only apply to imagery derived from common large and medium format metric cameras. The range of the approximate GSD of source imagery is only provided as a recommendation, based on the curren

		e. Comparison with Prior Standards.  Table 3-17 presents common horizontal accuracy classes for digital planimetric data, approximate GSD of source imagery for high accuracy planimetric data, and equivalent map scales per legacy NMAS and ASPRS 1990 accuracy standards. The values for the approximate GSD of source imagery only apply to imagery derived from common large and medium format metric cameras. The range of the approximate GSD of source imagery is only provided as a recommendation, based on the curren





		 

		Table 3-17 Comparison of ASPRS 2014 horizontal accuracy standards with legacy standards 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 

		ASPRS 2014 



		Equivalent to map scale in  

		Equivalent to map scale in  



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Equivalent to map scale in NMAS 





		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy Class RMSEx and RMSEy (cm) 



		RMSEr (cm) 

		RMSEr (cm) 



		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (cm) 

		Horizontal Accuracy at the 95% Confidence Level (cm) 



		Approximate GSD of Source Imagery (cm) 

		Approximate GSD of Source Imagery (cm) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 





		1.25 

		1.25 

		1.25 



		1.8 

		1.8 



		3.1 

		3.1 



		0.625 to 1.25 

		0.625 to 1.25 



		1:50 

		1:50 



		1:25 

		1:25 



		1:32 

		1:32 





		2.5 

		2.5 

		2.5 



		3.5 

		3.5 



		6.1 

		6.1 



		1.25 to 2.5 

		1.25 to 2.5 



		1:100 

		1:100 



		1:50 

		1:50 



		1:63 

		1:63 





		5 

		5 

		5 



		7.1 

		7.1 



		12.2 

		12.2 



		2.5 to 5 

		2.5 to 5 



		1:200 

		1:200 



		1:100 

		1:100 



		1:127 

		1:127 





		10 

		10 

		10 



		14.1 

		14.1 



		24.5 

		24.5 



		5 to 10  

		5 to 10  



		1:400 

		1:400 



		1:200 

		1:200 



		1:253 

		1:253 





		20 

		20 

		20 



		28.3 

		28.3 



		49.0 

		49.0 



		10 to 20 

		10 to 20 



		1:800 

		1:800 



		1:400 

		1:400 



		1:507 

		1:507 





		30 

		30 

		30 



		42.4 

		42.4 



		73.4 

		73.4 



		15 to 30 

		15 to 30 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1:760 

		1:760 





		60 

		60 

		60 



		84.9 

		84.9 



		146.9 

		146.9 



		30 to 60 

		30 to 60 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1:1,521 

		1:1,521 





		100 

		100 

		100 



		141.4 

		141.4 



		244.8 

		244.8 



		50 to 100 

		50 to 100 



		1:4,000 

		1:4,000 



		1:2,000 

		1:2,000 



		1:2,535 

		1:2,535 





		200 

		200 

		200 



		282.8 

		282.8 



		489.5 

		489.5 



		100 to 200 

		100 to 200 



		1:8,000 

		1:8,000 



		1:4,000 

		1:4,000 



		1:5,069 

		1:5,069 





		500 

		500 

		500 



		707.1 

		707.1 



		1,223.9 

		1,223.9 



		250 to 500 

		250 to 500 



		1:20,000 

		1:20,000 



		1:10,000 

		1:10,000 



		1:21,122 

		1:21,122 





		1,000 

		1,000 

		1,000 



		1414.2 

		1414.2 



		2,447.7 

		2,447.7 



		500 to 1,000 

		500 to 1,000 



		1:40,000 

		1:40,000 



		1:20,000 

		1:20,000 



		1:42,244 

		1:42,244 







		 

		Tables 3-4 through 3-11 of these USACE standards provide threshold values for assessing the horizontal and vertical accuracy of digital geospatial data at the 95% confidence levels as a function of pixel size for digital orthophotos; map scale and ground sample distance (GSD) of source imagery for planimetric mapping; and RMSEz and point density for LiDAR data.  Contrary to film camera technology discussed in Chapter 4, USACE does not specify “best practice” parameters for digital technology because modern 

		 

		3-3. Lineage of Map Accuracy Standards.  The lineage and evolution of map accuracy standards is described in the sections below.  Map accuracy standards that are discussed due to their impact on photogrammetry and LiDAR include: 

		 

		a. National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS, 1947).  The NMAS was published by the Bureau of the Budget in 1947 and for a half century provided simple criteria for assessing the horizontal and vertical accuracy of maps published with a defined map scale and contour 

		a. National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS, 1947).  The NMAS was published by the Bureau of the Budget in 1947 and for a half century provided simple criteria for assessing the horizontal and vertical accuracy of maps published with a defined map scale and contour 

		a. National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS, 1947).  The NMAS was published by the Bureau of the Budget in 1947 and for a half century provided simple criteria for assessing the horizontal and vertical accuracy of maps published with a defined map scale and contour 



		interval.  The NMAS pertained to relative accuracy because absolute accuracy was virtually undeterminable prior to the advent of GPS technology and a geocentric datum.  

		interval.  The NMAS pertained to relative accuracy because absolute accuracy was virtually undeterminable prior to the advent of GPS technology and a geocentric datum.  





		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy.  The NMAS defines the horizontal Circular Map Accuracy Standard (CMAS), as follows: “For maps on publication scales larger than 1:20,000, not more than 10 percent of the points tested shall be in error by more than 1/30 inch, measured on the publication scale; for maps on publication scales of 1:20,000 or smaller, the error shall not exceed 1/50 inch.  These limits of accuracy shall apply in all cases to positions of well-defined points only.  Well-defined points are those that are

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy.  The NMAS defines the horizontal Circular Map Accuracy Standard (CMAS), as follows: “For maps on publication scales larger than 1:20,000, not more than 10 percent of the points tested shall be in error by more than 1/30 inch, measured on the publication scale; for maps on publication scales of 1:20,000 or smaller, the error shall not exceed 1/50 inch.  These limits of accuracy shall apply in all cases to positions of well-defined points only.  Well-defined points are those that are

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy.  The NMAS defines the horizontal Circular Map Accuracy Standard (CMAS), as follows: “For maps on publication scales larger than 1:20,000, not more than 10 percent of the points tested shall be in error by more than 1/30 inch, measured on the publication scale; for maps on publication scales of 1:20,000 or smaller, the error shall not exceed 1/50 inch.  These limits of accuracy shall apply in all cases to positions of well-defined points only.  Well-defined points are those that are





		  

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy.  The NMAS defines the Vertical Map Accuracy Standard (VMAS), as follows:  “Vertical accuracy, as applied to contour maps on all publication scales, shall be such that not more than 10 percent of the elevations tested shall be in error more than one-half the contour interval.  In checking elevations taken from the map, the apparent vertical error may be decreased by assuming a horizontal displacement within the permissible horizontal error for a map of that scale.”  Table 3-19 provide

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy.  The NMAS defines the Vertical Map Accuracy Standard (VMAS), as follows:  “Vertical accuracy, as applied to contour maps on all publication scales, shall be such that not more than 10 percent of the elevations tested shall be in error more than one-half the contour interval.  In checking elevations taken from the map, the apparent vertical error may be decreased by assuming a horizontal displacement within the permissible horizontal error for a map of that scale.”  Table 3-19 provide

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy.  The NMAS defines the Vertical Map Accuracy Standard (VMAS), as follows:  “Vertical accuracy, as applied to contour maps on all publication scales, shall be such that not more than 10 percent of the elevations tested shall be in error more than one-half the contour interval.  In checking elevations taken from the map, the apparent vertical error may be decreased by assuming a horizontal displacement within the permissible horizontal error for a map of that scale.”  Table 3-19 provide





		 

		Table 3-18.  NMAS Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Common Map Scales 

		Table 3-18.  NMAS Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Common Map Scales 

		Table 3-18.  NMAS Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Common Map Scales 

		Table 3-18.  NMAS Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Common Map Scales 



		 

		 



		Table 3-19.  NMAS Vertical Accuracy Standards for Common Contour Intervals 

		Table 3-19.  NMAS Vertical Accuracy Standards for Common Contour Intervals 





		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 



		Scale Ratio 

		Scale Ratio 



		CMAS CE90 (Feet) 

		CMAS CE90 (Feet) 



		 

		 



		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 



		VMAS LE90 (Feet) 

		VMAS LE90 (Feet) 





		1” = 50’ 

		1” = 50’ 

		1” = 50’ 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1.67 

		1.67 



		 

		 



		1 

		1 



		0.5 

		0.5 





		1” = 100’ 

		1” = 100’ 

		1” = 100’ 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		3.33 

		3.33 



		 

		 



		2 

		2 



		1.0 

		1.0 





		1” = 200’ 

		1” = 200’ 

		1” = 200’ 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		6.67 

		6.67 



		 

		 



		4 

		4 



		2.0 

		2.0 





		1” = 400’ 

		1” = 400’ 

		1” = 400’ 



		1:4,800 

		1:4,800 



		13.33 

		13.33 



		 

		 



		5 

		5 



		2.5 

		2.5 







		 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  The NMAS states “The accuracy of any map may be tested by comparing the positions of points whose locations or elevations are shown upon it with corresponding positions as determined by surveys of a higher accuracy.  Tests shall be made by the producing agency, which shall also determine which of its maps are to be tested, and the 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  The NMAS states “The accuracy of any map may be tested by comparing the positions of points whose locations or elevations are shown upon it with corresponding positions as determined by surveys of a higher accuracy.  Tests shall be made by the producing agency, which shall also determine which of its maps are to be tested, and the 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  The NMAS states “The accuracy of any map may be tested by comparing the positions of points whose locations or elevations are shown upon it with corresponding positions as determined by surveys of a higher accuracy.  Tests shall be made by the producing agency, which shall also determine which of its maps are to be tested, and the 



		extent of the testing.”  Maps that meet NMAS accuracy requirements note this in their legend with the statement: “This map complies with National Map Accuracy Standards.”  If a published map does not meet NMAS standards, then all mention of accuracy is omitted from the map legend.  Additionally, since NMAS is tied to the scales of published maps, the legend must specify if the map is an enlargement of another published map with a statement such as “This map is an enlargement of a 1:24,000-scale published ma

		extent of the testing.”  Maps that meet NMAS accuracy requirements note this in their legend with the statement: “This map complies with National Map Accuracy Standards.”  If a published map does not meet NMAS standards, then all mention of accuracy is omitted from the map legend.  Additionally, since NMAS is tied to the scales of published maps, the legend must specify if the map is an enlargement of another published map with a statement such as “This map is an enlargement of a 1:24,000-scale published ma





		 

		(4)  NMAS Points to Remember. The NMAS remains relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour interval.  For large-scale maps used by USACE, NMAS horizontal accuracy reports circular (radial) error at the 90% confidence level (CE90), based on 1/30th inch at publication scale. NMAS vertical accuracy reports linear error at the 90% confidence level (LE90), based on one-half the contour interval.  The NMAS makes no assumptio

		(4)  NMAS Points to Remember. The NMAS remains relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour interval.  For large-scale maps used by USACE, NMAS horizontal accuracy reports circular (radial) error at the 90% confidence level (CE90), based on 1/30th inch at publication scale. NMAS vertical accuracy reports linear error at the 90% confidence level (LE90), based on one-half the contour interval.  The NMAS makes no assumptio

		(4)  NMAS Points to Remember. The NMAS remains relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour interval.  For large-scale maps used by USACE, NMAS horizontal accuracy reports circular (radial) error at the 90% confidence level (CE90), based on 1/30th inch at publication scale. NMAS vertical accuracy reports linear error at the 90% confidence level (LE90), based on one-half the contour interval.  The NMAS makes no assumptio





		 

		b. ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS 1990).  These standards define accuracy at ground scale, whereas NMAS defines accuracy at map scale.  Although thresholds are defined for Class 1 maps, these standards also allow for maps with lower spatial accuracies.  “Maps compiled within limiting rms errors of twice or three times those allowed for Class 1 maps shall be designated Class 2 or Class 3 maps respectively.”  The rms error is the square root of the average of the squared discrepancies be

		b. ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS 1990).  These standards define accuracy at ground scale, whereas NMAS defines accuracy at map scale.  Although thresholds are defined for Class 1 maps, these standards also allow for maps with lower spatial accuracies.  “Maps compiled within limiting rms errors of twice or three times those allowed for Class 1 maps shall be designated Class 2 or Class 3 maps respectively.”  The rms error is the square root of the average of the squared discrepancies be

		b. ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS 1990).  These standards define accuracy at ground scale, whereas NMAS defines accuracy at map scale.  Although thresholds are defined for Class 1 maps, these standards also allow for maps with lower spatial accuracies.  “Maps compiled within limiting rms errors of twice or three times those allowed for Class 1 maps shall be designated Class 2 or Class 3 maps respectively.”  The rms error is the square root of the average of the squared discrepancies be





		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  ASPRS 1990 defines horizontal accuracy as follows:  “Horizontal map accuracy is defined as the root mean square (rms) error in terms of the project’s planimetric survey coordinates (X,Y) for checked points as determined at full (ground) scale of the map. The rms error is the cumulative result of all errors including those introduced by the processes of ground control surveys, map compilation and final extraction of ground dimensions from the map.  The limiting rms errors 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  ASPRS 1990 defines horizontal accuracy as follows:  “Horizontal map accuracy is defined as the root mean square (rms) error in terms of the project’s planimetric survey coordinates (X,Y) for checked points as determined at full (ground) scale of the map. The rms error is the cumulative result of all errors including those introduced by the processes of ground control surveys, map compilation and final extraction of ground dimensions from the map.  The limiting rms errors 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  ASPRS 1990 defines horizontal accuracy as follows:  “Horizontal map accuracy is defined as the root mean square (rms) error in terms of the project’s planimetric survey coordinates (X,Y) for checked points as determined at full (ground) scale of the map. The rms error is the cumulative result of all errors including those introduced by the processes of ground control surveys, map compilation and final extraction of ground dimensions from the map.  The limiting rms errors 





		  

		Table 3-20.  ASPRS 1990 Horizontal Accuracy Standards 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 



		Scale Ratio 

		Scale Ratio 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 Limiting RMSExy (Feet) 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 Limiting RMSExy (Feet) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 Limiting RMSExy (Feet) 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 Limiting RMSExy (Feet) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 3 Limiting RMSExy (Feet) 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 3 Limiting RMSExy (Feet) 





		1” = 50’ 

		1” = 50’ 

		1” = 50’ 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		0.5 

		0.5 



		1.0 

		1.0 



		1.5 

		1.5 





		1” = 100’ 

		1” = 100’ 

		1” = 100’ 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1.0 

		1.0 



		2.0 

		2.0 



		3.0 

		3.0 





		1” = 200’ 

		1” = 200’ 

		1” = 200’ 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		2.0 

		2.0 



		4.0 

		4.0 



		6.0 

		6.0 





		1” = 400’ 

		1” = 400’ 

		1” = 400’ 



		1:4,800 

		1:4,800 



		4.0 

		4.0 



		8.0 

		8.0 



		12.0 

		12.0 







		 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  ASPRS 1990 defines vertical accuracy as follows:  “Vertical map accuracy is defined as the rms error in evaluation in terms of the project’s evaluation datum for well-defined points only.  For Class 1 maps the limiting rms error in evaluation is set by the standard at one-third the indicated contour interval for well-defined points only.  Spot heights shall be shown on the map within a limiting rms error of one-sixth of the contour interval.”  The limiting rms errors in Z a

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  ASPRS 1990 defines vertical accuracy as follows:  “Vertical map accuracy is defined as the rms error in evaluation in terms of the project’s evaluation datum for well-defined points only.  For Class 1 maps the limiting rms error in evaluation is set by the standard at one-third the indicated contour interval for well-defined points only.  Spot heights shall be shown on the map within a limiting rms error of one-sixth of the contour interval.”  The limiting rms errors in Z a

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  ASPRS 1990 defines vertical accuracy as follows:  “Vertical map accuracy is defined as the rms error in evaluation in terms of the project’s evaluation datum for well-defined points only.  For Class 1 maps the limiting rms error in evaluation is set by the standard at one-third the indicated contour interval for well-defined points only.  Spot heights shall be shown on the map within a limiting rms error of one-sixth of the contour interval.”  The limiting rms errors in Z a





		Table 3-21.  ASPRS 1990 Vertical Accuracy Standards 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 3 Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 3 Limiting RMSEz (Feet) 





		1 

		1 

		1 



		0.333 

		0.333 



		0.667 

		0.667 



		1.0 

		1.0 





		2 

		2 

		2 



		0.667 

		0.667 



		1.333 

		1.333 



		2.0 

		2.0 





		4 

		4 

		4 



		1.333 

		1.333 



		2.667 

		2.667 



		4.0 

		4.0 





		5 

		5 

		5 



		1.667 

		1.667 



		3.333 

		3.333 



		5.0 

		5.0 







		 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  “Testing for horizontal accuracy compliance is done by comparing the planimetric (X and Y) coordinates of well-defined ground points to the coordinates of the same points as determined by a horizontal check survey of higher accuracy.  Testing for vertical accuracy compliance shall be accomplished by comparing the elevations of well-defined points as determined from the map to corresponding elevations determined by a survey of higher accuracy.  For purposes of checking eleva

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  “Testing for horizontal accuracy compliance is done by comparing the planimetric (X and Y) coordinates of well-defined ground points to the coordinates of the same points as determined by a horizontal check survey of higher accuracy.  Testing for vertical accuracy compliance shall be accomplished by comparing the elevations of well-defined points as determined from the map to corresponding elevations determined by a survey of higher accuracy.  For purposes of checking eleva

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  “Testing for horizontal accuracy compliance is done by comparing the planimetric (X and Y) coordinates of well-defined ground points to the coordinates of the same points as determined by a horizontal check survey of higher accuracy.  Testing for vertical accuracy compliance shall be accomplished by comparing the elevations of well-defined points as determined from the map to corresponding elevations determined by a survey of higher accuracy.  For purposes of checking eleva



		map is not tested for accuracy, but collected in such a manner to ensure compliance with stated class accuracies, then the following statement would appear in the title block:  “THIS MAP WAS COMPILED TO MEET THE ASPRS STANDARD FOR CLASS 1 MAP ACCURACY.”  Maps checked for compliance and found to conform to stated class accuracies would have the following statement in the title block:  THIS MAP WAS CHECKED AND FOUND TO CONFORM TO THE ASPRS STANDARD FOR CLASS 1 MAP ACCURACY.”  

		map is not tested for accuracy, but collected in such a manner to ensure compliance with stated class accuracies, then the following statement would appear in the title block:  “THIS MAP WAS COMPILED TO MEET THE ASPRS STANDARD FOR CLASS 1 MAP ACCURACY.”  Maps checked for compliance and found to conform to stated class accuracies would have the following statement in the title block:  THIS MAP WAS CHECKED AND FOUND TO CONFORM TO THE ASPRS STANDARD FOR CLASS 1 MAP ACCURACY.”  





		 

		(4)  ASPRS 1990 Points to Remember.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards remain relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour interval.  The major difference is that the ASPRS 1990 standards indicate accuracy at ground scale so that digital geospatial data of known ground-scale accuracy can be related to the appropriate map scale for graphic presentation.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards are considered 

		(4)  ASPRS 1990 Points to Remember.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards remain relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour interval.  The major difference is that the ASPRS 1990 standards indicate accuracy at ground scale so that digital geospatial data of known ground-scale accuracy can be related to the appropriate map scale for graphic presentation.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards are considered 

		(4)  ASPRS 1990 Points to Remember.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards remain relevant only for testing and reporting the horizontal and vertical accuracies of graphic maps with a published map scale and contour interval.  The major difference is that the ASPRS 1990 standards indicate accuracy at ground scale so that digital geospatial data of known ground-scale accuracy can be related to the appropriate map scale for graphic presentation.  As with the NMAS, the ASPRS 1990 standards are considered 





		Table 3-22. Comparison of Horizontal Accuracy Standards: NMAS and ASPRS 1990 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 



		Scale Ratio 

		Scale Ratio 



		Horizontal RMSExy (Feet) 

		Horizontal RMSExy (Feet) 





		TR

		NMAS 

		NMAS 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 1 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 2 



		ASPRS 1990 Class 3 

		ASPRS 1990 Class 3 





		1” = 50’ 

		1” = 50’ 

		1” = 50’ 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		0.777 

		0.777 



		0.5 

		0.5 



		1.0 

		1.0 



		1.5 

		1.5 





		1” = 100’ 

		1” = 100’ 

		1” = 100’ 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		1.553 

		1.553 



		1.0 

		1.0 



		2.0 

		2.0 



		3.0 

		3.0 





		1” = 200’ 

		1” = 200’ 

		1” = 200’ 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		3.107 

		3.107 



		2.0 

		2.0 



		4.0 

		4.0 



		6.0 

		6.0 





		1” = 400’ 

		1” = 400’ 

		1” = 400’ 



		1:4,800 

		1:4,800 



		6.213 

		6.213 



		4.0 

		4.0 



		8.0 

		8.0 



		12.0 

		12.0 







		 

		Table 3-23. Comparison of Vertical Accuracy Standards: NMAS and ASPRS 1990 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Contour Interval (Feet) 



		Vertical RMSEz (Feet) 

		Vertical RMSEz (Feet) 





		TR

		NMAS 

		NMAS 



		ASPRS 1990   Class 1 

		ASPRS 1990   Class 1 



		ASPRS 1990   Class 2 

		ASPRS 1990   Class 2 



		ASPRS 1990   Class 3 

		ASPRS 1990   Class 3 





		1 

		1 

		1 



		0.304 

		0.304 



		0.333 

		0.333 



		0.667 

		0.667 



		1.000 

		1.000 





		2  

		2  

		2  



		0.608 

		0.608 



		0.667 

		0.667 



		1.333 

		1.333 



		2.000 

		2.000 





		4  

		4  

		4  



		1.216 

		1.216 



		1.333 

		1.333 



		2.667 

		2.667 



		4.000 

		4.000 





		5  

		5  

		5  



		1.520 

		1.520 



		1.667 

		1.667 



		3.333 

		3.333 



		5.000 

		5.000 







		 

		c. National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA, 1998).  The NSSDA implements a statistical and testing methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of points on maps and in digital geospatial data, with respect to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy.  The NSSDA applies to fully georeferenced maps and digital geospatial data, in raster, point, or vector format, derived from sources such as aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and ground surveys.  It provides a common language for

		c. National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA, 1998).  The NSSDA implements a statistical and testing methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of points on maps and in digital geospatial data, with respect to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy.  The NSSDA applies to fully georeferenced maps and digital geospatial data, in raster, point, or vector format, derived from sources such as aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and ground surveys.  It provides a common language for

		c. National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA, 1998).  The NSSDA implements a statistical and testing methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of points on maps and in digital geospatial data, with respect to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy.  The NSSDA applies to fully georeferenced maps and digital geospatial data, in raster, point, or vector format, derived from sources such as aerial photographs, satellite imagery, and ground surveys.  It provides a common language for





		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Although the NSSDA specifies no specific threshold values, Appendix 3-D of the NSSDA provides statistical relationships between NSSDA and NMAS horizontal and vertical accuracy standards when assuming that horizontal and vertical errors follow a normal error distribution.  Table 3-24 provides direct comparisons between NMAS and NSSDA horizontal accuracy standards for common map scales.  CMAS (NMAS horizontal radial accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEr * 1.5175 whereas

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Although the NSSDA specifies no specific threshold values, Appendix 3-D of the NSSDA provides statistical relationships between NSSDA and NMAS horizontal and vertical accuracy standards when assuming that horizontal and vertical errors follow a normal error distribution.  Table 3-24 provides direct comparisons between NMAS and NSSDA horizontal accuracy standards for common map scales.  CMAS (NMAS horizontal radial accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEr * 1.5175 whereas

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Although the NSSDA specifies no specific threshold values, Appendix 3-D of the NSSDA provides statistical relationships between NSSDA and NMAS horizontal and vertical accuracy standards when assuming that horizontal and vertical errors follow a normal error distribution.  Table 3-24 provides direct comparisons between NMAS and NSSDA horizontal accuracy standards for common map scales.  CMAS (NMAS horizontal radial accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEr * 1.5175 whereas





		Table 3-24. Comparison of Horizontal Accuracy Standards: NMAS and NSSDA 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 

		Map Scale 



		Scale Ratio 

		Scale Ratio 



		NMAS CMAS  

		NMAS CMAS  

		90% confidence level (Feet) 



		RMSEr  

		RMSEr  

		(Feet) 



		NSSDA Accuracyr  

		NSSDA Accuracyr  

		95% confidence level (Feet) 





		1”=50’ 

		1”=50’ 

		1”=50’ 



		1:600 

		1:600 



		1.67 

		1.67 



		1.10 

		1.10 



		1.90 

		1.90 





		1”=100’ 

		1”=100’ 

		1”=100’ 



		1:1,200 

		1:1,200 



		3.33 

		3.33 



		2.20 

		2.20 



		3.80 

		3.80 





		1”=200’ 

		1”=200’ 

		1”=200’ 



		1:2,400 

		1:2,400 



		6.67 

		6.67 



		4.39 

		4.39 



		7.60 

		7.60 





		1”=400’ 

		1”=400’ 

		1”=400’ 



		1:4,800 

		1:4,800 



		13.33 

		13.33 



		8.79 

		8.79 



		15.21 

		15.21 







		 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  Similarly, Table 3-25 provides direct comparisons between NMAS and NSSDA vertical accuracy standards for equivalent contour intervals; VMAS (NMAS vertical accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.6449 whereas Accuracyz (NSSDA vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.9600. 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  Similarly, Table 3-25 provides direct comparisons between NMAS and NSSDA vertical accuracy standards for equivalent contour intervals; VMAS (NMAS vertical accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.6449 whereas Accuracyz (NSSDA vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.9600. 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  Similarly, Table 3-25 provides direct comparisons between NMAS and NSSDA vertical accuracy standards for equivalent contour intervals; VMAS (NMAS vertical accuracy at 90% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.6449 whereas Accuracyz (NSSDA vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level) = RMSEz * 1.9600. 





		 

		Table 3-25. Comparison of Vertical Accuracy Standards: NMAS and NSSDA 

		Equivalent Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Equivalent Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Equivalent Contour Interval (Feet) 

		Equivalent Contour Interval (Feet) 



		NMAS VMAS 90% confidence level (Feet) 

		NMAS VMAS 90% confidence level (Feet) 



		RMSEz 

		RMSEz 

		(Feet) 



		NSSDA Accuracyz 95% confidence level (Feet) 

		NSSDA Accuracyz 95% confidence level (Feet) 





		1 

		1 

		1 



		0.50 

		0.50 



		0.30 

		0.30 



		0.60 

		0.60 





		2 

		2 

		2 



		1.00 

		1.00 



		0.61 

		0.61 



		1.19 

		1.19 





		4 

		4 

		4 



		2.00 

		2.00 



		1.22 

		1.22 



		2.38 

		2.38 





		5 

		5 

		5 



		2.50 

		2.50 



		1.52 

		1.52 



		2.98 

		2.98 







		 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  According to NSSDA standards, spatial accuracy is determined by using root-mean-square error (RMSE) to estimate positional accuracy.  “RMSE is the square root of the average of the set of squared differences between dataset coordinate values and coordinate values from an independent source of higher accuracy for identical points. Accuracy is reported in ground distances at the 95% confidence level.  Accuracy reported at the 95% confidence level means that 95% of the positio
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		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  According to NSSDA standards, spatial accuracy is determined by using root-mean-square error (RMSE) to estimate positional accuracy.  “RMSE is the square root of the average of the set of squared differences between dataset coordinate values and coordinate values from an independent source of higher accuracy for identical points. Accuracy is reported in ground distances at the 95% confidence level.  Accuracy reported at the 95% confidence level means that 95% of the positio





		 

		(a)  NSSDA Accuracy Testing.  The NSSDA presents guidelines for accuracy testing by an independent source of higher accuracy.  “The independent source of higher accuracy shall be the highest accuracy feasible and practicable to evaluate the accuracy of the dataset.  The data producer shall determine the geographic extent of testing.  Horizontal accuracy shall be tested by 

		(a)  NSSDA Accuracy Testing.  The NSSDA presents guidelines for accuracy testing by an independent source of higher accuracy.  “The independent source of higher accuracy shall be the highest accuracy feasible and practicable to evaluate the accuracy of the dataset.  The data producer shall determine the geographic extent of testing.  Horizontal accuracy shall be tested by 

		(a)  NSSDA Accuracy Testing.  The NSSDA presents guidelines for accuracy testing by an independent source of higher accuracy.  “The independent source of higher accuracy shall be the highest accuracy feasible and practicable to evaluate the accuracy of the dataset.  The data producer shall determine the geographic extent of testing.  Horizontal accuracy shall be tested by 



		comparing the planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of the same points from an independent source of higher accuracy.  Vertical accuracy shall be tested by comparing the elevations in the dataset with elevations of the same points as determined from an independent source of higher accuracy.  A well-defined point represents a feature for which the horizontal position is known to a high degree of accuracy and position with respect to the geodetic datum.  For the purpos

		comparing the planimetric coordinates of well-defined points in the dataset with coordinates of the same points from an independent source of higher accuracy.  Vertical accuracy shall be tested by comparing the elevations in the dataset with elevations of the same points as determined from an independent source of higher accuracy.  A well-defined point represents a feature for which the horizontal position is known to a high degree of accuracy and position with respect to the geodetic datum.  For the purpos





		 

		(b)  NSSDA Accuracy Reporting.  “Spatial data may be compiled to comply with one accuracy value for the vertical component and another for the horizontal component.  If a dataset does not contain elevation data, label for horizontal accuracy only.  Conversely, when a dataset, e.g. a gridded digital elevation dataset or elevation contour dataset, does not contain well-defined points, label for vertical accuracy only.  Positional accuracy values shall be reported in ground distances.  Metric units shall be us

		(b)  NSSDA Accuracy Reporting.  “Spatial data may be compiled to comply with one accuracy value for the vertical component and another for the horizontal component.  If a dataset does not contain elevation data, label for horizontal accuracy only.  Conversely, when a dataset, e.g. a gridded digital elevation dataset or elevation contour dataset, does not contain well-defined points, label for vertical accuracy only.  Positional accuracy values shall be reported in ground distances.  Metric units shall be us

		(b)  NSSDA Accuracy Reporting.  “Spatial data may be compiled to comply with one accuracy value for the vertical component and another for the horizontal component.  If a dataset does not contain elevation data, label for horizontal accuracy only.  Conversely, when a dataset, e.g. a gridded digital elevation dataset or elevation contour dataset, does not contain well-defined points, label for vertical accuracy only.  Positional accuracy values shall be reported in ground distances.  Metric units shall be us



		value shall be equal to the number of significant places for the dataset point coordinates.  Report accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data tested for both horizontal and vertical accuracy as: 

		value shall be equal to the number of significant places for the dataset point coordinates.  Report accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data tested for both horizontal and vertical accuracy as: 





		 Tested __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at the 95% confidence level 

		 Tested __ (meters, feet) vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level  

		 “Use the ‘compiled to meet’ statement below when the above guidelines for testing by an independent source of higher accuracy cannot be followed and an alternative means is used to evaluate accuracy.  Report accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data produced according to procedures that have been demonstrated to produce data with particular horizontal and vertical accuracy values as: 

		 Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level 

		 Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) vertical accuracy at 95% confidence level 

		 

		“For digital geospatial data, report the accuracy value in digital geospatial metadata.  Regardless of whether the data was tested by an independent source of higher accuracy or evaluated for accuracy by alternative means, provide a complete description on how the values were determined in metadata (Federal Geographic Data Committee, 1998, Section 2).”   

		 

		(4)  NSSDA Points to Remember.  The NSSDA implements a statistical and testing methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of maps and digital geospatial data at the 95% confidence level relative to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy.  It omits specific accuracy thresholds but can be cross-referenced to map scale and contour interval as with the NMAS and ASPRS 1990 standards.  The NSSDA assumes all errors follow a normal error distribution.  Accuracy of new or revised spatial data shou
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		(4)  NSSDA Points to Remember.  The NSSDA implements a statistical and testing methodology for estimating the positional accuracy of maps and digital geospatial data at the 95% confidence level relative to georeferenced ground positions of higher accuracy.  It omits specific accuracy thresholds but can be cross-referenced to map scale and contour interval as with the NMAS and ASPRS 1990 standards.  The NSSDA assumes all errors follow a normal error distribution.  Accuracy of new or revised spatial data shou





		 

		d. NDEP Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data (NDEP, 2004).  The NDEP guidelines were published in May, 2004 by the Technical Committee of the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP), established to promote the exchange of accurate digital land elevation data among government, private, and non-profit sectors and the academic community and to establish standards and guidance that will benefit all users.  The NDEP guidelines are not meant to replace the NSSDA guidelines, but rather to supplement them.  As w

		d. NDEP Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data (NDEP, 2004).  The NDEP guidelines were published in May, 2004 by the Technical Committee of the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP), established to promote the exchange of accurate digital land elevation data among government, private, and non-profit sectors and the academic community and to establish standards and guidance that will benefit all users.  The NDEP guidelines are not meant to replace the NSSDA guidelines, but rather to supplement them.  As w

		d. NDEP Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data (NDEP, 2004).  The NDEP guidelines were published in May, 2004 by the Technical Committee of the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP), established to promote the exchange of accurate digital land elevation data among government, private, and non-profit sectors and the academic community and to establish standards and guidance that will benefit all users.  The NDEP guidelines are not meant to replace the NSSDA guidelines, but rather to supplement them.  As w



		distribution.  When errors do not necessarily follow a normal error distribution, as with Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) in vegetated/forested terrain, the NDEP guidelines use the 95th percentile errors instead of RMSE.  To specifically address the challenges and opportunities from LiDAR, the NDEP guidelines were the first to introduce three new terms: Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA), Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) and Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA); however, these terms are equally relevan
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		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Although primarily focused on the vertical accuracy of elevation data, the NDEP guidelines state: “Horizontal accuracy is another important characteristic of elevation data; however, it is largely controlled by the vertical accuracy requirement.  If a very high vertical accuracy is required then it will be essential for the data producer to maintain a very high horizontal accuracy.  This is because horizontal errors in elevation data normally (but not always) contribute s
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		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  Whereas the NSSDA computes one vertical accuracy statistic (Accuracyz = RMSEz * 1.9600) for the entire project, the NDEP recognizes that land cover types can affect elevation error.  “Because vegetation can limit ground detection, tall dense forests and even tall grass tend to cause greater elevation errors than unobstructed (short grass or barren) terrain.  Errors measured in areas of different ground cover also tend to be distributed differently from errors in unobstructe
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		(a)  Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA).  The FVA reports the vertical accuracy of bare-earth elevation data in open terrain (short grass, dirt, rocks, sand) where errors should follow a normal error distribution.  The FVA is determined using standard NSSDA tests for RMSEz, 
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		where FVA = Accuracyz = RMSEz * 1.9600.  The FVA is determined from checkpoints located only in open terrain where there is a high probability that the sensor will have detected the ground surface.  Initially developed for LiDAR, the FVA indicates how well the sensor performed, whereas the SVA and CVA indicate how well LiDAR returns in vegetation were filtered to determine ground elevations in a gridded DEM or a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) consisting of irregularly-spaced mass points and breaklines.  Howeve
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		(b)  Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA).  The SVA reports the vertical accuracy of elevation data in land cover categories other than open terrain, to include vegetation (where elevations are sometimes higher than true values) and built-up areas (where elevations are sometimes lower than true values).  Because these elevations do not necessarily follow a normal error distribution assumed by the NSSDA, SVA values are computed using the 95th percentile errors for each land cover category rather than relying

		(b)  Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA).  The SVA reports the vertical accuracy of elevation data in land cover categories other than open terrain, to include vegetation (where elevations are sometimes higher than true values) and built-up areas (where elevations are sometimes lower than true values).  Because these elevations do not necessarily follow a normal error distribution assumed by the NSSDA, SVA values are computed using the 95th percentile errors for each land cover category rather than relying





		 

		(c)  Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA).  The CVA reports the vertical accuracy of bare-earth elevation data in all land cover categories combined, using the 95th percentile.  Only one CVA is reported for the entire dataset.  CVA and SVA values often approximate the same values that would have been obtained using RMSEz * 1.9600; when this occurs, this indicates that the errors in other land cover categories also approximate a normal distribution.  It is normally mandatory to satisfy CVA standards. 

		(c)  Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA).  The CVA reports the vertical accuracy of bare-earth elevation data in all land cover categories combined, using the 95th percentile.  Only one CVA is reported for the entire dataset.  CVA and SVA values often approximate the same values that would have been obtained using RMSEz * 1.9600; when this occurs, this indicates that the errors in other land cover categories also approximate a normal distribution.  It is normally mandatory to satisfy CVA standards. 

		(c)  Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA).  The CVA reports the vertical accuracy of bare-earth elevation data in all land cover categories combined, using the 95th percentile.  Only one CVA is reported for the entire dataset.  CVA and SVA values often approximate the same values that would have been obtained using RMSEz * 1.9600; when this occurs, this indicates that the errors in other land cover categories also approximate a normal distribution.  It is normally mandatory to satisfy CVA standards. 





		 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing and Reporting.  Just as with the NSSDA, the NDEP guidelines specify that accuracy testing should be accomplished by testing data against an independent source of higher accuracy.  The NDEP recommends specifying the final desired vertical accuracy for all final deliverables as some deliverables may have different accuracies.  “For example, when contours or gridded DEMs are specified as deliverables from photogrammetric or LiDAR-generated mass points, a TIN may first be produced from whi
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		(a)  Check Points.  The NDEP guidelines specify that the independent source of higher accuracy (check points) must be at least three times more accurate than the dataset being tested.  NDEP recommends following NSSDA guidance for choosing the spatial distribution of check point locations, described in Section 3-3.c (3) (a), but the NDEP gives additional guidance for terrain and slope parameters in proximity to check point locations. The NDEP guidelines state that check points should be located on flat terra

		(a)  Check Points.  The NDEP guidelines specify that the independent source of higher accuracy (check points) must be at least three times more accurate than the dataset being tested.  NDEP recommends following NSSDA guidance for choosing the spatial distribution of check point locations, described in Section 3-3.c (3) (a), but the NDEP gives additional guidance for terrain and slope parameters in proximity to check point locations. The NDEP guidelines state that check points should be located on flat terra
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		(b)  Horizontal Accuracy Reporting.  While the NDEP does not require horizontal accuracy testing, the NDEP requires data producers to report the expected horizontal accuracy of elevation products as determined from system studies or other methods.”  Horizontal accuracy that is not 

		(b)  Horizontal Accuracy Reporting.  While the NDEP does not require horizontal accuracy testing, the NDEP requires data producers to report the expected horizontal accuracy of elevation products as determined from system studies or other methods.”  Horizontal accuracy that is not 

		(b)  Horizontal Accuracy Reporting.  While the NDEP does not require horizontal accuracy testing, the NDEP requires data producers to report the expected horizontal accuracy of elevation products as determined from system studies or other methods.”  Horizontal accuracy that is not 



		independently tested would be defined with the “Compiled to Meet” statement outlined in Section 3-3.c (3) (b). Horizontal accuracy that is independently tested would use the “Tested to Meet” statement also outlined in Section 3-3.c (3) (b). 

		independently tested would be defined with the “Compiled to Meet” statement outlined in Section 3-3.c (3) (b). Horizontal accuracy that is independently tested would use the “Tested to Meet” statement also outlined in Section 3-3.c (3) (b). 





		 

		(c)  Vertical Accuracy Reporting.  The NDEP statements reporting vertical accuracy differ from the NSSDA statements because the NDEP requires the methodology (RMSEz or 95th percentile) and the land cover categories tested to be identified.  FVA should be reported with the following statement: 
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		Tested __ (meters, feet) Fundamental Vertical Accuracy at 95 percent confidence level in open terrain using RMSEz x 1.9600. 

		 

		SVA and CVA accuracy statements must be accompanied by a FVA accuracy statement.  When specific land cover categories, other than open terrain, are tested, SVA should be reported with the following statement: 

		Tested __ (meters, feet) Supplemental Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in (specify land cover category or categories).   

		 

		When 40 or more check points are consolidated for two or more of the major land cover categories, representing both the open terrain and other land cover categories (for example, forested), a Consolidated Vertical Accuracy assessment should be reported as follows: 

		Tested __ (meters, feet) Consolidated Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in open terrain and … (specify all other land cover categories tested). 

		 

		For SVA and CVA, the 5% outliers should be documented in the metadata.  For a small number of errors above the 95th percentile, report x/y coordinates and z-error for each QC check point error larger than the 95th percentile.  For a large number of errors above the 95th percentile, report only the quantity and range of values. 

		 

		When testing by an independent source of higher accuracy cannot be completed, report accuracy at the 95% confidence level for data produced according to procedures that have been demonstrated to produce data with particular vertical accuracy values as: 

		Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) Fundamental Vertical Accuracy at 95 percent confidence level in open terrain,” or “Compiled to meet __ (meters, feet) Supplemental Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in (specific land cover category or categories), or 

		Complied to meet __ (meters, feet) Consolidated Vertical Accuracy at 95th percentile in open terrain and … (list all other relevant land cover categories).  

		 

		LiDAR data are generally always tested for vertical accuracy and will be reported with the “tested” accuracy statements.  However, the relationship between flying height, analog film camera characteristics, and final map accuracy are well established; for these reasons, the “compiled to meet” statements can be used for elevation data collected with photogrammetric procedures from analog film.  

		 

		(4)  NDEP Points to Remember.  The NDEP guidelines supplement the NSSDA and are applicable for all USACE LiDAR mapping projects and photogrammetric mapping projects that use digital cameras to stereo-compile elevation data.      
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		e. ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004).  These guidelines were published in May 2004 by the ASPRS Lidar Committee, providing official ASPRS endorsement of the NDEP, 2004 guidelines.  While the ASPRS guidelines specifically target LiDAR data and the NDEP guidelines more broadly refer to digital elevation data that could be collected from numerous types of different sensors and technologies, the NDEP and ASPRS LiDAR guidelines are nearly identical in their accuracy stand

		e. ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004).  These guidelines were published in May 2004 by the ASPRS Lidar Committee, providing official ASPRS endorsement of the NDEP, 2004 guidelines.  While the ASPRS guidelines specifically target LiDAR data and the NDEP guidelines more broadly refer to digital elevation data that could be collected from numerous types of different sensors and technologies, the NDEP and ASPRS LiDAR guidelines are nearly identical in their accuracy stand

		e. ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004).  These guidelines were published in May 2004 by the ASPRS Lidar Committee, providing official ASPRS endorsement of the NDEP, 2004 guidelines.  While the ASPRS guidelines specifically target LiDAR data and the NDEP guidelines more broadly refer to digital elevation data that could be collected from numerous types of different sensors and technologies, the NDEP and ASPRS LiDAR guidelines are nearly identical in their accuracy stand



		f. FEMA Standards for Lidar and Other High Quality Digital Topography, Procedure Memorandum No. 61 (FEMA, 2010).  New elevation data purchased by FEMA must comply with the USGS Lidar Base Specification, summarized below, except where specifically noted in PM 61.  Because FEMA’s needs for elevation data are specific to National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) floodplain mapping, FEMA has several unique requirements that differ from the USGS specifications, e.g., specific requirements for surveys of cross sect

		f. FEMA Standards for Lidar and Other High Quality Digital Topography, Procedure Memorandum No. 61 (FEMA, 2010).  New elevation data purchased by FEMA must comply with the USGS Lidar Base Specification, summarized below, except where specifically noted in PM 61.  Because FEMA’s needs for elevation data are specific to National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) floodplain mapping, FEMA has several unique requirements that differ from the USGS specifications, e.g., specific requirements for surveys of cross sect





		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  As with USGS, FEMA has no horizontal accuracy standard but relies on calibrated systems and best practices to ensure the horizontal accuracy of its elevation data. 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  As with USGS, FEMA has no horizontal accuracy standard but relies on calibrated systems and best practices to ensure the horizontal accuracy of its elevation data. 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  As with USGS, FEMA has no horizontal accuracy standard but relies on calibrated systems and best practices to ensure the horizontal accuracy of its elevation data. 





		 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  FEMA’s vertical accuracy requirements from LiDAR, photogrammetry and/or IFSAR are a function of flood risk and terrain slope within the floodplain being mapped, as shown in Table 3-26. 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  FEMA’s vertical accuracy requirements from LiDAR, photogrammetry and/or IFSAR are a function of flood risk and terrain slope within the floodplain being mapped, as shown in Table 3-26. 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  FEMA’s vertical accuracy requirements from LiDAR, photogrammetry and/or IFSAR are a function of flood risk and terrain slope within the floodplain being mapped, as shown in Table 3-26. 





		 

		Table 3-26. FEMA Vertical Accuracy Requirements as Function of Flood Risk and Slope 

		Level of Flood Risk 

		Level of Flood Risk 

		Level of Flood Risk 

		Level of Flood Risk 



		Typical Slopes 

		Typical Slopes 



		Specification Level 

		Specification Level 



		Vertical Accuracy, 95% Confidence Level, FVA/CVA 

		Vertical Accuracy, 95% Confidence Level, FVA/CVA 



		Nominal Point Spacing 

		Nominal Point Spacing 





		High (Deciles 1,2,3) 

		High (Deciles 1,2,3) 

		High (Deciles 1,2,3) 



		Flattest 

		Flattest 



		Highest 

		Highest 



		24.5 cm / 36.3 cm 

		24.5 cm / 36.3 cm 



		≤1 meter 

		≤1 meter 





		High (Deciles 1,2,3) 

		High (Deciles 1,2,3) 

		High (Deciles 1,2,3) 



		Rolling or Hilly 

		Rolling or Hilly 



		High 

		High 



		49.0 cm / 72.6 cm 

		49.0 cm / 72.6 cm 



		≤2 meters 

		≤2 meters 





		High (Deciles 2,3,4,5) 

		High (Deciles 2,3,4,5) 

		High (Deciles 2,3,4,5) 



		Hilly 

		Hilly 



		Medium 

		Medium 



		98.0 cm / 145 cm 

		98.0 cm / 145 cm 



		≤3.5 meters 

		≤3.5 meters 





		Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 

		Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 

		Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 



		Flattest 

		Flattest 



		High 

		High 



		49.0 cm / 72.6 cm 

		49.0 cm / 72.6 cm 



		≤2 meters 

		≤2 meters 





		Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 

		Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 

		Medium (Deciles 3,4,5,6,7) 



		Rolling 

		Rolling 



		Medium 

		Medium 



		98.0 cm / 145 cm 

		98.0 cm / 145 cm 



		≤3.5 meters 

		≤3.5 meters 





		Medium (Deciles 4,5,6,7) 

		Medium (Deciles 4,5,6,7) 

		Medium (Deciles 4,5,6,7) 



		Hilly 

		Hilly 



		Low 

		Low 



		147 cm / 218 cm 

		147 cm / 218 cm 



		≤5 meters 

		≤5 meters 





		Low (Deciles 7,8,9,10) 

		Low (Deciles 7,8,9,10) 

		Low (Deciles 7,8,9,10) 



		All 

		All 



		Low 

		Low 



		147 cm / 218 cm 

		147 cm / 218 cm 



		≤5 meters 

		≤5 meters 







		 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  FEMA requires a Post-Flight Aerial Acquisition and Calibration Report.  FEMA also requires quality reviews and reporting performed by independent QA/QC, i.e., other than the firm performing the aerial data acquisition.  Reporting of positional accuracy is in accordance with ASPRS/NDEP standards for FVA and CVA.  SVA is tested in up to three land cover categories in addition to open terrain; land cover categories making up 10% or more of the project area (floodplain) should 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  FEMA requires a Post-Flight Aerial Acquisition and Calibration Report.  FEMA also requires quality reviews and reporting performed by independent QA/QC, i.e., other than the firm performing the aerial data acquisition.  Reporting of positional accuracy is in accordance with ASPRS/NDEP standards for FVA and CVA.  SVA is tested in up to three land cover categories in addition to open terrain; land cover categories making up 10% or more of the project area (floodplain) should 

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  FEMA requires a Post-Flight Aerial Acquisition and Calibration Report.  FEMA also requires quality reviews and reporting performed by independent QA/QC, i.e., other than the firm performing the aerial data acquisition.  Reporting of positional accuracy is in accordance with ASPRS/NDEP standards for FVA and CVA.  SVA is tested in up to three land cover categories in addition to open terrain; land cover categories making up 10% or more of the project area (floodplain) should 





		 

		(4)  FEMA Points to Remember.  FEMA was the first to recognize the need to separately test the accuracy of LiDAR bare-earth elevation data in different land cover categories.  FEMA’s procedures are focused on needs for floodplain mapping, interested primarily in bare-earth DEMs and less interested in LiDAR point cloud data of interest to others.  Nevertheless, FEMA 

		(4)  FEMA Points to Remember.  FEMA was the first to recognize the need to separately test the accuracy of LiDAR bare-earth elevation data in different land cover categories.  FEMA’s procedures are focused on needs for floodplain mapping, interested primarily in bare-earth DEMs and less interested in LiDAR point cloud data of interest to others.  Nevertheless, FEMA 

		(4)  FEMA Points to Remember.  FEMA was the first to recognize the need to separately test the accuracy of LiDAR bare-earth elevation data in different land cover categories.  FEMA’s procedures are focused on needs for floodplain mapping, interested primarily in bare-earth DEMs and less interested in LiDAR point cloud data of interest to others.  Nevertheless, FEMA 



		also recognizes the importance of USGS efforts to promote consistency across LiDAR collections, to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and handling, and to populate the National Elevation Dataset (NED) with nationally consistent data that meet minimum specifications. FEMA contracts for much of its LiDAR data through USGS, using the USGS Lidar Base Specification with minimal modifications. 

		also recognizes the importance of USGS efforts to promote consistency across LiDAR collections, to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and handling, and to populate the National Elevation Dataset (NED) with nationally consistent data that meet minimum specifications. FEMA contracts for much of its LiDAR data through USGS, using the USGS Lidar Base Specification with minimal modifications. 





		 

		g. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012).  Based on an earlier draft Version 13, the first official USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 was published in 2012 to: (1) establish some degree of consistency across LiDAR collections, mostly with regards to the LiDAR point cloud; (2) to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and handling so that Quality Assurance steps do not have to change with every Scope of Work, to get consistent point cloud deliverables to vi

		g. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012).  Based on an earlier draft Version 13, the first official USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 was published in 2012 to: (1) establish some degree of consistency across LiDAR collections, mostly with regards to the LiDAR point cloud; (2) to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and handling so that Quality Assurance steps do not have to change with every Scope of Work, to get consistent point cloud deliverables to vi

		g. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012).  Based on an earlier draft Version 13, the first official USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 was published in 2012 to: (1) establish some degree of consistency across LiDAR collections, mostly with regards to the LiDAR point cloud; (2) to get data that are uniform in structure, formatting, content and handling so that Quality Assurance steps do not have to change with every Scope of Work, to get consistent point cloud deliverables to vi





		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Because it is very difficult to identify clearly-defined point features from LiDAR point cloud data and intensity returns, USGS specifies no specific horizontal accuracy standard but relies on LiDAR system manufacturer calibration and field bore-sighting to ensure that laser pulses record the approximate same horizontal coordinates of field calibration site point features when flying north, south, east or west over a field calibration site.  Best practices are under consi

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Because it is very difficult to identify clearly-defined point features from LiDAR point cloud data and intensity returns, USGS specifies no specific horizontal accuracy standard but relies on LiDAR system manufacturer calibration and field bore-sighting to ensure that laser pulses record the approximate same horizontal coordinates of field calibration site point features when flying north, south, east or west over a field calibration site.  Best practices are under consi

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standard.  Because it is very difficult to identify clearly-defined point features from LiDAR point cloud data and intensity returns, USGS specifies no specific horizontal accuracy standard but relies on LiDAR system manufacturer calibration and field bore-sighting to ensure that laser pulses record the approximate same horizontal coordinates of field calibration site point features when flying north, south, east or west over a field calibration site.  Best practices are under consi





		 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  For absolute vertical accuracy, USGS specifies Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) of 24.5 cm = Accuracyz, based on RMSEz of 12.5 cm; Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile; and Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) target values of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile for all land cover 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  For absolute vertical accuracy, USGS specifies Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) of 24.5 cm = Accuracyz, based on RMSEz of 12.5 cm; Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile; and Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) target values of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile for all land cover 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standard.  For absolute vertical accuracy, USGS specifies Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) of 24.5 cm = Accuracyz, based on RMSEz of 12.5 cm; Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile; and Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) target values of 36.3 cm based on 95th percentile for all land cover 





		types representing 10% or more of the total project area.  For relative vertical accuracy, USGS specifies a root mean square difference (RMSDz) of 7 cm or less within individual swaths, and an RMSDz of 10 cm or less within swath overlap of adjoining swaths.  Whereas RMSEz is used to compute absolute accuracy, RMSDz is used to compute relative accuracy between comparable datasets. 

		types representing 10% or more of the total project area.  For relative vertical accuracy, USGS specifies a root mean square difference (RMSDz) of 7 cm or less within individual swaths, and an RMSDz of 10 cm or less within swath overlap of adjoining swaths.  Whereas RMSEz is used to compute absolute accuracy, RMSDz is used to compute relative accuracy between comparable datasets. 

		types representing 10% or more of the total project area.  For relative vertical accuracy, USGS specifies a root mean square difference (RMSDz) of 7 cm or less within individual swaths, and an RMSDz of 10 cm or less within swath overlap of adjoining swaths.  Whereas RMSEz is used to compute absolute accuracy, RMSDz is used to compute relative accuracy between comparable datasets. 





		  

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Vertical accuracy of LiDAR data will be assessed and reported in accordance with the guidelines developed by the NDEP and subsequently adopted by ASPRS.  The absolute and relative accuracy of the data, relative to known control, shall be verified prior to classification and subsequent product development; this validation is limited to LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath as well as the Fundamental Vertical Accuracy measured in clear, open areas.  Supplemental Vertical Acc

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Vertical accuracy of LiDAR data will be assessed and reported in accordance with the guidelines developed by the NDEP and subsequently adopted by ASPRS.  The absolute and relative accuracy of the data, relative to known control, shall be verified prior to classification and subsequent product development; this validation is limited to LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath as well as the Fundamental Vertical Accuracy measured in clear, open areas.  Supplemental Vertical Acc

		(3)  Accuracy Testing/Reporting.  Vertical accuracy of LiDAR data will be assessed and reported in accordance with the guidelines developed by the NDEP and subsequently adopted by ASPRS.  The absolute and relative accuracy of the data, relative to known control, shall be verified prior to classification and subsequent product development; this validation is limited to LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath as well as the Fundamental Vertical Accuracy measured in clear, open areas.  Supplemental Vertical Acc





		 

		(4)  USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 Points to Remember.  The USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012) provides minimal specifications for LiDAR point cloud data and for LiDAR-derived DEMs to be placed in the National Elevation Dataset (NED); however, it must be noted that Heidemann, 2012 has since been updated by the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014) to bring it in conformance with Quality Level 2 (QL2) LiDAR requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program

		(4)  USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 Points to Remember.  The USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012) provides minimal specifications for LiDAR point cloud data and for LiDAR-derived DEMs to be placed in the National Elevation Dataset (NED); however, it must be noted that Heidemann, 2012 has since been updated by the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014) to bring it in conformance with Quality Level 2 (QL2) LiDAR requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program

		(4)  USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 Points to Remember.  The USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012) provides minimal specifications for LiDAR point cloud data and for LiDAR-derived DEMs to be placed in the National Elevation Dataset (NED); however, it must be noted that Heidemann, 2012 has since been updated by the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014) to bring it in conformance with Quality Level 2 (QL2) LiDAR requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program



		h. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014).  The USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 is nearly identical to Version 1.0, except for higher vertical accuracy and narrower Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) for Quality Level 2 (QL2) LiDAR produced in conformance with requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program (3DEP).  The Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) is tightened from 24.5-cm to 19.6-cm; the Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) and Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) are tightened

		h. USGS Lidar Base Specification, Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014).  The USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 is nearly identical to Version 1.0, except for higher vertical accuracy and narrower Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) for Quality Level 2 (QL2) LiDAR produced in conformance with requirements of USGS’s 3D Elevation Program (3DEP).  The Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA) is tightened from 24.5-cm to 19.6-cm; the Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA) and Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) are tightened





		i. ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014).  This new ASPRS accuracy standard (see Appendix C) replaces the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990) and the ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004) with new accuracy standards that better address digital orthophotos and digital elevation data that may include high-accuracy, high-density data from mobile mapping systems or Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) of the future.  T

		i. ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014).  This new ASPRS accuracy standard (see Appendix C) replaces the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990) and the ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004) with new accuracy standards that better address digital orthophotos and digital elevation data that may include high-accuracy, high-density data from mobile mapping systems or Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) of the future.  T

		i. ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014).  This new ASPRS accuracy standard (see Appendix C) replaces the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990) and the ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data (ASPRS, 2004) with new accuracy standards that better address digital orthophotos and digital elevation data that may include high-accuracy, high-density data from mobile mapping systems or Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) of the future.  T





		 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards.  Class 0 products refer to highest-accuracy survey-grade geospatial data for demanding engineering applications; Class 1 products refer to standard, high-accuracy mapping-grade geospatial data; Class 2 products refer to less-accurate products used for general planning; and Class N products refer to lower-accuracy visualization-grade geospatial data suitable for less-demanding user applications.  Whereas Class 1 remains the default standard for high-accuracy mapping-grade 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards.  Class 0 products refer to highest-accuracy survey-grade geospatial data for demanding engineering applications; Class 1 products refer to standard, high-accuracy mapping-grade geospatial data; Class 2 products refer to less-accurate products used for general planning; and Class N products refer to lower-accuracy visualization-grade geospatial data suitable for less-demanding user applications.  Whereas Class 1 remains the default standard for high-accuracy mapping-grade 

		(1)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards.  Class 0 products refer to highest-accuracy survey-grade geospatial data for demanding engineering applications; Class 1 products refer to standard, high-accuracy mapping-grade geospatial data; Class 2 products refer to less-accurate products used for general planning; and Class N products refer to lower-accuracy visualization-grade geospatial data suitable for less-demanding user applications.  Whereas Class 1 remains the default standard for high-accuracy mapping-grade 





		 

		(a)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Orthophotos.  The pixel size of the digital orthophotos to be evaluated controls the horizontal accuracy standards for orthophotos.  The following formulas are applicable for both English and metric units: 

		(a)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Orthophotos.  The pixel size of the digital orthophotos to be evaluated controls the horizontal accuracy standards for orthophotos.  The following formulas are applicable for both English and metric units: 

		(a)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Orthophotos.  The pixel size of the digital orthophotos to be evaluated controls the horizontal accuracy standards for orthophotos.  The following formulas are applicable for both English and metric units: 





		− For Class 0 digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * 1 and the orthophoto mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = pixel size * 2 

		− For Class 1 digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * 2 and the orthophoto mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = pixel size * 4 

		− For Class 2 digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * 3 and the orthophoto mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = pixel size * 6 … 

		− For Class N digital orthophotos, RMSEx and RMSEy = pixel size * (N+1) and the orthophoto mosaic seamline maximum mismatch = 2 * (N+1) 

		 

		(b)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Maps.  The compilation map scale, or more precisely the map’s Scale Factor, controls the horizontal accuracy standards (RMSEx and RMSEy).  The Scale Factor is the reciprocal of the ratio used to specify the map scale.  For 

		(b)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Maps.  The compilation map scale, or more precisely the map’s Scale Factor, controls the horizontal accuracy standards (RMSEx and RMSEy).  The Scale Factor is the reciprocal of the ratio used to specify the map scale.  For 

		(b)  Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Planimetric Maps.  The compilation map scale, or more precisely the map’s Scale Factor, controls the horizontal accuracy standards (RMSEx and RMSEy).  The Scale Factor is the reciprocal of the ratio used to specify the map scale.  For 



		example, if a map was compiled for use or analysis at a scale of 1:1,200 or 1/1,200, the Scale Factor is 1,200; at that scale, RMSEx and RMSEy would be 15-cm (1,200 * 0.0125) for a Class 0 map using the formulas below: 

		example, if a map was compiled for use or analysis at a scale of 1:1,200 or 1/1,200, the Scale Factor is 1,200; at that scale, RMSEx and RMSEy would be 15-cm (1,200 * 0.0125) for a Class 0 map using the formulas below: 





		− For Class 0 planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = Map Scale Factor * 0.0125 

		− For Class 1 planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = 2 * Class 0 = Map Scale Factor * 0.025 

		− For Class 2 planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = 3 * Class 0 = Map Scale Factor * 0.0375 … 

		− For Class N planimetric maps, RMSEx and RMSEy (in centimeters) = (N+1) * Class 0  

		 

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standards.  The ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) continues to specify RMSEz as one-third the appropriate contour interval supported.  It establishes recommended minimum Nominal Pulse Density and maximum Nominal Pulse Spacing for LiDAR data; it establishes LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath in non-vegetated terrain in terms of vertical RMS differences (RMSDz) and maximum elevation differences; and it establishes Non-vegetated Vertical Ac

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standards.  The ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) continues to specify RMSEz as one-third the appropriate contour interval supported.  It establishes recommended minimum Nominal Pulse Density and maximum Nominal Pulse Spacing for LiDAR data; it establishes LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath in non-vegetated terrain in terms of vertical RMS differences (RMSDz) and maximum elevation differences; and it establishes Non-vegetated Vertical Ac

		(2)  Vertical Accuracy Standards.  The ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (ASPRS, 2014) continues to specify RMSEz as one-third the appropriate contour interval supported.  It establishes recommended minimum Nominal Pulse Density and maximum Nominal Pulse Spacing for LiDAR data; it establishes LiDAR relative accuracy swath-to-swath in non-vegetated terrain in terms of vertical RMS differences (RMSDz) and maximum elevation differences; and it establishes Non-vegetated Vertical Ac



		(a)  The 1-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 3-cm contours, is most appropriate for local accuracy determinations and tested relative to a local coordinate system, rather than network accuracy relative to a national geodetic network. 

		(a)  The 1-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 3-cm contours, is most appropriate for local accuracy determinations and tested relative to a local coordinate system, rather than network accuracy relative to a national geodetic network. 



		(b)  The 2.5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 7.5-cm (~3”) contours, could pertain to either local accuracy or network accuracy.  

		(b)  The 2.5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 7.5-cm (~3”) contours, could pertain to either local accuracy or network accuracy.  



		(c)  The 5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 15-cm (~6”) contours, approximates the accuracy class most commonly used for high accuracy engineering applications of rotary wing airborne remote sensing data and unmanned aerial systems (UASs). 

		(c)  The 5-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 15-cm (~6”) contours, approximates the accuracy class most commonly used for high accuracy engineering applications of rotary wing airborne remote sensing data and unmanned aerial systems (UASs). 



		(d)  The 10-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1-foot contours, approximates Quality Level 2 (QL2) from the National Enhanced Elevation Assessment (NEEA) when using airborne LiDAR point density of 2 points per square meter, and the 10 cm Class also serves as the basis for USGS’s nationwide 3D Elevation Program (3DEP).  Such elevation data are equivalent to that specified for QL2 LiDAR in the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014).  

		(d)  The 10-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1-foot contours, approximates Quality Level 2 (QL2) from the National Enhanced Elevation Assessment (NEEA) when using airborne LiDAR point density of 2 points per square meter, and the 10 cm Class also serves as the basis for USGS’s nationwide 3D Elevation Program (3DEP).  Such elevation data are equivalent to that specified for QL2 LiDAR in the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (Heidemann, 2014).  



		(e)  The 15-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1.5-foot contours, includes elevation data produced to the prior USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012). 

		(e)  The 15-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1.5-foot contours, includes elevation data produced to the prior USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 (Heidemann, 2012). 



		(f)  The 20-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 2-foot contours, approximates Quality Level 3 (QL3) from the NEEA and covers the majority of legacy LiDAR data previously acquired for federal, state and local clients prior to publication of Heidemann, 2012. 

		(f)  The 20-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 2-foot contours, approximates Quality Level 3 (QL3) from the NEEA and covers the majority of legacy LiDAR data previously acquired for federal, state and local clients prior to publication of Heidemann, 2012. 



		(g)  The 33.3-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1-meter contours, approximates Quality Level 4 (QL4) from the NEEA. 

		(g)  The 33.3-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 1-meter contours, approximates Quality Level 4 (QL4) from the NEEA. 



		(h)  The 66.7-cm Vertical Accuracy Class is appropriate for 2-meter contours. 

		(h)  The 66.7-cm Vertical Accuracy Class is appropriate for 2-meter contours. 



		(i)  The 100-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 3-meter contours, approximates Quality Level 5 (QL5) from the NEEA and represents the approximate accuracy of airborne IFSAR. 

		(i)  The 100-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 3-meter contours, approximates Quality Level 5 (QL5) from the NEEA and represents the approximate accuracy of airborne IFSAR. 



		(j)  The 333.3-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 10-meter contours, represents the approximate accuracy of elevation datasets produced from some satellite-based sensors.  

		(j)  The 333.3-cm Vertical Accuracy Class, appropriate for 10-meter contours, represents the approximate accuracy of elevation datasets produced from some satellite-based sensors.  





		 

		3-4. Accuracy Classifications for USACE Functional Applications.  Table 3-27 outlines general types of USACE projects and the corresponding data accuracy class of digital geospatial data that is necessary to achieve the required level of mapping for each type of project.  The table is intended to be a general guide only, requiring additional engineering judgment.  The table does not apply exclusively to airborne photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping activities; some of the required surveying and mapping accuraci

		Table 3-27:  Recommended Surveying and Mapping Specifications for USACE Applications 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (MCA, MCAF, OMA, OMAF): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (MCA, MCAF, OMA, OMAF): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (MCA, MCAF, OMA, OMAF): 



		Typical Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal. Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal. Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		 Ground Horizontal Control3 

		 Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		 Ground Vertical Control5 

		 Ground Vertical Control5 





		Design and Construction of New Facilities:  Site Plan Data for Direct Input into CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 

		Design and Construction of New Facilities:  Site Plan Data for Direct Input into CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 

		Design and Construction of New Facilities:  Site Plan Data for Direct Input into CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 



		 

		 



		  

		  



		  

		  



		 

		 



		  

		  



		  

		  





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		  

		  



		  

		  



		 

		 



		  

		  



		  

		  





		  -  General Construction Site Plan Feature and Topographic Detail 

		  -  General Construction Site Plan Feature and Topographic Detail 

		  -  General Construction Site Plan Feature and Topographic Detail 



		1:400 / 

		1:400 / 

		33 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		15 cm / 

		15 cm / 

		0.5 ft. 



		5  cm / 

		5  cm / 

		0.167 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  -  Surface/Subsurface Utility Detail 

		  -  Surface/Subsurface Utility Detail 

		  -  Surface/Subsurface Utility Detail 



		1:400 / 

		1:400 / 

		33 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		5 cm / 

		5 cm / 

		0.167 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  -  Building or Structure Design 

		  -  Building or Structure Design 

		  -  Building or Structure Design 



		1:200 / 

		1:200 / 

		16.7 ft. 



		2.5 cm / 

		2.5 cm / 

		0.083 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		7.5 cm / 

		7.5 cm / 

		0.25 ft. 



		2.5 cm / 

		2.5 cm / 

		0.083 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  -  Airfield Pavement Design Detail 

		  -  Airfield Pavement Design Detail 

		  -  Airfield Pavement Design Detail 



		1:200 / 

		1:200 / 

		16.7 ft. 



		2.5 cm / 

		2.5 cm / 

		0.083 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		7.5 cm / 

		7.5 cm / 

		0.25 ft. 



		2.5 cm / 

		2.5 cm / 

		0.083 ft. 



		2nd 

		2nd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  -  Grading and Excavation Plans (Roads, Drainage, etc.) 

		  -  Grading and Excavation Plans (Roads, Drainage, etc.) 

		  -  Grading and Excavation Plans (Roads, Drainage, etc.) 



		1:600 / 

		1:600 / 

		50 ft. 



		15 cm / 

		15 cm / 

		0.5 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Maintenance and Repair (M&R), or Renovation of Existing Structures, Roadways, Utilities, etc., for Design/Construction/Plans and Specifications (P&S) 

		Maintenance and Repair (M&R), or Renovation of Existing Structures, Roadways, Utilities, etc., for Design/Construction/Plans and Specifications (P&S) 

		Maintenance and Repair (M&R), or Renovation of Existing Structures, Roadways, Utilities, etc., for Design/Construction/Plans and Specifications (P&S) 



		1:400 / 

		1:400 / 

		33.3 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Recreational Site P&S (Golf Courses, Athletic Fields, etc.) 

		Recreational Site P&S (Golf Courses, Athletic Fields, etc.) 

		Recreational Site P&S (Golf Courses, Athletic Fields, etc.) 



		1:2400 / 

		1:2400 / 

		200 ft. 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 



		Typical Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		Training Sites, Ranges, Cantonment Areas, etc. 

		Training Sites, Ranges, Cantonment Areas, etc. 

		Training Sites, Ranges, Cantonment Areas, etc. 



		1:2400 / 

		1:2400 / 

		200 ft. 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		40 cm / 

		40 cm / 

		1.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Installation Master Planning and Facilities Management Activities (Including AM/FM and GIS Feature Applications) 

		Installation Master Planning and Facilities Management Activities (Including AM/FM and GIS Feature Applications) 

		Installation Master Planning and Facilities Management Activities (Including AM/FM and GIS Feature Applications) 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- General Location Maps for Master Planning Purposes 

		- General Location Maps for Master Planning Purposes 

		- General Location Maps for Master Planning Purposes 

		- General Location Maps for Master Planning Purposes 

		- General Location Maps for Master Planning Purposes 







		1:4800 / 

		1:4800 / 

		400 ft. 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		300 cm/ 

		300 cm/ 

		10 ft. 



		100 cm/ 

		100 cm/ 

		3.3 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Space Management (Interior Design/Layout) 

		- Space Management (Interior Design/Layout) 

		- Space Management (Interior Design/Layout) 

		- Space Management (Interior Design/Layout) 

		- Space Management (Interior Design/Layout) 







		1:200 / 

		1:200 / 

		16.7 ft. 



		5 cm / 

		5 cm / 

		0.167 ft. 



		Relative to Structure 

		Relative to Structure 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Installation Surface/Subsurface Utility Maps (As-Builts; Fuel, Gas, Electricity, Communications, Cable, Storm Water,   Sanitary, Water Supply, Treatment Facilities, Meters, etc.) 

		- Installation Surface/Subsurface Utility Maps (As-Builts; Fuel, Gas, Electricity, Communications, Cable, Storm Water,   Sanitary, Water Supply, Treatment Facilities, Meters, etc.) 

		- Installation Surface/Subsurface Utility Maps (As-Builts; Fuel, Gas, Electricity, Communications, Cable, Storm Water,   Sanitary, Water Supply, Treatment Facilities, Meters, etc.) 

		- Installation Surface/Subsurface Utility Maps (As-Builts; Fuel, Gas, Electricity, Communications, Cable, Storm Water,   Sanitary, Water Supply, Treatment Facilities, Meters, etc.) 

		- Installation Surface/Subsurface Utility Maps (As-Builts; Fuel, Gas, Electricity, Communications, Cable, Storm Water,   Sanitary, Water Supply, Treatment Facilities, Meters, etc.) 







		1:400 / 

		1:400 / 

		33.3 ft.  



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		 

		 

		3rd-I 

		 

		3rd-I 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Architectural Drawings:      

		Architectural Drawings:      

		Architectural Drawings:      



		 

		 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Site Plans:                   1 in = 20 '  (Landscape Planting Plans) 

		- Site Plans:                   1 in = 20 '  (Landscape Planting Plans) 

		- Site Plans:                   1 in = 20 '  (Landscape Planting Plans) 

		- Site Plans:                   1 in = 20 '  (Landscape Planting Plans) 

		- Site Plans:                   1 in = 20 '  (Landscape Planting Plans) 







		1:240 / 20 ft. 

		1:240 / 20 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Floor Plans:                1/4 in = 1' - 0"  

		- Floor Plans:                1/4 in = 1' - 0"  

		- Floor Plans:                1/4 in = 1' - 0"  

		- Floor Plans:                1/4 in = 1' - 0"  

		- Floor Plans:                1/4 in = 1' - 0"  







		1:50 / 4 ft. 

		1:50 / 4 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/8 in = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8 in = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8 in = 1' - 0" 



		1:100 / 8 ft. 

		1:100 / 8 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/16 in = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/16 in = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/16 in = 1' - 0" 



		1:200 / 16 ft. 

		1:200 / 16 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 



		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		- Roof Plan:            (no smaller than)  1/16" = 1' - 0"  

		- Roof Plan:            (no smaller than)  1/16" = 1' - 0"  

		- Roof Plan:            (no smaller than)  1/16" = 1' - 0"  

		- Roof Plan:            (no smaller than)  1/16" = 1' - 0"  

		- Roof Plan:            (no smaller than)  1/16" = 1' - 0"  







		1:200 / 16 ft. 

		1:200 / 16 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Exterior Elevations:   1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 

		- Exterior Elevations:   1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 

		- Exterior Elevations:   1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 

		- Exterior Elevations:   1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 

		- Exterior Elevations:   1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 







		1:10 / 0.8 ft. 

		1:10 / 0.8 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 



		1:100 / 8 ft. 

		1:100 / 8 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/16" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/16" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/16" = 1' - 0" 



		1:200 / 16 ft. 

		1:200 / 16 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Interior Elevations:     1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Interior Elevations:     1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Interior Elevations:     1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Interior Elevations:     1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Interior Elevations:     1/4" = 1' - 0" 







		1:50 / 4 ft. 

		1:50 / 4 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 



		1:100 / 8 ft. 

		1:100 / 8 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Cross Sections:           1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Cross Sections:           1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Cross Sections:           1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Cross Sections:           1/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Cross Sections:           1/4" = 1' - 0" 







		1:50 / 4 ft. 

		1:50 / 4 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/8" = 1' - 0" 



		1:100 / 8 ft. 

		1:100 / 8 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1/16" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/16" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1/16" = 1' - 0" 



		1:200 / 16 ft. 

		1:200 / 16 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Wall Sections:            1/2" or 3/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Wall Sections:            1/2" or 3/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Wall Sections:            1/2" or 3/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Wall Sections:            1/2" or 3/4" = 1' - 0" 

		- Wall Sections:            1/2" or 3/4" = 1' - 0" 







		1:20 / 2 ft. 

		1:20 / 2 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Stair Details:              1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0"  

		- Stair Details:              1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0"  

		- Stair Details:              1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0"  

		- Stair Details:              1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0"  

		- Stair Details:              1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0"  







		1:10 / 1 ft. 

		1:10 / 1 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Detail Plans:               3" = 1' - 0" 

		- Detail Plans:               3" = 1' - 0" 

		- Detail Plans:               3" = 1' - 0" 

		- Detail Plans:               3" = 1' - 0" 

		- Detail Plans:               3" = 1' - 0" 







		1:5 / 0.33 ft. 

		1:5 / 0.33 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		                                           1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 

		                                           1" or 1-1/2" = 1' - 0" 



		1:10 / 1 ft. 

		1:10 / 1 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Area-/Installation-/Base-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS and AM/FM Development6 

		Area-/Installation-/Base-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS and AM/FM Development6 

		Area-/Installation-/Base-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS and AM/FM Development6 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		varies 

		varies 



		N/A7         3rd-I or 2nd-II 

		N/A7         3rd-I or 2nd-II 



		7.5 cm / 

		7.5 cm / 

		0.25 ft. 



		2.5 cm / 

		2.5 cm / 

		0.083 ft. 



		N/A7       2nd or 3rd  

		N/A7       2nd or 3rd  





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Housing Management (Family housing, Schools, Boundaries, and Other Installation Community Services) 

		Housing Management (Family housing, Schools, Boundaries, and Other Installation Community Services) 

		Housing Management (Family housing, Schools, Boundaries, and Other Installation Community Services) 



		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		360 cm / 

		360 cm / 

		12 ft. 



		IIIB / 4th 

		IIIB / 4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 

		MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED): 



		Typical Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		Environmental Mapping and Assessments 

		Environmental Mapping and Assessments 

		Environmental Mapping and Assessments 



		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		360 cm / 

		360 cm / 

		12 ft. 



		IIIB / 4th 

		IIIB / 4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Emergency Services (Military Police, Crime/Accident Locations, Emergency Transport Routes, Post Security Zoning, etc.)  

		Emergency Services (Military Police, Crime/Accident Locations, Emergency Transport Routes, Post Security Zoning, etc.)  

		Emergency Services (Military Police, Crime/Accident Locations, Emergency Transport Routes, Post Security Zoning, etc.)  



		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		360 cm / 

		360 cm / 

		12 ft. 



		IIIB / 4th 

		IIIB / 4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Cultural, Social, Historical (Other Natural Resources) 

		Cultural, Social, Historical (Other Natural Resources) 

		Cultural, Social, Historical (Other Natural Resources) 



		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		IIIB / 4th 

		IIIB / 4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Runway Approach and Transition Zones; General Plans/Section8 

		Runway Approach and Transition Zones; General Plans/Section8 

		Runway Approach and Transition Zones; General Plans/Section8 



		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		240 cm / 

		240 cm / 

		8 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		150 cm / 

		150 cm / 

		5 ft. 



		50 cm / 

		50 cm / 

		1.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		CIVIL WORKS DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 

		CIVIL WORKS DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 

		CIVIL WORKS DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Site Plan for Design Memoranda, Contract Plans and Specifications, etc. for Input to CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 

		Site Plan for Design Memoranda, Contract Plans and Specifications, etc. for Input to CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 

		Site Plan for Design Memoranda, Contract Plans and Specifications, etc. for Input to CADD 2-D/3-D Design Files 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Locks, Dams, Flood Control Structures; Detail Design Plans 

		- Locks, Dams, Flood Control Structures; Detail Design Plans 

		- Locks, Dams, Flood Control Structures; Detail Design Plans 

		- Locks, Dams, Flood Control Structures; Detail Design Plans 

		- Locks, Dams, Flood Control Structures; Detail Design Plans 







		1:100 / 

		1:100 / 

		8.3 ft. 



		2.5 cm/ 

		2.5 cm/ 

		0.083 ft. 



		2nd-II 

		2nd-II 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		2nd  

		2nd  





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Grading/Excavation Plans 

		- Grading/Excavation Plans 

		- Grading/Excavation Plans 

		- Grading/Excavation Plans 

		- Grading/Excavation Plans 







		1:1200 / 

		1:1200 / 

		100 ft. 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Spillways, Concrete Channels, Upland Disposal Areas 

		- Spillways, Concrete Channels, Upland Disposal Areas 

		- Spillways, Concrete Channels, Upland Disposal Areas 

		- Spillways, Concrete Channels, Upland Disposal Areas 

		- Spillways, Concrete Channels, Upland Disposal Areas 







		1:400 / 

		1:400 / 

		33.3 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		2nd-II 

		2nd-II 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		40 cm / 

		40 cm / 

		1.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 



		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		- Construction In-place Volume Measurement 

		- Construction In-place Volume Measurement 

		- Construction In-place Volume Measurement 

		- Construction In-place Volume Measurement 

		- Construction In-place Volume Measurement 







		1:1200 / 

		1:1200 / 

		100 ft. 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft.  



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		River and Harbor Navigation Projects:  Site Plans, Design, Operation, or Maintenance of Flood Control Structures, Canals, Channels, etc. for Contract Plans or Reports. 

		River and Harbor Navigation Projects:  Site Plans, Design, Operation, or Maintenance of Flood Control Structures, Canals, Channels, etc. for Contract Plans or Reports. 

		River and Harbor Navigation Projects:  Site Plans, Design, Operation, or Maintenance of Flood Control Structures, Canals, Channels, etc. for Contract Plans or Reports. 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Levees and Groins (New Work or Maintenance Design Drawings) 

		- Levees and Groins (New Work or Maintenance Design Drawings) 

		- Levees and Groins (New Work or Maintenance Design Drawings) 

		- Levees and Groins (New Work or Maintenance Design Drawings) 

		- Levees and Groins (New Work or Maintenance Design Drawings) 







		1:1200 / 

		1:1200 / 

		100 ft. 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (New Work Base Mapping) 9 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (New Work Base Mapping) 9 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (New Work Base Mapping) 9 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (New Work Base Mapping) 9 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (New Work Base Mapping) 9 







		1:2400 / 

		1:2400 / 

		200 ft. 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (Maintenance Drawings) 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (Maintenance Drawings) 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (Maintenance Drawings) 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (Maintenance Drawings) 

		- Canals and Waterway Dredging (Maintenance Drawings) 







		1:2400 / 

		1:2400 / 

		200 ft. 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		1.64 ft. 

		1.64 ft. 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Beach Renourishment/Hurricane Protection Projects 

		- Beach Renourishment/Hurricane Protection Projects 

		- Beach Renourishment/Hurricane Protection Projects 

		- Beach Renourishment/Hurricane Protection Projects 

		- Beach Renourishment/Hurricane Protection Projects 







		1:2400 / 

		1:2400 / 

		200 ft. 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		 20 cm / 

		 20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Project Condition Reports (Base Mapping for Plotting Hydrographic Surveys:  line maps or air photo plans) 

		- Project Condition Reports (Base Mapping for Plotting Hydrographic Surveys:  line maps or air photo plans) 

		- Project Condition Reports (Base Mapping for Plotting Hydrographic Surveys:  line maps or air photo plans) 

		- Project Condition Reports (Base Mapping for Plotting Hydrographic Surveys:  line maps or air photo plans) 

		- Project Condition Reports (Base Mapping for Plotting Hydrographic Surveys:  line maps or air photo plans) 







		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		240 cm/ 

		240 cm/ 

		8 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		   

		   

		   



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Revetment Clearing, Grading, and As-built Protection 

		- Revetment Clearing, Grading, and As-built Protection 

		- Revetment Clearing, Grading, and As-built Protection 

		- Revetment Clearing, Grading, and As-built Protection 

		- Revetment Clearing, Grading, and As-built Protection 







		1:4800 / 

		1:4800 / 

		400 ft. 



		180 cm/ 

		180 cm/ 

		6 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 







		        Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED) 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED) 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED) 



		Typical    Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical    Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		Geotechnical and Hydrographic Site Investigation Surveying Accuracies for Project Construction 

		Geotechnical and Hydrographic Site Investigation Surveying Accuracies for Project Construction 

		Geotechnical and Hydrographic Site Investigation Surveying Accuracies for Project Construction 





		- Hydrographic Contract Payment and P&S Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Contract Payment and P&S Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Contract Payment and P&S Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Contract Payment and P&S Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Contract Payment and P&S Surveys 







		1:4800 / 

		1:4800 / 

		400 ft. 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft.  



		N/A10 

		N/A10 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		N/A10 

		N/A10 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Hydrographic Project Condition Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Project Condition Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Project Condition Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Project Condition Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Project Condition Surveys 







		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		240 cm / 

		240 cm / 

		8 ft.  



		N/A10 

		N/A10 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		N/A10 

		N/A10 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Hydrographic Reconnaissance Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Reconnaissance Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Reconnaissance Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Reconnaissance Surveys 

		- Hydrographic Reconnaissance Surveys 







		- 

		- 



		0.10 km / 

		0.10 km / 

		350 ft.  



		N/A10 

		N/A10 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		N/A10 

		N/A10 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Geotechnical Investigative Core Borings/Probings/etc. 

		- Geotechnical Investigative Core Borings/Probings/etc. 

		- Geotechnical Investigative Core Borings/Probings/etc. 

		- Geotechnical Investigative Core Borings/Probings/etc. 

		- Geotechnical Investigative Core Borings/Probings/etc. 







		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		N/A10 / 

		N/A10 / 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		5 cm / 

		5 cm / 

		0.167 ft. 



		N/A10 / 

		N/A10 / 

		3rd or 4th  





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		General Planning and Feasibility Studies, Reconnaissance Reports, Permit Applications, etc. 

		General Planning and Feasibility Studies, Reconnaissance Reports, Permit Applications, etc. 

		General Planning and Feasibility Studies, Reconnaissance Reports, Permit Applications, etc. 



		1:4800 / 

		1:4800 / 

		400 ft. 



		120 cm/ 

		120 cm/ 

		4 ft.  



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		150 cm / 

		150 cm / 

		5 ft. 



		50 cm / 

		50 cm / 

		1.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		GIS Feature Mapping 

		GIS Feature Mapping 

		GIS Feature Mapping 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Area/Project-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS Development 

		- Area/Project-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS Development 

		- Area/Project-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS Development 

		- Area/Project-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS Development 

		- Area/Project-Wide Mapping Control Network to Support Overall GIS Development 







		N/A 

		N/A 



		Varies  

		Varies  



		N/A7 / 

		N/A7 / 

		2nd-I/II 



		150 cm/ 

		150 cm/ 

		5 ft. 



		50 cm / 

		50 cm / 

		1.67 ft. 



		N/A7 

		N/A7 

		2nd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Soil and Geologic Classification Maps, Well Points 

		- Soil and Geologic Classification Maps, Well Points 

		- Soil and Geologic Classification Maps, Well Points 

		- Soil and Geologic Classification Maps, Well Points 

		- Soil and Geologic Classification Maps, Well Points 







		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		4th 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th  

		4th  





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Cultural and Economic Resources, Historic Preservation 

		- Cultural and Economic Resources, Historic Preservation 

		- Cultural and Economic Resources, Historic Preservation 

		- Cultural and Economic Resources, Historic Preservation 

		- Cultural and Economic Resources, Historic Preservation 







		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		4th 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 



		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		- Land Utilization GIS Classifications; Regulatory Permit General Locations 

		- Land Utilization GIS Classifications; Regulatory Permit General Locations 

		- Land Utilization GIS Classifications; Regulatory Permit General Locations 

		- Land Utilization GIS Classifications; Regulatory Permit General Locations 

		- Land Utilization GIS Classifications; Regulatory Permit General Locations 







		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		4th 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Socio-economic GIS classifications 

		- Socio-economic GIS classifications 

		- Socio-economic GIS classifications 

		- Socio-economic GIS classifications 

		- Socio-economic GIS classifications 







		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		4th 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Land Cover Classification Maps 

		- Land Cover Classification Maps 

		- Land Cover Classification Maps 

		- Land Cover Classification Maps 

		- Land Cover Classification Maps 







		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		4th 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		4th 

		4th 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Archeological or Structure Site Plans & Details (Including Non-topographic, Close Range, Photogrammetric Mapping) 

		Archeological or Structure Site Plans & Details (Including Non-topographic, Close Range, Photogrammetric Mapping) 

		Archeological or Structure Site Plans & Details (Including Non-topographic, Close Range, Photogrammetric Mapping) 



		1:25 / 

		1:25 / 

		2 ft. 



		0.625 cm / 

		0.625 cm / 

		0.02 ft. 



		2nd I/II 

		2nd I/II 



		7.5 cm / 

		7.5 cm / 

		0.25 ft. 



		2.5 cm / 

		2.5 cm / 

		0.083 ft. 



		2nd 

		2nd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Structural Deformation Monitoring Studies/Surveys11 

		Structural Deformation Monitoring Studies/Surveys11 

		Structural Deformation Monitoring Studies/Surveys11 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Reinforced Concrete Structures (Locks, Dams, Gates, Intake Structures, Tunnels, Penstocks, Spillways, Bridges, etc.) 

		- Reinforced Concrete Structures (Locks, Dams, Gates, Intake Structures, Tunnels, Penstocks, Spillways, Bridges, etc.) 

		- Reinforced Concrete Structures (Locks, Dams, Gates, Intake Structures, Tunnels, Penstocks, Spillways, Bridges, etc.) 

		- Reinforced Concrete Structures (Locks, Dams, Gates, Intake Structures, Tunnels, Penstocks, Spillways, Bridges, etc.) 

		- Reinforced Concrete Structures (Locks, Dams, Gates, Intake Structures, Tunnels, Penstocks, Spillways, Bridges, etc.) 







		Large-scale vector movement diagrams or tabulations 

		Large-scale vector movement diagrams or tabulations 



		1 cm / 

		1 cm / 

		0.03 ft.  

		(long term) 



		N/A12 

		N/A12 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		1 cm / 

		1 cm / 

		0.033 ft. 



		N/A12 

		N/A12 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		- Earth/Rock Fill Structures (Dams, Floodwalls, Levees, etc.)   (slope/crest stability & alignment) 

		- Earth/Rock Fill Structures (Dams, Floodwalls, Levees, etc.)   (slope/crest stability & alignment) 

		- Earth/Rock Fill Structures (Dams, Floodwalls, Levees, etc.)   (slope/crest stability & alignment) 

		- Earth/Rock Fill Structures (Dams, Floodwalls, Levees, etc.)   (slope/crest stability & alignment) 

		- Earth/Rock Fill Structures (Dams, Floodwalls, Levees, etc.)   (slope/crest stability & alignment) 







		Large-scale vector movement diagrams or tabulations 

		Large-scale vector movement diagrams or tabulations 



		3 cm / 

		3 cm / 

		0.1 ft.  

		(long term) 



		N/A12 

		N/A12 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		1 cm / 

		1 cm / 

		0.033 ft. 



		N/A12 

		N/A12 





		- Crack/joint & deflection measurements (precision micrometer) 

		- Crack/joint & deflection measurements (precision micrometer) 

		- Crack/joint & deflection measurements (precision micrometer) 

		- Crack/joint & deflection measurements (precision micrometer) 

		- Crack/joint & deflection measurements (precision micrometer) 







		tabulations 

		tabulations 



		0.2 mm / 

		0.2 mm / 

		0.01 inch 



		N/A12 

		N/A12 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A12 

		N/A12 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 

		CIVIL WORKS (CONTINUED): 



		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		Ground Horizontal Control3 

		Ground Horizontal Control3 



		Typical Contour Interval  

		Typical Contour Interval  

		cm/ft. 



		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 

		Feature Vertical Accuracy4 RMSEz cm/ft. 



		Ground Vertical Control5 

		Ground Vertical Control5 





		Flood Control and Multipurpose Project Planning, Floodplain  Mapping, Water Quality Analysis, and Flood Control Studies 

		Flood Control and Multipurpose Project Planning, Floodplain  Mapping, Water Quality Analysis, and Flood Control Studies 

		Flood Control and Multipurpose Project Planning, Floodplain  Mapping, Water Quality Analysis, and Flood Control Studies 



		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		240 cm / 

		240 cm / 

		8 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		2nd or 3rd  

		2nd or 3rd  





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Studies 

		Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Studies 

		Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Studies 



		1:9600 / 

		1:9600 / 

		800 ft. 



		240 cm / 

		240 cm / 

		8 ft. 



		3rd-I 

		3rd-I 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd  

		3rd  





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (ACQUISITION, DISPOSAL, MANAGEMENT,  AUDIT)13 

		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (ACQUISITION, DISPOSAL, MANAGEMENT,  AUDIT)13 

		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (ACQUISITION, DISPOSAL, MANAGEMENT,  AUDIT)13 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Tract Maps, Individual, Detailing Installation or Reservation Boundaries, Lots, Parcels, Record Plats, Utilities, etc. 

		Tract Maps, Individual, Detailing Installation or Reservation Boundaries, Lots, Parcels, Record Plats, Utilities, etc. 

		Tract Maps, Individual, Detailing Installation or Reservation Boundaries, Lots, Parcels, Record Plats, Utilities, etc. 



		1:1200/ 

		1:1200/ 

		100 ft14 



		2.5 cm/ 

		2.5 cm/ 

		0.083 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		20 cm / 

		20 cm / 

		0.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Condemnation Exhibit Maps 

		Condemnation Exhibit Maps 

		Condemnation Exhibit Maps 



		1:1200/ 

		1:1200/ 

		100 ft. 



		2.5 cm/ 

		2.5 cm/ 

		0.083 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		40 cm / 

		40 cm / 

		1.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Guide Taking Lines (for Fee and Easement Acquisition), Boundary Encroachment Maps 

		Guide Taking Lines (for Fee and Easement Acquisition), Boundary Encroachment Maps 

		Guide Taking Lines (for Fee and Easement Acquisition), Boundary Encroachment Maps 



		1:200/ 

		1:200/ 

		16.7 ft. 



		5 cm/ 

		5 cm/ 

		0.167 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		30 cm/ 

		30 cm/ 

		1 ft. 



		10 cm/ 

		10 cm/ 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Real Estate GIS or LIS General Feature Mapping: Land Utilization and Management; Forestry Management; Mineral Acquisition 

		Real Estate GIS or LIS General Feature Mapping: Land Utilization and Management; Forestry Management; Mineral Acquisition 

		Real Estate GIS or LIS General Feature Mapping: Land Utilization and Management; Forestry Management; Mineral Acquisition 



		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1000 ft. 



		450 cm / 

		450 cm / 

		15 ft. 



		4th 

		4th 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		N/A13 

		N/A13 

		4th  





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		General Location or Planning Maps (DOQs)15 

		General Location or Planning Maps (DOQs)15 

		General Location or Planning Maps (DOQs)15 



		1:12000 / 

		1:12000 / 

		1,000 ft.  



		450 cm/ 

		450 cm/ 

		15 ft. 



		N/A 

		N/A 



		Varies (NED)16 

		Varies (NED)16 



		Varies 

		Varies 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		Easement Areas and Easement Delineation Lines 

		Easement Areas and Easement Delineation Lines 

		Easement Areas and Easement Delineation Lines 



		1:200 / 

		1:200 / 

		16.7 ft. 



		5 cm / 

		5 cm / 

		0.167 ft. 



		3rd-I/II 

		3rd-I/II 



		30 cm / 

		30 cm / 

		1.0 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 







		Table 3-27 (Continued) 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 

		Project or Activity 



		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 

		Horizontal Accuracy Criteria 



		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 

		Vertical Accuracy Criteria 





		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 

		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 

		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 



		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 

		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 



		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		Typical  Target (Plot) Map Scale1 / Scale Ratio 

		1 in = x ft. 



		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  

		Feature Horizontal Accuracy2 RMSExy cm/ft.  



		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 

		REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED): 





		HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, & RADIOACTIVE WASTE (HTRW) SITE INVESTIGATION, MODELING, AND CLEANUP  

		HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, & RADIOACTIVE WASTE (HTRW) SITE INVESTIGATION, MODELING, AND CLEANUP  

		HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, & RADIOACTIVE WASTE (HTRW) SITE INVESTIGATION, MODELING, AND CLEANUP  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  General Detailed Site Plans (HTRW Sites, Asbestos, etc.) 

		  General Detailed Site Plans (HTRW Sites, Asbestos, etc.) 

		  General Detailed Site Plans (HTRW Sites, Asbestos, etc.) 



		1:400 / 

		1:400 / 

		33.3 ft. 



		10 cm / 

		10 cm / 

		0.33 ft. 



		2nd-II 

		2nd-II 



		15 cm / 

		15 cm / 

		0.5 ft. 



		5 cm / 

		5 cm / 

		0.167 ft. 



		2nd or 3rd 

		2nd or 3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  Subsurface Geotoxic Data Mapping (Modeling) 

		  Subsurface Geotoxic Data Mapping (Modeling) 

		  Subsurface Geotoxic Data Mapping (Modeling) 



		1:4800 / 

		1:4800 / 

		400 ft. 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		40 cm / 

		40 cm / 

		1.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  Contaminated Ground Water Plume Mapping (Modeling) 

		  Contaminated Ground Water Plume Mapping (Modeling) 

		  Contaminated Ground Water Plume Mapping (Modeling) 



		1:4800 / 

		1:4800 / 

		400 ft. 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		120 cm / 

		120 cm / 

		4 ft. 



		40 cm/ 

		40 cm/ 

		1.33 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  General HTRW Site Plans, Reconnaissance Mapping 

		  General HTRW Site Plans, Reconnaissance Mapping 

		  General HTRW Site Plans, Reconnaissance Mapping 



		1:2400 / 

		1:2400 / 

		200 ft. 



		60 cm / 

		60 cm / 

		2 ft. 



		3rd-II 

		3rd-II 



		150 cm / 

		150 cm / 

		5 ft. 



		50 cm / 

		50 cm / 

		1.67 ft. 



		3rd 

		3rd 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		EMERGENCY OPERATION MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES  

		EMERGENCY OPERATION MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES  

		EMERGENCY OPERATION MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		  

		  

		  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		       (Use basic GIS data base requirements defined above) 

		       (Use basic GIS data base requirements defined above) 

		       (Use basic GIS data base requirements defined above) 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 





		 

		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 







		 

		Table 3-27 Explanations: 

		1 Approximate target map scale appropriate for CADD, GIS, and/or AM/FM paper plots, recognizing that digital geospatial data can be inappropriately displayed at larger scales by zooming in while not actually improving the horizontal accuracy of the data.  Target scales are appropriate based on the absolute horizontal accuracy (RMSEx and RMSEy) of clearly defined features relative to the horizontal datum and the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) in the U.S.  In many instances, design or real property 

		2 RMSEx and RMSEy pertain to the absolute horizontal accuracy of digital geospatial data produced from aerial mapping technologies such as stereo-photogrammetric mapping or digital orthophotography.  Determined from horizontal control surveys (e.g., total-station surveys), the relative horizontal accuracy of mapped features may be more demanding than the absolute horizontal accuracy of those features.  The relative accuracy of a planimetric feature is defined relative to two adjacent points within the confi

		3 The ground accuracy class pertains to the order and class of horizontal control surveys performed in accordance with standards published by the Federal Geodetic Control Committee (FGCC).  Horizontal control survey accuracy refers to the procedural and closure specifications needed to obtain/maintain the relative accuracy tolerances needed between two functionally adjacent points on the map or structure, for design, stakeout, or construction.  Usually 1:5,000 Third-Order control procedures will provide suf

		4 RMSEz pertains to the absolute vertical accuracy of digital geospatial data produced from LiDAR or photogrammetry.  Determined from traditional ground surveys (e.g., differential leveling or trigonometric leveling), the relative vertical accuracy of mapped features may be more demanding than the absolute vertical accuracy of those features. 

		5 The ground accuracy class pertains to the order and class of vertical control surveys performed in accordance with standards published by the Federal Geodetic Control Committee (FGCC).  Vertical control survey accuracy refers to the procedural and closure specifications needed to obtain/maintain the relative accuracy tolerances needed between two functionally adjacent points on the map or structure, for design, stakeout, or construction.  Usually Third-Order vertical control procedures will provide suffic

		6 For installation or base mapping, GIS raster or vector features generally can be scaled or digitized from existing maps or digital orthophotos of the installation. 

		7 The control network for any installation should not be determined from aerial surveys but by GPS surveys with dual-frequency GPS receivers. Reference EM 1110-1-1005 (Control and Topographic Surveying). 

		8 See FAA No. 405, Standards for Aeronautical Surveys and Related Products, for detailed requirements. 

		9 Table refers to base maps upon which subsurface hydrographic surveys are plotted, not to hydrographic survey control. 

		10 Aerial and ground survey accuracy classes are not applicable to hydrographic survey control. 

		11 Long-term structural movements measured from points external to the structure may be tabulated or plotted in either X-Y-Z or by single vector movement normal to a potential failure plane.  Reference EM 1110-2-4300 (Instrumentation for Concrete Structures), EM 1110-2-1908 (Instrumentation of Embankment Dams and Levees), and EM 1110-1-1005 (Control and Topographic Surveying) for stress-strain, pressure, seismic, and other precise structural deflection measurement methods within/between structural members, 

		12 Horizontal and vertical deformation monitoring survey procedures are performed relative to a control network established for the structure.  Ties to the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) or the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) are not necessary other than for general reference, and then need only USACE Third-Order connection. 

		13 Real property surveys shall conform to local/state minimum technical standards and/or recognized practices, and where prescribed by law or code. 

		14 A 1:1,200 (1 in = 100 ft.) scale is recommended by ER 405-1-112 (Real Estate Handbook). Smaller scales should be on even 30m (100-ft) increments, e.g., 1:2,400 (1 in = 200 ft.); 1:3,600 (1 in = 300 ft.); or 1:4,800 (1 in = 400 ft.) as shown in Table 3-27. 

		15 Go to  and click on Orthoimagery to download digital orthophoto quarter-quads (DOQs). 

		http://seamless.usgs.gov/website/seamless/viewer.htm



		16 Go to  and click on Elevation to download digital elevation models (DEMs). 

		http://seamless.usgs.gov/website/seamless/viewer.htm



		 

		3-5. References. 

		ASPRS, 1990.  ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-Scale Maps, Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, 56(7): 1068-1070, American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), Bethesda, MD. 

		ASPRS, 2004.  ASPRS Guidelines, Vertical Accuracy Reporting for Lidar Data, May 24, 2004, American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), Bethesda, MD.  

		ASPRS, 2014, ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, _______, American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), Bethesda, MD. 

		FEMA, 2010. Procedure Memorandum No. 61 – Standards for Lidar and Other High Quality Digital Topography, September 27, 2010, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Washington, D.C. 

		Heidemann, Hans Karl, 2012, Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0: U.S. Geological Survey Techniques and Methods, book 11, chap B4, 63p. 

		Heidemann, Hans Karl, 2014, Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2, U.S. Geological Survey Techniques and Methods, book 11, section B, chapter 4, 114p, available online at  (see Appendix E).  

		http://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/11b4/TM11-B4.pdf



		NDEP, 2004. Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data, Version 1.0, National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP), May 10, 2004, c/o U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Reston, VA.  

		NMAS, 1947.  National Map Accuracy Standards, Bureau of the Budget, 1947, Washington, D.C. 

		NSSDA, 1998.  Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards, Part 3: National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA), Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC), c/o U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Reston, VA. 
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ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (Reprint) 
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CHAPTER 8 


 
Project Planning 


 
8-1.  General.  This chapter contains guidance for US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
project engineers, project managers, or project engineering technicians who are required to plan 
projects for photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping projects to be executed under negotiated 
qualification-based Architect-Engineer (A-E) contracts.  
 
8-2.  Technical Specifications.  Each contract or task order for a USACE mapping project must 
refer to a technical specification that provides the necessary technical details about the specific 
requirements to be satisfied by a photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping project.  A technical 
specification for a mapping project is a list of acceptance criteria that a mapping product must 
conform to in order to be considered acceptable for its intended use.  
 


a. For standardization and interoperability purposes, USACE mapping specifications may 
cross-reference mapping standards published by the Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(FGDC), the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS), or others, but specifications normally include acceptance criteria 
that do not need to be standardized across government organizations. 
 


b. Chapter 3 of this manual, Applications and Accuracy Standards, includes USACE 
specifications for nine standard data accuracy classes for: (1) orthoimagery, based on ortho pixel 
size and horizontal accuracy requirements; (2) photogrammetrically-compiled planimetric data, 
based on source image ground sample distance (GSD) and horizontal accuracy requirements; and 
(3) LiDAR, based on point density and vertical accuracy requirements.  Formulas are provided 
for comparable specifications when requirements differ from the nine standard data accuracy 
classes specified.  
 


c. In addition to Accuracy Standards in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 provides additional 
specifications for orthoimagery and photogrammetric mapping, and Chapter 5 provides 
additional specifications for LiDAR projects.  
 
8-3.  Data Acquisition Planning.  Planning for aerial data acquisition is always critical because of 
the importance of acquisition deadlines and considerations for weather and atmospheric 
conditions, sun angle conditions, leaf-on or leaf-off acquisition, flying heights, forward overlap 
and sidelap, LiDAR nominal pulse spacing (NPS), airborne GPS and survey ground control, 
available airports, flight restrictions, etc.  These planning considerations, and others, are 
discussed in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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8-4.  Photogrammetric Mapping Production Workflow.  In order to bring the various 
photogrammetric mapping procedures together in a logical sequence, Figures 8-1 and 8-2 
illustrate a typical large scale photogrammetric and orthophoto production workflow.  
Orthophoto production is typically part of a standard large scale photogrammetric project and 
utilizes much of the same information collected for photogrammetric mapping to include aerial 
photography, ground control, aerial triangulation and digital terrain model development.  
However, when only orthophotos are required for a project, the amount of digital elevation 
model collection can be greatly reduced as well as the need for larger amounts of vertical 
control.  The end user should be aware that a digital elevation model developed ONLY for 
orthophoto production will not be suitable for contour generation.  This workflow diagram 
references several items that are described in detail in Chapter 4 - Aerial Photogrammetry.  


Figure 8-1 Typical Photogrammetric Mapping Production Flow Diagram through Aerial Triangulation 
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Figure 8-2 Typical Photogrammetric Mapping Production Flow Diagram after Aerial Triangulation 


 
8-5.  LiDAR Mapping Production Workflow.  In order to bring the various LiDAR mapping 
procedures together in a logical sequence, Figure 8-3 illustrates a typical large scale LiDAR data 
production workflow.  The end user should be aware that a LiDAR project will not necessarily 
yield the “typical” planimetric mapping features that are collected with a photogrammetric 
mapping project nor will it provide digital orthophotography.  This particular workflow 
references a practice known as “lidargrammetry.”  In lidargrammetry, breakline feature 
collection is performed in a photogrammetric software environment using stereo pairs created 
from the LiDAR intensity information – please refer to Chapter 5 of this manual for more 
information about lidargrammetry.  This workflow diagram references several items that are 
described in detail in Chapter 5- LiDAR.  
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Figure 8-3 Typical LiDAR Mapping Production Flow Diagram 


 
8-6.  Collaboration.  A collaborative mapping initiative is ideal for achieving the highest return 
on investment for the US government.  Often, federal agencies will collaborate with other 
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federal, state or local government partners to perform detailed mapping that is suitable for a 
multitude of business applications.  Working together fosters cost sharing and greatly reduces 
duplicative efforts.  Within the federal and state government, there are established working 
groups that are designed to foster collaborative efforts.  
 


a. National Digital Orthophoto Program (NDOP).  The NDOP was established as a 
consortium of Federal agencies with the purpose of developing and maintaining national 
orthophotography in the public domain through established partnerships with other federal, state, 
local, tribal and private organizations.  The NDOP operates a project tracking system whereby 
information on proposed, planned, in-work or completed orthophoto projects.  The project 
tracking tool can be useful for the USACE to seek partners looking to acquire data over a 
specific area.  http://www.ndop.gov  


 
b. National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP).  The NDEP is the coordinating body for the 


National Elevation Dataset (NED).  The NDEP is a consortium of federal agencies working 
together to satisfy multiple elevation data requirements.  The NDEP operates a project tracking 
system whereby information on proposed, planned, in-work or completed elevation projects is 
posted and shared.  The project tracking tool can be useful for the USACE to seek partners 
looking to acquire data over a specific area.  http://www.ndep.gov 


 
c. The Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Technical Center of Expertise (JALBTCX). 


JALBTCX performs operations, research and development in airborne lidar bathymetry and 
complementary technologies to support the coastal mapping and charting requirements of the US 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the US Navy (USN), the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).  This is a highly 
successful collaboration that satisfies needs of engineers, scientists, hydrographers, and 
technicians throughout USACE and collaborating agencies. http://www.jalbtcx.org 


 
8-7.  Data Mining.  Data mining in this context is the process of examining known geospatial 
data portals to see if data already exists in the public domain that may support the specific 
USACE requirement in the defined area of interest.  Many federal and state groups have 
established data portals for identifying and downloading data.  Data on these sites have varying 
degrees of completeness, accuracy, lineage and currency so it is critical to evaluate all project 
reports and metadata before making a determination that the publicly available data will be 
suitable for the intended application.  The programs and websites noted below are not a fully 
exhaustive list and focus on the primary data resources used by the Federal Government.  In 
addition to these programs, many states maintain their own data warehouses that can also be 
found through a simple web search using keywords “GIS Data Portal”.   
 


a. Center for LiDAR Information, Coordination and Knowledge (CLICK). CLICK was 
developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) to foster LiDAR information 
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exchange and topographic data discovery.  The website includes a tool for viewing the coverage 
of available data and downloading elevation point cloud data.  http://LiDAR.cr.usgs.gov  


 
b. OpenTopography Portal.  The OpenTopography Portal is a collaborative partnership 


between computer scientists at San Diego Supercomputer Center at the University of California, 
San Diego and the School of Earth and Space Exploration at Arizona State University.  Core 
operational support for OpenTopography comes from the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to support various research and 
development activities. http://www.opentopography.org   
 


c. Random Access Metadata for Online Nationwide Assessments (Ramona).  The National 
States Geographic Information Council (NSGIC) established the Ramona GIS Inventory as a tool 
for states and their partners.  The primary purpose of Ramona is to track data availability and the 
status of geographic information system (GIS) implementation within state and local 
governments.  The tool is searchable and can return information about geospatial data available 
for specific areas of interest.  http://gisinventory.net 


 
d. NOAA’s Digital Coast.  The Digital Coast is a collaborative project and partnership 


between the NOAA Coastal Services Center, the National Association of Counties (NACo), the 
National States Geographic Information Council (NSGIC), The Nature Conservancy (TNC), the 
Association of State Floodplain Managers (ASFPM), the Coastal States Organization (CSO), and 
the American Planning Association (APA).  This website includes data, tools, training and 
actions.  The majority of the data holdings on the digital coast are topographic and bathymetric 
data.  In addition to NOAA, many of the project’s partners contribute to the vast LiDAR data 
collection housed in the Digital Coast.  Data are available for all of the coastal states and range 
from strips of data along the shore to full counties of data that touch the coast.  
http://www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast   


 
e. Data.gov.  This website was developed through an Executive Order and is designed to 


increase public access to high value, machine readable datasets generated by the Executive 
Branch of the Federal Government.  This website has integrated what was formally known as the 
“Geospatial One-Stop.”  It has migrated from Geodata.gov to its current data.gov configuration.    
http://www.data.gov  


 
8-8.  Summary of Deliverables for Photogrammetric Projects.  This section contains a 
comprehensive summary of deliverable products that are typical for photogrammetric projects 
procured by the USACE.  Additional deliverables may be requested by the contracting officer to 
support mission-specific applications within the Area of Interest (AOI) providing that the 
additional deliverables are possible outputs from a photogrammetric survey.   
 


a. Project Reports.  Reporting is a critical communication tool that provides important 
information about the overall project from the beginning of the project planning phase through 
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development of all project deliverables.  All reports should be provided in a digital file format 
like .pdf and should be provided on deliverable media.  The following reports are considered 
standard by both USACE and the photogrammetric industry. 


 
(1)  Work Plan.  A work plan is typically developed immediately following award by the 


government.  The work plan should contain, at a minimum, all of the critical communication, 
technical and quality components that will be exercised throughout the project to ensure that the 
contractor meets the requirements of the government.  The work plan should also include a 
comprehensive list of deliverables and an initial schedule for the project. Digital maps of the 
planned flight lines and the planned GPS base stations should also be provided with the work 
plan.  The government should provide a comprehensive review and approval of the work plan 
before allowing work to proceed.    


 
(2)  Aerial Acquisition Report.  A detailed acquisition report is typically developed 


immediately after the conclusion of the data acquisition activities.  The report should contain, at 
a minimum, details about the mission planning, flight parameters utilized, and the ground control 
layout for all base stations and supporting control.  The report should also contain a detailed 
daily log of all missions flown, the weather conditions during flight and the number of missions 
and flight lines captured per day.  As-flown maps of the flight lines, control utilized and GPS 
base stations should be included in the report.  For digital frame photography, a digital file of the 
processed photo centers should also be provided to be used as a photo index.   


 
(3)  Aerial Triangulation Report.  A comprehensive aerial triangulation report is typically 


developed and delivered before the final datasets are produced.  The aerial triangulation report 
should contain, at a minimum, information about the processes and procedures used for aerial 
triangulation and data QA/QC.  This report should also contain a comprehensive statistical 
assessment of the aerial triangulation data developed by the project.   


 
(4)  GPS Survey Report.  A detailed GPS survey report should be developed that includes 


two types of control points.  The first type of control points are the GPS locations used to aid in 
the positioning and aerial triangulation of the photogrammetric data.  The second type of control 
points are independent checkpoints that are used in the quantitative assessment of the final data.  
This report should include the survey methods and the survey equipment utilized.  It should also 
include the detailed network adjustment results and the final data processing procedures.  
Finally, it should contain the final processed coordinates for each survey point and detailed 
photographs and field notes for those points.  Digital maps of the survey network and digital files 
of the actual coordinates are also typically provided with this report.    


 
b. Project Metadata.  In addition to the project reports, a comprehensive set of FGDC-


compliant metadata should be delivered for each deliverable.  Important decisions that should be 
made during the project planning phase should be whether the project requires tile level metadata 
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or project level metadata. Metadata are generally provided in an XML file format on deliverable 
media.   


 
(1)  File Level Metadata.  File level FGDC-compliant metadata contains a corresponding 


metadata record for each individual deliverable.  If the project contains 500 orthophoto tiles, for 
example, there would be 500 corresponding metadata records associated with those tiles.  The 
advantages of file level metadata are that each record contains unique information about each 
individual tile.  The disadvantage of this approach is that it is more costly for the contractor to 
produce.  


 
(2)  Project Level Metadata.  Project level FGDC-compliant metadata contains a single 


metadata record for a full set of deliverables.   If the project contains 500 orthophoto tiles, there 
would be a single metadata record associated with those tiles.   


 
c. Photogrammetric Data.  The term photogrammetric data can have a wide variety of 


meanings depending on the specific Scope of Work developed for each specific project.  The 
items mentioned below are not always required but are common deliverables developed for large 
scale photogrammetric mapping projects.    


 
(1)  Digital Imagery.  Digital copies of the aerial photographs are a standard deliverable 


regardless of whether the image was captured with an analog camera system and then scanned 
into a digital format or if the project imagery was captured with a direct-to-digital imaging 
sensor.  Commonly, this imagery should contain minimal, if any, compression.  The file format 
for this imagery can vary but are most often provided in TIFF or JPEG2000 formats.  There 
should be one image associated with every camera station provided in the aerial acquisition 
report.  The “camera station” defines the position (x/y/z coordinates) and orientation 
(roll/pitch/yaw) of the camera when each image is acquired from a digital frame camera.  In the 
case of pushbroom sensors, swaths of imagery are acquired (e.g., 12,000 to 24,000 pixel-wide 
swaths) while sensors record the positioning and orientation of the sensor for each swath.   


 
(2)  Planimetry.  Many large scale photogrammetric projects involve the development of 


vector planimetric data layers to represent important physical or cultural features on the map.  
These features are developed photogrammetrically and are typically delivered in accordance with 
the SDSFIE (Spatial Data Standard for Facilities, Infrastructure & Environment) data standards 
in a file format structure that is acceptable within the SDSFIE standard.  It is important to specify 
exactly which photogrammetric features should be captured within the contract Scope of Work 
so as to avoid any potential miscommunication about the government’s expectations.   


 
(3)  Digital Terrain Model.  When developing a large scale photogrammetric solution, it is 


typical for the contractor to develop a DTM (Digital Terrain Model).  The DTM contains linear 
vector features known as breaklines and single, discrete points known as mass points.  DTM’s 
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are commonly associated with the development of topographic contours to be shown on the map.  
DTM data are generally delivered in either a vector format or in ASCII file format.   


 
(4)  Contours.  A contour is a vector line that represents a single elevation as depicted on a 


map.  Contours are most commonly used for human interpretation of terrain or natural relief 
within a project.  Contour deliverables should include the specific interval at which the contours 
were developed and should be delivered in a vector format in accordance with the SDSFIE 
requirements.  The contour interval should always be greater than or equal to 3.2898 times the 
vertical RMSE (RMSEz) and in whole integer values (normally, 1, 2, 4, 5 or 10) feet or meters. 


 
(5)  Digital Orthophotography.  Orthophotos are digital images that have been rectified to an 


elevation model to remove relief displacement and distortion from the raw digital imagery.  
Multiple orthophotos of single frames are mosaicked together to remove tonal discrepancies 
from frame-to-frame and then are cut into tiles of a size to be specified in the Scope of Work.  
The Scope of Work for the contractor should include specifics about both the size of each 
orthophoto tile and the specific naming convention to be utilized.  Orthophotos are usually 
delivered as uncompressed GeoTIFF’s.  Additionally, they are also sometimes merged and 
compressed to form a single mosaic of a larger area and those compressed files can be delivered 
in JPEG2000, MrSID or ECW file formats on hard drive.  


 
8-9.  Summary of Deliverables for LiDAR Projects.  This section contains a comprehensive 
summary of deliverable products that are typical for LiDAR projects procured by the USACE.  
Additional deliverables may be requested by the contracting officer to support mission-specific 
applications within the AOI providing that the additional deliverables are possible outputs from a 
LiDAR Survey.  
 


a. Project Reports.  Reporting is a critical communication tool that provides important 
information about the overall project from the beginning of the project planning phase through 
development of all project deliverables.  The following reports are considered standard by both 
USACE and the LiDAR industry. 


 
(1)  Work Plan.  A work plan is typically developed immediately following award by the 


government.  The work plan should contain, at a minimum, all of the critical communication, 
technical and quality components that will be exercised throughout the project to ensure that the 
contractor meets the requirements of the government.  The work plan should also include a 
comprehensive list of deliverables and an initial schedule for the project.  Digital maps of the 
planned flight lines and the planned GPS base stations should also be provided with the work 
plan.  The government should provide a comprehensive review and approval of the work plan 
before allowing work to proceed.    
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(2)  LiDAR Acquisition Report.  A detailed acquisition report is typically developed 
immediately after the conclusion of the data acquisition activities.  The report should contain, at 
a minimum, details about the mission planning, flight parameters utilized, and the ground control 
layout for all base stations and supporting control.  The report should also contain a detailed 
daily log of all missions flown, the weather conditions during flight and the number of missions 
and flight lines captured per day.  As-flown maps of the flight lines, control utilized and GPS 
base stations should be included in the report.  A GPS processing summary should be included in 
the report.  The GPS report should include maps showing the quality of the GPS trajectory 
solution, forward-reverse combined separation, PDOP, and number of satellites.  An IMU 
processing report with graphs showing sensor errors and other navigation quality parameters 
should be included.  In some cases, the LiDAR Acquisition Report can be incorporated into a 
comprehensive LiDAR report and delivered at the conclusion of the project. 


 
(3)  LiDAR Processing Report.  A comprehensive processing report is typically developed 


and delivered with the final datasets.  The processing report should contain, at a minimum, 
information about the processes and procedures used for data calibration, LiDAR classification 
and data QA/QC.  This report should also contain a comprehensive quantitative assessment of 
the LiDAR data developed by the project.  If supplementary data products, such as breaklines, 
DEM’s and contours are developed for the project, detailed information explaining how those 
products were developed should also be included.  In some cases, the LiDAR Processing Report 
can also include the LiDAR Acquisition Report to form a comprehensive LiDAR Report.   


 
(4)  GPS Survey Report.  A detailed GPS survey report should be developed that includes 


two types of control points.  The first type of control points are the GPS locations used to aid in 
the positioning and calibration of the LiDAR data.  The second type of control points are 
independent checkpoints that are used in the quantitative assessment of the final data.  This 
report should include the survey methods and the survey equipment utilized.  It should also 
include the detailed network adjustment results and the final data processing procedures.  
Finally, it should contain the final processed coordinates for each survey point and detailed 
photographs and field notes for those points.  Digital maps of the survey network and digital files 
of the actual coordinates are also typically provided with this report.    


 
b. Project Metadata.  In addition to the project reports, a comprehensive set of FGDC-


compliant metadata should be delivered for each deliverable.  Important decisions that should be 
made during the project planning phase should be whether the project requires tile level metadata 
or project level metadata.  


 
(1)  File Level Metadata.  File level FGDC-compliant metadata contains a corresponding 


metadata record for each individual deliverable.  If the project contains 500 LiDAR data tiles, for 
example, there would be 500 corresponding metadata records associated with those tiles.  The 
advantages of file level metadata are that each record contains unique information about each 
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individual tile.  The disadvantage of this approach is that it is more costly for the contractor to 
produce.   


 
(2)  Project Level Metadata.  Project level FGDC-compliant metadata contains a single 


metadata record for a full set of deliverables.   If the project contains 500 LiDAR data tiles, there 
would be a single metadata record associated with those tiles.   


 
c. LiDAR Data. The LiDAR data contains individual point cloud information for each 


individual pulse emitted from the LiDAR sensor. LiDAR data is typically delivered in the 
ASPRS LAS format.  LAS is a public file format for the interchange of 3-D point cloud data 
between data users.  The LAS standard is published by ASPRS (American Society for 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) and is updated regularly.  The point cloud data contains 
information about each point that allows it to be further categorized into sub-categories.    


 
(1)  Classified Point Cloud Data.  This deliverable should contain all LiDAR records 


classified by type into logical classes associated with the LAS standard.  Most common 
classifications include Class 1 – Unclassified, Class 2 – Ground, Class 7 – Noise, Class 9 – 
Water and Class 12 – Overlap. 


 
(2)  Bare Earth LiDAR Data.  Once the full point cloud has been classified within the LAS 


structure, it is a relatively simple process to extract to a separate LAS deliverable the records 
from Class 2 only that are associated with the bare earth LiDAR data. 


 
(3)  First Return LiDAR Data.  A first return LiDAR dataset consists of heights of the first 


discernible object within the path of the illuminated footprint of the laser pulse.  In forested 
areas, these heights typically represent the tops of tree canopies.  The first return dataset also 
includes heights of hard surfaces illuminated by the entire footprint of the laser pulse, such as 
roads or rooftops.  These data can be extracted from the LAS file format by selecting all records 
with return number = 1. 


 
(4)  Last Return LiDAR Data.  Similar to the First Return LiDAR Data, the Last Return 


LiDAR consists of the heights of the last discernible object within the path of the illuminated 
footprint of the laser pulse.  In forested areas, these heights may represent bare earth or low lying 
vegetation so long as there are gaps in the canopy for the laser pulse to penetrate through to reach 
those features.  On hard surfaces, where there is only one return, the first and last returns 
represent the heights of the same object.  The last return data are most often used in the process 
of classifying the bare earth surface.  These can be extracted from the LAS file format by 
selecting all records with return number = number of returns. 


 
(5)  Model Key Point LiDAR Data.  Model key points are determined through an algorithmic 


process to develop a subset of points from the Class 2 ground points that are considered to be 
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“key” points for that particular dataset.  Typically, this output represents a thinned version of the 
final bare earth points.  These points are frequently used to generate contours that may be 
developed for a project.  These data are stored in the classified LAS file format (class code = 8). 


 
d. Ancillary Data. A typical LiDAR project often involves the creation of other ancillary 


data developed directly from the LiDAR data.  These additional datasets are valuable inputs into 
many engineering projects and should be considered as critical deliverables if they are developed 
in support of the overall LiDAR approach.   


 
(1)  Breaklines.  LiDAR breaklines can be developed using a number of acceptable methods.  


In general, they are vector-based features added to the LiDAR data to develop a more robust 3-D 
model of the Earth’s surface.  The breaklines themselves can be both 2-D and 3-D features and 
are frequently developed to assist with the classification of features in Class 9 – water.  
Breaklines should be delivered in a digital file format clearly defined in the Scope of Work. 


 
(2)  Digital Elevation Models. A DEM (Digital Elevation Model) is a raster interpretation of 


the final LiDAR surface.  The Scope of Work should clearly explain whether the DEM should 
have characteristics of hydro-enforcement or hydro-flattening as explained in Chapter 5.  DEM’s 
are generally delivered in a tiling structure that matches the LAS files and are usually delivered 
in ERDAS .img format or in an ESRI ArcGrid float format.   


 
(3)  LiDAR Intensity Orthophotos.  Each LiDAR discrete return carries a unique signature 


with information about the intensity of the pulse as it returns to the sensor.  This intensity record 
can be converted into a raster image file through LiDAR processing software.  Many contractors 
develop intensity orthophotos to support their internal QA/QC of the LiDAR data and to use in 
the development of breaklines.  Intensity orthophotos are generally delivered in a tiling structure 
that matches the LAS files and are typically delivered in an uncompressed GeoTIFF format.   


 
8-10.  Sample Project Checklist.  The following checklist from a sample LiDAR project 
represents  


 Raw Point Cloud Data  
   LAS version 1.2 
   Georeferenced 


  Unique GPS Times for each LiDAR return are included 
  Intensity values are included 
  Full swaths 
  1 file per swath, 1 swath per file, file size does not exceed 2GB 


 
 Classified Point Cloud Data 


   LAS Version 1.2 
   Correct Georeference Information 
   Contains unique GPS Times for each LiDAR return 
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   Contains Intensity Values 
   Tiled to 5000’ x 5000’ Tile Grid 


  Classified with class 1 – Unclassified, class 2 – Bare-earth Ground, 7 – Noise, 
9 – Water, 10 – Ignored ground. 


 
 Bare Earth Surface (Raster DEM) 


  Cell size of 5’ 
  ERDAS .img File format 


   Georeference information included (xml files) 
   Tiled with no overlap 
   Reviewed for edge matching and artifacts 
   Free of void areas 
   Hydrographic features have been hydro-flattened/hydro-enforced per the   


SOW 
 


 Digital Surface Model (Raster DSM) 
  Cell size of 5’ 
  ERDAS .img File format 


   Georeference info included (xml files) 
   Tiled with no overlap 
   Reviewed for edge matching  
   Free of void areas 
   Created with all first return LiDAR data (no noise points used) 
 


 Survey Data 
   Supplemental Ground Control and reports 
   Ground Control Quality Check points and reports  


  Control and calibration points 
 


 Metadata 
   FGDC Compliant Metadata for: 


    Deliverables (LAS, DEM, DSM, Breakline) 
 


 Project Reports 
   Collection Report detailing mission planning and flight logs 
   Survey Report  
   Processing Report 
   QA/QC Reports 
 


 Extents 
   Tile grid derived from the LiDAR Deliverable 
   Project Boundary delivered as shapefile 
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   Project Boundary buffered 140 meters and delivered as shapefile 
 


 Breakline Data 
   Breakline Data in GDB 
   Breakline Data as Shapefiles 
 


8-11.  Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC)  
 


a. Quality Assurance (QA).  QA activities are process oriented and can include all processes 
from the original articulation of product specifications and acceptance criteria through the final 
delivery of geospatial products, including a determination that the final deliverables are usable 
and appropriate for their intended applications.  QA ensures that the correct quality processes are 
used. 


 
b. Quality Control (QC).  QC includes methods or activities designed to test or evaluate a 


geospatial product.  QC is initially performed by the geospatial vendor to identify and correct 
any deficiencies prior to delivery.  QC reviews are performed to determine if the deliverables 
satisfy the product specifications and acceptance criteria.  QC activities are product oriented.  QC 
validates that the QA processes worked effectively.   


 
c. Independent QA/QC.  USACE Divisions and Districts may choose to consider separate 


contracts for independent QA/QC for the following reasons:  
 
(1)  Intense cost competition and rushed schedules have caused production firms to rely 


largely on automated QC processes.  As a result, many geospatial products are untested and 
unseen by human eyes prior to delivery. 


 
(2)  Producers deliver many hundreds of Gigabytes of data per week, and they deserve 


prompt acceptance or rejection comparable to the urgency of deliverables in their Scope of 
Work. 


 
(3)  Although there is an obvious need to ensure that USACE receives the quality products it 


pays for, few USACE Divisions or Districts have Certified Photogrammetrists, geodesists, or 
LiDAR specialists on staff, or the professional expertise, technical capabilities and capacity to 
perform QA/QC in-house cost-effectively. 


 
(4)  In some cases, USACE Divisions or Districts may require independent QA consulting 


services to determine geospatial product(s), accuracy classes and acceptance criteria best suited 
to satisfy user requirements – prior to contracting for data acquisition and deliverables. 


 
d. Acceptance Criteria.  Quality should never be assured only at the end of the production 


line.  Quality should be designed into the process from the beginning, starting with a thorough 
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analysis of user requirements, product specifications and acceptance criteria for which there is 
complete consensus prior to aerial data acquisition.  This is the most important step in project 
planning for any photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping project. 
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APPENDIX G 


 
SCOPE OF WORK 


Contractor 
Contract # 


Santa Clara Pueblo & Vicinity, New Mexico 
Aerial Lidar & Digital Orthophotography Data Collection 


 
Background and Project Information 
The USACE Albuquerque District requires high resolution aerial lidar collection of Santa Clara 
Pueblo, New Mexico and the vicinity extending one (1) mile in all directions from the Pueblo’s 
boundary. The data is to be acquired during the spring of 2015. The project will include the 
collection and processing of 10-cm Vertical Accuracy Class LiDAR data in LAS format as well 
as a combination of raster digital elevation models and additional hydrographic breaklines and 
also four (4) band digital orthophotography.  The acquired LiDAR and digital orthophotography 
will be used for various planning, design, research and mapping purposes. 
 
The specifications outlined in this document will follow the USGS Lidar Base Specifications 
Version 1.2. The LiDAR vertical accuracy will be tested and is required to meet ASPRS/NDEP 
standards. 
 
1  Lidar General Requirements 
 
1.1  Project Area 
As mentioned above the Area of Interest (AOI) encompasses the Pueblo of Santa Clara, and the 
vicinity extending one (1) mile in all directions from the Pueblo’s boundary constituting 
approximately 153 square miles. See Attachment A.  The government will furnish GIS shapefiles 
depicting the project area as well as primary points of contact.  
 
All lidar collection will follow the project specifications outlined below. 
 
1.2  Contractor Proposal & Project Initiation Plan 
The Contractor shall base their proposal on the entire area. A detailed project plan must be 
submitted for approval within 7 days of receiving notice to proceed and prior to any data 
acquisition activities. The plan shall consist of the following: 
 


• Schedule (data acquisition, data processing, data delivery). 
• Project personnel with contact information of the project and field operation manager(s) 
• Proposed flight lines in GIS and graphic format  
• Base station locations in GIS and graphic format as well as supporting NGS control 


information 
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• Proposed baseline lengths for aerial collection 
• Calibration testing methodology(s) 
• LiDAR collection parameters (flying height, Scan FOV full angle, pulse rate, scanner 


frequency, side-lap percentage, point density etc.) 
• Proposed acquisition windows including maximum PDOP values 
• Description of internal verification quality control processes; 


• Data validation 
• Pre-processing and accuracy check 
• Processing quality control 
• Product delivery quality control 
 


1.3  LiDAR Data Acquisition Parameters 
LiDAR data shall be collected using an approved fully calibrated system capable of collecting 
multiple echoes per pulse with a minimum of a first, last, and one intermediate return. The 
system must also be able to collect the intensity (LiDAR pulse signal strength) for each return 
signal. 
 
1.3.1  Sensor Calibration 
Full system calibration and routine maintenance should be up-to-date to ensure full functionality 
of the LiDAR system to meet and exceed project accuracies and requirements. Full calibration 
reports should be available if requested. Bore site calibrations shall be performed at the 
beginning and end of the project and as needed throughout the data collection period. Alternative 
testing methodologies may be used upon review and acceptance by the USACE St. Louis District 
POC prior to any data acquisition activities. 
 
1.3.2  Acquisition Window and Constraints 
LiDAR acquisition shall occur during leaf-off conditions in the spring of 2015.  Prior consent 
will be required before the initial project data collection. Additionally 24 hour notice shall be 
given to the independent contractor POC by phone or email which is for information purposes 
only, not permission to proceed. Coordination between the LiDAR provider and the USACE 
Albuquerque district POC is required.  Refer to Section 4.4 below for POCs for this 
coordination. 
 
The acquisition area shall be free of snow with rivers remaining in their channels at near average 
heights. The contractor will coordinate will the Albuquerque District POC to insure conditions 
are favorable for the acquisition. Extraneous environmental conditions such as rain, fog or smoke 
shall be avoided. 
 
The LiDAR provider shall ensure that the project area is fully and sufficiently covered with no 
data voids due to data holidays (i.e. gaps between flightlines) and/or from system malfunctions. 
Data voids in the bare-earth not caused by classification of geographic features shall not exceed 
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three times the point spacing. Data voids of this size are unacceptable and shall be sufficient 
reason to reject the entire sub-project dataset. 
 
1.4  LiDAR Data Format 
Mass point data shall be delivered in LAS files utilizing LAS specification version 1.2, 
containing all LAS items of point data record format 1. The header file should contain all system 
generated LAS items as defined in the Public Header Block and as a minimum must contain the 
“File Creation Year Day” and “File Creation Year” which will represent the final deliverable 
generated LAS date. The projection information for the point data must be specified in the 
Variable Length Record using the appropriate GeoTIFF tags. 
 
The classification codes will follow the ASPRS Standard LiDAR Point Classes utilizing the 
following: 
 


• Class 1 – Unclassified 
• Class 2 – Ground 
• Class 3 – Vegetation  
• Class 8 – Model Key (Reduced Ground class dataset) 
• Class 9 – Water 
• Class 10 – Reserved 
• Class 12 – Overlap points exceeding scan angles of +/- 20 degrees 
 
Class 1 will be used for feature points that are not in Classes 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 12. 
 
Class 2 will be used for feature points that represent the bare-earth. 
 
Class 3 will be used for feature points that represent vegetation. (1 meter and above Bare 
Earth). 


 
Class 8 will be a reduced ground classification dataset (Can be used for generation of 
contours). 
 
Class 9 will be used for feature points that represent water. 
 
Class 10 will be reserved. 
 
Class 12 Overlapping points between flight strips that exceed +/- 20 degrees scan angles 
 
No points shall be deleted from the LAS file. 
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Bare-earth classification shall adhere to the follow specifications using both automated and 
manual filtering classification routines: 
 


• 90% of artifacts classified 
• 95% of outliers classified 
• 97% of vegetation classified 


 
Special attention must be applied to the classification process due to the geographic nature of the 
project area. Dense vegetation data voids must also be minimized by the automatic removal 
process and “over smoothing” due to aggressive classification must be avoided. 
 
1.4.1  Lidar Check Points 
The contractor shall collect check points for verification and ground truthing of the processed 
bare earth surface. The contractor shall collect a minimum of 30 (thirty) ground control survey 
points with 20 points selected in open terrain and 10 points in vegetated areas. The open terrain 
points shall be randomly selected throughout the project area. This will allow for an overall 
project comparison. These points shall be used as a ground truth comparison for the LIDAR data. 
Points shall not be taken on slopes greater than 10%.  These ground truth points shall be 
compared to the bare earth surface (raw points) developed from the LIDAR data and the 
differences shall be published within the report of survey.  Check points in open terrain should 
meet the 10 cm RMSEz requirement in order to achieve Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy 
(NVA) of 19.6 cm at the 95% confidence level. The accuracy of the other land coverage types 
shall be reported according to ASPRS 2014 methodology which uses the 95th percentile testing 
method for all vegetated land cover categories in order to achieve Vegetated Vertical Accuracy 
(VVA) of 30 cm at the 95th percentile. These surveyed check points shall be withheld and NOT 
used as calibration points during the processing-production phases of this task order. The points 
collected will be used as verification only of the processed bare-earth LIDAR points. Any 
differences beyond the accuracy requirements will be discussed and resolved by the contractor. 
 
The RMSEz shall be calculated as the square root of the average of the set of squared differences 
between the LiDAR data set coordinate values and QA/QC check point coordinate values from 
an independent source of higher accuracy.  If the differences are normally distributed and 
average zero, 95 percent of any sufficiently large sample should be less than 1.96 times the 
RMSEz which equals the NVA statistic for the LiDAR dataset being tested. 
 
1.4.2 Additional Breakline Specifications 
The funding partners have requested additional requirements regarding breakline collection. 
Following the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2, it is required to change the minimum 
size of lakes-ponds collected from 2 acres to 1 acre. Additionally, 100 ft wide streams will be 
changed to a minimum of 50ft. 
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1.5  Ground Control 
All surveys conducted under this project shall be referenced to National Geodetic Survey (NGS) 
control monuments in the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) using appropriate 
horizontal and vertical control having published network accuracy values. Ideally check point 
surveys should utilize or tie into the same base station control monuments used for the aerial 
acquisition to eliminate the possibility of discrepancies between different control stations. Base 
station locations should be the “best” horizontal (second order or better) and vertical (third order 
or better) available and have a stability of “C” or better. In the event that no suitable base station 
monuments exist, new primary ground control will be required and shall conform to the 
Standards and Specifications for Geodetic Control Networks (1984), Federal Geodetic Control 
Committee (FGCC). Primary control monuments established with GPS shall meet or exceed 
NOS NGS-58 “Guidelines for Establishing GPS-Derived Ellipsoid Heights (Standards: 2 cm and 
5 cm)” using the appropriate latest geoid model (Currently Geoid12a) and should be 
monumented to maintain stability. Ground control stations are expected to have a local network 
accuracy at the 95% confidence level of 2 cm horizontally and vertically. Sound geodetic 
principles should be applied when establishing new stations and must include the appropriate 
supporting documentation such as processing reports, minimally and constrained 3-D  least 
squares adjustment, pictures of the station, etc. 
 
For aerial acquisition, one base station capable of collecting dual frequency data at 1 Hz is 
required. Baseline lengths to achieve the desired accuracy should not exceed 25 miles. For 
quality control, forward and reverse processing of the trajectories should yield similar results and 
these comparisons should be made available if requested. Additionally other quality statistics 
from the airborne GPS/IMU processing such as DOP values, resolved ambiguity reports, 
accelerometer and gyro drift and scale factors etc. should be made available if requested. 
 
1.6  Accuracy 
 
1.6.1  Absolute Accuracy Testing and Reporting 
The bare-earth LiDAR DTM will be tested using the ASPRS (2014) Positional Accuracy 
Standards for Digital Geospatial Data. 
 
Accuracyr = RMSEr X 1.7308, and Accuracyz = RMSEz X 1.9600 = Non-vegetated Vertical 
Accuracy (NVA) at the 95% confidence level. 
 
However the RMSE is only valid when the errors follow a normal distribution which may not 
always be the case with LiDAR data particularly in vegetated land cover categories. Therefore 
the data in vegetated areas will be tested using the ASPRS 2014 standards that mandate the use 
of Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) for all vegetated land cover categories combined, based 
on the 95th percentile of the absolute values of all errors in vegetated areas.  Whereas the NVA is 
calculated at the 95 percent confidence level as a function of RMSEz x 1.96, VVA is calculated 
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at the 95th percentile, where 95% of elevations errors have elevation errors equal to or less that 
the 95th percentile. 
 
The vertical accuracy of LiDAR data tested with the ASPRS 2014 method shall be documented 
by both of the following statements: 


 
Tested___(meters, feet) Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) at 95% confidence 
level in all open and non-vegetated land cover categories combined using RMSEz x 
1.9600 
 
Tested___(meters, feet) Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) at 95th percentile in all 
vegetated land cover categories combined using the absolute value 95th percentile error. 
 


It is the intent of the USACE to test the horizontal accuracy of LiDAR data if possible utilizing 
the intensity imagery and the full point cloud with intensity values.  Consistent with ASPRS 
(2014) standards, for horizontal accuracy testing of LiDAR data sets, at least half of the NVA 
vertical check points should be located at the ends of paint stripes or other point features visible 
on the LiDAR intensity image, allowing them to double as horizontal check points.  The ends of 
paint stripes on concrete or asphalt surfaces are normally visible on LiDAR intensity images, as 
are 90-degree corners of different reflectivity, e.g., a sidewalk corner adjoining a grass surface.  
It is the data provider’s responsibility to establish appropriate methodologies, applicable to the 
technologies used, to either test of estimate the horizontal accuracy of LiDAR data consistent 
with procedures specified in the ASPRS (2014) Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital 
Geospatial Data (Appendix D of USACE EM 1110-1-1000, Photogrammetric and LiDAR 
Mapping). 
 
When LiDAR intensity images identify the ends of paint stripes or other point features, 
horizontal accuracy testing can be performed in the same manner as horizontal accuracy testing 
of digital orthophotos or planimetric features. 
 
Alternatively, as explained in Appendix D (paragraphs 7.10 and B.6 of Annex B) of USACE EM 
1110-1-1000, Photogrammetric and LiDAR Mapping, the following formula provides an 
estimate for the horizontal accuracy for LiDAR data, assuming that flying altitude and 
manufacturer estimates for the accuracy of the GPS and IMU are known: 
 


        𝐿𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑟 𝐻𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟) = �(𝐺𝑃𝑆 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)2 + �
tan(𝐼𝑀𝑈 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)


0.55894170
𝑥 𝑓𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒�


2


 


 
The above formula considers flying altitude (in meters), GPS errors (radial, in cm), IMU errors 
(in decimal degrees) and other factors such as ranging and timing errors.  For example, if the 
radial horizontal positional error of the GPS is assumed to be equal to 0.11314m (based on 0.08 
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m in either X or Y) and the IMU error is 0.00427 degree in roll, pitch and heading, per 
manufacturer specifications, the “produced to meet” horizontal accuracy of LiDAR data acquired 
from an altitude of 2,000 meters above mean terrain would have an RMSEr of 29 cm. 
 
The horizontal accuracy of LiDAR data shall be documented by either of the following 
statements: 
 


Tested ___(meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level, or 
 
Produced to meet___ (meters, feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level 


 
1.6.2  Relative Accuracy 
The vertical accuracy testing uses survey measurements at discrete locations to compute the 
errors which verify the absolute error. This coupled with relative accuracy (e.g. how one point 
fits relative to the next, and how one flight line fits relative to the adjacent line) defines the 
combined accuracy of the dataset. Data therefore should not have discontinuities between 
adjacent flight lines or corn rows of undulating elevations due to mismatches and sensor 
anomalies. 
 
For datasets requiring a RMSEz of 10 cm, no offsets or cornrows should be greater than 16 cm. 
 
Data exceeding these amounts may not cause the whole dataset to fail but may cause specific 
areas to be rejected. 
 
1.7  Datums and Projections 
The horizontal datum shall be referenced to NAD83 datum. 
 
The vertical datum shall be referenced to the NAVD88 datum. 
 
The Projection is New Mexico State Plane Central, units in survey feet with 2-decimal point 
precision. 
 
1.8  Metadata and Reports 
Metadata compliant with the Federal Geographic Data Committee’s (FGDC) Content Standard 
for Digital Geospatial Metadata is required in extensible markup language (.xml) format. 
Metadata should be created on a project level deliverable. 
 
 Metadata shall include as a minimum the following sections; 
 


• Identification Information 
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• Data quality information (this section will be updated after the quantitative 
assessment) and must include all process steps. 


• Spatial Data Organization Information 
• Spatial Reference Information 
• Entity and Attribute Information 
• Metadata Reference Information 


 
Metadata fields shall also include as a minimum; 
 


• Date of acquisitions 
• System type and system collection parameters (flying height, Scan FOV full angle, 


pulse rate, scanner frequency, side-lap percentage, point density etc.) 
• Nominal point density 
• Calibration procedures 
• Base station control information 


 
Metadata may also be supplemented with projects reports where the report conveys additional 
information not suitable for metadata. If surveying to establish new stations was performed, a 
survey report is required. 
 
1.9  Media and Data Ownership 
All LiDAR data and supplemental products will be delivered on USB external hard drives  and 
will become the property of the government. All media and data collected under this contract 
shall be the sole property of the Santa Clara Tribe and will be distributed selectively by Pueblo 
personnel. No restrictions shall be placed on the data by the LiDAR provider. 
 
2  Project Specific Requirements 
 
Resolution of LiDAR – 0.707 meter Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) minimum to achieve 
Nominal Pulse Density (NPD) of 2 points per square meter (ppsm) from a single swath. To 
prevent clustering effects and to ensure uniform densities through the dataset, generate a density 
grid from the data with cell size equal to the NPS times 2 (i.e., 1.414). Ensure that at least 90 
percent of the cells in the 1.414 meter grid contain at least one LiDAR point.   
 
Accuracy 
 


Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) will meet or exceed 19.6 cm at the 95% 
confidence level based on 10 cm RMSEz in open terrain. This accuracy is suitable 
for generation of 1-foot contours, if required.  
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Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) will meet or exceed 30 cm at the 95th percentile 
for all vegetated land cover categories combined. 
 
If vegetation is so dense that the VVA specification cannot be satisfied, “low 
confidence areas” will be delivered as two-dimensional (2D) polygons based on 
guidance in section C.8, Low Confidence Polygons, of the ASPRS (2014) Positional 
Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, a copy of which is at Appendix D 
of USACE EM 1110-1-1000, Photogrammetric and LiDAR Mapping. 


 
Vertical accuracy should be tested by the LiDAR provider’s internal check points for validation 
purposes but will be tested using vertical check points supplied by the partners of this project and 
performed by independent contractor to define the final vertical accuracy. 
 


Horizontal accuracy will meet or exceed 0.6 m RMSEr (Accuracyr = 1.04 m at the 
95% confidence level). 


 
Data format – classified LAS as defined in the General Requirements.  An intensity image in 
Imagine .img format, 8-bit dataset will be provided. 
 
Digital Elevation Models – shall be created using an appropriate interpolation method to 
produce 2’ (foot) resolution DEM’s (with no null values). DEM’s shall be referenced to the same 
horizontal and vertical datums as the LAS. DEM’s will be in Imagine .IMG 32-bit floating point 
format and tiles will be edge joined and seamless within the project. Cells must be aligned and be 
fully contained within each tile. Water bodies greater than 2 acres in size will be hydro-flattened 
as defined in the USGS Lidar Base Specifications v1.2. 
 
Tile scheme – the tile scheme shall be (3,000 foot x 3,000 foot) and be proposed by the 
contractor for approval. Each auxiliary product shall have the similar naming structure. 
 
FGDC metadata – Project based metadata as defined in the General Requirements will be 
required for the LAS data as well as the Digital Elevation Models and Intensity Image. 
 
3  Product Deliveries 
 
All LAS LiDAR products will be delivered in V1.2 format. 
 


a) All LiDAR points classifies (point cloud) with return number in LAS format. LAS file 
must also have flight information and flight acquisition date and projection information defined. 
Files to be broken up into approved tile scheme. 
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b) RMSE error report in Microsoft Excel format. All surveyed control points in both Excel 
and ESRI formats containing point number, XYZ fields. Digital pictures to also be provided for 
each control point surveyed. Include classification where control point lands under. (ex. Bare 
ground, high vegetation, etc.) 


 
c) Bare-Earth points in LAS format, DEM in ESRI Grid format (floating point ex. 100.24) 


suitable for 1’ (foot) contour generation, projection information must be defined on each grid and 
file. Files to be broken up into approved tile scheme. Collected breaklines will be include-
incorporated into the ESRI grid product. 


 
d) Bare-Earth Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN), in ESRI V10 format. All breaklines 


produced will be included with the TIN product. Files to be broken up into approved tile scheme. 
 
e) Model Key Points in LAS format, DEM in ESRI Grid format (floating point ex. 100.24) 


suitable for 1’ (foot) contour generation, projection information must be defined on each grid and 
file.  Files to be broken up into approved tile scheme. Collected breaklines will be include-
incorporated into the ESRI grid product. 


 
f) Model Key Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN), in ESRI V10 format. All breaklines 


produced will be included with the TIN product. Files to be broken up into approved tile scheme. 
 
g) Vegetation class in LAS format, tiled according to approved tile scheme.  
 
h) First return points in .LAS format, DEM in ESRI Grid format (floating point ex. 100.24), 


projection information must be defined on each grid and file.  Files to be tiled according to 
approved tile scheme.  ESRI multipoint feature class in shapefile format, non-tiled and created 
for the entire project area. 


  
i) Last return points in .LAS format, tiled according to approved tile scheme.  ESRI 


multipoint feature class in shapefile format, non-tiled and created for the entire project area. Also 
include appropriate projection definition 


 
j) An ESRI geodatabase of hydro-flattened breaklines with (z field) in attribute table, 


retaining all 3D information. These breaklines will be placed in a hydro breakline feature class. 
 
k) An ESRI geodatabases of the channel-canal breaklines outlined in section 1.4.2 with (z 


field) in the attribute table, retaining all 3D information. These breaklines will be placed in a 
channel breakline feature class. These breaklines will be placed in the same geodatabase as the 
hydro-flattened breaklines outlined in section 3.j. 
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l) Tile Index in shapefile format in proper coordinate system with tile names in attribute 


table. 
m) ESRI shapefile of flight lines as flown. Flight dates included in the attribute table. 
 


3.1 TIN Data: Digital terrain model data is required in a TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) form.  


 


 The triangles from the TIN files will be represented as ESRI v 10.0 terrain file format. 
 The triangles on the border of each file will have common unit of resolution (UOR) 


values with triangles in adjoining files where applicable.  
 Duplicate triangles in adjoining files are unacceptable.  
 There should be no other data in these files.   
 All points outside the neat TIN limits, such as control points and check points must be 


deleted from that particular file.  
 Terrain model must indicate the actual terrain unaffected by structures, e.g. bridges, etc. 


 
4. Orthophotography General Requirements 
 
Project Area 
The project area consists of approximately one hundred and fifty three (153) square miles as 
defined graphically in Appendix A and available in ESRI GIS shape file format. The government 
will furnish GIS shapefiles depicting the project area as well as primary points of contact. 
 
5.  Work to be performed by the Contractor 
 


Contractor shall provide equipment, supplies, facilities, and personnel to accomplish the 
following work: 


a.    The Contractor shall develop a project plan that will provide 4-band natural color 
(RGB) and color infrared (CIR) imagery , for the project area that meet or exceed the horizontal 
accuracy requirements for 0.5’ pixel resolution orthophotos and 1”=100’ (1:1200-scale) 
mapping.  The final products will be referenced to New Mexico State Plane, Central (FIPS 
3002), U.S. Survey Feet. Vertical Datum will be NAVD88. 


 


b.     The Contractor will fly 4-band photography for the area shown in Attachment A. 
The photography will be flown to achieve a GSD ≤ 0.5’. The digital photography will be 
acquired during spring leaf on conditions, free of cloud cover, cloud shadows, snow, smoke and 
visible haze. Aerial imagery will be acquired during spring of 2015 timeframe using a large 
format digital camera equipped with airborne GPS and IMU. The contractor will coordinate with 
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a Santa Clara point of contact (POC) and USACE to determine the best acquisition timeframe. 
Aerial photography shall conform to the current requirements and specifications of the contract 
under which this task order is being issued.  The collected ABGPS and IMU data will be used to 
help orient the aerial imagery for orthorectification.   


c.     One flight line index shall be produced for all photography. The index shall be a 
black-line print of the quad sheets (1:100,000) with the flight lines and beginning and ending 
frames noted. Alternatively, flight plans can be provided on digital base maps overlaid with 
planned flight lines and photo centers to achieve the desired forward overlap and sidelap.  


d.     The Contractor shall process the imagery for development of a 0.5’ (foot) pixel 
resolution digital orthomosaic. 


e.     The Contractor will develop a fully analytical aerotriangulation adjustment for the 
GPS control and aerial imagery/airborne GPS. The contractor may use soft copy instrumentation 
for point selection and measurement. The final adjusted control network must reference the New 
Mexico State Plane, Central (FIPS 3002) Feet, with NAVD88 vertical datum. The contractor will 
prepare a digital report and will submit copies of the completed report to the USACE St. Louis 
POC, USACE Albuquerque, and the Santa Clara GIS Department POC. 


f.     The Contractor shall orthorectify the imagery to the bare earth lidar surface product 
described above in section 3-d to create a digital orthomosaic for the entire project area. The 
Contractor will employ software techniques to radiometrically process the orthophotos to ensure 
maximum tone and contrast balance between adjacent tiles. The final digital orthophoto map tiles 
will be delivered in uncompressed TIF/TFW format. Both RGB and CIR products will be 
delivered. 


g.     The Contractor shall use a 3000 foot by 3000 foot tiling scheme for the product, and 
tile the final product according to an agreed upon naming convention and produce the final 
digital product in GEOTiff format with world files (.tfw) for each tile. 


h.     The Contractor will produce a metadata file compliant with the Federal Geographic 
Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standards for Digital Geospatial Metadata for the imagery 
produced.  The COE will provide a Metadata generation package (CORPSMET) to generate this 
file upon request by the Contractor or the Contractor can use software of their choice as long as 
the FGDC compliant Metadata is produced.  One (1) overall metadata file for the project is 
sufficient. 


i. NSSDA accuracy: 
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A report shall be prepared for the orthophoto imagery.  Twenty photo identifiable survey 


check points will also be collected for NSSDA reporting. Examples of locations include corner 
of sidewalk intersections, parking paint stripes, driveway corners, concrete pads, etc.  The 
surveyed points and RMSEr horizontal results will be compared in a table with photo identifiable 
points located, referenced, and surveyed to a class 3 (three) accuracy or better.  


Total check points for this task order (both LIDAR and imagery) will be 50 points.  


6. Orthophoto Delivery items: 
 


a. One flight line/ tile index provided as an ESRI shapefile and PDF. 
 
b. One digital copy of each 0.5’ (foot) GSD, RGB and CIR ortho tile on USB hard drive or other 


suitable media. All media becomes property of the Government.  
 
c.  Project level Metadata shall comply with the current Federal Geographic Data 


Committee Content Standards for Digital Geospatial Metadata. ESRI ArcCatalog may be used to 
create the Metadata records. These Metadata records shall be constructed with sufficient quality 
to pass through the USGS Metadata Compiler with less than three errors. All products generated 
must be identified in the metadata. 


 
d. One (1) overall Mr. Sid (Generation 3) file of entire area to be provided at 20:1 compression. 


Both RGB and CIR products will be a separate Mr. Sid delivery. 
 
e. AT reports signed by the responsible triangulation team member. Summary of AT results and 


RMSE errors for bundle adjustment, photographic measurement, tie point and control/check points.  
Report on any significant misfits encountered at control points and procedures taken to analyze and 
rectify such misfits. 


 
f. A Survey report in NSSDA format. 


 
7   Deliveries and Performance 
 
7.1  Deliveries 
All transportation charges and costs appurtenant thereto, are a subsidiary obligation of the 
Contractor for which no separate payment will be made.  DELIVERIES OR PERFORMANCE 
shall begin immediately after receiving notice to proceed. 
 
• Delivery shall be sent via FEDEX or UPS at the Contractors expense and made according to 


the following schedule: 
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• Final delivery of all products shall be completed by June 30, 2015.  Incremental delivery 
and acceptance of blocks of data is required to receive partial payment. 


 
• Work will commence immediately after award and notice to proceed by COE contracting 


officer. 
 
Deliver all survey data requested in the survey specifications, check feature data, and any 
additional survey information developed and or collected for the project. 
 
The Contractor shall return all manuscript copies; horizontal and vertical control information, to 
the government when the project is completed. 
 
The Contractor shall notify the above consignee at least 48 hours in advance of the date on which 
to expect delivery of the items.  St. Louis District, COE personnel at the designated delivery 
points will provide necessary assistance between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, for accepting delivery of materials.  Delivery shall be made at the location 
designated below in Section 4.4. 
 
7.2  Unauthorized Direction 
Reference Contract Clause 52.243-1 Changes-Fixed Price (August 1987) Alternate III (1984):  
Only the Contracting Officer has authority to change the contract or issue a task order.  No price 
or completion date changes can be made without approval from the Contracting Officer in 
advance of commencing work.  The Contractor shall not accept directions from any Government 
employee or otherwise, other than the Contracting Officer, that would involve a change to the 
contract cost or final completion date. 
 
7.3  Time Extensions 
Reference Contract Clause Section H Special Contract Requirements Item 2:  If the schedules 
indicated in section 7, Deliveries and Performance, are exceeded due to causes beyond the 
control and without the fault or negligence of the A-E, as determined by the Contracting Officer, 
this task order will be modified in writing and the completion date will be extended one calendar 
day for each calendar day of delay.  The A-E shall notify the Government of such delays. 


 
Requests for time extensions for an individual task order should be forwarded to the Contracting 
Officer no later than fourteen (14) days preceding the completion date shown on the task order. 
 
7.4  Shipment 
Shipments shall be made to: 
 
Contact Names, Shipping Addresses, e-mail, phone # 
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8  Inspection 
 
Inspection of the data deliverables including accuracy and quality assurance will be performed 
by the independent contractor to ensure conformance to these specifications. If the inspection 
reveals deficiencies or defects the data or issues will be required to be resolved at no additional 
cost to the 23D CES or the COE. Initial inspections does not relieve the LiDAR provider from 
the responsibility to correct defective work with no further cost to 23D CES for a period of one 
year following initial acceptance.  If the finished items are found to be in full compliance with 
the specifications, they will be accepted.  The acceptance of any item by an inspector shall not 
preclude subsequent rejection if such an item is later found to be defective.  Inspection of the 
finished items to determine their conformance to the specifications will be made by a 
representative of the Contracting Officer upon delivery to the destination.  If the inspection 
reveals any defect or deviation in the manufacture of the items which would make them unfit for 
the purpose intended, the Contractor will be required to satisfactorily remedy such conditions at 
no additional cost to the St. Louis District, COE. 
 
9  Reference Documents 
 
The National Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA) is a Federal Geographic Data 
Committee (FGDC) standard that federal agencies are suppose to use in determining geospatial 
accuracy. 
 
http://www.fgdc.gov/standards/projects/FGDC-standards-projects/accuracy/part3/chapter3 
 
American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) Positional Accuracy 
Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (2014).  See Appendix C, USACE EM 1110-1-1000, 
Photogrammetric and Lidar Mapping. 
 
Heidemann, Hans Karl, 2014, U.S. Geological Survey National Geospatial Program Lidar 
Guidelines and Base Specification Version 1.1: Reston, Virginia, U.S. Geological Survey.  See 
Appendix E, USACE EM 1110-1-1000, Photogrammetric and Lidar Mapping. 
 
10 Government Pricing Analysis 
Attachment B shows the format for the Government’s pricing analysis for this example SOW.  
The contractor will submit a cost proposal in this format which the Government will compare 
with its independent cost estimate.  Government independent cost estimates, when completed, 
are confidential, for Government use only.   
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Attachment A 
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Attachment B – Form used for Contractor and Government Cost Estimates 


Totals (153 Square Miles, Santa Clara NM) Orthos and LiDAR 
Contractor 
Contract # 


Task Order # 
DIRECT LABOR  HOURS HOURLY RATE LABOR COST 
Project Manager ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Quality Manager ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Supervisory Photogrammetrist ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Photogrammetric Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial Photography Pilot ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Aerial / Sensor Operator ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
GPS Engineer ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Orthophoto  Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
GIS Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
LiDAR Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Office Engineer (PLS) ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Supervisor (Party Chief) ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
Survey Instrument Technician ____ $____.__ $______.__ 
     Subtotal--Direct Labor  Use hourly contract rates $_____A_.__ 


    Overhead on Direct Labor and General ___% 
 


$_____B_.__ 
and Admin. (G&A) Overhead Combined Use contract OH, G&A 


 
    OTHER DIRECT COSTS UNIT UNIT RATE  ODC COST 
Aircraft (single engine) w/ABGPS/hour ___ $_____.__ $______.__ 
Aircraft (twin engine piston) w/ABGPS/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Aircraft (twin engine turbine) w/ABGPS/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
LIDAR sensor/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Large format digital sensor/hour ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
USB External hard drives/each ___ $_____.__ $______.__ 
Travel/Lodging/Per Diem/day ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
Rental / Survey Vehicle/day ___ $_____.__  $______.__ 
     Subtotal—Other Direct Costs  Use unit contract rates $______C_.__ 
         Subtotal--DL, OH & Other Direct Costs 


  
$A + $B + $C 


    Profit (negotiated for individual task orders) ___% $______D_.__ 
    (SUBCONTRACT) Flight (if not performed by prime contractor) $______E_.__ 
(SUBCONTRACT) Ground Control (if not performed by prime contractor) $______F_.__ 


    PROJECT GRAND TOTAL 
 


$A + $B + $C + $D + $E + $F 
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Prepared By:     _________________________________________           Date:    ___________ 


  Reviewed By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 


  Approved By:    _________________________________________          Date:    ___________ 
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CHAPTER 5 


 


Satellite Photogrammetry 


 


5-1.  General.  This chapter provides an overview of satellite photogrammetry and concentrates 


on earth observation satellites that operate in the optical spectrum.  For information on earth 


observation satellites used for other types of remote sensing, refer to EM 1110-2-2907, Remote 


Sensing.  This chapter includes a comparison of high- and medium-resolution commercial 


imaging satellites; a review of the most common applications for satellite photogrammetry; a 


review of geo-positioning from satellite images and procedures for creating stereo pairs from 


satellite imagery; and a review of the top 10 things to consider in buying optical satellite imagery 


used for satellite photogrammetry, largely extracted from an article, entitled “Buying Optical 


Satellite Imagery? The Top 10 Things to Consider,” by Nick Hubing, published in the May/June 


2012 edition (Vol. 9, No. 3) of the Earth Imaging Journal, and re-used with permission from the 


Publisher. This chapter concludes with guidance for USACE personnel to consider prior to 


deciding to purchase commercial satellite imagery through commercial vendors. 


 


5-2.  High- and Medium-Resolution Commercial Imaging Satellites.  Table 5-1 lists the major 


characteristics of the most popular high- and medium-resolution commercial imaging satellites.  


These individual characteristics will be discussed in sections 5-3 through 5-5 below. Temporal 


resolution is especially tricky to compare because of off-nadir viewing angles; also, some 


operators compare revisit times at a typical latitude while others compare at the Equator. 


 


5-3.  Common Applications of Satellite Photogrammetry.  The four most common mapping 


projects that utilize satellite imagery include: (1) orthomosaics, (2) planimetric mapping, (3) 


classification mapping, and (4) topographic mapping.  Each application is discussed below. 


 


a. Orthomosaics.  Most satellite imagery comes georeferenced but not orthorectified. 


Orthorectification is a process that corrects inherent distortions in the optics and viewing 


geometry.  The process incorporates a satellite orbital model, a digital elevation model (DEM) 


and optionally photo-identifiable ground control points (GCPs).  Orthorectification is the most 


reliable way to correctly georeference all points in an image. 


 


(1)  In addition to improving the absolute accuracy of the imagery, orthorectification also 


improves the relative spatial match across adjacent scenes and strips.  However, if the source 


scenes have different or opposite look angles, some spatial mismatch may be unavoidable, 


especially in high-relief areas. 
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 Table 5-1. Comparison of High- and Medium-Resolution Commercial Imaging Satellites 


Satellite 


System 
Vendor 


Spatial  


Resolution 


(meters) 


Wavelengths 


(nanometers) 


Radiometric 


Resolution 


Temporal 


Resolution 


(days) 
Ikonos 


9/24/1999 


DigitalGlobe Panchromatic: 0.83 


Multispectral: 4 


Pan: 526-929 


Blue: 445-516 


Green: 506-595 


Red: 632-698 


NIR: 757-853 


11-bit 2.9 days at 1m 


1.5 days at 1.5m 


QuickBird 


10/18/2001 


DigitalGlobe  At altitude 450 km 


Panchromatic: 0.61 


Multispectral: 2.44 


Pan: 405-1053 


Blue: 430-545 


Green: 466-620 


Red: 590-710 


NIR: 715-918 


11-bit 2.5 days 


5.6 days at 20⁰ 
off-nadir or less 


SPOT-5 


5/3/2002 


Astrium Panchromatic: 2.5 


and 5 


Multispectral: 10 


Pan: 480-710 


Green: 500-590 


Red: 480-710 


NIR: 780-890 


SWIR: 1,580-1,750 


8-bit 2-3 days 


WorldView-1 


9/18/2007 


DigitalGlobe Panchromatic: 0.5 Pan: 400-900 11-bit 1.7 days at ≤1m 


5.4 days at 20⁰   
RapidEye 


9/29/2008 


BlackBridge No Panchromatic 


Multispectral: 5 


Blue: 440-510 


Green: 520-590 


Red: 630-685 


Red Edge: 690-730 


NIR: 760-850 


12-bit 1 – 5.5 days 


GeoEye-1 


9/26/2008 


DigitalGlobe Panchromatic: 0.41 


Multispectral: 1.65 


Pan: 450-800 


Blue: 450-510 


Green: 510-580 


Red: 655-690 


NIR: 780-920 


11-bit < 3 days 


WorldView-2 


10/8/2009 


DigitalGlobe Panchromatic: 0.5 


Multispectral: 2 


Pan: 450-800 


Multispectral: 


Coastal: 400-450 


Blue: 450-510 


Green: 510-580 


Yellow: 585-625 


Red: 630-690 


Red Edge: 705-745 


NIR1: 770-895 


NIR2: 860-1,040 


11-bit 1.1 days at ≤1m 


3.7 days at 20⁰ 
off-nadir or less 


Pléiades-1A 


12/16/2011 


Pléiades-1B 


12/12/2012 


Astrium Panchromatic: 0.5 


Multispectral: 2 


Pan: 470-830 


Blue: 430-550 


Green: 500-620 


Red 590-710 


NIR: 740-940 


12-bit 1 day with two 


satellites 
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Table 5-1 (Continued) 


Satellite 


System 
Vendor 


Spatial  


Resolution 


(meters) 


Wavelengths 


(nanometers) 


Radiometric 


Resolution 


Temporal 


Resolution 


(days) 
SPOT-6 


9/09/2012 


SPOT-7 


Q1 2014 


Astrium Panchromatic: 1.5 


Multispectral: 6 


Pan: 450-750 


Blue: 440-520 


Green: 530-590 


Red 630-700 


NIR: 760-890 


12-bit 1 day with two 


satellites 


WorldView-3 


3Q, 2014 


DigitalGlobe Panchromatic: 0.31 


Multispectral: 1.24 


SWIR: 3.7 


CAVIS: 30.0 


Pan: 450-800 


8 MS Bands: 


Coastal: 400-450 


Blue: 450-510 


Green: 510-580 


Yellow: 585-625 


Red: 630-690 


Red Edge: 705-745 


NIR1: 770-895 


NIR2: 860-1040 


8 SWIR Bands: 


SWIR-1: 1195-1225 


SWIR-2: 1550-1590 


SWIR-3: 1640-1680 


SWIR-4: 1710-1750 


SWIR-5: 2145-2185 


SWIR-6: 2185-2225 


SWIR-7: 2235-2285 


SWIR-8: 2295-2365 


11-bits/pixel 


Pan and MS 


(Multispectral) 


 


14-bits/pixel 


SWIR 


<1 day at ≤1m 


4.5 days at 20⁰ 
off-nadir or less 


12 CAVIS Bands: 


Desert Clouds: 405-420 


Aerosol-1: 459-509 


Green: 525-585 


Aerosol-2: 620-670 


Water-1: 845-885 


Water-2: 897-927 


Water-3: 930-965 


NDVI-SWIR: 1220-1252 


Cirrus: 1350-1410 


Snow: 1620-1680 


Aerosol-3: 2105-2245 * 


Aerosol-4: 2105-2245 * 


*Note: Aerosol-3 and -4 are parallel 


bands, designed to map cloud heights 


 


(2)  If an area of interest (AOI) comprises more than one scene/strip, the imagery also can be 


tonally balanced. Tonal balancing matches colors that otherwise would vary across adjacent 


scenes due to a variety of factors, including atmospheric conditions and vegetation seasonality 
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across multiple imagery acquisition dates.  In cases of extreme seasonality differences, it may not 


be possible to create an entirely seamless tonal match. 


 


(3)  Typically, tonal balancing only is applied to land areas, not water, as the appearance of 


water features, especially saltwater, can vary greatly across multiple dates/scenes.  If a visually 


pleasing or realistic picture is desired, water areas can be manually manipulated with software 


tools such as Photoshop, but image intelligence, such as shallow water depth, would be lost. 


 


(4)  To the extent possible, limiting the seasonality differences across strips helps improve 


tonal balancing.  If an AOI comprises multiple scenes, some satellite operators will crop out part 


of the overlap area to reduce the file size.  From an image processing perspective, however, 


especially where imagery needs to be cloud-patched, the overlap is desirable and should be 


available at no extra charge, as long as it’s requested when the order is placed.  Figure 5-1 and 


Figure 5-2 show how multiple overlapping scenes can be used to output a tonally balanced 


orthomosaic with cloud patching. 


 


  
Figure 5-1. Overlapping satellite image scenes with 


clouds 


Figure 5-2.  Tonally balanced orthomosaic produced 


with cloud patching 


 


(5)  When creating orthomosaics, limiting the number of scenes facilitates processing, and, if 


applicable, helps reduce the total number of optimal Global Positioning System (GPS) GCPs. In 


the United States, public-domain products, such as imagery from the National Agriculture 


Imagery Program (NAIP), can be used as control to improve the ortho accuracy of imagery with 


lower native accuracy.  Outside of the United States, if GPS GCPs aren’t available, ideally the 


next-generation imaging sensors with higher native accuracy, such as GeoEye-1, WorldView-1 


and WorldView-2, should be favored. 
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(6)  Consideration should be given to the DEM being used. In the United States, 10-meter 


(1/3-arc-second) DEMs from the National Elevation Dataset (NED) are the best public-domain 


option for Hawaii and the 48 conterminous states, but unacceptable for orthorectification in 


Alaska.  Alaska is currently being mapped with 5-meter DEMs from airborne interferometric 


synthetic aperture radar (IFSAR); the IFSAR portion of the Alaska Statewide Digital Mapping 


Initiative (SDMI) is expected to continue until at least 2017, depending on available funding.  


The National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP) also tracks the availability of high-accuracy, 


high-resolution DEMs from light detection and ranging (LiDAR) mapping of major urban areas 


and other high priority areas nationwide.  As of 2012, approximately 28 percent of the U.S. was 


mapped with some form of LiDAR.  Outside the United States, commercial and/or local 


government DEM options are available.  However, if DEM selection is limited to public-domain 


options, despite the resolution difference, 90-meter (3-arc-second) Shuttle Radar Topography 


Mission (SRTM) data, which uses synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to penetrate clouds, will likely 


yield better results than some higher-resolution satellites, especially in areas with high cloud 


cover and/or low contrast (snow, dense vegetation, etc.).  Also, imagery that has already had a 


DEM applied to it, including the Standard format from DigitalGlobe, isn’t suitable to be 


orthorectified – the Ortho Ready format should be selected instead. 


 


b. Planimetric Mapping.  Vector extraction from satellite imagery allows roads, hydrology, 


building footprints and other planimetric features to be mapped cost effectively, or to update 


existing maps.  The resulting accurate, up-to-date base data then are used to support the 


applications such as Internet mapping portals and handheld GPS devices. 


 


(1)  Unlike classification maps, which 


require multispectral imagery to emphasize 


the spectral properties of various features, 


feature extraction is based on spatial 


properties – the size and shape of objects – so 


pan imagery can be used.  Color imagery, 


however, makes it easier to identify certain 


features such as water, paved vs. unpaved 


roads, etc. 


 


(2)  Despite advancements with machine 


learning and object-based image analysis, 


features such as roads, streams, and building 


footprints are still often captured via manual 


heads-up digitizing from orthomosaics. 


Computer-aided design (CAD) applications 


typically work best with 8-bit imagery, with a 


contrast stretch already applied to the 
Figure 5.3. Satellite imagery used for vector feature 


extraction of planimetric features. 
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imagery.  Especially in AOIs of high relief or those comprising more than one scene, imagery 


should be orthorectified prior to feature extraction.  Figure 5-3 shows how satellite imagery can 


be used for vector extraction of roads, hydrology and other planimetric features.  


 


(3)  Wavelet compressed file formats, such as ECW, MrSID and JPEG 2000, help facilitate 


file transfer across multiple production/quality assurance teams.  Otherwise, it may help to tile 


GeoTiff imagery, as some CAD programs are limited in their ability to work with large raster 


files.  Whenever possible, seasonality consideration should be given to AOIs, as leaf-off imagery 


yields better feature visibility.  


 


c. Classification Mapping.  Classification maps are one of the most common types of 


products created from satellite imagery and can map broad categories of land cover such as 


forest vs. agriculture or specific plant species.  They also can map land use such as urban, 


industrial, residential, suburban and open space.  These types of “clutter” maps are used in radio-


frequency modeling for wireless networks, among other applications. Traditionally, classification 


work has been spectral pixel-based, so 11-bit, four-band imagery or better is used; newer object-


based image analysis methodologies can yield superior results, especially with high-resolution 


imagery and image datasets that may only be available as three-band and/or 8-bit.  Figure 5-4 


and Figure 5-5 demonstrate how multispectral and infrared imagery is useful for classification 


mapping projects such as vegetation mapping. 


 


  
Figure 5-4. Multispectral and infrared imagery Figure 5-5. Classification map of vegetation 


 


d. Topographic Mapping.  Cloud-free stereo imagery is required for topographic mapping 


from either aerial photogrammetry or satellite photogrammetry.  In parts of the world where it is 


possible to obtain cloud-free optical high-resolution satellite imagery, this may be the preferred 


solution when producing Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) for applications with required 


resolutions down to 1-meter and where dense forests do not block stereo views of the bare-earth 


terrain.  Topographic mapping can also be performed using radar satellites such as TerraSAR-X 
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and TanDEM-X which operate in tandem to create a three-dimensional map of the world; but 


this technology is best suited for tropical areas where 10-meter DEM resolution is acceptable. 


 


5-4.  Geo-positioning.  Satellite images must undergo extensive post processing in order to be 


accurately georeferenced to a degree suitable for photogrammetric mapping.  Vendors employ 


rigorous sensor models in order to orient an image’s two-dimensional horizontal coordinates to 


the three-dimensional earth.  These sensor models are developed based on the specifications of 


the image sensor as well as the satellite’s orbit trajectory and velocity.  In addition, the degree of 


accuracy in which satellite imagery is delivered may not be suitable for photogrammetric 


applications without GCPs established independently of the sensor model. 


 


a. Orientation Types.  Satellite imagery can be delivered as either an orthorectified or 


stereographic product.  Orthorectified imagery, referred to as orthoimagery, is processed to 


correct distortions caused by relief displacement.  In order to orthorectify a satellite image, a 


Digital Elevation Model (DEM) must be used in conjunction with rational polynomial 


coefficients provided by the vendor. 


 


(1)  Rational Polynomial Coefficients.  Due to the complexity of the rigorous sensor models 


used to orient satellite imagery, vendors will instead deliver rational polynomial coefficients 


(RPCs) that can be digested by commercial photogrammetry applications.  Rational polynomial 


coefficients, also referred to as Rational Polynomial Camera models, are calculated from a 


satellite’s sensor model in order to relate an image’s horizontal and vertical orientation to the 


Earth surface, for example latitude, longitude, and surface elevation.  RPCs are included as part 


of a deliverable for use in orthorectification in the event a user needs to update the imagery using 


a more recent or high resolution DEM.  Also, if the initial accuracy of the imagery does not meet 


project requirements, RPCs can be updated using supplementary ground control points. 


 


(2)  Epipolar Geometry.  In order to view satellite imagery in a stereographic workstation, 


the imagery must be rectified using epipolar geometry, which is the framework for stereographic 


viewing (Figure 5-6).  Given a pair of images, epipolar rectification transforms each image plane 


so that the pairs of epipolar lines become co-linear and parallel to the epipolar plane.  The 


epipolar plane is defined as, for a given ground point visible in each image of a stereo pair, the 


plane passing through the point and the two camera stations.  An epipolar line is formed by the 


intersection of the epipolar plane with either a horizontal ground space plane or one of the 


images used to compute the epipolar plane.  To visualize stereo, both the left and right images 


must be oriented so the epipolar line is horizontal.  Stereo pairs can be produced by Iconos, 


WorldView, SPOT and Pléiades satellite systems listed in Table 5-1.  Once stereo pairs are 


acquired, photogrammetric software suites provide the functionality to perform epipolar 


rectification.  The epipolar geometry shown for satellite stereo imagery in Figure 5-6 is basically 


the same as that shown for airborne stereo imagery in Figure 4-1 of the chapter on Aerial 


Photogrammetry. 
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Figure 5-6. Epipolar Geometry 


 
b. Accuracy.  The horizontal and vertical accuracy of satellite imagery will not necessarily 


support high accuracy photogrammetric applications.  Examining the horizontal accuracy 


specifications in Table 5-1, a satellite capable of producing imagery that achieves a horizontal 


accuracy of 5-meters (CE90) for example, without ground control points (GCPs), may be able to 


achieve 1 or 2 meter accuracy with GCPs and rigorous photogrammetric aerial triangulation.  


 


(1)  Ground Control Points (GCPs).  Ground control in satellite photogrammetry is 


conducted differently than that of traditional aerial photogrammetry or land surveying.  Due to 


the size and remoteness of an area, photogrammetrists will utilize virtual ground control points to 


orient imagery, instead of physical ground control points established by survey.  These points 


may be sourced from ancillary data such as orthoimagery or a satellite’s onboard telemetry. 


However, this type of ground control does not support photogrammetric mapping; therefore 


physical, photo-identifiable GCPs should be acquired to increase image accuracy.  Typically 


ground control that is three times better than the final product designation should be acquired. 


For example, a final deliverable requirement of 3-meter RMSE requires ground control with at 


least 1-meter RMSE quality.  


 


(2)  Aerial Triangulation (AT).  Due to the cost of acquiring physical GCPs and the 


potentially large area of a satellite photogrammetry project, aerial triangulation is used to extend 


horizontal and vertical control from known GCPs to each unknown GCP in the solution.  A full 


explanation of aerial triangulation is provided in Chapter 4, Section 4-3 of this manual.  Aerial 


triangulation is critical when satellite imagery is to be used in a photogrammetric workstation 


because it serves to orient each stereo model, ensuring reliable stereo viewing and geo-positional 


accuracy.  This is especially important considering the relatively low horizontal accuracy in 


respect to aerial imagery and the large image swaths inherent with satellite imagery listed in 


Table 5-1.  Essentially, as the number of stereo models, aerial extent, and topographic relief of a 


project increases, so does the need for aerial triangulation in order to extend the ground control 


network. 
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5-5.  Creating Satellite Imagery Stereo Pairs.    


In Chapter 4, Aerial Photogrammetry, Figures 


4-18 and 4-19 showed the difference between 


traditional aerial frame cameras and pushbroom 


cameras.  Most high resolution imaging 


satellites are pushbroom sensors that not only 


can look forward, downward or backward, but 


can also roll to the left or right to capture target 


areas of interest (AOIs), adding to the 


complexity of the stereo model acquisition 


geometry.  Images in this section were provided 


as a courtesy by Digital Globe.  Figure 5-7 


shows fore/aft stereo imagery derived from the 


same pass (in track) over a target with camera 


looking forward in the first collect (fore) and 


backward in the second collect (aft).   


 


a. Stereo Model Acquisition Geometry.  Section 5-4 (a) (2) introduced the concept of 


epipolar geometry.  Figure 5-8 helps readers understand the additional definitions below. 


 


Epipolar Plane — the plane formed by the two rays from the ground point to the 


perspective centers.   


 


Convergence (C) — the angle in the epipolar plane between the two rays from the ground 


point to the perspective centers. 


 


Asymmetry (A) — the angle between the bisector of the convergence angle and the 


projection of the local vertical onto the epipolar plane. 


 


Roll (R) — the angle between the epipolar plane and the local vertical. 


 


Bisector Elevation (BIE) — the elevation of the bisector of the convergence angle. 


 


Base/Height Ratio (B/H) — ratio of the air base (length of epipolar line between L1 and 


L2 at Figure 5-8) and height of the epipolar line above terrain height (point P). 


Figure 5-7. Satellite stereo image acquisition 
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Figure 5-8. Epipolar plane, asymmetry angle, convergence angle, and bisector elevation angle (from STDI-


0002) 


 


b. Convergence Angles.  Lower convergence angles provide better stereo fusibility which is 


the ease to which the stereo images can be viewed/processed.  Lower convergence angles imply 


two images that are closer in time and space, resulting in pixels that are more similar in size and 


orientation.  Similarity of pixels in size and orientation helps to provide better matches between 


the two images, be they matches in the human brain to see stereo or matches of interest/tie points 


with conjugate points in the other image as found by automated point/terrain extraction software.  


However, lower convergence also implies more parallel rays which make z/height estimation 


less accurate than larger angles.  High convergence angles provide better z-value estimates.  


High convergence angles imply two images that are taken further apart in time and space 


resulting in differing pixel sizes and orientations.  Ray intersections are more precise as a result 


of the larger angle. To overcome a lack of stereo fusibility with larger convergence angles, an 


epipolar rectification can be performed to minimize differences in pixel size and orientation.  


Epipolar rectification is projection to a plane formed by the ground point and the two perspective 


center.  It is important to balance fusibility with z-accuracy requirements.  The convergence 


angle (C) should be between 30⁰ and 60⁰. 
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c. Asymmetry, Roll and BIE. Asymmetry (A) and Roll (R) are both negatively correlated 


with fusibility; therefore Asymmetry and Roll should both be kept small.  The Bisector Elevation 


Angle (BIE) combines the effect of both Asymmetry and Roll and should be near 90⁰ to keep 


Asymmetry and Roll small.  An empirical study by Cain (1989) shows that (BIE – C) is strongly 


correlated with fusibility.  (BIE – C) > ~20⁰ is recommended for comfortable stereo fusion. 


 


d. Base/Height Ratio.  At Figure 5-9, the preferred Base/Height ratios are highlighted in 


blue.  


 
Figure 5-9. Relationship between stereo convergence angle and the base/height ratio. 


 


5-6.  Ten Things to Consider in Buying Optical Satellite Imagery. 


 


a. Spatial Resolution.  Image resolution is the first number looked at and the one that grabs 


the headlines.  Resolution, however, can refer to multiple parameters.  For example, temporal 


resolution measures how frequently a satellite can image a target.  But more commonly, spatial 


resolution is used to describe the level of detail that can be seen in the image.  As shown at 


Figures 5-10 and 5-11, an image with 1-meter spatial resolution, where each pixel represents a 


ground distance of 1 meter x 1 meter, has higher resolution – is more detailed – than a 5-meter 


resolution image where each pixel represents a ground distance of 5 meters x 5 meters.  Note that 


these two figures are not shown at the same scale, but Figure 5-10 is already blurry before 


zooming in to a larger scale as in Figure 5-11.  The native ground sample distance (GSD) of 


images varies based on collection geometry, but images are subsequently re-sampled to a 


uniform resolution.  
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(1)  When zoomed out far enough, high- and medium-resolution imagery looks the same.  


The difference becomes apparent when zooming in closer, as the high-resolution imagery – 


typically 1 meter or less – will display greater feature detail and show smaller features.  


Although digital imagery doesn’t have an inherent scale, higher spatial resolution will support 


viewing/plotting at a larger scale (see Table 5-1). 


 


 
Figure 5-10. Image with 5-meter resolution.   Figure 5-11. Image with 1-meter resolution. 


 


(2)  Resolution selection is often driven by the size of the area of interest (AOI).  Due to cost 


and technical considerations, high-resolution imagery usually is selected for AOIs smaller than 


500 square kilometers, whereas medium-resolution imagery can offer a cost savings for AOIs 


500 square kilometers and larger.  Besides higher cost, disadvantages of high-resolution imagery 


include larger file size (caused by an exponential relationship between resolution and file size) 


and smaller swath widths – the width across a single scene/strip of imagery.  


 


b. Spatial Accuracy.  Although there is typically some level of correlation between spatial 


resolution and accuracy, there are notable exceptions.  Compared with DigitalGlobe’s QuickBird 


satellite, for example, the company’s WorldView-1 and WorldView-2 satellites offer only a 


moderate enhancement to spatial resolution, but because they employ new technology, they 


achieve significantly improved native accuracy.  Most satellite imagery is delivered georectified 


or georeferenced, but not orthorectified, which is a process that improves absolute accuracy by 


correcting for terrain displacement.  Therefore, the accuracies listed in Table 5-1 are exclusive of 


terrain displacements, which is significant in areas of high relief.  Typically, horizontal accuracy 


is expressed as CE90 (Circular Error, 90 percent), but it may also be expressed as RMSE (Root 


Mean Square Error) or as a scale.  For example, to comply with U.S. National Map Accuracy 


Standards for 1:12,000-scale, an orthorectified image would need to achieve 10 meter CE90 


accuracy or a radial RMSE of 6.7 meters.  
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c. Off-Nadir Angle/Elevation 


Angle.  In practice, collecting an 


image at nadir, i.e., looking straight 


down at the target, doesn’t happen 


with high-resolution satellite 


imagery; satellite sensors always 


shoot at an angle.  This agility 


improves imaging revisit times and, 


with some satellites, enables stereo 


collects for 3-D elevation modeling. 


Satellite operators may report this 


either as “elevation angle,” where 


90 degrees is looking straight down, 


or “off-nadir angle,” where 0 


degrees would be looking straight 


down.  A typical minimum is an 


elevation angle of 60 degrees, 


which is a 30-degree off-nadir 


angle. A high-elevation angle (lower 


off-nadir angle) often is desirable, 


especially in areas of high relief or tall 


buildings to minimize what’s known as the building-lean effect.  However, the desire for a 


higher elevation angle must be weighed against the resulting decreased imaging revisit time.  A 


70-degree or higher elevation angle (20 degree or less off-nadir angle) decreases the number of 


potential attempts the satellite can 


make in a given time period, making 


a successful new collect less likely.  


Figure 5-12 shows how satellite 


agility increases collection 


effectiveness and allows some 


sensors to perform in-line (same-


pass) stereo collection.  


 


d. Sun Elevation.  Sun elevation 


is the angle of the sun above the 


horizon.  Imagery collected with low 


sun elevation angles may contain 


data that are too dark to be usable.  A 


typical minimum sun elevation angle 


is 30 degrees, but adhering to this 


requirement means that northern 


Figure 5-13. Changes in sun elevation angle cause variations in 


the illumination conditions under which imagery is obtained. 


Figure 5-12. Satellite agility enables the satellite to point in 


different directions and collect imagery off-nadir. 
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latitudes above 35 degrees will have black-out periods during the winter months when imagery 


with an acceptable sun elevation angle can’t be collected.  Figure 5-13 shows the changing sun 


elevation above the horizon during summer, spring/fall, and winter.  In the northern hemisphere, 


sun elevation angles in the summer months are most favorable, casting much smaller shadows 


than winter months when sun elevation angles are much smaller.  


 


(1)  Decreasing the minimum required sun elevation angle to 15 degrees means that only 


northern latitudes above 50 degrees will have a black-out period; even a 30-degree sun angle is 


low for many applications.  For example, increased shadow areas are problematic for 


classification and stereo projects.  This will be more pronounced in high-relief areas and areas 


with taller objects, such as trees and buildings, where low sun elevation angles mean longer 


shadows will be cast.  


 


(2)  For some of the affected land masses, these black-out periods correspond to months with 


snow cover, making new collects during these times less desirable regardless.  In areas such as 


Alaska, where sun angle and snow cover limit the window for optimal imaging, optical satellites 


are currently unable to meet some of the high demand for imagery. 


 


e. Spectral Information.  This section pertains to imaging bands, bit depth, and dynamic 


range adjustment bands.  Each imaging band measures different wavelengths of light.  Most 


commercial optical imaging satellites capture panchromatic (pan, viewed as monochromatic gray 


scale) imagery at higher resolution, and four multispectral (MS) bands – red, green, blue and 


infrared – at one-fourth the resolution to support a colorization process called pan-sharpening. 


Notable exceptions to this include WorldView-1 (pan only); WorldView-2 (pan + eight MS 


bands instead of the typical four MS bands); WorldView-3 (pan + eight MS bands + 8 SWIR 


bands + 12 CAVIS bands), and RapidEye, which acquires five MS bands but no pan imagery 


(see Table 5-1).  CAVIS is a new term from DigitalGlobe that refers to Clouds, Aerosols, water 


Vapor, Ice and Snow. 


 


(1)  The most common format for typical users is true or natural color, which is three-band 


RGB (red, green, blue) pan-sharpened, as most users desire the combination of color and spatial 


detail.  However, advanced users performing classification or analysis generally prefer four-band 


imagery because the infrared band is helpful for vegetation analysis (see Figure 5-4 above).  


 


(2)  Smaller file size used to be considered an advantage of pan imagery, but with increased 


computing capability, that has become less of a constraint.  Pan imagery remains the preferred 


format for digital elevation model (DEM) generation from stereo pairs.  When importing 


multiband imagery, different combinations can be selected.  Four-band imagery 3-2-1 typically 


corresponds to true/natural color, whereas 4-3-2 represents false color/infrared. 
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(3)  Bit depth is critical.  Beginning with GeoEye’s IKONOS satellite, all leading high-


resolution commercial imaging satellites capture 11-bit imagery, meaning a maximum of 2,048 


digital numbers (DNs) per band instead of the earlier 8-bit/256 levels.  RapidEye’s satellite 


constellation and Astrium’s Pléiades satellite offer the additional advantage of collecting 12-bit 


imagery.  Improved bit depth aids the ability to discern detail in an image’s brightest and darkest 


(shadow) areas.  Most computers require data in 8-bit format, so an 11- or 12-bit image can have 


the color table (DNs) downsampled to 8-bit or upsampled to 16-bit.  In this case, the four or five 


unused bit locations are filled with zeros, creating a 16-bit file format but not a true 16-bit image. 


Imagery used for classification or analysis, or that which must be tonally balanced, always 


should be ordered in 16-bit format.  For many users, however, there is convenience to using 8-bit 


imagery – smaller file sizes and no software compatibility issues. 


 


(4)  Dynamic range adjustment (DRA) is also critical.  When delivering 8-bit imagery, high-


resolution satellite operators typically will perform an automated process to adjust contrast and 


brightness.  DRA offers a time savings for “load-and-go” imagery, so a user can avoid running a 


manual adjustment.  This is prone to fail in certain areas, however, such as a desert where the 


color spectrum isn’t balanced. In such instances, a manual adjustment will yield better results. 


Manual contrast adjustment also tends to work better with pan imagery.  Figure 5-14 and Figure 


5-15 show the dramatic affects on an image’s visual interpretability whether DRA is off or on. 


 


 
Figure 5-14. Dynamic range adjustment off. Figure 5-15. Dynamic range adjustment on. 


 


f. Projection.  Although many programs now perform “on-the-fly” reprojections, ordering 


imagery in the same projection as other project data being used is still desirable.  Stereo imagery 


for DEM generation often will be ordered as epipolar; however, a Universal Transverse Mercator 


(UTM) ortho can be output later.  Because satellite operators offer a limited selection of 


projections, supporting a region-specific datum may require a custom reprojection.  
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g. Resampling Method.  Cubic convolution is typically the default resampling method for 


Earth imagery, but the enhanced kernel – a hybrid of cubic convolution – is recommended for 


DigitalGlobe’s pan-sharpened products.  For research applications, where image data may be 


converted to radiance values, nearest-neighbor resampling offers the advantage of not 


introducing any new values to the imagery, but it can introduce what appear to be geometric and 


color defects.  Most imagery users wouldn’t be satisfied with the appearance of imagery 


processed with the nearest-neighbor method. 


 


h. Collection Capacity.  Because high-resolution imaging satellites are able to shoot off-


nadir, their revisit times – ability to repeat coverage of the same AOI – is three days or less. 


Employing multiple high-resolution satellites on the same AOI means that intraday revisits are 


theoretically possible.  However, in the real world, clouds and competition for satellite time are 


significant obstacles. 


 


(1)  A satellite’s collection capacity is determined by its swath width (see Table 5-1), agility 


to point and shoot at multiple targets or capture multiple adjacent strips for large-area mapping 


on the same orbital pass, onboard storage and downlink capacities.  Pléiades 1, GeoEye-1, 


WorldView-1 and WorldView-2, and other satellites offer significantly improved collection 


capacities than their predecessors, while the older satellites, such as IKONOS and QuickBird, 


may have better available capacity to collect an AOI in regions where the newer satellites have 


demand backlogs.  


 


(2)  A satellite such as Pléiades 1, 


which doesn’t have a U.S. government 


backlog, also may be able to offer faster 


commercial tasking.  Tasking two or more 


satellites for the same AOI improves the 


ability for imagery to be captured.  For 


example, DigitalGlobe offers constellation 


order fulfillment (COF) where QuickBird 


and WorldView-2 can be tasked to acquire 


the same AOI with no cost uplift.  


RapidEye further leverages the 


constellation concept by employing a 


system of five identical satellites to 


facilitate country, and regional-scale 


mapping and saturating coverage of areas 


with persistent cloud cover.  See Figure 5-16.  


 


(3)  When placing a new collect order, a feasibility assessment typically will be run to 


estimate the turn-around time.  The feasibility takes into account potential cloud cover for the 


Figure 5-16. RapidEye’s constellation approach permits a 


cumulative swath to be built up as multiple satellites view 


adjacent regions of the ground. 
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region and competition for satellite time in the area.  Because collection queues can change daily 


and cloud cover is uncontrollable, feasibilities are only estimates, not guaranteed collection 


times.  Most satellite operators offer priority tasking for an additional charge.  Areas that have 


both high demand for imagery and persistent cloud cover are challenging to collect regardless of 


time of year and are likely to require lengthy turn-around times. 


 


(4)  It’s important to note that due to sun-synchronous orbits, there is little control over the 


time of day an AOI is imaged.  Collects, which are made only on the descending orbit, typically 


are made around 10:30 a.m. local time over a desired AOI.  Because high-resolution imaging 


satellites orbit Earth 15 times a day, an interesting exception to this is polar latitudes.  Because 


Earth narrows at extreme latitudes, intra-day collects via the same satellite are possible, 


presuming an acceptable sun angle.   


 


i. Cloud Cover.  Typical cloud-cover guarantee with new collections is 15 percent or less 


within the project AOI.  Some satellite operators offer an improved cloud-cover guarantee for a 


cost uplift or the ability to choose a small cloud-free target area that must have zero cloud cover. 


This option is well suited for infrastructure sites such as airports, mines, and oil and gas 


installations.  Typically, if the satellite operator can’t deliver a new collect that meets order 


specifications during the estimated collection window, the customer can either extend the 


collection window or cancel the order at no charge.  With archived imagery, a reduced-resolution 


preview graphic can be reviewed ahead of time, although it can be difficult to detect small clouds 


or haze.  Where persistent cloud cover is the major issue with imaging satellites, synthetic 


aperture radar (SAR) imagery from satellites (e.g., Shuttle Radar Topography Mission,  


RADARSAT-2, TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X) should be considered.   


 


j. Delivery Method.  Traditional delivery methods have been file transfer protocol (FTP), 


digital video disk (DVD) and external hard drive.  As FTP capabilities have improved and the 


cost of external hard drives has come down, DVD is being used less frequently.  Before ordering 


a large area with DVD delivery, it’s worthwhile to consider the time required to upload from 


DVD to hard drive vs. the extra cost of delivery on external hard drive.  Heavy imagery users 


also will benefit from an upgrade to USB 3.0. 


 


(1)  Although this chapter discusses parameters dealing with ideal imagery collection 


scenarios, real-world cost and turn-around time constraints often mean imagery users will need 


to consider available imagery.  For example, in a high cloud cover/high tasking competition, the 


best option may be to use a less than optimal archived image because a new collect likely would 


require a lengthy turn-around time and not come back entirely cloud-free. 


 


(2)  In such instances, an experienced geodata professional can help users understand the 


acceptable trade-offs for a proposed project.  Working with an independent data company, often 


called value-added resellers (VARs) or channel partners, can help ensure the optimal imagery 
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solution for a specific project area instead of limiting the range of options to one satellite 


operator.  VARs typically offer imagery at the same price as the source company.  


 


(3)  A specialized data company can source DEMs and ground control as needed and can 


offer custom processing and flexible delivery options.  For example, imagery can be ortho output 


as 16-bit pan plus MS for users with more advanced remote sensing software and three-band, 8-


bit pan-sharpened mosaics with contrast adjustment, in GeoTiff and wavelet compressed 


formats, for users with daily computer-aided drafting (CD), geographic information system 


(GIS) and graphics software applications. 


 


(4)  In areas where the selection of archived imagery is limited, a value-added vendor can 


combine imagery from multiple sensors into the same mosaic.  In addition, products can be 


processed to complement each other.  For example, high-resolution imagery with superior native 


accuracy can be used as control to improve the accuracy of medium-resolution images covering 


larger areas. 


 


(5)  Along with the leading commercial optical satellite imagery products, many additional 


optical imagery solutions exist.  Where available, aerial photography (panchromatic and 


multispectral) can be an alternative to high-resolution satellite imagery, as discussed in Chapter 


4.  The Japanese satellite ALOS no longer is collecting new imagery, but archived imagery 


collected during its five-year lifespan is available at moderate cost.  The range of other imaging 


satellites is too numerous to list, but includes options such as KOMPSAT, EROS, FORMOSAT, 


the IRS constellation, Resourcesat and Cartosat, among other sensors.  Public-domain Landsat 


and low-cost ASTER imagery can facilitate projects where commercial imagery may be cost-


prohibitive.  Both Landsat and Astrium’s SPOT Image products offer extensive historical 


imagery archives.  
 


5-7.  More Things to Consider Before Buying Satellite Imagery.  USACE personnel are strongly 


encouraged to consider inquiring with the Army Geospatial Center (AGC) Imagery Office prior 


to deciding to purchase commercial satellite imagery through the commercial vendors.  The 


AGC Imagery Office (AIO) can leverage the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) 


contract vehicles for the benefit of the geospatial community, to include USACE as part of DoD.  


The contract vehicles awarded allow AIO to submit requirements for new and archived imagery, 


at no cost, on behalf of USACE.  The EnhancedView contract provides EO satellite imagery and 


the COMSAR contract provides SAR imagery. 
 


a. Background.  In 2003, the US Commercial Remote Sensing Space Policy (CRSSP) 


named the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) the lead federal agency for 


geospatial intelligence (GEOINT). This policy designated responsibility to NGA for managing 


the acquisition and dissemination of commercial imagery data to users in the National System for 


Geospatial Intelligence (NSG) and to NSG partners. 
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(1)  NGA revolutionized government-industry partnerships by initiating the EnhancedView 


Program to cost-effectively acquire US commercial satellite imagery for the entire National 


System for Geospatial Intelligence (NSG) community.  EnhancedView enables NGA to 


maximize the return on the US Government (USG) investment by purchasing services as well as 


imagery; by adding capacity to collect more spectrally diverse imagery with the launch of new 


satellites; and by developing the ground infrastructure improvements to better support operations 


and speed delivery times.  The EnhancedView Program is an example of the USG’s commitment 


to protect national security and foreign policy interests by maintaining the nation’s leadership in 


remote sensing. 


 


(2)  The service level agreement (SLA) established under EnhancedView enables NGA to 


purchase US commercial satellite imagery data from the commercial data provider (CDP), 


Digital Globe. Digital Globe owns and operates the QuickBird, WorldView-1, and WorldView-2 


satellites—as well as the IKONOS, OrbView-3, and GeoEye-1 satellites—since the merger of 


GeoEye and Digital Globe in 2012. 


 


(3)  NGA maintains contracts for COMSAR which provides access to imagery, data 


products, and downlink services from the COSMO-SkyMed, RADARSAT-2, and TerraSAR-X 


constellations.  Partnering with commercial vendors provides NGA access to eight Synthetic 


Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors with varying capabilities to meet Unified Combatant Command 


(UCC) and Intelligence Community (IC) requirements. COMSAR imagery is used for 


commercial and government applications, including disaster response activities, humanitarian 


relief efforts, monitoring sea ice for maritime navigation/safety of navigation (SoN), and open 


ocean surveillance (OOS).  


 


b. Commercial Satellite Imagery Access on Online.  There are several sources of archived 


commercial satellite imagery online and available for users to access, research coverage, and 


order for program and project purposes. 


 


(1)  The Web-Based Access and Retrieval Portal (WARP)/Unclassified St. Louis 


Information Library (USTIL) [The USTIL will be retired in June 2014]; 


https://warp.nga.mil 


 


(2)  The Net Centric GeoINT Discovery Services (NGDS); https://portal.nga.ic.gov/wes 


 


(3)  The NSG Exploitation Services (JWICS only);  


 


(4)  The AIO Data Library (via AGCDataDoorsWeb);  


http://agc.datadoors.net/datadoorsweb/TermsAndAgreement.aspx 
 



https://warp.nga.mil/

https://portal.nga.ic.gov/wes

http://agc.datadoors.net/datadoorsweb/TermsAndAgreement.aspx
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c. NGA’s Web Hosting Service. Global Enhanced GEOINT Delivery (G-EGD) is a key 


component of the EnhancedView program. G-EGD was built upon the former Rapid Delivery of 


Online GEOINT (RDOG)/EGD program to revolutionize how NGA delivers commercial 


imagery to the user.  G-EGD is the first step toward creating an unclassified global GEOINT 


solution and is the foundation from which other GEOINT products are derived.  Content is 


available through the EnhancedView Web Hosting Service (EV WHS).  Built on the concept of 


“ortho once, use often,” this service now orthorectifies imagery throughout many areas of 


interest (AOIs) as the imagery is collected. Via the web hosting service, users have the option of 


streaming or downloading orthorectified imagery and, when applicable, pan-sharpened imagery. 


The web-hosted streams are accessible via programs such as ArcGIS or Google Earth® and 


through online viewers hosted on Digital Globe websites. All of the imagery and many of the 


products available via the streaming service are also available for download via the NGA 


gateway on all security domains. https://evwhs.digitalglobe.com/myDigitalGlobe/ 


 


d. NGA Gateway.  NGA Gateway is a repository of many types of datasets that are 


available for download, including orthorectified image products.  The Gateway can be accessed 


on all three security networks (JWICS, SIRPNet, and NIPRNet). The following are types of 


commercial ortho products that can be accessed via the NGA Gateway: 


 


(1)  Commercial Imagery Regional Orthomosaics (Regional Orthos) 


  


(2)  Commercial Orthorectified Image Product (COIP)  


 


(3)  MrSID Orthorectified GeoTIFF (MSOG)  


 


(4)  Rapid Response Orthomosaics (RROs) (formerly CI Orthos)  


 


(5)  NIPRNet: http://aero.geointel.nga.mil/products/ciortho/index.cfm 


 


e. AIO Support.  USACE personnel can contact the AIO and request research and collection 


of commercial satellite imagery, EO and/or SAR.  Project details and suspense dates are 


welcomed in order to facilitate the imagery acquisition.  The AIO will research existing archived 


imagery, if suitable to meet the users’ requirements, or submit a Geospatial Intelligence Need 


(GIN) to NGA requesting an archived scene(s) or a new collection of the area of interest.  


Imagery will be delivered to AIO or the customer directly via FTP, HTTP, external drive or 


DVD by Federal Express.  Successful collection and delivery ranges vary dramatically due to 


weather and competition constraints. The commercial imagery funded by NGA’s EnhancedView 


or COMSAR contract prevents USACE funding spent for this data.   


dll-agc-aio@usace.army.mil 



https://evwhs.digitalglobe.com/myDigitalGlobe/

http://aero.geointel.nga.mil/products/ciortho/index.cfm

mailto:dll-agc-aio@usace.army.mil
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Conversion Factors 


Inch/Pound to SI 
 


Multiply By To obtain 


 Length  


centimeter (cm) 0.3937 inch (in.) 


meter (m) 39.37/12 U.S. Survey foot (ft)  


meter (m) 1/0.3048 International foot (ft) 


meter (m) 1.094 yard (yd)  


 Area  


square meter (m2) 0.0002471 acre  


square kilometer (km2) 247.1 acre 


square meter (m2) 10.76 square foot (ft2)  


square kilometer (km2) 0.3861 square mile (mi2) 
 
Elevation, as used in this specification, refers to the distance above the geoid, unless 


specifically referenced to the ellipsoid.  
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Abbreviations and Symbols  


2D  Two-dimensional 
3D  Three-dimensional 
3DEP  3D Elevation Program 
ACCr  Accuracyr 
ACCz  Accuracyz 
ANPD  Aggregate Nominal Pulse Density 
ANPS  Aggregate Nominal Pulse Spacing 
ARRA  American Reinvestment and Recovery Act 
ASPRS American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 
BPA  Buffered Project Area 
cm  centimeter 
CONUS Conterminous United States 
CVA  Consolidated Vertical Accuracy 
DEM  Digital Elevation Model 
DPA  Defined Project Area 
DSM  Digital Surface Model 
DTM  Digital Terrain Model 
EDNA  Elevation Derivatives for National Applications 
EPSG  European Petroleum Survey Group 
Esri  Environmental Systems Research Institute 
FGDC  Federal Geographic Data Committee 
FVA  Fundamental Vertical Accuracy 
GB  gigabyte 
GPS  Global Positioning System 
ID  identification 
km  kilometer 
km2  square kilometer 
IMU  Inertial Measurement Unit 
LAS  LAS file format (.las) 
lidar  light detection and ranging 
m  meters 
m2  square meters 
n/a  not available 
NAD 83 North American Datum of 1983 
NAVD 88 North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
NDEP  National Digital Elevation Program 
NED  National Elevation Dataset  
NEEA  National Enhanced Elevation Assessment 
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NGP  National Geospatial Program 
NGS  National Geodetic Survey 
NIR  near infra-red 
NPD  Nominal Pulse Density 
NPS  Nominal Pulse Spacing 
NSSDA National Standards for Spatial Data Accuracy 
NVA  Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy 
OGC  Open Geospatial Consortium 
pls/m2  pulses per square meter 
QA/QC Quality Assurance/Quality Control 
QL  Quality Level 
RMSD  Root Mean Square Difference 
RMSDz Root Mean Square Difference in the z direction (Elevation) 
RMSE  Root Mean Square Error 
RMSEr  Horizontal linear RMSE in the radial direction that includes both x and y errors 
RMSEx Horizontal linear RMSE in the x direction (Easting) 
RMSEy Horizontal linear RMSE in the y direction (Northing) 
RMSEz  Vertical linear RMSE in the z direction (Elevation) 
SVA  Supplemental Vertical Accuracy 
TIN  Triangulated Irregular Network 
USGS  U.S. Geological Survey 
UTM  Universal Transverse Mercator 
VVA  Vegetated Vertical Accuracy 
WKT  Well Known Text 
XML  eXtensible Markup Language 
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Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 


By Hans Karl Heidemann 


Abstract 


In late 2009, a $14.3 million allocation from the American Recovery and Reinvestment 


Act for new lidar elevation data prompted the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National 


Geospatial Program (NGP) to develop a common base specification for all Light Detection and 


Ranging (lidar) data acquired for The National Map. Released as a draft in 2010 and formally 


published in 2012, the USGS–NGP Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 was quickly embraced 


as the foundation for numerous state, county, and foreign country lidar specifications. 


Prompted by a growing appreciation for the wide applicability and inherent value of lidar, 


a USGS-led consortium of Federal agencies commissioned a National Enhanced Elevation 


Assessment (NEEA) study in 2010 to quantify the costs and benefits of a national lidar program. 


A 2012 NEEA report documented a substantial return on such an investment, defined five 


Quality Levels (QL) for elevation data, and recommended an 8-year collection cycle of QL2 


lidar data as the optimum balance of benefit and affordability. In response to the study, the 


USGS-NGP established the 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) in 2013 as the interagency vehicle 


through which the NEEA recommendations could be realized.  
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Lidar is a fast evolving technology, and much has changed in the industry since the final 


draft of the Lidar Base Specification Version 1.0 was written. Lidar data have improved in 


accuracy and spatial resolution, geospatial accuracy standards have been revised by the 


American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), industry standard file 


formats have been expanded, additional applications for lidar have become accepted, and the 


need for interoperable data across collections has been realized. This revision to the Lidar Base 


Specification Version 1.0 publication addresses those changes and provides continued guidance 


towards a nationally consistent lidar dataset. 


NOTE: Version 1.1 was briefly published with a typographical error.  When that error 


was corrected, the standard became Version 1.2 with no change in content. 
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Introduction 


As the designated Office of Management and Budget Circular A–16 lead agency for 


topographic elevation data, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), through the National Geospatial 


Program (NGP), has developed and adopted this specification as the base specification for the 


National interagency 3D Elevation Program (3DEP). This specification, developed with input 


from a broad coalition of Federal, state, and industry light detection and ranging (lidar) interests, 


also may serve, in whole or in part, as the foundation for many other lidar specifications. Overall 


movement throughout the industry toward more consistent practices in the collection, handling, 


processing, documentation, and delivery of lidar point cloud data will allow the technology and 


data to become more useful to a broader user base, and thereby benefit the Nation as a whole. 


Although lidar data have been used in research and commercial mapping applications for 


more than a decade, lidar is still a relatively new technology (Stoker, 2013). Advancements and 


improvements in instrumentation, software, processes, applications, and understanding are 


constantly refined or developed. It would not be possible to develop a set of guidelines and 


specifications that addresses and keeps pace with all of these advances. This specification is 


based on the experience and research of the NGP pertaining to the lidar technology being used in 


the industry. Furthermore, the NGP acknowledges that a common set of best practices has not 


been developed or adopted by the industry for numerous processes and technical assessments 


(for example, measurement of density and distribution, classification accuracy, and calibration 
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quality). The USGS encourages the development of such best practices with industry partners, 


other government agencies, and the appropriate professional organizations. 


Unlike most other lidar data procurement specifications, which largely focus on the 


products derived from lidar point cloud data such as the bare-earth Digital Elevation Model 


(DEM), this specification places particular emphasis on the handling of the source lidar point 


cloud data. These specifications are intended to ensure that the complete source dataset remains 


intact and viable to support the wide variety of DEM and non-DEM science and mapping 


applications that can benefit from lidar technology. The source dataset includes the data, 


metadata, descriptive documentation, quality information, and ancillary data—collected in 


accordance with the minimum parameters described within this specification. 


Adherence to the specifications of the National Enhanced Elevation Assessment (NEEA) 


Quality Level 2 (QL2) and Quality Level 1 (QL1) lidar data ensures that point cloud and 


derivative products are suitable for the 3DEP and the National Elevation Dataset (NED) (Gesch, 


2007). Data meeting Quality Level 3 (QL3) requirements will be suitable for incorporation into 


the NED. The 3DEP’s goal to fully realize the benefits documented in the NEEA report depends 


on the ability to manage, analyze, and exploit a lidar dataset spanning the Nation; the vast 


quantity of lidar data requires these functions be handled through computerized, machine-driven 


processes that will require uniformly formatted and organized data. Presidential Executive Order 


13642, Making Open and Machine Readable the New Default for Government Information, 


requires agencies to implement an Open Data Policy, which makes government data easily 


accessible and usable (Obama, 2013). Adherence to these specifications ensures that the point 
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cloud source data are handled in a uniform manner by all data providers and are consistently 


delivered to the USGS in clearly defined formats. 


Purpose and Scope 


The USGS intends to use this specification to acquire and procure lidar data and to create 


consistency across all USGS–NGP and partner-funded lidar collections, in particular those that 


support the NED and the 3DEP.  


This base specification covers three different data QLs, defining minimum parameters for 


acceptance of the acquired lidar data for each QL. Local conditions in any given project, 


specialized applications for the data, or the preferences of cooperators, may mandate more 


stringent requirements. In these circumstances, the USGS may support or require the collection 


of more detailed, accurate, or value-added data. A list of common upgrades to the minimum 


requirements defined in this specification is provided in appendix 1, “Common Data Upgrades”. 


A summary of the changes between the previous version of this specification (Version 


1.0) and this revision (Version 1.2) is provided in the section “Changes in Version 1.2”. 


Applicability 


These specifications and guidelines are applicable to lidar data and deliverables 


supported in whole or in part with financial or in-kind contributions by or for the NGP or the 


3DEP. 
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Maintenance Authority 


The USGS-NGP is the maintenance authority for this specification. 


Requirement Terminology 


Individual requirements are captured throughout this specification as “shall” or “will” 


statements.  


• A “shall” statement means that the requirement must be met in all cases.  


• A “will” statement indicates that the requirement is expected to be met wherever possible, 


but exceptions to implementation may exist. 


Background 


The USGS-NGP has cooperated in the collection of many lidar datasets across the Nation 


for a wide array of applications. These collections have used a variety of specifications and have 


had a diverse set of product deliverables; however, the end result was incompatible datasets 


making cross-project analysis extremely difficult. The need for a single base specification was 


apparent, one that defined minimum collection parameters and a consistent set of deliverables 


Because of the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) funding for The 


National Map (that began in late 2009), the rate of lidar data collection increased. This increase 


made it imperative that a single data specification be implemented to ensure consistency and 


improve data utility. Although the development of this specification was prompted by funding 


through the ARRA, the specification is intended to remain durable beyond ARRA-funded NGP 


projects.  
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The need for a single data specification has been reinforced by the inception of the 3DEP 


after the completion of the NEEA. The 3DEP is a cooperatively funded national elevation 


program led by the USGS. This program has been designed to meet the mission-critical data 


needs of the 3DEP partners and other users. A target state would produce full national QL2 (at 


least at this level) coverage in 8 years with lidar data in 49 States and Alaska being mapped at 


QL5 using other technologies. Products derived from 3DEP data would be available for the high-


priority needs of partners and other users, who also would be able to use the original data to 


create their own products and services. 


In addition, the USGS-NGP also uses lidar technology for specialized scientific research 


and other projects whose requirements are incompatible with the provisions of this specification. 


In such cases, and with properly documented justification supporting the need for the variance, 


waivers of any part or all of this specification may be granted by the USGS-NGP. In some cases, 


based on specific topography, land cover, intended application, or other factors, the USGS-NGP 


may require standards more rigorous than those defined in this specification. For any given 


collection, technical alternatives that enhance the data or associated products are encouraged and 


may be submitted with any proposal and will be given due professional consideration by the 


USGS-NGP.  


Changes in Version 1.2 


1. For clarification, numerous sections of the specification have been editorially revised, and 


there has been minor reorganization of the document.  
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2. Glossary definitions have been updated to align with those in the new American Society for 


Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital 


Geospatial Data (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014) and 


other industry publications, and several new definitions have been added. Notable among 


these are: 


• Aggregate Nominal Pulse Density (and Spacing) 


• bridge and culvert 


• Vegetated (and Nonvegetated) Vertical Accuracy 


• percentile 


3. Coincident with this revision of the specification, ASPRS also developed its own Positional 


Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (American Society for Photogrammetry and 


Remote Sensing, 2014). With regard to elevation data, the new standards redefine how 


elevation accuracy is described and reported, and although any accuracy could be its own 


accuracy “class”, a number of common classes are explicitly defined. The previous ASPRS 


vertical accuracy standard (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 


1990) was based on contour interval (usually expressed in feet [ft]), resulting in noninteger 


accuracy thresholds when converted to the metric units typically used with lidar (for 


example, 9.25 centimeters [cm]). The new ASPRS standard abandons the dependency on 


contour interval and is based entirely in metric units; its common classes are integer (for 


example, 10.0 cm). The NEEA QL definitions used common accuracy classes based on the 


earlier accuracy definitions and, to eliminate confusion about accuracy requirements as 3DEP 
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moves forward, the QL accuracy definitions were adjusted to match the new ASPRS classes. 


Another quality level, QL0, was added as a placeholder for the higher quality data anticipated 


with future advances in lidar technology. The requirements stated for QL0 are somewhat 


arbitrary and are subject to change in future revisions of this specification. The changes 


relevant to lidar data QLs in this revision of the specification are as follows: 


• QL0 was added with accuracy of 5.0 cm Root Mean Square Error in z (RMSEz) and 


density of 8 pulses per square meter (pls/m2). This accuracy aligns with the ASPRS 5-


cm Vertical Accuracy Class. 


• QL1 accuracy was changed from 9.25 cm RMSEz to 10.0 cm RMSEz. This accuracy 


does not correspond directly to any ASPRS accuracy class; it is a hybrid of QL2 


accuracy and QL0 pulse density. 


• QL2 accuracy was changed from 9.25 cm RMSEz to 10.0 cm RMSEz. This accuracy 


aligns with the ASPRS 10-cm Vertical Accuracy Class. 


• QL3 accuracy was changed from 18.5 cm RMSEz to 20.0 cm RMSEz and density was 


changed from 0.7 pls/m2 to 0.5 pls/m2. This accuracy aligns with the ASPRS 20-cm 


Vertical Accuracy Class. 


4. Also to align with the new ASPRS accuracy standards, accuracy is reported based on 


Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA). These two 


classes replace the previously used Fundamental, Supplemental, and Consolidated Vertical 


Accuracy (FVA, SVA, and CVA) classes.  
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5. The new ASPRS standards include recommendations tying the quantity of vertical accuracy 


check points required for a project to the areal extent of the project. Adherence to these 


recommendations is required by this specification. 


6. QL2 has been established as the minimum required QL for new USGS-NGP lidar data 


collections. 


7. Relative accuracy requirements for lidar data, within swath (intraswath) and between 


overlapping swaths (interswath) have been refined and established for each QL. A more 


detailed methodology for assessing and reporting these metrics is provided. 


8. Lidar point data delivery is required in LAS v1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and 


Remote Sensing, 2011), Point Data Record Format 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10. Proper use of the Overlap 


and Withheld bit flags is required. 


9. The block of lidar-specific metadata tags recommended in the previous version of this 


specification has been modified to reflect the other updates to the specification. The inclusion 


of this block is required in all lidar point data eXtensible Markup Language (XML) metadata 


files.  


10. The 2 gigabyte (GB) limit on swath file size has been removed, although the method for 


splitting large swath files remains in the specification for use in situations where a data 


producer needs to produce smaller files. 


11. The test area for assessing classification accuracy was changed from 1 kilometer square to 1 


square kilometer.  


12. Two additional point classification types are required: 
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• Class 17, Bridges 


• Class 18, High Noise 


13. Anticipating that projects will more frequently use multiple coverage collection (for example, 


overlap greater than 50 percent) to achieve the higher required pulse density, terminology 


and requirements for this data organization have been added.  


14. Requirements for datum and coordinate reference systems have been refined and clarified. 


15. Development and delivery of breaklines is required for all hydro-flattened water bodies, 


regardless of the methodology used by the data producer for hydro-flattening.  


16. Requirements and guidelines for flightline overlap and scan angle limits have been removed. 


Data producers are cautioned to be more rigorous about gaps in and the relative accuracy of 


the point cloud data. 
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Collection 


Collection Area  


The defined project area (DPA) shall be buffered by a minimum of 100 meters (m) to 


create a buffered project area (BPA). Data collection is required for the full extent of the BPA.  


In order for all products to be consistent to the edge of the DPA, all products shall be 


generated to the full extent of the BPA. Because data and products are generated for the 


complete BPA, they shall also be delivered to the customer. Data and products in the buffer (the 


area between the DPA and the BPA) will not be tested for any quality requirement. Control 


points may be located in the buffer; check points shall not be located in the buffered area.  


Quality Level  


The minimum acceptable QL for USGS-NGP and 3DEP collections is QL2, as defined in 


this specification. 


Multiple Discrete Returns 


Deriving and delivering multiple discrete returns is required in all data collection efforts. 


Data collection shall be capable of at least three returns per pulse. Full waveform collection is 


acceptable and will be promoted; however, full waveform data are regarded as supplemental 


information.  
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Intensity Values 


Intensity values are required for each multiple discrete return. The values recorded in the 


LAS files shall be normalized to 16 bit, as described in the LAS Specification version 1.4 


(American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011).  


Nominal Pulse Spacing 


The term Nominal Pulse Spacing (NPS) has been in use across the industry since its 


beginnings; the counterpart term, Nominal Pulse Density (NPD), came into use when collection 


densities began to fall below 1 pls/m2. These terms were used by instrument manufacturers and 


data producers to describe instrument performance and collection targets and, in these contexts, 


the terms almost always refer to single swath, first return only collection. For much of the history 


of lidar use, most collections were planned and executed as single-coverage flight missions: thus, 


these terms also were used by data consumers, whose interests are naturally focused on the net 


result of a collection. Thus, the terms NPS and NPD could be used by the entire community 


without misunderstanding. 


The trend towards achieving the specified “NPS” for a project through multiple passes, 


overlap greater than 50 percent, multi-channel instruments, and multiple instruments on a single 


collection platform has expanded the industry’s options and flexibility in designing lidar 


collection missions. Complexity and confusion have also been added to assessment and reporting 


standards. The net pulse density of a collection may be several times greater than the planned 
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density of a single swath. The terms “NPS” and “NPD” can have quite different meanings to 


different members of the lidar community. 


In this specification, the terms NPS and NPD will continue to reference single 


instrument, single swath, first return only lidar point data. Maintaining this terminology provides 


a consistent and understandable metric for communication regarding data collection.  


Multiple channels of data from a single instrument are regarded as a single swath. In this 


sense, a single instrument is regarded as one in which both channels meet the following criteria:  


• they share fundamental hardware components of the system, such as Global Positioning 


System (GPS), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), laser, mirror or prism, and detector 


assembly, 


• they share a common calibration or boresighting procedure and solution, and 


• they are designed and intended to operate as a single-sensor unit.  


Assessment and reporting of the NPS is made against single swath, single instrument, 


first return only data, including only the geometrically usable part of the swath (typically the 


center 95 percent) and excluding acceptable data voids. The NPS can be predicted using flight 


planning software, or empirically calculated by delineating a 1 square kilometer (km2) (or 


greater) polygon that is representative of the overall pulse density of the swath. The NPS is the 


square root of the average area per point (the area of the polygon divided by the number of points 


it contains). These two techniques will produce slightly different values. The NPS is largely 


regarded as a mission design and planning metric. 
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Higher net densities of lidar point measurements are being achieved more often by using 


multiple coverages, creating a need for a separate new term to prevent confusion with NPS and 


NPD. This specification will use the terms Aggregate Nominal Pulse Spacing (ANPS) and 


Aggregate Nominal Pulse Density (ANPD) to describe the net overall pulse spacing and density, 


respectively. On projects designed to achieve the ANPS through a single coverage, ANPS and 


NPS are equal.  


Like NPS, ANPS includes only the geometrically usable part of the swaths (typically the 


center 95 percent), excludes acceptable data voids, and can be empirically calculated using the 


method described above for NPS. Conversion between ANPS and ANPD is the same as for NPS 


and NPD. ANPS is the metric of a lidar dataset for users.  


The table “Aggregate Nominal Pulse Spacing and Density, Quality Level 0 – Quality 


Level 3 (table 1) lists the required ANPS and ANPD by QL. Dependent on the local terrain and 


land cover conditions in a project, a greater pulse density may be required on specific projects.  


Data Voids 


Data voids, in lidar, are gaps in the point cloud coverage, caused by surface absorbance 


or refraction of the lidar pulse (or both absorbance and refraction simultaneously), instrument or 


processing anomalies or failure, obstruction of the lidar pulse, or improper collection because of 


flight plans. A data void is considered to be any area greater than or equal to 4(𝐴𝑁𝑃𝑆2), which 


is measured using first returns only. Data voids within a single swath are not acceptable, except 


in the following circumstances: 
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• where caused by water bodies,  


• where caused by areas of low near infrared (NIR) reflectivity, such as asphalt or composition 


roofing, or 


• where appropriately filled in by another swath. 


For projects designed to achieve the required ANPS through multiple coverage, the entire 


BPA shall be covered with the designed number of swaths. Areas meeting the size threshold 


defined above for single coverage that are not covered by the designed number of swaths are data 


voids. For example, consider a project designed to achieve a minimum required ANPD of 2 


pls/m2, using an NPD of 1.2 pls/m2 and 55 percent overlap. During preprocessing, the outer 


edges of the swaths are determined to be geometrically unreliable, those points are tagged as 


Withheld, and the usable width of the swath is narrowed. In addition, normal variations in flight 


stability and the resulting undulations in the linearity of the swath edges then leave areas 


between the overlaps where the surface is covered by only one swath. Because the design of the 


project is for double coverage, the areas covered by only one swath and exceeding the size limit 


defined above are regarded as data voids. The project will be rejected unless these areas are later 


augmented with fill-in swaths. 


Spatial Distribution and Regularity 


The spatial distribution of geometrically usable points will be uniform and regular. 


Although lidar instruments do not produce regularly gridded points, collections shall be planned 


and executed to produce an aggregate first return point cloud that approaches a regular lattice of 
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points, rather than a collection of widely spaced, high-density profiles of the terrain. The 


regularity of the point pattern and density throughout the dataset is important and will be 


assessed by using the following steps:  


• Generating a density grid from the data with cell sizes equal to twice the design ANPS and a 


radius equal to the design ANPS. 


• Ensuring at least 90 percent of the cells in the grid contain at least one lidar point.  


• Using individual (single) swaths, with only the first return points located within the 


geometrically usable center part (typically 95 percent) of each swath.  


• Excluding acceptable data voids previously identified in this specification.  


The process described in this section relates only to regular and uniform point 


distribution. The process does not relate to, nor can it be used for, the assessment of NPS or 


ANPS. The USGS-NGP may allow lower passing thresholds for this requirement in areas of 


substantial relief where maintaining a regular and uniform point distribution is impractical.  


Collection Conditions  


Conditions for collection of lidar data will follow these guidelines: 


• Atmospheric conditions shall be cloud and fog free between the aircraft and ground during 


all collection operations. 


• Ground conditions shall be snow free. Very light, undrifted snow may be acceptable in 


special cases, with prior approval.  


• Ground conditions shall be free of extensive flooding or any other type of inundation.  
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Although leaf-off vegetation conditions are preferred, many factors beyond human 


control may affect dormant conditions at the time of any collection, therefore the USGS-NGP 


only requires that penetration to the ground be adequate to produce an accurate and reliable bare-


earth surface for the prescribed QL. With prior approval from the USGS-NGP, collections for 


specific research projects may be exempt from this requirement. 
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Data Processing and Handling 


The ASPRS LAS File Format 


All processing will be carried out with the understanding that all point deliverables are 


required to be fully compliant with ASPRS LAS Specification, version 1.4, using Point Data 


Record Format 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10. Data producers are encouraged to review the LAS Specification 


version 1.4 in detail (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011). 


Full Waveform 


If full waveform data are recorded during collection, the waveform packets shall be 


delivered. LAS Specification version 1.4 deliverables including waveform data shall use external 


auxiliary files with the extension .wdp to store waveform packet data. See the LAS Specification 


version 1.4 for additional information (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote 


Sensing, 2011).  


Time of Global Positioning System Data 


The time of Global Positioning System (GPS) data shall be recorded as Adjusted GPS 


Time, at a precision sufficient to allow unique timestamps for each pulse. Adjusted GPS Time is 


defined to be Standard (or satellite) GPS time minus 109. The encoding tag in the LAS header 


shall be properly set. See the LAS Specification version 1.4 for additional information (American 


Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011).  
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Datums 


All data collected shall be tied to the datums listed below:  


1. For the Conterminous United States, CONUS, unless otherwise specified by the user and 


agreed to in advance by the USGS-NGP: 


• The horizontal datum for latitude and longitude and ellipsoid heights will be the 


North American Datum of 1983 using the most recently published adjustment of the 


National Geodetic Survey (NGS) (currently NAD 83, epoch 2010.00). 


• The vertical datum for orthometric heights will be the North American Vertical 


Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88).  


• The geoid model used to convert between ellipsoid heights and orthometric heights 


will be the latest hybrid geoid model of NGS, supporting the latest realization of 


NAD 83 (currently GEOD12A model). 


2. For Alaska, American Samoa, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, 


Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and other areas: 


• Horizontal and vertical datums, ellipsoids, and geoids shall be specified and agreed to 


by the USGS-NGP and all collection partners in advance of collection. 


Coordinate Reference System 


Lidar data for CONUS will be processed and delivered in the most accurate Coordinate 


Reference System (CRS) available for a project location, usually State Plane Coordinate System 


(SPCS) or a state system. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) also may be used, particularly 
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when a single suitable local SPCS is not available, UTM is needed for compatibility with 


existing data for the area, or is needed for other reasons. Other CRSs may be used with prior 


approval from the USGS-NGP. 


For Alaska, American Samoa, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, 


Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and other areas, the horizontal and vertical CRS 


(specifically including the units) shall be specified and agreed to in advance of collection by the 


USGS-NGP and all collection partners.  


Each project shall be processed and delivered in a single CRS, except in cases where a 


project area covers multiple CRSs such that processing in a single CRS would introduce 


unacceptable distortions in part of the project area. In such cases, the project area is to be split 


into subareas appropriate for each CRS. Each subarea shall be processed and delivered as a 


separate subproject with its own CRS. All requirements for a single project will apply to each 


subproject, notably the inclusion of the required buffer area and delivery of DPA and BPA 


boundaries. These boundaries are required to ensure that the datasets can subsequently be 


merged without introducing duplicate points. The DPA boundaries of adjacent subareas shall 


have topologically coincident boundaries along their common borders.  


In all cases, the CRS that is used shall be recognized and published by the European 


Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG) and correctly recognized by industry standard GIS software 


applications.  
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Units of Reference 


All references to the unit of measure “Feet” and “Foot” shall specify “International”, 


“Intl”, “U.S. Survey”, or “US”. 


Swath Identification 


At the time of its creation and prior to any further processing, each swath shall be 


assigned a unique File Source Identification (ID), and each point within the swath shall be 


assigned a Point Source ID equal to the File Source ID. The Point Source ID on each point will 


be persisted unchanged throughout all processing and delivery. See the LAS Specification 


version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011). 


Point Families  


Point families (multiple return “children” of a single “parent” pulse) will be maintained 


throughout all processing before tiling. Multiple returns from a given pulse will be stored in 


sequential (collected) order. 


Swath Size and Segmentation 


The widespread adoption of 64-bit operating systems in mainstream computing (most 


notably Windows-7, 64-bit or newer operating systems) has obviated the earlier need for 2 


gigabyte (GB) limits on swath file sizes. Unless otherwise required by the data producer, lidar 


swaths may be of any file size supported within a 64-bit computing system. In cases where 


segmentation of the swaths is required by the data producer, the following requirements apply:  
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• Subswath segments of a given original swath will be of comparable size. 


• Each subswath shall retain the File Source ID of the original complete swath.  


• Points within each subswath shall retain the Point Source ID of the original complete swath. 


• Each subswath file shall be named identically to the original complete swath, with the 


addition of an ordered alphabetic suffix to the name (“-a”, “-b”, …, “-n”). The order of the 


named subswaths shall be consistent with the collection order of the points (“-a” will be the 


first subswath; “-n” will be the last subswath). 


• Point families will be maintained intact within each subswath. 


• Subswaths will be broken at the edge of the scan line.  


Scope of Collection 


All collected swaths shall be delivered as part of the Raw Data Deliverable, including, 


calibration swaths and cross-ties. All collected returns within each swath shall also be delivered. 


No points are to be deleted from the swath LAS files. Exceptions to this rule are the extraneous 


data outside of the BPA (such as aircraft turns, transit between the collection area and airport, 


and transit between fill-in areas). These points may be permanently removed from swaths. 


Swaths that are being completely discarded by the vendor and reflown do not need to be 


delivered. 
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Positional Accuracy Validation  


Before classification of and development of derivative products from the point cloud, the 


absolute and relative vertical accuracy of the point cloud shall be verified. A detailed report of 


the validation processes used shall be delivered. 


Relative Vertical Accuracy 


Relative vertical accuracy refers to the internal geometric quality of a lidar dataset, 


without regard to surveyed ground control. Two primary factors need to be considered in lidar 


data vertical accuracy: 


• smooth surface repeatability (intraswath), and 


• overlap consistency (interswath). 


In ideal theoretical conditions, smooth surface repeatability is a measure of variations 


documented on a surface that would be expected to be flat and without variation. Users of lidar 


technology commonly refer to these variations as “noise”. Single-swath data will be assessed 


using only single returns in nonvegetated areas. Repeatability will be evaluated by measuring 


departures from planarity of single returns from hard planar surfaces, normalizing for actual 


variation in the surface elevation. Repeatability of only single returns will then be assessed at 


multiple locations within hard surfaced areas (for example, parking lots or large rooftops). Each 


sample area will be evaluated using a signed difference raster [maximum elevation - minimum 


elevation] at a cell size equal to twice the ANPS, rounded up to the next integer. Sample areas 


will be approximately 50 square meters (m2). The maximum acceptable variations within sample 
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areas at each QL are listed in the table “Relative Vertical Accuracy for Lidar Swath Data, 


Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3” (table 2). Isolated noise is expected within the sample areas 


and will be disregarded. 


Overlap consistency is a measure of geometric alignment of two overlapping swaths; the 


principles used with swaths can be applied to overlapping lifts and projects as well. Overlap 


consistency is the fundamental measure of the quality of the calibration or boresight adjustment 


of the data from each lift, and is of particular importance as the match between the swaths of a 


single lift is a strong indicator of the overall geometric quality of the data, establishing the 


quality and accuracy limits of all downstream data and products.  


Overlap consistency will be assessed at multiple locations within overlap in nonvegetated 


areas of only single returns. The overlap areas that will be tested are those between the 


following: 


• adjacent, overlapping parallel swaths within a project, 


• cross-tie swaths and the intersecting project swaths, and 


• adjacent, overlapping lifts. 


Each overlap area will be evaluated using a signed difference raster with a cell size equal 


to twice the ANPS, rounded up to the next integer. The difference rasters will be visually 


examined using a bicolor ramp from the negative acceptable limit to the positive acceptable 


limit. Although isolated excursions beyond the limits are expected and accepted, differences in 


the overlaps shall not exceed the limits listed in table 2 for the QL of information that is being 


collected.  
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The difference rasters will be statistically summarized to verify that Root Mean Square 


Difference in z (RMSDz)values do not exceed the limits set forth in the table “Relative Vertical 


Accuracy for Lidar-Swath Data, Quality Level 0—Quality Level 3” (table 2) for the QL of 


information that is being collected. Consideration will be given for the effect of the expected 


isolated excursions over limits. 


Check Points 


The Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (American Society for 


Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014) ties the required number of check points for 


vertical accuracy assessment to the areal extent of the project. Data producers are encouraged to 


carefully review the new and revised requirements in that document.  


Check points for NVA assessments shall be surveyed in clear, open areas (which 


typically produce only single lidar returns), devoid of vegetation and other vertical artifacts (such 


as boulders, large riser pipes, and vehicles). Ground that has been plowed or otherwise disturbed 


is not acceptable. The same check points may be used for NVA assessment of the point cloud 


and DEM. 


Check points for VVA assessments shall be surveyed in vegetated areas (typically 


characterized by multiple return lidar). Although the nature of vegetated areas makes absolute 


definition of a suitable test area difficult, these areas will meet the requirements below.  


Suitable areas for check point survey are defined as having a minimum homogeneous 


area of (𝐴𝑁𝑃𝑆 ∗ 5 )2, with less than one-third of the required RMSEz deviation from a low-slope 
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(less than 10 degrees) plane. In land covers other than forested and dense urban, the tested point 


will have no obstructions above 45 degrees over the horizon (to improve GPS reception and 


maximize lidar point collection). Check points will not be surveyed in areas of extremely high 


NIR absorption (fresh asphalt, wet soil, or tar), or in areas that are near abrupt changes in NIR 


reflectivity (asphalt pavement with runway stripes or white beach sand adjacent to water) 


because these abrupt changes usually cause unnatural vertical shifts in lidar elevation 


measurements. All tested locations will be photographed showing the position of the survey 


tripod and the ground condition of the surrounding area. Additionally, control points used in the 


calibration process for data acquisition shall not be used as check points. Check points shall be 


an independent set of points used for the sole purpose of assessing the vertical accuracy of the 


project.  


As stated in the National Standards for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA) (Federal 


Geographic Data Committee, 1998) and reiterated in the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards 


for Digital Geospatial Data (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014), 


it is unrealistic to prescribe detailed requirements for check point locations, as many 


unpredictable factors will affect field operations and decisions, and the data producer must often 


have the freedom to use their best professional judgment. The quantity and location of check 


points shall meet the following requirements, unless alternative criteria are approved by the 


USGS–NPG in advance: 


1. The ASPRS-recommended total number of check points for a given project size shall be 


met.  
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2. The ASPRS-recommended distribution of the total number of check points between NVA 


and VVA assessments shall be met.  


3. Check points within each assessment type (NVA and VVA) will be well-distributed 


across the entire project area. See the glossary at the end of this specification for a 


definition of “well-distributed". 


4. Within each assessment type, check points will be distributed among all constituent land 


cover types in approximate proportion to the areas of those land cover types (American 


Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014).  


Absolute Vertical Accuracy 


Absolute vertical accuracy of the lidar data and the derived DEM will be assessed and 


reported in accordance with the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial 


Data (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014). Two broad land cover 


types shall be assessed: vegetated and nonvegetated. The Guidelines And Specifications For 


Flood Hazard Mapping Partners (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2003) identifies 


seven land cover types; the Guidelines For Digital Elevation Data (National Digital Elevation 


Program, 2004) and the Vertical Accuracy Reporting For Lidar (American Society for 


Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2004) reiterate the first five of those types. The table 


“Absolute Vertical Accuracy for Lidar Swath Data, Quality Level 0—Quality Level 3” (table 3) 


presents how each of the seven classes was reported under the previous standards and how they 


are reported under the new ASPRS standards and by this specification.  
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Three absolute accuracy values shall be assessed and reported: NVA for the point cloud, 


NVA for the DEM, and VVA for the DEM. The minimum NVA and VVA requirements for all 


data, using the ASPRS methodology, are listed in the tables “Absolute Vertical Accuracy for 


Lidar Swath Data, Quality Level 0—Quality Level 3” (table 4) and “Absolute Vertical Accuracy 


for Digital Elevation Models, Quality Level 0—Quality Level 3” (table 5). Both the NVA and 


VVA required values shall be met. For projects dominated by dense forests, the USGS–NGP 


may accept higher VVA values.  


The unclassified point cloud shall meet the required NVA before further classification 


and processing. The NVA for the point cloud is assessed by comparing check points surveyed in 


clear, open, nonvegetated areas (which typically produce only single lidar returns) to a 


Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) constructed from the single return lidar points in those 


areas. The NVA and VVA for the DEM are assessed by comparing check points to the final 


bare-earth surface.  


The minimum required thresholds for absolute and relative accuracy may be increased 


when any of the following items are met:  


• A demonstrable and substantial increase in cost is needed to obtain this accuracy.  


• An alternate specification is needed to conform to previously contracted phases of a single 


larger overall collection effort such as for multiyear statewide collections.  


• The USGS–NGP agrees that the use of an alternate specification is reasonable and in the best 


interest of all stakeholders. 
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Use of the LAS Withheld Flag 


Outliers, blunders, noise points, geometrically unreliable points near the extreme edge of 


the swath, and other points the data producer deems unusable are to be identified using the 


Withheld Flag, as defined in the LAS Specification version 1.4 (American Society for 


Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011).  


The Withheld Flag is primarily used to denote points identified during preprocessing or 


through automated post-processing routines as geometrically unusable.  


Noise points subsequently identified during manual Classification and Quality 


Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) are typically assigned the appropriate standard LAS 


classification values for noise–Class 7 is used for Low Noise and Class 18 is used for High 


Noise. 


Use of the LAS Overlap Flag 


The LAS Specification version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote 


Sensing, 2011) includes a new overlap flag. Although strictly speaking, the term “overlap” 


means all lidar points lying within any overlapping areas of two or more swaths, the flag is 


intended to identify overage points, which are only a subset of overlap points. See the glossary 


for more information on the difference between overlap and overage. Having overage points 


identified allows for their easy exclusion from subsequent processes where the increased density 


and elevation variability they introduce is unwanted (i.e., DEM generation).  
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Overage points have commonly been identified using Class 12, precluding other valuable 


classification (for example, bare earth, water). The overlap flag provides a discrete method to 


identify overage points while preserving the ability to classify the points in the normal way.  


Overage points shall be identified using the LAS overlap flag in all point cloud 


deliverables.  


Point Classification 


The minimum scheme required for lidar point clouds is listed in the table “Digital 


Elevation Model cell size, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3” (table 6). Additional classes may 


be required on specific projects. The following requirements apply to point classification: 


• In the Raw LAS deliverable, no classifications are required; however, Overage (overlap) 


and Withheld Flags will be properly set. 


• In the Classified LAS deliverable, 


• All points not identified as Withheld shall be classified. 


• No points in the Classified LAS deliverable shall remain assigned to Class 0. 


• Overage points shall only be identified using the Overlap Flag, as defined in the LAS 


Specification version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote 


Sensing, 2011). Use of the point classification field in any way for overage/overlap 


identification is prohibited. 


Classification Accuracy  


• Following classification processing, no non-withheld points will remain in Class 0. 
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• For QL3 data, within any 1 km2, no more than 2 percent of non-withheld points will have 


demonstrable errors in the classification value.  


• For QL2 data, within any 1 km2, no more than 1 percent of non-withheld points will have 


demonstrable errors in the classification value.  


• For QL1 and QL0 data, within any 1 km2, no more than 0.5 percent of non-withheld 


points will have demonstrable errors in the classification value.  


• Points remaining in Class 1 that should be classified in any other required class are 


subject to these accuracy requirements and will be counted towards the percentage 


thresholds.  


The USGS-NGP may relax these requirements to accommodate collections in areas where 


classification is particularly difficult. 


Classification Consistency  


Point classification is to be consistent across the entire project. Noticeable variations in 


the character, texture, or quality of the classification between tiles, swaths, lifts, or other non-


natural divisions will be cause for rejection of the entire deliverable.  


Tiles  


A single non-overlapping project tiling scheme will be established and agreed upon by 


the data producer and the USGS-NGP before collection. This scheme will be used for all tiled 


deliverables:  
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• The tiling scheme shall use the same coordinate reference system and units as the data. 


• The tile size shall be an integer multiple of the cell size for raster deliverables.  


• The tiles shall be indexed in x and y to an integer multiple of the x and y dimensions of 


the tile. 


• The tiled deliverables shall edge-match seamlessly and without gaps. 


• The tiled deliverables shall conform to the project tiling scheme without added overlap.  
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Digital Elevation Model Hydro-Flattening  


Hydro-flattening pertains only to the creation of derived DEMs (refer to appendix 2, 


“Hydro-Flattening Reference” for more information on hydro-flattening). No geometric changes 


are to be made to the originally computed lidar points. Breaklines developed for use in hydro-


flattening may be used to support classification of the point data.  


Bare-earth lidar points that are near the breaklines shall be classified as Ignored Ground 


(class value equal to 10) and excluded from the DEM generation process. This process prevents 


unnatural surface artifacts from being created between mass points and breakline vertices. The 


proximity threshold for reclassification as Ignored Ground is at the discretion of the data 


producer, but in general will not exceed the aggregate nominal pulse spacing (ANPS).  


The goal of the NGP is not to provide accurately mapped, geographically corrected 


water-surface elevations within the NED—it is to produce topographic DEMs that, with respect 


to water surfaces, resemble DEMs derived from traditional photogrammetric methods and to the 


degree practical are free of unnatural triangulation effects. Best professional judgment should be 


used to achieve this traditional smooth water-surface effect. 
The requirements for hydro-flattening are listed below. These requirements also define 


the minimum features for which breaklines shall be collected and delivered.  
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1. Inland Ponds and Lakes  


• Water bodies of 8000 m2 (2 acres) or greater surface area at the time of collection 


shall be flattened. 


• Flattened water bodies shall present a flat and level water surface (a single elevation 


for every bank vertex defining the water body’s perimeter).  


• The entire water-surface edge shall be at or below the immediately surrounding 


terrain (the presence of floating water bodies will be cause for rejection of the 


deliverable). 


• Long impoundments such as reservoirs, inlets, and fjords, whose water-surface 


elevations decrease with downstream travel, shall be treated as streams or rivers. 


2. Inland Streams and Rivers 


• Streams and rivers of a 30-m (100-ft) nominal width shall be flattened. 


• Streams or rivers whose width varies above and below 30 meters will not be broken 


into multiple segments; data producers will use their best professional cartographic 


judgment in determining when a stream or river has attained a nominal 30-m width.  


• Flattened streams and rivers shall present a flat and level water surface bank-to-bank 


(perpendicular to the apparent flow centerline). 


• Flattened streams and rivers shall present a gradient downhill water surface, 


following the immediately surrounding terrain. 
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• In cases of sharp turns of rapidly moving water, where the natural water surface is 


notably not level bank-to-bank, the water surface will be represented as it exists while 


maintaining an aesthetic cartographic appearance. 


• The entire water-surface edge shall be at or below the immediately surrounding 


terrain.  


• Stream channels shall break at culvert locations leaving the roadway over the culvert 


intact.  


• Bridges in all their forms shall be removed from the DEM.  


• Streams shall be continuous at bridge locations. 


• When the identification of a structure as a bridge or culvert cannot be made 


definitively, the feature shall be regarded as a culvert. 


3. Non-Tidal Boundary Waters  


• Boundary waters, regardless of size, shall be represented only as an edge or edges 


within the project; collection does not include the opposite shore. 


• The entire water-surface edge shall be at or below the immediately surrounding 


terrain. 


• The water-surface elevation will be consistent throughout the project. 


• The water surface shall be flat and level, as appropriate for the type of water body 


(level for lakes, a gradient for streams and rivers). 
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• Any unusual changes in the water-surface elevation during the course of the 


collection (such as increased upstream dam discharge) shall be documented in the 


project metadata. 


• In the event of an unusual change in water-surface elevation, the water body shall be 


handled as described in “4. Tidal Waters” (below). 


4. Tidal Waters  


Tidal water bodies are defined as any water body that is affected by tidal variations, 


including oceans, seas, gulfs, bays, inlets, salt marshes, and large lakes. Tidal variations 


during data collection or between different data collections will result in lateral and 


vertical discontinuities along shorelines. As it is the USGS–NGP’s intent for the DEM to 


represent as much ground as the collected data permits, lidar ground points shall not be 


removed for the sake of adjusting a shoreline inland to match another shoreline. 


Likewise, adjusting a shoreline outland will create an equally unacceptable area of 


unmeasured land in the DEM. It is recommended that, to the highest degree practical, 


collections be planned to minimize tidal differences at the land-water interface. In 


addition to meeting the requirements for inland water bodies listed in “1. Inland Ponds 


and Lakes” and “2. Inland Streams and Rivers”, above, as appropriate, the treatment of 


tidal water bodies shall also meet the following requirements: 


• Within each water body, the water surface shall be flat and level for each different 


water-surface elevation. 
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• Vertical discontinuities within a water body resulting from tidal variations during the 


collection are considered normal and shall be retained in the final DEM. 


• Horizontal discontinuities along the shoreline of a water body resulting from tidal 


variations during the collection are considered normal and shall be retained in the 


final DEM. 


Long tidal water bodies that also exhibit downhill flow (such as a fjord) can present 


unusual challenges; data producers are to exercise their best professional judgment in 


determining the appropriate approach solution to meet the overall goal of hydro-


flattening as described in this section. For projects located in coastal areas, cooperating 


partners may impose additional requirements for tidal coordination. 


5. Islands 


• Permanent islands 4000 m2 (1 acre) or larger shall be delineated within all water 


bodies. 


Single-Line Streams or Additional Breaklines  


Cooperating partners may require collection and integration of breaklines representing 


single-line streams, rivers, culverts, and other features within their lidar projects. Although the 


USGS does not require these breaklines to be collected or integrated into the DEMs, the USGS 


does require that if collected and incorporated into the DEMs, the following requirements are 


met:  
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• All vertices along single-line stream breaklines shall be at or below the immediately 


surrounding terrain.  


• Breaklines representing single-line streams, culverts, or other hydrographic features shall not 


be used to introduce hydrologic flow paths through road crossings (culverts), dams, or other 


similar topographic features. 


• All additional breaklines developed for the project shall be delivered to the USGS. 


• The final DEM shall be a hydro-flattened (not hydro-enforced) topographic DEM suitable for 


integration into the NED (refer to appendix 2, “Hydro-Flattening Reference” for more 


information on hydro-enforcement). 
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Deliverables  


The USGS requires unrestricted rights to all delivered data and reports, which will then 


be placed in the public domain. This specification places no restrictions on the rights of the data 


provider to resell data or derivative products. 


Metadata  


The term “metadata” refers to all descriptive information about the project, and metadata 


includes text reports, graphics, and supporting shapefiles. Product metadata files shall comply 


with the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) standards, which facilitate the 


development, sharing, and use of geospatial data. Metadata deliverables shall include the 


following: 


• A collection report detailing mission planning and flight logs.  


• A survey report detailing the collection of all ground control, including the following: 


• Control points used to calibrate and process the lidar and derivative data. 


• Check points used to validate the lidar point data or any derivative product. 


• A processing report detailing calibration, classification, and product generation procedures 


including methodology used for breakline collection and hydro-flattening. See the section 


“DEM Hydro-Flattening” and appendix 2, “Hydro-Flattening Reference” for more 


information on hydro-flattening.  
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• A quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) report, detailing procedures for analysis, 


accuracy assessment and validation of the following:  


• Point data (absolute vertical accuracy [NVA], relative vertical accuracy).  


• Bare-earth surface (absolute vertical accuracy [NVA and VVA]).  


• Other optional deliverables as appropriate. 


• A georeferenced, digital spatial representation of the detailed extents of each delivered 


dataset.  


• The extents shall be those of the actual lidar source or derived product data, exclusive 


of TIN artifacts or raster void areas.  


• A union of tile boundaries or minimum bounding rectangles is not acceptable.  


• For the point clouds, no line segment in the boundary will be further than the four 


times the ANPS from the nearest lidar point.  


• Esri polygon shapefile or geodatabase is required. 


• Product metadata (FGDC-compliant, eXtensible Markup Language [XML] format metadata). 


• Metadata files for individual data files are acceptable but not required.  


• FGDC-compliant metadata shall pass the USGS Metadata Parser (MP) without errors. 


• One XML file is required for each of the following datasets: 


• The Overall Project—Describing the project boundary, the intent of the project, 


the types of data collected as part of the project, the various deliverables for the 


project, and other project-wide information. 
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• Each Lift—Describing the extents of the lift, the swaths included in the lift, 


locations of GPS base stations and control for the lift, preprocessing and 


calibration details for the lift, adjustment and fitting processes applied to the lift in 


relation to other lifts, and other lift-specific information. 


• Each deliverable product group— 


• Classified point data. 


• Bare-earth DEMs. 


• Breaklines. 


• Any other datasets delivered (Digital Surface Models [DSM], intensity 


images, height above ground surfaces, and others). 


A block of lidar-related metadata tags specified by the USGS shall be included in FGDC 


metadata files for all lidar point data deliverables. All tags are required. This block was 


developed so information often provided in reports or in free-text metadata fields can be made 


machine-discoverable in a predictable location in a single file. The descriptive template of this 


lidar metadata block and a completed example are provided in appendix 3, “Lidar Metadata 


Example” and appendix 4, “Lidar Metadata Template”. 


 


Raw Point Cloud  


Delivery of the raw point cloud is a requirement for USGS-NGP lidar projects. Raw point 


cloud deliverables shall include or conform to the following procedures and specifications: 
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• All collected points, fully calibrated, georeferenced, and adjusted to ground, organized and 


delivered in their original swaths, one file per swath, one swath per file.  


• If production processing required segmentation of the swath files, the requirements listed in 


the section “Swath Size and Segmentation,” shall be met. 


• Fully compliant LAS Specification version 1.4, Point Data Record Format 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10.  


• If collected, waveform data in external auxiliary files with the extension .wdp. See the LAS 


Specification version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011) 


for additional information.  


• Correct and properly formatted georeference information as Open Geospatial Consortium 


(OGC) Well Known Text (WKT) in all LAS file headers. 


• GPS times recorded as Adjusted GPS Time at a precision sufficient to allow unique 


timestamps for each pulse.  


• Intensity values, normalized to 16-bit. See the LAS Specification version 1.4 (American 


Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011) for additional information.  


• A report of the assessed relative vertical accuracy of the point cloud (smooth surface 


repeatability and overlap consistency). Relative vertical accuracy requirements are listed in 


table 2. Raw swath point cloud data shall meet the required accuracy levels before point 


cloud classification and derivative product generation.  


• A report of the assessed absolute vertical accuracy (NVA) of the unclassified lidar point data 


in accordance with the guidelines set forth in the Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital 


Geospatial Data (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014). 
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Absolute vertical accuracy requirements using the ASPRS methodology for the raw point 


cloud are listed in table 4. Raw swath point cloud data shall meet the required accuracy levels 


before point cloud classification and derivative product generation. 


Classified Point Cloud  


Delivery of a classified point cloud is a requirement for USGS-NGP lidar projects. 


Specific research projects may be exempt from this requirement. Classified point cloud 


deliverables shall include or conform to the following procedures and specifications: 


• All project swaths, returns, and collected points, fully calibrated, adjusted to ground, and 


classified, by tiles. Project swaths exclude calibration swaths, cross-ties, and other swaths not 


used and not intended to be used, in product generation. 


• Fully compliant LAS Specification version 1.4 Point Data Record Format 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10.  


• If collected, waveform data in external auxiliary files with the extension .wdp. See the LAS 


Specification version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011) 


for additional information.  


• Correct and properly formatted georeferenced information as OGC WKT included in all LAS 


file headers.  


• GPS times recorded as Adjusted GPS Time at a precision sufficient to allow unique 


timestamps for each pulse.  


• Intensity values, normalized to 16-bit. See the LAS Specification version 1.4 (American 


Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011) for additional information.  
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• Tiled delivery, without overlap, using the project tiling scheme. 


• Classification, as defined in table 6, at a minimum. 


Bare-Earth Surface (Raster Digital Elevation Model)  


Delivery of a hydro-flattened bare-earth DEM is a requirement for USGS–NGP lidar 


projects. Specific research projects may be exempt from some or all these requirements. Bare-


earth surface deliverables shall include or conform to the following procedures and 


specifications: 


• Bare-earth DEM, generated to the limits of the BPA. 


• DEM resolution as shown in the table “Digital Elevation Model cell size, Quality Level 0– 


Quality Level 3” (table 7). 


• An industry-standard, GIS-compatible, 32-bit floating point raster format (ERDAS .IMG 


preferred). 


• Georeference information in or accompanying each raster file.  


• Tiled delivery without overlap.  


• DEM tiles with no edge artifacts or mismatch. A quilted appearance in the overall DEM 


surface will be cause for rejection of the entire DEM deliverable, whether the rejection is 


caused by differences in processing quality or character among tiles, swaths, lifts, or other 


non-natural divisions.  
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• Void areas (for example, areas outside the BPA but within the project tiling scheme) coded 


using a unique NODATA value. This value will be identified in the appropriate location 


within the raster file header or external support files (for example, .aux).  


• Hydro-flattening as outlined in the section “Digital Elevation Model Hydro-Flattening”. 


Depressions (sinks), whether natural or man-made, are not to be filled (as in hydro-


conditioning and hydro-enforcement). The methodology used for hydro-flattening is at the 


discretion of the data producer (refer to appendix 2, “Hydro-Flattening Reference” for more 


information on hydro-flattening). 


• Bridges removed from the surface (refer to the glossary for the definition of a bridge). 


• Road or other travel ways over culverts intact in the surface (refer to the glossary for the 


definition of a bridge). 


• QA/QC analysis materials for the absolute vertical accuracy assessment.  


• A report on the assessed absolute vertical accuracy of the bare-earth surface in accordance 


with the guidelines set forth in the Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 


(American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2014). Absolute vertical 


accuracy requirements using the ASPRS methodology for the bare-earth DEM are listed in 


“Absolute Vertical Accuracy for Digital Elevation Models, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 


3” (table 5). 
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Breaklines  


Delivery of the breaklines representing all hydro-flattened features in a project, regardless 


of the method used for hydro-flattening, is a requirement for USGS-NGP lidar projects. Specific 


research projects may be exempt from these requirements. Breakline deliverables shall include or 


conform to the following procedures and specifications: 


• Breaklines developed to the limit of the BPA. 


• Breaklines delivered in shapefile or file geodatabase formats, as PolylineZ and PolygonZ 


feature classes, as appropriate to the type of feature represented and the methodology used by 


the data producer. 


• Breaklines in the same coordinate reference system and units (horizontal and vertical) as the 


lidar point delivery.  


• Properly formatted and accurate georeferenced information for each feature class, stored in 


that format’s standard file system location. Each shapefile shall include a correct and 


properly formatted .prj file.  


Breakline delivery may be in a single layer or in tiles, at the discretion of the data producer. 


In the case of tiled deliveries, all features shall edge-match exactly across tile boundaries in both 


the horizontal (x, y) and vertical (z) spatial dimensions. Delivered data shall be sufficient for the 


USGS to effectively re-create the delivered DEMs using the lidar points and breaklines without 


substantial editing. 
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Glossary 


Note: Many of the following definitions are from Maune (2007) and ASPRS (2014) and are used 


with permission. 


 


A 


accuracy The closeness of an estimated value (for example, measured or computed) to a standard 


or accepted (true) value of a particular quantity. See precision.  


• absolute accuracy A measure that accounts for all systematic and random errors in a dataset. 


Absolute accuracy is stated with respect to a defined datum or reference system.  


• accuracyr (ACCr) The National Standards for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA) (Federal 


Geographic Data Committee, 1998) reporting standard in the horizontal component that 


equals the radius of a circle of uncertainty, such that the true or theoretical horizontal location 


of the point falls within that circle 95 percent of the time. 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑟 = 1.7308 ∗ 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟. 


• accuracyz (ACCz) The NSSDA reporting standard in the vertical component that equals the 


linear uncertainty value, such that the true or theoretical vertical location of the point falls 


within that linear uncertainty value 95 percent of the time. 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑧 = 1.9600 ∗ 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑧. 


• horizontal accuracy The horizontal (radial) component of the positional accuracy of a dataset 


with respect to a horizontal datum, at a specified confidence level. See accuracyr. 


• local accuracy The uncertainty in the coordinates of points with respect to coordinates of 


other directly connected, adjacent points at the 95 percent confidence level. 
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• network accuracy The uncertainty in the coordinates of mapped points with respect to the 


geodetic datum at the 95 percent confidence level. 


• positional accuracy The accuracy at the 95 percent confidence level of the position of 


features, including horizontal and vertical positions, with respect to horizontal and vertical 


datums. 


• relative accuracy A measure of variation in point-to-point accuracy in a data set. In lidar, this 


term may also specifically mean the positional agreement between points within a swath, 


adjacent swaths within a lift, adjacent lifts within a project, or between adjacent projects. 


• vertical accuracy The measure of the positional accuracy of a data set with respect to a 


specified vertical datum, at a specified confidence level or percentile. See accuracyz. 


 


aggregate nominal pulse density (ANPD) A variant of nominal pulse density that expresses the 


total expected or actual density of pulses occurring in a specified unit area resulting from 


multiple passes of the lidar instrument, or a single pass of a platform with multiple lidar 


instruments, over the same target area. In all other respects, ANPD is identical to nominal pulse 


density (NPD). In single coverage collection, ANPD and NPD will be equal. See aggregate 


nominal pulse spacing, nominal pulse density, nominal pulse spacing. 


 


aggregate nominal pulse spacing (ANPS) A variant of nominal pulse spacing that expresses the 


typical or average lateral distance between pulses in a lidar dataset resulting from multiple passes 


of the lidar instrument, or a single pass of a platform with multiple lidar instruments, over the 
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same target area. In all other respects, ANPS is identical to nominal pulse spacing (NPS). In 


single coverage collections, ANPS and NPS will be equal. See aggregate nominal pulse density, 


nominal pulse density, nominal pulse spacing. 


 


artifacts An inaccurate observation, effect, or result, especially one resulting from the technology 


used in scientific investigation or from experimental error. In bare-earth elevation models, 


artifacts are detectable surface remnants of buildings, trees, towers, telephone poles or other 


elevated features; also, detectable artificial anomalies that are introduced to a surface model by 


way of system specific collection or processing techniques. For example, corn-row effects of 


profile collection, star and ramp effects from multidirectional contour interpolation, or detectable 


triangular facets caused when vegetation canopies are removed from lidar data. 


 


attitude The position of a body defined by the angles between the axes of the coordinate system 


of the body and the axes of an external coordinate system. In photogrammetry, the attitude is the 


angular orientation of a camera (roll, pitch, yaw), or of the photograph taken with that camera, 


with respect to some external reference system. With lidar, the attitude is normally defined as the 


roll, pitch and heading of the instrument at the instant an active pulse is emitted from the sensor. 


 


B 


bald earth Nonpreferred term. See bare earth. 
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bare earth (bare-earth) Digital elevation data of the terrain, free from vegetation, buildings and 


other man-made structures. Elevations of the ground. 


 


blunder A mistake resulting from carelessness or negligence. 


 


boresight Calibration of a lidar sensor system equipped with an Inertial Measurement Unit 


(IMU) and Global Positioning System (GPS) to determine or establish the accurate: 


• Position of the instrument (x, y, z) with respect to the GPS antenna, and 


• Orientation (roll, pitch, heading) of the lidar instrument with respect to straight and level 


flight. 


 


breakline A linear feature that describes a change in the smoothness or continuity of a surface. 


The two most common forms of breaklines are as follows: 


• A soft breakline ensures that known z values along a linear feature are maintained (for 


example, elevations along a pipeline, road centerline or drainage ditch), and ensures that 


linear features and polygon edges are maintained in a Triangulated Irregular Network 


(TIN) surface model, by enforcing the breaklines as TIN edges. They are generally 


synonymous with three-dimensional (3D) breaklines because they are depicted with 


series of x, y, z coordinates. Somewhat rounded ridges or the trough of a drain may be 


collected using soft breaklines. 
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• A hard breakline defines interruptions in surface smoothness (for example, to define 


streams, rivers, shorelines, dams, ridges, building footprints, and other locations) with 


abrupt surface changes. Although some hard breaklines are 3D breaklines, they are 


typically depicted as two-dimensional (2D) breaklines because features such as shorelines 


and building footprints are normally depicted with series of x, y coordinates only, often 


digitized from digital orthophotos that include no elevation data.  


 


bridge A structure carrying a road, path, railroad, canal, aircraft taxiway, or any other transit 


between two locations of higher elevation over an area of lower elevation. A bridge may traverse 


a river, ravine, road, railroad, or other obstacle. “Bridge” also includes but is not limited to 


aqueduct, drawbridge, flyover, footbridge, overpass, span, trestle, and viaduct. In mapping, the 


term “bridge” is distinguished from a roadway over a culvert in that a bridge is a man-made, 


elevated deck which is not underlain with earth or soil. See culvert. 


 


C 


calibration (lidar systems) The process of identifying and correcting for systematic errors in 


hardware, software, or data. Determining the systematic errors in a measuring device by 


comparing its measurements with the markings or measurements of a device that is considered 


correct. Lidar system calibration falls into two main categories: 


• instrument calibration Factory calibration includes radiometric and geometric calibration 


unique to each manufacturer’s hardware, and tuned to meet the performance specifications 
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for the model being calibrated. Instrument calibration can only be assessed and corrected by 


the instrument manufacturer.  


• data calibration The lever arm calibration determines the sensor-to-GPS-antenna offset vector 


(the lever arm) components relative to the antenna phase center. The offset vector 


components are redeterminded each time the sensor or aircraft GPS antenna is moved or 


repositioned. Because normal aircraft operations can induce slight variations in component 


mounting, the components are normally field calibrated for each project, or even daily, to 


determine corrections to the roll, pitch, yaw, and scale calibration parameters.  


 


calibration point Nonpreferred term. See control point.  


 


cell (pixel) A single element of a raster dataset. Each cell contains a single numeric value of 


information representative of the area covered by the cell. Although the terms “cell” and “pixel” 


are synonymous, in this specification “cell” is used in reference to non-image rasters such as 


Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), whereas “pixel” is used in reference to image rasters such as 


lidar intensity images. 


 


check point (checkpoint) A surveyed point used to estimate the positional accuracy of a 


geospatial dataset against an independent source of greater accuracy. Check points are 


independent from, and may never be used as, control points on the same project. 
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classification (of lidar) The classification of lidar point cloud returns in accordance with a 


classification scheme to identify the type of target from which each lidar return is reflected. The 


process allows future differentiation between bare-earth terrain points, water, noise, vegetation, 


buildings, other man-made features and objects of interest.  


 


confidence level The percentage of points within a dataset that are estimated to meet the stated 


accuracy; for example, accuracy reported at the 95 percent confidence level means that 95 


percent of the positions in the data set will have an error with respect to true ground position that 


are equal to or smaller than the reported accuracy value. 


 


consolidated vertical accuracy (CVA) Replaced by the term Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) 


in this specification, CVA is the term used by the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP) 


guidelines for vertical accuracy at the 95th percentile in all land cover categories combined 


(National Digital Elevation Program, 2004). See percentile, vegetated vertical accuracy. 


 


control point (calibration point) A surveyed point used to geometrically adjust a lidar dataset to 


establish its positional accuracy relative to the real world. Control points are independent from, 


and may never be used as, check points on the same project.  


 


CONUS Continental United States, the conterminous 48 states. 
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culvert A tunnel carrying a stream or open drainage under a road or railroad, or through another 


type of obstruction to natural drainage. Typically constructed of formed concrete or corrugated 


metal and surrounded on all sides, top, and bottom by earth or soil. 


 


D 


data void In lidar, a gap in the point cloud coverage, caused by surface nonreflectance of the lidar 


pulse, instrument or processing anomalies or failure, obstruction of the lidar pulse, or improper 


collection flight planning. Any area greater than or equal to (four times the Aggregate Nominal 


Pulse Spacing [ANPS]) squared, measured using first returns only, is considered to be a data 


void. 


 


datum A set of reference points on the Earth's surface against in which position measurements 


are made, and (usually) an associated model of the shape of the earth (reference ellipsoid) to 


define a geographic coordinate system. Horizontal datums (for example, the North American 


Datum of 1983 [NAD 83]) are used for describing a point on the earth's surface, in latitude and 


longitude or another coordinate system. Vertical datums (for example, the North American 


Vertical Datum of 1988 [NAVD 88]) are used to measure elevations or depths. In engineering 


and drafting, a datum is a reference point, surface, or axis on an object against which 


measurements are made.  
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DEM resolution The linear size of each cell of a raster DEM. Features smaller than the cell size 


cannot be explicitly represented in a raster model. DEM resolution may also be referred to as cell 


size, grid spacing, or ground sample distance.  


 


digital elevation model (DEM) See four different definitions below: 


• A popular acronym used as a generic term for digital topographic and bathymetric data in all 


its various forms. Unless specifically referenced as a Digital Surface Model (DSM), the 


generic DEM normally implies x, y coordinates and z values of the bare-earth terrain, void of 


vegetation and manmade features. 


• As used by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), a DEM is the digital cartographic 


representation of the elevation of the land at regularly spaced intervals in x and y directions, 


using z values referenced to a common vertical datum.  


• As typically used in the United States and elsewhere, a DEM has bare-earth z values at 


regularly spaced intervals in x and y directions; however, grid spacing, datum, coordinate 


systems, data formats, and other characteristics may vary widely.  


• A “D-E-M” is a specific raster data format once widely used by the USGS. These DEMs are 


a sampled array of elevations for a number of ground positions at regularly spaced intervals. 


 


digital surface model (DSM) Similar to Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) except that they may 


depict the elevations of the top surfaces of buildings, trees, towers, and other features elevated 
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above the bare earth. Lidar DSMs are especially relevant for telecommunications management, 


air safety, forest management, and 3D modeling and simulation. 


 


digital terrain model (DTM) See two different definitions below: 


• In some countries, DTMs are synonymous with DEMs, representing the bare-earth terrain 


with uniformly-spaced z values, as in a raster. 


• As used in the United States, a “DTM” is a vector dataset composed of 3D breaklines and 


regularly spaced 3D mass points, typically created through stereo photogrammetry, that 


characterize the shape of the bare-earth terrain. Breaklines more precisely delineate linear 


features whose shape and location would otherwise be lost. A DTM is not a surface model; 


its component elements are discrete and not continuous; a TIN or DEM surface must be 


derived from the DTM. Surfaces derived from DTMs can represent distinctive terrain 


features much better than those generated solely from gridded elevation measurements. A 


lidar point dataset combined with ancillary breaklines is also considered a DTM. 


 


discrete return lidar Lidar system or data in which important peaks in the waveform are captured 


and stored. Each peak represents a return from a different target, discernible in vertical or 


horizontal domains. Most modern lidar systems are capable of capturing multiple discrete returns 


from each emitted laser pulse. See waveform lidar. 


 


E 
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elevation The distance measured upward along a plumb line between a point and the geoid. The 


elevation of a point is normally the same as its orthometric height, defined as H in the equation:  


𝐻 = ℎ − 𝑁, , where h is equal to the ellipsoid height and N is equal to the geoid height. 


 


F 


first return (first-return) The first important measurable part of a return lidar pulse. 


 


flightline A single pass of the collection aircraft over the target area. Commonly misused to refer 


to the data resulting from a flightline of collection. See swath. 


 


fundamental vertical accuracy (FVA) Replaced by the term Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy 


(NVA), in this specification, FVA is the term used by the NDEP guidelines for vertical accuracy 


at the 95 percent confidence level in open terrain only where errors should approximate a normal 


error distribution. See nonvegetated vertical accuracy, accuracy, confidence level. 


  


G 


geographic information system (GIS) A system of spatially referenced information, including 


computer programs that acquire, store, manipulate, analyze, and display spatial data.  


 


geospatial data Information that identifies the geographic location and characteristics of natural 


or constructed features and boundaries of earth. This information may be derived from—among 
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other things— remote-sensing, mapping, and surveying technologies. Geospatial data generally 


are considered to be synonymous with spatial data. However, the former always is associated 


with geographic or Cartesian coordinates linked to a horizontal or vertical datum, whereas the 


latter (for example, generic architectural house plans) may include dimensions and other spatial 


data not linked to any physical location.  


 


ground truth Verification of a situation, without errors introduced by sensors or human 


perception and judgment. 


 


H 


hillshade A function used to create an illuminated representation of the surface, using a 


hypothetical light source, to enhance terrain visualization effects. 


 


horizontal accuracy Positional accuracy of a dataset with respect to a horizontal datum. 


According to the NSSDA, horizontal (radial) accuracy at the 95 percent confidence level is 


defined as ACCr. 


 


hydraulic modeling The use of digital elevation data, rainfall-runoff data from hydrologic models, 


surface roughness data, and information on hydraulic structures (for example, bridges, culverts, 


dams, weirs, and sewers) to predict flood levels and manage water resources. Hydraulic models 


are based on computations involving liquids under pressure and many other definitions of 
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hydraulic modeling exist that are not associated with terrain elevations, for example, modeling of 


hydraulic lines in aircraft and automobiles.  


 


hydrologic modeling The computer modeling of rainfall and the effects of land cover, soil 


conditions, and terrain slope to estimate rainfall runoff into streams, rivers, and lakes. Digital 


elevation data are used as part of hydrologic modeling. 


 


hydrologically conditioned (hydro-conditioned) Processing of a DEM or TIN so that the flow of 


water is continuous across the entire terrain surface, including the removal of all isolated sinks or 


pits. The only sinks that are retained are the real ones on the landscape. Whereas hydrologically 


enforced is relevant to drainage features that generally are mapped, hydrologically conditioned is 


relevant to the entire land surface and is done so that water flow is continuous across the surface, 


whether that flow is in a stream channel or not. The purpose for continuous flow is so that 


relations and (or) links among basins and (or) catchments can be known for large areas. 


 


hydrologically flattened (hydro-flattened) Processing of a lidar-derived surface (DEM or TIN) so 


that mapped water bodies, streams, rivers, reservoirs, and other cartographically polygonal water 


surfaces are flat and, where appropriate, level from bank-to-bank. Additionally, surfaces of 


streams, rivers, and long reservoirs demonstrate a gradient change in elevation along their length, 


consistent with their natural behavior and the surrounding topography. In traditional maps that 


are compiled photogrammetrically, this process is accomplished automatically through the 
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inclusion of measured breaklines in the DTM. However, because lidar does not inherently 


include breaklines, a DEM or TIN derived solely from lidar points will depict water surfaces 


with unsightly and unnatural artifacts of triangulation. The process of hydro-flattening typically 


involves the addition of breaklines along the banks of specified water bodies, streams, rivers, and 


ponds. These breaklines establish elevations for the water surfaces that are consistent with the 


surrounding topography, and produce aesthetically acceptable water surfaces in the final DEM or 


TIN. Unlike hydro-conditioning and hydro-enforcement, hydro-flattening is not driven by any 


hydrologic or hydraulic modeling requirements, but solely by cartographic mapping needs. 


 


hydrologically enforced (hydro-enforced) Processing of mapped water bodies so that lakes and 


reservoirs are level and so that streams and rivers flow downhill. For example, a DEM, TIN or 


topographic contour dataset with elevations removed from the tops of selected drainage 


structures (bridges and culverts) so as to depict the terrain under those structures. Hydro-


enforcement enables hydrologic and hydraulic models to depict water flowing under these 


structures, rather than appearing in the computer model to be dammed by them because of road 


deck elevations higher than the water levels. Hydro-enforced TINs also use breaklines along 


shorelines and stream centerlines, for example, where these breaklines form the edges of TIN 


triangles along the alignment of drainage features. Shore breaklines for streams and rivers would 


be 3D breaklines with elevations that decrease as the stream flows downstream; however, shore 


breaklines for lakes or reservoirs would have the same elevation for the entire shoreline if the 


water surface is known or assumed to be level throughout. 
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I 


intensity (lidar) For discrete-return lidar instruments, intensity is the recorded amplitude of the 


reflected lidar pulse at the moment the reflection is captured as a return by the lidar instrument. 


Lidar intensity values can be affected by many factors such as the instantaneous setting of the 


instrument’s Automatic Gain Control and angle of incidence and cannot be equated to a true 


measure of energy. In full-waveform systems, the entire reflection is sampled and recorded, and 


true energy measurements can be made for each return or overall reflection. Intensity values for 


discrete returns derived from a full-waveform system may or may not be calibrated to represent 


true energy. 


Lidar intensity data make it possible to map variable textures in the form of a gray-scale 


image. Intensity return data enable automatic identification and extraction of objects such as 


buildings and impervious surfaces, and can aid in lidar point classification. In spite of their 


similar appearance, lidar intensity images differ from traditional panchromatic images in several 


important ways: 


• Lidar intensity is a measure of the reflection of an active laser energy source, not natural 


solar energy. 


• Lidar intensity images are aggregations of values at point samples. The value of a pixel does 


not represent the composite value for the area of that pixel. 


• Lidar intensity images depict the surface reflectivity within an extremely narrow band of the 


infra-red spectrum, not the entire visible spectrum as in panchromatic images. 
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• Lidar intensity images are strongly affected by the angle of incidence of the laser to the 


target, and are subject to unnatural shadowing artifacts. 


• The values on which lidar intensity images are based may or may not be calibrated to any 


standard reference. Intensity images usually contain wide variation of values within swaths, 


between swaths, and between lifts. 


For these reasons, lidar intensity images must be interpreted and analyzed with unusually high 


care and skill. 


 


L 


LAS A public file format for the interchange of 3D point cloud data between data users. The file 


extension is .las. 


 


last return The last important measurable part of a return lidar pulse. 


 


lattice A 3D vector representation method created by a rectangular array of points spaced at a 


constant sampling interval in x and y directions relative to a common origin. A lattice differs 


from a grid in that it represents the value of the surface only at the lattice mesh points rather than 


the elevation of the cell area surrounding the centroid of a grid cell. 


 


lever arm A relative position vector of one sensor with respect to another in a direct 


georeferencing system. For example, with aerial mapping cameras, lever arms are positioned 
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between the inertial center of the IMU and the phase center of the GPS antenna, each with 


respect to the camera perspective center within the lens of the camera. 


 


lidar An instrument that measures distance to a reflecting object by emitting timed pulses of light 


and measuring the time difference between the emission of a laser pulse and the reception of the 


pulse’s reflection(s). The measured time interval for each reflection is converted to distance, 


which when combined with position and attitude information from GPS, IMU, and the 


instrument itself, allows the derivation of the 3D point location of the reflecting target’s location. 


 


lift A lift is a single takeoff and landing cycle for a collection platform (fixed or rotary wing) 


within an aerial data collection project, often lidar.  


 


local accuracy See accuracy. 


 


M 


metadata Any information that is descriptive or supportive of a geospatial dataset, including 


formally structured and formatted metadata files (for example, eXtensible Markup Language 


[XML]-formatted Federal Geographic Data Committee [FGDC] metadata), reports (collection, 


processing, Quality Assurance/Quality Control [QA/QC]), and other supporting data (for 


example, survey points, shapefiles). 
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N 


nominal pulse density (NPD) A common measure of the density of a lidar dataset; NPD is the 


typical or average number of pulses occurring in a specified areal unit. The NPD is typically 


expressed as pulses per square meter (pls/m2). This value is predicted in mission planning and 


empirically calculated from the collected data, using only the first (or last) return points as 


surrogates for pulses. As used in this specification, NPD refers to single swath, single instrument 


data, whereas aggregate nominal pulse density describes the overall pulse density resulting from 


multiple passes of the lidar instrument, or a single pass of a platform with multiple lidar 


instruments, over the same target area. The term NPD is more commonly used in high-density 


collections (greater than 1 pls/m2), with its inverse, nominal pulse spacing (NPS), being used in 


low-density collections (less than or equal to 1 pls/m2). Assuming meters are being used in both 


expressions, NPD can be calculated from NPS using the formula 𝑁𝑃𝐷 = 1/𝑁𝑃𝑆2. See aggregate 


nominal pulse density, aggregate nominal pulse spacing, nominal pulse spacing. 


 


nominal pulse spacing (NPS) A common measure of the density of a lidar dataset, NPS the typical 


or average lateral distance between pulses in a lidar dataset, typically expressed in meters and 


most simply calculated as the square root of the average area per first return point. This value is 


predicted in mission planning and empirically calculated from the collected data, using only the 


first (or last) return points as surrogates for pulses. As used in this specification, NPS refers to 


single swath, single instrument data, whereas aggregate nominal pulse spacing describes the 


overall pulse spacing resulting from multiple passes of the lidar instrument, or a single pass of a 
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platform with multiple lidar instruments, over the same target area. The term NPS is more 


commonly used in low-density collections (greater than or equal to 1 meter NPS) with its 


inverse, nominal pulse density (NPD), being used in high-density collections (less than 1 meter 


NPS). Assuming meters are being used in both expressions, NPS can be calculated from NPD 


using the formula 𝑁𝑃𝑆 = 1/√𝑁𝑃𝐷. See aggregate nominal pulse density, aggregate nominal 


pulse spacing, nominal pulse density. 


 


Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy (NVA) Replaces Fundamental Vertical Accuracy (FVA). The 


vertical accuracy at the 95 percent confidence level in nonvegetated open terrain, where errors 


should approximate a normal distribution. See fundamental vertical accuracy.  


 


O 


overage Those parts of a swath that are not necessary to form a complete single, non-overlapped, 


gap-free coverage with respect to the adjacent swaths. The non-tenderloin parts of a swath. In 


collections designed using multiple coverage, overage are the parts of the swath that are not 


necessary to form a complete non-overlapped coverage at the planned depth of coverage. In the 


LAS Specification version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 


2011), these points are identified by using the incorrectly named “overlap” bit flag. See overlap, 


tenderloin. 
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overlap Any part of a swath that also is covered by any part of any other swath. The term overlap 


is incorrectly used in the LAS Specification version 1.4 (American Society for Photogrammetry 


and Remote Sensing, 2011) to describe the flag intended to identify overage points. See overage, 


tenderloin.  


 


P 


percentile A measure used in statistics indicating the value below which a given percentage of 


observations (absolute values of errors) in a group of observations fall. For example, the 95th 


percentile is the value (or score) below which 95 percent of the observations may be found.  


There are different approaches to determining percentile ranks and associated values. 


This specification recommends the use of the following equations for computing percentile rank 


and percentile as the most appropriate for estimating the VVA. Note that percentile calculations 


are based on the absolute values of the errors, as it is the magnitude of the errors, not the sign 


that is of concern.  


The percentile rank (n) is first calculated for the desired percentile using the following 


equation: 


 𝑛 =  ��� 𝑃
100
� ∗  (𝑁 − 1)� + 1� (1) 


where: 


n is the rank of the observation that contains the Pth percentile, 


P is the proportion (of 100) at which the percentile is desired (e.g., 95 for 95th 
percentile), 
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N is the number of observations in the sample data set. 


 


Once the rank of the observation is determined, the percentile (Qp) can then be 


interpolated from the upper and lower observations using the following equation: 


 𝑄𝑝  =  �𝐴[𝑛𝑤] + �𝑛𝑑 ∗ (𝐴[𝑛𝑤 + 1] − 𝐴[𝑛𝑤])�� (2) 


where: 


Qp is the Pth percentile; the value at rank n, 


A is an array of the absolute values of the samples, indexed in ascending order from 1 
to N, 


A[i] is the sample value of array A at index i (for example, nw or nd). i must be an 
integer between 1 and N, 


n is the rank of the observation that contains the Pth percentile, 


nw is the whole number component of n (for example, 3 of 3.14),  


nd is the decimal component of n (for example, 0.14 of 3.14). 


 


pixel See cell. 


 


point classification The assignment of a target identity classification to a particular lidar point or 


group of points.  


 


point cloud One of the fundamental types of geospatial data (others being vector and raster), a 


point cloud is a large set of three dimensional points, typically from a lidar collection. As a basic 
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geographic information system (GIS) data type, a point cloud is differentiated from a typical 


point dataset in several key ways: 


• point clouds are almost always 3D, 


• point clouds have an order of magnitude more features than point datasets, and 


• individual point features in point clouds do not typically possess individually meaningful 


attributes; the informational value in a point cloud is derived from the relations among 


large numbers of features 


See raster, vector. 


 


precision (repeatability) The closeness with which measurements agree with each other, even 


though they may all contain a systematic bias. See accuracy. 


 


point family The complete set of multiple returns reflected from a single lidar pulse. 


 


preprocessing In lidar, the preprocessing of data most commonly refers to those steps used in 


converting the collected GPS, IMU, instrument, and ranging information into an interpretable x, 


y, z point cloud, including generation of trajectory information, calibration of the dataset, and 


controlling the dataset to known ground references. 


 


post processing In lidar, post processing refers to the processing steps applied to lidar data point 


clouds, including point classification, feature extraction (for example, building footprints, 
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hydrographic features, and others), tiling, and generation of derivative products (DEMs, DSMs, 


intensity images, and others). 


 


R 


raster One of the fundamental types of geospatial data (others being vector and point cloud), a 


raster is an array of cells (or pixels) that each contain a single piece of numeric information 


representative of the area covered by the cell. Raster datasets are spatially continuous; with 


respect to DEMs this quality creates a surface from which information can be extracted from any 


location. As spatial arrays, rasters are always rectangular; cells are most often square. Co-located 


rasters can be stored in a single file as layers, as with color digital images. See raster, vector. 


 


resolution The smallest unit a sensor can detect or the smallest unit a raster DEM depicts. The 


degree of fineness to which a measurement can be made. “Resolution” is also used to describe 


the linear size of an image pixel or raster cell. 


 


root mean square difference (RMSD) The square root of the average of the set of squared 


differences between two dataset coordinate values taken at identical locations. The term RMSD 


differentiates from root mean square error (RMSE) because neither dataset is known to be more 


or less accurate and the differences cannot be regarded as errors. An RMSD value is used in lidar 


when assessing the differences between two overlapping swaths of data. See RMSE. 
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root mean square error (RMSE) The square root of the average of the set of squared differences 


between dataset coordinate values and coordinate values from an independent source of higher 


accuracy for identical points. The RMSE is used to estimate the absolute accuracy of both 


horizontal and vertical coordinates when standard or accepted values are known, as with GPS-


surveyed check points of higher accuracy than the data being tested. In the United States, the 


independent source of higher accuracy is expected to be at least three times more accurate than 


the dataset being tested. The standard equations for calculating horizontal and vertical RMSE are 


provided below: 


 


• RMSEr The horizontal root mean square error in the radial direction that includes both x and y 


coordinate errors. 


 ��𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑥2 +  𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑦2� (3) 


where: 


RMSEx is the RMSE in the x direction 


RMSEy is the RMSE in the x direction 


 


• RMSEx The horizontal root mean square error in the x direction (easting).    


 �∑ (𝑥𝑛−𝑥′𝑛)2


𝑁
 (4)   


where: 
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xn is the set of N x coordinates being evaluated 


x′n is the corresponding set of check point x coordinates for the points being evaluated  


N is the number of x coordinate check points  


n is the identification number of each check point from 1 through N  


 


• RMSEy The horizontal root mean square error in the y direction (northing).  


 �∑ (𝑦𝑛−𝑦′𝑛)2


𝑁
 (5)   


where: 


yn is the set of N y coordinates being evaluated 


y′n is the corresponding set of check point y coordinates for the points being evaluated  


N is the number of y coordinate check points  


n is the identification number of each check point from 1 through N  


 


• RMSEz The vertical root mean square error in the z direction (elevation). 


 �∑ (𝑧𝑛−𝑧′𝑛)2


𝑁
 (6) 


where: 


zn is the set of N z values (elevations) being evaluated 
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z′n is the corresponding set of check point elevations for the points being evaluated  


N is the number of z check points  


n is the identification number of each check point from 1 through N 


 


S 


spatial distribution In lidar, the regularity or consistency of the point density within the 


collection. The theoretical ideal spatial distribution for a lidar collection is a perfect regular 


lattice of points with equal spacing on x and y axes. Various factors prevent this ideal from being 


achieved, including the following factors: 


• instrument design (oscillating mirrors), 


• mission planning (difference between along-track and cross-track pulse spacing), and 


• in-flight attitude variations (roll, pitch, and yaw). 


 


standard deviation A measure of spread or dispersion of a sample of errors around the sample 


mean error. It is a measure of precision, rather than accuracy; the standard deviation does not 


account for uncorrected systematic errors. 


 


supplemental vertical accuracy (SVA) Merged into the Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) in this 


specification, SVA is the NDEP guidelines term for reporting the vertical accuracy at the 95th 


percentile in each separate land cover category where vertical errors may not follow a normal 


error distribution. See percentile, vegetated vertical accuracy. 
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swath The data resulting from a single flightline of collection. See flightline. 


 


systematic error An error whose algebraic sign and, to some extent, magnitude bears a fixed 


relation to some condition or set of conditions. Systematic errors follow some fixed pattern and 


are introduced by data collection procedures, processing or given datum.  


 


T 


tenderloin The central part of the swath that, when combined with adjacent swath tenderloins, 


forms a complete, single, non-overlapped, gap-free coverage. In collections designed using 


multiple coverage, tenderloins are the parts of the swath necessary to form a complete non-


overlapped, gap-free coverage at the planned depth of coverage. See overage, overlap. 


 


triangulated irregular network (TIN) A vector data structure that partitions geographic space into 


contiguous, non-overlapping triangles. In lidar, the vertices of each triangle are lidar points with 


x, y, and z values. In most geographic applications, TINs are based on Delaunay triangulation 


algorithms in which no point in any given triangle lies within the circumcircle of any other 


triangle. 


 


U 
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uncertainty (of measurement) a parameter that characterizes the dispersion of measured values, or 


the range in which the “true” value most likely lies. It can also be defined as an estimate of the 


limits of the error in a measurement (where “error” is defined as the difference between the 


theoretically-unknowable “true” value of a parameter and its measured value). Standard 


uncertainty refers to uncertainty expressed as a standard deviation. 


 


V 


vector One of the fundamental types of geospatial data (others being raster and point cloud), 


vectors include a variety of data structures that are geometrically described by x and y 


coordinates, and potentially z values. Vector data subtypes include points, lines, and polygons. A 


DTM composed of mass points and breaklines is an example of a vector dataset; a TIN is a 


vector surface. See point cloud, raster. 


 


vegetated vertical accuracy (VVA) Replaces Supplemental Vertical Accuracy (SVA) and 


Consolidated Vertical Accuracy (CVA). An estimate of the vertical accuracy, based on the 95th 


percentile, in vegetated terrain where errors do not necessarily approximate a normal 


distribution. See percentile, Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy. 


 


W 
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waveform lidar Lidar system or data in which the entire reflection of the laser pulse is fully 


digitized, captured, and stored. Discrete return point clouds can be extracted from the waveform 


data during post processing. See discrete return lidar. 


 


well-distributed For a dataset covering a rectangular area that has uniform positional accuracy, 


check points should be distributed so that points are spaced at intervals of at least 10 percent of 


the diagonal distance across the dataset and at least 20 percent of the points are located in each 


quadrant of the dataset (adapted from the National Standards for Spatial Data Accuracy 


[NSSDA] of the Federal Geographic Data Committee, 1998). As related to this specification, 


these guidelines are applicable to each land cover class for which check points are being 


collected. 


 


withheld Within the LAS file specification, a single bit flag indicating that the associated lidar 


point is geometrically anomalous or unreliable and should be ignored for all normal processes. 


These points are retained because of their value in specialized analysis. Withheld points typically 


are identified and tagged during preprocessing or through the use of automatic classification 


routines. Examples of points typically tagged as withheld are listed below: 


• spatial outliers in either the horizontal or vertical domains, and 


• geometrically unreliable points near the edge of a swath. 
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Supplemental Information 


USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED) Web site:  


http://ned.usgs.gov 


 


MP-Metadata Parser:  


http://geology.usgs.gov/tools/metadata  


 


FGDC Content Standard for Geospatial Metadata: 


http://www.fgdc.gov/metadata/csdgm/  


 


National Geodetic Survey, National Adjustment of 2011 Project:  


http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/web/surveys/NA2011/ 


 


National Geodetic Survey, Geoid and Deflection Models: 


 http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/models.shtml 
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Tables 


Table 1.  Aggregate Nominal Pulse Spacing and Density, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3. 


[meters, m; pulses per square meter, pls/m2] 


Quality 
Level 
(QL) 


Aggregate Nominal 
Pulse Spacing (ANPS) 


(m) 


Aggregate Nominal 
Pulse Density (ANPD) 


(pls/m2) 
QL0 ≤0.35 ≥8.0 


QL1 ≤0.35 ≥8.0 


QL2 ≤0.71 ≥2.0 


QL3 ≤1.41 ≥0.5 
 


Table 2.  Relative Vertical Accuracy for Lidar-Swath Data, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3. 


[centimeter, cm, root mean square error in z, RMSEZ; root mean square difference in z, RMSDZ] 
 


Quality Level 
Smooth Surface 


Repeatability  
(cm) 


Swath Overlap 
Difference, RMSDZ  


(cm) 


Swath Overlap 
Difference, Maximum 


(cm) 
QL0 ≤3 ≤4 ±8 


QL1 ≤6 ≤8 ±16 


QL2 ≤6 ≤8 ±16 


QL3 ≤12 ≤16 ±32 
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Table 3.  Land Cover Classes. 


[Fundamental Vertical Accuracy, FVA; Supplemental Vertical Accuracy, SVA; Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy, 


NVA; Vegetated Vertical Accuracy, VVA, not applicable, n/a] 


Class 
Number Land Cover Class or Description Previous 


Reporting Group 
Current 


Reporting Group 


1 
Clear or open, bare earth, low grass; 
for example: sand, rock, dirt, plowed fields, lawns, 
golf courses 


FVA 
NVA 


2 Urban areas; for example, tall, dense man-made 
structures SVA 


3 Tall grass, tall weeds, and crops; for example hay, 
corn, and wheat fields SVA 


VVA 4 Brush lands and short trees; for example, chaparrals, 
mesquite SVA 


5 Forested areas, fully covered by trees; for example, 
hardwoods, conifers, mixed forests SVA 


6 Sawgrass n/a 
n/a 


7 Mangrove and swamps n/a 


 
 


Table 4.  Absolute Vertical Accuracy for Lidar Swath Data, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3. 


[root mean square error in z, RMSEZ; Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy, NVA; centimeter, cm] 
 


Quality 
Level 


RMSEZ 
(Nonvegetated) 


(cm) 


NVA at 95-Percent 
Confidence Level  


(cm) 
QL0 ≤5.0 ≤9.8 


QL1 ≤10.0 ≤19.6 


QL2 ≤10.0 ≤19.6 


QL3 ≤20.0 ≤39.2 
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Table 5.  Absolute Vertical Accuracy for Digital Elevation Models, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3. 


[root mean square error in z, RMSEZ; Nonvegetated Vertical Accuracy, NVA; vegetated vertical accuracy, VVA; 


centimeter, cm] 


Quality 
Level 


RMSEz 
(Nonvegetated) 


(cm) 


NVA at 95 Percent 
Confidence Level  


(cm) 


VVA at 95th 
Percentile 


(cm) 


QL0 ≤5.0 ≤9.8 ≤14.7 


QL1 ≤10.0 ≤19.6 ≤29.4 


QL2 ≤10.0 ≤19.6 ≤29.4 


QL3 ≤20.0 ≤39.2 ≤58.8 
 


Table 6.  Minimum Classified Point Cloud Classification Scheme. 


Code Description 


1 Processed, but unclassified 


2 Bare earth 


7 Low noise 


9 Water 


10 Ignored ground (near a breakline) 


17 Bridge decks 


18 High noise 
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Table 7.  Digital Elevation Model cell size, Quality Level 0 – Quality Level 3. 


[quality level, QL; aggregate nominal pulse spacing, ANPS; meter, m; feet, ft] 


Quality 
Level 


Minimum Cell 
Size  
(m) 


Minimum Cell 
Size  
(ft) 


QL0 0.5 1 


QL1 0.5 1 


QL2 1 2 


QL3 2 5 
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Appendices 


Appendix 1. Common Data Upgrades 


Appendix 1 contains a partial list of common upgrades, which is neither comprehensive 


nor exclusive. 


• Independent third-party QA/QC by another contractor.  


• Full Waveform collection and delivery.  


• Additional Environmental Constraints. 


• Tidal coordination, flood stages, crop or plant growth cycles. 


•  Shorelines corrected for tidal variations within a collection. 


• Top-of-Canopy (First Return) Raster Surface (tiled).  


• Raster representing the highest return within each cell is preferred.  


• Intensity Images (8-bit gray scale, tiled). 


• Interpolation based on First Returns. 


• Interpolation based on All-Returns, summed. 


• Detailed Classification (additional classes). 


• Class 3: Low vegetation. 


• Class 4: Medium Vegetation (use for single vegetation class). 


• Class 5: High Vegetation. 


• Class 6: Buildings, other man-made structures. 
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• Class n: Additional classes or features as agreed upon in advance. 


• Hydro-Enforced DEMs as an additional deliverable. 


• Hydro-Conditioned DEMs as an additional deliverable. 


• Breaklines (PolylineZ and PolygonZ) for additional hydrographic and topographic features. 


• Narrower double-line streams and rivers. 


• Single-line streams and rivers. 


• Smaller ponds. 


• Culverts and other drainage structures. 


• Retaining walls. 


• Hydrologic areas, for example swamp or marsh. 


• Appropriate integration of additional features into delivered DEMs.  


• Extracted Buildings (PolygonZ).  


• Footprints with maximum elevation or height above ground as an attribute.  


• Other products as defined by requirements and agreed upon before a funding commitment. 
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Appendix 2. Hydro-Flattening Reference 


The subject of variations of lidar-based digital elevation models (DEM) is somewhat new 


and substantial diversity exists in the understanding of the topic across the industry. The material 


in this appendix was developed to provide a definitive reference on the subject only as it relates 


to the creation of DEMs intended to be integrated into the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 


National Elevation Dataset (NED). The information presented in this appendix is not meant to 


supplant other reference materials and should not be considered authoritative beyond its intended 


scope.  


As used in this specification, ‘hydro-flattened’ describes the specific type of DEM 


required by the USGS National Geospatial Program (NGP) for integration into the NED. Hydro-


flattening is the process of creating a lidar-derived DEM in which water surfaces appear and 


behave as they would in traditional topographic DEMs created from photogrammetric Digital 


Terrain Models (DTMs). A hydro-flattened DEM is a topographic DEM and should not be 


confused with hydro-enforced or hydro-conditioned DEMs, which are hydrologic surfaces. 


Traditionally, topography was depicted using contours on printed maps and, although 


modern computer technology provides superior alternatives, the contour map remains a popular 


and widely used product. The NED was initially developed as a topographic DEM from USGS 


contour maps and it remains the underlying source data for newly generated contours. To ensure 


that USGS contours continue to present the same type of information as they are updated, DEMs 


used to update the NED must also possess the same basic character as the existing NED.  
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A traditional topographic DEM such as the NED represents the actual ground surface, 


and hydrologic features are handled in established ways. Roadways crossing drainages passing 


through culverts remain in the surface model because they are part of the landscape (the culvert 


beneath the road is the manmade feature). Bridges, manmade structures above the landscape, are 


removed.  


For many years, the source data for topographic raster DEMs were mass points and 


breaklines (collectively referred to as a DTM) compiled through photogrammetric compilation 


from stereographic aerial imagery. The DTM is converted into a triangulated irregular network 


(TIN) surface from which a raster DEM could be generated. Photogrammetric DTMs inherently 


contain breaklines that clearly define the edges of water bodies, coastlines, and single and double 


line stream and rivers. These breaklines force the derived DEM to appear, and contours to 


behave, in specific ways: water surfaces appear flat, roadways are continuous when on the 


ground, and rivers are continuous under bridge locations; contours follow water body banks and 


cross streams are perpendicular to the centerline.  


[Note: DEMs developed solely for orthophoto production may include bridges, because 


their presence prevents distortion in the image and reduces the amount of post processing for 


corrections of the final orthophotos. These are special use DEMs and are not relevant to this 


specification.]  


Computer technology allows hydraulic and hydrologic modeling to be performed using 


digital DEM surfaces directly. For these applications, traditional topographic DEMs present a 


variety of problems which are solved through modification of the DEM surface. The DEM 
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Users’ Manual (Maune, 2007) provides the following definitions related to the adjustment of 


DEM surfaces for hydrologic analyses: 


Hydrologically Conditioned (Hydro-Conditioned) Processing of a DEM or TIN 
so that the flow of water is continuous across the entire terrain surface, including the 
removal of all spurious sinks or pits. Whereas “hydrologically-enforced” is relevant to 
drainage features that are generally mapped, “hydrologically-conditioned” is relevant to the 
entire land surface and is done so that water flow is continuous across the surface, 
whether that flow is in a stream channel or not. The purpose for continuous flow is so that 
relations/links among basins/catchments can be known for large areas. This term is 
specifically used when describing Elevation Derivatives for National Applications (EDNA), 
the dataset of NED derivatives made specifically for hydrologic modeling purposes.  


 
Hydrologically Enforced (Hydro-Enforced) Processing of mapped water bodies 


so that lakes and reservoirs are level and so that streams flow downhill. For example, a 
DEM, TIN or topographic contour dataset with elevations removed from the tops of 
selected drainage structures (bridges and culverts) so as to depict the terrain under those 
structures. Hydro-enforcement enables hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H) models to depict 
water flowing under these structures, rather than appearing in the computer model to be 
dammed by them because of road deck elevations higher than the water levels. Hydro-
enforced TINs also use breaklines along shorelines and stream centerlines, for example, 
where these breaklines form the edges of TIN triangles along the alignment of drainage 
features. Shore breaklines for streams would be 3-D breaklines with elevations that 
decrease as the stream flows downstream; however, shore breaklines for lakes or 
reservoirs would have the same elevation for the entire shoreline if the water surface is 
known or assumed to be level throughout. See also the definition for “hydrologically-
conditioned” that has a slightly different meaning. 


 


Hydro-enforcement and hydro-conditioning are important and useful modifications of the 


traditional topographic DEM, but they produce hydrologic surfaces that are fundamentally 


different at a functional level. Hydrologic surfaces are identical to topographic surfaces in many 


respects but they differ significantly in specific ways. In a topographic DEM, roadways over 


culverts are included in the surface as part of the landscape. From a hydrologic perspective 


however, these roadways create artificial impediments (“digital dams”) to the drainages and 
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introduce sinks (undrained areas) into the landscape. Similarly, topographic DEMs obviously 


cannot reflect the drainage routes provided by underground storm water systems: hence 


topographic DEM surfaces will invariably include other sinks. For topographic mapping, sinks 


are of no consequence—it is actually desirable to know their locations—but they can introduce 


errors into hydrologic modeling results.  


Unlike the DTM, lidar data consists solely of mass points; breaklines are not 


automatically created during lidar data collection. Although as mass points, lidar is substantially 


denser than a photogrammetric DTM, it by itself remains limited in its ability to precisely define 


the boundaries or locations of distinct linear features such as water bodies, streams, and rivers. 


The lack of breaklines in the intermediate TIN data structure causes triangulation to occur across 


water bodies, producing a water surface filled with irregular, unnatural, and visually unappealing 


triangulation artifacts. These artifacts are then carried into the derived DEM, and ultimately into 


contours developed from the NED. The representation of random irregular water surfaces in the 


NED is wholly unacceptable to the USGS–NGP and to users of the NED and its derivatives.  


To achieve the same character and appearance of a traditional topographic DEM (or to 


develop a hydrologically enforced DEM) from lidar source data, breaklines must be developed 


separately using other techniques. These breaklines are then integrated with lidar points as a 


complete DTM, or used to modify a DEM previously generated without breaklines.  


Hydrologic DEMs usually require flattened water surfaces as well, hence the breaklines 


required for hydro-flattening the topographic DEM can be equally useful for all DEM types well. 


See Note, below. Additional breaklines (and lidar point classifications) are needed to efficiently 
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generate hydro-enforced DEMs. If properly attributed, breaklines for all DEM treatments can be 


stored in a single set of feature classes.  


The use of breaklines is the predominant method used for hydro-flattening, though other 


techniques may exist. The USGS–NGP does not require that breaklines be used for flattening, 


but does require the delivery of breaklines for all flattened water bodies, and any other breaklines 


developed for each project. See section “DEM Hydro-Flattening” for additional information.  


[Note: Civil engineers and hydrologists may have requirements for the accuracy of water-


surface elevations. With respect to elevation data, the USGS–NGP’s interest is in accurate and 


complete representation of land topography, not water-surface elevations. Topographic lidar can 


be inconsistent and unreliable in water-surface measurements, and water-surface elevations 


fluctuate with tides, rainfall, and changes to manmade controls. It is therefore impractical to 


assert any accuracy for the water-surface elevations in the NED, and the USGS–NGP imposes no 


requirement for absolute accuracy of water-surface elevations in lidar and DEM deliveries.]  
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Appendix 3. Lidar Metadata Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!--DOCTYPE metadata SYSTEM "fgdc-std-001-1998.dtd"--> 
<metadata> 
  <idinfo> 
    <citation> 
      <citeinfo> 
        <origin>We Map 4U, Inc.</origin> 
          <pubdate>20101208</pubdate>        
          <title>Lidar data for Phelps and Dent Counties, MO   
            MO_Phelps-Dent-CO_2010 
          </title>       
        <geoform>Lidar point cloud</geoform> 
      </citeinfo> 
    </citation> 
    <descript> 
      <abstract>Geographic Extent: This dataset is lidar point cloud  
        data, which encompasses a 1,000 meter buffer around Phelps and Dent  
        Counties in Missouri, approximately 829 square miles. 
        Dataset Description: This dataset consists of 457 lidar point cloud LAS  
        swath files. Each LAS file contains lidar point information, which has  
        been calibrated, controlled, and classified. Each file represents a  
        separate swath of lidar. Collected swath files that were larger than 2GB 
        were initially written in multiple subswath files, each less than 2GB. 
        Ground Conditions: water at normal levels; no unusual inundation;  
        no snow; leaf off 
      </abstract> 
      <lidar> 
        <ldrinfo> 
          <ldrspec>USGS-NGP Base Specification v1.1</ldrspec> 
          <ldrsens>Optech Gemini Airborne Laser Terrain Mappers (ALTM)</ldrsens> 
          <ldrmaxnr>4</ldrmaxnr>    
          <ldrnps>0.7071</ldrnps>     
          <ldrdens>2</ldrdens>       
          <ldranps>0.7071</ldranps>     
          <ldradens>2</ldradens>       
          <ldrfltht>3000</ldrfltht> 
          <ldrfltsp>115</ldrfltsp>   
          <ldrscana>26</ldrscana>     
          <ldrscanr>40</ldrscanr>     
          <ldrpulsr>120</ldrpulsr>   
          <ldrpulsd>10</ldrpulsd>     
          <ldrpulsw>3</ldrpulsw>     
          <ldrwavel>1064</ldrwavel> 
          <ldrmpia>0</ldrmpia>       
          <ldrbmdiv>4.5</ldrbmdiv>   
          <ldrswatw>1200</ldrswatw> 
          <ldrswato>15</ldrswato>     
          <ldrgeoid>National Geodetic Survey (NGS) Geoid09</ldrgeoid> 
        </ldrinfo> 
        <ldraccur> 
          <ldrchacc>0.5</ldrchacc> 
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          <rawnva>0.11</rawnva> 
          <rawnvan>27</rawnvan> 
          <clsnva>0.09</clsnva> 
          <clsnvan>27</clsnvan> 
          <clsvva>0.188</clsvva> 
          <clsvvan>123</clsvvan> 
        </ldraccur> 
        <lasinfo> 
          <lasver>1.4</lasver> 
          <lasprf>6</lasprf> 
          <laswheld>Withheld (ignore) points were identified in these files  
            using the standard LAS Withheld bit 
          </laswheld> 
          <lasolap> Swath "overage" points were identified in these files using 
            the standard LAS overlap bit 
          </lasolap> 
          <lasintrz>11-bit</lasintrz> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>1</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Undetermined/Unclassified</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>2</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Bare earth</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>4</clascode> 
            <clasitem>All vegetation</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>6</clascode> 
            <clasitem>All structures except bridges</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>7</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Low noise</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>8</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Model Key Points</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>9</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Water</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>10</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Ignored Ground</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>17</clascode> 
            <clasitem>Bridges</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>18</clascode> 
            <clasitem>High noise</clasitem> 
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          </lasclass> 
        </lasinfo> 
      </lidar> 
      <purpose>The purpose of these lidar data was to produce a high accuracy 3D  
        hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with a 1.0 foot cell size.  
        The data will be used by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for 
        floodplain mapping. 
        These raw lidar point cloud data were used to create classified lidar  
        LAS files, intensity images, 3D breaklines, hydro-flattened DEMs as  
        necessary. 
      </purpose> 
     <supplinf> 
        USGS Contract No. G10PC01234 
        CONTRACTOR: We Map4U, Inc. 
        SUBCONTRACTOR: Aerial Scanning Services, LLC 
        Lidar data were acquired and calibrated by Aerial Scanning Services.   
        All follow-on processing was completed by the prime contractor. 
     </supplinf> 
    </descript> 
    <timeperd> 
      <timeinfo> 
        <rngdates>  
          <begdate>20100216</begdate> 
          <enddate>20100218</enddate> 
        </rngdates> 
      </timeinfo> 
      <current>ground condition</current> 
    </timeperd> 
    <status> 
      <progress>Partial: Lot 2 of 5</progress> 
      <update>None planned</update> 
    </status> 
    <spdom> 
      <bounding> 
        <westbc>-91.750000</westbc> 
        <eastbc>-91.250000</eastbc> 
        <northbc>38.000000</northbc> 
        <southbc>37.250000</southbc> 
      </bounding>       
      <lboundng>  
        <leftbc>584800.00</leftbc> 
        <rightbc>664800.00</rightbc> 
        <topbc>4225400.00</topbc> 
        <bottombc>4141400.00</bottombc> 
      </lboundng>  
    </spdom> 
    <keywords> 
      <theme> 
        <themekt>None</themekt> 
        <themekey>Elevation data</themekey> 
        <themekey>Lidar</themekey> 
        <themekey>Hydrology</themekey> 
      </theme> 
      <place> 
        <placekt>None</placekt> 
        <placekey>Missouri</placekey> 
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        <placekey>Phelps County</placekey> 
        <placekey>Dent County</placekey> 
        <placekey>Mark Twain National Forest</placekey> 
      </place> 
    </keywords> 
    <accconst>No restrictions apply to this data.</accconst> 
    <useconst>None. However, users should be aware that temporal changes may  
      have occurred since this dataset was collected and that some parts of  
      these data may no longer represent actual surface conditions. Users  
      should not use these data for critical applications without a full  
      awareness of its limitations. Acknowledgement of the U.S. Geological  
      Survey would be appreciated for products derived from these data. 
    </useconst> 
    <ptcontac>  
      <cntinfo> 
        <cntorgp> 
          <cntorg>We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department</cntorg> 
          <cntper>Jane Smith</cntper> 
        </cntorgp> 
        <cntaddr> 
          <addrtype>mailing and physical</addrtype> 
          <address>123 Main St.</address> 
          <city>Anytown</city> 
          <state>MO</state> 
          <postal>61234</postal> 
          <country>USA</country> 
        </cntaddr> 
        <cntvoice>555-555-1234</cntvoice> 
        <cnttdd>555-555-1122</cnttdd> 
        <cntfax>555-5550-1235</cntfax> 
        <cntemail>jsmith@wemap4u.com</cntemail> 
        <hours>Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time)</hours> 
        <cntinst>If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please send an  
          email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
        </cntinst> 
      </cntinfo> 
    </ptcontac> 
    <native>Optech DASHMap 4.2200; ALS Post Processor 2.70 Build 15;  
      GeoCue Version 6.1.21.4; Windows XP Operating System 
      \\server\directory path\*.las 
      17 GB 
    </native>    
  </idinfo> 
  <dataqual> 
    <logic>Data cover the entire area specified for this project.</logic> 
    <complete>These raw LAS data files include all data points collected.   
      No points have been removed or excluded. 
      A visual qualitative assessment was performed to ensure data completeness. 
      No void areas or missing data exist. The raw point cloud is of good  
      quality and data passes Fundamental Vertical Accuracy specifications. 
    </complete> 
    <posacc> 
      <vertacc>  
        <vertaccr>The specifications require that only Nonvegetated Vertical  
          Accuracy (NVA) be computed for raw lidar point cloud swath files.  
          The vertical accuracy was tested with 25 independent survey located  
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          in open terrain. These check points (check points) were not used in  
          the calibration or post processing of the lidar point cloud data.   
          The survey check points were distributed throughout the project.   
          Specifications for this project require that the NVA be 25 cm or  
          better AccuracyZ at 95 percent confidence level. 
        </vertaccr> 
        <qvertpa>  
          <vertaccv>0.19 meters AccuracyZ at 95 percent Confidence Interval 
          </vertaccv> 
          <vertacce>The NVA was tested using 25 independent surveys located in  
            open terrain. The survey check points were distributed  
            throughout the project area. The 25 independent check points were  
            surveyed using the closed level loop technique. Elevations from  
            the unclassified lidar surface were measured for the x,y location  
            of each check point. Elevations interpolated from the lidar surface  
            were then compared to the elevation values of the surveyed control.   
            The RMSE was computed to be 0.097 meters. AccuracyZ has been tested  
            to meet 19.0 cm Fundamental Vertical Accuracy at 95 percent  
            confidence level using (RMSEz * 1.9600) as defined by the National 
            Standards for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA); assessed and reported  
            using National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP)/ASPRS Guidelines.   
          </vertacce> 
        </qvertpa> 
      </vertacc> 
    </posacc> 
    <lineage> 
      <srcinfo> 
        <srccite> 
          <citeinfo> 
            <origin>Jiffy Survey, Inc</origin> 
            <pubdate> 20100115</pubdate> 
            <title>Ground Control for Phelps and Dent County, MO lidar project 
            </title> 
            <geoform>vector digital data and tabular data</geoform> 
            <pubinfo> 
              <pubplace>Jiffy Survey, Inc.</pubplace> 
              <publish>Jiffy Survey, Inc., GPS department</publish> 
            </pubinfo> 
            <othercit>None</othercit> 
            <onlink>ftp://JiffySurveyftp.com/data/outgoing/Task1/</onlink> 
          </citeinfo> 
        </srccite> 
        <srcscale>50</srcscale> 
        <typesrc>CD-ROM</typesrc> 
        <srctime> 
          <timeinfo> 
            <sngdate>  
              <caldate> 201001003</caldate> 
            </sngdate> 
          </timeinfo> 
          <srccurr>ground condition</srccurr> 
        </srctime> 
        <srccitea>Phelps_Co_lidar_gnd_ctrl</srccitea> 
        <srccontr>This data source was used (along with the airborne GPS/IMU  
          data) to georeference the lidar point cloud data. 
        </srccontr> 
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      </srcinfo> 
      <srcinfo> 
        <srccite> 
          <citeinfo> 
            <origin>USDA</origin> 
            <pubdate> 20090606</pubdate> 
            <title>NAIP Imagery for Phelps and Dent County, MO lidar project 
            </title> 
            <geoform>raster orthoimagery</geoform> 
            <pubinfo> 
              <pubplace>USGS-EROS</pubplace> 
              <publish>USGS-EROS</publish> 
            </pubinfo> 
            <othercit>None</othercit> 
            <onlink></onlink> 
          </citeinfo> 
        </srccite> 
        <srcscale>50</srcscale> 
        <typesrc>online</typesrc> 
        <srctime> 
          <timeinfo> 
            <sngdate>  
              <caldate>20090101</caldate> 
            </sngdate> 
          </timeinfo> 
          <srccurr>ground condition</srccurr> 
        </srctime> 
        <srccitea>Phelps-Dent_Co_NAIP_Imagery</srccitea> 
        <srccontr>This data source was used (along with the lidar intensity  
          imagery) to classify the lidar point cloud data. 
        </srccontr> 
      </srcinfo>       
      <srcinfo> 
        <srccite> 
          <citeinfo> 
            <origin>We Map 4U, Inc.</origin> 
            <pubdate>20101208</pubdate> 
            <title>Lidar Intensity Imagery for Phelps and Dent County, MO 
            </title> 
            <geoform>raster orthoimagery</geoform> 
            <pubinfo> 
              <pubplace>USGS-EROS</pubplace> 
              <publish>USGS-EROS</publish> 
            </pubinfo> 
            <othercit>None</othercit> 
            <onlink></onlink> 
          </citeinfo> 
        </srccite> 
        <srcscale>50</srcscale> 
        <typesrc>online</typesrc> 
        <srctime> 
          <timeinfo> 
            <rngdates>  
              <begdate>20100216</begdate> 
              <enddate>20100218</enddate> 
            </rngdates> 
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          </timeinfo> 
          <srccurr>ground condition</srccurr> 
        </srctime> 
        <srccitea>Phelps-Dent_Co_Lidar_Intensity_Imagery</srccitea> 
        <srccontr>This data source was used (along with NAIP imagery) 
          to classify the lidar point cloud data. 
        </srccontr> 
      </srcinfo>       
      <procstep> 
        <procdesc>Lidar Preprocessing: Airborne GPS and IMU data were merged  
          to develop a Single Best Estimate (SBET) of the lidar system  
          trajectory for each lift. Lidar ranging data were initially calibrated  
          using previous best parameters for this instrument and aircraft.  
          Relative calibration was evaluated using advanced plane-matching  
          analysis and parameter corrections were derived. This relative  
          calibration was repeated iteratively until residual errors between    
          overlapping swaths, across all project lifts, was reduced to 2 cm or  
          less. Data were then block adjusted to match surveyed calibration  
          control. Raw data NVA were checked using independently surveyed check 
          points. Swath overage points were identified and tagged within each  
          swath file.  
        </procdesc> 
        <srcused>Phelps_Co_lidar_gnd_ctrl</srcused> 
        <procdate>20100131</procdate> 
        <proccont> 
          <cntinfo> 
            <cntorgp> 
              <cntorg>We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department</cntorg> 
              <cntper>Manny Puntas</cntper> 
            </cntorgp> 
            <cntaddr> 
              <addrtype>mailing and physical</addrtype> 
                <address>123 Main St.</address> 
                <city>Anytown</city> 
                <state>MO</state> 
                <postal>61234</postal> 
                <country>USA</country> 
              </cntaddr> 
              <cntvoice>555-555-556</cntvoice> 
              <cntfax>555-5550-1236</cntfax> 
              <cntemail>mpuntas@wemap4u.com</cntemail> 
              <hours>Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
              </hours> 
              <cntinst>If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please send  
                an email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
              </cntinst> 
            </cntinfo> 
          </proccont> 
        </procstep> 
        <procstep> 
          <procdesc>Lidar Post-Processing: The calibrated and controlled lidar 
            swaths were processed using automatic point classification routines  
            in proprietary software. These routines operate against the entire  
            collection (all swaths, all lifts), eliminating character  
            differences between files. Data were then distributed as virtual  
            tiles to experienced lidar analysts for localized automatic  
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            classification, manual editing, and peer-based QC checks.  
            Supervisory QC monitoring of work in progress and completed editing  
            ensured consistency of classification character and adherence to  
            project requirements across the entire project. All classification  
            tags are stored in the original swath files. After completion of  
            classification and final QC approval, the NVA and VVA for the  
            project are calculated. Sample areas for each land cover type  
            present in the project was extracted and forwarded to the client, 
            along with the results of the accuracy tests. Upon acceptance, the  
            complete classified lidar swath files were delivered to the client. 
          </procdesc> 
          <srcused>Phelps-Dent_Co_NAIP_Imagery</srcused> 
          <srcused>Phelps-Dent_Co_Lidar_Intensity_Imagery</srcused> 
          <procdate>20100530</procdate> 
          <proccont> 
            <cntinfo> 
            <cntorgp> 
              <cntorg>We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department</cntorg> 
              <cntper>Manny Puntas</cntper> 
            </cntorgp> 
            <cntaddr> 
              <addrtype>mailing and physical</addrtype> 
              <address>123 Main St.</address> 
              <city>Anytown</city> 
              <state>MO</state> 
              <postal>61234</postal> 
              <country>USA</country> 
            </cntaddr> 
            <cntvoice>555-555-556</cntvoice> 
            <cntfax>555-5550-1236</cntfax> 
            <cntemail>mpuntas@wemap4u.com</cntemail> 
            <hours>Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
            </hours> 
            <cntinst>If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please send  
              an email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
            </cntinst> 
          </cntinfo> 
        </proccont> 
      </procstep> 
    </lineage> 
  </dataqual> 
  <spdoinfo> 
    <direct>Vector</direct> 
    <ptvctinf> 
      <sdtsterm> 
        <sdtstype>Point</sdtstype> 
        <ptvctcnt>764,567,423</ptvctcnt> 
      </sdtsterm> 
    </ptvctinf> 
  </spdoinfo>  
  <spref> 
    <horizsys> 
      <planar> 
        <gridsys> 
          <gridsysn>Universal Transverse Mercator</gridsysn> 
            <utm> 
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              <utmzone>15</utmzone> 
              <transmer> 
                <sfctrmer>0.9996</sfctrmer> 
                <longcm>-117.000000</longcm> 
                <latprjo>0.0</latprjo> 
                <feast>500000</feast> 
                <fnorth>0.0</fnorth> 
              </transmer> 
            </utm> 
          </gridsys> 
        <planci> 
          <plance>coordinate pair</plance> 
          <coordrep> 
            <absres>0.01</absres> 
            <ordres>0.01</ordres> 
          </coordrep> 
          <plandu> meters</plandu> 
        </planci> 
      </planar> 
      <geodetic> 
        <horizdn>North American Datum of 1983</horizdn> 
        <ellips>Geodetic Reference System 80</ellips> 
        <semiaxis>6378137</semiaxis> 
        <denflat>298.257222101</denflat> 
      </geodetic> 
    </horizsys> 
    <vertdef> 
      <altsys> 
        <altdatum>North American Vertical Datum of 1988</altdatum> 
        <altres> 0.01</altres> 
        <altunits>meters</altunits> 
        <altenc>Explicit elevation coordinate included with horizontal  
          coordinates 
        </altenc> 
      </altsys> 
    </vertdef> 
  </spref> 
  <distinfo> 
    <distrib> 
      <cntinfo> 
        <cntperp> 
          <cntper>Jim Brooks, GISP</cntper> 
          <cntorg>Phelps-Dent Council of Government (PDCOG), GIS and Data  
            Division 
          </cntorg> 
        </cntperp> 
        <cntpos>Director</cntpos> 
        <cntaddr> 
          <addrtype>mailing and physical address</addrtype> 
          <address>PDCOG, GIS Division</address> 
          <address>123 ABD Street</address> 
          <address> Suite 456</address> 
          <city>Sometown</city> 
          <state>MO</state> 
          <postal>99999</postal> 
          <country>USA</country> 
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        </cntaddr> 
        <cntvoice>555-555-9999</cntvoice> 
        <cntemail>jim.brooks@PDCOG.org</cntemail> 
      </cntinfo> 
    </distrib> 
    <resdesc>The Phelps-Dent Council of Government (PDCOG)distributes data  
      directly to program partners. Public access to the data is available  
      from the USGS as listed below. 
    </resdesc> 
    <distliab>In no event shall the creators, custodians, or distributors of  
      these data be liable for any damages arising out of its use, or from  
      the inability of the customer to use these data for their intended  
      application.  
    </distliab> 
  </distinfo> 
  <metainfo> 
    <metd> 20101206</metd> 
    <metrd> 20101207</metrd> 
    <metc> 
      <cntinfo> 
        <cntorgp> 
          <cntorg>We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department</cntorg> 
          <cntper>John Smith</cntper> 
        </cntorgp> 
        <cntaddr> 
          <addrtype>mailing and physical</addrtype> 
          <address>123 Main St.</address> 
          <city>Anytown</city> 
          <state>MO</state> 
          <postal>61234</postal> 
          <country>USA</country> 
        </cntaddr> 
        <cntvoice>555-555-1234</cntvoice> 
        <cnttdd>555-555-1122</cnttdd> 
        <cntfax>555-5550-1235</cntfax> 
        <cntemail>jsmith@wemap4u.com</cntemail> 
        <hours>Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time)</hours> 
        <cntinst> If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please send an 
          email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
        </cntinst> 
      </cntinfo> 
    </metc> 
    <metstdn>FGDC Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata</metstdn> 
    <metstdv>FGDC-STD-001-1998</metstdv> 
    <metac>None</metac> 
    <metuc>None</metuc> 
    <metsi> 
      <metscs>None</metscs> 
      <metsc>Unclassified</metsc> 
      <metshd>None</metshd> 
    </metsi> 
    <metextns> 
      <onlink>None</onlink> 
      <metprof>None</metprof> 
    </metextns>     
  </metainfo> 
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</metadata> 
  
 


Appendix 4. Lidar Metadata Template 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!--DOCTYPE metadata SYSTEM "fgdc-std-001-1998.dtd"--> 
<metadata> 
  <idinfo> 
    <citation> 
      <citeinfo> 
        <origin> EXAMPLE: We Map 4U, Inc. 
        <!--REQUIRED Element: Originator 
          Name of the contractor that developed the dataset. 
          Domain: "Unknown" free text 
        --> 
        </origin> 
        <pubdate> 20101208 
        <!--REQUIRED Element: Publication Date 
          Date that the dataset was RELEASED. The field MUST be formatted 
          YYYYMMDD 
          Domain: "Unknown" "Unpublished Material" YYYYMMDD free text 
        --> 
        </pubdate> 
        <title> EXAMPLE: Lidar data for Phelps and Dent Counties, MO 
          MO_Phelps-Dent-CO_2010 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Title 
            The name by which the dataset is known. 
            If a Project ID in the following format has been issued for this 
            project, include it in the title element 
            [State_description_aquisition-date]. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </title> 
        <geoform> EXAMPLE: Lidar point cloud 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Geospatial Data Presentation Form 
            The mode in which the geospatial data are represented. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </geoform> 
      </citeinfo> 
    </citation> 
    <descript> 
      <abstract> EXAMPLE: Geographic Extent: This dataset is lidar point cloud 
        data, which encompasses a 1,000 meter buffer around Phelps and Dent 
        Counties in Missouri, approximately 829 square miles. 
        Dataset Description: This dataset consists of 457 lidar point cloud LAS 
        swath files. Each LAS file contains lidar point information, which has 
        been calibrated, controlled, and classified. Each file represents a 
        separate swath of lidar. Collected swath files that were larger than 
        2GB were initially written in multiple subswath files, each less than 
        2GB. 
        Ground Conditions: water at normal levels; no unusual inundation; no 
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        snow; leaf off 
        <!--REQUIRED Element: Abstract 
          A brief narrative summary of the dataset. 
          The Abstract should include a consolidated summary of other 
          elements that are included elsewhere in this metadata file, for ease 
          of use. 
          Domain: free text 
        --> 
      </abstract> 
      <lidar> 
        <!-- REQUIRED Section: for Project, Lift, and classified LAS metadata 
          files 
        --> 
        <ldrinfo> 
          <!--REQUIRED Group: This group of tags contains metadata about the 
            sensor and collection conditions. 
          --> 
          <ldrspec>EXAMPLE: USGS-NGP Base Lidar Specification v1.1 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the lidar specification applicable to the 
              point cloud 
            --> 
          </ldrspec> 
          <ldrsens>EXAMPLE: Optech Gemini Airborne Laser Terrain Mappers (ALTM) 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the lidar sensor make and model --> 
          </ldrsens> 
          <ldrmaxnr>EXAMPLE: 4 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the maximum number of returns per pulse --> 
          </ldrmaxnr> 
          <ldrnps>EXAMPLE: 1.2 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the Nominal Pulse Spacing, in Meters --> 
          </ldrnps> 
          <ldrdens>EXAMPLE: 2 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the Nominal Pulse Density, in Points Per 
              Square Meter 
            --> 
          </ldrdens> 
          <ldranps>EXAMPLE: 0.7071 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the Nominal Pulse Spacing, in Meters --> 
           </ldranps> 
          <ldradens>EXAMPLE: 2 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the Nominal Pulse Density, in Points Per 
              Square Meter 
            --> 
          </ldradens> 
          <ldrfltht>EXAMPLE: 3000 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the nominal flight height Above Mean Terrain 
              for the collection, in Meters 
            --> 
          </ldrfltht> 
          <ldrfltsp>EXAMPLE: 115 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the nominal flight speed for the collection, 
              in Knots 
            --> 
          </ldrfltsp> 
          <ldrscana>EXAMPLE: 26 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the sensor scan angle, total, in Degrees --> 
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          </ldrscana> 
          <ldrscanr>EXAMPLE: 40 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the scan frequency of the scanner, in Hertz 
            --> 
          </ldrscanr> 
          <ldrpulsr>EXAMPLE: 120 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the pulse rate of the scanner, in Kilohertz 
            --> 
          </ldrpulsr> 
          <ldrpulsd>EXAMPLE: 10 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the pulse duration of the scanner, in 
              Nanoseconds 
            --> 
          </ldrpulsd> 
          <ldrpulsw>EXAMPLE: 3 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the pulse width of the scanner, in Meters --> 
          </ldrpulsw> 
          <ldrwavel>EXAMPLE: 1064 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the central wavelength of the sensor laser, in 
              Nanometers 
            --> 
          </ldrwavel> 
          <ldrmpia>EXAMPLE: 0 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Whether the sensor was operated with Multiple 
              Pulses In The Air, 0=No; 1=Y 
            --> 
          </ldrmpia> 
          <ldrbmdiv>EXAMPLE: 0.3 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the beam divergence, in Milliradians --> 
          </ldrbmdiv> 
          <ldrswatw>EXAMPLE: 1200 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the nominal swath width on the ground, in 
              Meters 
            --> 
          </ldrswatw> 
          <ldrswato>EXAMPLE: 15 
              <!--REQUIRED Element: the nominal swath overlap, as a Percentage 
              --> 
          </ldrswato> 
          <ldrgeoid>EXAMPLE: National Geodetic Survey (NGS) Geoid09 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Geoid used for vertical reference. --> 
          </ldrgeoid> 
        </ldrinfo> 
        <ldraccur> 
          <!-- REQUIRED Group: This group of tags contains information on point 
            cloud accuracy. Not all tags within this group are mandatory. The 
            NVA of the raw point cloud is required. A VVA value for the 
            classified point cloud is optional, but is required to be reported 
            if it is available. 
            ALL Values are reported in Meters. 
          --> 
          <ldrchacc>EXAMPLE: 0.5 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the required nonvegetated vertical accuracy  
              (NVA) for the point cloud data. 
              If none specified, enter 0. 
            --> 
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          </ldrchacc> 
          <rawnva>EXAMPLE: 0.11 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the calculated nonvegetated vertical accuracy 
              of the raw point cloud data 
            --> 
          </rawnva> 
          <rawnvan>EXAMPLE: 27 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the number of check points used to calculate 
              the reported nonvegetated vertical accuracy of the raw point cloud 
              data 
            --> 
          </rawnvan> 
          <clsnva>EXAMPLE: 0.09 
            <!--OPTIONAL Element: the calculated nonvegetated vertical accuracy 
              of the classified point cloud data (required if available) 
            --> 
          </clsnva> 
          <clsnvan>EXAMPLE: 27 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: the number of check points used to calculate 
              the reported nonvegetated vertical accuracy of the classified 
              point cloud data (required if available) 
            --> 
          </clsnvan> 
          <clsvva>EXAMPLE: 0.188 
            <!--OPTIONAL Element: the calculated vegetated vertical accuracy of 
              the classified point cloud data (required if available) 
            --> 
          </clsvva> 
          <clsvvan>EXAMPLE: 86 
            <!--OPTIONAL Element: the number of check points used to calculate 
              the vegetated vertical accuracy of the classified point cloud data 
              (required if available) 
            --> 
          </clsvvan> 
        </ldraccur> 
        <lasinfo> 
          <!-- REQUIRED Group: This group of tags contains information on the 
            LAS version and classification values for the point cloud. 
          --> 
          <lasver>EXAMPLE: 1.4 
            <!-- REQUIRED Element: The version of the LAS Standard applicable to 
              this dataset. 
            --> 
          </lasver> 
          <lasprf>EXAMPLE: 6 
            <!-- REQUIRED Element: The Point Data Record Format used for the 
              point cloud. 
            --> 
          </lasprf> 
          <laswheld>EXAMPLE: Withheld (ignore) points were identified in these 
            files using the standard LAS Withheld bit. 
            <!-- REQUIRED Element: Describe how withheld points are identified. 
            --> 
          </laswheld> 
          <lasolap>EXAMPLE: Swath "overage" points were identified in these 
            files using the standard LAS overlap bit. 
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            <!-- REQUIRED Element: This element describes how overage points are 
              identified. 
            --> 
          </lasolap> 
          <lasintr>EXAMPLE: 11 
            <!-- REQUIRED Element: This element specifies the native radiometric 
              resolution of intensity values, in Bits. 
            --> 
          </lasintr> 
          <lasclass> 
            <!-- REQUIRED Section if LAS data are classified: Each lasclass 
              section provides a code value and a description for that code. 
            --> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 1</clascode> 
              <!-- REQUIRED Element: This element specifies classification code. 
                Domain: positive integer between 0 and 255 
              --> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Undetermined/Unclassified</clasitem> 
              <!-- REQUIRED Element: This element describes the object 
                identified by the classification code; the type of object from 
                which the lidar point was reflected, or the status of the 
                classification of point. 
                Domain: free text 
              --> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 2</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Bare earth</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 4</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: All vegetation</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 6</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: All structures except bridges</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 7</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Low noise</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 8</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Model Key Points</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 9</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Water</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 10</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Ignored ground</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 17</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: Bridges</clasitem> 
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          </lasclass> 
          <lasclass> 
            <clascode>EXAMPLE: 18</clascode> 
            <clasitem>EXAMPLE: High Noise</clasitem> 
          </lasclass> 
        </lasinfo> 
      </lidar> 
      <purpose>The purpose of these lidar data was to produce high accuracy 3D 
        hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with a 1.0 foot cell size. 
        The data will be used by FEMA for flood-plain mapping. 
        These raw lidar point cloud data were used to create classified lidar 
        LAS files, intensity images, 3D breaklines, hydro-flattened DEMs as 
        necessary. 
        <!--REQUIRED Element: Purpose 
          Why was the dataset was created? For what applications? 
          What other products this dataset will be used to create: tiled 
          classified LAS, DEM, and others, required deliverables, or interim 
          products necessary to complete the project. What scales are 
          appropriate or inappropriate for use? 
          Domain: free text 
        --> 
      </purpose> 
      <supplinf> 
        USGS Contract No. G10PC01234 
        CONTRACTOR: We Map4U, Inc. 
        SUBCONTRACTOR: Aerial Scanning Services, LLC 
        Lidar data were acquired and calibrated by Aerial Scanning Services. 
        All follow-on processing was completed by the prime contractor. 
        <!--OPTIONAL Element: Supplemental Information 
          Enter other descriptive information about the dataset. 
          Desirable information includes any deviations from project 
          specifications and reasons. It also may include any other information 
          that the contractor finds necessary or useful, such as contract number 
          or summary of lidar technology. Remove this tag or clear the contents 
          of this tag if none. 
          Domain: free text 
        --> 
      </supplinf> 
    </descript> 
    <timeperd> 
      <timeinfo> 
        <!--REQUIRED Group: Time info: will be either: 
          single date, 
          OR multiple dates, 
          OR a range of dates. 
          Examples are provided for all three formats. 
          Delete the ones that do not apply. 
        --> 
        <sngdate> 
          <!--Begin the example of Single Date--> 
          <caldate> 20100216 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Calendar Date 
              This date is the date of the lidar collection, if the collection 
              was completed in one day. 
              The field MUST be formatted YYYYMMDD 
            --> 
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          </caldate> 
        </sngdate> 
        <mdattim> 
          <!-- Begin example of a multiple dates --> 
          <sngdate> 
            <caldate> 20100216 
              <!--REQUIRED Element: Calendar Date 
                This date is the first date of the lidar collection, when 
                multiple collection dates are specified. 
                The field MUST be formatted YYYYMMDD 
              --> 
            </caldate> 
          </sngdate> 
          <sngdate> 
            <caldate> 20100218 
              <!--REQUIRED Element: Calendar Date 
                This date is the second date of the lidar collection, when 
                multiple collection dates are specified. 
                The field MUST be formatted YYYYMMDD 
                REPEAT the sngdate and caldate tags for each collection date 
              --> 
            </caldate> 
          </sngdate> 
        </mdattim> 
        <rngdates> 
          <!-- Begin example of a date range --> 
          <begdate> 20100216 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Beginning Date 
              This date is the beginning date of lidar collection. 
              The field MUST be formatted YYYYMMDD 
            --> 
          </begdate> 
          <enddate> 20100218 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Ending Date 
              This date is the ending date of lidar collection. 
              The field MUST be formatted YYYYMMDD 
            --> 
          </enddate> 
        </rngdates> 
      </timeinfo> 
      <current> EXAMPLE: ground condition 
        <!--REQUIRED Element: Currentness Reference 
          Enter the basis on which the time period of content information is 
          determined. 
          Domain: "ground condition" "publication date" free text 
        --> 
      </current> 
    </timeperd> 
    <status> 
      <progress> EXAMPLE: Partial: Lot 2 of 5 
        <!--REQUIRED ELEMENT: Progress 
          Enter the state of the dataset. 
          Domain: "Complete" "Partial: Lot x of n" 
        --> 
      </progress> 
      <update> EXAMPLE: None planned 
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        <!--REQUIRED ELEMENT: Maintenance and Update Frequency 
          Enter the repeat cycle for the project. 
          Domain: "Annually" "Unknown" "None planned" free text 
        --> 
      </update> 
    </status> 
    <spdom> 
      <bounding> 
        <westbc> -91.750000 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: West Bounding Coordinate 
            This value is the coordinate of the western-most limit of coverage 
            of the dataset expressed as longitude. This value will be negative 
            in the United States, except for the extreme western Aleutian 
            Islands. 
            This value MUST be expressed in Decimal Degrees. 
            Domain: -180.0<= West Bounding Coordinate< 180.0 
          --> 
        </westbc> 
        <eastbc> -91.25000 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: East Bounding Coordinate 
            This value is the coordinate of the eastern-most limit of coverage 
            of the dataset expressed as longitude. This value will be negative 
            in the United States. 
            This value MUST be expressed in Decimal Degrees. 
            Domain: -180.0<= East Bounding Coordinate<= 180.0 
          --> 
        </eastbc> 
        <northbc> 38.00000 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: North Bounding Coordinate 
            This value is the coordinate of the northern-most limit of coverage 
            of the dataset expressed as latitude. This value will be positive 
            in the United States. 
            This value MUST be expressed in Decimal Degrees. 
            Domain: -90.0<= North Bounding Coordinate<= 90.0 
          --> 
        </northbc> 
        <southbc> 37.250000 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: South Bounding Coordinate 
            This value is the coordinate of the southern-most limit of coverage 
            of the dataset expressed as latitude. This value will be positive 
            in the United States. 
            This value MUST be expressed in Decimal Degrees. 
            Domain: -90.0<= South Bounding Coordinate<= 90.0 
          --> 
        </southbc> 
      </bounding> 
      <lboundng> 
        <leftbc> 584800 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: The coordinate of the western-most limit of 
            coverage of the dataset expressed in the Coordinate Reference 
            System in which the data are delivered. 
          --> 
        </leftbc> 
        <rightbc> 664800 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: The coordinate of the eastern-most limit of 
            coverage of the dataset expressed in the Coordinate Reference 
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            System in which the data are delivered. 
          --> 
        </rightbc> 
        <topbc> 4225400 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: The coordinate of the northern-most limit of 
            coverage of the dataset expressed in the Coordinate Reference 
            System in which the data are delivered. 
          --> 
        </topbc> 
        <bottombc> 4141400 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: The coordinate of the southern-most limit of 
            coverage of the dataset expressed in the Coordinate Reference 
            System in which the data are delivered. 
          --> 
        </bottombc> 
      </lboundng> 
    </spdom> 
    <keywords> 
      <theme> 
        <themekt> EXAMPLE: None 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Theme Keyword Thesaurus 
            A formally registered thesaurus or a similar authoritative source of 
            theme keywords. 
            Domain: "None" free text 
          --> 
        </themekt> 
        <themekey> EXAMPLE: Elevation data 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Theme Keyword: Elevation data (required)--> 
        </themekey> 
        <themekey> EXAMPLE: Lidar 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Theme Keyword: Lidar (required)--> 
        </themekey> 
        <themekey> EXAMPLE: Hydrology 
          <!--Enter any additional applicable theme keywords. 
            Use only ONE keyword for each themekey tag. Repeat the themekey tag 
            as many times as necessary. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </themekey> 
      </theme> 
      <place> 
        <placekt> EXAMPLE: None 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Place Keyword Thesaurus 
            Reference to a formally registered thesaurus or a similar 
            authoritative source of place keywords. 
            Domain: "None" "Geographic Names Information System" free text 
          --> 
        </placekt> 
        <placekey> EXAMPLE: Missouri 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Place Keyword 
            For multi-state projects, make a separate entry for each state. 
            List only one state for each placekey tag. 
          --> 
        </placekey> 
        <placekey> EXAMPLE: Phelps County 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Place Keyword 
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            For multi-county projects, make a separate entry for each county. 
            List only one county for each placekey tag. 
          --> 
        </placekey> 
        <placekey> EXAMPLE: Dent County 
        </placekey> 
        <placekey> EXAMPLE: Mark Twain National Forest 
          <!--Enter any additional applicable place keywords, for example cities 
            or landmarks. 
            Use only one keyword for each placekey tag. 
            Repeat the placekey tag as many times as necessary. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </placekey> 
      </place> 
    </keywords> 
    <accconst> EXAMPLE: No restrictions apply to these data. 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Access Constraints. 
        Enter restrictions and legal prerequisites for 
        accessing the dataset. These include any access constraints applied 
        to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual property, and 
        any special restrictions or limitations on obtaining the dataset. 
        Domain: "None" free text 
      --> 
    </accconst> 
    <useconst> EXAMPLE: None. However, users should be aware that temporal 
      changes may have occurred since this dataset was collected and that some 
      parts of these data may no longer represent actual surface conditions. 
      Users should not use these data for critical applications without a full 
      awareness of the limitations of the data. Acknowledgement of the U.S. 
      Geological Survey would be appreciated for products derived from these 
      data. 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Enter restrictions and legal prerequisites for 
        using the dataset after access is granted. These include any use 
        constraints applied to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual 
        property, and any special restrictions or limitations on using the 
        dataset. 
        Domain: "None" free text 
      --> 
    </useconst> 
    <ptcontac> 
      <cntinfo> 
        <cntorgp> 
          <cntorg> EXAMPLE: We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Contact Organization: 
              The name of the organization that created the data and is 
              knowledgeable about the data. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </cntorg> 
          <cntper> EXAMPLE: Jane Smith 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Contact Person 
              The name of the individual who is knowledgeable about the data. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </cntper> 
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        </cntorgp> 
        <cntaddr> 
          <addrtype> EXAMPLE: mailing and physical 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Address Type 
              The type of address that follows. 
              Only required for "mailing" or "mailing and physical". If the 
              contractor has a different mailing and physical address, the 
              physical address does not need to be included. This section may be 
              repeated if you would like to provide a separate physical address. 
              Domain: "mailing" "physical" "mailing and physical", free text 
            --> 
          </addrtype> 
          <address> EXAMPLE: 123 Main St. 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Address 
              The address of the contractor. 
              For multiple line addresses the address tag may be repeated as 
              many times as needed. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </address> 
          <city> EXAMPLE: Anytown 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: City 
              The city of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </city> 
          <state> EXAMPLE: MO 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: State 
              The state or province of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </state> 
          <postal> EXAMPLE: 61234 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Postal Code 
              Enter the ZIP or other postal code of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </postal> 
          <country> EXAMPLE: USA 
            <!--OPTIONAL Element: Country 
              The country of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </country> 
        </cntaddr> 
        <cntvoice> EXAMPLE: 555-555-1234 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Contact Voice Telephone 
            The telephone number by which individuals can speak to the 
            organization or individual responsible for the data. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntvoice> 
        <cnttdd> EXAMPLE: 555-555-1122 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact TDD/TTY Telephone 
            The telephone number by which hearing-impaired individuals 
            can contact the organization or individual. 
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            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cnttdd> 
        <cntfax> EXAMPLE: 555-5550-1235 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact Fax 
            The telephone number of a facsimile machine of the organization 
            or individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntfax> 
        <cntemail> EXAMPLE: jsmith@wemap4u.com 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact E-mail Address 
            The email address of the organization or individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntemail> 
        <hours> EXAMPLE: Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Hours of Service 
            The time period when individuals can speak to the organization or 
            individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </hours> 
        <cntinst> EXAMPLE: If unable to reach the contact by telephone, 
            please send an email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact Instructions 
            Supplemental instructions on how or when to contact the individual 
            or organization. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntinst> 
      </cntinfo> 
    </ptcontac> 
    <native> EXAMPLE: Optech DASHMap 4.2200; ALS Post Processor 2.70 Build 15; 
      GeoCue Version 6.1.21.4; Windows XP Operating System 
      \\server\directory path\*.las 
      17 GB 
      <!--REQUIRED: Native dataset environment 
        Description of the dataset in the producer's processing 
        environment, including items such as the name of the software (including 
        version), the computer operating system, file name (including host-, 
        path-, and filenames), and the dataset size. 
        Domain: free text 
      --> 
    </native> 
  </idinfo> 
  <dataqual> 
    <logic> EXAMPLE: Data cover the entire area specified for this project. 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Logical Consistency Report 
        Describe the fidelity of relations in the data 
        structure of the lidar data: tests of valid values 
        or topological tests. Identify software used and 
        the date of the tests. 
        Domain: free text 
      --> 
    </logic> 
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    <complete> EXAMPLE: These raw LAS data files include all data points 
      collected. No points have been removed or excluded. A visual qualitative 
      assessment was performed to ensure data completeness. No void areas or 
      missing data exist. The raw point cloud is of good quality and data 
      passes Fundamental Vertical Accuracy specifications. 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Completeness Report 
        Document the inclusion or omissions of features for the dataset. 
        Minimum width or area thresholds. Selection criteria or other rules 
        used to derive the dataset. 
        Domain: free text 
      --> 
    </complete> 
    <posacc> 
      <vertacc> 
        <vertaccr> EXAMPLE: The specifications require that only Nonvegetated 
          Vertical Accuracy (NVA) can be computed for raw lidar point cloud 
          swath files. The vertical accuracy was tested with 25 independent 
          surveys located in open terrain. These check points were not used  
          in the calibration or post processing of the lidar point cloud data.  
          The survey check points were distributed throughout the project. 
          Specifications for this project require that the NVA be 25 cm or 
          better AccuracyZ at 95 percent confidence level. 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Vertical Positional Accuracy Report 
            An explanation of the accuracy of the vertical coordinate 
            measurements and a description of the tests used. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </vertaccr> 
        <qvertpa> 
          <vertaccv> EXAMPLE: 0.19 meters AccuracyZ at 95 percent Confidence 
            Interval 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Vertical Positional Accuracy Value 
              Vertical accuracy expressed in (ground) meters. 
              Clearly state whether this value is RMSEz or AccuracyZ 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </vertaccv> 
          <vertacce> The NVA was tested using 25 independent surveys located in 
            open terrain. The survey check points were distributed throughout 
            the project. The 25 independent check points were surveyed using the 
            closed level loop technique. Elevations from the unclassified lidar 
            surface were measured for the x,y location of each check point. 
            Elevations interpolated from the lidar surface were then compared 
            to the elevation values of the surveyed control. The RMSE was 
            computed to be 0.097 meters. AccuracyZ has been tested to meet 
            19.0 cm Fundamental Vertical Accuracy at 95 Percent confidence level 
            using RMSE(z) x 1.9600 as defined by the National Standards for 
            Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA); assessed and reported using National 
            Digital Elevation Program (NDEP)/ASRPS Guidelines. 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Vertical Positional Accuracy Explanation 
              Identification of the test that yielded the Vertical Positional 
              Accuracy Value. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </vertacce> 
        </qvertpa> 
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      </vertacc> 
    </posacc> 
    <lineage> 
      <srcinfo> 
        <!-- The srcinfo section of the metadata MUST be repeated for each data 
          source that contributed to making this unclassified LAS swath dataset, 
          including, but not limited to, 1) ground control used for calibrating 
          the lidar data, 2) the actual lidar acquisition data, and 3) 
          independent ground control used to assess the accuracy of the lidar 
          point cloud. 
        --> 
        <srccite> 
          <citeinfo> 
            <origin> EXAMPLE: Jiffy Survey, Inc 
              <!--REQUIRED Element: Originator 
                This element is the name of an organization or individual that 
                developed the dataset. If the creation of this data source was 
                created by a subcontractor, the subcontractors name and contact 
                information should be entered as the source for that 
                contributing dataset. 
                Domain: "Unknown" free text 
              --> 
            </origin> 
            <pubdate> 20100115 
              <!--REQUIRED element: Date of Publication 
                Enter the date when the dataset is published or otherwise made 
                available for release. 
                The format of this date must be YYYMMDD. 
                Domain: "Unknown" "Unpublished material" free date 
              --> 
            </pubdate> 
            <title> EXAMPLE: Ground Control for Phelps and Dent County, MO 
              lidar project 
              <!--REQUIRED Element: Title 
                The name by which the first contributing dataset is known. 
                Domain: free text 
              --> 
            </title> 
            <geoform> EXAMPLE: vector digital data and tabular data 
              <!--OPTIONAL Element: Enter the mode in which the geospatial data 
                are represented. 
                Domain: (the listed domain is partially from pp. 88-91 in 
                Anglo-American Committee on Cataloguing of Cartographic 
                Materials, 1982, Cartographic materials: A manual of 
                interpretation for AACR2: Chicago, American Library 
                Association): 
                "atlas" "audio" "diagram" "document" "globe" "map" "model" 
                "multimedia presentation" "profile" "raster digital data" 
                "remote-sensing image" "section" "spreadsheet" "tabular 
                digital data" "vector digital data" "video" "view" 
                free text 
              --> 
            </geoform> 
            <pubinfo> 
              <pubplace> EXAMPLE: Jiffy Survey, Inc. 
                <!--REQUIRED Element: Publication Place 
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                  The name of the city (and state or province, and country, if 
                  needed to identify the city) the originator of the dataset. 
                  Domain: free text 
                --> 
              </pubplace> 
              <publish> EXAMPLE: Jiffy Survey, Inc., GPS department 
                <!--Enter the name of the individual or organization that 
                  published the dataset. 
                  Domain: free text 
                --> 
              </publish> 
            </pubinfo> 
            <othercit> EXAMPLE: None. 
              <!--OPTIONAL Element: Other Citation Details 
                Other information required to complete the citation. 
                Domain: free text 
              --> 
            </othercit> 
            <onlink> EXAMPLE: ftp://JiffySurveyftp.com/data/outgoing/Task1/ 
              <!--OPTIONAL Element: Online Linkage 
                IF APPLICABLE: The URL of an online computer resource that 
                contains the dataset. 
                Domain: free text 
              --> 
            </onlink> 
          </citeinfo> 
        </srccite> 
        <srcscale> Example: 50 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Source Scale Denominator 
            IF APPLICABLE: The denominator of the representative fraction on a 
            map (for example, on a 1:24,000-scale map, the Source Scale 
            Denominator is 24000). 
            Domain: Source Scale Denominator > 1 
          --> 
        </srcscale> 
        <typesrc> EXAMPLE: CD-ROM 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Type of Source Media 
            The medium of the first source dataset. 
            Domain: "paper" "stable-base material" "microfiche" "microfilm" 
            "audiocassette" "chart" "filmstrip" "transparency" "videocassette" 
            "videodisc" "videotape" "physical model" "computer program" "disc" 
            "cartridge tape" "magnetic tape" "online" "CD-ROM" 
            "electronic bulletin board" "electronic mail system" free text 
          --> 
        </typesrc> 
        <srctime> 
          <timeinfo> 
            <sngdate> 
              <caldate> 201001003 
                <!--REQUIRED Element: Calendar Date 
                  This date is the date of the first source dataset was created. 
                  The field MUST be formatted YYYYMMDD 
                --> 
              </caldate> 
            </sngdate> 
          </timeinfo> 
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          <srccurr> EXAMPLE: ground condition 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Source Currentness Reference 
              The basis on which the source time period of content information 
              of the source dataset is determined. 
              Domain: "ground condition" "publication date" free text 
            --> 
          </srccurr> 
        </srctime> 
        <srccitea> EXAMPLE: Phelps_Co_lidar_gnd_ctrl 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Source Citation Abbreviation 
            Enter short-form alias for the source citation. 
            Each source MUST HAVE A UNIQUE ID. 
            This ID will be used to reference these source data in the Process 
            Step sections below. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </srccitea> 
        <srccontr> EXAMPLE: This data source was used (along with the airborne 
          GPS/IMU Data) to georeferencing of the lidar point cloud data. 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Source Contribution 
            Brief statement identifying the information contributed. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </srccontr> 
      </srcinfo> 
      <srcinfo> 
        <srccite> 
          <citeinfo> 
            <origin>USDA</origin> 
            <pubdate> 20090606</pubdate> 
            <title>NAIP Imagery for Phelps and Dent County, MO lidar project 
            </title> 
            <geoform>raster orthoimagery</geoform> 
            <pubinfo> 
              <pubplace>USGS-EROS</pubplace> 
              <publish>USGS-EROS</publish> 
            </pubinfo> 
            <othercit>None</othercit> 
            <onlink></onlink> 
          </citeinfo> 
        </srccite> 
        <srcscale>50</srcscale> 
        <typesrc>online</typesrc> 
        <srctime> 
          <timeinfo> 
            <sngdate> 
              <caldate>20090101</caldate> 
            </sngdate> 
          </timeinfo> 
          <srccurr>ground condition</srccurr> 
        </srctime> 
        <srccitea>Phelps-Dent_Co_NAIP_Imagery</srccitea> 
        <srccontr>This data source was used (along with the lidar intensity 
          imagery) to classify the lidar point cloud data. 
        </srccontr> 
      </srcinfo> 
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      <srcinfo> 
        <srccite> 
          <citeinfo> 
            <origin>We Map 4U, Inc.</origin> 
            <pubdate>20101208</pubdate> 
            <title>Lidar Intensity Imagery for Phelps and Dent County, MO 
            </title> 
            <geoform>raster orthoimagery</geoform> 
            <pubinfo> 
              <pubplace>USGS-EROS</pubplace> 
              <publish>USGS-EROS</publish> 
            </pubinfo> 
            <othercit>None</othercit> 
            <onlink></onlink> 
          </citeinfo> 
        </srccite> 
        <srcscale>50</srcscale> 
        <typesrc>online</typesrc> 
        <srctime> 
          <timeinfo> 
        <rngdates> 
          <begdate>20100216</begdate> 
          <enddate>20100218</enddate> 
        </rngdates> 
          </timeinfo> 
          <srccurr>ground condition</srccurr> 
        </srctime> 
        <srccitea>Phelps-Dent_Co_Lidar_Intensity_Imagery</srccitea> 
        <srccontr>This data source was used (along with NAIP imagery) 
          to classify the lidar point cloud data. 
        </srccontr> 
      </srcinfo> 
      <procstep> 
        <procdesc> EXAMPLE: Lidar Preprocessing: Airborne GPS and IMU data were 
          merged to develop a Single Best Estimate (SBET) of the lidar system 
          trajectory for each lift. Lidar ranging data were initially calibrated 
          using previous best parameters for this instrument and aircraft. 
          Relative calibration was evaluated using advanced plane-matching 
          analysis and parameter corrections derived. This process was repeated 
          iteratively until residual errors between overlapping swaths, across 
          all project lifts, was reduced to 2 cm or less. Data were then block 
          adjusted to match surveyed calibration control. Raw data NVA were 
          checked using independently surveyed check points. Swath overage 
          points were identified and tagged within each swath file. 
          <!--Enter an explanation of the event and related parameters or 
            tolerances. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </procdesc> 
        <srcused> EXAMPLE: Phelps_Co_lidar_gnd_ctrl 
          <!--Enter the Source Citation Abbreviation of a dataset used in the 
            processing step. 
            Domain: Source Citation Abbreviations from the Source Information 
            entries for the dataset. 
          --> 
        </srcused> 
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        <procdate> 20100131 
          <!--Enter the date when the event was completed. 
            Domain: "Unknown" "Not complete" free date 
          --> 
        </procdate> 
        <srcprod> EXAMPLE: Lidar datasets with USGS classifications 
          <!--Enter the Source Citation Abbreviation of an intermediate dataset 
            that (1) is significant in the opinion of the data producer,  
            (2) is generated in the processing step, and  
            (3) is used in later processing steps. 
            Domain: Source Citation Abbreviations from the Source Information 
            entries for the dataset. 
          --> 
        </srcprod> 
        <proccont> 
          <cntinfo> 
            <cntorgp> 
              <cntorg> EXAMPLE: We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department 
                <!--Enter the name of the organization to which the contact type 
                  applies. 
                  Domain: free text 
                --> 
              </cntorg> 
              <cntper> EXAMPLE: Manny Puntas 
                <!--Enter the name of the individual to which the contact type 
                  applies. 
                  Domain: free text 
                --> 
              </cntper> 
            </cntorgp> 
            <cntaddr> 
              <addrtype>mailing and physical</addrtype> 
              <address>123 Main St.</address> 
              <city>Anytown</city> 
              <state>MO</state> 
              <postal>61234</postal> 
              <country>USA</country> 
            </cntaddr> 
            <cntvoice>555-555-556</cntvoice> 
            <cntfax>555-5550-1236</cntfax> 
            <cntemail>mpuntas@wemap4u.com</cntemail> 
            <hours>Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
            </hours> 
            <cntinst> If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please 
              send an email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
            </cntinst> 
          </cntinfo> 
        </proccont> 
      </procstep> 
      <procstep> 
        <procdesc>Lidar Post-Processing: The calibrated and controlled lidar 
          swaths were processed using automatic point classification routines 
          in proprietary software. These routines operate against the entire 
          collection (all swaths, all lifts), eliminating character differences 
          between files. Data were then distributed as virtual tiles to 
          experienced lidar analysts for localized automatic classification, 
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          manual editing, and peer-based QC checks. Supervisory QC monitoring 
          of work in progress and completed editing ensured consistency of 
          classification character and adherence to project requirements across 
          the entire project. All classification tags are stored in the original 
          swath files. After completion of classification and final QC approval, 
          the NVA and VVA for the project are calculated. Sample areas for each 
          land cover type present in the project were extracted and forwarded 
          to the client, along with the results of the accuracy tests. Upon 
          acceptance, the complete classified lidar swath files were delivered 
          to the client. 
        </procdesc> 
        <srcused>Phelps-Dent_Co_NAIP_Imagery</srcused> 
        <srcused>Phelps-Dent_Co_Lidar_Intensity_Imagery</srcused> 
        <procdate>20100530</procdate> 
        <proccont> 
          <cntinfo> 
            <cntorgp> 
              <cntorg>We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department</cntorg> 
              <cntper>Manny Puntas</cntper> 
            </cntorgp> 
            <cntaddr> 
              <addrtype>mailing and physical</addrtype> 
              <address>123 Main St.</address> 
              <city>Anytown</city> 
              <state>MO</state> 
              <postal>61234</postal> 
              <country>USA</country> 
            </cntaddr> 
            <cntvoice>555-555-556</cntvoice> 
            <cntfax>555-5550-1236</cntfax> 
            <cntemail>mpuntas@wemap4u.com</cntemail> 
            <hours>Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
            </hours> 
            <cntinst> If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please 
              send an email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
            </cntinst> 
          </cntinfo> 
        </proccont> 
      </procstep> 
    </lineage> 
  </dataqual> 
  <spdoinfo> 
    <direct> EXAMPLE: Vector 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Enter the system of objects used to represent 
        space in the dataset. 
        Domain: "Point" "Vector" "Raster" 
      --> 
    </direct> 
    <ptvctinf> 
      <sdtsterm> 
        <sdtstype> EXAMPLE: Point 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: SDTS Point and Vector Object Type 
            Enter name of point and vector spatial objects used to locate 
            zero-, one-, and two-dimensional spatial locations in the dataset. 
            Domain: (The domain is from "Spatial Data Concepts," which is 
            Chapter 2 of Part 1 in Department of Commerce, 1992, Spatial Data 
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            Transfer Standard (SDTS) (Federal Information Processing Standard 
            173): Washington, Department of Commerce, National Institute of 
            Standards and Technology): 
            "Point" 
          --> 
        </sdtstype> 
        <ptvctcnt> EXAMPLE: 764,567,423 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Point and Vector Count 
            Enter the total number of the point or vector object type occurring 
            in the dataset. 
            Domain: Point and Vector Object Count > 0 
          --> 
        </ptvctcnt> 
      </sdtsterm> 
    </ptvctinf> 
  </spdoinfo> 
  <spref> 
    <horizsys> 
      <planar> 
        <gridsys> 
          <!--REQUIRED Section: The section should be filled out with the 
            relevant parameters for the coordinate reference system for the 
            data. Usually it will be UTM or a State Plane Zone. Delete the 
            irrelevant section below. 
          --> 
          <gridsysn> EXAMPLE: Universal Transverse Mercator 
            <!--Enter name of the grid coordinate system. 
              Domain: "Universal Transverse Mercator" 
              "Universal Polar Stereographic" 
              "State Plane Coordinate System 1927" 
              "State Plane Coordinate System 1983" 
              "ARC Coordinate System" 
              "other grid system" 
            --> 
          </gridsysn> 
          <utm> 
            <utmzone> EXAMPLE: 15 
              <!--Enter the  identifier for the UTM zone. 
                Type: integer 
                Domain: 
                1 <= UTM Zone Number <= 60 for the northern hemisphere; 
                -60 <= UTM Zone Number <= -1 for the southern hemisphere 
              --> 
            </utmzone> 
            <transmer> 
              <sfctrmer>0.9996 
                <!--Enter a multiplier for reducing a distance obtained from a 
                  map by computation or scaling to the actual distance along the 
                  Central Meridian. 
                  Domain: Scale Factor at Central Meridian > 0.0 
                --> 
              </sfctrmer> 
              <longcm>-117.000000 
                <!--Enter the line of longitude at the center of a map 
                  projection generally used as the basis for constructing the 
                  projection. 
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                  Type: real 
                  Domain: -180.0 <= Longitude of Central Meridian < 180.0 
                --> 
              </longcm> 
              <latprjo>0.0 
                <!--Enter latitude chosen as the origin of rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. 
                  Domain: -90.0 <= Latitude of Projection Origin <= 90.0 
                --> 
              </latprjo> 
              <feast>500000 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "x" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </feast> 
              <fnorth>0.0 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "y" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </fnorth> 
            </transmer> 
          </utm> 
          <spcs> 
            <spcszone> 
              <!--Enter identifier for the SPCS zone. 
                Domain: Four-digit numeric codes for the State Plane Coordinate 
                Systems based on the North American Datum of 1927 are documented 
                in Department of Commerce, 1986, Representation of geographic 
                information interchange (Federal Information Processing Standard 
                70-1): Washington: Department of Commerce, National Institute of 
                Standards and Technology. 
                Codes for the State Plane Coordinate Systems based on the North 
                American Datum of 1983 are documented in Department of Commerce, 
                1989 (January), State Plane Coordinate System of 1983 (National 
                Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Manual NOS NGS 5): Silver 
                Spring MD, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
                National Ocean Service, Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
              --> 
            </spcszone> 
            <lambertc> 
              <stdparll> 
                <!--Enter line of constant latitude at which the surface of the 
                  Earth and the plane of projection intersect. 
                  Domain: -90.0 <= Standard Parallel <= 90.0 
                --> 
              </stdparll> 
              <longcm> 
                <!--Enter the line of longitude at the center of a map 
                  projection generally used as the basis for constructing the 
                  projection. 
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                  Domain: -180.0 <= Longitude of Central Meridian < 180.0 
                --> 
              </longcm> 
              <latprjo> 
                <!--Enter latitude chosen as the origin of rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. 
                  Domain: -90.0 <= Latitude of Projection Origin <= 90.0 
                --> 
              </latprjo> 
              <feast> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "x" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </feast> 
              <fnorth> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "y" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value frequently is 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </fnorth> 
            </lambertc> 
            <transmer> 
              <sfctrmer> 
                <!--Enter a multiplier for reducing a distance obtained from a 
                  map by computation or scaling to the actual distance along the 
                  central meridian. 
                  Domain: Scale Factor at Central Meridian > 0.0 
                --> 
              </sfctrmer> 
              <longcm> 
                <!--Enter the line of longitude at the center of a map 
                  projection generally used as the basis for constructing the 
                  projection. 
                  Type: real 
                  Domain: -180.0 <= Longitude of Central Meridian < 180.0 
                --> 
              </longcm> 
              <latprjo> 
                <!--Enter latitude chosen as the origin of rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. 
                  Domain: -90.0 <= Latitude of Projection Origin <= 90.0 
                --> 
              </latprjo> 
              <feast> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "x" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </feast> 
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              <fnorth> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "y" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </fnorth> 
            </transmer> 
            <obqmerc> 
              <sfctrlin> 
                <!--Enter a multiplier for reducing a distance obtained from a 
                  map by computation or scaling to the actual distance along the 
                  center line. 
                  Domain: Scale Factor at Center Line > 0.0 
                --> 
              </sfctrlin> 
              <obqlazim> 
                <azimangl> 
                  <!--Enter angle measured clockwise from north, and expressed 
                    in degrees. 
                    Domain: 0.0 <= Azimuthal Angle < 360.0 
                  --> 
                </azimangl> 
                <azimptl> 
                  <!--Enter longitude of the map projection origin. 
                    Domain: -180.0 <= Azimuth Measure Point Longitude < 180.0 
                  --> 
                </azimptl> 
              </obqlazim> 
              <obqlpt> 
                <obqllat> 
                  <!--Enter latitude of a point defining the oblique line. 
                    Domain: -90.0 <= Oblique Line Latitude <= 90.0 
                  --> 
                </obqllat> 
                <obqllong> 
                  <!--Enter longitude of a point defining the oblique line. 
                    Domain: -180.0 <= Oblique Line Longitude < 180.0 
                  --> 
                </obqllong> 
              </obqlpt> 
              <latprjo> 
                <!--Enter latitude chosen as the origin of rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. 
                  Domain: -90.0 <= Latitude of Projection Origin <= 90.0 
                --> 
              </latprjo> 
              <feast> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "x" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </feast> 
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              <fnorth> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "y" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </fnorth> 
            </obqmerc> 
            <polycon> 
              <longcm> 
                <!--Enter the line of longitude at the center of a map 
                  projection generally used as the basis for constructing the 
                  projection. 
                  Domain: -180.0 <= Longitude of Central Meridian < 180.0 
                --> 
              </longcm> 
              <latprjo> 
                <!--Enter latitude chosen as the origin of rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. 
                  Domain: -90.0 <= Latitude of Projection Origin <= 90.0 
                --> 
              </latprjo> 
              <feast> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "x" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </feast> 
              <fnorth> 
                <!--Enter the value added to all "y" values in the rectangular 
                  coordinates for a map projection. This value is frequently 
                  assigned to eliminate negative numbers. Expressed in the unit 
                  of measure identified in Planar Coordinate Units. 
                  Domain: free real 
                --> 
              </fnorth> 
            </polycon> 
          </spcs> 
        </gridsys> 
        <planci> 
          <plance>EXAMPLE: coordinate pair</plance> 
          <!-- REQUIRED Element: Planar Coordinate Encoding Method - the means 
            used to represent horizontal positions. 
            Domain: : "coordinate pair" "distance and bearing" "row and column" 
            free text 
          --> 
          <coordrep> 
            <absres>0.01 
              <!-- REQUIRED Element: Horizontal Resolution in X: The minimum 
                distance possible between two adjacent horizontal values in the 
                X direction in the horizontal Distance Units of measure. 
                Domain: Abscissa Resolution > 0.0 
              --> 
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            </absres> 
            <ordres> EXAMPLE: 0.01 
              <!-- REQUIRED Element: Horizontal Resolution in Y: The minimum 
                distance possible between two adjacent horizontal values in the 
                Y direction in the horizontal Distance Units of measure. 
                Domain: Ordinate Resolution > 0.0 
              --> 
            </ordres> 
          </coordrep> 
          <plandu>EXAMPLE: meters 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Units in which elevations are recorded. 
              Domain: "meters" "U.S. feet" "Intl. feet" free text 
            --> 
         </plandu> 
        </planci> 
      </planar> 
      <geodetic> 
        <horizdn>EXAMPLE: North American Datum of 1983 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Enter the identification given to the reference 
            system used for defining the coordinates of points. 
            Domain: "North American Datum of 1927" 
            "North American Datum of 1983" 
            free text 
          --> 
        </horizdn> 
        <ellips>EXAMPLE: Geodetic Reference System 80 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Enter identification given to established 
            representations of the Earth's shape. 
            Domain: "Clarke 1866" "Geodetic Reference System 80" free text 
          --> 
        </ellips> 
        <semiaxis>6378137 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Enter radius of the equatorial axis of the 
            ellipsoid. 
            Domain: Semi-major Axis > 0.0 
          --> 
        </semiaxis> 
        <denflat>298.257222101 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Enter the denominator of the ratio of the 
            difference between the equatorial and polar radii of the ellipsoid 
            when the numerator is set to 1. 
            Domain: Denominator of Flattening > 0.0 
          --> 
        </denflat> 
      </geodetic> 
    </horizsys> 
    <vertdef> 
      <altsys> 
        <altdatum> EXAMPLE: North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Vertical Datum: The surface of reference from 
            which vertical distances are measured. 
            Domain: "National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929" 
            "North American Vertical Datum of 1988" 
            free text 
          --> 
        </altdatum> 
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        <altres> 0.01 
          <!-- REQUIRED Element: Vertical Resolution: The minimum distance 
            possible between two adjacent elevation values, expressed in  
            Distance Units of measure. 
            Domain: Elevation Resolution > 0.0 
          --> 
        </altres> 
        <altunits> EXAMPLE: meters 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Units in which elevations are recorded. 
            Domain: "meters" "feet" free text 
          --> 
        </altunits> 
        <altenc> EXAMPLE: Explicit elevation coordinate included with horizontal 
          coordinates 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Encoding Method: The means used to encode the  
            elevations. 
            Domain: "Explicit elevation coordinate included with horizontal 
            coordinates" "Implicit coordinate" "Attribute values" 
          --> 
        </altenc> 
      </altsys> 
    </vertdef> 
  </spref> 
  <eainfo> 
    <!--SECTION: Entity and Attribute Information 
      THIS SECTION IS NOT REQUIRED FOR LIDAR LAS DELIVERABLES. 
      This section is only required for deliverable data classified as a 
      Feature Class. 
    --> 
  </eainfo> 
  <distinfo> 
    <!--SECTION: Distribution Information: Information about the distributor 
      of and options for obtaining the dataset. 
      THIS SECTION SHOULD ONLY BE POPULATED IF SOME ORGANIZATION OTHER THAN 
      USGS HAS DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS TO THE DATA. 
    --> 
    <distrib> 
      <cntinfo> 
        <cntorgp> 
          <cntorg> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </cntorg> 
          <cntper> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </cntper> 
        </cntorgp> 
        <cntaddr> 
          <addrtype> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </addrtype> 
          <address> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </address> 
          <city> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </city> 
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          <state> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </state> 
          <postal> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </postal> 
          <country> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
            distribution rights to the data. 
          </country> 
        </cntaddr> 
        <cntvoice> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
          distribution rights to the data. 
        </cntvoice> 
        <cntemail> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
          distribution rights to the data. 
        </cntemail> 
      </cntinfo> 
    </distrib> 
    <resdesc> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
      distribution rights to the data. 
    </resdesc> 
    <distliab> Leave blank unless an organization outside of USGS has 
      distribution rights to the data. 
    </distliab> 
  </distinfo> 
  <metainfo> 
    <!-- REQUIRED SECTION: Metadata Reference Information: Information on the 
      currentness of the metadata information, and the party responsible for 
      the metadata. 
    --> 
    <metd> 20101206 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Metadata Date: The date that the metadata were 
        created or last updated. 
        Must be in the format YYYYMMDD. 
      --> 
    </metd> 
    <metrd> 20101207 
      <!--OPTIONAL Element: Metadata Review Date: The date of the latest 
        review of the metadata entry. 
        Must be in the format YYYYMMDD. 
        Domain: Metadata Review Date later than Metadata Date 
      --> 
    </metrd> 
    <metc> 
      <cntinfo> 
        <cntorgp> 
          <cntorg> EXAMPLE: We Map 4U, Data Acquisition Department 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Contact Organization: The name of the 
              organization that is responsible for creating the metadata. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </cntorg> 
          <cntper> EXAMPLE: John Smith 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Contact Person: The name of the individual 
              who is the contact person concerning the metadata. 
              Domain: free text 
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            --> 
          </cntper> 
        </cntorgp> 
        <cntaddr> 
          <addrtype> EXAMPLE: mailing and physical 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Address Type: The type of address that 
              follows. Only required for "mailing" or "mailing and physical". 
              If the contractor has a different mailing and physical address, 
              the physical address does not need to be included. 
              Domain: "mailing" "physical" "mailing and physical", free text 
            --> 
          </addrtype> 
          <address> EXAMPLE: 123 Main St. 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Address: The address of the contractor 
              responsible for the metadata. For multiple line addresses the 
              address tag may be repeated as many times as needed. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </address> 
          <city> EXAMPLE: Anytown 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: City: The city of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </city> 
          <state> EXAMPLE: MO 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: State: The state or province of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </state> 
          <postal> EXAMPLE: 61234 
            <!--REQUIRED Element: Postal Code: Enter the ZIP or other postal 
              code of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </postal> 
          <country> EXAMPLE: USA 
            <!--OPTIONAL Element: Country: The country of the address. 
              Domain: free text 
            --> 
          </country> 
        </cntaddr> 
        <cntvoice> EXAMPLE: 555-555-1234 
          <!--REQUIRED Element: Contact Voice Telephone: The telephone number 
            by which individuals can speak to the organization or individual 
            responsible for the metadata. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntvoice> 
        <cnttdd> EXAMPLE: 555-555-1122 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact TDD/TTY Telephone: The telephone number 
            by which hearing-impaired individuals can contact the organization 
            or individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cnttdd> 
        <cntfax> EXAMPLE: 555-5550-1235 
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          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact Fax: The telephone number of a 
            facsimile machine of the organization or individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntfax> 
        <cntemail> EXAMPLE: jsmith@wemap4u.com 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact E-mail Address: The email address 
            of the organization or individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntemail> 
        <hours> EXAMPLE: Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM (Central Time) 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Hours of Service: The time period when 
            individuals can speak to the organization or individual. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </hours> 
        <cntinst> EXAMPLE: If unable to reach the contact by telephone, please 
          send an email. You should get a response within 24 hours. 
          <!--OPTIONAL Element: Contact Instructions: Supplemental instructions 
            on how or when to contact the individual or organization. 
            Domain: free text 
          --> 
        </cntinst> 
      </cntinfo> 
    </metc> 
    <metstdn> EXAMPLE: FGDC Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Metadata Standard: Enter the name of the metadata 
        standard used to document the dataset. 
        Domain: "FGDC Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata" 
        free text 
      --> 
    </metstdn> 
    <metstdv> EXAMPLE: FGDC-STD-001-1998 
      <!--REQUIRED Element: Metadata Standard Version. Enter identification of 
        the version of the metadata standard used to document the dataset. 
        Domain: free text 
      --> 
    </metstdv> 
    <metac> EXAMPLE: None. 
      <!--OPTIONAL Element: Metadata Access Constraints: Restrictions and legal 
        prerequisites for accessing the metadata. These include any access 
        constraints applied to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual 
        property, and any special restrictions or limitations on obtaining the 
        metadata. 
        Domain: free text 
      --> 
    </metac> 
    <metuc> EXAMPLE: None. 
      <!--OPTIONAL Element: Metadata Use Constraints: Restrictions and legal 
        prerequisites for using the metadata after access is granted. These 
        include any metadata use constraints applied to assure the protection 
        of privacy or intellectual property, and any special restrictions or 
        limitations on using the metadata. 
        Domain: free text 
      --> 
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    </metuc> 
    <metsi> 
      <metscs> EXAMPLE: None. 
        <!--REQUIRED IF APPLICABLE: Metadata Security Classification System: 
          Name of the classification system for the metadata. 
          Domain: free text 
        --> 
      </metscs> 
      <metsc> EXAMPLE: Unclassified 
        <!--REQUIRED IF APPLICABLE: Metadata Security Classification: Name of 
          the handling restrictions on the metadata. 
          Domain: "Top secret" "Secret" "Confidential" "Restricted" 
          "Unclassified" "Sensitive" free text 
        --> 
      </metsc> 
      <metshd> EXAMPLE: NONE 
        <!--REQUIRED IF APPLICABLE: Metadata Security Handling Description: 
          Additional information about the restrictions on handling the 
          metadata. 
          Domain: free text 
        --> 
      </metshd> 
    </metsi> 
    <metextns> 
      <!-- Metadata Extensions Group: REQUIRED IF APPLICABLE. A reference to 
        extended elements to the standard that may be defined by a metadata 
        producer or a user community. Extended elements are elements outside 
        the Standard, but needed by the metadata producer. If extended elements 
        are created, they must follow the guidelines in Appendix D, Guidelines 
        for Creating Extended Elements to the Content Standard for Digital 
        Geospatial Metadata. 
      --> 
      <!--This section may be repeated as necessary--> 
      <onlink> EXAMPLE: None 
        <!--REQUIRED IF APPLICABLE: Online Linkage: URL for the resource that 
          contains the metadata extension information for the dataset. 
        --> 
      </onlink> 
      <metprof> EXAMPLE: None 
        <!--REQUIRED IF APPLICABLE: Profile Name: Name of a document that 
          describes the application of the Standard to a specific user 
          community. 
        --> 
      </metprof> 
    </metextns> 
  </metainfo> 
</metadata> 
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CHAPTER 7 


Airborne Bathymetric LiDAR  


 


7-1.  Background.  Airborne LiDAR Bathymetry (ALB) is a mature surveying and mapping 


technology that uses blue-green laser pulses fired from low-altitude aircraft to measure 


underwater elevations in moderately clear, near-shore coastal waters, shallow rivers and lakes 


(Guenther, 2007).  Although early developments in ALB were driven by the hydrographic 


surveying community for the production of nautical charts, today ALB is used for a variety of 


engineering and environmental applications in the coastal zone.   


 


         a.  USACE has operated ALB sensors for engineering applications since 1994 (Lillycrop et 


al. 1996).  Based on the intervening 20 years of operations, ALB has proven to be an accurate, 


cost-effective, rapid, safe, and flexible method for surveying in shallow water and near coastlines 


where sonar systems are less efficient and can even be dangerous to operate (LaRocque and 


West, 1999; Wellington, 2001; Skogvik and Axelson, 2001). Applications for the data have 


expanded from project scale surveys of navigation channels and coastal flood risk reduction 


projects (Irish et al. 1995), to regional scale surveys that support watershed management of 


projects and post-storm damage assessment (Wozencraft and Millar, 2005). More recently, 


extraction of key geomorphological parameters, indexes for insfratructure assessment, and fusion 


of ALB with hyperspectral imagery for environmental applications like invasive species, 


wetland, and submerged aquatic vegetation mapping (Reif et al. 2012) have provided a 


mechanism by which to quantify the coastal zone in engineering and environmental terms. 


         b.  The primary user of ALB technology in USACE is the National Coastal Mapping 


Program (NCMP). The NCMP is the only Federal coastal mapping program that collects data for 


the entire U.S. coast, one region per year, with a repeat cycle of five years (Wozencraft and 


Lillycrop, 2006). The NCMP collects high-resolution bathymetry, topography, and imagery data 


to support regional sediment management for the USACE Navigation Business Line (Figure 7-


1).  These data are also broadly applicable to watershed and project management for the Flood 


and Coastal, Environmental Stewardship, Emergency Management, and Regulatory Business 


Lines. The NCMP has been the driver behind ALB sensor, data processing, and derived data 


product development in USACE since 2004 (Wozencraft, 2010).  Surveying and mapping 


requirements for USACE projects are also being met with ALB sensors, and are often performed 


in conjunction with the NCMP.  
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Figure 7-1. Example of bathymetry and topography collected with an ALB sensor for the National Coastal 


Mapping Program at Seabrook Harbor in New Hampshire. 


7-2.  Technology Overview.  


         a.  The ALB technique relies on propagation of blue-green laser pulses through the water to 


reflect from the seabed, and then to make the return trip back through the water to receivers in 


the aircraft. Figure 7-2 (a) depicts all the interactions of the laser pulse with the water, including 


a specular interface reflection, forward scattering of the light through the water column, volume 


backscatter by particles in the water column as well as water molecules themselves, absorption 


by particles in the water column, and finally a diffuse bottom reflection (Guenther, 1985). Figure 


7-2 (b) depicts the LiDAR signal, or” waveform” that is received and recorded by the ALB 


sensor, and then analyzed by sophisticated algorithms to result in an accurate water depth 


measurement.  These scattering and absorption properties of the water column are the primary 


limitation for ALB sensors. If the water is too turbid, or has a high fraction of suspended 
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sediments, bubbles, or organic material, the volume backscatter will be greater than the bottom 


return and no depth can be determined. While water turbidity determines whether a depth can be 


measured, detection of the sea surface determines whether an accurate depth can be measured 


(Guenther, 2000).  


         b.  There are several ALB sensors available in the marketplace today. The Coastal Zone 


Mapping and Imaging LiDAR (Tuell et al. 2010, Figure 7-3) was developed by Optech for the 


JALBTCX program and leveraged experience gained in developing and operating the SHOALS 


(Lillycrop and Banic, 1993) and CHARTS (Lillycrop et al., 2002) systems. These systems were 


developed to support engineering applications in USACE, but are widely used by the Naval 


Oceanographic Office for nautical charting surveys. The Airborne Hydrography AV (AHAB) 


HawkEye III (includes Chiroptera) and Fugro LADS-MK III followed similar development paths 


in Sweden and Australia for nautical charting applications.  These systems all have a 20 year 


operational heritage of producing accurate surveying, mapping, and charting data.  In recent 


years, since about 2011, the Riegl V800G series and the Optech Aquarius/Titan sensors have 


Figure 7-2. ALB operating principles. (a) above 


depicts interactions of the laser pulse with the water 


surface, water column, and sea floor.  (b) right , 


depicts the ALB “waveform” recorded in the 


aircraft.  The images are offset so that the sea 


surface and sea floor shown in (a) correlate to the 


sea surface and sea floor detection points in (b). 


(a)  


(b) 
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emerged from the topographic LiDAR community. These are generally referred to as “topo-


bathy” sensors in that they are primarily topographic LiDAR sensors and have a limited 


bathymetric capability since they operate at blue-green wavelengths.  


 


7-3.  Planning an ALB Project. Successful ALB surveys require an in-depth understanding of the 


sensor technology and its operational limitations, sophisticated processing algorithms that 


provide accurate depth measurements regardless of environmental conditions like the sea 


surface, sea floor, and water column, and a broad understanding of both topographic and 


hydrographic surveying and mapping.  


         a.  Joint Airborne LiDAR Bathymetry Technical Center of Expertise (JALBTCX) 


is a resource in USACE that can help with many aspects of ALB and coastal surveying and 


mapping project planning, execution, data processing, exploitation, and dissemination.  


JALBTCX has in-house capability to perform ALB surveys on a reimbursable basis using the 


state-of-the-art in ALB survey technology designed by USACE for USACE engineering and 


environmental applications, as well as contract capability through an indefinite delivery, 


indefinite quantity contracts for airborne coastal surveying and mapping.  USACE and its 


partners in JALBTCX, the Naval Oceanographic Office, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 


Administration, and the U.S. Geological Survey, have operational experience with all of the 


ALB sensors currently in operation, and with all ALB service providers, and communicate 


regularly on ongoing ALB surveys.  JALBTCX can also provide services including development 


of scopes of work, quality assurance/quality control procedures, flight plans, independent 


government estimates, deliverable product specifications and evaluation, metadata specifications, 


and general information about airborne LiDAR bathymetry/topography and hyperspectral imager 


technology.  JALBTCX develop value-added products from raw, high-resolution elevation/depth 


and imagery data, like extraction of geomorphological and environmental features of interest 


from high-resolution regional datasets by fusing LiDAR with hyperspectral imagery, and 


comparing repeat datasets to quantify changes for a survey area.  You can contact JALBTCX at 


JALBTCX@usace.army.mil or 228-252-1131. 


 


         b.  JALBTCX has capability and capacity to perform regional airborne coastal surveys, and 


deliver data in 24 hours in response to regional scale emergencies. JALBTCX has responded to 


hurricanes since Hurricane Opal 1995 providing surveying and mapping and damage 


assessments (Irish et al., 1996; Wozencraft and Millar, 2005; Wozencraft and Lillycrop, 2006; 


Reif et al., 2011a, Wozencraft 2012). JALBTCX is a coordinating organization for all regional 


coastal mapping with contacts in government and industry to ensure the USACE leverages other 


coastal mapping activities to the greatest extent possible considering the accuracy of data 



mailto:JALBTCX@usace.army.mil
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required by USACE.  JALBTCX also has access to pre-event data for the coast of the US and 


has developed quick turn-around change detection products in collaboration with coastal 


engineers to quantify change due to coastal events (Figure 7-3).  


 


Figure 7-3.  Volume change map developed in collaboration with coastal engineers in the aftermath of 


Hurricane Sandy.  This product can be generated within 48 hour after data collection with JALBTCX 


automated algorithms. 


  


         c.  Define the survey area and intent.   A discussion about an ALB survey project begins 


with an outline of the desired survey area. ESRI shapefiles, Google Earth kml/kmz files, web-


based collaboration tools, or even hand-drawn boxes on a map or aerial photo are effective 


means of providing this information. The flight time required to cover the survey area is one of 


the major cost drivers for any airborne survey, and ALB is no exception. A common mistake is 
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to draw a very general box or outline, and then find out the cost of the survey, and then go 


through iterations to get to the final survey area. Though some iteration is expected, starting with 


a more specific outline of the survey area will reduce the amount of time required to finalize the 


survey area. A key point to remember is that each flightline, or pass of an ALB sensor, will cover 


an area about 300 m (1000 ft) wide under the aircraft at the nominal flying altitude, so that is the 


level of granularity the project outline can accommodate. A brief description of the intended use 


of the final data set is also valuable information and may shape some unexpected aspects of the 


data collection. 


 


         d.  Determine the schedule.  Several factors will determine when an ALB survey will be 


performed, primary among them weather, water turbidity, ALB sensor availability, mobilization 


costs, and airspace restrictions. Best practice is to start discussion early, as soon as ALB is 


considered to meet project survey requirements. This will ensure quality data are collected and 


available when needed, and can result in significantly reduced cost for the project.  


 


         (1)  Weather.  Knowledge of general weather patterns for the project area can help identify 


the optimal time for aircraft operations. Frequency of low pressure storm systems, and daily 


patterns like afternoon thunderstorms, fog, and marine layers can all impact aircraft operations. 


Targeting times of the year when these are lowest decreases overall risk of the project, and 


therefore reduces cost.  


 


         (2)  Turbidity.   The single most important consideration for success of an ALB survey 


project is turbidity, or the amount of suspended sediment and organics in the water column. If the 


water has a high content of sediment and/or organic particles, the photons in each laser pulse will 


be scattered and/or absorbed to such an extent that an insufficient amount of light returns to 


receivers in the aircraft to make an accurate depth determination. Local knowledge of turbidity 


and its drivers in the survey area is key to scheduling an ALB survey for the greatest chance of 


success. Answers to the following questions help determine the best time to perform an ALB 


survey: 


 


         (a)  When is the water clearest?  


 


         (b)  What time of year has the lowest winds? Does a certain wind direction increase 


/decrease suspended sediments in the water? 


 


         (c)  What time of year has the lowest waves, both wind waves and swell? 
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         (d)  What time of year has lowest rainfall? 


 


         (e)  Are algal blooms a concern? At what time of year? 


 


         (f)  When does submerged aquatic vegetation have the highest biomass?  


 


         (g)  What time of year is river discharge lowest? 


 


         (h)  When is tide range the largest, or when are spring and neap tides? 


 


         (i)  In areas impacted by riverine discharge, do incoming tides push cleaner water 


nearshore? 


 


         (j)  For river surveys, what water levels and flow conditions result in clearest water? 


 


         (k)  Can river flow be controlled to improve water clarity? 


 


         (l)  What time of year are runoff from rivers, river discharge volumes, effect of flooding 


and farming activities lowest? 


 


         (m)  Are there ongoing O&M or Construction activities that impact water clarity, like 


channel dredging or sand placement in the nearshore? 


 


         (3)  Availability of ALB sensors.  Though ALB technology is not new, the entry cost and 


operational risk of the ALB market are high. As a result, there are not many systems available to 


perform survey work. JALBTCX owns and operates ALB sensors. Commercial surveying and 


mapping companies own and operate ALB sensors, but these are often engaged in prolonged 


nautical charting surveys overseas. Other less experienced surveying and mapping companies 


have access to systems that they rent from ALB sensor manufacturers.  Providers with airborne 


coastal mapping and charting experience that have well-established standard operating 


procedures and processing pipelines are lowest risk in terms of cost, schedule, and data quality. 


 


         (4)  Mobilization cost.  For a typical project-scale survey, the cost of mobilizing the ALB 


sensor and crew to the survey area is often higher than the cost of the ALB survey. To reduce 


cost of mobilization, it is advantageous to leverage other ALB surveys that may be planned in 
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the area. For example, if a survey requirement aligns with the USACE NCMP schedule, 


JALBTCX can add the project area to their schedule with little mobilization cost. Or, if several 


survey requirements in a geographic area can be combined into a single survey effort, the 


mobilization cost can be shared among the requiring projects. 


 


         (5)  Airspace restrictions.  Survey areas near large airports, military bases and power plants 


may require coordination in advance of airborne operations. Designated wildlife and sanctuary 


areas also often require permits for aircraft operations. Managers of these areas should be 


included early in the discussions to ensure aircraft operations are permitted and occur according 


to the defined survey schedule. Finally, it is always best practice to engage and inform the Public 


Affairs Office (PAO) in the District in which the survey will occur, as low-flying aircraft 


occasionally excite the general public.  ALB operations can occur in the day or night which can 


help in navigating through some airspace restrictions and the District PAO should consider 


informing local officials and the public as the green laser is visible in the night from the aircraft. 


 


7-4.  Specify the Acquisition Requirements.  It is important to specify the acquisition 


requirements for a typical ALB survey such as required reference datums, accuracy, and whether 


ancillary data (topographic LiDAR, aerial photography, hyperspectral imagery) are required.  


The acquisition requirements must also specify the reference data that will be used to perform 


QA/QC and validate the accuracy of the ALB data. The following sections include recommended 


acquisition requirements for ALB surveys. 


 


         a.  Reference Datums.  


 


         (1)  Horizontal Control Datum.  Control monuments used shall be tied to NAD83 (NSRS 


2011, or the newest realization of the NAD83 ellipsoid if superseded) and established through 


accepted surveying and mapping techniques. Refer to USACE EM -1110-1-1005, Control and 


Topographic Surveying for further guidance.  


 


         (2)  Vertical Control Datum.  Control monuments used will be referenced to the newest 


NGS National Adjustment of the National Spatial Reference System, currently NAD 83(2011, 


PA11, MA11). Refer to USACE EM -1110-1-1005, Control and Topographic Surveying for 


further guidance.  


 


         b.  Nominal pulse spacing.  Nominal pulse spacing is the distance between LiDAR 


measurements. ALB nominal pulse spacing ranges from around 25 cm (16 points per square 
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meter) in shallow water to 5 m (0.04 points per square meter) in deep water. ALB point spacing 


is highly dependent on the sensor used for data collection, and has a reciprocal relationship with 


depth performance of the ALB system. That is, ALB sensors with the smallest pulse spacing are 


only able to operate in very clear, calm water. Unless the survey area meets these conditions, the 


recommend nominal pulse spacing is 2 m (0.25 points per square meter).  


 


         c.  Accuracy.  The physical survey environment and ALB system hardware present 


challenges impacting accuracy of the final survey product. These must be appropriately 


addressed through thoughtful hardware and software system design and construction, as well as 


the prediction, modeling, and application of appropriate correctors for various sensor and 


environmental parameters (Guenther 1985, Guenther 2000).  


 


         (1)  Vertical Accuracy.  Field tests of USACE systems, formal comparisons to datasets of 


opportunity, and 20 years of internal and external comparisons to ground truth and other datasets 


have established the accuracy of data from well-designed, appropriately operated ALB sensors 


processed with sufficient calibration parameters to be 15 cm RMSE (Lillycrop et al., 1994; 


Riley, 1995; Irish et al, 2000; LaRocque, 2004; Wozencraft and Lillycrop, 2006), which meets 


the accuracy requirements for many USACE activities enumerated in Table 3-17. Newer ALB 


sensors are made with lasers that produce shorter laser pulses than have been available in the 


past. These systems are theoretically and anecdotally capable of better accuracies, but there is no 


comprehensive assessment of this capability to date. The International Hydrographic 


Organization Standards for Hydrographic Surveying (S-44, IHO 2008) is commonly used as an 


accuracy standard for ALB surveys for nautical charting. The USACE vertical accuracy standard 


for hydrographic surveying is tighter than accuracies required by this standard. The 


recommended vertical accuracy acquisition requirement remains 15 cm RMSE.  


 


         (2)  Horizontal Accuracy. The location of the laser footprint on the water surface with 


respect to the aircraft location is known with very high accuracy and is typically less than 20 cm 


RMSE in a well-designed system. The effective location of the submerged surface mapped by a 


laser beam is much more complex to determine because it is subject to uncertainties related to 


the water surface waves, the effect of water clarity on the beam propagation through the water 


column, and the shape and reflectivity of the submerged surface or object being mapped, the 


footprint of the transmitted laser pulse and the receiver field-of-view. Surface waves can increase 


the horizontal error of the submerged surface when the size of the laser footprint on the water 


surface is small compared to the wavelength of the surface waves. Given all of these 
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considerations, and consistent with results of field tests designed to specifically test it 


(LaRocque, 2004), the recommended horizontal accuracy for ALB is 1.5 m RMSEr. 


 


         d.  Topographic Survey Requirements.  Most ALB sensors have been equipped with 


capability to collect land elevations concurrent with water depths since the late 1990’s. With the 


exception of nautical charting surveys in open water, it is rare that ALB is utilized to collect only 


bathymetry data. It is far more common that ALB surveys have a topographic component that 


captures upland beaches and coastal structures along with bathymetry. This is done by analyzing 


the ALB returns to determine topography, or by adding a stand-alone topographic laser system to 


the ALB sensor platform. Using either approach, there is no constraint on how far inland ALB 


sensors may be used to capture topography. The topographic LiDAR should always be acquired 


simultaneously with the ALB data to minimize temporal discontinuities between the topographic 


and bathymetric data. 


 


         (1)  It is appropriate to use the guidelines presented in Chapter 6 Airborne Topographic 


LiDAR, when defining acquisition requirements for topographic data collection associated with 


ALB surveys. The major difference between traditional topographic LiDAR and topographic 


data collected by ALB sensors is laser footprint size and flying height. Because of eye safety 


requirements, ALB sensors spread laser energy over a larger ground footprint, so ALB 


topography measurement represents a 50-70 cm area on the ground. ALB sensors are flown 


lower than topographic LiDARs, usually between 300 and 600 m. The lower flying height may 


result in “shadows” in the topography data for some scanner types. The acquisition requirement 


should address whether shadows in the lee of trees and buildings relative to the flight direction 


are acceptable for non-circular scanners.  


 


         (2)  Recommended vertical accuracy for topographic data collected by ALB sensors is 10 


cm RMSEz. Recommended horizontal positional accuracy is 0.5 m RMSEr.  


 


         e.  Aerial Photography Requirements.  Most ALB sensors have integrated aerial cameras to 


provide down-looking images that are used during data processing, but that are also valuable as 


deliverables. It is appropriate to use the guidelines presented in Chapter 4 Aerial 


Photogrammetry when defining acquisition requirements for aerial photography collection 


associated with ALB surveys. Because of the low flying height, more images will be collected to 


cover the survey area, but the resolution will be very high, on the order of 5 cm. The imagery is 


collected at the time of LiDAR data collection, so solar and atmospheric conditions may not be 


ideal for imagery collection. Airspace restrictions, that require night survey operations, may 
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preclude concurrent imagery collection with the LiDAR. If high-quality imagery is required, this 


should be clearly defined in the acquisition requirements so that a separate flight may be planned 


under the appropriate conditions at additional cost to the survey project. Processing of imagery 


collected with ALB sensor data is typically done using direct geo-referencing rather than aero-


triangulation techniques.  


 


         f.  Hyperspectral Imagery Requirements.  Data fusion techniques, combing LiDAR and 


hyperspectral imagery, can be used for a variety of applications including bottom classification 


of sand, coral, hardbottom, and mud, water column composition, discriminating submerged 


vegetation, identifying invasive species, and quantifying landcover like vegetation on dunes and 


impervious surfaces (Park et al., 2010; Reif et al., 2012; Wozencraft and Park, 2013).  


 


         (1)  Recommended acquisition requirements are 1m ground sampling distance (pixel size) 


and 48 spectral bands evenly between 375 and 1050 nm.  


 


         (2)  Like aerial photography, solar and atmospheric conditions during LiDAR collection 


may not be optimal for hyperspectral imagery collection, so an additional flight may be required 


under optimal image acquisition conditions. To reduce shadows in hyperspectral imagery on 


land, it is best to fly within 3 hours of solar noon. For water applications, solar zenith angle 


should be between 20 and 50 degrees to ensure there is enough illumination in the water column, 


but also avoids sun glint. For applications that seek to constrain hyperspectral image processing 


with water column information from the ALB sensor, such as for water quality studies (Reif et 


al., 2011b), it is necessary to collect the ALB data and hyperspectral imagery simultaneously at 


the most optimal conditions for both sensors.   


 


         g.  ALB Cross Lines.  ALB cross lines are lines flown perpendicular to the production 


flightlines, usually in the onshore-offshore direction. These lines are collected on a different day 


from the production lines and are used to verify internal consistency of the ALB data. For 


QA/QC purposes, one cross line should be collected when multiple flights are required to cover 


the full depth range in the survey area. Elevation ground truth areas (described below) should 


also be captured by cross lines. 


 


         h.  Elevation ground truth.  In addition to ALB cross lines to test the internal consistency, 


or precision of the data, ground truth data are collected on land to verify absolute accuracy.  
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         (1)  The ground truth data are collected using a survey technique that is an order of 


magnitude more accurate than the airborne data collection. These should be collected on both 


bare ground and in vegetation that is representative of the survey area. Ground truth data 


collected in vegetated areas tests both the capability of the ALB sensor to penetrate vegetation, 


and the capability of the ALB data processing to identify bare ground points. 


 


         (2)  For regional alongshore data collection projects, establishing ground truth locations 


such that each point collected by the ALB sensor falls within 50 miles of a ground truth site is 


recommended. Ground truth location should be sited on flat or uniformly sloping ground with 


less than a 20 percent grade. 


 


         i.  Spectral ground truth.  To assist in evaluating the quality of hyperspectral imagery and 


its atmospheric correction, two (2) spectrometer observations shall be made over pseudo-


invariant features at locations no more than 100 miles apart. For some environmental 


applications such as submerged aquatic species discrimination (Reif et al. 2011c), invasive 


species mapping, and other species level vegetation and water quality mapping, additional 


spectral ground truth measurements may be required. 


 


         j.  ALB Performance.  Another best practice for ALB surveys is to clearly state in the scope 


of work how to address those parts of the survey area where ALB may not be able to determine a 


water depth. These areas are typically near the shoreline where breaking waves and entrained 


sediment keep the laser light from penetrating to the seafloor, in areas with persistent turbidity 


such as with a river plume, and, in some cases, in areas with low bottom reflectivity. 


 


         (1)  Most of these scenarios can be overcome through operational techniques, like flying at 


both high and low tide, or revisiting the site on different days when water conditions are 


different. In all cases these techniques require additional flight time, which is the primary cost 


driver for ALB surveys. Special consideration should be given to those areas where data must be 


acquired, and where allowances might be made for limitations of the technology given the 


additional cost associated with overcoming those limitations.  


 


         (2)  Performance of the bathymetric portion of this task order should always be on the ‘best 


level of effort’ criteria, with optional allowance made for some percentage of reflown flightlines, 


additional standby days, or multiple attempts over the survey area. 
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         k.  Other relevant USACE Guidance.  Concurrent and ancillary data collection shall 


comply with relevant Engineer Manuals and other USACE guidance. These include but are not 


limited to USACE EM -1110-1-1002, Survey Markers and Monumentation; USACE EM -1110-


1-1003, NAVSTAR Global Positioning System Surveying; USACE EM -1110-1-1005, Control 


and Topographic Surveying; USACE EM -1110-2-1003, Hydrographic Surveying; and USACE 


EM -1110-1-2909, Geospatial Data and Systems.  


 


7-5.  Define the Deliverables.  There are many deliverables that can be generated from ALB data 


and simultaneously-collected sensor data. The most basic is a LiDAR point cloud in which 


points on bare ground are identified. Derived data products include Digital Surface Models 


(DSMs) Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), LiDAR reflectance images, shorelines, and aerial 


photo and hyperspectral image mosaics. These deliverables are generated using automated 


processes and add little extra cost to the project. More advanced deliverables like landcover and 


benthic classification, elevation and volume change comparisons to previous data. The Report of 


Survey deliverable contains a summary of the survey activity and results of QA/QC performed as 


part of the project. The following sections outline recommended specifications for the most 


common ALB survey project deliverables. 


 


         a.  Coordinate System and Vertical Reference.  Specify the desired coordinate system, 


whether geographic or projected, like UTM or State Plane with the appropriate zone, and units of 


meters or feet. The vertical reference should be defined such as NAVD88 or the appropriate 


water level reference such as MSL, along with desired units. For areas where water level 


reference cannot be determined through VDatum, an offset between NAVD88 and the water 


level reference must be applied. The value applied and methodology to apply that value should 


be defined considering the use of the final delivered data. 


 


         b.  Tiling of deliverables.  If the project area is large, larger than a few tens of square 


kilometers, it may be wise to specify a tiling scheme. This can be provided in shapefile format, if 


there are specific project-related boundaries that can be used to delineate the larger survey area. 


Existing tiling scheme may also be used, for example, the NCMP has historically used 5 km 


alongshore boxes for data delivery, or the USGS digital ortho quarter quarter-quad boundaries.  


 


         c.  Classified Point Data in LAS Format.  LAS is the industry-standard format for exchange 


of LiDAR point cloud data.  ALB data shall be classified in accordance with ASPRS categories.  


LAS is a widely interpreted format, and updating of tools that ingest LAS data often lag LAS 


version updates. Care should be taken to specify the LAS format version and attributes such that 
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the delivered LAS files are compatible with the software available to read them.  LAS v1.2 is the 


current widely adopted version.  At a minimum, under this version include categories 1 and 2, 


and an agreed upon category for bathymetric data returns. Classification value 1 distinguishes 


points that have been processed through an algorithm but not identified as a ground shot. 


Classification value 2 shall be assigned to all points representing ground returns. JALBTCX uses 


category 29 for bathymetric LiDAR returns.  When the newly published LAS v1.4 becomes 


more widely adopted, a subset of the Topo/Bathy Lidar Domain Profile should be used (Table 7-


1).  All valid data collected during production flight lines shall be processed and used to generate 


the final products. This includes data that are collected outside of the project boundary specified 


in the scope. Metadata in an FGDC-endorsed format shall be provided per collection of LAS 


files. 


 


Table 7-1. LAS format LiDAR classification scheme for topobathymetric data 


LiDAR Classification – Final Deliverables 


Class Description 


Class 1 Unclassified 


Class 2 Ground (Topo) 


Class 40 Bathymetric point (e.g., seafloor or riverbed; also known as submerged 


topography) 


 


         d.  DEM Specifications.  Two elevation models are recommended deliverables, one of all 


the valid data and one of the bare ground identified points. The first, a DSM, will include all 


vegetation, buildings, other ground features and bathymetry. The second, a DEM, represents 


ground topography and bathymetry without these features.  An example DSM and DEM from 


the Lake Ontario shoreline are shown in Figure 7-4.  The DEMs shall be provided as elevation 


rasters in 32-bit geo-tiff format. The raster will have 1-meter pixel resolution with the lower-left 


corner as the reference point. The elevation of each grid cell should be interpolated from a TIN 


surface of the data points. Interpolation across data gaps will not exceed 10 meters and elevations 


will not interpolated more than 5m away from actual data points. The exception would be for 


data gaps resulting from the removal of buildings where full interpolation across the data gap is 


required. In areas of no data, the raster cells will be assigned an elevation value of ’No Data’. 


The raster will be created such that the edges of adjacent tiles have matching elevations. Further, 


the origin point of the DEM should be evenly-divisible by the DEM resolution, such that cell 


boundaries for subsequent surveys will align. DEMs are generally used in ArcGIS. When the 


raster is loaded into ArcGIS, the elevation range for the tile shall be indicative of the actual  
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Figure 7-4. Example digital elevation models from the shoreline of Lake Ontario.  In both the top 


and bottom panels, land is at the bottom of the image and water is at the top.  The top panel is a 


DSM that include trees and building in the elevation model.   The bottom panel is a DEM, where 


those and other above ground features have been removed, and only bare ground remains.  


Bathymetry is included in both elevation models. 
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values observed in the data. There should be no gaps or overlaps between adjacent grids. 


Metadata in an FGDC-endorsed format shall be provided per geo-tiff. 


 


         e.  Aerial Photography.  Orthomosaics at 25 cm (1-ft) resolution are the recommended 


deliverable for aerial photography. Images over navigation structures and other features of 


interest may be specified for a 5 cm-resolutin product. The LiDAR elevation data is the best 


elevation source for creation of the orthosmosaics. The orthomosaics shall be provided in 


GeoTIFF format and referenced to the coordinate system and vertical reference for the project. 


Metadata in an FGDC-endorsed format shall be provided per orthomosaic. 


 


         f.  Reflectance Images.  Laser reflectance images are gray-scale images of the survey area 


at the laser wavelength of 532 nm. The topographic analog of this project is an intensity image. 


If the ALB sensor is radiometrically calibrated, the value of each pixel is the absolute 


reflectivitiy of the object. If the ALB sensor is not radiometrically corrected, the reflectance 


values are called pseudo-reflectance (Wozencraft and Park, 2013). The laser reflectance image 


shall be generated at the resolution of the LiDAR data. Values for the image shall range from 0 


to 1, with 0 representing total absorption and 1 representing total reflection. The image shall be  


provided in GeoTIFF format. Metadata in an FGDC-endorsed format shall be provided per 


reflectance image. 


 


         g.  Hyperspectral Imagery.  Hyperspectral image strips shall be processed into 1-m 


resolution at-sensor radiance mosaics using sensor-specific lens and radiometric correction files. 


The images may be further corrected to reflectance images using atmospheric correction 


techniques.  Formats vary for hyperspectral imagery, so be sure to specify a format that can be 


read with software available to the end users. The coordinate system is typically the appropriate 


UTM zone for the survey area. Metadata in an FGDC-endorsed format shall be provided.  


 


         h.  Report of Survey.  The Report of Survey provides documentation of the survey 


processes, procedures, collection conditions, and results of the QA/QC tests of the data. The 


report should include, at a minimum, airborne collection logs, calibration reports, accuracy check 


reports, daily reports, GPS logs, NGS control sheets, photos of control points, processing logs, 


list delivered files, description of survey, dates of collection, and a list of problems encountered. 


Full documentation of all control used, existing or established, shall also be provided in the 


Report of Survey.  Because QA/QC tests are the basis for evaluating the final quality of the ALB 


data collection, processing, and product generation, for acceptance, recommended tests are 
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described below.  Procedures for and results of testing should be included in the Report of 


Survey. 


 


         (1)  Calibration Report.  The calibration report should describe lab and flight calibrations of 


the ALB sensor, and any biases computed during the calibration process.  


 


         (a)  Instrument Calibration Report – The system manufacturer shall provide a factory 


calibration report describing unique lab calibrations including radiometric and geometric 


calibrations proving the provided system meets performance specifications.  


 


         (b)  Flight Calibration Report – Data provider shall provide a calibration report describing 


the correction of sensor-to-GPS antenna lever arm offsets and system mounting corrections to 


roll, pitch, and yaw.  


 


         (c)  Topographic Ranging Bias – Data provider shall provide a topographic ranging bias 


report for any post-lab calibration ranging bias values calculated.   


 


         (d)  Bathymetric Depth Bias- Bathymetric depth accuracy from ALB systems are subject to 


system design, the environment, and post-flight depth bias corrections. For a given system in a 


particular environment, the data provider shall provide a bathymetric depth bias report for any 


post-lab calibration depth bias values calculated.  Different system designs and depth extraction 


algorithms manage propagation induced depth biases differently as technology improves to 


address the environmental response of the transmitted pulse. Along with a report describing the 


bathymetric depth bias correction, the data provider shall provide comparison results of the 


corrected ALB data against a trusted bathymetric source. Examples in Figures 7-5 and 7-6 are 


USACE’s CZMIL ALB compared to historic bathymetric data near Fort Lauderdale, FL. 
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Figure 7-5. CZMIL ALB depth difference when compared to ground truth, 


displaying no depth biases.   
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Figure 7-6. CZMIL ALB depth difference when compared to multibeam ground 


truth distribution and accuracy statistics 


 


         (2)  Bathymetric Data.   


 


         (a)  Overlapping lines and datasets shall be compared to each other and to cross lines and 


the differences calculated.   


 


         (b)  Each ground truth area (see requirements below) shall be surveyed by a LiDAR cross 


line. The vertical difference between the LiDAR and ground truth data shall be calculated.   
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         (c)  Where possible, ALB data should be compared to other existing LiDAR and sonar 


datasets. The comparison should show little change over hardbottom, and beyond the depth of 


closure.  JALBTCX data holdings include data for most of the coast of the US and can be 


contacted directly for a copy of the data.   NOAA’s Digital Coast and National Geophysical 


Data Center are both good sources for these pre-existing datasets from both USACE and other 


Federal agencies’ ALB and sonar data. 


 


         (d)  All systematic errors shall be identified and eliminated and remaining errors should 


have a normal distribution with a standard deviation < 15 cm.  


 


         (3)  Topographic Data. 


 


         (a)  Overlapping lines and datasets will be compared to each other and the differences 


computed. 


 


         (b)  Elevations shall also be verified through comparison with ground truth data as 


required by ASPRS 2014, with an accuracy specification of 10 cm RMSE in the vertical. 


 


         (4)  RGB Imagery Data.  A comparison of known positions of at least 4 well distributed 


check points per data tile shall be performed. The 4 positions may be points surveyed on the 


ground or derived from the LiDAR data. The center of the RGB imagery pixels compared must 


be located within 3m (RMSEr) relative to the location of the comparison point. 


 


         (5)  Hyperspectral Imagery Data. 


 


         (a)  A comparison of known positions of at least 4 well distributed check points per data 


tile shall be performed. The 4 positions may be points surveyed on the ground or derived from 


the LiDAR data. The center of the hyperspectral imagery pixels compared must be located 


within 3m (RMSEr) relative to the location of the comparison point. 


 


         (b)  Spectrometer observations over pseudo-invariant features shall be compared to the 


spectral results in the atmospherically corrected hyperspectral imagery. 


 


7-6.  Sample Scope of Work and Cost Estimate.  A sample scope of work and cost estimate for a 


regional ALB surveying project are included as Appendix I. The project, while large, is a fairly 


moderate environment for ALB surveys in that the ALB sensor is expected to produce data in 
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most areas with few re-attempts. Data processing is expected to be straightforward with very 


little manual editing required. The quantities in the cost estimate reflect these assumptions 
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CHAPTER 2 


 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 


 
2-1. Introduction.  This chapter provides an introduction to aerial and satellite photogrammetry 
and other metric remote sensing technologies, including Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 
and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (IFSAR), which the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
might use for mapping of geospatial information.  This chapter primarily serves to compare the 
products from various technologies and to summarize their respective advantages and 
disadvantages.  Chapter 4 provides detailed explanations of aerial photogrammetry; Chapter 5 
provides detailed explanations of satellite photogrammetry; Chapter 6 provides detailed 
explanations of aerial topographic LiDAR, and Chapter 7 provides detailed explanations of aerial 
bathymetric LiDAR. 
 
2-2. Aerial Photogrammetry.  For most of the past century, aerial photogrammetry has been 
relied upon for stereo-compilation of 2D planimetric maps and 3D topographic maps including 
contours.  Since the early 1990s, digital orthophotos have become the most popular product of 
aerial photogrammetry.        


a. Photogrammetric Products.  The most common products from aerial photogrammetry 
include digital orthophotos (Figure 2-1), digital planimetric maps (Figure 2-2), digital 
topographic maps (Figure 2-3), digital orthophotomaps (Figure 2-4), or printed topographic maps 
(Figure 2-5), or variations of any of these products.  All of these photogrammetric products 
require completion of Aerial Triangulation (AT) explained in Chapter 4 which also includes the 
detailed workflow for aerial photogrammetric mapping tasks.   


b. Advantages of Aerial Photogrammetry.  Advantages of aerial photogrammetry include 
the following: 


(1)  Calibrated metric cameras are used in order to achieve extremely high spatial accuracy. 
The precise focal length, principal point coordinates, and various forms of lens distortion are 
carefully calibrated so that systematic distortions can be corrected/eliminated.  All components 
of a metric camera system must be stable and consistent for extremely accurate repeatability.    


(2)  Panchromatic, natural color or color infrared aerial photographs can be acquired from 
metric film cameras, or multispectral digital imagery can be acquired from digital metric 
cameras.  Such aerial imagery allows users to realistically see the landscape from above and to 
resolve disputes that might occur from other technologies. 
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Figure 2-1.  Digital orthophoto, showing visible features even in dark shadows. 


 
Figure 2-2.  Planimetric map, showing selected features without elevation data. 
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Figure 2-3.  Topographic map, showing planimetric features plus topographic contours and spot heights.   


 
Figure 2-4.  Topographic map with orthophoto base map. 
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Figure 2-5.  Printed topographic map of larger area (left), including map scale.  The hillshade map (upper 
right) shows the 3D topographic surface only.   The topographic map (lower right) is similar to Figure 2-4 
but with different colors and highlights. 


 
(3) Stereo imagery can be acquired with the least expensive single-engine aircraft or even 


unmanned aerial systems (UAS) when approved for use by the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA). 


(4)  Aerial triangulation (AT) is so mature that photogrammetrists can reliably predict the 
accuracy of their products from AT results, normally without independent accuracy testing, 
enabling the metadata to use the “Compiled to meet …” accuracy statements from the National 
Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA). 


(5)  The same imagery can be used for multiple applications, i.e., digital orthophotos, 
planimetric and/or topographic maps. 


(6)  With stereo imagery having at least 60% forward overlap, automated image correlation 
can be used for development of Digital Surface Models (DSMs). 


(7)  Modern high-resolution digital mapping cameras can capture imagery with ground 
sample distance (GSD) as small as a few centimeters.   
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(8)  Advanced 12-bits per pixel digital data capture provides much higher radiometric 


resolution (4,096 levels of grayscale vs. 256 levels in standard 8-bit imagery) providing a wider 
tonal range and provides better visual detail, especially at the extremes of highlight and shadow.  
Digital imagery is now often collected between sunrise and sunset rather than during only a few 
hours near mid-day as with film. 


(9)   The same AT solution can and should be used for production of digital orthophotos, 
planimetric and topographic maps from the same imagery, insuring that all products will be 
accurately geo-registered and fit together seamlessly. 


(10) Imagery can always be used to correct errors of commission or omission at a later time. 


(11) Steps such as editing and finishing can always rely upon a stereo model to resolve 
discrepancies and correct errors to the highest accuracy the system provides. 


(12) For special applications, hyperspectral imagery and oblique imagery can both be 
processed photogrammetrically to accurately map an area of interest from different spectral 
frequencies or different viewing perspectives. 


c. Disadvantages of Aerial Photogrammetry.  Disadvantages of aerial photogrammetry 
include the following: 


(1) Aerial imagery cannot be acquired through clouds, haze, fog or smoke. “No-fly” zones, 
safety or logistical issues may limit aerial access. 


(2) Aerial imagery, especially film imagery, can also be limited by dark shadows.  To 
minimize such shadows, film imaging is typically limited to 4-6 hours each day when the sun 
angle is 30 degrees or greater above the horizon.    


(3) Production of digital elevation models (DEMs) or contours are severely hampered by 
dense vegetation when the photogrammetrist cannot see the bare-earth terrain in stereo from two 
different perspectives.  Because of this, contour lines through forests are either mapped as dashed 
lines or not shown at all.  Leaf-off image acquisition does not always solve this challenge, 
though this problem is reduced in deciduous forests with leaf-off imagery typically acquired 
between December and March in the northern hemisphere. 


(4) Except for the so called more-expensive “true orthophotos” that do not show the sides of 
buildings, most digital orthophotos have some amount of “building lean” where the sides of 
buildings are visible. This also causes “building footprints” compiled from stereo images to not 
exactly fit the underlying orthophoto which slightly displaces the image of building rooflines.  
Imagery acquired from higher altitudes with a camera lens with a longer focal length helps to 
reduce, but not eliminate, “building lean.” 
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d. Aerial Photogrammetry References.  In addition to Chapter 4, additional references 
include: 


(1) American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. 2013.  “Manual of 
Photogrammetry,” 6th ed., J. Chris McGlone, ed., Bethesda, MD.  


(2) American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing.  2007.  “Digital Elevation 
Model Technologies and Applications: The DEM Users Manual,” 2nd ed., David F. Maune, ed., 
Bethesda, MD.  


(3) Wolf and Dewitt, “Elements of Photogrammetry with Applications in GIS,” 3rd ed, 
McGraw Hill, 2000. 
 
2-3. Satellite Photogrammetry. Satellite photogrammetry products include large coverage 
orthophotos and orthomosaics; stereo products that can be used to create elevation models; and 
other digital products such as planimetric maps, parcel maps, land cover maps, and bathymetric 
charts (in clear water), etc. are routinely produced from satellite images. Satellite 
photogrammetry has truly emerged since the launch of the high resolution Ikonos-2 satellite in 
1999.  Figure 2-6 shows an example with ½-meter pixel resolution.  Chapter 5 shows other high 
resolution imaging satellites (e.g., WV-3 with 30-cm resolution) that have been subsequently 
launched and provides expanded details on satellite photogrammetry.   


 
Figure 2-6.  WorldView2 image (1/2-meter pixel resolution) of the Olympic Stadium, Sydney, Australia, 
acquired on 10/20/2009, shortly after the satellite was launched. 
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a. Advantages of Satellite Photogrammetry.  Costs, global coverage, timeliness and frequent 


revisits are major advantages.  Policies (e.g., no-fly zones) and logistical problems on land do not 
hinder satellite image acquisition.  Stable satellite systems can be used to create accurate digital 
orthophotos, up to 1:2,000 to 1:5000 scale, per Figure 2-6, with good elevation models and 
control.  When a natural or manmade disaster occurs, satellites are normally the first on the scene 
to capture post-event imagery which can be quickly paired with pre-event imagery for 
before/after image comparisons, as shown in Figure 2-7.  As explained in Chapter 5, stereo 
imagery can also be collected with multiple convergence angles allowing the creation of 
elevation models that can be used to create 2-meter contours.  Figure 2-8 shows an example of a 
Digital Surface Model (DSM) produced from satellite stereo imagery.  Satellite imagery has also 
been used to develop 3D models by taking advantage of different viewing geometries of the 
same area in multiple orbits.  


 
Figure 2-7.  Satellite images before (left) and after (right) the Moore, OK tornado on May 20, 2013.  The 
swipe tool is used to compare before/after views of the tornado. Source: Esri, Digital Globe, GeoEye, i-cubed, 
USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, Swisstopo and the GIS User Community | Bearing 
Tree Land Surveying (http://www.btls.us/) 


Swipe bar 
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Figure 2-8.  Digital Surface Model (DSM) derived from satellite stereo imagery, shown with profile drawn 
between two selected points. 


b. Disadvantages of Satellite Photogrammetry.  Satellites collect images with differing view 
geometries that can affect the quality of mosaics as well as associated positional accuracies with 
increasing off-nadir angles of collection geometry.  Further, fixed orbits of satellite constrain the 
collection time to specific local time anywhere across the globe and can be impacted by cloud 
cover in those regions.  


2-4. Aerial LiDAR.  Since approximately 1998, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) has 
emerged as the most popular and accurate technology for all forms of digital elevation modeling 
(used for many forms of automated terrain analyses, including hydrologic and hydraulic 
modeling used by USACE) as well as contours, hillshades and other “elevation derivatives” used 
for manual and/or semi-automated terrain analyses.   


a. Products of Aerial LiDAR.  Typical products of aerial LiDAR are shown in Figures 2-9 
through 2-24 below. 
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Figure 2-9.  Gridded DEM viewed as pixels, color-
coded by elevation for 3D visualization with 
hillshades such as shown at Figure 2-20 below. 


Figure 2-10.  DEM files are small and efficient 
because individual x/y coordinates do not need to 
be stored. 


  
Figure 2-11.  Irregularly-spaced LiDAR mass 
points (left), breaklines, and gridded DEM (right) 
viewed as “elevation posts,” interpolated from 
surrounding mass points. 


Figure 2-12.  LiDAR intensity returns from laser 
pulses.  White streaks on the river show separate 
flight lines.  With topographic LiDAR, laser pulses 
are absorbed by and are unreliable on water. 


  
Figure 2-13.  Topographic LiDAR profile (top) 
showing elevations along the transect (bottom) that 
crosses the river and bridge. 


Figure 2-14.  Topobathymetric LiDAR also maps 
subsurface bathymetric surfaces, depending on 
water clarity / turbidity. 
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Figure 2-15.  Digital Surface Model (DSM) at top 
and Digital Terrain Model (DTM) at bottom. 


Figure 2-16.  LiDAR point cloud tree height map 
subtracts DTM elevations from DSM elevations. 


  
Figure 2-17.  LiDAR DSM of urban area, includes 
elevations on treetops, buildings, bridges, etc. 


Figure 2-18.  LiDAR DTM of urban area, excludes 
elevations on trees, buildings, manmade features. 


  
Figure 2-19.  Produced from LiDAR, traditional 
contours remain popular for human visualization. 


Figure 2-20.  LiDAR hillshade maps are gaining 
popularity for human 3D visualization. 
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Figure 2-21.  LiDAR slope map.  Steepest slopes 
are red; shallowest slopes are green. 


Figure 2-22.  LiDAR aspect map.  Hottest aspects 
facing south, toward the sun, are in red.  


 


 
Figure 2-23.  LiDAR viewshed map shows what 
can be seen (red) and not seen (green) from an 
antenna 9.5 ft. tall. 


Figure 2-24.  Watersheds and stream networks 
delineated from LiDAR.  Hillshading has been 
added to show the underlying terrain. 


 
b. Advantages of Aerial LiDAR.  Advantages of aerial LiDAR include the following: 


(1) The major advantage of aerial LiDAR is its ability to map the bare earth DTM beneath 
forest canopy, as shown in Figures 2-25 and 2-26.  If a person walking through a forest can see 
some sky overhead looking up through the canopy, there is a good chance that individual LiDAR 
pulses can also penetrate that canopy looking downward to map the ground beneath. 


(2) With new LiDAR sensors, point density is increasing, which improves its ability to 
penetrate forest canopy, while the cost of LiDAR datasets is decreasing. 


(3) Similar to photogrammetry or radargrammetry, lidargrammetry enables 3D breaklines to 
be compiled from overlapping stereo pairs from LiDAR data. Two pseudo images called a 
pseudo stereo pair can be constructed from LiDAR data, allowing a photogrammetric system 
operator to “see” in 3D and use lidargrammetry to better determine the location of ground 
features. 
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Figure 2-25.  In spite of dense vegetation shown 
on this orthophoto in Florida, LiDAR data 
collected with point density of 4 points/m2 was 
able to map contours and establish a hydro flow 
line for the dry drainage feature in this forest.  


Figure 2-26.  Color-coded by 1-foot contour 
elevation bands, the white polygons define 
depression contours that show dry puddles.  Such 
topographic mapping in heavily forested areas 
would be impossible with photogrammetry. 
Shows same area as Figure 2-25. 


(4) Compared with standard discrete return topographic LiDAR, full waveform LiDAR has 
advantages for mapping forests, wetlands, and short vegetation, as explained in Chapter 6, but 
full waveform LiDAR is primarily used for research at this time because of the lack of waveform 
processing tools. 


(5) Bathymetric LiDAR and topobathymetric LiDAR sensors, explained in Chapter 7, are 
also able to map the submerged bathymetric surface in waters that are reasonably clear from 
turbidity. 


(6) For its 3D Elevation Program (3DEP), the U.S. Geological Survey, working with other 
members of the National Digital Elevation Program (NDEP), has adopted Quality Level 2 (QL2) 
LiDAR data with 2 points per square meter and vertical RMSEz of 10 cm as the new standard for 
elevation data in all states and U.S. territories except for Alaska.  This means that there is 
increased opportunity for cost sharing with other agencies and states to acquire QL2 LiDAR data 
nationwide.  QL1 LiDAR, with 8 points per square meter and vertical RMSEz of 10 cm, remains 
a buy-up option for any user with a requirement for mapping in exceptionally dense vegetation. 


c. Disadvantages of Aerial LiDAR.  Disadvantages of aerial LiDAR include the following: 


(1) Topographic LiDAR provides unreliable elevations of water surfaces and surfaces 
beneath the water level. 
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(2) Discrete return LiDAR pulses are limited in their ability to distinguish between two 


elevation surfaces that are relatively close together, as when the separation between the two 
surfaces is less than the length of a single laser pulse.  Full waveform LiDAR data does not have 
this issue but is more expensive and difficult to process because waveform file sizes are typically 
10 times larger than discrete return file sizes and there is currently no commercial or open source 
software to process waveform data. 


(3) Topographic LiDAR technologies are relatively immature so that system calibration 
procedures and accuracy testing procedures are still evolving. 


(4) Topobathymetric LiDAR technologies are even less mature than topographic LiDAR 
technologies.  


d. Aerial LiDAR References.  In addition to Chapter 6, additional references include: 


(1) American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing.  2012.  “Manual of Airborne 
Topographic Lidar,” Michael S. Renslow, ed., Bethesda, MD 


(2) American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing.  2007.  “Digital Elevation 
Model Technologies and Applications: The DEM Users Manual,” 2nd ed., David F. Maune, ed., 
Bethesda, MD.  
 
2-5. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (IFSAR).  Both satellite and aerial IFSAR are 
discussed in the IFSAR chapter of ASPRS, 2007 which explains Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(SAR) technology in detail.  The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and the TerraSAR 
family of commercial satellites are satellite-based IFSAR sensors from which relatively low 
accuracy datasets can be obtained.  However, because of USACE requirements for higher 
accuracy datasets, only aerial IFSAR products, advantages and disadvantages will be discussed 
in this section. 


 
a. Products of Aerial IFSAR.  Four common aerial IFSAR products are shown in Figures 2-


27 through 2-30 below. 
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Figure 2-27.  X-band IFSAR collects the top 
reflective surface to produce a DSM. 


Figure 2-28.  The IFSAR DSM is subsequently 
filtered to produce a bare-earth DTM. 


  
Figure 2-29.  IFSAR Orthorectified Radar Image 
(ORI) used to create hydro masks. 


Figure 2-30.  IFSAR hydro mask can be used to 
create hydrographic breaklines (shown in blue). 


 
b. Advantages of Aerial IFSAR.  Advantages of aerial IFSAR include the following: 


(1) The single greatest advantage of IFSAR is its ability to map through clouds, fog, haze 
and smoke.  See Figures 2-31 and 2-32.  


(2) IFSAR orthorectified radar images (ORIs), as shown in Figure 2-29, can be used to pan-
sharpen satellite imagery of poorer resolution, as demonstrated in Figure 2-33. 
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Figure 2-31.  This is a RapidEye 5-m color satellite 
image of Alaska where clouds, fog, haze and/or 
smoke are common in many locations. 


Figure 2-32.  As the only technology that maps 
through clouds, etc., IFSAR pan-sharpened this 
RapidEye image and mapped beneath the clouds. 


 


Figure 2-33.  IFSAR ORIs can be used to pan-sharpen satellite imagery of poorer resolution.  Here, a 
62.5-cm IFSAR ORI (upper left) is merged with a 5-m resolution RapidEye satellite color image (lower 
left) to produce a 62.5-cm pan-sharpened color orthophoto (right) in Alaska. 


(3) IFSAR ORIs are automatically geo-registered to fit IFSAR DSMs and DTMs. 


(4) IFSAR is ideal for generation of hydro masks that identify water features. 
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(5) IFSAR data have already been acquired by Intermap for 49 states (all except Alaska) for 
their NEXTMap USA® program.  


(6) IFSAR is the least expensive technology for mapping large areas. 


c. Disadvantages of Aerial IFSAR.  Disadvantages of aerial IFSAR include the following: 


(1) IFSAR elevation datasets are less accurate than elevation datasets from LiDAR or 
photogrammetry. 


(2) IFSAR data cannot be cost-effectively acquired for small areas; this technology works 
best for large area acquisitions only. 


(3)  Except for Alaska (in progress), NEXTMap USA® data are licensed rather than owned 
by the purchaser. 


d. Aerial IFSAR References.  Additional references include: 


(1) American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing.  2007.  “Digital Elevation 
Model Technologies and Applications: The DEM Users Manual,” 2nd ed., David F. Maune, ed., 
Bethesda, MD.  


2-6. Summary.  This chapter primarily addresses the comparative advantages/disadvantages of 
aerial and satellite photogrammetry and aerial LiDAR and IFSAR as pertains to the needs of 
USACE Divisions and Districts.  Chapter 4 provides additional details on aerial photogrammetry 
and Chapter 5 provides additional details on satellite photogrammetry.  Chapter 6 provides 
details on aerial topographic LiDAR and Chapter 7 provides details on aerial bathymetric 
LiDAR.  No chapter in this manual is provided for airborne IFSAR because this technology, 
relevant for large area coverage, is normally not acquired for individual projects but is instead 
licensed from NEXTMap USA and NEXTMap Europe datasets available for most of the U.S. 
and Europe.  Airborne IFSAR data are currently being acquired by USGS for the State of Alaska 
and will be publicly available without licensing restrictions as deliverables are produced and 
accepted into the National Elevation Dataset (NED). 
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CHAPTER 4 


 
Aerial Photogrammetry 


 
4-1.  Fundamentals of Photogrammetry.  Photogrammetry can be defined as the science and art 
of determining qualitative and quantitative characteristics of objects from the images recorded on 
photographs, whether hardcopy film or digital imagery. Objects are identified and qualitatively 
described by observing photographic image characteristics such as shape, pattern, tone, and 
texture. Identification of deciduous versus coniferous trees, delineation of geologic landforms, 
and inventories of existing land use are examples of qualitative observations obtained from 
photography. The quantitative characteristics of objects such as size, orientation, and position are 
determined from measured image positions in the image plane of the camera taking the 
photography. Tree heights, stockpile volumes, topographic maps, and horizontal and vertical 
coordinates of unknown points are examples of quantitative measurements obtained from 
photography.  The purpose of this section is to review the basic geometry of aerial photography 
and the elements of photogrammetry that form the foundation of photogrammetric solutions.  
Comparisons are also provided between analog, analytical and digital photogrammetry. 
 


a. Principles of Photogrammetry.  Aerial photogrammetry enables the accurate mapping of 
3D coordinates on the ground, using 2D coordinates measured on stereo aerial photographs that 
see the same points on the ground from two or more different perspectives.  Figure 4-1 illustrates 
how 3D ground coordinates of point P can be determined photogrammetrically from 2D photo 
coordinates of p1 and p2 measured on a 
pair of stereo aerial photographs.  In 
this figure, f is the focal length of the 
camera lens; o1 and o2 show the 
locations of the focal point of the 
camera lens when photographs 1 and 2 
were taken; x1 and x2 depict the 
direction of flight at the moment each 
image was acquired and establish the 
x-axes on the stereo photographs; y1 
and y2 show the cross-flight directions 
and establish the y-axes on the stereo 
photographs; and p1 and p2 show the 
locations where point P is imaged on 
the two photographs.  The photo 
coordinate system establishes x1 and y1 
photo coordinates of point p1 on the left image as well as the x2 and y2 photo coordinates of point 
p2 on the right image.  The main point to remember from this brief summary of photogrammetry 
is that the light ray projecting from o1 through p1 (inside the camera for the left image) to P (on 
the ground), and the light ray projecting from o2 through p2 (inside the camera for the right 


Figure 4-1. Principles of photogrammetry – how 2-D 
measurements of points p1 and p2 on stereo photographs 
enable the 3-D mapping of point P on the ground. 
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image) to P (on the ground), will never intersect at P (to determine its X/Y/Z coordinates on the 
ground) unless there is (1) good interior orientation that defines the geometric parameters of the 
imaging process inside the camera and (2) good exterior orientation that defines the accurate 3D 
position in the air for the camera lens’ focal point (x/y/z coordinates of points o1 and o2) as well 
as the accurate angular orientation (roll, pitch and yaw) of the aircraft and camera when each 
photo or digital image was acquired.  Camera calibration establishes the interior orientation 
parameters for each lens cone of a metric camera, and aerial triangulation (AT) establishes the 
exterior orientation parameters for each photograph or digital image as well as absolute 
orientation of all stereo models to fit ground control.  A metric camera is constructed so its 
image characteristics remain stable, i.e., camera calibration parameters do not change over time.  
Metric cameras must be consistently spatially accurate; they are essential for most 
photogrammetric projects and are much more expensive than non-metric cameras. Because of 
broad applications for USACE, this chapter focuses on aerial photogrammetry with cameras 
pointing in the near-nadir (vertical) direction rather than oblique or horizontal directions.   


 
b. Geometry of Aerial Photography.  The front nodal point of the camera lens is defined as 


the exposure station of the photograph (see points o1 and o2 in Figure 4-1). The nodal points are 
those points in the camera lens system where any light ray entering the lens and passing through 
the front nodal point will emerge from the rear nodal point travelling parallel to the incident light 
ray. Therefore, the photograph can be shown on the object side of the camera lens, positioned 
such that the object point, the image point, and the exposure station all lie on the same straight 
line. The line through the lens nodal points and perpendicular to the image plane intersects the 
image plane at the principal point, shown in Figure 4-1 as the origin of the x/y axes on the two 
images. The distance measured from the rear nodal point to the negative principal point or from 
the front nodal point to the positive principal point is equal to the focal length (f) of the camera 
lens. 
 


(1)  Vertical Aerial Photography. Vertical photographs, exposed with the optical axis vertical 
or as nearly vertical as possible, are the principal kind of photographs used for mapping. If the 
optical axis is perfectly vertical, the resulting photograph is termed a "truly vertical" photograph. 
In spite of the precautions taken to maintain the vertical camera axis, small tilts are invariably 
present; but these tilts are usually less than 1 degree and they rarely exceed 3 degrees. 
Photographs containing these small, unintentional tilts are called "near vertical" or "tilted" 
photographs. Many of the equations developed in this chapter are for truly vertical photographs, 
but for certain work, they may be applied to near vertical photos without serious error. 
Photogrammetric principles and practices have been developed to account for tilted photographs, 
and no accuracy whatsoever need be lost in using tilted photographs. 
 


(a)  Photographic scale.  The scale of an aerial photograph (photo scale) can be defined as 
the ratio between an image distance on the photograph and the corresponding horizontal ground 
distance.  Note that if a correct photographic scale ratio is to be computed using this definition, 
the image distance and the ground distance must be measured in parallel horizontal planes. This 
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condition rarely occurs in practice because the photograph is likely to be tilted and the ground 
surface is seldom a flat horizontal plane. Therefore, scale will vary throughout the frame of a 
photograph, and photographic scale can be defined only at a point.  Please note that the concept 
of photographic scale pertains primarily to film imagery because the scale of digital images can 
be changed at the push of a button.  The scale at a point on a truly vertical photograph is given 
by: 


S = f / (H - h) 
 
where: 
 


S = photographic scale at a test point 
 
f = camera focal length 
 
H = flying height above datum 
 
h = elevation above datum of the test point 
 


This equation is exact for truly vertical photographs and is also typically used to calculate scale 
on nearly vertical photographs.  In some instances, such as for flight planning calculations, 
approximate scaled distances are adequate. If all ground points are assumed to lie at an average 
elevation, an average photographic scale can be adopted for direct measurements of ground 
distances.  
 
Average scale is calculated by: 
 


Savg = f / (H - havg) 
 


where havg is the average ground elevation in the photo. For example, for an approximate 
horizontal length of a line: 
 


D= (d*(H - havg)) / f 
 


where: 
 


D = horizontal ground distance 
 
d = photograph image distance 
 


The flat terrain assumption, however, introduces scale variation errors. For accurate 
determinations of horizontal distances and angles, the scale variation caused by elevation 
differences between points must be accounted for in the photogrammetric solution. 
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(b)  Horizontal ground coordinates.  Horizontal ground distances and angles can be 
computed using coordinate geometry if the horizontal coordinates of the ground points are 
known. Horizontal ground coordinates can be calculated by dividing each photo-coordinate by 
the true photographic scale at the image point. In equation form, the horizontal ground 
coordinates of any point are given by 


 
XP = xp (H - hp) / f 
 
YP = yp (H - hp) / f 
 


where:  
 


XP,YP = ground coordinates of point P 
 
xp, yp = photocoordinates of point p 
 
hP = ground elevation of point P 
 


Note that these equations use a coordinate system defined by the photo-coordinate axes having 
an origin at the photo principal point and the x-axis typically through the mid-side edge of the 
photo (i.e., along and in the direction of flight). Then the local ground coordinate axes are placed 
parallel to the photo-coordinate axes with an origin at the ground principal point. The equations 
for horizontal ground coordinates are exact for truly vertical photographs and typically used for 
near vertical photographs. The horizontal distance between points A and B is given by: 
 
𝐷𝐴𝐵 =  �(XA  −  XB)2 +  (YA  −  YB)2   


 
   where: XA and YA are the ground coordinates of point A and 
 


 XB and YB are the ground coordinates of point B 
 


This solution is not an approximation because the effect of scale variation caused by unequal 
elevations is included in the computation of the ground coordinates. It is important to note, 
however, that the elevations hA and hB must be known before the horizontal ground coordinates 
can be computed.  
 


(c)  Relief displacement.  Relief displacement is another characteristic of the perspective 
geometry recorded by an aerial photograph. The displacement of an image point caused by 
changes in ground elevation is closely related to photographic scale variation. Relief 
displacement is evaluated when analyzing or planning mosaic or orthophoto projects. Relief 
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displacement is also a tool that can be used in photo interpretation to determine heights of 
vertical objects.  Relief displacement is always along radial lines from the principal point of a 
truly vertical photograph or the nadir of a tilted photograph. The magnitude of relief 
displacement is given by the formula: 


 
d = rh / H 
 


where: 
 


d = image displacement 
 
r = radial distance from the principal point to the image point 
 
H = flying height above ground 
 
h = ground elevation of image point 
 


Because the image displacement of a vertical object can be measured on the photograph, we can 
solve for the height of vertical objects: 
 


ht = d (H - hbase) / rtop 
 


where: 
 


ht = vertical height of the object 
 
hbase = elevation at the object base above datum 
 


(d)  Exterior Orientation of Photographs.  Unavoidable aircraft tilt causes aerial photographs 
to be exposed with the camera axis tilted away from vertical.  An accurate photogrammetric 
solution using aerial photographs, whether film or digital images, must account for the camera 
position and angular orientation at the instant of each exposure.  The exterior orientation of a 
photograph is the spatial position of the focal point and its angular orientation with respect to the 
ground coordinate system. Six independent parameters (X/Y/Z and ω/φ/κ) are required to define 
exterior orientation for each photograph’s exposure station. The space position is normally given 
by three-dimensional X/Y/Z coordinates of the exposure station in a ground coordinate system; 
the vertical coordinate corresponds to the flying height above datum. Angular orientation is 
given by the ω/φ/κ orientation about the x, y and z axes in flight, applied sequentially: 


 
ω (omega) is the (roll) rotation about the photograph’s x-axis (direction of flight) 
 
φ (phi) is the (pitch) rotation about the photograph’s y-axis  
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κ (kappa) is the (yaw) rotation about the photograph’s z-axis  
 


The angular orientation of a truly vertical photograph taken with the flight line in the X-axis 
direction is: ω=0, φ=0 and κ=0. The omega-phi-kappa angular orientation system is used to 
express the exterior orientation of a photograph and produce accurate map information from 
aerial photographs. 
 


(2)  Stereoscopic (Stereo) Photography. Stereoscopic vision determines the distance to an 
object by intersecting two lines of sight. In the human vision system, the parallactic angle 
between converging lines of sight associates the observed angle with a distance. Similarly, 
overlapping aerial photographs can be viewed stereoscopically with the aid of a stereoscope. The 
stereoscope forces the left eye to view the left photograph and the right eye to view the right 
photograph. Since the right photograph images the same terrain as the left photograph, but from 
a different exposure station, the perceived parallactic angles of the two images are visually 
combined.  As the viewer scans the entire overlap area of the two photographs, a continuous 
stereo model of the ground surface can be seen.  The stereo model can be measured in three 
dimensions, yielding the elevation and horizontal position of unknown points.  The limitation 
that elevation cannot be determined in a single photograph solution is overcome by the use of 
stereo photography. 
 


(a)  Stereo models.  The basic unit of photogrammetric mapping is the stereo model formed 
in the overlapping ground coverage of successive photographs along a flight line. Along each 
flight line, the overlap of photographs, termed end lap, is typically designed to be 60 percent. 
End lap must be at least 55 percent to ensure continuous stereoscopic coverage and provide a 
minimum triple overlap area where stereo models can be matched together. Between adjacent 
flight lines, the overlap of strips, termed side lap, is typically designed to be 30 percent. Side lap 
must be at least 20 percent to ensure continuous stereoscopic coverage. 
  


(b)  Neat Models.  The neat model is the net area to be mapped within each stereo model. For 
flight planning and estimating of 9” x 9” aerial photographs, photo coverage and stereo model 
ground dimensions were traditionally computed by assuming truly vertical photography and flat 
terrain at average ground elevation. By using average photographic scale, the ground coverage 
(G) of one side of a square format photograph is: 


 
G = d/Savg 
 


where d is the negative format dimension. The flying height above datum is also found using 
average scale and average ground elevation.  
 


H = havg + f/Savg 
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Let B represent the air base between consecutive exposures in the strip. Then from the required 
photo end lap (E1ap) 
 
 B = G (1 – Elap/100) 
 
Let W represent the distance between adjacent flight lines. Then from the required side lap (Slap) 
 
 W = G (1 – Slap/100) 
 
Match lines between contiguous stereo models pass through the center of the triple overlap area 
and the center of the side lap area.  These match lines bound the neat model area, the net area to 
be mapped within each stereo model.  The neat model has width equal to B and length equal to 
W.  Note that with modern flight planning software, and aerial digital imagery that has 
essentially replaced aerial film imagery, such manual computations are no longer performed.  
Still, it is good to understand the concept of stereo models and neat model areas for further 
understanding of photogrammetry. 
 


(c)  Parallax equations.  The parallax equations may be used for simple stereo analysis of 
vertical aerial photographs taken from equal flying heights, that is, the camera axes are parallel 
to one another and perpendicular to the air base. Conjugate image points in the overlap area of 
two truly vertical aerial photographs may be projected, such that when the photographs are 
properly oriented with respect to one another, the conjugate image rays recorded by the camera 
will intersect at the true spatial location of the object point, as shown in Figure 4-1. Photographic 
parallax is defined as the apparent movement of the image point across the image plane of the 
camera as the camera exposure station moves along the flight line. The parallax of the image 
point a:  Pa = xa – xa’, where xa and xa


’ are coordinate distances on the left and right photographs, 
respectively.  Because parallactic image motion is parallel to the movement of the camera, the 
parallax coordinate system must be parallel to the direction of flight.  All parallax occurs along 
the x-axis in the axis of flight photo coordinate system.  The ya and ya' coordinates are equal.  
Given truly vertical aerial photographs and photo coordinates measured in the axis of flight 
system, the following parallax equations can be derived: 


 
X = xB / p 
 
Y = yB / p 
 
H = H - (f B / p) 
 


where: 
 


X, Y = horizontal ground coordinates 
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x, y = photo coordinates on the left photograph 
 
p = parallax 
 


Note that the origin of the ground coordinate system is at the ground principal point of the left 
photograph, and the X-axis is parallel to the flight line. 
 


(d)  Parallax difference equation.  The parallax equations given above assume that the 
photographs are truly vertical and exposed from equal flying heights; thus, the camera axes are 
parallel to one another and perpendicular to the air base.  Scale variation and relief displacement 
are not regarded as errors in the parallax method because these effects are measured as image 
parallax and used to compute elevations; however, tilted photographs, unequal flying heights, 
and image distortions seriously affect the accuracy of the parallax method.  Absolute elevations 
are difficult to determine using the parallax equations given above because small errors in 
parallax will cause large errors in the vertical distance H - h.  More precise results are obtained if 
differences in elevation are determined using the parallax difference formula 


 
hA = hC + Δp(H – hC)/Pa 
 


where: 
 


hA = elevation of point A above datum 
 
hC = elevation of point C above datum 
 
Pa = parallax of image point a 
 
Pc = parallax of image point c 
 
∆p = difference in parallax (Pc - Pa) 
 


The formula should be applied to points that are close to one another on the photo format. The 
differencing technique cancels out the systematic errors affecting the parallax of each point. If C 
is a vertical control point, the absolute elevation of A can be determined by this method. 
 


(e)  Resection.  Except where airborne GPS and Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are used 
for direct georeferencing, resection is the process of recovering the exterior orientation of a 
single photograph from image measurements of ground control points. In a spatial resection, the 
image rays from total ground control points (horizontal position and elevation known) are made 
to resect through the lens nodal point (exposure station) to their image position on the 
photograph.  The resection process forces the photograph to the same spatial position and 
angular orientation it had when the exposure was taken.  The solution requires at least three total 
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control points that do not lie in a straight line, and the interior orientation parameters, focal 
length, and principal point location.  The exterior orientation must be determined from known 
ground control points by the resection principle except when airborne GPS and IMUs are used 
for direct georeferencing.   
 


(f)  Intersection.  Intersection is the process of photogrammetrically determining the spatial 
position of ground points by intersecting image rays from two or more photographs (see Figure 
4-1).  If the interior and exterior orientation parameters of the photographs are known, then 
conjugate image rays can be projected from the photograph through the lens nodal point 
(exposure station) to the ground space.  Two or more image rays intersecting at a common point 
will determine the horizontal position and elevation of the point.  Map positions of points are 
determined by the intersection principle from correctly oriented photographs. 
 


(g)  Photogrammetric Solution Methods.  Correct and accurate photogrammetric solutions 
must include all interior and exterior orientation parameters.  Each orientation parameter must be 
modeled if the recorded image ray is to be correctly projected and an accurate photogrammetric 
product obtained. Interior orientation parameters include the camera focal length and the position 
of the photo principal point.  Typically the interior orientation is known from camera calibration. 
Exterior orientation parameters include the camera position coordinates (X/Y/Z) and the three 
orientation angles (ω/φ/κ).  Typically, the exterior orientation is determined by resection 
principles as part of the photogrammetric aerotriangulation solution, though a priori values for 
the X/Y/Z position coordinates of each exposure station are now obtained from airborne GPS 
data, and the a priori values of the angular orientations (ω/φ/κ) for each exposure are now 
obtained from IMUs in modern mapping systems.  The remaining parameters are the ground 
coordinates of the point to be mapped.  Planimetric and topographic details are mapped by 
intersecting conjugate image rays from two correctly oriented photographs.  Both analytical and 
digital photogrammetric solution use mathematical models to represent the image rays recorded 
by the camera.  The image ray is assumed to be a straight line through the image point, the 
exposure station, and the ground point.  The following colinearity equation expresses this 
condition: 


 
where: 
 


x, y = measured photo coordinates 
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xo, yo = principal point photo coordinates 
 
mij = nine direction cosines expressing the angular orientation 
 
X,Y,Z = ground point coordinates 
 
XL,YL,ZL = exposure station coordinates 
 


These colinearity condition equations include all interior and exterior orientation parameters 
required to solve the resection and intersection problems accurately.  Analytical and digital 
photogrammetric solutions consist of systems of colinearity equations relating measured image 
photo coordinates to known and unknown parameters of the photogrammetric problem.  The 
equations are solved simultaneously to determine the unknown parameters.  However, because 
there are usually redundant measurements producing more equations than there are unknowns in 
the problem, a least squares adjustment is used to estimate the unknown parameters.  The least 
squares adjustment algorithm includes residuals vx and vy on the measured photo coordinates that 
estimate random measurement error.  
 


c. Analog Photogrammetry.  Analog photogrammetry represents the first era (also called the 
classical era) of photogrammetry.  Either full-scale or reduced-scale film diapositives (positive 
photographs on a dimensionally-stable transparent medium, film or glass, as opposed to a 
positive paper print which is not transparent) are used with analog plotters that physically 
replicate (at reduced scale) the spatial geometry that existed when a strip of overlapping stereo 
photographs was taken.  Aerial triangulation is performed manually with analog plotters and 
requires a great deal of operator expertise. 


 
(1)  Optical Stereo Plotters.  Among direct optical systems, Zeiss Multiplex projectors 


(Figures 4-2 and 4-3) were widely used in the 1930s and 1940s to include World War II.  The 
Multiplex used reduced-scale (2”x2”) diapositives produced from the original film negatives 
(9”x9”).  Even- and odd-numbered projectors would project the images through red and blue 
filters into image space.  By using anaglyph glasses (similar to those now used in 3D movies), 
the operator could see 3D stereo models in this image space by viewing only the red images with 
one eye and only the blue images with the other eye.  To obtain relative orientation, the angular 
orientation of each projector would be adjusted to replicate the roll, pitch and yaw of each image 
when originally taken by the camera – an extremely labor-intensive task.  Additional labor-
intensive steps were taken to obtain absolute orientation to ground control.  Furthermore, photo-
identifiable features did not come into focus in the stereo model until the platen of the tracing 
table was at the correct elevation for each feature to be mapped.  The platen would be moved up 
and down as necessary to accurately trace planimetric features on the map manuscript in their 
correct horizontal locations and to map contour lines with uniform elevations.   Other optical 
plotters were popular in the 1950s, using full-scale 9”x9” diapositives.  Although Multiplex 
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plotters are no longer used, these images are still a good way to explain to students how 
photogrammetry works, whether using analog, analytical or digital procedures. 


 


 
(2)  Optical-Mechanical Stereo 


Plotters.  Optical-mechanical 
stereo plotters were popular 
through the 1970s.  They used 
metal space rods to simulate the 
direct optical projection of light 
rays, e.g., o1 to P and o2 to P in 
Figure 4-1.  Figure 4-4 shows a 
Wild A8 Autograph with 
coordinatograph that plots map 
manuscripts.  Full-scale 9”x9” 
diapositives were carefully 
mounted in the stages shown at 
the top of Figure 4-4.  Looking 
through eye pieces, operators 
could view the left image directly 
with the left eye and the right 


  
Figure 4-2.  Multiplex projectors that physically replicate the 
geometry that existed when a flight line of nine aerial photos was 
taken.  Without accurate relative orientation, the stereo images 
could never be focused in 3D in the stereo model, and without 
absolute orientation, the map would never fit ground control. 


Figure 4-3.  A single pair of Multiplex 
projectors, showing the stereo model, 
tracing table and map manuscript 
drawn with a pencil directly below a dot 
on the platen of the tracing table. 


Figure 4-4.  Wild A8 Autograph with coordinatograph for plotting 
of map manuscripts from stereo photos.  The A8 pictured here was 
upgraded with electronics for data entry and digital recording of 
data.  The A8 was the photogrammetric “workhorse” for nearly 
three decades – one of many different models of optical-
mechanical stereo plotters produced by Wild Heerbrugg, Zeiss, 
Kern and other photogrammetric equipment manufacturers 
during the analog era. 
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image with the right eye, without need for anaglyph glasses.  One hand crank moved the space 
rods (as well as the coordinatograph) in the X-direction, causing a “floating dot” in the eyepiece 
to appear to move across the image in the direction of flight between the first and second 
photographs, and the second hand crank did the same in the Y-direction.  The foot petal changed 
the elevation being viewed.  When the “floating dot” appeared in focus on the ground (when 
viewed in stereo), the two space rods were effectively intersecting at the correct elevation (as 
with point P in Figure 4-1).  Contour lines of equal elevation were plotted by moving the two 
hand cranks to keep the floating dot on the ground while keeping the foot petal unchanged.  With 
most optical-mechanical stereo plotters, the photogrammetric solution was achieved by means of 
physically altering the positions and rotations of the stages holding the film media relative to 
each other.  Aerial triangulation (AT) processes were very complicated, normally establishing 
relative orientation only between two images at a time, then cantilevering independent stereo 
models until photo-identifiable control points enabled absolute orientation of the models.  Early 
systems produced only hardcopy maps while the advent of computers enabled upgraded systems 
capable of digital data recording.  Although more expensive than optical projectors, the optical-
mechanical stereo plotters were preferred over direct optical systems because they were more 
versatile (with later versions modified with encoders for digital recording of coordinates), 
produced maps of higher accuracy, had better overall stability, and did not need to be operated in 
dark rooms.  Very few optical-mechanical stereo plotters remain in use today in the U.S. 


 
d. Analytical Photogrammetry.  Analytical photogrammetry, which represents the analytical 


era of photogrammetry starting in the 1960s, also uses full-scale (9”x9”) film diapositives but 
mathematically replicates the spatial geometry that existed when strips of overlapping stereo 
photographs were taken.  The analytical era included the development of advanced methods of 
treating quantitative observations of phenomena affecting the photogrammetric operation, to 
include atmospheric refraction, for example, where light rays may not be perfectly straight.  The 
metal space rods and linear scales from optical-mechanical plotters were replaced with 
colinearity equations, computer models and microprocessors for analytical stereo plotters.  Most 
significantly, microprocessors record the 2D photo-coordinates of pass points and tie points on 
stereo photographs, automate the AT solutions for large blocks of imagery, including multiple 
flight lines, and compute the 3D ground coordinates of the pass points (that link common points 
in the overlap areas of two or three images in the same flight line) and tie points (that link 
common points in the overlap areas of adjoining flight lines).   


 
(1)  Figure 4-5 shows a Wild Heerbrugg BC2 analytical stereoplotter as well as a point 


marking and transfer device (far right) that marks tie points and pass points in selected locations 
so their photo coordinates can be accurately measured with the analytical stereoplotter.  Upon 
successful completion of aerial triangulation, photo control is passed from one photograph to the 
next as well as to adjoining photographs in overlapping flight lines.   
 


(2)  Figure 4-6 shows a small block of eight aerial photos in each of four overlapping flight 
lines.  With 60% forward overlap, it is typical for six to nine pass points to be identified and 
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marked in the overlap areas of each photo, where possible, and those pass points along the edges 
also serve as tie points for overlapping flight lines.  After the AT solution, each photograph has 
newly established points to control the photogrammetric mapping for each stereo pair.  All 
output is digital for mapping with modern computers and plotters.  Analytical plotters are now 
phasing out because of the greatly diminished use of aerial film photography caused by the 
modern era of digital metric cameras. 
 


e. Digital Photogrammetry.  Digital photogrammetry, also called softcopy photogrammetry, 
represents the third and current era of photogrammetry.  This era started around 1990 with the 
introduction of digital stereo photogrammetric workstations and high resolution scanners that 
converted film into digital imagery.  The subsequent introduction of modern digital metric 
cameras further established softcopy photogrammetry as the dominant technology as film 
photography became less and less viable, and as major film manufacturers halted production of 
film for aerial cameras.  Charge Couple Devices (CCDs) used in digital cameras have a wider 
dynamic range, improving the accuracy and appearance of finished products, and digital imagery 
eliminates processing steps necessary with hardcopy photos.  With digital photogrammetry, the 
costly optical-mechanical stereo plotters have been completely replaced by computers, monitors 
and software that apply complex photogrammetric concepts and sophisticated image-processing 
techniques, including automated image correlation that enables thousands of tie points and pass 
points to be automatically generated rather than manually generated as with analytical 
photogrammetry.  Figure 4-7 shows a digital stereo photogrammetric workstation running 
software for photogrammetry and lidargrammetry, coupled with GIS software for real time 
display and analysis.  If this looks similar to a typical desktop computer – that’s because it is 
similar, and that’s the main advantage, i.e., photogrammetric firms now use mass-produced 


  
Figure 4-5. Wild BC2 analytical plotter that automates 
aerial triangulation and simplifies photogrammetric 
mapping processes.  On the table to the right, a point 
marking and transfer device is shown that drills very 
small holes in the film emulsion for measurement of pass 
points and tie points used in aerial triangulation (AT). 


Figure 4-6. For an AT block adjustment, in 
addition to surveyed control points shown 
here, pass points and tie points are identified 
to “pass” X/Y/Z ground coordinates of 
points from one image to the next image in 
the same flight line and “tie” flight lines 
together. 
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computers with specialized photogrammetric 
software rather than purchasing expensive 
specialized hardware required during the 
analog and analytical eras.  Simultaneous AT 
block adjustments are now performed with 
over 20,000 digital images per block of images 
and millions of auto-correlated pass points and 
tie points, rapidly and accurately providing the 
six exterior orientation parameters needed for 
each image (X/Y/Z coordinates of the lens 
focal point, and roll/pitch/yaw of the camera, 
when each image was taken).  Automatic 
image correlation also enables the simplified 
generation of Digital Surface Models (DSMs) 
and the highly popular digital orthophotos 
produced by draping unrectified digital aerial 
imagery over a DSM or DEM.  Digital 
photogrammetric software is also used in 
lidargrammetry discussed in Chapter 6 of this manual.   
 
4-2. Project Specifications.  Project specifications for aerial image acquisition are changing as a 
result of the transition from film to digital cameras.  Some of the specifications, below, pertain to 
film cameras, while recognizing that most aerial imagery acquired today for USACE is 
performed with modern digital cameras for which image quality, resolution, clarity, color 
balancing and dynamic range are greatly improved and for which operators have far greater 
flexibility, including the ability to change lenses in-flight. In all cases, specifications herein 
pertain to metric aerial mapping cameras for which the defining characteristic is that they are 
stable and perform consistently over long periods of time so that calibration parameters do not 
change.  Whereas the photo scale was the most important parameter for analog and analytical 
photogrammetric mapping that used hardcopy aerial photos, the pixel size of digital orthophotos 
and the ground sample distance (GSD) of the raw digital imagery are the most important 
parameters for digital (softcopy) photogrammetry.  
 


a. Contractor Responsibilities.  The contractor shall be responsible for operating and 
maintaining all aircraft used in conformance with all governing Federal Aviation Administration 
and Civil Aeronautics Board regulations over such aircraft.  Any inspection or maintenance of 
the aircraft resulting in missing favorable weather will not be considered as an excusable cause 
for delay.  The flight crew and cameraman shall have had a minimum of 400 hours experience in 
flying precise photogrammetric mapping missions.  The contractor shall inspect and constantly 
monitor the image quality and coverage, and shall undertake immediate reflights of areas where 
coverage does not meet specifications.  The reason for any imagery that does not meet the 
standard specifications shall be noted on the flight log.  Rejection of imagery by the contractor or 


Figure 4-7. A digital stereo photogrammetric 
workstation running SOCET SET® photo-
grammetric software coupled with ArcGIS for real 
time display and analysis of data.  This is used for 
softcopy photogrammetry and lidargrammetry. 
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the Contracting Officer shall not in itself be a reason for granting a delay or another photo 
season.  Failure to undertake reflights or delays in forwarding materials for preliminary 
inspection (if required) that result in a lost season may be reason to invoke default of contract. 
 


b. Operational Procedures.  Operational procedures and best practices for aerial mapping 
cameras and aircraft are itemized in this section.  
 


(1)  Aircraft.  The aircraft furnished shall be capable of stable performance and shall be 
equipped with essential navigation and photographic instruments and accessories (e.g., airborne 
GPS and inertial measurement unit), all of which shall be maintained in operational condition 
during the period of the contract. No windows shall be interposed between the camera lens 
system and the terrain, unless high altitude photography is involved.  Also, the camera lens 
system shall not be in the direct path of any exhaust gasses or oil from aircraft engines. 
 


(2)  Aircraft utilization.  Total aircraft utilization to, from, between, and over project sites is 
based on the provisions contained in the contract.  For the purposes of estimating aircraft 
operational time, any day containing two or more consecutive hours of suitable flying conditions, 
in any sizable portion of the area not yet photographed, will be considered a suitable day for 
aerial photography.  Additional crew costs will accrue during deployment at or near the project 
site, where applicable. Aircraft and flight crew standby at the home base shall be considered as 
an overhead expense. 
 


(3)  Emergency aircraft standby.  Detailed requirements, conditions, notification procedures, 
and compensation provisions for emergency dedication of an aircraft to a USACE Command 
shall be specified.  Direct and indirect costs shall be clearly identified in establishing the day rate 
for such an item. 
 


(4)  Flight line design.  The ground distance between adjacent flight lines and the air distance 
between consecutive exposure stations shall be determined to meet coverage tolerances with 
respect to the flying altitude above mean ground height (H).  For film photography, photo scales 
for map compilation shall be as stated in the applicable contract section.  For digital imaging, 
modern flight planning software will be used for flight planning in order to acquire imagery with 
the required ground sample distance (GSD). 


 
(5)  Weather conditions (flying conditions).  Unless otherwise specified, aerial photographs 


shall be taken between the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., local solar time, on days when well 
defined images can be obtained.  However, modern digital cameras can reduce the traditional 
effects of shadows and offer greater flexibility in mapping through shadows at different times of 
the day.  Imaging shall not be attempted when the ground is obscured by haze, smoke, dust, or 
snow or when the clouds or cloud shadows will appear on more than 5 percent of the area of any 
one photograph without permission of the Contracting Officer or specifically defined differently 
in the contracted task order scope of work.  Photographs shall not contain shadows caused by 
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topographic relief or sun angle, whenever such shadows can be avoided during the time of year 
the photography must be taken.  Any day containing two or more consecutive hours of suitable 
flying conditions, in any sizable portion of the area not yet photographed, will be considered a 
suitable day for aerial photography. 
 


(a)  Sun angle.  Photographing shall be undertaken when the sun angle is 30 degrees or 
greater, there is no atmospheric haze, and the lighting and weather conditions are suitable for 
obtaining acceptable photos.  Special care must be taken to minimize shadows in mountainous 
and canyon areas because shadows on photos are black and contain little or no detail.  
Exceptions to the stated sun angle requirement may be made if additional shadow detail will 
enhance ground images or if reflections or hot spots will degrade the aerial imagery. 


 
(b)  Cloud cover.  Aerial imagery shall not be obtained during poor weather conditions. 


Excessive wind conditions that will not permit maintaining the allowable flight line tolerances 
shall be avoided.  Images that contain clouds, haze, or smoke so that critical ground areas are 
obscured shall be rejected. 


 
(c)  Ground conditions.  The season and any special requirements concerning foliage, snow, 


or other conditions will be specified in the contract.  Conditions that might obscure ground detail 
shall be the responsibility of the contractor.  However, if questions or concerns about conditions 
exist, consultation with the COR before undertaking or continuing the work is advisable.  Aerial 
image acquisition shall be limited to the season specified in the contract unless otherwise 
authorized by the Contracting Officer. 


 
(6)  Project area coverage.  The centers of the first two and last two exposures of each flight 


line shall fall beyond the project boundaries. 
 


(a)  Flight lines.  The minimum area(s) to be imaged will be indicated on maps, shapefiles or 
KMZ files provided for each image acquisition assignment.  The contractor shall design the 
flight lines to obtain proper side lap to assure full stereoscopic photo coverage.  Generally, the 
flight lines shall be parallel to each other, and outside of consideration for wind direction, align 
to the longest boundary lines of the area to be photographed.  With today’s cameras, automated 
flight planning software, airborne GPS, and modern avionics, it is relatively easy to acquire 
digital images at the correct altitudes and with photo centers correctly located for desired forward 
overlap and sidelap.  With film cameras it is important to maintain the desired photo scale; with 
digital cameras it is important to maintain the desired ground sample distance (GSD).  


 
(b)  Flight height.  Departures from specified flight height shall not exceed 2 percent low or 5 


percent high for all flight heights up to 12,000 ft. above ground elevation.  Above 12,000 ft., 
departures from specified flight height shall not exceed 2 percent low or 600 ft. high.  During 
inspection for acceptance of film imagery, the flight height can be verified by multiplying the 
focal length of the camera by the calculated scale of the aerial photos; the photography scale is 
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calculated by dividing the distance between two identifiable points as measured on one of the 
photographs (as near as possible at the mean ground elevation) by the actual ground distance as 
measured from the best available map.  For modern digital image acquisition, airborne GPS data, 
when available, provides the easiest and most accurate means for verifying that planned flying 
heights were achieved. 


 
(c)  Stereoscopic coverage.  The entire area of the project must be stereoscopically covered 


by successive and adjacent overlaps of images within the usable portion of the field of the lens. 
This is an essential requirement for photomapping work.  Lack of acceptable stereoscopic 
coverage caused by the contractor's failure to adhere to the specified flight design shall be 
corrected by reflights at the contractor's own expense.  Lack of acceptable stereoscopic coverage 
caused by conditions that could not be avoided by the exercise of reasonable diligence and care 
on the part of the contractor will be corrected by reflights at the Government's expense, when 
authorized by the Contracting Officer. 
 


(7)  Camera Requirements.  For aerial film photography, a single lens precision aerial 
mapping camera equipped with a high resolution, distortion free lens shall be used on all 
assignments.  The camera shall function properly at the necessary altitude and under expected 
environmental conditions.  The lens cone shall be so constructed so that the lens and focal plane 
comprise an integral unit, or are otherwise fixed in a rigid orientation with respect to each other. 
Variations of temperature or other conditions shall not cause deviation from the calibrated focal 
length in excess of ±0.05 mm or preclude determination of the principal point location to within 
±0.003 mm.  However, digital metric cameras are now preferred for most USACE applications 
because of their numerous advantages.  
 


(a)  Camera opening.  The camera opening in the aircraft shall provide an unobstructed field 
of view when a camera is mounted with all its parts above the outer structure.  The field-of-view 
shall, so far as practicable, be shielded from air turbulence and any effluents such as gasses and 
oil.  The camera port glass (if required) shall be free of scratches and shall not degrade the 
resolution or the accuracy of the camera. 
 


(b)  Exposure control.  An automatic exposure control device is permitted and recommended 
for all aerial imaging, but a manual shutter-control capability can be used for some types of 
terrain to achieve proper exposure. 


 
(c)  Camera Mount.  The camera mount shall be regularly serviced and maintained, and shall 


be insulated against aircraft vibrations.   
 


(8)  Camera Calibration and Tolerances.  The aerial camera(s) furnished by the contractor 
shall have been calibrated within 3 years of award of a contract.  The camera calibration 
certificate shall be presented to the Contracting Officer prior to use of the camera.  Although 
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digital cameras have diverse forms of calibration as described in section 4-3c below, film camera 
features and acceptable tolerances are as follows: 
 


(a)  Focal length.  The calibrated focal length of the lens shall be ±3 mm of the nominal 
length, and measured to the nearest 0.001 mm. 


 
(b)  Lens distortion.  The absolute value of radial distortion measured at maximum aperture, 


as stated in the calibration report, shall not exceed 0.01 mm. 
 
(c)  Lens resolving power.  With appropriate filter mounted in-place, the Area Weighted 


Average Resolution (AWAR) shall be at least 60 lines/millimeter (at maximum aperture) stated 
on calibration report. The lens shall be fully corrected for color photography. 


 
(d)  Shutter.  The camera shall be equipped with a between-the-lens shutter of the variable 


speed type, whose efficiency shall be at least 70 percent at the fastest rated speed. 
 


(e)  Image quality.  The imagery shall be clear and sharp and evenly exposed across the 
frame. The images shall be free from clouds and cloud shadows, smoke, haze, light streaks, 
snow, flooding, excessive soil moisture, static marks, shadows, and any other defects that 
interfere with the intended purpose of the photography.  If, in the opinion of the Contracting 
Officer, the contractor has adhered to specifications and has exercised reasonable care to meet 
quality requirements, allowance will be made for unavoidable shadows, permanent snow fields, 
or reflectance from water bodies.  


 
(f)  Image resolution.  When there is doubt concerning the resolution of images obtained, a 


comparison will be made of well-defined edges of manmade structures and other features in the 
photo with previous imagery that is of acceptable quality, similar scale, and contrast.  If the 
imagery is obviously degraded when compared to previously accepted or acceptable images, the 
images can be rejected for poor image quality.  


 
(g)  Image clarity.  The contractor shall make appropriate measurements to determine edge 


contrast for photos from several representative photos/images. 
 
(h)  Color balance.  Any exposures within the project area with a color balance shift 


compared to the remainder of the photography will result in unacceptable exposures.   
 
(i)  Dynamic Range.  If necessary, exposure level balancing should be applied to extend the 


contrast levels of digital images to span the entire working range available to the selected bit 
storage range.  Specular reflectors (such as water surfaces) or small, isolated brightness 
anomalies within a scene shall not be used for determining the maximum or minimum usable 
contrast range of the digital photos. 
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c. Digital Orthophotos.  Project specifications typically might  include the following:  


 
(1)  Geographic area to be mapped (normally based on government-provided shapefiles); and 


verbiage stating approximate square miles total for the area of interest (AOI). 
 
(2)  Pixel size of final orthophotos (e.g., 3”, 6” or 12” pixels), or ground sample distance 


(GSD) of raw imagery to be collected – note, the pixel size is normally  ≥ the GSD;  
 


(3)  Horizontal accuracy (normally RMSExy, RMSEr and/or Accuracyr at 95% confidence 
level per NSSDA);  
 


(4)  Color bands to be acquired (normally R/G/B for natural color, near infrared, and/or 
panchromatic); and how the bands are to be delivered, what order the bands are arranged. 
 


(5)  Acquisition window (range of dates for leaf-off or leaf-on conditions); Late spring, early 
summer, etc. 
 


(6)  Other acquisition conditions (e.g., no clouds, snow, flooding);  
 


(7)  Ground control and/or direct georeferencing requirements (airborne GPS and IMU 
positioning and orientation);  
 


(8)  GPS base station limitations, if any;  
 


(9)  Data void guidance, if any;  
 


(10)  Digital image format (e.g., GeoTIFF with specified tags and keys);  
 


(11)  Delivery medium (e.g., external hard drive, USB2) 
 


(12)  Digital image tile size (e.g., 1,000 meter grid with no overedge);  
 


(13)  Horizontal datum (e.g., North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83)/HARN adjustment) 
 


(14)  Vertical datum (e.g., North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88), using the 
most recent National Geodetic Survey (NGS)-approved geoid model for conversions from 
ellipsoid heights to orthometric heights, currently GEOID12A; 
 


(15)  Coordinate system (e.g., UTM or State Plane Coordinate System);  
 


(16)  Units (e.g., meters, or U.S. Survey Feet) – note, never specify “feet” but instead specify 
U.S. Survey Feet or International Feet; 
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(17)  Additional image characteristics (e.g., limits on mosaic seamline placement, 
misalignment, tonal/color balancing, building lean, and image artifacts);  
 


(18)  Accuracy testing and reporting requirements;  
 


(19)  File naming convention; 
 


(20) Metadata requirements; 
 


(21)  QA/QC procedures; 
 


(22)  Deliverables and due dates 
 


(23)  Reports to be submitted (e.g., survey report with field work procedures, data acquisition 
report, AT report, production report, QA/QC report); and Example Scopes of Work (SOWs) for 
a digital orthophoto project are in Appendix F and Appendix G. 


 
d. Planimetric Mapping.  In addition to items in 4-2.b above that are not exclusive to digital 


orthophotos, project specifications include clarification of source materials to be used for 
planimetric mapping (e.g., TIFF images and final AT solution); scale of hardcopy maps to be 
produced (if any); and specifications that will enable the development of a data dictionary with 
collection rules (including topology) for populating a geodatabase with any or all of the 
following planimetric features to be mapped:  


 
(1)  Paved and unpaved surfaces (e.g., roads; shoulders; driveways; parking lots; concrete 


pads; alleys; sidewalks; trails) 
 


(2)  Airports (e.g., runways; taxiways; aprons; helipads) 
 


(3)  Railroads (e.g., individual tracks; crossings; roundhouse; abandoned railroad) 
 


(4) Manmade structures (e.g., buildings >10’x10’; ruins >10’x10’; decks, patios and 
canopies > 100 ft2; storage tanks; silos; bunkers; foundations >100 ft2; smokestacks; water 
towers; stairways; below-ground pools; above-ground pools; windmills; turbines; levees) 
 


(5)  Water features (e.g., lakes >4 acres; rivers; streams/creeks >10’ wide; concrete drains; 
ponds >1/4 acre; reservoirs; ditches; marsh/swamp; beaches 
 


(6)  Water structures (e.g., bridges; dams; piers; breakwaters; walls; small culverts <10’ long; 
large culverts >10’ long; dikes, revetments, wharfs) 
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(7)  Barriers (e.g., fences; guard rails; walls; retaining walls; rock walls; breakwaters) 
 
(8)  Utilities (e.g., manholes; catch basins; fire hydrants; water valves; traffic signals; traffic 


signal poles; light poles; utility poles) 
 


(9)  Disturbed areas (e.g., piles; construction site; quarries; open mines; rock outcrops; 
boulders; disturbed areas) 
 


(10)  Landmark features (e.g., golf course outlines, greens, tees, sandtraps; public 
playgrounds; athletic fields; open storage; cemeteries; tennis courts; public parks; public 
monuments) 
 


(11)  Street hardware (e.g., large overhead signs; billboards; bus stop shelters) 
 


(12)  Vegetation features (e.g., tree outlines; single trees >10’ canopy; single bushes; brush 
outline; orchards/nurseries; crops) 
 
An example Scope of Work (SOW) for a planimetric mapping project is in Appendix F. 
 


e. Topographic Mapping.  In addition to items in 4-2.b above that are not exclusive to 
digital orthophotos, project specifications include clarification of source materials to be used for 
topographic mapping from stereo imagery (e.g., TIFF images and final AT solution); map scale 
and contour interval of hardcopy topographic maps to be produced (if any); clarification of 
vertical accuracy in vegetated and non-vegetated terrain (e.g., RMSEz and/or Accuracyz at 95% 
confidence level per NSSDA, and/or equivalent contour interval); guidelines for hydro-flattening 
(lakes are flat and dual-line streams are level from shore-to-shore) or hydro-enforcement (bridges 
and culverts are “cut” so that water flows continuously downstream) of a bare-earth DTM or 
DEM; and specifications that will enable the development of a data dictionary with collection 
rules (including topology) for populating a geodatabase with any or all of the following 
topographic features to be mapped: 
 


(1)  Elevation post spacing for gridded DSM and/or bare-earth DTM/DEM 
 


(2)  Breaklines for required feature classes (e.g., closed water body features; linear 
hydrographic features; coastal shorelines; island features; road features; overpasses and bridges; 
and low confidence areas where vegetation obscures stereo compilation) 
 


(3)  Contours (e.g., index; intermediate; supplementary; depression; obscured) 
 
4-3. Aerial Photogrammetric Project Planning.  Regardless of whether an aerial photogrammetry 
project pertains to digital orthophotos, 2D planimetric map compilation, 3D topographic map 
compilation, or generation of various geospatial databases produced by aerial photogrammetry, 
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project planning always starts with the deliverables to be produced and dates by which those 
deliverables are due to the client.  
 


a. Review of Project Specifications.  Planning is performed after careful review of the 
project specifications and answering a series of questions:  Should maps be compiled to NAD83 
(HARN) for the horizontal datum and NAVD88 for the vertical datum?  Should elevation data 
(orthometric heights) be produced by converting from ellipsoid heights using the GEOID12A 
model?  Should the coordinate reference system use the relevant State Plane Coordinate System 
or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates?  Should units be feet or meters?  Should 
U.S. Survey Feet or International Feet be used? If digital orthophotos are to be produced, what 
image resolution is required, i.e., what should be the pixel size and raw image ground sample 
distance (GSD) from which the pixels are interpolated? What spectral bands and bit depth are 
required for the imagery? Are there building lean limits that dictate a higher-than-normal 
forward overlap and sidelap for orthophotos to appear to look nearly straight down? Are there 
limits on environmental factors such as shadows, clouds, dust, smoke, visible haze, topography, 
climate, snow cover, standing 
water, tidal and river levels? If 
hardcopy maps are to be 
produced, what are the published 
map scale and/or contour 
interval? Whether hardcopy or 
digital geospatial data are to be 
delivered, what are the 
horizontal and/or vertical 
accuracy standards to be 
satisfied? What are the metadata 
requirements? How are accuracies 
to be reported in the metadata; 
will the accuracy be reported 
using the “Tested …” or 
“Compiled to meet …” criteria 
specified by the NSSDA?  
 


(1)  Image Resolution.  With 
aerial imagery, there is no such 
thing as too much clarity.  
Modern high-resolution digital 
mapping cameras improve image 
clarity over film and can capture 
imagery with GSD as small as a 
half inch.  Advanced 12-bits per 
pixel data capture provides much 


Figure 4-9. Higher-resolution panchromatic image and lower-
resolution color image produced the “pan-sharpened” color image 
on the right.  


Figure 4-8. Panchromatic, natural color, and color infrared images 
captured simultaneously by a digital mapping camera. 
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higher radiometric resolution (4,096 levels of grayscale vs. 256 levels in standard 8-bit imagery) 
providing a wider tonal range.  This provides better visual detail, especially at the extremes of 
highlight and shadow.  Such images are superior for photogrammetric interpretation and 
analysis, orthophoto production and general viewing by users.  Because of the expanded tonal 
range, images exposed in less than ideal flying conditions can still provide usable information in 
marginal light conditions and enable interpretation of features in darker shadows. This capability 
effectively extends the flying day and flying season for acquisition “windows” when natural 
sunlight provides adequate illumination for features to be seen on the imagery. 


 
(2)  Spectral Bands.  With modern digital mapping cameras, multiple image products can be 


captured in a single flight, whereas film cameras are required to separately load different types of 
film.  Figure 4-8 shows examples of panchromatic (grayscale), natural color (RGB) and color 
infrared (CIR) images, all acquired from the same digital camera in a single flight.  


 
(3)  Pan-Sharpened Imagery.  In addition to using the three primary image products in their 


native form, an additional process called “pan-sharpening” can be applied to combine the higher-
resolution panchromatic image with the corresponding lower-resolution natural color image to 
create a new, higher detail color image, as demonstrated with the example at Figure 4-9.  
 


b. Aerial Cameras.  Although film cameras may still be used for small projects, the 
Government prefers the use of modern, calibrated, digital metric cameras, for reasons cited 
above.  Consistent with principles of stereo photogrammetry (see Figure 4-1), two or more 
images must be captured that view the terrain from different perspectives.  Most airborne 
mapping cameras are either frame cameras or pushbroom (line scanner) cameras.  Digital frame 
cameras, like film cameras, acquire rectangular blocks of imagery that obtain nadir-looking 
stereo views by acquiring imagery with at least 60% forward overlap between consecutive 
images as shown in Figure 4-10.   


 


 


  
Figure 4-10. Frame cameras acquire rectangular 
block of images that overlap by at least 60% to 
acquire stereo views in overlap areas. 


Figure 4-11. Pushbroom cameras acquire single lines 
of pixels looking downward, forward and backward 
to acquire multiple stereo view combinations. 
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c. Pushbroom cameras obtain stereo views by acquiring single lines of pixels that typically 
scan the terrain with nadir views as well as forward-looking and backward-looking views as 
shown in Figure 4-11.   


 
(1)  Image Properties.  For a thorough explanation of digital image processing, readers are 


encouraged to read Chapter 5 in the 6th edition of the ASPRS Manual of Photogrammetry or 
other reference books on digital image processing.  Images from digital cameras are superior to 
scanned film images due to the absence of film grain and the higher radiometric range of 
digitally sensed pixels.  Film supports a dynamic range of about 8 bits per color channel whereas 
digital sensing routinely offers 12 to 16 bits.  Most imagery for USACE is panchromatic or 3- or 
4-band multispectral imagery where 3-band (RGB) imagery provides natural color and the 4th 
band normally provides color-infrared (CIR) images.  The ultimate image property, however, is 
the ground sample distance (GSD).  Compared with 6 inch or 12 inch GSD, a GSD of a few 
inches enables much smaller features to be resolved, however it presents challenges for area 
coverage, data storage, and data transmission.  Once a GSD is chosen, detector element size, 
system focal length and altitude will be determined by the acquisition firm and should not be 
specified by the government.  On occasions, USACE also has requirements for hyperspectral 
imagery with dozens or hundreds of different spectral bands, or thermal imagery used for energy 
audits of installations or other applications where temperature differences need to be mapped.  
The following sections assume that vertical imagery is required for photogrammetric mapping, 
but it is fully recognized that USACE may have special requirements for oblique, panoramic, or 
even terrestrial imagery; but these are beyond the scope of this manual.  After the above details 
are resolved, a determination will be made as to which camera system can best satisfy user 
requirements. 


 
(2)  Digital Frame Cameras.  Digital cameras offer numerous advantages over film-based 


cameras, to include: superior radiometric resolution; increased accuracy of photogrammetric 
measurements; reduction of materials and labor costs to produce digital imagery; faster 
turnaround time from flight to image data; multispectral image acquisition during one flight; 
electronic forward motion compensation (FMC); clean digital data for better-quality image 
products (orthophotos); more potential flying days and flying hours per day; completely digital 
workflow throughout GIS and remote sensing projects.  There are numerous small-, medium-, 
and large-format digital frame cameras used for aerial photogrammetric mapping.  This section 
will review only a few of the most common large-format metric cameras in use today for high-
accuracy photogrammetric mapping.   
 


(a)  Digital Mapping Camera (DMC).  Z/I Imaging’s DMC has a strong customer base and is 
widely used throughout the U.S., especially for engineering applications.  As of 2014, the latest 
model is the DMC IIe (see Figure 4-12) which includes five camera heads, one large format 
PAN camera using a single optics and single CCD and four multi-spectral cameras for RGB and 
NIR.  Because of its 1.8 second frame rate and more than 14,000 pixel in flight direction (as well 
as cross-track), the Z/I DMC IIe can be operated at high airspeeds.  For example, the user can 
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collect data with 10cm GSD at 90% forward 
overlap and 150 knots airspeed.  Using fixed wing 
aircraft, it can collect 3D stereo data from 2cm to 
80cm GSD.  The Z/I DMC IIe uses four MM30 
SD storage modules, each with 1.2 TB capacity for 
a total storage of 4.8 TB (about 4300 image 
capacity).   
 


(b)  UltraCam.  Microsoft has developed 
numerous large format digital frame cameras in 
recent years, the latest being the UltraCam Eagle 
shown at Figure 4-13.  The UltraCam Eagle 
provides panchromatic and four multispectral 


bands (red/green/blue and near-infrared), 
supplying panchromatic images with GSD as 
small as 1.3 inches (3.25 cm) and color images 
with GSD of 3.8 inches (9.75 cm), acquired from 
an altitude of 500 meters, with final panchromatic 
images of 20,010 x 13,080 pixels or color images 
of 6,670 x 4,360 pixels.  Post-processing of 
UltraCam imagery is performed with UltraMap 
and UM/AT extension.  Photogrammetric 
production is performed with the customer’s 
photogrammetric production software or ortho 
production workflow by GXL Aerial.  
 


(3)  Digital Pushbroom Cameras.  Leica’s 
ADS40/80/100 Airborne Digital Sensors are 
pushbroom cameras that sense individual lines that 
look downward, forward and backward, as shown 
in Figure 4-11.  These cameras offer panchromatic 
and multispectral bands (red/green/ blue and near-
infrared), supplying color images with GSD as 
small as 1.2 inches (3 cm) without pan-sharpening 
while flying at 120 knots.  Compared with the 
original ADS40 (see Figure 4-14), the newer 
ADS80 and current ADS100 have improved 
sensor heads, providing perfectly co-registered 
image data with equal resolution in panchromatic, 
color and color-infrared.  The ADS40 and ADS80 
collect 8 CCD lines with 12,000 pixels each; the 


Figure 4-12.  The DMC IIe, which collects frame 
images (more than 14,000 x 14,000 pixels) as 
small as 2cm GSD, is commonly used for high 
accuracy engineering applications.  


Figure 4-13. The UltraCam Eagle stores 
approximately 3.3 terabytes (3,800 images) per 
replaceable disk storage unit. 


Figure 4-14. Leica ADS-40 Airborne Digital 
Sensor stores 480 GB in each of two mass 
memory units. 
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ADS100 collects 13 CCD lines with 20,000 pixels each.  Leica’s software includes flight 
planning and evaluation system, flight and sensor control management, advanced inertial 
position and attitude system, and download and ground processing software.  Together, these 
software systems provide trajectory calculations, georeferencing of each CCD line, and aerial 
triangulation that includes automatic point measurement and bundle adjustment.  Leica’s XPro 
ground processing software provides extremely fast production of DTMs, digital orthophotos and 
other image products.  


 
d. Camera Calibration.  Camera calibration is the process of determining the parameters that 


describe the precise internal geometrical and optical characteristics of a camera system so that 
highly accurate photogrammetric mapping and orthophotography can be performed.  For 
example, lens distortion causes a camera lens to fail to image a straight line in object space as a 
straight line in image space.  In Figure 4-1, the lines from o1 to p1 to P and o2 to p2 to P should be 
straight lines, but those lines aren’t perfectly straight when lens distortion exists.  With digital 
frame cameras, numerous lens distortion coefficients, as well as focal length and principal point 
coordinates, are parameters determined in a laboratory geometric calibration which models the 
geometry of a complex camera system which may have multiple camera cones for panchromatic 
images and/or multiple camera cones for multispectral imagery.  With digital line scanners, each 
panchromatic and multispectral line (forward, backward, and nadir) is calibrated for positioning 
of each pixel.  Geometric and radiometric calibrations are typically performed separately. After 
the initial factory calibrations, geometric recalibrations should be performed every three years 
unless there is a major camera rebuild.  Radiometric recalibrations are not mandatory on a 
scheduled basis but should be performed as required to maintain acceptable image quality.  For 
technical details, readers are invited to read a paper by M. Cramer, entitled: “EuroSDR Network 
on Digital Camera Calibration.” 


 
(1)  Laboratory calibration.  From a classical photogrammetric viewpoint, laboratory 


calibration is the standard method used for analog film cameras, resulting in well-known USGS 
camera calibration certificates (in the U.S.), typically repeated within specified time intervals.  
With digital cameras, laboratory geometric and radiometric calibrations are performed by the 
camera manufacturer when a new camera is delivered or when a digital camera is rebuilt with a 
new lens or CCD, for example.  With digital frame cameras, laboratory geometric calibration 
certificates provide initial values of the camera calibration parameters (principal point 
coordinates, focal length, radial distortion, decentering (tangential) distortion, and other 
distortions) for each camera head, recognizing that large-format digital cameras have numerous 
panchromatic camera heads and numerous multispectral camera heads, e.g., four panchromatic 
heads and four multispectral heads for the DMC and UltraCam digital frame cameras.  With 
digital line scanners, laboratory calibration determines the positioning of each pixel for each 
panchromatic and multispectral CCD line, including forward-looking, backward-looking and 
nadir lines.  For example, the ADS40 and ADS80 cameras have eight CCD lines with 12,000 
pixels each, and the ADS100 camera has 13 CCD lines with 20,000 pixels each.  
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(2)  Field calibration.  Laboratory calibration parameters may be subsequently refined with 


in-flight calibration over test range(s), accounting for the entire camera system including 
airborne GPS and inertial measurement unit (IMU) that provide direct georeferencing.  
Experience has shown that digital camera systems can be calibrated at a high accuracy provided 
that the camera body, lenses, and sensor assemblies have the rigidity required of a metric camera. 
In addition to laboratory camera calibration, field calibration, including “boresight calibration” 
of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) orientation angles (roll, pitch and yaw) and “lever arm 
calibration” of the positional offset between the GPS antenna and the IMU sensor origin, are also 
required for camera systems that use airborne GPS and IMU sensors for “direct georeferencing.”  
Regardless of the cameras used, aerial photogrammetric mapping subcontractors must utilize 
laboratory-calibrated metric cameras with camera calibration certificates that essentially calibrate 
the location of each pixel on the image.  It is up to the practicing professional to establish a field 
calibration test range where the camera is continually bore-sighted under conditions (including 
air temperature) similar to that of a specific USACE project.  The cost for calibration and other 
compliance will be borne by the contractor.  


  
(3)  Microsoft UltraCam Calibration.  Microsoft uses a 3-step process for calibrating its 


family of UltraCam cameras, including laboratory calibration, the stitching process, and the self-
calibration process which images the same targets from multiple tilt/rotation perspectives.  The 
laboratory calibration is based on a highly redundant set of images from a 3D calibration target 
with hundreds of points known to ±0.1 mm in X and Y and ±0.2 mm in Z.  One calibration 
dataset for an UltraCamX, for example, consists of nearly 90,000 measured image points used in 
a least squares bundle adjustment to determine the principal distance (focal length); coordinates 
of the principal point; specific UltraCam parameters for each CCD position in the focal plane of 
each camera cone (shift, rotation, scale and perspective skew of each CCD); and traditional 
radial and tangential lens distortion parameters for each of the eight lens cones.  These 
parameters provide the basic geometric description of each sensor.  Within the post-processing of 
each frame after the download of the raw images of a photo mission, the transformation 
parameters between layers of a multi lens cone design are computed via a so-called stitching 
method.  This stitching method includes physical parameters of the camera body.  The geometric 
performance of the camera system is improved by introducing self-calibration capabilities into 
the process of aerial triangulation.  After the geometric laboratory calibration the performance of 
every UltraCam is verified by a specific validation flight over a well-known test area, using high 
overlap (80% endlap, 60% sidelap) and cross strips that offer a redundant dataset which allows 
confirmation of the interior geometry of the camera.  Automatic tie point matching with aerial 
triangulation software yields image coordinates of approximate 1 µm accuracy.  In summary, 
Step 1 is the laboratory calibration; after this the camera description is available.  Step 2 is the 
stitching; after every flight every single frame needs to be post-processed, and the stitching is 
one of the major parts of the post-processing.  Step 3 is the validation flight; the validation flight 
is nothing but a first flight mission done with every camera to prove the functionality, making 
use of the well know test area with ground truth and the flight pattern with large overlaps. 
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(4)  Hexagon (Z/I Imaging) Digital Mapping Camera (DMC) Calibration.  The DMC is 
comprised of eight synchronously operating CCD cameras – four parallel multi-spectral cameras 
and four panchromatic cameras that are slightly tilted and for which the high-resolution images 
are mosaicked and transformed into one virtual image equivalent to a normal perspective 
projection.  DMC cameras are factory calibrated both geometrically and radiometrically.  Similar 
to the UltraCam, the DMC geometric calibration certificate for each of the eight camera heads 
provides principal point coordinates, calibrated lens focal length, radial distortion parameters, 
decentering distortion parameters, and in-plane distortion parameters.  Z/I Imaging uses single 
head calibrations for each of its eight camera heads, followed by platform calibration of all four 
panchromatic camera heads that produce the virtual image registered to the four multispectral 
images.  For details on how the DMC is calibrated, see Zeitler, W. & Dörstel, C. (2002). 
Geometric Calibration of the DMC: Method and Results, Proc. ISPRS Com I Symposium, 
Denver. 


 
(5)  Hexagon (Leica) ADS Camera Calibration.  There are currently three types of Airborne 


Digital Sensors (ADS) in use as line scanners, also called pushbroom scanners.  The ADS40 and 
ADS80 both collect eight CCD lines with 12,000 pixels per line, whereas the ADS100 collects 
13 CCD lines with 20,000 pixels per line.  The calibration file that accompanies a Leica camera 
calibration certificate contains calibrated pixel coordinates for each of the 12,000 to 20,000 
pixels per CCD line; and the calibration certificate also provides the inertial measurement unit 
(IMU) misalignment in omega, phi and kappa.  The IMU and airborne GPS are essential for line 
scanner direct georeferencing, an alternative to traditional aerial triangulation with ground 
control.  Leica uses a laboratory calibration followed by self-calibration by bundle adjustment.  
For details on how ADS cameras are calibrated, see Fuchs, T. & Adiguzel, M., Enhancement & 
Simplification of Leica ADS Calibration Process. 


 
e. Aircraft/Camera Platforms.  Aerial acquisition firms have business models that determine 


which airborne platform is the most cost-effective for specific projects.  This section summarizes 
considerations for alternative airborne platforms, to include single-engine and twin-engine 
aircraft, helicopters, and unmanned aerial systems (UASs).  


 
(1)  Single-Engine Aircraft.  Major advantages of single-engine aircraft for aerial image 


acquisition are their low costs for initial investment, operation and maintenance.  Single-engine 
aircraft are not allowed to acquire imagery over some cities because there is no back-up should 
the single engine stall or fail for any reason.  Other disadvantages have been their relatively slow 
rate-of-climb and cruising speeds, low service ceilings and limited space, power and take-off 
weight to accommodate heavy equipment and crew.  In recent decades, single-engine aircraft 
have been less-used than twin-engine aircraft; but this is changing because modern aerial 
imaging systems are becoming so automated that aerial image acquisitions can now be 
performed by a pilot only, without camera operator in some organizations.  Furthermore, single-
engine aircraft are now available with higher horsepower, higher speeds, and higher service 
ceilings, e.g., 7600 meter ceiling for the Cessna T210N single turbocharged piston platform.  
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(2)  Dual-Engine Aircraft.  Major advantages of dual-engine aircraft for aerial image 


acquisition are their higher performance (speed and altitude) and broader area coverage from 
sensors that perform well at higher altitudes.  They may be pressurized for operation at higher 
altitudes.  The larger aircraft offer more space for crews, cameras, and ancillary equipment such 
as a flight management system (FMS), airborne GPS, inertial measurement unit (IMU) and data 
storage units.  Larger dual-engine aircraft are better suited for multiple sensors (e.g., both 
imagery and LiDAR) with larger support equipment racks and electric power requirements. 
Weight, power, and system stability must all be assessed prior to data collection.  Major 
disadvantages include higher costs for initial investment, operation and maintenance of dual-
engine aircraft.  Potential weather delays will also cost more for a dual-engine aircraft than for a 
single-engine aircraft when idled; therefore, the potential for weather delays may have a bearing 
on decisions to use a single- or dual-engine aircraft. 


 
(3)  Helicopters.  Major advantages of helicopters for aerial image acquisition are their 


versatility and agility in quickly changing altitudes and direction of flight to follow meandering 
roads, streams, levees, beaches, or power lines for corridor mapping or for mapping areas 
inaccessible for fixed-wing aircraft.  Helicopters are often used for engineering applications 
where very high accuracy is required.  Major helicopter disadvantages are much higher 
operational costs per hour. 


 
(4)  Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs).  Although not yet approved for use in the U.S., 


Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) are becoming increasingly popular in other countries for 
acquiring imagery of dangerous areas such as war zones or disaster areas where pilot safety 
could be jeopardized by fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft flying over volcanoes, radiological, 
chemical, or biological sites for example.  They are also popular because they are far less 
expensive to operate for simple mapping missions.  In some cases, UASs with special sensors are 
superior in searching for fugitives who would otherwise hide from noisy aircraft flying overhead.  
Cost comparisons with alternative aerial platforms are currently unavailable, but UAVs are 
expected to become more common for aerial data acquisition in the future. 
 


f. Flight Planning.  Flight planning is always the responsibility of the aerial acquisition 
contractor.  For much of the 20th century, flight maps were prepared manually using USGS 
topographic quadrangle maps overlaid with project boundaries, flight lines and estimated photo 
centers for each photograph to be acquired.  As explained in section 4-1b, these flight lines and 
photo centers required complex computations of  photo scale (as a function of camera focal 
length and flying height); air base (distance between exposure stations of each stereo pair of 
images); base/height ratios to achieve optimum imagery for selected applications; dimension of 
ground coverage per photograph (as a function of photo scale); dimensions of “neat models” that 
can be mapped in stereo from overlapping photographs; sidelap and flight line spacing; endlap 
and spacing between individual photographs; integer number of flight lines (to include coverage 
outside the project boundary lines); integer number of photographs for each flight line (to include 
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coverage outside the project boundary), and estimated coordinates of each photo center to be 
acquired. Today, this flight planning process is automated after entering basic information.  
Trajectories are planned for each flight line.  Furthermore, modern Flight Management Systems 
(FMS) enable the pilot to fly these trajectories with close tolerance, and modern digital cameras 
enable exposures to be taken at or near the planned 3D coordinates in the air for each photo 
center without the highly skilled aerial photographers of the past who looked through 
viewfinders to determine the aircraft’s approximate location and determine when imaging should 
commence.  Whereas the planned X/Y/Z coordinates of photo centers are now relatively easy to 
control, and modern cameras have some forms of stabilization, the roll, pitch and yaw of the 
aircraft still depends upon wind conditions.  Regardless of camera(s) to be used, flight planning 
also includes the assessment of military, DHS and other controlled air space where special 
permits may be required. Flight planning will vary, depending on the characteristics of the film 
or digital camera to be used and the acquisition aircraft selected for the project.  


 
(1)  Planning with Aerial Film Cameras.  Many photogrammetrists are experienced with the 


National Map Accuracy Standard (NMAS, 1947) and the ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Large-
Scale Maps (ASPRS, 1990) developed for topographic maps with a published map scale and 
contour interval.  With film, photogrammetric procedures have long been developed for camera 
calibration, photo acquisition, film processing, aerial triangulation, and photogrammetric 
compilation to achieve specified photo scales, map scales and/or contour intervals.  The principal 
photo acquisition flight planning parameters included flying height above mean terrain (AMT), 
camera focal length, percent forward overlap and percent sidelap.  Although stereo operator 
expertise was a factor in determining what contour interval could be compiled, map accuracy 
was predictable and maps were often accepted without the need for independent QA/QC to 
ensure that accuracy standards are met.  For topographic mapping, a lens with 6-inch (152-mm) 
focal length was standard, although many firms used a lens with longer focal lengths (up to 12-
inch) and flew at higher altitudes to produce imagery more suitable for digital orthophotos.  
Other than the focal length and flying height, not much else varied in planning for aerial photo 
acquisition – but the success of a photo acquisition project remained unknown until the film was 
processed in a photo lab and the imagery was examined to determine if there were any issues.  
Only then was it known if re-flights were necessary.  Even then, faulty optical scanners or faulty 
scanning procedures sometimes damaged the film, causing the need for re-flights. 


 
(2)  Planning with Aerial Digital Cameras.  With digital cameras, it no longer makes sense to 


specify standard flying heights and other standard acquisition parameters.  The principal flight 
planning parameter changes from photo scale to ground sample distance (GSD) with digital 
cameras; and the GSD is a function of flying height, lens focal length, and the pixel size of the 
CCD sensors in the camera.  With digital frame cameras, the rules for forward overlap and 
sidelap are basically the same as film, except that it is much easier to acquire digital images with 
80% or even 95% forward overlap for production of near “true orthophotos” in urban canyon 
areas to minimize building lean.  With digital pushbroom cameras looking downward, forward 
and backward, every point on the ground is imaged three times from different angles, providing 
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imagery with triple overlap everywhere.  The major advantage of digital cameras is that the 
camera operator can view acquired images in flight to determine if correct areas were 
successfully acquired with cloud-free imagery and determine, in near-real time, whether there is 
a need to re-acquire selected images.  This in-flight review process differs for digital frame 
cameras like the Digital Mapping Camera (DMC) and UltraCam cameras, or line sensor 
(pushbroom) cameras like the ADS40, ADS80 or ADS100 airborne digital sensors.  With 
pushbroom cameras, each line scan is totally dependent on airborne GPS (ABGPS) acquisition of 
X/Y/Z coordinates of the camera lens and inertial measurement unit (IMU) acquisition of 
roll/pitch/yaw for each line scan for direct georeferencing.  Only after processing the digital 
imagery with auxiliary information (ABGPS and IMU) for direct referencing is it known for sure 
that pushbroom image acquisition was successful, but this process has become so automated that 
camera operators can determine in-flight that their acquisitions were successful.  With digital 
cameras, the film magazine is replaced with a ruggedized mass storage unit that stores thousands 
of digital images for each sortie, subsequently downloaded to different media like removable 
hard disk drives so that the mass storage unit is quickly ready for the next flight. 


 
(3)  Aircraft Planning.  Although single piston engine aircraft are still used for some mapping 


projects, twin engine aircraft are used for the bulk of airborne remote sensing capture needs 
today.  Twin engine aircraft provide 
efficient operations for sensors up to 
20,000 feet above sea level; they are 
equipped with power sources to 
handle a suite of modern digital 
sensors; they offer workspace and 
comfort to the pilot and camera 
operator; and the twin engines 
provide additional safety in the event 
a single engine should stall.  
Maintenance, operation, ferry and 
collection costs can be quite variable 
among different twin engine aircraft.  
For altitudes above 20,000 feet, 
performance is improved when using 
turboprop or jet aircraft instead of 
piston aircraft.  


 
(4)  Flight Line Planning.  Flight 


maps should be prepared by the 
contractor.  Such maps are produced 
pre-flight with planned flight lines and 
photo centers.  Figure 4-15 shows a 
flight diagram with 21 planned flight 


Figure 4-15.  Aerial photography flight map showing pre-
planned flight lines and photo centers to achieve desired 
forward overlap and sidelap. 
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lines and photo-center coordinates for images to be acquired.  Automated flight planning 
software computes flight parameters to ensure proper photo scale (or digital image GSD), end 
lap, side lap, terrain clearance and stereo coverage extending well beyond the project boundaries. 
With modern Flight Management Systems on acquisition aircraft, and an experienced crew, 
actual photo center coordinates (in the air) when acquired are often within 1 meter of pre-
planned coordinates. 
 
4-4. Ground Control.  This section covers ground control requirements for photogrammetric 
mapping projects so as to establish local accuracy and/or network accuracy.  Local accuracy is a 
value that represents the uncertainty in the coordinates of a data point relative to the coordinates 
of other directly connected, adjacent data points at the 95% confidence level; local accuracy may 
be used for stand-alone projects where it is not necessary for the mapping project to fit adjoining 
projects or a national network.  Network accuracy, most commonly used by USACE, is a value 
that represents the uncertainty in the coordinates of a control point with respect to the geodetic 
datum at the 95% confidence level.  For National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) network 
accuracy classifications in the United States, the datum is considered to be best expressed by the 
geodetic values at the Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) supported by the 
National Geodetic Survey (NGS).  By this definition, the network accuracy values at CORS sites 
are considered to be infinitesimal, that is, to approach zero.  It is not necessary to directly 
connect to a CORS to compute the network accuracy of a control point; however, it is necessary 
that the survey be properly connected to existing NSRS control points with established network 
accuracy values. 
 


a. Control Survey References.  Control surveys associated with USACE projects shall be in 
compliance with the FGDC Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards, Part 4: Standards for 
Architecture, Engineering, Construction (A/E/C) and Facility Management.  The fundamental 
requirements for control network configuration, point location, and image characteristics are 
discussed in this EM manual.  However, the overview presented is not intended to be used for 
field survey design or survey procedural instruction.  The USACE specification writer or 
photogrammetric engineer should refer to appropriate survey standards and specifications for 
guidance in designing the project control surveys.  Current standards should be employed.  
Outdated unrevised standards can provide outdated technology and procedure guidance and cost 
the Government unnecessary time and money.  Listed below are some of the other current (at the 
time of the publication of this Engineering Manual) publications that may be used. 


 
(1)  FGDC Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards, Part 2, Standards for Geodetic 


Networks, 1998 
 
(2)  EM 1110-1-1002 Survey Markers and Monumentation, September 1990 


 
(3)  EM 1110-1-1003 Navstar Global Positioning System Surveying, February 2011 
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(4)  NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-58, Guidelines for Establishing GPS-


Derived Ellipsoid Heights (Standards: 2 cm and 5 cm), version 4.3, November 1997 
 


(5)  NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-59, Guidelines for Establishing GPS-
Derived Orthometric Heights, March 2008 
 


(6)  ASPRS Positioning Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, 2014 
 


b. Ground Control Requirements for Photogrammetric Mapping.  Field surveying for 
photogrammetric ground control is generally a two-step process to establish basic and photo 
control.  If ground control is being established for the purpose of orienting stereo models in a 
stereo photogrammetric workstation, an ASPRS Certified Photogrammetrist shall be involved in 
planning the basic and photo control requirements for aerial triangulation. 
 


(1)  Basic Control.  The first 
step consists of establishing a 
network of basic control in the 
project area.  This basic control 
consists of horizontal control 
monuments and benchmarks of 
vertical control that will serve as a 
reference framework for subsequent 
surveys.  The basic control network 
is normally established using GPS 
surveys relative to CORS stations, 
with negligible positional errors, or 
to control monuments documented 
with NGS Data Sheet positional 
accuracy statements.  Whereas NGS 
previously published Orders of 
Accuracy based on proportional 
accuracy statements (with orders 
AA, A and B being the most 
accurate), since the national 
adjustment of 2007, NGS has 
published the accuracy of the 
horizontal and ellipsoid height 
components of the National Spatial 
Reference System (NSRS) as a positional accuracy statement, e.g., 0.41 cm horizontal accuracy 
at the 95% confidence level per the example at Figure 4-16.  Go to http://www.ngs.noaa.gov, 
then click on Survey Mark Datasheets and/or CORS for a defined search area.  If a control 
network of horizontal control monuments and vertical control benchmarks does not exist, a 


Figure 4-16. Sample NGS Data Sheet that shows horizontal and 
vertical network accuracy at the 95% confidence level. Much 
additional data is also included with NGS Data Sheets beyond 
what is shown here. 
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control network will first need to be established per references cited above.  Figure 4-16 shows 
an example NGS Data Sheet with the red arrow pointing at the horizontal and vertical network 
accuracy at the 95% confidence level.  In addition to data shown here,  Data Sheets typically also 
include additional information such as: State Plane and UTM coordinates; U.S. National Grid 
spatial address; explanations of how horizontal coordinates, ellipsoid heights and orthometric 
heights were determined; station description and instructions for finding the monument; station 
recovery history, etc.  


 
(2)  Photo Control.  The second step involves establishing photo control by means of surveys 


originating from the basic control network of higher accuracy.  Photo control points are photo-
identifiable points that can be observed and measured on the aerial photograph and in a stereo 
model.  Photo control points are the actual points appearing in the 
images, either pre-marked painted targets (Figure 4-17) or 
removable panels (Figure 4-18), or photo-identifiable points, as in 
Figures 4-19 and 4-20, that are surveyed relative to the basic control 
network and used to control photogrammetric operations. 
 


(a)  Pre-Marked Targets or Panels.  Dimensions of painted and 
removable targets or panels are computed as a function of planned 
photo scale or digital image resolution so that the targets or panels 


are visible on the 
imagery and can be 
accurately 
measured. 
Removable panels 
are typically 
constructed from 
plastic or cardboard 
with colors that 
contrast with the 
surrounding terrain.  
Such temporary 
panels are normally 
used in remote areas 


where there are no man-made features that can be used or painted 
on concrete or asphalt.  When permanent paint marks are considered 
unsightly, biodegradable paint can be used that will disappear in 
time. For planning purposes, care must be taken to ensure removable 
targets are not disturbed/moved prior to image acquisition, and 
permission and right of entry must be obtained from the land owner.  Pre-marked targets or 
panels must be established prior to commencement of aerial photography. 
 


Figure 4-17. Painted photo control targets are 
commonly used when paved roads are available in 
desired locations. 


Figure 4-18. Three typical 
shapes of removable photo 
control panels.  
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(b) Photo-Identifiable Points.  Figures 4-19 and 4-20 illustrate a good example of a point 


feature that is photo-identifiable at common image resolutions.  Figure 4-19 shows how the 90-
degree corner between trimmed grass and concrete provides a clear survey point for the GPS 
tripod and antenna used for photo control surveys; and Figure 4-20 shows how that 90-degree 
corner appears clearly on an image requiring photo-identifiable control.  Photo-identifiable 
points can be established after commencement of aerial photography, especially if pre-marked 
targets or panels were obscured or disturbed at time of image acquisition.  If not used for photo 
control, such photo-identifiable points are commonly used as QA/QC check points for accuracy 
testing. 
 


  
Figure 4-19. Photo control or QA/QC check point 
surveyed at 90° corner of grass and concrete. 


Figure 4-20. The corner is clearly photo-identifiable 
on the image to be controlled or tested. 


 
(3) Control Point Location/Distribution.  Figure 4-21 shows the location of nine “Von 


Gruber points” selected in the triple overlap areas of adjoining photographs when airborne GPS 
is not used to provide control.  The number of control points and their optimum locations depend 
on whether or not direct georeferencing is used from airborne GPS recordings of X/Y/Z 
coordinates and inertial navigation system (INS) recording of angular orientation angles ω/φ/κ 
(roll, pitch, and heading) for each image.  Prior to the use of direct georeferencing, it was 
common practice that each stereo pair of images should have three or four horizontal and vertical 
control points widely spaced in the corners of stereo models to cover overlapping flight lines.  
However, with modern digital cameras and direct georeferencing systems, as few as four control 
points may be adequate for an entire block of images in a single aerial triangulation.  Automated 
image correlation of hundreds of tie points and pass points per stereo pair also helps to 
strengthen the aerial triangulation solution better than in the past when a high number of 
expensive control points were used.  Care should be exercised to ensure that photo control points 
do not fall in shadowed areas.  
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(a)  Without Airborne GPS.  When 
airborne GPS control is not used to record the 
3D coordinates of the camera lens’ focal point 
when each image is acquired, then it is 
common to survey photo control in one of 
three central “Von Gruber points” (Figure 4-
21) in the triple-overlap area in each third 
stereo model (also see Figure 4-6).  In this 
example, points d, e or f would provide 
minimum photo control for the first, second 
and third images.  Continuing this sequence, 
points m, n or o would provide minimum 
photo control for the fourth, fifth and sixth 
images.  Therefore, there are approximately 
one-third as many photo control points 
required as there are images acquired.  See the 
aerial triangulation section, below, for 
establishment of supplemental photo control 
(pass points and tie points). 
 


(b)  With Airborne GPS.  When airborne 
GPS is used and integrated into the aerial 
triangulation, the amount of photo control 
points can be greatly reduced.  Airborne GPS 
projects require a block of imagery that 
includes the mapping area.  Photo control point configuration for an airborne GPS project should 
include horizontal and vertical points at defining corners of the block plus selected skeletal 
horizontal/vertical points selected throughout the block.  The amount of additional skeletal 
primary ground control is based on considerations such as map accuracy, terrain, geoid model in 
the project area, equipment, and available network control.  A Contractor with proven experience 
should be used for airborne GPS projects.  The amount and location of ground control necessary 
is site dependent.  The primary ground control points and airborne GPS points (at photo centers) 
will all be used in the aerial triangulation solution. 


 
c. Photogrammetric Mapping Accuracy Requirements.  The accuracy of the basic control 


network is of higher order than subsequent photo control surveys; however, USACE does not 
dictate survey control requirements – only the required accuracy of the photogrammetric 
products as delivered.  Nevertheless, the following subsections are from the ASPRS Positioning 
Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data that define best practices within ASPRS. 


 
(1)  Accuracy Requirements for Aerial Triangulation.  The following is quoted from section 


7.7 of the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data (see Appendix C).  


Figure 4-21.  Von Gruber points.  With 60% forward 
overlap, any of these nine locations (a through i) on an 
aerial image, in the triple-overlap area, can enable 
photo control to be established for three consecutive 
images over land areas. With 30% sidelap between 
flight lines, points c, f or i can also tie adjoining flight 
lines together. 
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“The quality and accuracy of the aerial triangulation (if performed) and/or the Inertial 


Navigation System –based (INS-based) sensor orientations (if used for direct orientation of 
the camera) play a key role in determining the final accuracy of imagery derived mapping 
products. For photogrammetric data sets, the aerial triangulation and/or INS-based direct 
orientation accuracies must be of higher accuracy than is needed for the final, derived 
products. For INS-based direct orientation, image orientation angles quality shall be 
evaluated by comparing check point coordinates read from the imagery (using stereo 
photogrammetric measurements or other appropriate method) to the coordinates of the check 
point as determined from higher accuracy source data. Aerial triangulation accuracies shall 
be evaluated using one of the following methods:” 
 


 “1) By comparing the values of the coordinates of the check points as computed in the 
aerial triangulation solution to the coordinates of the check points as determined from higher 
accuracy source data; 


 
 “2) By comparing the values of the coordinates read from the imagery (using stereo 


photogrammetric measurements or other appropriate method) to the coordinates of the check 
point as determined from higher accuracy source data." 
 


“For projects providing deliverables that are only required to meet accuracies in x and y 
(orthoimagery or two-dimensional vector data), aerial triangulation errors in z have a smaller 
impact on the horizontal error budget than errors in x and y.  In such cases, the aerial 
triangulation requirements for RMSEz can be relaxed. For this reason the standard recognizes 
two different criteria for aerial triangulation accuracy:” 


 
 “1) Accuracy of aerial triangulation designed for digital planimetric data (orthoimagery 


and/or digital planimetric map) only: 
 


RMSEx(AT) or RMSEy(AT) = ½ * RMSEx(Map) or RMSEy(Map) 
 


RMSEz(AT) = RMSEx(Map) or RMSEy(Map) of orthoimagery 
 


“Note: The exact contribution of aerial triangulation errors in z to the overall 
horizontal error budget for the products depends on ground point location in the image and 
other factors.  The relationship stated here for an RMSEz (AT) of twice the allowable RMSE 
in x or y is a conservative estimate that accommodates the typical range of common camera 
geometries and provides allowance for many other factors that impact the horizontal error 
budget. 


 
 “2) Accuracy of aerial triangulation designed for elevation data, or planimetric data 


(orthoimagery and/or digital planimetric map) and elevation data production: 
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RMSEx(AT), RMSEy(AT) or RMSEz(AT) = ½ * RMSEx(Map), RMSEy(Map) or RMSEz(DEM)” 


 
The full ASPRS standards are at Appendix C, for which Annex B, Data Accuracy and Quality 
Examples, provides practical examples of these AT requirements. 
 


(2)  Horizontal Accuracy Requirements for Digital Orthophotos.  Different RMSE values 
may be appropriate for different applications as shown in Table 4-1, extracted from Table 3-4.   
 
Table 4-1.  Digital Orthoimagery Accuracy Examples for Current Metric Large and Medium Format 
Cameras (Metric Units), abbreviated from Table 3-4.  See Chapter 3 for a similar table in English units. 


Common 
Orthoimagery 


Pixel Sizes1 


Recommended 
Horizontal Accuracy 


Class                       
RMSEx & RMSEy (cm) 


Orthoimage 
RMSEx & RMSEy 
in terms of pixels 


Recommended use 


1.25 cm 
≤1.25 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy  


2.5 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 
≥3.75 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization  


2.5 cm 
≤2.5 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 


5 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 
≥7.5 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


5 cm 
≤5 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy  
10 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥15 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization  


7.5 cm 
≤7.5 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
15 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥22.5 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


15 cm 
≤15 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy  
30 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥45 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization  


30 cm 
≤30 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy 
60 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥90 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization 


60 cm 
≤60 ≤1-pixel Highest accuracy  
120 2-pixels Standard high accuracy 


≥180 ≥3-pixels Lower accuracy - visualization  


1 It should be noted that in Table 4-1, it is the pixel size of the final digital orthoimagery that is used to associate the horizontal 
accuracy class, not the Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of the raw image. When producing digital orthoimagery, the GSD as 
acquired by the sensor (and as computed at mean average terrain) should not be more than 95% of the final orthoimage pixel size.  
In extremely steep terrain, additional consideration may need to be given to the variation of the GSD across low lying areas in order 
to ensure that the variation in GSD across the entire image does not significantly exceed the target pixel size. In all cases, the 
orthoimage mosaic seamline maximum mismatch is 2 x the value for RMSEx and RMSEy, and horizontal accuracy at the 95% 
confidence level is 2.4477 x the value for RMSEx and RMSEy.  
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As explained in Chapter 3, horizontal accuracy standards for digital orthophotos could be any 
horizontal accuracy class for which RMSEx and RMSEy is specified (see Table 4-2). 
 


Table 4-2 Horizontal Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data 


Horizontal 
Accuracy 


Class 


Absolute Accuracy Relative Accuracy 
Measures 


RMSEx and 
RMSEy 


cm) 


RMSEr 
(cm) 


Horizontal Accuracy at 
95% Confidence Level 


(cm) 


Orthoimagery Mosaic 
Seamline Mismatch  


(cm) 
X-cm or  
X-inch ≤X ≤1.41*X ≤2.45*X ≤ 2*X 


 
(3)  Horizontal Accuracy Requirements for Planimetric Maps.  Similarly, as explained in 


Chapter 3, horizontal accuracy standards for digital planimetric maps could be any horizontal 
accuracy class for which RMSEx and RMSEy is specified (see Table 4-2). However, different 
RMSE values may be appropriate for different ground sample distances (GSDs) of source 
imagery and/or for intended map scales, as shown in Table 4-3 below.  For standard high 
accuracy applications, the map scale listed in the Table 4-3 column for ASPRS 1990 Class 1 
remains relevant also for the new ASPRS Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data. 


 
Table 4-3 Horizontal Accuracy/Quality Examples for High Accuracy Digital Planimetric Data (Metric 
Units) See Chapter 3 for a similar table in English units. 


ASPRS 2014 Equivalent to map 
scale in  


 
 
 
 


Equivalent to 
map scale in 


NMAS 


Horizontal 
Accuracy 


Class RMSEx 
& RMSEy 


(cm) 


RMSEr 
(cm) 


Horizontal 
Accuracy at 


the 95% 
Confidence 
Level (cm) 


Approximate 
GSD of Source 
Imagery (cm) 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 1 


ASPRS 
1990 


Class 2 


2.5 3.5 6.1 1.25 to 2.5  1:100 1:50 1:63 
5 7.1 12.2 2.5 to 5  1:200 1:100 1:127 


7.5 10.6 18.4 3.75 to 7.5  1:300 1:150 1:190 
10 14.1 24.5 5 to 10  1:400 1:200 1:253 
15 21.2 36.7 7.5 to 15 1:600 1:300 1:380 
20 28.3 49.0 10 to 20  1:800 1:400 1:507 
30 42.4 73.4 15 to 30 1:1,200 1:600 1:760 
60 84.9 146.9 30 to 60 1:2,400 1:1,200 1:1,521 


100 141.4 244.8 50 to 100 1:4,000 1:2,000 1:2,535 
200 282.8 489.5 100 to 200 1:8,000 1:4000 1:5,069 
 


(4)  Elevation Accuracy Requirements for Topographic Maps.  Vertical accuracy standards 
for topographic maps and data could be any vertical accuracy class for which RMSEz is specified 
(see Table 4-4).   
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Table 4-4 Vertical Accuracy Standards for Digital Elevation Data 


 
Vertical 


Accuracy 
Class 


 


Absolute Accuracy Relative Accuracy (where applicable) 


RMSEz 
Non-


Vegetated 
(cm) 


NVA at 95% 
Confidence 


Level 
(cm) 


VVA at 
95th 


Percentile 
(cm) 


Within-Swath 
Hard Surface 
Repeatability 


(Max Diff)  
(cm) 


Swath-to-Swath 
Non-Vegetated 


Terrain 
(RMSDz)  


(cm) 


Swath-to-Swath 
Non-Vegetated 


Terrain 
(Max Diff)  


(cm) 
X-cm or  
X-inch ≤X ≤1.96*X ≤3.00*X ≤0.60*X ≤0.80*X ≤1.60*X 


 
(5) Table 4-5 specifies primary ASPRS and USACE vertical data accuracy classes applicable 


to topographic maps or digital topographic data compiled at ten vertical accuracy classes. The 
last two columns on the right pertain to LiDAR swaths and non-relevant to photogrammetric 
data. 
 
Table 4-5 Vertical Accuracy/Quality Examples for Digital Elevation Data (Metric Units). See Chapter 3 for a 
similar table in English units. 


 
Vertical 


Accuracy 
Class 


 


Absolute Accuracy (cm) Relative Accuracy Max Diff (cm)                 
(where applicable) 


RMSEz 
Non-


Vegetated 


NVA 
at 95% 


Confidence 
Level 


VVA 
at 95th 


Percentile 


Appropriate 
Contour 
Interval 


Within-Swath 
Hard Surface 
Repeatability 


Swath-to-Swath 
Non-Veg 
Terrain 


1-cm 1 2 3 3 0.6 1.6 


2.5-cm 2.5 4.9 7.5 7.5 1.5 4 


5-cm 5 9.8 15 15 3 8 


10-cm 10 19.6 30 30 6 16 


15-cm 15 29.4 45 45 9 24 


20-cm 20 39.2 60 60 12 32 


33.3-cm 33.3 65.3 100 100 20 53.3 


66.7-cm 66.7 130.7 200 200 40 106.7 


100-cm 100 196.0 300 300 60 160 


333.3-cm 333.3 653.3 1,000 1,000 200 533.3 


 
d. Survey Control Planning.  In planning for aerial photogrammetric mapping projects, 


managers must be familiar with FGDC-STD-007.4-2002, Geospatial Positioning Accuracy 
Standards PART 4: Standards for Architecture, Engineering, Construction (A/E/C) and Facility 
Management, as well as CHAPTER 3 of this manual, Applications and Accuracy Standards, 
specifically Table 3-4 or Table 3-5, Orthoimagery Horizontal Accuracy Standards; Table 3-6 or 
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Table 3-7, Planimetric Data Horizontal Accuracy Standards; and Table 3-8 or Table 3-9, 
Elevation Data Vertical Accuracy Standards.  Other references relevant to mapping control 
include EM 1110-1-1002, Survey Markers and Monumentation; EM 1110-1-1003, Navstar 
Global Positioning System Surveying; NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-58, 
Guidelines for Establishing GPS-Derived Ellipsoid Heights (Standards: 2 cm and 5 cm), version 
4.3; and NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-59, Guidelines for Establishing GPS-
Derived Orthometric Heights.  These standards and guidelines are relevant to the three forms of 
mapping control for aerial photogrammetric mapping, i.e., ground control, airborne GPS control, 
and quality control check points. 


  
(1)   Ground Control Planning.  In planning for ground control surveys, several questions 


need to be answered:  Q1: Will airborne GPS be used to record the approximate coordinates of 
the camera as each exposure is taken? If “yes,” the requirements for basic survey control and 
photo control will be greatly reduced.  Q2: For basic survey control, is there already a network of 
accurate survey control in the project area that can be used to establish network accuracy for 
subsequent GPS or conventional ground surveys?  See network accuracy reference in sample 
NGS Data Sheet example at Figure 4-16.  Q3: For photo control in areas without existing photo-
identifiable point features, are there impervious surfaces around the project area suitable for 
painted targets (see Figure 4-17), or will removable survey panels (see Figure 4-18) be required 
to establish photo-identifiable targets in required locations?  Q4: For photo control, is the area to 
be mapped a built-up area with existing photo-identifiable point features throughout the project 
area that can be surveyed for photo control?  See photo-
identifiable feature examples at Figures 4-19 and 4-20.  


 
(2)  Airborne GPS Control.  In most photomapping 


companies, it is now common to include ABGPS for 
recording the 3D (X/Y/Z) coordinates of the camera’s 
focal point, plus an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for 
recording the roll, pitch and yaw of the camera, when 
each photo/image is taken (see Figure 4-22).  This is 
called direct georeferencing.  When six exterior 
orientation parameters of each image (X/Y/Z and 
roll/pitch/yaw) are known, requirements for surveyed 
ground control are greatly reduced and the aerial 
triangulation process is simplified. With digital 
pushbroom cameras (e.g., ADS40/ADS80/ADS100 
airborne digital sensors), ABGPS and IMU are 
mandatory but either or both are recommended for film 
or digital frame cameras such as the UltraCam or Digital 
Mapping Camera (DMC).   Planning for ABGPS control 
includes consideration of the project area (size and site 
access for base stations); flight times and maximum 


Figure 4-22.  With direct georeferencing, 
airborne GPS (ABGPS) records the 
position and the inertial measurement 
unit (IMU) records the orientation as 
each photo/image is acquired. 
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allowable GPS baseline distance between GPS base stations and aircraft; basic photogrammetric 
and aerial triangulation requirements, including forward overlap between images and sidelap 
between flight lines; satellite availability during the collection period; location of suitable GPS 
base stations; location and number of ground GPS receivers required; data collection rate for the 
receivers; aircraft and ground crew logistics (base stations and aircraft receivers must use the 
same satellite configuration and limitations); calibration of antenna/ camera “lever arm” offset; 
ABGPS system cost; and experience of pilot, operator and post-processing personnel.  
Furthermore, back-up alternatives should be planned for in the event the ABGPS/IMU data are 
unusable.  ABGPS receivers must be capable of tracking both coarse acquisition (C/A) and 
pseudo range (P-code) data.  They must provide dual frequency (L1 and L2) and multi-channel 
capability with on-the-fly ambiguity resolution and be able to log GPS data at 1-second epochs 
or better.  ABGPS is not necessarily less expensive than obtaining conventional ground control, 
though it is generally recognized that projects for 1”=100’ mapping with 2 foot contour accuracy 
or smaller can realize significant savings in time with the use of ABGPS.  ABGPS technology 
usually provides maximum benefit for projects that can be accomplished in larger blocks of 
photography with multiple flight lines.  This technology has been highly successful on USACE 
mapping projects to date.  


 
(3)  Pre-Marking of Photo Control.  Pre-marking of photo control points is recommended for 


high accuracy mapping.  Marking control points with targets before the flight is the most reliable 
and accurate way to establish photo control points.  Appropriate survey points in the basic 
control network can also be targeted to make them photo-identifiable.  When the terrain is 
relatively featureless, targeting will improve point identification accuracy and reliability; 
however, pre-marking is also a significant expense in terms of survey hours, purchased materials, 
and the fact that the targets must be placed and maintained in the field until flying is completed.  
The target itself should be designed to produce the best possible photo control image by means 
of a target design that has good color contrast, is symmetrical in shape, can be readily centered 
over the control point, and is a target size that yields a satisfactory visible image on the resulting 
imagery. 


 
(a)  Target Location.  The optimum location for photo control points is in the triple overlap 


area of adjoining images (see Figure 4-21, points d, e and f).  However, when control is pre-
marked, it is difficult to ensure that the target will fall in the center of the triple overlap area 
when the photography is flown.  Care should be taken that targets are not located too near the 
edge of the strip coverage where the target might fall outside of the model. 


 
(b)  Target Material.  Targets may be made of cloth or plastic or may be painted on plywood, 


fiberboard, or similar sheet material, or on pavement or flat rock outcrops.  Flexible targets may 
be made by assembling pieces of the material to form the pattern, or by printing the pattern on 
sheet material.  Cloth, paint, and other material used for targets should have a non-glossy matte 
surface.  Targets should be held in place by spikes, stakes, small sandbags, or any other means 
necessary to keep them in position and maintain flatness. 
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(c)  Target Shape.  Targets should be symmetrical in design to aid the photogrammetric 


operator in finding and measuring the control point.  Panels can be developed in X, Y, T and V 
shapes.  The center portion of the panel should be centered over the survey control point, as this 
is the point at which the image measurements will be made.  The legs of the cross-pattern help in 
identifying the targets on the photos, and also in determining the center of the target indirectly 
should the image of the center panel turn out to be unclear.  


 
(d)  Target Size.  Target sizes should be designed on the basis of intended photo scale so that 


the target images are the optimum size for finding and measuring on the photos.  With digital 
cameras, the target size is related to the ground sample distance (GSD) or pixel size of the raw 
imagery.  An image size of about five square pixels or less for the central panel is a convenient 
design value.  If the ground dimension of the central panel of the target in Figure 4-18 is D, then 
the leg width should also be D, the leg length should be about 5D, and the open space between 
the central panel and each leg should be D.  Target sizes are readily calculated once photo scale 
and optimum target image size are selected.  If, for example, a central panel size of 3 pixels is 
desired, and imagery is to be acquired with a GSD of 10 cm, then D should be 30 cm. 


 
(e)  Target Maintenance.  All targets should be maintained in place and protected from (or 


restored after) damage by man, animals, or weather until photography has been completed.  As 
soon as feasible after photography, each target should be inspected to check whether it has been 
moved from its proper position or otherwise disturbed in any way; this fact should be reported in 
the photo control survey report.  Damaged or lost targets will require that the photography on 
which the targets should have appeared to be replaced with a new flight, if the lost targets will 
jeopardize meeting the accuracy requirement for the photogrammetric product.  As an alternative 
to replacing or relocating lost targets and replacing the deficient photography, it may be 
permissible (depending on accuracy requirements) to substitute natural features for the lost 
targets, when acceptable natural objects are present and suitably located to replace lost targets. 


 
(4)  Post-Marking of Photo-Identifiable Control.  Post-marking of photo control points after 


the photography is flown is a method that may be used for lower accuracy mapping.  The 
postmarking method consists of examining the photography after it is flown and choosing natural 
features in the image that most closely meet the characteristics for horizontal or vertical photo 
control points (see Figures 4-19 and 4-20 for example).  The selected features are then located in 
the field by reconnaissance and then field surveyed from local basic control monuments.  One 
advantage of postmarking photo control points is that the control point can be chosen in optimum 
locations at the corners of the stereo models and in the triple overlap areas.  The principal 
disadvantage of postmarking is that the natural feature may not be as well defined as a targeted 
survey monument either in the field or on the image.   


 
e. Ground Control Surveys.  Section 4-4a, above, provides the major control survey 


references.  According to FGDC Standards, Part 4, the accuracy of control surveys may be 
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specified as either positional tolerance accuracy or relative closure ratio accuracy, but stating: 
“Where practical and allowable, positional accuracy standards should be used instead of closure 
accuracy standards.”  The recommended surveying specifications for USACE applications were 
previously listed in Table 3-27 which establishes positional accuracy standards as a function of 
RMSE.  In all cases Horizontal (radial) accuracy at the 95% confidence level = RMSEr * 1.7308 
and Vertical accuracy at the 95% confidence level = RMSEz * 1.9600. 
 


(1)  Conventional Surveys.  If GPS-based positional accuracy procedures cannot be used, 
then the closure standards from the FGDC Standards, Part 4, may be used, as listed in Tables 4-6 
and 4-7 for conventional horizontal and elevation surveys.  


 
Table 4-6. Minimum Closure Standards for 
Engineering and Construction Control Surveys 


 Table 4-7. Minimum Elevation Closure 
Standards for Vertical Control Surveys 


Classification Order Horizontal Closure 
Standard 


 
Classification Order 


Elevation Closure 
Standard 


Engineering and 
Construction Control 


Distance 
(Ratio) 


Angle 
(Seconds) 


 (ft.) (mm) 
First-Order, Class I 0.013√M 3√K 


Second-Order, Class I 1:50,000 3√N  First-Order, Class II 0.017√M 4√K 
Second-Order, Class II 1:20,000 5√N  Second-Order, Class I 0.025√M 6√K 
Third-Order, Class I 1:10,000 10√N  Second-Order, Class II 0.035√M 8√K 
Third-Order, Class II 1:5,000 20√N  Third-Order 0.050√M 12√K 
Fourth-Order (Constr.) 1:2,500 60√N  Construction Layout 0.100√M 24√K 


  
√N = square root of N (number of angle stations) 


 
√M = square root of M (distance in miles) 


 
√K = square root of K (distance in kilometers) 


 
(2)  Survey Report.  Unless otherwise modified by the contract specifications, the following 


materials will be delivered to the Government upon completion of the control surveys: 
 
(a)  General report describing the project and survey procedures used including description 


of the project area, location, and existing control used; description of the basic and photo control 
survey network and geometry; description of the survey instruments and field methods used; 
description of the survey adjustment method and results such as closures and precision of 
adjusted positions; justification for any survey points omitted from the final adjusted network. 


 
(b)  One set of images showing all control points.  The points should be symbolized and 


named on the image, and the point location coordinates should be included. 
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(c)  A list of the adjusted coordinates of all horizontal and vertical basic and photo control 


points. 
 
f. QA/QC Check Point Surveys.  Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) check points 


are used to test the horizontal accuracy of digital orthophotos and planimetric data (see RMSEx, 
RMSEy and RMSEr in Tables 3-4 through 3-7 in Chapter 3) and/or to test the vertical accuracy 
of elevation data (see RMSEz in Tables 3-8 and 3-9 in Chapter 3).  These RMSE statistics are 
then used to report the tested horizontal and vertical accuracy of geospatial data consistent with 
the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data, i.e., “Tested __ (meters, 
feet) horizontal accuracy at 95% confidence level”, “Tested __ (meters, feet) non-vegetated 
vertical accuracy (NVA) at 95% confidence level”, and “Tested __ (meters, feet) vegetated 
vertical accuracy (VVA) at 95th percentile.  Four rules generally pertain to the survey of QA/QC 
check points: (1) where feasible, the number of check points should be consistent with those 
recommended by ASPRS in Table 4-8, based on project area; (2) horizontal check points should 
be point features clearly identifiable on the ground and on the dataset being tested (see Figures  
4-19 and 4-20); (3) the survey procedure for horizontal and vertical check points should yield 
accuracy at least three times better than required of the geospatial product being tested; and (4) 
the check points should be well distributed with at least 20% of the points located in each 
quadrant of the mapped area, spaced at interval equal to at least 10% of the map sheet diagonal, 
if practical to obtain such distribution.  QA/QC check points should always be surveyed relative 
to existing NSRS control points with established network accuracy values. 


 
Table 4-8 Recommended Number of Check Points Based on Area 


Project Area 
(Square 


Kilometers) 


Horizontal Accuracy 
Testing of Orthoimagery 


and Planimetrics 


Vertical and Horizontal Accuracy Testing of Elevation 
Data sets 


Total Number of Static 
2D/3D Check Points 


(clearly-defined points) 


Number of Static 
3D Check Points 


in NVA 


Number of 
Static 3D Check 
Points in VVA 


Total Number of 
Static 3D Check 


Points 
≤500 20 20 5 25 


501-750 25 20 10 30 
751-1000 30 25 15 40 


1001-1250 35 30 20 50 
1251-1500 40 35 25 60 
1501-1750 45 40 30 70 
1751-2000 50 45 35 80 
2001-2250 55 50 40 90 
2251-2500 60 55 45 100 


 
g. Coordinate Reference Systems.  The coordinate reference system is the backbone of a 


mapping project.  It provides the framework to tie together all field survey and map data.  The 
coordinate reference system must be specified for the final map product.  Typically, the State 
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Plane Coordinate System (SPCS) zone or the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone in 
which the project is located is used to define a mapping coordinate system.  When a discrete 
project covers more than one zone, it normal to use the single more-predominant SPCS or UTM 
zone for the overall project area.  The North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83) with the latest 
adjustment of the National Geodetic Survey (NGS), currently NSRS2007, shall be used for the 
horizontal datum, and the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) shall be used as 
the vertical datum for USACE projects within the continental United States unless unique 
circumstances make the use of these datums unreasonable.  The photogrammetric engineer must 
be familiar with the reference datums, the coordinate system definition, and the methods required 
for transforming all data into the final map coordinate system.  This includes the conversion of 
ellipsoid heights (from data collected with airborne GPS) to orthometric heights (the correct term 
for elevation data) by application of the latest geoid model endorsed by NGS.  The latest geoid 
model for the U.S. is GEOID12A.  Horizontal and vertical reference datums, geoid model, and 
coordinate systems used shall be clearly identified as part of the ground control metadata and in 
specifications for surveying contractors performing photogrammetric ground control data 
collection.  
 
4-5. Aerial Image Acquisition.  Section 4-3 summarizes the major project planning steps for 
photogrammetric mapping projects to include review of project specifications, image acquisition 
planning, aircraft and flight line planning, and planning for ground control and/or airborne GPS 
control.  Section 4-4 summarizes ground control survey procedures.  Section 4-5 addresses other 
considerations for successful aerial image acquisition.  Before commencement of aerial image 
acquisition by a subcontractor, the prime contractor shall furnish the Government Contracting 
Officer, in writing, the name of such subcontractor, for advance approval by the government’s 
Contracting Officer, together with a statement as to the extent and character of the work to be 
done under the subcontract, including applicable camera reports/certificates consistent with 
section 4-3c.  Whereas the Government encourages the use of small business enterprises, 
including woman-owned, minority-owned, disabled veteran-owned, and HUB Zone 
subcontractors, the prime contractor remains responsible for what its subcontractors do, or fail to 
do, as part of the prime contract. The aerial acquisition contractor is responsible for operating 
and maintaining the aircraft used in conformance with all governing Federal Aviation 
Administration and Civil Aeronautics Board regulations over such aircraft.  Any inspection or 
maintenance of the aircraft resulting in missing favorable weather will not be considered as an 
excusable cause for delay.  The flight crew and camera operator shall have had a minimum of 
400 hours experience in flying precise photogrammetric mapping missions.  The aerial 
acquisition contractor shall continuously monitor the image coverage and quality and shall 
undertake immediate reflights of areas wherein coverage does not meet specifications.  
Subsequent rejection of imagery by the prime contractor or the Government shall not in itself be 
a reason for granting a delay for another photo season.  Failure to undertake reflights or delays in 
forwarding imagery for preliminary inspection (if required) that result in a lost season may be 
reason to invoke default of contract. 
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a. Factors Impacting Acquisition Costs.  Many factors impact the costs and overall success 


of aerial image acquisition. 
 


(1)  Aircraft Utilization.  Total aircraft utilization to, from, between, and over project sites is 
based on the provisions contained in the contract.  For the purposes of estimating aircraft 
operational time, any day containing two or more consecutive hours of suitable flying conditions, 
in any sizable portion of the area not yet imaged, will be considered a suitable acquisition day. 


 
(2)  Aircraft Standby.  Detailed requirements, conditions, notification procedures, and 


compensation provisions for emergency dedication of an aircraft to a USACE Command shall be 
specified.  Direct and indirect costs shall be clearly identified in establishing the crew-day rate 
for such an item.  USACE does not routinely pay for aircrews idled by common weather 
conditions that cause flight delays.  Typical flight delays need to be factored into the original 
cost estimation process as discussed below. 
 


(3)  Flying Conditions.  Flying conditions must be considered in aerial image flight planning 
because they influence the amount of flying time, project cost, delivery schedule, quality of 
imagery, or accuracy of the mapping data.  Aerial imaging should not be attempted without 
permission of the Contracting Officer when the ground is obscured by haze, smoke, snow, 
vegetation or dust, or when the clouds or cloud shadows will appear on more than 5 percent of 
the area of any one image. 


 
(4)  Sun Angle.  Aerial imaging should normally be undertaken when the sun angle is 30 


degrees or greater above the horizon.  Special care must be taken to minimize shadows in 
mountainous and canyon areas because shadows are black or contain reduced detail.  The sun 
angle lessens during the winter to the point where it not only shortens the flying day but it also 
creates long, dense shadows, especially on wooded north-facing slopes.  When the sun angle 
drops below 30 degrees to the horizon, imaging should normally be terminated.  This condition 
is a problem for only a few days in the southern two-thirds of the country.  In the northern third 
of the conterminous states, this condition could be more restrictive; but during that time frame 
the northern latitudes could also be snow covered, which would also deter imaging.  Exceptions 
to the stated sun angle may be made with digital cameras with 12-bit image capture that provide 
superior tonal range and visual detail in shadows.  Because of the expanded tonal range, images 
exposed in less than ideal flying conditions with 12-bit digital imagery can still provide usable 
information in darker shadows, effectively extending the acquisition window each day. Flight 
missions from AM to PM collect will place shadows on opposite sides of the structure, so must 
be discussed. 


 
(5)  Weather Conditions.  Aerial imagery should not be acquired during poor weather 


conditions.  Excessive wind conditions that will not permit acquisition within flight line 
tolerances should be avoided.  Assuming otherwise favorable conditions, wind and thermal 
currents can create sufficient adverse conditions to prohibit a flight that would cause excessive 
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tilt, crab or drift in the imagery.  Turbulence is especially troublesome at lower altitudes.  Images 
should be rejected that contain clouds, haze, snow or smoke that obscures critical ground areas.  
Images should be essentially free of clouds and cloud shadows.  In warm weather, even if early 
morning is clear, clouds usually begin to form before the flying day ends.  When a cold front 
moves through, a period (from a few hours to a few days) of good flying weather tends to follow.  
In winter, there are cold days when the sky is clear and sharp, sometimes lasting from one to 
several days.  In certain situations, when it is advantageous to have a minimum of shadows, 
photos may be exposed during overcast conditions.  There is usually some haze present near 
urban areas that can diminish image definition; this urban haze spreads a considerable distance 
from the source, and the degree of haze tends to rise along with temperature.  Again, 12-bit 
digital imagery helps to identify features imaged during less-than-ideal weather conditions. 


 
(6)  Vegetation Conditions.  If the primary purpose of the imagery is to perform topographic 


mapping, the imagery should be acquired during leaf-off conditions during winter months.  If the 
primary purpose of the imagery is to map the vegetation itself, the imagery should be acquired 
during leaf-on conditions during summer months.  The season and any special requirements 
concerning foliage, snow or other conditions will be specified in the contract.  Conditions that 
might obscure ground detail shall be the responsibility of the contractor.  However, if questions 
or concerns about conditions exist, consultation with the Contracting Officer or the COR before 
undertaking or continuing the work is advisable.  Aerial image acquisition shall be limited to the 
season specified in the contract unless otherwise authorized by the Contracting Officer. 


 
(7)  Snow Conditions.  Although some snow may be tolerated on aerial imagery, especially 


thin, spotty patches, snow cover can have several adverse effects on aerial imagery.  The surface 
of the snow causes a high light reflection, creating high-density light flares on the image.  Little 
surface contrast on high-reflective material tends to flatten the terrain image.  Depending upon 
the snow depth, a certain amount of ground cover is obliterated on the image.  Snow depth 
obviously affects the measurement of terrain elevations. 


 
(8)  Site Conditions.  Airports, military reservations and other sensitive locations (e.g., 


nuclear power plants) normally have restrictions on over-flights.  These could be total exclusions 
or restrictions limited to certain time periods. 


 
(9)  Flying Height Restrictions.  In order to ensure the safety of both the flight crew and 


general public, Federal flight regulations decree that an aircraft must not fly lower than that 
altitude from which the plane can, if it were to lose its power source, glide far enough to clear 
populated areas.  This generally equates to a minimum altitude of 1,000 ft. above the ground. 
Many areas require aerial image acquisition to be performed with dual-engine aircraft rather than 
single-engine aircraft that have no back-up.  At altitudes in excess of 18,000 ft., because the 
flight crew is infringing upon the airspace of commercial airways, the pilot must file a flight plan 
prior to commencing a mission.  This may place scheduling restrictions on the photo mission.   
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b. Flight Log.  For each flight day, the pilot or camera operator shall prepare a flight log 


containing the date, project name, aircraft used, and names of crew members.  In addition the 
following shall be prepared for each flight line: altitude, camera serial number, f-stop, shutter 
speed, beginning and ending exposure numbers and times, and any other comments relevant to 
the flight conditions.  The flight logs shall be delivered to the Contracting Officer as specified in 
the work order. 


 
(1)  Image Scale/GSD.  The flight height above the average elevation of the ground shall be 


such that the images have an average scale or GSD suitable for attaining required orthophoto 
pixel size, photogrammetric measurements, map scale, and/or accuracy.  Aerial imagery having a 
departure from the specified scale or GSD of more than 5 percent because of tile, or any changes 
in the flying height may be rejected. 


 
(2)  Overlap.  Unless otherwise directed by the Contracting Officer, the overlap shall be 


sufficient to provide full stereoscopic coverage of the area to be photographed, as follows: 
 
(a)  Project Boundaries.  All of the area appearing on the first and last digital image in each 


flight line that crosses a project boundary shall be fully outside the project boundary.  Each strip 
of images along a project boundary shall extend over the boundary not less than 15 percent or 
more than 55 percent of the width of the strip.  


 
(b)  Strip Overlap.  Where the ends of strips of images join the ends of other strips, or blocks 


flown in the same general direction, there shall be a sufficient overlap of the stereoscopic 
models.  If the scales of the imagery are different, they shall be considered at the smaller image 
scale.  In flight lines re-photographed to obtain substitute imagery for any rejected imagery, all 
images shall be exposed to comply with the original flight specifications, including scale/GSD 
and overlap requirements.  The joining end photos in the replacement flight line shall have 
complete stereoscopic coverage of the contiguous area on the portion or portions not rejected. 


 
(c)  Shoreline Coverage.  Strips running parallel to a shoreline may be repositioned to reduce 


the proportion of water covered, provided the coverage extends beyond the limit of any land 
features by at least 10 percent of the strip width. 


 
(d)  End Lap.  Unless otherwise specified in the contract, the end lap shall average not less 


than 57 percent.  With modern digital cameras, it is now common for end lap to greatly exceed 
60 percent, to include 80 percent end lap for orthophoto projects where building lean must be 
minimized.  


 
(e)  Side Lap.  Unless otherwise specified in the contract, the side lap shall average 25 


percent or more.  
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(f)  Terrain Elevation Variances.  When ground heights within the area of overlap vary by 
more than 10 percent of the flying height, a reasonable variation in the stated overlaps shall be 
permitted provided that the fore and aft overlap does not fall below 55 percent and the lateral 
side lap does not fall below 10 percent.  In extreme terrain relief where the foregoing overlap 
conditions are impossible to maintain in straight and parallel flight lines, the gaps created by 
excessive relief shall be filled by short strips flown between the main flight lines and parallel to 
them.   


 
(3)  Crab.  Any series of two or more consecutive images crabbed in excess of 10 degrees as 


measured from the mean flight path of the airplane, as indicated by the principal points of the 
consecutive images, may be considered cause for rejection of the images.  Average crab for any 
flight line shall not exceed 5 degrees.  Relative crab in excess of 10 degrees between two 
successive exposures may be rejected.   


 
(4)  Tilt.  Tilt (angular departure of the aerial camera axis from a vertical line at the instant of 


exposure) in any image of more than 3 degrees, an average tilt of more than 1 degree for the 
entire project, an average of more than 2 degrees 
for any 10 consecutive images, or relative tilt 
between any two successive images exceeding 5 
degrees, may be cause for rejection.  


 
c. Photo/Image Report.  A report shall be 


included for each aerial image acquisition project  
giving the following information: camera type and 
serial number; lens type and serial number; filter 
type and number; lens aperture setting and shutter 
speed; date(s) of photography; start and end time 
for each photo run in local time; frame numbers of 
all offered photos/images; indicated flying height 
and computed flying height above sea level; 
average scale of film imagery or GSD of digital 
imagery; outside air temperature; weather 
conditions, clouds, visibility, turbulence; data of 
image processing; method of image processing; 
number of frames processed; general comment on 
quality of imagery; contract number and/or 
delivery order designation, as applicable; photo 
numbers, flight line identifications, and index or 
dates/times of photography.  


 
d. Index Maps.  Aerial acquisition firms normally maintain multiple map indices.  A spot or 


point index indicates the center of each aerial image along a flight line.  A line index shows the 


Figure 4-23.  Orthophoto tile index map of Levy 
County, FL, as flown. Compare with pre-
planned flight map at Figure 4-15. 
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paths or flight lines the airplane flew as it took images.  A mosaic index shows all images used to 
create individual orthophoto tiles or photomosaic.  Figure 4-15, above, showed a flight map with 
pre-planned flight lines and photo centers for Levy County, Florida.  Figure 4-23 shows the 
actual flight lines, photo centers, and orthophoto tile index map of Levy County, following 
successful image acquisition.  It shows individual images that will be used for pre-defined 
orthophoto tiles.  This color-coded index map also shows the three different dates during which 
the imagery was acquired.  The index map at Figure 4-23 enables the client to see how well the 
acquired numbered flight lines and image centers from airborne GPS compare with the planned 
flight lines and image centers at Figure 4-15.  


 
4-6.  Aerial Triangulation (AT).  Aerial triangulation (AT), also known as aerotriangulation, is 
the key to a successful aerial photogrammetric mapping project.  AT is the simultaneous space 
resection and space intersection of thousands of image rays recorded by an aerial mapping 
camera.  These image rays are mathematically modeled as colinearity equations, e.g., equations 
that model the image rays from o1 through p1 to P and o2 through p2 to P in Figure 4-1 as well as 
hundreds of other points imaged on each stereo pair of images, while simultaneously modeling 
lens distortion that slightly warps the rays between P1 and O1 and between P2 and O2 inside the 
camera, as well as atmospheric refraction that slightly warps the rays between P1 and P and 
between P2 and P outside the camera.  Conjugate image rays projected from two or more 
overlapping photographs or digital images intersect at common ground points to define the three-
dimensional space coordinates of each point.  The entire assembly of image rays is fit to known 
ground control points in a least squares adjustment process, a complex but well-accepted 
mathematical process based on over-determined solutions, i.e., sets of equations in which there 
are more known values than unknown values to be solved.  When the adjustment is complete, 
ground coordinates of unknown ground points are determined by the intersection of adjusted 
image rays, and the six exterior orientation parameters for each image are established, i.e., the 
3D position (X/Y/Z coordinates) of the camera lens’ focal point, and the angular orientation (roll, 
pitch and yaw, referred to mathematically as ω, φ and κ) at the instant that each image was 
acquired.  Other AT concepts were briefly introduced in prior sections.  For example, Figure 4-6 
shows how pass points and tie points are identified to “pass” X/Y/Z ground coordinates of 
imaged points from one image to the next in the same flight line and to “tie” adjacent flight lines 
together, using only a few surveyed control points that are photo-identifiable.  Figure 4-22 shows 
how airborne GPS and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) can directly record the approximate 
3D position and angular orientation of each image, as compared with precise 3D position and 
angular orientation parameters (X/Y/Z and ω/φ/κ) that result from AT.  Finally, Figure 4-21 
shows how pass points and tie points in the triple overlap areas of digital frame imagery are 
critical for passing control from one image to the next, and from one flight line to the next. 
 


a. AT Objectives.  Aerial triangulation has three principal objectives: (1) to determine the 
six exterior orientation parameters of each image in the block; (2) to determine the 3D ground 
coordinates of any points measured on those images; and (3) to reduce the amount of field 
surveying required to achieve objectives (1) and (2). The purpose of aerotriangulation is to 
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extend horizontal and vertical control from relatively few ground survey control points to 
unknown ground points (pass points and tie points) included in the solution. 


 
b. Image Coordinate Measurements.  AT first requires the measurement of conjugate points 


in the overlapping areas of the block imagery (pass points and tie points) and the measurement of 
the photo coordinates of surveyed control points.  With analytical photogrammetry, this requires 
photo-identification of the control points and the manual selection of pass points and tie points in 
the nine Von Gruber points of each photo (see Figure 4-21); then point transfer devices are used 
to drill small holes in the film emulsion of stereo images for these pass points and tie points, 
followed by the accurate measurement of the photo coordinates of those small holes on each 
hardcopy photo.  With digital (softcopy) photogrammetry, automated image correlation 
procedures are used for automated identification of pass points and tie points and measurement 
of their image coordinates; rather than measuring only nine points per image, digital stereo 
photogrammetric workstations enable the automatic identification and measurement of hundreds 
of pass points and tie points per image.  The least squares AT solution will identify outliers 
resulting from poor correlation or measurement, still leaving a large number of redundant (over-
determined) observations.  Over-determination, or redundancy, required for a strong least 
squares adjustment, occurs because each pass point or tie point has three unknowns (X/Y/Z 
ground coordinates) but four knowns (x/y image coordinates of each pass point or tie point in the 
double-overlap areas) or six knowns (x/y image coordinates of each pass point or tie point in 
triple-overlap areas.  By selection and measurement of thousands of pass points and tie points for 
a large block adjustment, there will be thousands of redundant observations that enable a 
stronger least squares AT solution. 


 
c. Least Squares Adjustment.  Least squares adjustments involve a high level of error theory 


and matrix algebra.  A least squares adjustment includes condition equations that describe the 
relationships among weighted observations and parameters, as well as normal equations that 
minimize the adjustment residuals’ weighted sum-of-squares and optimize the various 
parameters.  The least squares adjustment process is iterative.  AT software forms the colinearity 
condition equations and solves for all photo orientation and ground point coordinates iteratively 
until the solution converges.  Lastly, the least squares solution also provides good estimates of 
the accuracy of all adjusted input and output parameters. 


 
d. Analysis of AT Adjustment.  The least squares adjustment results should be examined to 


check the consistency of the photo coordinate measurements and the ground control fit. 
Residuals on the photo coordinates should be examined to see that they are representative of the 
random error expected from the procedures used to measure them.  Residuals should be 
randomly plus or minus and have a uniform magnitude.  Residuals should be checked carefully 
for outliers and systematic trends.  Standard deviation of unit weight computed from the 
weighted adjusted residuals should not be more than 1.5 times the reference standard deviation 
used to compute the weights for the adjustment.  A large computed reference variance indicates 
inflated residuals and possible systematic errors affecting the adjustment.  For example, if photo 
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coordinates were judged to have an overall measurement standard deviation of 0.005 mm and 
this value was used to compute observation weights, the standard deviation of unit weight 
computed by the adjustment should not exceed 0.0075 mm.  


 
4-7.  Digital Photogrammetric Mapping Workflow.   
 


a. Using Digital Imagery.  In order to bring the various photogrammetric mapping 
procedures together in a logical sequence, Figures 4-24a and 4-24b illustrate a typical large scale 
photogrammetric and orthophoto production workflow.  Orthophoto production is typically part 
of a standard photogrammetric project and utilizes much of the same information collected for 
photogrammetric mapping to include aerial photography, ground control, aerial triangulation and 
digital terrain model development.  However, when only orthophotos are required for a project, 
the amount of digital elevation model collection can be greatly reduced as well as the need for 
larger amounts of vertical control.  The end user should be aware that a digital elevation model 
developed ONLY for orthophoto production will not be suitable for contour generation.  


 
(1)  Workflow through AT.  Figure 4-24 diagrams the workflow up through the AT process. 


The ground control and/or check points are surveyed and quality controlled (QC’d) along with 
the field notes.  The aerial imagery is acquired and the raw imagery is QC’d.  If airborne GPS 
and IMU data were acquired, the data are processed and QC’d to establish preliminary exterior 
orientation parameters (X/Y/Z and ω/φ/κ) for each individual image.  The raw imagery is then 
processed into its final form required for AT; such image processing is especially critical for 
ADS40/80 imagery where Level 0 raw imagery must be converted into Level 1 rectified image 
strips.  AT steps are then completed using software best suited for frame or pushbroom cameras.   
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Figure 4-24 Typical Photogrammetric Mapping Production Flow Diagram through Aerial Triangulation 
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Figure 4-25 Typical Photogrammetric Mapping Production Flow Diagram after Aerial Triangulation 
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(2) Workflow after AT.  Figure 4-25 diagrams the workflow after completion of AT.  Once 


the AT is complete, photogrammetrists know the six exterior orientation parameters for each 
image so that stereo models can be set up in digital stereo photogrammetric workstations.  This 
enables all photogrammetric operations to proceed.  Planimetric features can be stereo-compiled, 
and digital elevation models (DEMs) and digital orthophotos can be produced.  All products are 
QC’d.  Metadata are also produced and QC’d.  Any product that fails a QC review must be 
corrected.  Before final delivery to USACE, all deliverables typically receive a comprehensive 
and separate final quality assurance (QA) review and validation prior to delivery. 


 
(a)  Stereo Feature Compilation and Map Finishing.  Once a valid AT solution is produced, 


the solution along with the camera calibration information and the raw (un-rectified) imagery can 
be imported into software capable of displaying the imagery in a stereoscopic (3D) environment. 
Stereographic software allows analysts to accurately compile features visible in the imagery with 
X, Y, and Z (elevation) coordinates.  Each vertex of a polygon, line or individual point will hold 
this spatial information.  Stereoscopic viewing allows the analysts to accurately measure 
elevation and heights of objects.  Stereo imagery is also beneficial for photo interpretation 
projects that do not require an elevation value associated with the line work.  Stereo imagery can 
assist the photo interpreter with identifying vegetation types by relying on the height of the 
feature such as identifying a tree versus a shrub or distinguishing taller cattail from shorter 
sedges.  


 
(b)  Stereo Compilation of DSMs and DTMs.  Similar to feature compilation above, once all 


valid parameters are loaded into stereoscopic viewing software, topographic features can be 
collected with elevation values.  Creating a digital surface model (DSM) or a digital terrain 
model (DTM) requires the collection of topographic breaklines, i.e., linear features that describe 
a change in the smoothness or continuity of a surface.   For example, soft breaklines ensure that 
known z-values are maintained along a linear feature such as a road centerline, drainage ditch, or 
pipeline; and hard breaklines define streams, shorelines, dams, ridges, building footprints, and 
other locations with abrupt surface changes.  Mass points, which are individual 3D points, are 
also stereoscopically placed on the ground equal distances apart where topographic breaklines do 
not exist.  Mass points are commonly generated by a process called Semi-Global Matching 
(SGM) based on automated image correlation techniques.  The placement of mass points will 
vary depending on the required contour interval when contours are to be produced.  The 
difference between a DSM and a DTM is that the DSM represents the top reflective surface 
including vegetation, bridges and buildings as well as the topographic breaklines and mass 
points.  A DTM is a bare-earth model where all surface objects have been removed leaving only 
the ground terrain. Typically, only topographic breaklines and mass points are collected to create 
a DTM.  Once the area of interest has topographic breaklines and mass points, the data can then 
be ingested into GIS software which can produce a TIN (Triangular Irregular Network).  This 
TIN is essentially a ground based elevation model that was computed by interpolating values 
between the known elevations of the breaklines and mass points.  Contours can then be created 
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from the TIN file and viewed in the stereo software.  Viewing the contours on the imagery in 
stereo allows the analyst to see where additional breaklines or mass points may be needed, i.e. if 
the contours are floating or cutting into the side of a hill.  With modern softcopy 
photogrammetry, contour lines are no longer compiled manually by moving a floating dot along 
the ground at set elevations. 


 
(c)  Digital Orthophoto Production.  Orthophotography, images that have been rectified 


(pixel by pixel) and positioned spatially to the earth’s surface, are produced using specialized 
software.  The orthophoto software uses the camera calibration file, AT solution, digital 
elevation files and the raw photography to produce the orthophotos.  After individual 
orthophotos have been created they can be mosaicked into one seamless image or several 
combined images based on square tile grids (USGS Quad/Quarter Quad boundaries, or user 
specified dimensions).  Orthorectified images should be QC’d to ensure they are free of voids, 
sensor artifacts and warped features.  Warped features are typically caused by either an error in 
the elevation model or by bridges being rectified to a bare earth model.  File size should be 
considered when producing orthorectified imagery and mosaics.  The finer the resolution the 
higher the file size will be.  It is not uncommon for one uncompressed single frame image to be 
larger than 1GB.   


 
(d)  Geodatabase.  A Geodatabase is a database which stores spatial data that can be viewed 


and modified using GIS software.  Geodatabases can have several layers of data within them, the 
first being a Dataset.  Datasets hold the defined projection of the feature classes that reside 
within them.  Feature classes can include line, polygon, point or multi point geometry types. 
Each geometry type requires a unique feature class; however there can be hundreds of thousands 
of features within one feature class.  Those features can also have unique attribution.  Elevation 
data and imagery can also be stored in Geodatabases along with vector data.  The specific types 
and functions of the database depend on the software used to develop the database.   


 
b.  Using Film Imagery.  Film imagery can also be used in a digital photogrammetric 


mapping workflow by scanning film positives with a high-resolution scanner to convert the film 
into a digital format.  The ground pixel size is a function of the photo scale and scanning 
resolution.  The photo scale is a function of the focal length of the camera and the flying height 
above the terrain.  For example, when using a 6-inch (0.5 foot) focal length camera and flying at 
3,000 feet above mean terrain, the photo scale would be 1:6,000.  The scanning resolution is 
commonly identified by dots per inch (dpi), e.g., 1,000 dpi.  For this example, the ground pixel 
size in feet = 6,000/1,000/12 = 0.5 ft. per pixel, and the ground pixel size in meters = 
6,000/1,000/39.37 = 0.1524 meters or 15.24 cm.  These formulas apply because dpi was used for 
the scanning resolution, and there are 12 inches per foot and 39.37 inches per meter. Similar 
formulas exist when the scanning resolution is in microns (10-6 meters). A common scan 
resolution of 15 microns equates to 1,693 dpi, and the highest resolution scan is around 7.5 
microns which equates to 3,386 dpi.  
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APPENDIX D 


 
Guide Specification for Photogrammetric Mapping and Aerial Photography Services 


Instructions 
 
D-1.  General.  This guide specification is intended for use in preparing Architect-Engineer 
(A-E) contracts for professional photogrammetric mapping services using digital metric cameras.  
These specifications are applicable to all A-E contracts used to support US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) civil works and military construction design, construction, operations, 
maintenance, regulatory, and real estate activities. This guide shall be used primarily for contracts 
obtained using Public Law (PL) 92-582 (Brooks Act) qualification-based selection procedures and 
for which unit prices in the contract schedule are negotiated. Limited exceptions to this contracting 
method are identified herein. When digital metric cameras are used, this guide supersedes the 
similar guide in Appendix D, EM 1110-1-1000 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC MAPPING, dated May 
5, 2000 which was designed primarily for photogrammetric mapping from aerial film 
photography. Two sentences in Chapter 8, Cameras and Sensing Systems, of the 6th edition of the 
Manual of Photogrammetry, published by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote 
Sensing (ASPRS, 2013), summarize the reason for USACE’s current focus on digital metric 
cameras: (1) “… the replacement of analog cameras by digital sensors has been practically 
completed in the US in the past seven years,” and (2) “The current generation of large-format 
digital camera systems is so advanced that there is no comparison to film-based technology 
anymore.” Furthermore, many of the popular aerial film types used in the past have been 
discontinued by manufacturers because of declining sales. For the limited number of USACE 
projects where film photography is determined to be the preferred alternative, the prior Appendix 
D in the older version of EM 1110-1-1000 may still be used. 
 
D-2.  Coverage.  This guide specification contains the technical standards and/or references 
necessary to specify all phases of a photogrammetric mapping project. These include aircraft 
operations; aerial cameras; digital image processing; photogrammetric rectification and 
stereocompilation; planimetric and topographic map compilation; generation of Computer-Aided 
Drafting and Design (CADD) system, Geographic Information System (GIS), Land Information 
System (LIS), Automated Mapping/Facility Management (AM/FM), and other spatial databases; 
ground survey control support; supplemental ground topographic survey densification; and 
contractor quality control functions.   
 
D-3.  Applicability.  The following types of A-E contract actions are supported by these 
instructions: 
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a. Fixed-price photogrammetric mapping and aerial photography service contracts. 
 
b. Indefinite delivery type (IDT) photogrammetric mapping contracts. 
 
c. A multidiscipline surveying and mapping IDT contract in which photogrammetric services 


are a line item supporting other surveying, mapping, hydrography, and/or other surveying 
services.   


 
d. A work order or task order placed against an IDT contract. 
 
e. Design and design-construct contracts that include incidental surveying and mapping 


services (including Title II services). Both fixed-price and IDT design contracts are supported by 
these instructions.  
 
D-4.  Contract Format.  The contract format outlined in this guide follows the uniform contract 
format (UCF) as prescribed in Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 14.201-1. The UCF supports 
Public Law (PL) 92-582 (“The Brooks Act”)/ Standard Form (SF) 252 qualification-based A-E 
procurement actions. 
 
D-5.  Photogrammetric Line Mapping Applications. This guide is intended primarily to support 
complete, field-to-finish type contracts written for large- scale (1 in. = 400 ft or greater) site plan 
mapping work, as would be used for design and subsequent contracted construction plans and 
specifications. Typical applications include building or structure design or relocation; river, 
harbor, floodplain, or reservoir project mapping; and installation master planning activities.  Both 
planimetric feature detail and topographic data are generated or encoded using softcopy 
photogrammetric workstations. Specifying field-to-finish implies that all phases of the 
photogrammetric process, from aerial image acquisition through final map compilation, are 
performed by the professional contractor. In addition, the contractor is responsible for exercising 
complete quality control over all phases of the work. 
 
D-6.  Supplemental Aerial Imagery Products. This guide may also be used to specify other 
associated photographic products commonly used in USACE design, planning, construction, and 
regulatory enforcement work. Requirements for these products would be included as supplemental 
line items in a professional A-E services contract intended for design mapping.  
 


a. Image-Based Plan Drawings.  Large-scale digital orthophotos, e.g., 3-inch pixel size, are 
suitable and commonly used for plan drawings, including detailed design, in lieu of annotated film 
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transparencies used in the past for construction location reference drawings or navigation project 
condition reports. 


 
b. Aerial Imagery. Although standard 9- by 9-in. aerial photographs (black and white, color, 


or color infrared) from precision aerial mapping film cameras are still acceptable for USACE for 
limited applications, multi-band digital metric cameras are now preferred for most projects 
because of advantages listed in Chapter 4 of EM 1110-1-1000 and the 6th edition of the Manual of 
Photogrammetry (ASPRS, 2013).  Such imagery may be intended for subsequent line mapping 
compilation by either USACE hired-labor forces or another A-E contractor.  Alternatively, it may 
be intended only for regulatory enforcement or environmental interpretative purposes, or for gen-
eral reconnaissance photography of a large region.   


 
c. Digital Orthophotos. Digital orthophotos are now widely used for display and general 


planning purposes because they are easily produced from digital imagery acquired with direct 
georeferencing of position and orientation data for efficient production of orthorectified imagery, 
accompanied by limited ground control.  
 
D-7.  Aerial Imagery Procurement Using Other than A-E Firms. This guide is also designed to 
support procurement of basic aerial photography or imagery by methods other than A-E service 
contracts. Basic aerial photography may be obtained by price competition, where award is based 
primarily on price (i.e., low-bid), and not using professional/ technical qualification-based 
selection criteria but only when contracting for aerial photography and delivery of raw photo-
graphic images to the Government.   
 


a. Strictly price-competitive (i.e., low-bid) procurement shall not be used if the photography 
or imagery is an integral part of a broader scoped contract that results in a map product, or if 
photogrammetric mensurations, mapping, orthorectifications, or any like realignment or rescaling 
is to be performed on the photography. Price-competitive procurement shall also not be used if 
photographic spatial data are input to any type of GIS, CADD system, LIS, or any other similar 
database that develops vector or raster/coordinate relationships or attributes.  In all such instanc-
es, PL 92-582 qualification-based selection procedures must be used. 


   
b. Some USACE photographic (not photogrammetric) needs may be procured using price 


competition methods. However, the following factors must be fully considered by USACE 
Commands in determining whether to use price competition or PL 92-582 methods:   
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(1)  Price-competitive (low-bid) procurement methods may be applicable to aerial photogra-
phy or digital imagery used for image or photo interpretative work, such as regulatory enforce-
ment, where the 9-in by 9-in. photographic prints or unrectified digital imagery can be used as is.  
No subsequent mapping is intended from such photography or imagery.   


 
(2)  When aerial photography or imagery is to be compiled into line maps by a party other than 


the firm that flew it, a certain amount of quality control is lost over the process.  Inadequacies in 
the photography may not be detected until stereocompilation commences, which may occur long 
after the aerial photography contract has been closed out. Likewise, photo control field surveys are 
best performed under the direct supervision and control of the firm responsible for compilation. 
Unless there are other compelling reasons (e.g., in-house stereocompilation), full field-to-finish 
mapping should be performed by the same contractor using PL 92-582 procurement. Use of 
low-bid procurement methods to obtain the aerial photography, and then passing such photogra-
phy to another photogrammetric mapping firm for compilation, is a practice (or procurement 
strategy) that should be avoided if at all possible. 


 
(3)  Price-competitive procurement methods require exacting specifications and more 


rigorous Government quality control. Experienced in-house personnel must be capable of 
assessing photographic quality, coverage, and suitability for subsequent aerotriangulation and 
stereocompilation. Unless such activities are routinely performed within the USACE Command, 
evaluating contract performance is marginal, at best. 


 
(4)  When only small-scale, reconnaissance-type photography is required over a large area 


(e.g., an installation, watershed basin, or state), a price-competitive low-bid procurement action 
would be recommended. 


 
(5)  Air photo paper enlargements or unrectified digital imagery of a small, specific site may 


often be obtained by simple purchase order. 
 
(6)  Use of strictly price-competitive IDT contracts is not recommended.   
 
c. USACE Commands must ultimately assess the project requirements, along with their 


in-house quality control capabilities, in deciding between the two forms of contracting. As a 
general rule of thumb, if the photographic products are to be used for construction contract plans 
and specifications, reproducible project condition drawings, boundary delineation or demarcation, 
or environmental/regulatory assessment or litigation, or will be encoded into some type of GIS, 
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LIS, AM/FM, or CADD spatial database, the recommended method is to follow PL 92-582 
qualification-based procurement methods for reasons explained in Chapter 9 of this manual. 
 
D-8.  General Guide Use. In adapting this guide specification to any project, specific require-
ments will be changed as necessary for the work contemplated. Changes will be made by deletions 
or insertions within this format. With appropriate adaptation, this guide form may also be tailored 
for direct input in the Standard Procurement System/ Procurement Desktop Defense (SPS/PD2). 
Clauses and/or provisions shown in this guide will be renumbered during SPS/PD2 input.   
 
D-9.  Guide Arrangement. The work items listed in Section B price schedule are in the general 
order of performance on a typical photogrammetric mapping project. Scheduled line items in 
Section B follow the same general sequence.  
 
D-10.  Insertion of Technical Specifications. Engineer Manual (EM) 1110-1-1000, 
Photogrammetric and LiDAR Mapping, should be attached to and made part of any contract for 
aerial photography or imagery, photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping services. This EM contains 
specifications and quality control criteria for the total (field-to-finish) execution of a 
photogrammetric or LiDAR mapping project.   
 


a. The latest edition of the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing's 
(ASPRS) Manual of Photogrammetry (currently 6th edition) should also be attached by reference 
to any contract. This manual represents a comprehensive treatment of aerial imaging and 
photogrammetric mapping, and should be deferred to in cases of disputes over quality of services 
delivered. 


 
b. Technical specifications for photogrammetric mapping that are specific to the project 


(including items such as the scope of work, procedural requirements, and accuracy requirements) 
will be placed under the SOW. The prescribed format for placing these technical specifications is 
contained in this guide. Project-specific technical specifications shall not contain contract 
administrative functions—these should be placed in more appropriate sections of the contract.  


c. Appendix F of this manual provides the USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 
relevant to many USACE aerial LiDAR mapping projects. For topographic LiDAR projects, the 
USGS Lidar Base Specification Version 1.2 (or newer) should be used as the starting point from 
which more-demanding USACE requirements can be specified, if required. 
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d. Technical specifications for other survey functions required in a photogrammetric or 
LiDAR mapping services contract may be developed from other Civil Works Construction Guide 
Specifications that are applicable to the surveying and mapping discipline(s) required.  


 
e. Standards and other specifications should be checked for obsolescence and for dates and 


applicability of amendments and revisions issued subsequent to the publication of this 
specification. Use Engineer Pamphlet (EP) 25-1-1, Index of USACE/OCE Publications.  
Maximum use should be made of existing EM's, Technical Manuals, and other recognized or 
current industry standards and specifications.  


 
f. Many technical provisions in this guide have incorporated both traditional analytical and 


softcopy stereoplotting and compilation methods. The on-going developments and refinements in 
planimetric and topographic mapping, orthophotography, digital photography, GIS, CADD, etc., 
require the guide user to ensure that redundant, obsolete, or inefficient procedures in this guide are 
continuously updated. 
 
D-11.  Cost Estimates for Photogrammetric Mapping Services. General guidance on preparing 
independent Government cost estimates is contained in Chapter 9 of EM 1110-1-1000.  The unit 
of measure (lump sum/job or labor interval) shown in Section B, below, will be highly project 
dependent. Given the nonlinearity of many of these services, fixed unit prices in an IDT contract 
may be difficult to establish. In some instances, a work order placed against an IDT contract may 
require adjustments for services not contemplated in the initial base contract. 
 
D-12.  Alternate Clauses/Provisions or Options. In order to distinguish between required clauses 
and optional clauses, required clauses are generally shown in capital letters.  Optional or selective 
clauses are generally in lower case. In other instances, alternate clauses/provisions may be 
indicated by brackets "[ ]" and/or clauses preceded by a single asterisk "*". A single asterisk signi-
fies that a clause or provision that is inapplicable to the particular section may be omitted, or that a 
choice of clauses may be made depending upon the technical surveying and mapping requirement. 
Clauses requiring insertion of descriptive material or additional project-specific specifications are 
indicated by underlining inside brackets (e.g., "[_____]").  In many instances, explanatory notes 
are included regarding the selection of alternate clauses or provisions.  
 
D-13.  Notes and Comments. General comments and instructions used in this guide are contained 
in blocked asterisks. These comments and instructions should be removed from the final contract. 
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D-14.  Indefinite Delivery Type (IDT) Contracts and Individual Work Order Assignments.  
Contract clauses pertaining to IDT contracts, or task orders thereto, are generally indicated by 
notes adjacent to the provision. These clauses should be deleted for fixed-price contracts. In 
general, sections dealing with IDT contracts are supplemented with appropriate comments pertain-
ing to their use. Work orders against a basic IDT contract should be constructed using the general 
format of sample scopes of work outlined in this EM. Clauses contained in the basic contract 
should not be repeated in work orders.   
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SECTION A  SOLICITATION/TASK ORDER FORM 
 
SECTION B  SERVICES AND PRICES/COSTS 


 
TASK ORDER SCHEDULE 


 
SECTION A 


 
SOLICITATION/TASK ORDER FORM 


 
****************************************************************************** 


NOTE:  Include here SF 252 in accordance with the instructions in 
Appendix B of PARC IL 92-4. 


****************************************************************************** 
 
SF 252 -- (Block 5):  PROJECT TITLE AND LOCATION 
 
****************************************************************************** 


NOTE:  Sample title for fixed-price contract:  
****************************************************************************** 
 
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SITE PLAN MAPPING SURVEYS IN SUPPORT OF 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPT DESIGN OF FAMILY HOUSING COMPLEX ALPHA, AND 
RELATED INSTALLATION MASTER PLANNING GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
SYSTEM DATA BASE UPDATES, AT FORT _______________, ALABAMA. 
 
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SITE PLAN MAPPING, HIGH-RESOLUTION DIGITAL 
ORTHOPHOTOS FOR DREDGE DISPOSAL DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND 
BOUNDARY DEMARCATION, OF __________________ [PROJECT], ________________, 
CALIFORNIA.  
 
****************************************************************************** 


NOTE:  Sample title for indefinite delivery type contract:  
****************************************************************************** 
 
INDEFINITE DELIVERY CONTRACT FOR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAMMETRIC 
MAPPING, AND RELATED SURVEYING SERVICES, IN SUPPORT OF VARIOUS *[CIVIL 
WORKS] [MILITARY CONSTRUCTION] PROJECTS *[IN] [ASSIGNED TO] THE 
__________________ DISTRICT.    
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****************************************************************************** 


NOTE:  When other surveying services are also required as part of a broader 
surveying contract, the clause shown in EAL 90-1 shall be used. 


****************************************************************************** 
 


SECTION B 
 


SERVICES AND PRICES/COSTS 
 
****************************************************************************** 
NOTE: The fee schedule for photogrammetric mapping and related survey services should be 
developed in conjunction with the preparation of the independent Government estimate (IGE) 
along with the technical specifications. Two general unit of measure (U/M) methods may be used 
in a fee schedule for photogrammetric mapping services: (1) an Hourly or Daily Rate basis or (2) a 
Cost per Unit Area basis (unit pricing).  
 
The following tables contain sample fee schedules that may be tailored for use on most 
photogrammetric mapping service contracts. The guide writer should select those line items 
applicable to the project, or for those projects envisioned over the course of an IDT contract.  
Other line items may be added that are unique to the project(s). If applicable, a separate fee 
schedule for contract option periods should be developed and negotiated during contract negoti-
ations and included with the contract during initial award. Unit prices (U/P) shall include direct 
and indirect overheads. Profit is not included on IDT contract unit prices. Profit is calculated per 
project or task order and is based on length of time for the work, risk, and minority participation. 
 
For reasons explained in Chapter 9, detailed procedures for estimating line item unit prices are no 
longer described in EM 1110-1-1000. Determination of these estimated unit prices must conform 
to the detailed analysis method, or "seven-item breakdown." The scope of each scheduled line item 
used in Section B must be thoroughly defined. Many of the line item units of measure comprise 
costs from a variety of sources. These sources are combined in the IGE to arrive at the scheduled 
rate. For example, aircraft operation, maintenance, and labor costs are reduced to a cost per flight 
hour. Survey crew day rates include labor, travel, transportation, expendable materials, and 
numerous other items that are developed as part of the IGE. 
 
Chapter 9 of EM 1110-1-1000 is designed to equip government personnel to better estimate 
“relative” (not absolute) costs associated with procuring professional mapping services.  Chapter 
9 will help Contracting Officers and technical personnel associated with contracting to better 
estimate how the scope, schedule, and technical merits of a project can affect the relative cost of 
professional services. Chapter 9 will not help determine the actual costs associated with procuring 
professional mapping services. Instead, it will help readers understand which factors should be 
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considered when drafting a solicitation and how those factors affect the associated cost, schedule, 
and complexity of the procurement. 


On IDT contracts, the specification writer should strive to avoid scheduling items with little 
probability of being required during the contract period. Since each line item must be separately 
estimated and negotiated, considerable Government (and contractor) resources may be consumed 
in developing negotiated unit costs for unused items. For example, line items such as color infrared 
(CIR) digital orthophotos would not be included on an IDT contract, even though a digital camera 
may collect CIR imagery as part of a typical 4-band image acquisition, unless there is a fair degree 
of assurance that these items would be required on a subsequent work order. 
 
In addition, the specification writer should attempt to include only those line items that represent a 
major cost activity/phase in performing photogrammetric mapping. Cost estimating emphasis and 
resources should be committed to major cost items such as aerial image acquisition, 
stereocompilation, and control surveys, with emphasis given to those contracting factors in Table 
9-1 with the highest impact on cost, schedule and complexity. Avoid cluttering the schedule with 
small and relatively insignificant (to the overall project cost) supply and material items, again 
minimizing the administrative costs of estimating and negotiating these items. These should be 
included as part of a major line item or be contained in the firm's overhead. Examples of normal 
supply items that the guide user should avoid scheduling are field survey books or bundles of 2-in 
by 2-in. survey stakes. These items would, however, be compensated for in the IGE. Care must be 
taken in developing these schedules with the IGE to preclude duplication of costs between line 
items or overheads. This is particularly important when breaking out softcopy workstation 
stereocompilation costs with associated computer and CADD actions.   
 
The guide user and cost estimator must have a good working knowledge of photogrammetric 
mapping production processes to properly allocate time and costs. The following schedules may 
be tailored for either A-E fixed-price or A-E IDT contracts. For fixed-price contracts, the 
estimated quantities are available from the government estimate. For IDT contracts, a unit quantity 
for each line item would be negotiated and included in the basic contract. Daily units of measure 
may be modified to hourly or other nominal units if needed. Lump sum or areal units of measure 
are also included or may be developed for some of the services. For non-A-E type contracts for 
photography, the schedule would have to be modified for bid submittal. The item numbers shown 
are for reference in this guide only--they would be renumbered in the final contract. 
****************************************************************************** 
In the Table below, AMT = Dollar Amount for numbered item, from multiplying QUAN (Quantity) by either the U/M 
(Unit of Measure) or U/P (Unit Pricing).  C/Day = Crew Day; M/Day = Man Day; M/Hour = Man Hour; L/S = Lump 
Sum. 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION QUAN U/M U/P AMT 


 AERIAL IMAGE ACQUISITION     
0500 Aircraft Flight Operations: Aircraft ownership, operation 


and maintenance costs; camera; GPS; IMU; pilot, 
cameraman; fuel; landing fees, etc. based on accumulated 
flight time between contractor’s home base/airfield to 
project site, between project sites, and/or temporary 
landing fields near project sites (if applicable), over project 
sites and return to home base/airfield.    


{Note: Negotiated hourly rate is determined 
primarily from field pricing support audit of firm’s 
aircraft operating costs.} 


 Flight 
Hours 


  


0501 Additional Aircraft Flight Crew Costs: Flight crew and 
cameraman labor and per diem on temporary duty at 
project site. 


{Note: This line item is included only when a unique 
project scope, size or location requires the aircraft 
and crew to temporarily locate at the project site.  
Normal standby time at the home base is not included 
in this item; it is more properly included in the firm’s 
overhead.} 


 Crew 
Days 


  


0502 Emergency Aircraft and Flight Crew Standby: Surcharge 
cost of aircraft and crew for dedicating operations 
exclusively to government-directed work during 
emergency operation periods. 


{Note: Include on IDT contracts as applicable.  U/P 
is essentially firm’s overhead rate for aircraft and 
crew while on non-flight status.} 


 Crew 
Days 


  


0503 Aircraft and Flight Crew Surcharge for *[OCONUS] 
[________] Transit, Travel, and Related Nonstandard Fees 
and Expenses Associated Therewith. 


{Note:  Use, as applicable, for either 
non-conventional or OCONUS (outside the 
continental United States) sites and/or projects.  Fee 
is in addition to those routinely covered above, and 
could include items such as aircraft long-distance 
transit modifications, customs fees, fuel surcharges, 
OCONUS per diem, etc.} 


 Job L/S  
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0504 Aerial Photography/Imaging:  Perform flight planning; 


obtain stereoscopic coverage *[Black & White 
Panchromatic] [Color] [Color Infrared] [__________] 
photography using high-precision aerial mapping camera 
in accordance with scale, ground sample distance (GSD), 
coverage, and/or other applicable technical specifications 
contained in *[and/or Task Order Scope], and maps or 
attachments thereto; and perform quality review of ground 
control, raw imagery, airborne GPS and inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) post-processing for Direct 
Georeferencing, and digital image processing steps to 
ensure suitability for aerial triangulation (AT). 


{Note: Aerial imaging shall be performed with a 
calibrated metric camera flown at an altitude to 
obtain the GSD suitable for planimetric map scales 
indicated in Table 3-2 and/or orthophoto pixel sizes 
in Table 3-1, Chapter 3 of EM 1110-1-1000.  
Furthermore, Appendix D of 1110-1-1000 should be 
consulted to ensure other accuracy and quality 
parameters are achieved.} 


 Man 
Hour 


  


1000 Photo Index: Professional labor and materials required to 
prepare photo indices in accordance with the technical 
specifications described in the SOW for the task order.  


 Job L/S  


 AERIAL TRIANGULATION     
1100 Aerial Triangulation (AT): Furnish professional labor, 


hardware, software and data required to perform aerial 
triangulation for digital orthophotography, planimetric or 
topographic mapping. 


{Note: AT includes image scanning, model setup and 
orientation if film imagery is used.} 


 Man 
Hour 


  


 DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTOGRAPHY     
1200 Digital Orthophotographs, black and white, color, or color 


infrared (CIR).  Furnish professional labor, hardware, 
software and data required to produce digital orthophotos. 


{Note: Topo or feature overlay requirements, as well 
as ground survey control, are covered separately.} 


 Man 
Hour 


  


 LAND SURVEYING     
1300 Registered/Professional Land Surveyor  Man 


Days 
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1301 Survey Computor (Office)  Man 


Days 
  


1302 [Two][Three][Four][____]-Person Photo Control Survey 
Party, consisting of all labor, travel, transportation, survey 
equipment, and materials necessary to perform photo 
control surveys, including paneling, quality control, 
topographic detailing, and other functions.  


{Note: Unit rates for individual Survey Party 
members are below.} 


 Crew
Days 


  


1303 Survey Party Chief  Man 
Days 


  


1304 Surveying Technician-Instrumentman/Recorder  Man 
Days 


  


1305 Surveying Aid-Rodman  Man 
Days 


  


1306 Station Monuments 
{Note: Specify disc type and monument 
construction.} 


 Each   


1307 Field Classification and Edit Surveys: [Two][____] 
-Person Survey Party (Party Chief + 
Instrumentman/Recorder) 


 Crew 
Days 


  


1308 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Testing 
Surveys: [Two][____]-Person Survey Party (Party Chief + 
Instrumentman/Recorder) 


 Crew 
Days 


  


 STEREO COMPILATION: Furnish professional labor, 
hardware, software, materials and data required to 
stereo-compile planimetric and/or topographic features or 
data. 


    


1400 Automated or Semi-Automated Stereocompilation of 
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) or Digital Surface 
Models (DSMs) 


 Man 
Hours 


  


1401 Planimetric Feature Manual Stereocompilation  Man 
Hours 


  


1402 Topographic Feature Manual Stereocompilation 
{Note: The above items may be combined} 


 Man 
Hours 


  


 DELIVERABLES:  Furnish professional labor, hardware, 
software, materials, data and media required for 
submission of hardcopy and/or digital deliverables 


    


1500 Magnetic Media (DVDs, CDs, USB hard drives, tapes)  Job L/S  
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1501 CADD/GIS-Generated Paper Prints (Color or B/W)  Each   
1502 Film Transparencies *[F-Size]  Each   
1503 Stable-Based Mylar *[F-Size]  Sheet   
1504 Bond Paper *[F-Size]  Sheet   
1505 Planimetric Feature Plotting  Man 


Hours 
  


1506 Topographic Feature Plotting  Man 
Hours 


  


1507 CADD Operator (Editor)  Man 
Hours 


  


1508 GIS Technician  Man 
Hours 


  


1509 Photogrammetrist  Man 
Hours 


  


1510 Chief Photogrammetrist (Production Manager)  Man 
Hours 


  


 Project Manager  Man 
Hours 


  


1511 Computer Usage: CADD/GIS computer charges not 
included in overhead 


 Hour   
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